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TO THE FIKST EDITION OF VOLS. I. AND II.

OT The portion of this history now offered to the pnb-

^,jlic embraces the period from the first Triumvirate to

<^'the death of Julius Csesar. The life and times of the

^ great man by whose name it miglit fitly be designated,

^ present on the one hand the close, on the other the com-

mencement of an era. Caesar prostrated the Roman oli-

garchy, and laid the foundations of the Empire in the

will of the middle classes. He levelled the barriers of

5^ municipality, and infused provincial blood into the senate

^ and people of Rome. Preceding imperators had annexed
'-^ provinces, Csesar began to organize the conquests of the

commonwealth. From an early period of his career he

r'f- was fully conscious of the real nature of the revolution on

r* which he was embarked ; but if it was his hand that
^** moulded and directed it, the change he effected was in

fact demanded by his party and enforced by circum-

stances. Though the structure of his personal ambition

perished with him, the social foundations on which it

rested remained firmly rooted in the soil ; and the com-

prehensive imperium of his successors rose majestic and

secure from the lines originally drawn by the most sa-
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gacious statesman of the commonwealth. The career of

Caesar is tiie prehicle to the history of four centuries.

I have stated in my first chapter the limits I venture to

'assign to the work, nauiely, the transfer of the seat of

empire from Rome to Constantinople. I shall endeavour

to trace throughout the long period before me the effects

of conquest and supremacy upon the Roman people ; the

reaction of the provinces upon the capital ; the struggles

of the conquered nations to assert for themselves a share

in the dignities and privileges of the conquering race

;

and the gradual fusion into one mass of Italians, Britons,

Africans, and Orientals. I shall have to inquire how far

the boast of the Romans themselves was true, who, when

they beheld the result of this universal fusion and settle-

ment, exclaimed, that their city alone had been wise and

just enough to promote this beneficent revolution of her

own accord.' For we shall see that her concessions were

in a great degree extorted from her ; and the crowning

event which obliterates the last vestige of Roman senti-

ments, the establishment of Christianity, was in fact the

conquest of Rome by her own subjects.

The records we possess of the period to "which these

two volumes are confined, are more ample than those,

perhaps, of any other portion of ancient history ; but the

course of this work will lead us over many long and dreary

' Claudian. de Cons. Stilich. iii. 150.:

" Haec est in gremium victos quae sola recepit,

Humanumque genus oommuni nomine fovit,

Matris non dominae ritu ; civesque vocavit

Quos domuit, nexuque pio longinqua reviuxit."

Rutilius, Itinir. i. 63.

:

" Fecisti patriam diversis gentibus unam,

Profuit injustis, te dominante, capi

:

Dumque offers victis proprii consortia juris,

Urbem fecisti quod prius orbis erat."
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tracts, diversified by few objects, and admitting of little

detailed description. Bearing this in mind, I have studied

not to lose siglit altogether of the proportions suited to a

long historical work, and have sought to compress my
materials to the utmost limit consistent with perspicuity.

At the same time, the remarkable deficiency of our recent

literature in any complete narrative of the most interest-

ing period of Roman annals, has constantly tempted me
to expatiate ;

and I have been unwilling to forego the

opportunity of supplying it substantially, in case circum-

stances should prevent the further prosecution of my gen-

eral design.

The scanty illustration of these times by English

writers has been amply compensated by the abundance

and copiousness of the contributions of continental schol-

ars. The volumes of Michelet, Amedee Thierry, Duruy,

Hoeck, Abeken, and others, have lain open before me
throughout the course of my own studies ; and the elab-

orate work of Drumann, in which he has amassed every

notice of antiquity, and connected them all together with

admirable ingenuity and judgment, has supplied me with

a storehouse of references, to which I have not scrupled to

resort freely. But without aflecting originality, which

could only have been extremely defective, I believe that

much of my reading, and most of my conclusions, may lay

claim at least to independence.

My obligations to Dr. Arnold's History of the Later

Commonwealth are acknowledged in another place. The

rapid sketch he has given of the times of Julius Csesar

deserved to be retraced by the same pen ; the armour in

which he made his first literary essay he would doubtless

have furbished anew for a riper achievement. If he had

lived to continue his general history of Rome to the pe-

riod before me, it is needless to say that my ambition

would have been directed elsewhere ; and that, as his ad-
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mirer and friend, I should have joined the public voice

in hailing his extended work as worthy of himself and

his subject.

" Si mea cum vestris valuissent vota, Pelasgi,

Nou foret ambiguus taiiti certaminis hseres,

Tuque tuis armis, nos te poteremur, Achille."

Lawfobd, April, 1850.



ADDITIONAL PREFACE

TO THE COMPLETE "WORK.

The passage from Eutiliiis, which was cited at the

foot of the page in my original preface, as the key-note

to the ensuing history, has just been introduced with a

similar view by M. Amedee Thierry, at the commence-

ment of his latest work, the Tableau de VEmpire Bo-

main. " Cette belle pensee," he remarks, " exprimee en

si beaux vers par un pocite Gaulois du cinquieme siecle

.... m'a inspiree le plan de ce livre. Remontant a

1'association des compagnons de Romulus dans I'asile des

bords du Tibre, j'ai suivi pas a pas la construction de

Rome latine, italienne, puis universelle, jusqu'au jour oil

toutes les nations civilisees et une partie des nations barbares

etant reunies sous le meme sceptre, il n'y eut plus dans I'an-

cienne monde qu'une seule cite, en travail d'un monde
nouveau. De tons les points de vue de I'histoire romaine,

celui-h\ m'a paru tout a la fois le plus eleve et le plus vrai."

I could not express more plainly the idea with which I

conceived the plan of this work, which embraces a portion

only of the history of Rome, and as now completed, a

smaller portion than I at first, perhaps too lightly, con-

templated. ' Of the reasons which have induced me to
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terminate my labours witli the deatli of M. Aurelius, I

have spoken at the conclusion of the final chapter. But,

while I allow the preface to my first volumes, which held

out larger expectations, to stand, I will take the oppor-

tunity of issuing an edition of the complete work, to

speak somewhat more particularly of the object with which

it was undertaken.

M. Thierry remarks very truly that every people has

two histories,—the one interior, national and domestic,

the other exterior. The former he goes on to describe as

the history of its laws and institutions, and its political

changes,—in one word, of its action upon itself ; the latter

he refers to the action of the people upon others, and the

part it may claim in influencing the common destinies of

the world. Of these two histories the first cannot, of

course, be fully written till the people has reached the

term of its political individuality, neither can the second

be written till the farthest effect of its influence can be

traced and estimated. There are none of the modern na-

tions of Europe of which even the first of these histories

can yet be recounted, still less the second. The political

institutions of England, France, and Germany are still in

action and progress, while their ultimate effect on the

destinies of mankind is lost in an unfathomable future.

The great interest of Greek and Roman history consists

in this, that we can trace them with singular complete-

ness in both these respects.

The interior, or active political history of the Greeks

ceases with the subjugation of their country by Alexander,

or at least by the Romans
; but it is from this very point

that the history of their exterior influence may be said

almost to commence. From this period we begin to

learn how important a part the little corner of Europe,

which gave birth to art and science, to politics and phi-

losophy, was really destined to play in human aflfairs.
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The struggles of the Persian and Pcloponnesian wars, the

siege of Syracuse, the battle of Chseronea, sink into insig-

nilicance beside the moral revolutions effected by Plato

and Aristotle, by the Sophists and the Rhetoricians, by

the poets and painters, the architects and sculptors, by

the early converts of Paul and Poly carp, by the fathers

of the Christian Church, the Clements, Origens, and Chry-

sostoms. The internal and political history of Greece has

exercised the pens of some of the most accomplished wri-

ters of our own day, as well as of earlier generations ; but,

strange to say, they have uniformly stopped at the con-

quest of Greece by the Macedonians or the Pomans, and

the subversion of her political independence, without re-

garding the far more interesting history of her moral in-

fluence from that moment commencing. I know of no

work, in any language, on what has always seemed to me
the noblest of all historical subjects, the action of Grecian

ideas upon the East and the West,—upon the Egyptians,

the Persians, and the Jews on the one hand, and upon the

Romans on the other,—in the development of modern

philosophy and religion, as well as of art and science. To

trace these causes to their latest effects would be indeed

a task of enormous scope and variety ; but a history of

the Greeks^ or of the Greeks under the Roman Empire, as

distinguished from the narrow and familiar curriculum

of the " history of Greece,'''' might not have been too un-

wieldy for the comprehensive grasp of some of our recent

historians.

Roman history presents a nearly similar division of

subject and interest with the Grecian, and doubtless it

may be written with almost equal completeness in both

its branches. The active life of the Romans was compre-

hended in the series of their conquests, and our writers

have generally been content with tracing it to the period

when these conquests having arrived substantially at their
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greatest extension, and the free action of political ideas

having been sacrificed to them, the internal history of the

people reaches its termination. With the subjugation of

the Eastern provinces, or with the civil wars which fol-

lowed, and the establishment of a despotic monarchy, the

interest of domestic affairs at Rome languishes or ceases

;

and comparatively little attention has been paid to the

new interest which now begins to attach to her influence

on the world around her and beneath her. I have always

felt how sharp a line is here dra'UTi between the history of

Roman action and the history of Roman ideas ; between

the history of arms and the history of civilization. This

distinction I have sought to mark by designating the

work on which I liave myself engaged as the history of

the Romans, rather than of Rome. On reviewing, in-

deed, what I have written, and admitting the painful con-

sciousness of how far it falls short in scope and compre-

hensiveness of the idea which has from the first been

present to me, I must acknowledge that 1 have done no

more than lay the foundations of such a history of the

Romans under the Empire, of their ideas and moral prin-

ciples, their habits and institutions, as might, and no

doubt will one day, be elaborated. Tlie civilization of

the Romans is, indeed, very closely bound up with that

of the Greeks, and to many may appear to be merely sub-

ordinate to it. But both deserve to be studied and por-

trayed apart as well as together. It will be generally

conceded that the ideas and institutions of modern Europe

are derived by more direct filiation from those of Rome
than of Greece ; and while both the Roman and the

Grecian seem, in their time, and perhaps simultaneously,

to have pervaded the whole sphere of the civilized world

of antiquity, I confess that my own imagination is most

powerfully excited by the visible connexion between moral

influence and material authority which is presented, to an
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extent never realized before or since, by the phenomenon

of the Roman Empire.

The portion of Eoman liistory which I liave ventured

to iUustrate derives another interest, in my eyes, from the

completeness of the gallery of national portraits which it

exhibits. From Catulns and Lncnllus to M. Aurelius, the

series may be said to be entire. There is not one, per-

haps, of the whole number of statesmen and warriors who
fills an important place in the period, whose moral linea-

ments are not preserved for us in vivid relief by our re-

maining liistorians and biographers. And to these politi-

cal celebrities may be added a list, hardly less complete,

of men of letters, in whose works, still preserved, we may
trace a clear impress of their social habits and intellectual

training. 'We may picture to ourselves the characters of

Yirgil and Horace, Lucan and Seneca, Tacitus, Juvenal,

and the elder and younger Pliny, almost as accurately as

those of Ccesar and Pompeius, Augustus and Tiberius.

It is only by knowing the leading minds of an age that

we can truly gauge the spirit of the age itself ; and in

this respect we have, I think, as good means of throwing

ourselves into the epoch of Augustus and of Trajan as of

almost any modern period prior to our own generation,

and that of our immediate predecessors. Assuredly we
have no such advantages for studying the character of any

other portion of antiquity. Such are the grounds on

which I have thought that an account of the Eomans
under the Empire might be a welcome addition to the

stores of English literature.

Lawford, August, 1862.
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HISTORY OF THE EO)IANS

UNDER THE EMPIRE.

CHAPTEE I.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF ROMAN HISTORY ILLUSTRATED BY THE LEGEND OF

THE FOUNDATION OF THE CITY. EXCLUSION : COMPREHENSION. ROMANS
;

PATRICIANS, PLEBEIANS. ROMANS ; LATINS. ROMANS ; ITALIANS. ROMANS
;

PROVINCIALS. TYRANNY OF THE ROMANS : WRONGS OF THE PROVINCES
;

SERTORIUS; MITHRIDATES; THE PIRATES. INTERNAL STRENGTH AND WEAK-

NESS : SPARTACUS. SPIRIT OF REFORM: RISE OF A MIDDLE CLASS: MODI-

FICATION OF ROMAN IDEAS. CLAIMS OF THE PROVINCIALS TO COMPRE-

HENSION : THEIR GRADUAL RECOGNITION. DEVELOPMENT OF THE IDEA OF

UNITY, MORAL AND POLITICAL. CHRISTIANITY : MONARCHY. EXTINCTION

OF ROMAN IDEAS.—SCOPE OF THE WORK.

THE Romans regarded the Palatine as the cradle of the

City of the Seven HUls. It T\'as from the opposite slope

of the Janiculiun that they delighted to behold the
1 • x- 1-1 ITT- T

Contrastbe-
Cham 01 emmences which surrounded this central tween the Paia-

T 1 -, -, . T . .., tine and Aven-
simamit, and comprehended Avithm its circuit the tine hiiis as sites

most interesting sites and monuments of their
°^-^'^^^-

history.' The configuration of the six exterior heights, from

the Capitoline on the left to the Aventine on the right, pre-

sented an almost continuous ridge of unequal elevation, abut-

ting at either extremity on the channel of the Tiber. Be-

tween the Aventine and the Caelian a smaU stream made its

' " Hinc septem dominos videre monies,

Et totam licet ccstimare Romam." Martial, iv. 64.

VOL. I.—

2
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way into the enclosure, and the ravine in this quarter was

diligently fortified from an early period. The mound of Ser-

vius' lined the crest of the Quirinal and the EsquUine, where

the city seemed accessible, not from any dejiression in its

natural rampart, but from the gentleness of the exterior ac-

clivity. It was not till the time of Trajan that an opening-

was excavated between the Capitoline and the Quirinal.

Where the Tiber first fell under the shadow of the Servian

walls, the Capitoline descended abruptly into the hollow, and

sustained on its precipitous summits the defences of the city

to the north. The Aventine, presenting the ojoposite horn of

the ridge, sloped gradually to the water's edge, and might

seem from its position to invite the commerce of the world

to the widest and richest valley south of the Apennines,

teeming with the products of Etruscan civilization. Its abo-

riginal monsters Avere exterminated by the Tyrian Hercules,

the genius of commercial enterprize.'' But in the depths of

antiquity, before the foundations of Rome were laid, the sin-

gle outlet to the waters which collected round the base of the

Palatine, was choked by a desolate morass, and the rank

growth of primitive forests buried the central eminence in

almost impenetrable concealment. Such a position was ad-

mirably adapted for a place of retreat, and offered an impreg-

nable shelter to crime and rapine. It seemed created by ISTa-

ture herself to be the stronghold of a people of reserved

character and predatory habits. It was destined to become

the den of the wolves of Italy .^ The legend of the founda-

' " Ut iinus aditus qui esset inter Esquilinum Quirinumque montem
maximo aggere objecto fossa cingeretur altissima." Cic. de Rep. ii. 6.

Arnold {Hist, of Rome, i. 51) has described this locality by a just and lively

image. It is remarkable that Cicero malses no mention of the hollow

through which the Aqua Crabra flowed into the city, which was fortified by

the Agger Quiiitium of Ancus (Liv. i. 33) ; but he was thinking only of

defences against invasion from the north.

"^ See the Legend of Cacus, Virg. ^n. viii.

" Cacus Aventinas timor atque infamia sylvEB." Ovid, Fast. i. 551.

' Such was the expression of Telesinus the Samnite :
" Nunquam defuturos

raptores Italicae libertatis lupos, nisi sylva in quam lefugere solerent esset

excisa." Yell. ii. 27.
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tion of the Eternal City, which affirmed that the divine omens

decided the contest of the brothers and the pretensions of the

rival summits, furnishes a striking illustration of the subse-

quent fortunes of the Roman people. They chose between a

career of conquest and plunder, and of discovery and com-

merce. Romulus founded Rome, Remus might have founded

a Carthage.

Nor is it only in the local features of this original birth-

place that the isolation of the Roman character is thus vividly

depicted. The native ferocity of the people is
^

, . ,. -,. . rni 1
Antipathy of

stamped upon its earliest traditions. Ihe author the Romans to

of the race, it was said, was rejected and exposed °'*^'s"'^''^-

by his natural guardians. The sustenance denied him by man
was alForded him by the most savage beast of the desert. He
grew up to slay his oppressor, to summon the injured and the

outlawed to his standard, and wreak with them wild ven-

geance upon mankind around him. In the same manner, the

morose pride of the Roman people, and their antipathy to

foreign habits, are strongly marked on every page of their

history. They scorned the humanizing pursuits of commerce,

and the genial tendencies of social refinement. They were in-

flamed by a passion for destroying the monuments of their

conquered enemies, their arts and literature. They established

the most odious distinctions between themselves and their

subjects, insulted them by their legislation, and defamed them

in their histories.

The Roman polity, however, presents another side, Avhich

lays much greater claim to our interest. It was compelled at

sundry periods to abandon its proud exclusive The policy of

princii)les, and court for self-preservation the alii-
fB°forced upon"

ance of aliens, and even enemies. The annals of *'^''™-

the Roman people afibrd a conspicuous illustration of the

natural laws which seem to control the rise and progress

of nations. The almost uninterrupted succession of their

triumphs, the enormous extent of the dominion they ac-

quired, and the completeness of the cycle through which they

passed from infancy to decay, combine to present them to us
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as the normal type of a conquering race. One principle

seems to be established by their history. It is the condition

of permanent dominion, that the conquerors should absorb

the conquered gradually into their own body, by extending,

as circumstances arise, a share in their own exclusive privi-

leges to the masses from whom they have torn their original

independence. Thus only can they provide a constant supply

of fresh blood to recruit their own exhausted energies, and

strengthen the basis of their power while they extend the

limits of their conquests.

AU conquering nations instinctively resent this sacrifice

of pride and immediate interest ; all struggle blindly against

it ; the more readily they submit to the necessity,

necesB;iry°con-*^ the lougcr do they retaui the vitality of their in-

manent domin- stitutious, and rcpcl the natural advances of de-

cay. The obstinacy with which the Dorian con-

querors of Sparta resisted this necessity, checked their career

of aggrandizement, and brought their political existence to a

premature tei'mination. We are ourselves witnesses at the

present day to the consequences of such resistance in the im-

pending ruin of a more magnificent empire, the dominion of

the Turks in Greece and western Asia. On the other hand,

the latest conquerors of our own island, as well as those of

Gaul, have acknowledged the condition attached to their tri-

umph ; and the eflTects of their victory, itself long since for-

gotten, have endured through a succession of many centuries.

It was by gradually communicating to their subjects, however

reluctantly, the outward badges and privileges of the conquer-

ing caste, that both the Normans and the Franks have averted

the reaction which must otherwise, sooner or later, have swept

away the progeny of a mere handful of adventurers. But in

relinquishing the privileges extorted by arms, these invaders

have retained the ascendancy due to their jiolitical genius, and

have each impressed their own character indelibly upon the

common institutions of the victors and the vanquished.

Again, the time may arrive in the social progress of a nation

when the incorporation of its component elements has become
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complete, but the struggle of races has been succeeded by a

struggle of ideas ; the conflicting interests and feelings of

difierent classes may require a similar system of timely con-

cession ; the rise, for instance, of new rehgious con^-ictions

may threaten to act vnth explosive force in the bosom of so-

ciety, and demand a new social combination at the hands of

prudent statesmen. In this respect also the history of the

Roman people in its latest developments furnishes a manual

of experience to the philosophical mquirer.

The spuit of this assimilative principle, if we may so de-

nominate it, may be traced in the venerable legend which re-

lated the deed of violence by which the founder„,. , i-i'i 1 fi- The principle of
01 the city sought to multiply the number oi his assimilation

subjects. The contest with the Sabines, who earliest legends

resented the rape of their women, ended in the ° °™^'

association of the hostUe tribes in the bonds of kinship

and alliance. The divided throne of Romulus and Tatius

was a tAi^e of the double chairs of the patrician and ple-

beian consuls, and of the successive extension of the Roman
franchise to the Latms, the Itahans and the Provincials. The
infant colony, thus recruited, sprang rapidly into vigorous

adolescence. The city of Romulus spread from the Palatine

over the surrounding ridge, and connected with a single wall

the fortresses which were planted on its heights.* The com-

monwealth grew in fame and fortune by the periodical repe-

tition of this original experiment ; by carrjdng out this piin-

ciple of incorporation still more widely, it finally rose to

empire.

Nevertheless, a large portion of the history of Rome is no

other than a record of the desperate resistance she offered to

the claims of her subjects for comprehension strugsiie be-

within the pale of her pri^dleges. The tunely cranSudpte""

amalgamation which took place so repeatedly be- t'^ians.

tween the conquerors and the conquered, is to be attributed

to the good fortune of the commonwealth rather than to

' " Septemque una sibi muro circumdedit arces."

Yirg. Georff. ii. in fin.
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the wisdom and foresight of her nilers. Under the regal

government, Indeed, as far as we may ti'ust the records

which have descended to us, the principle of equal association

was admitted and practised Hberally. Romulus shared his

throne with the king of the Sabines. Tullus transjilanted to

Rome the citizens of Alba. The most ancient enumerations

of the Roman people seem to indicate, by their rapid increase,

that they carried out this policy systematically as long as they

were governed by kings. But as the monarchical form of

government generally favours the obliteration of distinctions

between the various elements which compose a nation, so the

ohgarchy which supplanted the dynasty of the Tarquins dis-

played the opposite tendency congenial to a more jealous pol-

ity. As the light begins to brighten about the cradle of the

Roman institutions, we discover distinct traces of the existence

within their pale, not of two classes only, the warriors and

their subjects, but of a third also, occupying a position be-

tween the others, sharing in the name and in an inferior

degree in the rights and privileges of the dominant class.

The patricians and plebeians of Rome represent, at this early

period, two races of different origin, the former of which has

admitted the other, whether on compulsion or by concession,

after a fruitless resistance, or by spontaneous arrangement, to

a certain jjrescribed share in the j)rivileges of government and

the rights of conquest. It exacts, in return, a strict alliance

against the unruly subjects and the enemies common to both.

During a century and a half of republican government, while

the external policy of the state is developing its tendency to

universal aggression, and the work of aggrandizement and

self-defence seem, to the eye of the mere bystander, to be

animated by a common instinct, there exists, nevertheless, in-

ternally a strong under-current of hostility between these jeal-

ous yokefellows. The plebs is resolutely working its way to

the attainment of complete equality with the populus, to the

common enjoyment of all public honours and emoluments, and

a pledge for the personal consideration of its members. Its

numbers are gradually, though slowly, augmented, by the ad-
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mission into its ranks of the class of freedmen, those whom
compassion, gratitude, or interest have elevated occasionally

from servitude to civil privileges. In some cases the whole

free population of an allied or friendly city was admitted in a

body to the rights of Roman citizenship. Enrolled in one of

the existing plebeian tribes, or adding another to the number,

it directly increased the power and influence of the inferior

order, while at the same time, as the clientele of some patri-

cian house, it reflected additional lustre upon the more dig-

nified class. At last the commons attain their object. They

acquire an equal share in the public offices and honours, parti-

cipate in the same system of law, m the same rites of religion,

and in the common fruits of conquest. The two nations coa-

lesce into one. From this era the body politic appears to be

animated with new vigour. The career of victory is no longer

checked by the defection of the bulk of the people at some

important crisis. The hostility of the enemy is no longer en-

couraged by the suspicion that the councils of his adversary

are divided. The course of another century witnesses the ex-

tension of the Roman dominion over the whole of Italy, and

the vigorous republic is now prepared to contest the sover-

eignty of the West with the long-settled and deep-rooted

power of Carthage.

We find, however, that the Romans do not enter upon

this mortal conflict in exclusive dependence upon their own
resoiu'ces. The burghers and the commonalty to-

^1 1 T P , -,,,,. The Latin fran-
gether are ah-eady lar outnumbered by the multi- chise, and com-

tude of their subjects, whom they continue to treat the aiiie8°h°the

as aliens, who are jealous of their sway, and may ^°'"''" ^*''*''-

be expected to rise against them at any favourable oppor-

tunity. The strength of the Romans must be invigorated,

that of the Italians reduced. Accordingly, we remark the

institution of a new form of qualified citizenship conferred

upon certain dependent societies, either as a reward for good
service to the republic, or to appease their cravings for union

with it. The Latin franchise, as it was termed from the

people to whom it was first assigned, placed its possessor in
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a state of subordinate communion with the Roman people.

The principal advantage which it conferred related to the

means of holding and disposmg of property ; but the Latin

was not deemed worthy to mingle his blood with the Roman,

and the child of a mixed marriage became a Latin, and not a

Roman citizen. Nor did the republic concede to these de-

pendents the complete right of suffrage. The discharge of

certain local magistracies, accessible of course to a few only,

was required as a title to enrolment in a plebeian tribe, and

the full acquisition of her privileges. In return she required

the recipients of her favour to enlist without hesitation in her

service. To be admitted, however, even on such unequal terms,

to partnershij) with the victorious republic was an honour

much esteemed. Gradually extended to a considerable num-

ber of Italian towns, particularly in Samnium and Campania,

and afterwards beyond the sea, it conciliated many doubtful

friends and materially contributed to the strength of Rome.

It was obvious, however, that in giving her subjects this

foretaste of the sweets of sovereignty, the republic fostered

Contest of pa- the demand for their full and unrestrained enjoy-

behJns ti^ri?s^''°"
nient. Meanwhile, not only was her genuine blood

richer and poor-
tli'^ined by coustaut Warfare, but every new con-

er classes. quest required a fresh effusion from her veins to

garrison or to colonize it. Whilst she strove to repair the

losses of war in her dejiendencies, she enhanced the injury

which it had inflicted upon herself. The claim of citizenship

extended with every new conquest, strengthened in every

crisis of her weakness, and gathered courage from her inter-

nal dissensions. AYithin the walls of Rome itself the old

contest of the burghers with the commonalty had been in-

sensibly transferred to the richer and poorer classes, the

nobility and the populace. Undoubtedly many families of

the j)lebs were as noble and as wealthy as any of the patri-

cian order ; but the latter were all ennobled by birth and

station, and the political advantages, of which they enjoyed

so large a share, had as yet allowed few to descend into

poverty. The mass of the plebeians, on the other hand, com-
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prehended all the citizens of obscurer birth, and nearly all of

inferior means. Accordingly, when a struggle arose between

the upper and lower classes, old names and old jealousies were

apj)ealed to on both sides ; the contest assumed the title of one

between patricians and plebeians, and the name probably con-

duced to give a false colour and illegitimate tendency to the

thing. The poorer classes claimed certain rights with regard to

the public property, of which they had been dispossessed, not

as plebeians, but simply as citizens ; but their cause was advo-

cated by the tribmies of the i^lebs ; the prejudices of the plebs,

of every one enrolled in a plebeian tribe, whether noble or

mean, rich or poor, were invoked in its support. It was the

s}Tnpathy of old association, rather than any actual participa-

tion in injury, that drew the members of the plebeian nobility

into a quarrel altogether apart from their personal interest,

or rather one which was contrary to it. The attraction was
not universal ; many of the richer plebeians fell into the

ranks of the patrician aristocracy which generally opposed

these claims ; and in the subsequent phases which the contest

assumed, individuals were found to fluctuate reciprocally

from the one side to the other. But the struggles of the

privileged and the imprivileged continued to be described by

the old party designations, and the popular faction might be

astonished at trimnphing under the leadershijD of the patrician

Julius, while the nobles accejited with distaste and reluctance

the services of a plebeian Porcius and Pompeius.

The Licinian rogations, enacted in the year 389 of the city,

had laid the foundations of a virtual equality between the

patrician and plebeian orders. The principle of proprietary

the most important of these measures was to de- LicfnSn°roga^^

stroy the actual monopoly of the use of the A°erariainaw9

public lands which the patricians enjoyed, and to of the Gracchi.

limit the occupation of each citizen to a certain nimiber of

acres. Since that time, however, the rich and powerful had

again gradually encroached upon this regulation, and while

they grasped immense tracts of land, which they could not

profitably occupy, had left a vast proportion of the poorer
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citizens without their rightful means of subsistence. Tlie law

in fact had fallen into desuetude. Tiberius Gracchus, alarmed

at the progressive depopulation of Italy, and perceiving

how the enormous disproportion of properties was tending to

extirpate the mass of free citizens, fixed his eye upon these

obsolete enactments as the legitimate means of restoring the

balance between the rich and poor. His immediate object

was, not the enrichment or elevation of the plebeians, but

simply the restoration of the needier citizens to a state of

honourable independence. The actual law was doubly fa-

vourable to his views of re-distribution ; for not only had the

Licinian rogations never been abrogated, but the title by

which alone public land could be occupied was always, in

strictness, revocable by the state. It was not the nobility of

Rome only who were alarmed by the project of this new
agrarian division. The Italians also combined with them in

determined opposition to it.' The senates of the Italian

towns were at this time even more aristocratic than that of

Rome itself; for amidst all the popular modifications to

which her own constitution was subjected, it had always been

the policy of the republic to stifle democratic movements in

her dependencies. It is probable, therefore, that the ItaUan

governments were attached to the Roman nobility by mutual

interests and sympathies. The nobles repaid their goodwill

with kmdly offices, and to many of the allies the use of por-

tions of public land, so jealously withheld from their pauj^ers

at home, was conceded by special enactment, to more, per-

haps, by favour and connivance.

Notwithstanding this foreign support the aristocracy

were foiled by the courage and patriotism of the Gracchi,

The state de-
^^^ actcd with that thorough foith in the truth

rives strength jjud iustice of their causc, which affords the surest
from this con- •> '

cession Claims pi'omise of succcss. The agrarian laws were car-
oftheltahan ^ ^
allies to the ned, though their authors perishedm the struggle,

' " Nobilitas noxia atque eo perculsa, modo per socios et nomen Latinum

. . . Gracchorum actionibus obviam ierat."—Sallust, Bell. Jtigurth. 42. Comp.

Prosper Merimee, Etudes sur VHistoire Romaine, i. 48.
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and these enactments proved tborous;hly too in- Roman fran-

tricate and impracticable to be ever executed. ^^'^^ of the ro-
¥-» • f 1 -I

•
-I ^ •

niaiis. The So-
Jout, imijeriectly as they were acunmistered, their ctai war. xri-

effect was still stringent and salutary. Hence Romans, but

the extraordinary energy which the republic cessiorTonbe

displayed during the thirty years that followed ;

"^

^^^l[ em.

hence the destruction of Jugm'tha and the Cimbri, ^' ^' ^^'

and the rej^eated triumphs of Marius and Metellus, of Fa-

bius and Scaurus. Meanwhile the Italians had been brooding'

in secret over the ideas which the late reformation had sug-

gested to them. They acknowledged, upon reflection, that

the precarious enjoyment of a few acres of the public land

was a jmvilege far inferior in value to the franchise of the

city.' The popular party in Rome were still restless, and

disturbed the state with demands for new agrarian laws to

remedy the inefiiciency of the former. The agitators en-

couraged the demands of the Italians, who now assailed with

importunity and menace the prescriptions of the Roman
polity." Great was the outcry of the nobles against their

treacherous compatriots who were prepared to level the bar-

riers of exclusion. As usual in popular struggles, moderate

concessions were refused, and extreme measures the more

vehemently demanded.' The nobles flew to arms with a

spirit that cowed domestic treason, while it maintained its

ground no less resolutely against foreign aggression. The

apprehensions entertained by the ruling class of the personal

loss which would ensue to them from the admission to public

honours and emoluments of such a host of competitors, not

less, perhaps, an honourable though mistaken abhorrence of

' Appian (Bell. Civ. i. 18) describes how they were harassed bv the com-

missioners wlio attempted to carry out tlie appointed re-distribution of land.

TuvToi T6 5ij Ka\ TOLS 4irl TOVTOis Twv SiKa^SwTuv eTrei^eis ov (ptpovrfs ol 'Ito-

\tUTat. . . .

' Kal rives ela-rjyovvTo tovs crvfifidxovs airavras, o? 5/j irepl Trjs yrjs /xaKiffra

avTe\fyov, fis t^v 'Pto/xaiaiv iroXtTfiav avaypdxf/ai, u>s fxei^ovL x^P''''' ""^P^
''"^^

yrjs ov StoiffOfjifvovs. Kal eSf'xo^'TO iafxevoi Tovd' ol ^IraXiwrai, irpoTiBevTes rSiv

Xwplaiv T'Jjj' Tro\iTeiav.—Appian, B. C. i. 21. Comp. i. 3-t.

' Yal. Max. ix. 5. 1 ; Merimee, i. 60.
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the dilution of Roman blood and Roman sentiments from this

foreign influx, united both the patricians and plebeians

amongst them in one stern and indomitable phalanx.

Alone, amidst every combination of dissension and treachery

at home, did this old nobility, a few hundred families at

most, maintain the struggle by their courage and wealth,

against the whole force of Italy, precipitated into arms at

the brilhant prospects revealed by the popular intriguers.

As the contest proceeded, the claim of citizenship was ex-

changed for the deadliest vows of extermination, and it was

for their existence rather than their prerogatives that the

Romans had to contend. The result of the contest was in

every way worthy of their military and political reputation.

Successful everywhere in the field, they paused at the moment

of victory, and to each nation, as it resigned its claims, pre-

sented the boon of citizenship as a free gift. The whole of

Italy received the full franchise of the city.'

The Romans had now arrived at that period in their career

as a nation, at which the existing generation begins to reflect

upon the past, and to trace the steps by which it
e rospec

. ^^^ arrived at its actual position. They could not

fail to recognize the peculiar feature which distinguishes their

history from that of all the popular governments of antiquity,

the jirinciple of expansion and association, which had carried

them triumphantly through every crisis, and strengthened

year by year the foundations of their magnificent empire.

SaUust hails with satisfaction the early application of this

happy policy by the founder of the city ;
^ and it is to this

pre-eminently that Cicero attributes the extent and vitality

' Appian, Bell. Civ. i. 49; Veil. ii. 17. The principal enactments by

which the franchise was extended to the Italians were the Lex Julia (a. u.

664) and the Lex Plautia Papiria (a. u. 665). But the actual process of en-

franchisement was more gradual than has generally been supposed. Many
difficulties were thrown in the way of the claimants ; the acquisition of the

metropolitan required the relinquishment of the local franchise. Several

states declined the honour. See Duruy's elaborate note, Hist, des Rmnains,

ii. 213 ; and Niebuhr, Led. on Rom. Hist. i. 387.

- Sallust, Bell. Catil. 6.
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of the Roman dominion.' Dionysius, in the striking passage

in which he enumerates the principal causes of the grandeur

of the people, who had mortified Grecian vanity by their easy

overthrow of the descendants of Leonidas and Themistocles,

contrasts the humane and liberal policy of the Romans with

the feeble jealousy and exclusiveness of his own countrymen.'^

What was the caicse, says Tacitus, of the fall of the Lace-

daemonians and Athenians^ hut that, powerful as they were in

arms, they spurned their subjectsfrom them as aliens ?^

The nobles, although they had given way to their oppo-

nents on the vital point of the right of suffrage, still clung to

the hope of maintaining their superiority. At
rp^i^^^jjofthe

first they tried to limit the preponderance of popular party

. . ,
in Rome oon-

new voters by arbitrarily restrictmg them to a temporaneous-

small number of the tribes." But amidst the frandiisement
. , r> .1 • •! 1-1 ^^ -I ^^ of the Italians.

Violence oi the civil wars, which assailed the

most sacred landmarks of the constitution, such invidious

distinctions could not long be maintained. On the first

triumph of the popular party, its leader hastened to rcAvard

the services of the Italians by abolishing these injurious

restrictions. The whole of the tribes were now thrown open

to them, and from this time it was evident that they had it

in their power, by actmg with steadiness and concert, com-

pletely to master the genuine Romans in the comitia. But

many causes combmed to avert this result. The Italians had

' Cic. pro JBalbo, 31.

- Dionys. Hal. Ant. Rom. ii. 16, 17.

' Tac. Ann. xi. 24 ; where the remark is put in the mouth of the Emperor

Claudius, when he urged the senate, according to his uniform policy, to extend

the franchise to the mass of the Gaulish people. He adds, " At conditor nos-

ter Romulus tantum sapientia valuit, ut plerosque populos eodem die hostes

dein cives habuerit."

* The original arrangement lasted so short a time that its nature seems to

have been speedily forgotten. Velleius (ii. 20) says that the Italians were

enrolled in eight tribes, apparently eight of the existing thirty-five ; on the

other hand, Appian {B. G. i. 49) affirms that ten new tribes were created for

them. In either case they were liable to be overwhelmed by the old Roman
citizens in the comitia, where questions were decided by the majority, not of

votes, but of tribes.
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no longer any distinct interest at variance with that of the

Romans, Avhile they retained many causes of jealousy and dis-

union among themselves. The distance at which they lay

from the centre of action made it impossible for them to

watch the shifting currents of the forum, and the inactivity

to Avhieh they were thus condemned by their position soon

rendered them wholly indifferent to questions of temporary

interest. The apprehension, therefore, that the introduction

of the Italian element into the constitution would have the

effect of Italianizing Rome, was totally groundless. Xever-

theless, it is certain that from this time must be dated the

decay of the Roman nationality, though we must look to

another quarter for its cause. The city became from hence-

forth the common resort of all that was neediest and vilest in

the suburban population. The forum was occupied by dis-

solute and reckless mobs, eager to sell themselves to the

demagogues of any party, controlling the elections by cor-

ruption or violence, obstructing the march of public affairs,

rendering law impotent and justice impracticable. Conscious

of their strength and services, these hungry mercenaries

claimed a subsidy from the faction they kept in power.

They quartered themselves on the government, which was

compelled to tax, for their maintenance, the industry of the

provinces. At this crisis the suffrages of the Italians might

have saved Rome. But the statesmen of the day failed to

discover the means, obvious as they appear to us, by which

the votes of the distant municijials might be brought to bear

against the rabble of the city. The idea of popular repre-

sentation was altogether foreign to the habits of the age : it

was not till a later generation that it first glimmered upon

the mind of the wariest of Roman legislators.' We may
imagine, however, that the introduction of such a system by
a strong government, like that of Sulla, might have infused a

' Suet. Oct. 46. :
" Excogitato genere suifragiorum quae de magistratibus

urbicis decuriones colonici in sua quisque Colonia ferrent, et sub diem comi-

tiorum obsignata Romam mitterent." The precise nature of the enactment of

the Emperor Augustus, here referred to, will be examined hereafter.
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new element of stability into the tottering machine of the

republican constitution.

Marius was wafted into power with the full tide of the

Italian confederacy. He was the first to* proscribe and mas-

sacre the leaders of the party opposed to him :
' ongarcinoai re-

but his views were narrow and sordid, and he sui'hi^anlfaL

took no measures to secure the ascendancy of elcUi8iveo['^°

the popular faction which he had led to vie- Roman poucy.

tory. Satiated with the acquisition of a seventh consulship,

he was snatched away by a timely death from the dis-

grace and ruin with which his friends were speedily over-

taken." The return of Sulla, the champion of the nobility,

with his veteran legions from Asia, surprised them without

plans or resources. The younger Marius threw himself into

the arms of the Samnites, still the implacable enemies of

Rome, and offered to transfer to their country the seat of

empire. The views of Sulla, on the other hand, were thor-

oughly national. The massacres by which he decimated the

Italian races, the proscriptions by which he swept offthe leaders

of the popular party in the city, together with his vigorous

exercise of the extraordinary powers which the gratitude

of the triumphant nobles conferred upon him, in abrogating

laws which had fixed, for more than a generation, the balance

of the constitution, all tended to the same end, the restoration

and defence of the Roman oligarchy. Even his introduction

of a multitude of soldiers and slaves to the franchise, revolu-

tionary as it was in principle, found its excuse in the aim he

had in view, that of coimteracting the suffrages of the Italians,

which even he dared not absolutely annul. He abridged the

power of the tribunes,' who, in addition to their original

' Sulla indeed was the first who decreed a proscription bylaw; and on this

account Velleius assigns him the ignominy of inventing this mode of carrying

on the struggle. " Primus ille exemplum proscriptionis invenit." ii. 28.

^ Merimee thinks that Marius committed suicide, i. 247 ; see Plutarch,

Mar. 45.

^ Liv. Epit. Ixxxix. ; Veil. ii. 30 ; Appian, B. C. i. 100 ; Cic. de Leg. iii.

9 : "In ista quidera re rehementer SuUam probo, qui tribunis plebis sua lege

injuria; faciendaj potestatem ademerit, auxilii ferendi reliquerit."
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office of protecting the interests of the plebs, had usurped

direct control over the deliberations of the senate. He
restored to that body the judicia, a prerogative eagerly cov-

eted and jealously
«
guarded; for the senatorial judices, or

judges, reigned irresponsibly in the public tribimals, screened

their friends and condemned their enemies, gorged them-

selves individually with bribes, and maintained with relent-

less tyranny the system of provincial oppression by which

they profited as a class. The popular party was cowed, and

the nobles promised themselves a long enjoyment of the new

oligarchical constitution. The gratitude for his services, to-

gether with the devotion of his veterans, and the terror of

his own name, maintained the dictator in undisputed power,

and continued to protect his person after his abdication.

The course of events Avill lead us, on some future occa-

sions, to trace the remains of resentment and antipathy to

Acquiescence Rome wliich lingered long in some regions of

fnsuiia'fpoiiti- ^^^ peniusula ! but, for the most part, the ambi-
cai settlement,

^^q,^ ^f ^^q Italian races was now quelled ; they

were content to regard the city of Romulus as their own
metropolis, and, while they enjoyed the fruits of her wide-

wasting domination, gradually learned to take pride in her

name. We must now extend a cursory glance beyond the

limits of Italy, and estimate, from the condition of her sub-

ject territories, the good fortune of Rome, which had thus

acquired new strength and resources in a momentous crisis

of her external affairs.

Italia, the region to which the privileges of the city

had been conceded by the Plautian law, was bounded by

The Roman » line drawn across the neck of the jjeninsula,

iia°ci'saipi'na'i' from the JEsar on the lower sea, to the Rubi-

fsiands^rspafn cou on the Upper. To the north and south lay

fnctbejondThe ^^'^ proviuccs, which held the first rank in

^'P^ political importance ; on the one hand Gallia, or

Gaul within the Alps, on the other Sicily. The Gaulish

province was divided into two districts by the river Padus, or

Po, from whence they derived their denominations respect-
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ively, according as they lay within or beyond that boundary.

But the whole of this rich and extensive region was placed

under the command of a single proconsul, and the citizens

soon learned to regard with jealousy a military force which

menaced their own liberties at the same time that it maintained

the obedience of their subjects. Sicily, on the other hand,

though tranquil and contented, and requiring but a small

force to control it, was important to the republic from the

abundance of its harvests, to which the city could most con-

fidently look for its necessary supplies of grain. Next among
its provinces in proximity to Rome were the islands of Sar-

dinia and Corsica, of which the former also furnished Italy

with corn ; but both were rude and imperfectly cultivated,

and the unhealthiness of the larger island especially continued

to keep it below many far remoter regions in wealth, popu-

lation, and intelligence. The first jirovince which the Ro-

mans had acquired beyond their own seas was Spain, where

their arms had made slow but steady progress from the

period of their earliest contests with the Carthaginians,

although the legions had never yet j^enetrated into its wildest

and most distant fastnesses. The connexion between Rome
and her Iberian dependencies was long maintained principally

by sea, while the wide territory w^hich intervenes between

the Alps and the Pyrenees was still occupied by nmnerous

free and jealous communities. But the republic acquired

possessions on the coast of the Gulf of Lyons, which gradually

extended inland to the Lake of Geneva on the one side and the

Cevennes on the other. To this district she gave the name
of the Province. She established remoter colonies at Narbo
and Tolosa, and finally secured an uninterrupted line of com-

munication from the Var to the Garonne.

The Adriatic and the Ionian Straits separated Italy from

her eastern acquisitions. The great provinces of Illyricum

and Macedonia comprised the whole expanse of
^ . f ^1 AT',- 1 T-i o The provinces
territory from the Adriatic to the -4i,gean Sea, beyond the

and were divided from one another by the long

mountain-ridges of Boion and Scardus. Ancient Greece, from

VOL. I.—

3
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Thermopylae to Cape Malea, constituted a single command
under the title of Achaia. With Asia Rome communicated

principally by sea, the route of the Hellespont being insecure,

and the barbarous tribes of Thi-ace but imperfectly sub-

jected.' The republic had constituted a jirorince in the west-

ern portion of Asia Minor, and controlled the dependent po-

tentates of Bithynia, Cilicia and Cappadocia. But her supre-

macy in these regions was contested by Mithridates, the great

king of Pontus, and her acquisitions more than once seemed

lost to her for ever. On the southern coasts of the great inland

sea, the domain which once belonged to Carthage, lunited on

either side by the lesser Syrtis and the river Bagrada, was

the only country which acknowledged her dominion. The

extent of her empire, under Sulla, was hardly one half of that

which it attained imder Augustus and Trajan.

The various relations in which the different classes of the

provincial j^opulation stood to the ruling city, have been com-

pared with the constitution of a Roman house-
Rel.ition of the 7,,rTn i- n -rt •• i t-
provincials to hold. 1 he colouics 01 Romau citizcHS, planted m

the provinces, enjopng the full exercise of their

national rights, and presenting a miniature of the metropolis

herself, held the position of the son towards the pater-

familias : the conquered races, which had thrown themselves

on the victor's mercy, were subjected to his dominion as

mireservedly as the slave to that of his master : those among
them to whom the state had restored their lands and institu-

tions, occupied a place analogous to that of freedmen. Some
cities or nations had volxmtarily sought a connexion with

Rome on terms of alliance, but with acknowledged inferior-

ity ; others, again, stood on a more independent footing,

offering a mutual interchange of good offices and citizenship

;

and, lastly, there were some which entered into confederacy

with the republic with perfect equality of rights on both sides.

All these had their prototyi)es respectively in the clients, the

guests, and the friends of the Roman noble. Within the

' Cicero, I>e Prov. Consul. 2, makes mention of a military way through

Macedonia to the Hellespont.
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limits of each Roman province there were generally some

states which stood in these several relations to the republic
;

and the strictness of the military and civil administration of

the country was maintained or relaxed tOAvards them according

to their respective claims. But, after all, the mass of the

provincial popixlation belonged to the class of dediticii^ that

is, those who had originally submitted without conditions,

the slaves, as they may be termed, of the great Roman family.

These were subjected to the severest fiscal and other bur-

dens, enhanced by the rapacity of their rulers, who, from the

consul or prtetor to the lowest of their officers, preyed upon

them without remorse and without satiety.

The appointment to the provincial commands was left

ordinarily in the hands of the senate ; nevertheless the people

continued to regard it as their own indefeasible Government of

prerogative, and sometimes, at the instigation of by'procousuiB

their demagogues, did not hesitate to resume it.
*"^-

It was the general rule that the consuls and praetors, after

serving their year of office in the city, should proceed to ad-

minister for one or sometimes three years the aifairs of a

province. The state placed large standing armies at their

disposal, threw enormous patronage into their hands, and their

ambition, avarice, or mutual rivalry, far more than any sense

of the public interests, impelled them to exert themselves,

during their brief career, in reducing frontier tribes, in

queUing insurrections which their own injustice excited, and

whenever they could find an excuse for it, in annihilating the

ancient liberties and privileges still retained by the more
favoured classes of the provincials. Surrounded by an army
of officials, all creatures of their own, all engaged in the same

work of carving out fortunes for themselves, and abetting

their colleagues, the proconsuls had little sense of respon-

sibility to the central government, and glutted their cupidity

without restraint. Of aU the provinces the Cisali>ine and

Macedonia, and latterly Syria, were the richest and most

amply furnished with military armaments, and on both these

accomits they were generally coveted by the consuls, and
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distributed between them by lot. The tithes, tolls and other

imposts, from which the public revenue was drawn, were

farmed by Roman contractors, belonging generally to the

order of knights, who had few opportunities of rising to the

highest political offices at home ; and the connivance of their

superiors in the province, backed by the corrupt state of

public feeling in Rome, shielded, to a great extent, the sordid

arts by which they defrauded both the state and its subjects.

The means of enrichment which the provinces affi)rded to

the nobility became the ultimate object of the deepest po-

litical intrigues. A man of ruined fortune looked to the

office of proconsul as the sole means of retrieving his affairs.

To obtain it, he allied himself with the chief or the party by

whose influence he might hope to rise successively through the

various steps which led to the consulship. He first sued for

the post of quaestor, after a due interval he might hope to be

elected seclile, next prsetor, and ultimately consul. His grand

object was then obtained, for upon the expiration of his term

of office he departed as governor to a consular province

;

from the emoluments of which he calculated on repapng the

expenses of his various contests, on liquidating the debt of

gratitude to his adherents, and accumulating a vast fortune

for his own gratification, or the advancement of his party.

The cupidity which animated individuals was in fact the

mainspring of the political factions of the time. The sjjoil

„ , of the provinces was the bait with which the pop-
wrongs and ^

. , ^ ^

discontent of ular leaders had lured the Italians to their stand-
the provincials. ahii ^ • i n • • i • i

ards. AU the legal rights of citizenship had been

conceded, but the old oligarchic families, dignified by historic

associations, and revelling in the wealth accumulated by cen-

turies of conquest, still hoped to maintain their grasp of the

larger share of honours and emoluments which they had con-

trived to make generally accessible only to the richest. They
still looked with scorn themselves, and infused the same senti-

ment into their inferiors, on the New Men, the men'of talents

and education, but of moderate origin and fortune, who were

striving on all sides to thrust themselves into public notice.
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The judicia, or occupation of the bench of justice, was the

great instrument by which they j^rotected their monopoly

;

for by keeping this in their o^^^l hands they could quash every

attempt at revealing, by legal process, the enormities of the

provincial administration. This was the battle-field to which,

as we shall see, the instinct of the orator led Cicero to trans-

fer the contest ; and when, by a concurrence of fortunate cir-

cumstances, he found the means of revealing in one amazing

instance the glaring iniquity of the system, the nobles were

forced to surrender, if not their prerogatives, at least their

impunity in abusing them. But as far as each party suc-

ceeded in retaining or extorting a share in the plunder, the

same system was carried on by both. It would be unfair to

point to either as exceeding the other in rapacity and tjTanny.

The distress and consequent alienation of the provinces became

the pressing evil and danger of the times.' Adventurers sprang

up in every quarter, and found a floating mass of discontent

around them, from which they were certain of deriving direct

assistance, or of meeting at least with sullen approbation.

The retirement of Sulla proved how necessary his energy

and reputation had been to sustain the weight of empire upon

the slender basis of the oligarchical faction. In ^heir discon-

the west, the whole Spanish nation rose against
for/h'fn virions

its oppressors. In the farthest east the ability of ^i^aiters.

JVIithridates was seconded by the good will of the conquered

races of Asia Minor. Wherever he advanced his ensigns, the

people rose, without hesitation, and welcomed him as their

deliverer. At the same time the oppression of the conquerors

' We may indeed infer, from a remarkable passage in Cicero, that even

the fiscal oppression of the Romans was not so galling as that which the pro-

vincials sometimes exercised upon one another, when they had the power.

See Cic. ad Quint, frat. i. 1. 11: " Xon esse autem leniores in exigendis

vectigalibus Graecos quam nostros publicanos hinc intelligi potest, quod Caunii

nuper, omnesque ex insulis, quae erant ab Sulla Rhodiis attributae, confugerunt

ad Senatum, nobis ut potius vectigal quam Rhodiis penderent." Comp. Liv.

xli. 6. The ingenuity of the Greeks in the art of fiscal extortion is signalized

in a long series of instances in the second book of the (Economica, which,

though perhaps wrongly attributed to Aristotle, may be fairly referred to as

an authority on this subject.

24 rrpn:4.
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of the world had driven thousands from honest and peaceful

occupations to resort to piracy for vengeance or subsistence.

The roving corsairs of the Cilician coast found their resources

multiplied by the conflux of these restless and discontented

adventurers, and their vessels penetrated all the gulfs, and

insulted every harbour in the Mediterranean, with a system of

organization co-extensive with the great sphere of maritime

traflic' It was not till these various combinations of her foes

and subjects against her were successively suppressed, that

the power of Rome was finally established throughout her

dominions. It will be instructive to fix our eyes for a moment

upon them.

—

I. Sertorius was a Sabine by birth, a Roman citizen who

had served with distmction in the armies of Marius against

the Cimbri, and again with great success and
Revolt of the

. . r, - o t -, • -i i i i
Spanish piov- rciDutatiou in Spain." In the civil war he attached
inces in conibi- ,.,„,, t'ti
nation witii the himseli to the popular party, and enjoyed a snare

Marian party, in the government with Marius and Cinna. His

b!c'. 81.' moderation and disinterested patriotism contrast-
eitoim.^.

^^ advantageously with the selfish principles of

his colleagues ; his name was untainted with the guilt of

their proscriptions. After their deaths he despaired of ob-

structing the triumph of the oHgarchy under Sulla, and hav-

ing no confidence in the character of the younger Marius,

he abandoned the defence of the jDopular cause,^ and retired

into Spain. The harassed provincials, who seem to have been

previously attached to him, received him as a deliverer from

the tyranny of the proconsular government, which now be-

came identified with the rule of Sulla and the nobility. But

the energy with which the dictator proceeded to quell their

insurrection was irresistible. The rude barbarians were un-

' Appian, B. Mithrid. 22 : Oh fi6vr\s en t^s ewas ^aXdcraTjs (Kparovv aXKa

rris eurhs "HpaKXelaiv ffTrjAwj/ airdffris.

^ Plutarch's life of Sertorius, to which the reader is referred, is oue of his

most interesting biographies. The character of the hero is perhaps the most

romantic in all Roman history, and the traits of humanity and natural feeling

which distinguish it are such as the mild philosopher most loved to paint.

^ Plut. Sertor. 6 ; nayTdirafftv airoyvovs ry]v k6Kiv Sip(jL7\(Tev els 'l^-qpiav.
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able to face his veteran legions, and Sertorius fled precij^itately

to New Carthage, and thence crossed to Africa. For a sliort

time the Iberian provinces returned to their obedience, while

their champion flitted from place to place, attempting various

combinations against the dominant party, but without success.

Proscribed and banished from Rome, he proposed to sail for

the far-famed islands of the west, and establish his sovereign-

ty in the paradise of Grecian legend.' But a native war be-

tween rival pretenders to the throne of Mam-etania temjrted

him to remain on the continent of Africa, where he met and

defeated a Roman army under one of Sulla's heutenants.

The old sentiment of party animosity thus flattered, he gladly

hstened to an invitation from the Lusitanians to lead a new
revolt against the Roman power. The cause of the ohgarchy

in Spain was enti'usted to the care of 3Ietellus, now aged and

unfit to cope with a vigorous antagonist ; moreover, the re-

tirement of Sulla soon deprived the Romans of the soul which

used to animate their exertions. By successive victories

nearly the whole of the peninsula was wrested from the ar-

mies of the republic," and acknowledged the chieftainship of

the hero of the west. The sway of Sertorius was studiously

mild and conciliatory. His views were comprehensive, and,

not content with his present elevation, he looked forward to

the establishment of a permanent sovereignty. He detained the

chUdi'en of the nobles as hostages for their fidelity ; but at the

same time he educated them ia Roman arts and manners, and

proposed to breed up a generation which should understand

and wield the principles of enlightened government. His mil-

itary force was now strengthened by the arrival of some

veteran troops of the Italian party, who had compelled their

general, Perperna, to lead them over to him. His camp be-

came the resort of fugitives from Rome, whose object was to

' Plut. Scrtor. 9 : Tavff 6 'Seprtiptos aKovcras epaira Siavfiaarhy eax^"

olKTJffai Toej vfiffovs Kal fjjj' iu -rjavxia, rvpavviSos airaWayels Kal iroXe/xuv

airavTwv.

* Liv. Epit. xc. :
" L. Manlius, proconsul, et M. Domitius, Icgatus ab

Herculeio qua2Store, victi sunt." Comp. Flor. iii. 22 ; Oros. v. 23 ; Plut.

Sertor. 12.
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renew the old civil contest on a more favourable field. From
this moment the designs of Sertorius seem to have undergone

a change. He surrounded himself with the nucleus of a new
senate from among his Roman adherents ; he aimed at a tri-

umphant return to the imperial city, together with the restor-

ation of his party and their principles, and he began to treat

his Iberian followers rather as faithful allies than as his

adopted countrymen. Accordingly, when Mithridates sent

ambassadors to him to negotiate a combined attack upon Italy

and a partition of her provinces (for Rome, he said, cannot

withstand the union of the new Pyrrhus with the new Hanni-

bal), Sertorius haughtily rejected his alliance, and declared he

would never allow a barbarian to j^ossess an inch of Roman
territory beyond Bithynia and Cappadocia, miserable coim-

tries, which had always been ruled by kings, and the sove-

reignty of which he cared not to disj)ute.'

While contemplating these ultimate objects, Sertorius con-

tinued to maintain his position against Cnseus Pompeius, who
now shared with Metellus the command of the

Contest be-
tween Sertorius Roman armies. Though a far abler general than
and Pompeius. , . ,, -i ^ ^ /> i •

his colleague, and though successiul m various

engagements with the enemy's lieutenants, Pompeius was
baffled by the address and vigilance of a chieftain who com-

pensated for his deficiency in disciplined troops, by availing

himself of the genius of his native allies for irregular war-

fare.^ There existed also a jealousy between the Roman com-

manders, and Pompeius sufiered a severe check in hastening

to give battle before the arrival of Metellus, who eventually

saved him from total rout. If the old woman had not come

* Mithridates, according to Plutarch, was content to furnish Sertorius with

3000 talents and 40 ships, in return for this empty acknowledgment of his

claim to Bithynia and Cappadocia. The circumstantial account which this

writer gives of the whole transaction seems more worthy of credit than

Appian's loose assertion that Sertorius surrendered to Mithridates the whole

of the Roman province of Asia. Plut. Sertor. 23, 24 ; Appian, B. M. 68.

^ Plut. Pomp. 19 : AieKOTrre yap aiiTOus Kal Suo-ttj ttoikiAos S)v 6 TroXe/xios,

Kot Setyhs iv fipax^^ 7ro/VAaxo5 irepicpavj^yai, /col neTayayeTv an' SAAcov els aWovi
aywvas.
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up^ said Sertorius, I would have lohipped this stripling hack

to Rome. The two generals could not long maintain the field

against an enemy who possessed all the communications of

the country, and the skill to avail himself of them. Metel-

lus was compelled to retire into Gaul to recruit his forces,

while Pompeius took up a defensive position in the country

of the Yaccsei, and addi'essed urgent letters to the senate for

further supplies.^

The influence which Sertorius acquired over the Iberians

was unbounded. When, with their usual fickleness and mutual

distrust, some tribes were inclined to return to Death of Ser-

their obedience to Rome, he confirmed their fidel- voit"queUed by

ity to himself by playing upon their imagina- ^""^^'esb

tions. He trained a milk-white hind to follow and ^- ^- "''

caress him like a dog, and jDretended that it was a gift of

Diana, and his familiar counsellor and protectress." The
artifices he used, if we may believe the popular tales, to revive

the confidence of his followers by means of this creature,

were an ordinary kind of imposture ; but it is j^leasing to

trace, in the fondness he showed for a favourite animal, the

tenderness and humanity for which he was conspicuous in a

ferocious age, and which, it was said, impelled him to offer

more than once to relinquish the contest, that he might again

visit his mother, Avho was still li\'ing a widow and childless

in Rome." It is with pain, however, that we remark, on his

part, one act at least of savage treachery. Jealousies arose

between his Roman and his native adherents, he was threat-

ened with the desertion of his Iberian nobility, and in a

moment of anger or alarm he caused the massacre of their

children whom he had retained as hostages. This deed, while

it sullied his f-ime, could not fail to ruin his fortunes. His

' Sallust, Ep. Pomp. Fr. Hint. iii. 4,

^ Pint. Sertor. 11 ; Aul. Gell. xv. 22.

Plut. Sertor. 22 : Kal -yap ^v <pi\6irarpis Kal iroKvv exff 'i/xepoy rod KareK-

6e7v. . . . eV Se ra7s v'lKats SieireuTero wphs MereWov kA irpos UoixTrriiov, 'iroifjios

&1V TO '6ir\a KaradeaOai Kal fiiovv ISiiirris Kad65ov rvx^oy- . Afyerat Se oux

flKiffra rijs iraTpiSos iiriOv/xfTf Sta ryjy fiijTfpa Tpa<pels 6p<pavbs inr' avr^ Kol rh

avfiTtav avaKeifj.evos iKeivp.
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lieutenant Perperna intrigued against him, and in tlie midst

of the dissensions spreading in the camp, was enabled to

assassinate him with impunity.' The traitor assumed his

victim's place at the head of the allied armies, but their

strength was daily weakened by the desertion of the Iberians.

From this moment the success of the arms of Rome, ever

patient and vigilant, was no longer doubtful. Perperna was

defeated and taken in the first engagement, and vainly at-

tempted to avert his merited punishment, by disclosing his

adherents in the city. Pompeius, out of generosity or policy,

refused to insj)ect the list." Perperna was put to death and

his forces entirely broken up, the barbarians submitting once

more to the dominion which they had so nearly succeeded in

overthrowing.

II. The long struggle of Mithridates, king of Pontus, with

the Roman power began with his attempts to gain possession

Contest of of the neighbouring regions of Bithynia and Cap-

with'Rome! padocia, which it had taken under its protection.

^iew'efd with fa-
^hc succcss with which his arms was crowned

vouibytiiepio- encouragcd him to carry war into the territories
vmcials in the o j .

East. of tiie republic in Asia Minor ; and throughout

those disti'icts the people were so Avell disposed towards him

that he was enabled to relieve them, at least for a moment,

from the yoke of the foreigner.^ The enthusiasm with

which he was received marks the excessive hatred that yoke

had inspired. It is evident that even the capricious tyranny

of Oriental despotism was preferred to all the benefits of

European civilization, blighted as they were by the system-

1 Plut. Sertor. 26 ; Veil. ii. 30 ; Liv. Eint. xcvi. ; Oros. v. 23.

" Plut. Pomp. 20.

' This appears incidentally from Appian's narrative, B. M. 20, 21, 22, 28.

He says expressly in one place : '^fii koX fxaXicrTa hriKov iyivero t)]v 'Acriau ou

(p6fi^ VliOptSdrov fxaWov f) fxlaei "Paifiaiuv TOtdSe is avrohs epyacraaBai. The

clemency which the barbarian conqueror showed to the vanquished indicates

that he came rather as a deliverer than an enemy. Velleius excuses the readi-

ness with which the Athenians received the lieutenant of Mithridates (ii. 23)

;

but Tacitus brands them as allies of the enemy of Rome, " Mithridatis adver-

sus SuUam socios." {Ann. ii. 55.)
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atic rapacity of the Roman governors.' The character of

the great king of Pontus has come down to us laden with all

the crimes his rivals' malevolence could fasten upon it ; and

in estimating it we must never forget that the sources from

whence our historians drew their information Avere the narra-

tives of miscrupulous foes. We know of no native docu-

ments which they could have consulted, and the memoirs of

Sulla himself, the personal opponent of Mithridates, were

doubtless deemed by the Romans the most authentic records

of the contest between them. We have, however, too many
proofs of the malignity of their writers to pay any respect to

their estimate of the character of their enemies. The abilities

which the Eastern despot exhibited may justly raise a preju-

dice in his favour ; and when we consider in addition the

magnanimity he repeatedly displayed, we shall be the more

inclmed to look for other explanations of the crimes imputed

to him than the natural barbarity to which our authorities

complacently refer them. The massacre of the Roman set-

tlers throughout their Asiatic possessions, which followed

upon the success of Mithridates, is more likely to have been

an act of national vengeance than the execution, as the his-

torians represent it, of a tyrant's mandate.*

The triumphs of the king of Pontus were not limited

to Asia. In Greece the same jDredisposing cause produced

* This is strongly expressed in the speech of Mithridates (Justin, xxxviii.

Y), where he makes a direct appeal to the passions of the provincials :
" Tan-

tumque me avida exspectet Asia ut etiam vocibus voeet : adeo illis odium

Romanorum incussit rapacitas proconsulum, sectio publicanorum, calumniae

litium." Compare Pliny's remark on the infamous character his countrymen

had acquired, when speaking of the death of Aquilius, down whose throat

molten gold was poured by order of Mithridates. {Hist. Nat. xxxiii. 3.)

° It is worth observing, as an illustration of the carelessness of the Romans
in reporting groundless calumnies, that Plutarch {Pomp. 37), speaking of this

very subject, mentions Theophanes, a literary contemporary of Cicero, as

having asserted that Pompeius discovered among the papers of Mithridates a

letter from a certain Rutilius, urging him to the perpetration of this massacre,

whereas it appears incidentally from a passage of Cicero {pro Rahir. Post. 10),

that it was only by a stratagem that Rutilius himself escaped being made a

victim.
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Attempt of Lu- similar effects, and almost the whole of that
cullus to reform , „

i -r» •
i i

the provincial countiy was wrestecl from the Komans with equal

not supported' ease and rapidity. Sulla it is true recovered these
J ompeius.

pi-oYJuces after many desperate engagements ; but

the hostility of the natives, the result of misgovernment, had

been amply manifested, and not less the precariousness of

the tenure by which their obedience was maintained. Sulla

A u 670
pursued his victorious career into Asia, and com-

B. c 84. pelled the enemy to accept terms by which the

whole of his conquests were wrung from his grasp. The pro-

\'inces were again subjected to their former servitude. It

seems, even from the accounts of the Romans themselves, that

during the years that followed, while Sulla was enjoj-ing his

sujjremacy in Rome, the generals to whom the defence of the

Asiatic frontier was committed acted with much perfidy in

their transactions with Mithridates, trying, for their own glory

or emolument, to provoke him again to war.' It was not how-

ever till after the dictator's death that the contest was actually

A. c. 680. renewed. Lucullus now assumed the command in
B. c. 74. Asia, and he alone perceived the real weakness of

the republic, and strove to apply a remedy. The puhlicani or

farmers of the revenue had redoubled their exactions to acquit

their obligation to defray the expenses of Sulla's campaigns.

The new proconsul took measures to relieve the provincials

from the fresh burdens imjDosed upon them on this account ;"

at the same time he began a series of administrative reforms,

and sought to beguile the disaffection of the natives Avith hopes

A. u. 686. ^^ ^ milder servitude. But before he could de-
B.c. 68. velop his new system, the armies of Mithridates

again appeared in the field, and the people rose to receive him
with all their former alacrity. Lucullus strove in vain to re-

press the impatience of his officers, who despised his pruden-

tial measures, and were eager to opjjose force to force. The
arms of the republic sustained some partial losses ; these were

' App. B. M. 64. : Vlovpijuas /xtv. . . . k6\€jxov a.cpopfjt.as ^petrxeAet 5t'

iiziQvjxiav ^pidfjiffov.

' Plut. Lucull. 20. 23.
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magnified perhaps by the classes interested in provincial op-

pression, till the senate began to murmur against the Fabian

policy of their general. Though he obtained eminent successes,

and restored the domination of Rome upon a more solid foot-

ing than before, he was charged with delaying, for personal ob-

jects, the consummation of his victories, and finally sujjerseded

in his command. The brilliant and decisiv^e operations ofPom-

peius, to whom the conduct of the war was next ^ ^ ggg

intrusted, might seem to justify his predecessor's " ^- ^^•

disgrace. But if Pompeius had greater military talents than

Lucullus, or if his influence over a soldiery, demoralized by

alternate rout and plunder was more efficient for the restor-

ation of discipline, the views of the other were certainly both

nobler and wiser. The victor after all owed his triumph as

much to the exhaustion of the enemy as to his own jjrowess

;

having gained the laurels which it was his ambition to secure,

he declined at least to risk the favour of the Roman nobles

by checking theii" career of extortion abroad.

in. The great traffic which flourished for centuries be-

tween Greece, Egv^jit, and Syria, presented a brilliant lm"e to

the habits of piracy which have prevailed in those origin of the

seas from the earliest times. The father of his- SiSder"'
tory traces the origin of European and Asiatic '^'°"-

hostility to the predatory enterprizes of lawless adventurers.'

Such is the natural configuration of the coasts of Greece and

Asia Minor, and their intermediate islands, that this plague

of piracy has never been thoroughly eradicated from their

waters.^ The sea-line of either continent is broken by innu-

merable bays and creeks, and bristles with projecting head-

lands ; in such regions the science of navigation requires the

aid of minute local knowledge. The interior of the country

is also generally difficult of access
;

precipitous mountains

^ Herod, i. init. ; comp. Time. i. 5.

^ Compare Mr. Finlay's intelligent work on Greece under the Romans, p.

38. :
" It is said that the piracies committed during the late revolutionary war

contributed quite as much as the humanity of the allies to the signature of the

treaty of the 6th of July, 1827, and to the foundation of a German monarchy

in Greece."
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alternate with dee}) valleys ; here and there only a broader

expanse is opened by a river of more than usual volume. Its

population congregated, even in the best times, in spots of

isolated fertility, large tracts of impassable mountain inter-

vening between them. Under such circumstances, the recess-

es of every bay formed retreats for piratical adventurers, in

which to rejDair their vessels, enjoy their booty, and riot

away the intervals of repose. The policy of the Romans did

not allow the provincials to maintain an effective military

force to destroy these nests of marauders ; during the Mith-

ridatic war the coasts of Greece and Ionia swarmed Avith

them ; but it was through the policy of the king of Pontus

that Cilicia became their principal stronghold. Despairing

of ultimate success, he determined, it was said,^ to leave a

sting rankling in the ratals of the republic. With this view,

having driven in the feeble outposts of the Roman power, he

encouraged the piratical hordes of the eastern seas to collect

on the coast of Cilicia." Here they established their docks,

arsenals, and magazines : here there grew up an organized

system of rapine and defiance, a fleet, a nation, and perhaps

a government of pirates.

The rise of such a power, not only menacing individual

life and j^roperty, but obstructing the communications and

It flourishes clipping the revenues of states, shows how inefii-

dei'icyoft'hl cicut the Romau government abroad must have

ernmentfamT^ been, and how alienated the aflections of the na-

onife'r^TOvIn™ ti"^'6s w^o did not shake ojff the marauders
^^^- from their coasts." Meanwhile, the needy and

oppressed, whoever had suffered from the scourge of war or

' Appian, B. M. 92. : MiSptSaTrjy, ore -Kpoirov 'PcoixaloLS iwoXenet koI ttjs

'Affias eKpixTfi, 2vAAa irepl t^v 'EWdSa irovov/xfvov, 7jyovjj.evos ovk is ttoKv

Kadi^ftv TTis 'Acrias, ra re aWa Travra iKvjiaiv^TO, Koi is tt;v ^akacraav ireipa-

TOLS KaQriK^v.

^ Appian, I. c. : NaSs t6 koi oirXa iravTa iTiKralvovTO ^dXicrra Trepl r^u

rpaxeiav \eyofj,ey7]v KiAiKtav, %v Koivhv crcpuv vcpopfiov r) aTparoirebov iriQevTO

elvai'

' Sulla and LucuUus restored the Roman government in Cilicia, but made
no impression upon the piratical establishments on the coast.
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from the rapacity of a foreign official, the most adventurous,

at least, and energetic among them, contributed to swell the

numbers of this pirate state/ The commerce between Italy,

Greece, Syi'ia and Egypt, was in a great measure an inter-

change of necessaries, which war and even anarchy coidd

not exterminate. Year after year whole fleets of merchant

vessels, with all their passengers and cargoes, fell into the

hands of the corsairs. Such were the power and audacity

of these restless adventurers, that they often dashed as far

as sixty miles inland, and carried off not only plunder, but

the inhabitants of tOAvns and villas.'* From the wealthy they

exacted ransoms ; the bold and the desperate they enlisted

in their own service ; some they murdered in mere wanton

cruelty, others on purpose to strike terror into friends and

foes, and draw closer the bonds of their confederacy. They
formed stations and settlements throughout the Mediter-

ranean. It was on the coast of Spain that Sertorius fell in

with a fleet of Cilician privateers, and obtained their assist-

ance. Another squadron treated with the foes of the repub-

lic in the straits of Messana.^ Four hundred cities, according

to Plutarch,* fell into their hands ; they possessed a thousand

vessels ; their pride and audacity, the splendour of their

equipments, and their insolent ostentation, were more galling

to the Romans than even their violence.^ Many of the prin-

cipal temples, the treasuries of the Greek communities, which

had escaped the cupidity of so many conquerors, were phm-

dered by these unscrupulous robbers. In some places they

' Plut. {Pomp. 24) says that piracy began to be embarked in as a sphere

of honourable enterprise by men of wealth and station : 'fls koX ^6i,av rtva krI

(pi\OTi,uiav rod epyov (pepovros.

• Antonia, the daughter of the orator M. Antonius, was seized by these

pirates on a high road in Italy and ransomed at great cost. (Plut. I. c.)

' Plut. Crass. 10. * Plut. Pomp. 24.

* Cicero {pro Leg. Manil. 12) enumerates some of their principal ex-

ploits :—The seizure of Cnidos, Colophon and Samos ; the sack of Caieta

;

insults and injuries inflicted within the harbours of Ostia and Misenum ; the

Roman fleet shut up in Brundisium ; the capture of two Roman prfetors.

" Etiam Appia via jam carebamus." Comp. App. B. M. 98. Both Julius

Caesar and P. Clodius fell, as we shall hereafter see, into their hands.
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established within their walls the rites of Mithras and secret

Oriental mysteries, as if they wished to defy the religion no

less than the civilization of Eurojje. But most of all they

delighted in torturing and destroying citizens of the republic,

against which their hatred was chiefly concentrated.

The honour, if not the security, of the commonwealth

demanded the thorough suppression of this growing evil.

Murena, and after him Servilius Isauricus, while
Reduction of -> • i • i n t
the pirates i3y holding commaiids m Asia, had attempted to

A.v^esi. check it without success. But the republic had

the maritime force of all its allies at its dispo-

sal : to marshal it with efiect required consummate ability.

Pomi^eius, to whom this task was committed, distributed his

armament in three divisions, so as to sweep the whole of the

Mediterranean, and surprised the Avorld by reducing the

squadrons of the pirates, together with their strongholds in

Cilicia, within the space of three months. He effected his

purpose, indeed, as much by negotiation as by force. He
admitted the pretensions of the marauders to the dignity of

a nation,' not treating them as outlaws, but condescending to

settle many of them in colonies both in Greece and Asia. As
a memorial of the exploit he changed to Pompeiopolis the

name of Soli, which he rebuilt for their occupation.^

These accoimts may suffice to show the detestation in

which the Roman government was held throughout the pro-

The Italians on
^i^^^es. We See the natives ready everywhere to

the other hand, throw themsclvcs lieadlonof into any enterprize
are conciliated ^ .1
by their com- that sccms to mcuacc the fortunes of the republic.
prehension in ^

the Roman We scc how passivelv they regard the rise of a
state. They

,

^ J J o
lend no coimte- hostilc powcr, cvcu whcrc they are themselves
nance to the ir> n' ^ .-r-ini 1
movements of the hrst to sutter from it. liqually harassed,
Lepidus and

i i • • i • t t •

Brutus. whether m war or m peace, their distress drn^es

B. c. 77.
' them to despair ; they break their ties with so-

' App. B. III. 92. : 'BaffiKivai 5' ^Stj koX rvpduyois f) arparoireSoiT fieyaKois

eavTovs dfxoiovi'Tes. Yelleius discovers to us, by aa incidental expression, that

the Romans were jealous of this condescension :
" Sunt qui hoc carpant."

(ii. 32.) Compare the reluctance of Tiberius to treat with Tacfarinas as a

hostis. (Tac. Ann. iii. 73.)

^ App. B. M. 97. ; Pint. Pomp. 28. ; Strabo. xiv. 5.
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ciety, and plunder even the nations whom they avenge. The
energy with Avhich the Romans combated and triumphed

over this mass of resistance strikes us with wonder and awe.

Their hands were nerved with the strength which the incor-

poration of the Italians supplied to them. Even within the

limits of the peninsula the remembrance of the late wars

might rankle among various communities ; but the sense of

their new dignity, and the enjoyment even of their limited

share of power, subdued these latent animosities. The ad-

vance from municipal distinction to the highest honours of

the metropolis was still rare and difficult ; but many of the

most luci-ative posts were oj)en to the claims of the Italians.

Their ablest men flocked to Rome in quest of fame and jire-

ferment, of which they obtained an ample share through

numerous channels. Enrolled among the Roman knights,

they served in the administration of the provinces, or, at the

head of the legions, cohorts, and centuries, rifled the temples

of Asia and the fastnesses of Gaul and Spain. The increase

of wealth at Rome could not fail to overflow upon the cities

of the peninsula. The colonists of Sulla disgorged, in the

retirement of their Sabine or Etruscan farms, the plunder of

their distant campaigns ; the nobles of the capital covered

ample districts with villas and gardens ; and the ostentation

of luxury allured and charmed, even where the substance of

Avealth was wanting. Accordingly both fear and interest com-

bined to dissuade them from hazarding again the chances of

war with Rome. Wlien M. ^milius Lepidus, the chief of the

popular party, and consul upon the abdication of the dicta-

torship by Sulla, attempted to revive the struggle of factions,

and raise himself to a similar supremacy, the Italians held

aloof from his cause.^ Defeated in his rash enter- ^ ^ ^--^

prize, and driven beyond the seas, he perished of "• *''• ^^

shame and sickness in Sardinia.' M. Junius Brutus, who

' Sallust says: " Etruria atque omnes reliquiae belli arrectas" {Fragm.

Hist. i. 14.) ; but the Etrurians were his only allies, and their ardour was

only momentary.
° Appian, B. C. i. 109.; Florus, iii. 23. :

" Ibi morbo et poeuitentia interiit."

VOL. I.—

i
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embarked upon a similar adventure, was shut up in Mutina,

and there taken and put to death.'

Nevertheless the seeds of disturbance were rife even in

Italy among the classes of society to which the rights and

privileges of humanity were denied. The gladi-
Revolt of the 1 <= -,,-,-, j^ r- . i

gladiators un- atonal shows had already begun to lorm tne
der SpartacuB. . , ,. . t^ ^^ ft oi
Supported by great national diversion oi the Komans. blaves,

the discontent- captivcs, and criminals were the ordinary victims

queued, to-
^""^

of tMs barbarous passion, though freemen, and

tenancTdby"he cvcu citizens, sometimcs fought for wages m the

^'''' A "u^^c^sr" arena. It happened that a numerous troop of gladi-

^- ^- ''^-
ators was maintained at Capua by one Batiatus, to

be let out, according to the custom of the time, on occasions of

public entertainment. These men at least were not voluntary

combatants ; they plotted to escape, but seventy-eight only

out of the number succeeded in breaking prison." The fugi-

tives began by seizing upon the spits and other implements in

the house of a cook ; thus armed, they attacked and plundered

on the road a large consignment of gladiatorial weapons.

They took refuge, it is said, in the first instance in the then

extinct crater of Vesuvius, and soon made themselves masters

of a neighbouring fortress. When they proceeded to elect a

commander, their choice fell upon Spartacus,' a Thracian by

birth, a man of remarkable strength and courage, and en-

dowed with a mildness as well as sagacity of character above

his condition. The first success of the insurgents in the field

was in combat with the troops which sallied forth from Capua

to check their revolt. This victory supplied them with the

arms of a regular soldiery, for which they gladly exchanged

their own imperfect equipments. More confident in them-

selves, and with increasing numbers, they met and defeated a

' Plut. Pomp. 16,

^ Plut. Crass. 8-12.; Appian, B. C. i. 116-121. Floras, iii. 20., states

the number at thirty.

^ It appears that he had deserted from the army, been retaken, and sold

into slavery ; if at least we may attach any credit to the violent language of

Florus :
" De stipendiario Thrace miles, de milite desertor, inde latro, dein in

honore virium gladiator." (Flor. I. c.)
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force of 3,000 men under C. Clodius, and were now daily

joined by bands of fugitive slaves and outlawed marauders.'

In the course of three years, during which Spartacus contin-

ued to make head against the power of the republic, the num-

bers of his armies are successively estimated at 40,000, 70,000

and 100,000 men. At one time he actually held possession of

the southern provinces of the peninsula ; he sacked some of

the principal cities in Campania, and pillaged the farms and

villas of the Sabine mountains." In the field he obtained

brilliant victories over Cassinius and the praetor Varinius
;
yet

be received no public support from the Italian communities.

The Samnite and the Marsian shrank with horror from a re-

volt of slaves and brigands. At the height of his success he

was not deceived as to his real weakness, and urged his fol-

lowers to effect their escape across the Alps, and betake

themselves to their o"v\ti homes in Gaul and Thrace, to which

countries most of them belonged.^ But the plunder of all

Italy seemed within their reach, and was too tempting to be

relinquished in the first flush of ^dctory. The senate was now
seriously alarmed, and sent the two consuls, Gellius and Len-

tulus, with amj^ler forces, to confront the public enemy.* The
danger had not even yet reached its height : both the consuls

were ignominiously defeated. They were deposed from their

commands, and Crassus, the most eminent of the citizens, was

appointed to continue the war. Meanwhile dissensions arose

in the horde itself; parties sej^arated from the main body and

were cut ofi" in detail. The legions of the republic, numerous

' The shepherds of the Apulian mountains were a lawless and desperate

class of men, ready to join in any insurrectionary enterprise. Comp. Ascon.

171 Oral, in Tog. Cand. p. 88. Orell.

- Horace, Od. iii. 14., alludes to local traditions :
" Spartacum si quae potuit

vagantem fallere testa."

' Plut. Cras^s. 8. : "^Civ ol iroWol Ta\drai koI QpaKfs. Crixus and CEno-

maus, the principal leaders next to Spartacus, were both Gauls. Eutrop. vi.

"7. ; Oros. v. 24. Liv. {Epit. xcvii.) speaks of a large body of the fugitives

as mostly Germans and Gauls.

* Lucan, a faithful depositary of the traditions of the old oligarchical

government, dignifies him with the appellation of kostis, or foreign foe :
" Ut

simili causa caderes qua Spartacus hostis," ii. 554.
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and well-appointed, closed in upon the disorganized stragglers.

Retracing his steps from the north of Italy, Spartacus now
contemplated transporting his followers into Sicily, and there

reviving the servile war which within a quarter of a century

had set that island in a blaze. A fleet of Cilician privateers

lay off Rhegium, and with these bitter foes of Rome the rebel

chief treated for a passage across the straits. But they, im-

politic no less than faithless, secured the stipulated price, and

sailed away without performing their agreement.' Crassus

was now in fuU pursuit of the insurgents, whom he drove

into the town of Rhegium, and there blockaded. By a skilful

manoeuvre Spartacus made his escaj)e, but only with a portion

of his forces ; this, however, was enough to terrify his adver-

sary, who feared that the enemy would outstrip him, and

pounce upon Rome itself before he could be overtaken.

Crassus entreated the senate to recall to its defence Lucullus

from Asia, and Pompeius from Spain ; again, repenting of

having invited his rivals to share, perhaps to rob him of the

honours of the war, he redoubled his efforts to bring it to a

close before their arrival." But Spartacus was destitute of

means to attack the capital, and the Italian states continued

immovable. He defended himself with obstinate bravery ; but

after alternate victories and defeats, he was slain in a final

and decisive battle. The remnant of his followers was exter-

minated by Pompeius, who arrived in time to put the finish-

ing stroke to the war, and to reap, from the partiality of his

countrymen, a disproportionate share of the rcAvard. Crassus

lavished upon the multitude one-tenth of his immense wealth

;

he feasted them at ten thousand tables, and fed the citizens

at free cost for three months.^ But Pompeius alone they re-

A r 684.
garded as their preserver ; in him their grati-

^- ''• '"• tude wholly centered ; and it Avas only through

his assistance that Crassus obtained a share in the consulship.

The frightful corruption of the Roman government in the

provinces was symptomatic of the general relaxation of public

1 Plut. Crass. 10.

^ Appian, B. C. i. 120. = Plut. Crass. U.
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morality at home. On turning our eyes to the J^'Truption of
•' a J the Roman gov-

great metropoHs from whence this stream of ernmcntat

„' • 1 n -I I* •
nonie

; venality

proflisracy issued, we find every act 01 its senate, "•"'i violence

\ °
. . -, • n IT-,, displayed at

its comitia and its lorum, marked with the same the eiectiona.

stain of selfishness and venality. The senate retained with a

convulsive grasp every privilege Avhich Sulla had won for it

:

the judicia, which he had wrested from the knights and ap-

propriated exclusively to the highest order in the state, were

shameless alike in their partiality and corruj^tion.^ The favour

of the peojDle was sought and gained by profuse largesses

;

the means of seduction allowed by law, such as the covert

bribery of shows and festivals, were used openly and boldly

;

while others which were expressly interdicted, such as the

direct proffer of money, were practised not less lavishly in the

polling booths, where the restraint of the ballot was wholly

ineffectual. Not unfrequently mere violence took the place

of bribery ; disturbances were purposely created ; mobs were

formed and drilled, and battles ensued. In the confusion the

consuls interfered, and broke up the proceedings. The great

public magistracies were left vacant for many months, from

the impossibility of conducting the election with even a show
of legitimate order.

It has already been shown that a large portion of the

urban population whom the nobles thus systematically de-

bauched, were no better than a needy rabble, piggoiute char-

dissolute in morals, and destitute of any sense of ''*<'*^'°J!1"'.' J ^ ^ mass of the free

national honour. The ready market offered for ".''^=*" popuia-
•^ tion. Remains

their votes was attractive to the lowest and vilest of the ancient
parsimonious

01 the Italians, and the mob of the comitia was spintof theRo-

,, i , , , r> 1 . . mans. Moral
sweUed by the worst class 01 the new citizens, superiority of

Too proud to work where labour was the mark the senators."

of the slave, a multitude of free men, Avithout mlddkciass.

' Cicero allows that the venality of the judices, who presided at the quces-

tiones perpctuce, permanent tribunals for inquiring into political or other

specified offences, cast a stigma upon the whole order :
" Totus ordo pauco-

rum improbitate et audacia premitur, et urgetur infamia judiciorum." (i. In

Verr. 12.) In another place, warming with his subject, he brands the judicia

of the senate as regia dominatio. (11. In Verr. v. 68.)
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occupation or social position, were content to subsist in idle-

ness upon the annual sale of their prerogatives, and presented

ready instruments for any i^olitical adventurer who promised

either present pay or j^rospective rapine. But the Romans
had a natural genius for the arts by which money is made

and accumulated. The cautious and frugal habits of the

middle orders in a former age of the republic still survived in

that class of the commonalty to which the equestrian families

belonged, who had always formed the strength of the Marian

party. This was the class which had suffered most in the

civil wars. As the foe and rival of the senate, it had been

decimated and almost crushed by the massacres and proscrip-

tions of Sulla. The restoration, however, of domestic peace

was soon followed by the revival of its fortunes. The nobil-

ity struggled in vain to keep it in the state of depression to

which it had been reduced. Its members, too, had their fam-

ily recollections. Their modest patrimonies gave them an

hereditary interest in peace and order. They were educated

and intelligent, and knew the power which these advantages

conferred. The making of money was their first object : to

this the bent of their dispositions instinctiA^ely impelled them

;

and the circumstances of the state, overflowing with the

wealth poured in from the jjrovinces, gave them a great ad-

vantage over their rivals, whose political necessities required

them year by year to scatter their fortunes among the mob.

This class consisted, 1. Of those who attached themselves to

the great families, and hung upon their favours and patronage,

whether in the forimi, the provinces, or the camp ; 2. Of
those who, in spite of the ancient prejudices against com-

merce, and the arts and sciences of polished society,^ engaged

with all their energy in those lucrative pursuits, and were not

ashamed of ministering to the grooving taste for luxury and

refinement ; 3. Of the government ofiicials, a class hitherto in

the infancy of its development, but one which the gradual

progress of uniformity and system in the administration was

* Cic. de Off. i. 42., ii. in Verr. v. 18. ; Liv. xxi. 63. :
" Quaestus omnis

patribus indecorus visus."
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slowly raising into an important body.' It became evident to

the clear-sighted politician that this was the order in which

the real strength of the nation lay, and that it was this mon-

eyed aristocracy which must eventually dispose of the gov-

ernment. The patriotic statesmen might hope through their

influence to place the commonwealth upon a new and perma-

nent basis ; the selfish adventurer might combine Mith him to

advance their interests, with the hope of forging them into

instruments for his own ends. The course of this history

will show how the principal leaders of party leaned success-

ively upon the support of this body, and hoAV important was

the part it played in the convei'sion of the republic to a mo-
narchical form of government. The rise of this middle class,

hostile to both the higher and lower, and resolved to control

them equally, exerted from within an active influence upon

that revolution of afiairs. One further glance at the provinces

will reveal to us a second force co-operating from without,

and destined to form the other main support of the imperial

Colossus.

The legal rights of the Roman citizen were of two kinds,

social and political : the fonner consisted chiefly in certain

immimities and privileges regardinar marriage,... ^ \ . ^ ^ ^ Fiscal immu-
mneritance, and the possession 01 property ; the nitics imparted

, T 1 • ^ ii T n by the Roman
second secured his person irom the disgrace of franchise.

1 .1 , 1 • 1 "7. ,1 Claims of the
corporal punishment, gave him an appeal from the provincials to

decision of the magistrates to the peojile, the
*'°™p" en»ion.

exercise of the suffrage and eligibility to public oflSces, and

an escape from sentence of death by voluntaiy banishment.

In later times another immunity was required by it, of more

substantial, at least of more universal, interest. The reduo-

' The great mass of official writing was conducted originally by slaves or

freedmen below the class of citizens. Niebuhr, Hist, of Rome, iii. 299. Engl.

Trans. There can be no doubt that the unfortunate institution of slavery

deprived the state of that large class of citizens, of moderate tastes and con-

servative tendencies, who contribute so much, as inferior dependents on

government, to the stability of modern politics. But the superior officers

and chiefs of department were, at least in the later periods of the republic, in

the enjoyment of the complete franchise.
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tion of Macedonia by ^milius PauUus, in the year 585 of the

city, suppUed such abundant resources to the treasury, that

the public domains in the occupation of Roman proprietors

were from thenceforth released from the pajanent of the land

tax :^ and, in general, the indulgence which the state evinced

to her citizens as regarded their public contributions, perpet-

uated an invidious distinction between them and the inferior

class of subjects. Accordingly, as the pressure fell more and

more upon the provinces, the anxiety to escape from it be-

came proportionally urgent. At the same time this anxiety

on the one side was met by ample reasons of policy on the

other. The diminution of the free population of Italy was

the most notorious evU of the times ; and it was viewed with

the greater alarm, as the extension of the dominions of the

state rendered the permanent augmentation of her armies

indispensable.''

The progressive enlightenment of the Roman statesmen

caused the constant addition of new names to the roll of citi-

zenship. Successful generals were allowed the
Gradual en- • -i r. t i • ii • i i •

lightenment of privilege 01 rewarding their adherents with this

statesmen. precious boon. Fidelity to the state began to

wards a general coustitutc a claim to its immunities, which was
fusion of all the • i t t a.i i cj. s? •

races of the em- morc graciously couccdcd, as the benents oi in-

P^""®' corporation were more sensibly perceived. As the

people became gradually aware that the great revolution of

the Social war had brought with it more good and less evil

than had been anticipated, the extension of the rights of the

metropolis to the distant proAdnces lost the character of an

inconsistency and anomaly in the constitution. Local preju-

' Cic. (/(' Off. ii. 22. If this tax was reimposed in the consulship of

Hirtius and Pansa, a. u. 711 (Plut. ^mil. 38), it seems to have been merely

as a temporary expedient : see Dureau de la Malle, Econ. Polit. des Homnins,

1. ii. c. 9. The city itself and the whole of Italy were relieved from all tolls

by the laws of Metellus Nepos, in 694. Dion, xxxvii. 51. ; Cic. ad Att. ii. 16.

* The most important evidence regarding this depopidation of Italy may
be found at the beginning of Appian's history of the civil war. There is no

subject on which there is such a complete consent of the original authorities.

The discussion of its causes and effects is reserved for a futui'e opportunity.
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dices died away in the familiar contemplation of the vastness

of the emjDire and the mutual relationship of its several mem-
bers. The mind of the nation expanded to the conception of

infusing unity of sentiment into a body, which was Avielded

by a single effort, and from a common centre. One after an-

other there arose political crises, which demanded the combi-

nation of all the powers of the state in a single hand. The

success of each experiment became an argument for its repe-

tition, till the idea of submission to the permanent rule of one

man first ceased to shock, and was finally hailed with acclama-

tion. The monarchy was at first veiled under the old repub-

lican forms. Gradually the veil was dropped. Lastly, the

theory of a republic was dismissed from men's minds, and fell

into the same oblivion into which its real forces had already

sunk. Under the supremacy of a single ruler all varieties of

class became merged together ; and when the citizens ceased

to be discriminated among one another, there seemed no rea-

son for maintaining distinctions between the constituent races

of which the empire was composed.

At the same period there arose in various quarters of the

world mysterious voices, of which historians have repeated

the echoes, indicating a general but undefined Anticipations

presentiment that an age of social or moral unity contTmp"'*'

was approaching.^ The East was roused to a fer- fesution^f"'

vid anticipation of the advent of some universal andmonarchy.

conqueror who should melt all mankind into a ^'the'Td^^of

crude, inorganic mass. Accustomed from its in-
""j^^atlonln"'

fancy to a succession of monarchical dynasties,
tabiuhmmftof

it was uneasy under the republican organization Christianity.

and individual development which followed upon the Roman
conquest. It sighed for the coming of another Cyrus or

Alexander. But these sounds found a responsive chord in the

West also." The sublime vaticinations of the Virgilian Sibyl,

' See the well-known passa.L^es of Suetonius (Vesp. 4.) and Tacitus (Hist.

V. 13.), confirmed by Joseph (i?. /. vi. 5. 4.) and Zonaras (xi. 16.), referring

to a lost book of Appian. Conip. Philo, de Prtem. et Pcen. 16.

^ Virg. Eel. iv. Comp. Suet. Aug. 94. ; Veil. ii. 59. ; Senec. Qumst. Nat.
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bringmg the predictions of the Hebrew prophets home to the

breasts of the Italians, foreshadowed a reign of peace, equal-

ity, and unity, whether under a political or a moral law. At
last, with the birth of the monarchy, there sprang up the germ

of the greatest of social revolutions, the religion of Christ.

It was this dispensation which seized and developed, with in-

tuition and energy truly divine, the latent yearnings of man-

kind for social combination. Its essence, from a hiunan point

of view, consisted in the doctrme of the fimdamental equality

of men. As it marched along, it trod under foot all preju-

dices of race and caste. Persecution might check the growth

of its numbers, but only made its principles more conspicu-

ous ; and when it counted its converts by thousands, its un-

conscious disciples were already millions. I wish to trace the

expansion of the Roman people, together with the develop-

ment of the ideas of unity and monarchy among them, from

the last days of the republic to the era of Constantine. I

commence with a period when the senate still fondly imagined

that the government of the world was the destined privilege

of one conquering race, whose life-source was enshrined in the

curia of Romulus and Camillus. The point at which this re-

view may appropriately terminate is the day when the civil-

ized world received its laws and religion from the mouth of

an autocrat, whose sole will transferred the seat of empire

without a shock from the sacred circle of the seven hills to a

village on the Bosphorus.

i. 2., for the prodigies and predictions which regarded the future empire of

Augustus.
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CHAPTEE II.

POSITION AND POLICY OF THE OLIGARCHY OR SENATORIAL PARTY UPON THE

DEATH OF SULLA.—CHARACTER OF ITS PRINCIPAL LEADERS. CATULLUS,

LUCULLUS, CRASSUS. POIIPEIUS, THE FAVOURITE OF THE SENATE.—HIS

PRE-EMINENT SERVICES AND REWARDS. HE INTRODUCES REFORMS AND

COUNTENANCES THE CLAIMS OF THE EQUESTRIAN ORDER. HE RETAINS

THE ADVOCACY OF CICERO. IMPEACHMENT OF TERRES A BLOW TO THE

OLIGARCHICAL ASCENDENCY. EARLY CAREER OF CICERO. HIS DEVOTION

TO REFORM. HIS ELEVATION TO THE CONSULSHIP AND SERVICES TO THE

OLIGARCHY. THEIR CONTEMPT FOR HIM AND JEALOUSY OF POMPEIUS.

CHARACTER AND INFLUENCE OF CATO.—GENERAL IMBECILITY OF THE

NOBLES, AND CRITICAL POSITION OF THE OLIGARCHY.

A HISTORY of the Romans under the empire, the imjoe-

rium, that is, or military sovereignty, may commence
with the period when Pompeius retm-ned to suiia's legisia-

Rome from the overthrow of Mithridates, and tereJtVnbl""

the final subjugation of western Asia. This event °'ig=»''chy.

took place in the year of the city 693, following the computa-

tion of Yarro, which is most commonly received, and this

date corresponds with the year 61 before the Christian era.

We shall see indeed how the great commander disbanded his

legions, and ostensibly surrendered the power of the sword

on his entry into the city ; but he confided m the terror of his

name, the devotion of his veterans, and the influence he had

acquired both at home and abroad by the exercise of his vast

patronage, to maintain himself though unarmed La the ascen-

dency which he affected to disclaim. The spirit moreover

which had dictated the concession to him of autocratic powers

in the provinces, was not less prepared to submit even within

the city to the assumption of military rule. Before proceed-

ing, however, to the narration of events, it will be necessary
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to review the position of political parties, between the abdi-

cation of Sulla and the era above indicated ; a period memor-

able for the struggle of the oligarchy to maintam the invidious

sujDremacy restored to them by the dictator, for the patriotic

efforts of some of their wisest partizans to modify the exclu-

siveness of their claims and enlarge the basis of their author-

ity, and for the renewed vigour with which the popular fac-

tion, so lately prostrated, returned incessantly to the assault.

The reforms by which the dictator had sought to control the

future aggressions of the commons, related in the first instance

to the senatorial order, the power and consideration of which

he had studied to revive by supplying its thinned benches

with the noblest scions of the equestrian families, and jjlacing

in its hands the sole initiation of legislative measures. The

commons, mortified and insulted by this jealous enactment,

were still more indignant at the restrictions Sulla placed upon

their champions the tribunes, whose legislative functions he

annulled, whose veto upon the proceedings of the senate he

materially modified, and even whose prerogative in convening

the jDopular assemblies he ventured to abridge. The confine-

ment of the judicia to the senators alone was felt as a re-

proach and an injury ; it cut off the knights from indirect ad-

vantages which they had long enjoyed, and it exposed them

to the wanton injustice of their hereditary enemies. The
establishment of the dictator's military colonies had expelled

vast numbers of Italian proprietors from their legitimate pa-

trimonies, and rendered them needy and turbulent : the jn-o-

scription and exile of the Marian chieftains, and the cruel laAV

which excluded even their descendants from all public em-

ployment, rankled in the bosoms of many j^ersonages of name

and influence. The provincials, as we have seen, in many
quarters had formed vague expectations of admission to the

Roman franchise at the hands of the popular leaders ; and

those leaders themselves, against whose pretensions to civil

honours the oligarchs combined with their united strength,

resented the bribery and compulsion which were brought to

bear upon the elections, the falsification of the auspices, the
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dissolution of the comitia, and the other tricks of insolent

power which their opj^onents exerted unscrupulously against

them.

While such were the grounds and motives of the popular

discontent, the loss of its great champion Sulla, in the year

675,' had left the oligarchy without any acknowl- Composition of

edged leader. It may be supposed that the Rome.^ ^ ^
°

haughty nobles, secure as they now deemed their power to

be, were not displeased at their release from the dommation

of a military chieftain ; and, as long as they could maintain

their new privileges without one, would be little disposed to

submit to a second. It might be difficult, indeed, among a

body so illustrious for wealth and family honours, and so well

trained to j^ublic aifairs, to select any one man by the influ-

ence of whose name and character the rest would be content

to be guided.' If we would form to ourselves an idea of

what was the number of the nobility of Rome, and iipon

what their influence rested, Ave must refer for a moment to

the origin of the patrician houses, and their subdiAision into

families. In the earliest form of the commonwealth the

patres were divided into three tribes, thirty curies, and three

himdred gentes, clans or houses. The members of these

hoiTses were connected among themselves by identity of name
and community of religious rites : whether they descended

originally from a single stock respectively is a debated ques-

tion upon which we need not enter. At all events, we may
be assured that any ideas of blood-connexion were forgotten

from an early j^eriod ; that the gens was replenished and mul-

tiplied by the introduction of clients and freedmen, so that its

' Sulla resigned the dictatorship in the year 675, and died in 676.

- The nobility of Rome had universally more or less of a military and a

forensic education ; they were hereditary jurisconsults, and for the most part

were early initiated into the conduct of civil affairs. The author of the treat-

ise Be Corrnptd Eloqiientid, says of them, " Ex his intelligi potest Cn. Pom-

peium et M. Crassum non viribus modo et armis, sed ingenio quoque ct oratione

valuisse ; Lentulos et Metellos et Lucullos et Curiones, et ca?teram procerum

manum multum in his studiis operje curaeque posuisse ; ncc quemquam illis

temporibus magnam potentiam sine eloquentia consecutum."
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original patrician element might in time be completely ab-

sorbed in the plebeian admixture ; that some houses lost their

patrician status by marriages of disparagement ; and that,

from whatever cause, the number of the oldest houses had

become reduced already within narrow limits.^ Those among

them, however, which continued to flourish, spread into many

The eat
branches bearing the name of the parent stock,

houses : the gucij ag the Cornelian and uEmilian ; and these
Cornelian and
^miiian. branches were distinguished from one another by

the cognomen, or surname, only. Thus, among the Cornelii

were Scipios and Cinnas, Sullas and Lentuli ;' while the ^milii

bore the surnames of a Lepidus, a Scaurus, or a Paullus. The

plebeian houses were established on a similar principle, and

were from an early period far more numerous than their ri-

vals. The nobility consisted properly of all those who were,

in legal phrase, ennobled by their ancestors having served the

curule, or chief civic magistracies.^ All such were entitled

to a seat in the senate, when vacancies were supplied by the

censors at each succeeding lustrum, if not personally disquali-

fied, and provided that the number of the order, fixed by

Sulla at six himdred, was not exceeded. At the period at

which this history begins, the actual members of the senate

may have amounted, perhaps, to five hundred."' The election

' About half a century later, in the time of Augustus, it was remarked

that the number of families of the highest antiquity was not more than fifty.

This, however, was after a long and bloody period of civil war, proscription,

and massacre. See Dionysius of Halicarnassus, Antiq. Rom. i. 85. iKavhv 5e

KOI rb o-irh rod Kparlffrov yucipinov, e/c Se rod Tpw'tKOv rh evyeveffrarov 5t) vofu-

^6jxevov, e| oxj Kai y^v^ai rives en irepi7J(rav els ifJ-e ireyr^KOj/ra /xdAiffra oIkoi.

This claim to Trojan descent was of course a mere pretence ; but it would not

have been popularly conceded except to families of real antiquity, such as the

Julii, Sergii, and others.

" At this period the name Cornelius becomes indefinitely multiplied, in

consequence of the indiscriminate admission into his own house which Sulla

conceded to his soldiers and dependents.

' The curule magistracies, so called from the chair of state, or stool,

mounted with ivory, appropriated to them, were those of the consul, the

prsetor, the aedile, and the censor ; the dictator, and his master of the horse,

were also curule magistrates.

^ This may be inferred from two passages in Cicero's works. In a letter
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Avhich had been made by Sulla liad doubtless eliminated all

whose poverty rendered them unfit to participate in the privi-

leges of an oligarchy, the influence of Avhich dej^ended, in a

great degree, upon the Avealth of its individual members.

The party which attached itself to this illustrious order was

no doubt far more extensive, and comjirised a jiortion at least

of its rival, the equestrian, which was cajoled or bribed to its

service. It was siipported, moreover, by a nimierous class of

clients both in Rome and throughout the provinces. Even

where the old social feelings attached to that connexion were

forgotten, it was still maintained from consideration of the

solid advantages pertaining to it. Whole cities and states

placed themselves sometimes under the protection of a senato-

rial patron. The mass of the lu-ban population was ready to

follow the banner of a generous leader. The saying attribu-

ted to the wealthiest of the Roman aristocracy, that no man
deserved to be reputed wealthy who could not maintain at

his owTi cost three legions of soldiers, may indicate that the

equipment of troops of mercenaries was not altogether unfa-

miliar to the great chieftains of his party. But the most

direct bulwark of the oligarchy was the army of 120,000 vet-

erans, whom Sulla had settled in Italy, conscious how insecure

was the tenure of their newly-acquired possessions, and bound,

as was supi^osed, by every motive to the cause of the mag-

nates of the capital.

Besides the Cornelian and ^Emilian, the most wide-spread,

and perhaps the most illustrious, historically, of all the great

Roman houses, there were several others which ^, ^ „
' The ereat offl-

from their wealth, their dignity and public esti- ces of the state

, shared bj' a few
mation, were enabled almost to share among houses.

to Atticus (i. 14.), he speaks of a division in a very full assembly of the senate,

when there appeared four hundred on one side and fifteen on the other. On
another occasion (see the speech post redltum in Scnat. 10.) the house was

extremely full, and four hundred and seventeen were present. Allowance

must be made for the number of those engaged abroad in the provincial ad-

ministration. The censors for the year 689 had abdicated their functions

without making any revision of the senate, and the vacancies occurring since

the previous lustrum had not been filled up at the period referred to.
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themselves the principal offices of the commouwealth. To
the Ca?cilian gens belonged the Metelli, subdivided into many
distinct families, which were among the strongest supporters

of the senatorial ascendency : to the Servilian appertained

the Vatias and Ahalas : to the Scribonian the Libos and the

Curios. The Claudian or Clodian house was descended from

remote antiquity, and pretended to derive its origin from a

mythical hero : the Sergii and Antonii claimed a Trojan an-

cestry : the Asinii and Annii, the Caglii and Calpurnii, the

Junii and Pomjjonii, the Marcii and Domitii, were names

conspicuous in the municiijal annals of the free-state ; but the

Lutatian, the Licinian, the Pompeian, the Tullian, the Por-

cian, and, lastly, the Julian house, Avere rendered pre-eminent-

ly illustrious by the great warriors or statesmen who at this

time represented them, whose early career and contemporary

honours I shall proceed to signalize, as an introduction to the

more detailed history upon which Ave are about to enter.

The consuls for the year 676 of the city, in which Sulla

died, were M. ^milius Lepidus and Q. Lutatius Catulus.

Q. Lutatius They were raised to that elevation by the un-

o>«a A.^l'eal disputed influence of the nobles in Avhose ranks
B. c. 120. ^j^gy were both eminently conspicuous. But Lepi-

dus, we haA'e seen, aspired to a forbidden ascendency. He
aimed at leaping into the seat of Sulla himself ; and when

the nobles resisted and denounced his crimuial ambition, he

ajjpealed to the passions of the Marians and Italians, and

raised the standard of civil war. His colleague Catulus,

on the other hand, was the most moderate and truly dis-

interested of all the great men of his day. The history

indeed of the commonwealth presents us, perhaps, with no

character which deserved more general esteem, or obtained

more blameless distinction in political life. We have no

evidence, however, that his talents were of the highest order.

Except in crushing the feeble movement of Lepidus, he per-

formed no military exploit. ]SI"or was his eloquence such as

could sway the turbulent democracy of the forum, or unravel

the crafty intrigues of tribunes and demagogues. But he
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proved himself useful to his country in throwing the weight

of his reputation into the scale of justice and constitutional

right, and m supporting more ardent and cnterprizing men
in the cause he deemed the best. He declaimed openly

against the corruption of the tribunals and the spoliation of

the provinces.' In the abuse of the judicia he discovered the

motive and the plea for the revival of tribunitian irrespon-

sibility, and he urged timely concession to the reasonable

claims of the democracy. On the other hand, he combated

the bills of Gabinius and Manilius, for conferring extra-

ordinary and dangerous powers on Pompeius. He lent all

his influence to strengthen the hands of the consul Cicero

against the avowed or secret machinations of Catiliua and

his adherents. The people oflered a marked testimony to

their sense of his merits. In opj)osing the law of Gabinius,

he had asked, Should the man perish xohom ice are about to

invest loith these successive poiners^ to whom shall ice look to

save us ? The multitude with one voice exclaimed. To Catu-

lus himself.' Accordingly he enjoyed for many years the

principatus^ or premiership, of the senate, the most hon-

ourable distinction of public and private excellence, which,

upon his death, fell into abeyance, and was only revived,

after the expiration of liberty, to swell the dignities and

privileges of an emperor.

L. Licinius Lucullus was another noble of high character

and immense wealth, whose military exploits discovered

talents for command, while his administrative l. LicinUis lu-

powers were not less conspicuous. But, though c"rcal.'c°T44.

ambitious of distinction, he wanted sufiicient en- ^- ^- ^^'^•

ergy to devote himself to the toils of public business, and to

court popularity with a jealous and exacting party. Among
the ferocious warriors of Rome, Lucullus was celebrated for

his mildness and humanity : among her crafty and over-

' Cic. in Verr i. 1 5. He said, patres conscriptos judicia male et flagitiose

tueri : quod si in rebus judicandis populi Rom. existimationi satisfacere volu-

issent, non tantopere homines fuisse tribunitiam potestatem desidcraturos.

" Cic. pro leg. Manil. 20.

VOL. I.—

5
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bearing statesmen he was not less conspicuous for his modesty

and prudence. His reforms in the government of the Asiatic

provinces were unpalatable to the rulers of the state, and

they requited their grudge by seizing an opportunity to re-

move him from his eastern command. He is accused of

avarice ; and it may give some colour to the charge, that he

deigned to accept another appointment in Thrace, instead of

returning at once, and asserting his proj^er ascendency in the

councils of the city. But when he did return, it was rather

to enjoy his wealth in ostentatious luxury, than to enter into

the current of public affairs. He gratified the people, whom
he disdained to court, by the sumptuousness of his entertain-

ments, and the liberal use he made of his galleries and gar-

dens. Frequently appealed to by his party to cheer and

protect them by the influence he thus acquired, it was from

indolence rather than resentment that he seldom responded

to the call. He may perhaps be ranked next to Catulus,

though at a long interval, for the purity and patriotism of his

motives, qualities which we shall find to have been eminently

rare at that period among the corrupt aristocracy of the re-

public. But he had neither the pertinacity of will, nor the

resolute daring, required to control the furious passions and

headlong venality of a Roman faction.

Again, in the general mediocrity of talent among the

highest nobility a distinguished place was occupied by

M. Licinius another member of the Licinian house, Marcus

^irco^A.^n!'639. Crassus. This man deserves to be remarked as a
B. c. 115. genuine representative of the least attractive side

of the old Roman character, which has been already referred

to, namely, that shrewdness and sordid diligence in the accu-

mulation of money which made so many of the national

heroes strict domestic economists, sullied such illustrious

names with the stain of usury and extortion, and impelled so

many thousands of inferior note to establish themselves as

traders on every coast, and incessantly repair by their influx

the destruction of their countrymen in the provinces. The
branch of the Licinian house to Avhich Crassus belonged had
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already obtained the surname of Dives from the excessive

wealth of some of its members.' There was none, however,

of the race to whom the title was so justly applicable as to

the rival of Catulus and Lucullus. The name of this Marcus

Crassus became in after times proverbial among his country-

men as the richest of the Romans ; " the evaluation of his

treasures has been preserved, and the head grows dizzy in

estimating them in the minute denominations of the national

coinage.' The wealth indeed which he amassed sinks, after

all, into insignificance when compared Avith some of the great

fortunes of later times ; but it must be remembered that his

position compelled him to sjjend almost as fast as he accumu-

lated, and there seems to have been no want of liberality in

his mode of dispensing his treasures when his interest re-

quired it. But what is chiefly remarkable is, that his acqui-

sitions were made, not by brilliant successes, though in his

youth he had served Sulla with distinction ; nor by glaring

extortions, though he was sufiiciently exact and punctual in

his claims ; but simply by waiting steadily upon the neces-

sities of his friends or rivals ; by buying at the cheapest and

selling at the dearest moments ; by the careful and judicious

use of accumulating capital, as, for instance, in the education

of a multitude of slaves with a view of deriving a profit from

their accomplishments.'' We may conceive how, in the dis-

' Cicero, de Off. ii. 16.

Compare cie. ad Att. i. 4. ; de Fin. lii. 22. ; Sallust, Bell. Catil. 48.

;

Pliny, Hist. Nat. xxxiii. 47. ; Plut. in Crass. Cces. ; Tertullian, Apolog. 11.

' His father's estates had been confiscated bv the Marians, and Plutarch

{Crass. 2.) states that he possessed at first only 300 talents. Before setting

out on his expedition to Parthia, he estimated his substance at 7,000. Pliny

(H. N. I. c.) gives the sum of 200 millions of sesterces, which make about

8,300 talents. The talent is computed to equal in weight of silver about 200^.

of our money. But these estimates are extremely uncertain, and we do not

even know whether they are confined to money and bullion, or include the

capital invested in slaves, houses and lands.

* Plut. Cra.s.5. 2. : rais Koiva7s aTvx'iats irpo(r6S<ii t^ fieyiffTp xp'O^'^f^^^'*^'

Some curious modes in which he made his money are there mentioned ; but

the statement that he frequented fires in the city, to bid for houses in danger

from the conflagration, I regard as merely a characteristic invention. Com-
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ordered state of i^i'ivate fortunes at Rome in an era of revo-

lution, a shrewd politician might thus attach to himself a

number of adherents, especially one who had no prominent

vices to disgust, or brilliant talents to alarm them. Around

him rallied the moneyed interests of the city, that large class

who were silently and cautiously founding fortunes on the

spoils of the provinces, w^hUe the great chiefs were squander-

ing their means in largesses to the people, and wasting their

time and energies in the race of preferment. He repaid their

favour by exerting himself for their advancement, and com-

bined with other liberal statesmen to restore to the knights a

share in the judicia. He shewed himself active and wary in

advocating the suits of Avealthy delinquents : his assiduous

industry supplied the place both of natural genius and early

training ; and his polite attentions to those whose favours he

coveted might be advantageously contrasted with the pride

and stiifness of his rivals.^ Without yet aspirmg to a leader-

shij) of the oligarchy, he contrived to secure a large portion

of its confidence, and was at one period the principal link

which continued to bind the senate and the knights to-

gether, notwithstanding their mutual jealousy and conflicting

pretensions. But as he rose in the esteem of the nobles, he

risked the loss of popular favour, and we have seen how little

his munificence to the people would have availed him in his

suit for the consulship without the aid of his more brilliant

competitor.

However conscious the nobles might be that their pri^-i-

leges demanded the fostering protection of the ablest and

CnaeusPom- most succcssful general of the time, it was not

Ifm^v^mt' without distrust and reluctance that they con-
B. c. 106. sented to court the favour of Cnteus Pompeius.

This illustrious personage was the son of Pompeius Strabo,

pare in point of exaggeration Cicero's jest, in the Scholia Bobicnsia, p. 347.

Orelli.

' Cicero's description of Crassus (Paradox, vi.) is doubtless tinged with

prejudice (comp. also Cic. Brut. 66.). On the other hand, Plutarch's good-

natured estimate of him (Crass. 3. V.) seems at least equally distorted.
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a noted captain in the previous civil Avars. Tlic name of the

father was associated with many of the worst enormities of

that terrible period. Though commanding in the name of

the senate, he had been the object of its dislike and sus-

picion ; and the pertinacity with which he prosecuted his

OAvn plans, independent of its direction, had marked him as

dangerous and disloyal. Bred up under the auspices of a

turbulent and aspiring parent, and familiarized from his

childliood with the selfish jarojects of a rapacious soldiery, it

may be supposed that schemes of personal aggrandizement

opened themselves from an early period to the mind of the

younger Pompeius. Sulla divined and distrusted him ; but

his followers were powerful, his predilections ostensibly

6ligarchical ; e^ery enterprize to which he was called was

crowned with extraordinary success ; and when, at the age

of twenty-four, he returned victorious from Africa, whei'e he

had crushed the remnant of the Marians Avith their Numidian
auxiliaries,^ the dictator hailed him with the appellation of

Magnus, or the Great ; and reluctantly alloAved him the hon-

our of a triumph, unexampled in so youthful a conqueror.''

He soon requited this favour by combining with Catulus to re-

press the insurrection of Lepidus. He was not yet of proper

standing to enter upon the career of civic honours, when the

progress of Sertorius in Spain demanded once more the em-

ployment of his military talents. There, as we have seen, his

victory was achieved rather through Perperna's treachery

than by his own proAvess ; but the grateful senate forbore to

scrutinize his merits too closely, and reAvarded him Avith a

second triumph. Henceforth, adopting him as its champion,

it confided to his steady hand the prosecution of its policy in

the city. Nevertheless, AA^hile it was their interest thus to

flatter and caress him, the nobles looked with secret disdain

' Livy, I^pif. Ixxxix. Eutrop. v. 9.

" The occasion on which this memorable title was conferred, has been the

subject of much discussion. Drumann {Geschichte Eonix nach Gcsclilecktern,

iv. 335.), after weighing the conflicting authorities, acquiesces in Tlutarch's

statement {Pomp. 13.), which is followed in the text.
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upon his municipal extraction, his plebeian descent and recent

nobility. The illustration of his family dated only from his

father, a successful adventurer in the hazards of the civil

war ; and he knew that his own fortunes, like those of Pom-

peius Strabo, must rest upon his personal abilities rather than

the love or sympathy of the dominant party. He saw, more-

over, the fact, to which that party obstinately blinded itself,

that its foundations were too narrow for the permanent main-

tenance of its power. Conscious of his own strength, he

struck out a course of policy independent of the trammels in

which the oligarchs would liave confined him. He sought to

raise up a bulwark to the commonwealth, and to the aris-

tocracy itself, in a middle class whose interests and predilec-

tions might dispose it to control the excesses both of the

populace and the nobles. This class he purposed to consti-

tute the pedestal of his own rising fortunes. He would

make himself its head to plan, and its hand, if necessary, to

strike. With this view, Pompeius did not hesitate to place

himself in direct opposition to the nobles on points which

they deemed essential to their ascendency. He supported the

much contested measure of restoring to the knights their

ancient judicial prerogative, which they continued ardently

to covet, and which might contribute to relieve the nobles

themselves from a weight of odium which threatened to

overwhelm them. In carrying out this policy he was grad-

ually removing the superstructure of his own fortunes from

the basis of the oligarchy to that of his own personal adhe-

rents, and shifting his ground to a position in which he might

defy the control of the senate.

The restoration of the tribunitian prerogatives and of the

judicia Avere kindred and connected measures. In his first

Pompeius nn- harauguc after his election to the consulship,
dert;ikes a re- *-

. t i • t i
form in favour Pompeius promised to effect both, and this decla-
of the eques- . ., , •iiii
trian order. ratiou was received by the people with tne loud-

est acclamations.^ But the nobles resisted with desperation,

' Pompeius and Crassus were consuls a. u. 684, b. c. 70. Pseudo-Asconius

in Ccec. divin. 8. " Primus Sicinius, tribunus plebis, nee multo post Quiutius,
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notwithstanding the counsels of Catulus and the wisest men
among them. Their courage required to be daunted by a

signal exposure, and the notorious guilt of Verres,
Prosecution of

who had just returned from the spoliation of the "Venea.

province of Sicily, furnished an apt opportunity. The zeal and

eloquence of Cicero, the most rising orator of the day, were

enlisted on the side of justice and authority, and the issue of

the prosecution, urged with the fervour of genius and backed

by the influence of the consuls themselves, clothed the cause

of the people with all the charm of success. The criminal

had boasted the fruits of three years' occupation of office.

Those of the first, he declared, would suffice to make his o^vn

fortune ; those of the second to reward his advocates and

partizans ; those of the last and most abundant, to secure the

suffi-ages of his judges. No wonder that Cicero could venture

to anticipate that the provinces would soon come forward

of their own accord, and pray for the repeal of the laws

against malversation, since they only served to redouble the

extortions of their oppressors to amass the means of corrupting

the tribunals.^ During the forty years that the knights had

served on the bench of justice, common fame declared that

there had been no single instance even of the suspicion of

corruption : it had now become rather the rule than the ex-

ception.'^ It must be confessed, however, that the restoration

of their prerogative, which was now about to take place,

failed to restore any such golden age of judicial purity.

But it was not the venality of the tribunals that made the

cause of injured innocence most utterly hopeless. If the

judges were always to be bought, satisfaction, at least, if not

et postremo Palicanus perfecerant, ut tribunitiam potestatem populo darent

consules Cn. Pompeius Magnus et M. Liciuius Crassus." Compare Liv. Epit.

xcvii. ; Veil. ii. 30. ; Plut. Pomj). 22.

' Cic. I. in Verr. 13, 15.

" Pseudo-Ascon. in Cac. divin. 8. " C. Gracchus legem tulerat, ut equites

Rom. judicarent. Judicaverunt per annos xxxx sine infamia. Post victor

Sulla legem tulerat, ut Senatorius ordo judicaret, et judicavit per decem annos

turpiter." But Appian allows that the knights were no better than the sena-

tors. {Bell. Civ. i. 22.)
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Pompeius justice, might sometimes be attained by a weal-

Crasl^ur/and thy compluiiiant. The senat"ors, whose turn it

vufJ^of Cicero might be to come under judgment the next day

aVhare iiTthlf themsclves, guaranteed, for their own sake, the

in^KhtV"*^" imjjunity of criminals of their own order. In the

flagrant case, however, of the Verrine prosecu-

tion the hands of the assailant were opportunely strengthened.

Both the consuls were equally intent on carrying the popular

vote of condemnation. The culprit resorted to every means to

postpone the trial till the next year, when a personal friend, Hor-

tensius, would succeed to the consulship, and another, Metel-

lus, would be the praetor to whose lot it had f\dlen to preside

in such suits as that now pending against him.^ But Cicero's

activity and adroitness defeated every artifice, and when he

opened the proceedings, a single preliminary oration sufiiced

to seal the fate of the defendant. Verres, scared by the array

of influences combined against him, acknowledged his guilt

by withdrawing into exile ; but the accuser followed up his

success by publishing the series of speeches he had prepared

for delivery, in which he had detailed the black catalogue of

his victim's enormities. The disgrace of these disclosures

could neither be palliated nor endured, and the senate re-

signed a contest in which its own chief magistrates were

arrayed against it. The system, of which the particidar case

was only an example, admitted of no defence, and the time

for defiance was past. But its vices, checked perhaps for a

moment by publicity, were aj^parently little amended by the

change now efiected in the constitution of the tribunals.

Neither the subsequent conduct of Pompeius, who reversed

the refomiatory measures of Lucullus in Asia, nor the general

character of his colleague, to whom honour and justice were

wholly indifierent, allow us to suppose that their policy was

guided by a sense of justice or humanity. Public opinion

continued to encourage the most open defiance of every

moral obligation in dealing with the enemy in tlie provinces.

' Cic. 1. in Verr. 8. " Cum praetores designati soi-tirentur et M. Metello

obtigisset ut is de pecuniis repetundis qusereret."
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We find Cicero, in tlie very next year, defending Fonteius

against the complaints of the Gauls, with an audacity of

statement and insinuation far transcending the common arti-

fices of the advocate. But the knights gained by the new
enactment an important step m the advancement of their in-

terests : a political expediency was satisfied, and the middle

class of citizens began to coalesce into a firm and compact
body, conscious of its unity and strength.

At the same time the generous aid of Catulus and a small

section of the nobles, enabled the consuls to effect a further

measure of public utility. They revived the oflSce rrogrees of le-

n r~\ f 1 • !• I'l'-iT ^°'"™
•
revival of

oi Censor alter a long mterval m which it had the censor^^ijip.

lain in abeyance, and the magistrates thereto ap- b! c' to.

"

pointed, L. Gellius Publicola and Cn. Cornelius Lentulus,

undertook their functions in a fair spirit.^ They assigned to

Catulus the exalted distmction of princeps^ or leader of the

senate. They made moreover a rigid inquiry into the means
and qualifications of the members of that body, of whom they

ejected not less than sixty-four, as unworthy from their char-

acter, or incompetent from their poverty, to discharge its

duties according to the intentions of antiquity. These public

acts are important, as indicating the temper of the times, and
the growing sense of the necessity for administrative reforms

;

they also throw light upon the cautious and quiet policy

which characterized Pompeius, who continued, while still

ostensibly a leader of the oligarchy, to throw all his mfluence

into the descending scale of popular opinion. With manners

eminently bland and attractive, whenever he chose to display

them, with a person of remarkable dignity, and a countenance

of winning sweetness, he possessed a sure means of engaging

the admiration of attendants, suitors and casual visitors ; but

his colleagues feared, his associates distrusted him, and those

he called his friends were in fact merely parasites.

Upon the expiration of his consulship, Pompeius did not

accept, as was usual, the government of a province. He had

* Cic. II. in Vcrr. v. 1. ; Liv. Epit. xcviii. ; Pint. Pomp. 22.
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Reserve affect- already attained the highest ordinary honours of
ed by Pom pel- , _ , ....
us. Extiaor- the statc, and pure as he was m his private con-

conf'-nedTpon duct and moderate in his habits, the emohnnents

ofGabinius and of the proconsulate offered no temptation to him.
Manihus.

jj^ ^^^ attained extensive influence with the le-

gions, and his overweening reliance upon his early reputation

forbade him to conceive any jealousy of Lucullus, Metellus,

and the other commanders in the provinces. He remained ac-

cordingly at Rome, affecting the reserve and retirement of one

who would only deign henceforward to serve the state when

weaker hands had failed ; but he foresaw that the perils which

menaced the commonwealth must soon call him forth amidst

redoubled acclamations. When Gabinius, his flatterer or his

creature, jjroposed in the jDanic caused by the Cilician pirates,

to confer upon him extraordinary powers, to invest him with

command over all the Mediterranean coasts, and every city

and territory within fifty miles from the seaboard, the senate

stood aghast.^ But the cause was not that of the senate and

the nobles alone. The whole empire was frenzied with alarm,

and ready to rush upon any remedy that oflered. The city

trembled for its daily sustenance ; the government apprehend-

ed the violence of a starving mob. Li spite of the strong

^ P gg^ dissuasions of Catulus and others, the aj^point-

B. c. 67. ment of Pompeius to this enormous command was

carried by the general voice of the nation. The skill and vig-

our he displayed, the confidence he presently restored, the

rapid influx of supplies into the capital, all seemed to mark

the expediency of this political stroke. After a brief interval

for making his dispositions, dividing his forces and securing

the most important communications, Pompeius set sail with a

well-appointed fleet for the principal resorts of his roving ad-

versaries. In two months the wound was staunched, in six it

was healed over by the establishment of the marauders in

continental colonies : health and strength returned in the nat-

ural order of events.* The danger of the return in a private

' C\c. pro leg. Manil. ; Dion, xxxvi. 6. ; Veil. ii. 31. ; Liv. Epit. xcix.

^ Cic. pro leg. Manil. 12. "' Tantum bellum . . . Cn. Pompeius extrema
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capacity of one who had now tasted so much of absolute

powei', was averted for a season by the increasing difficulties

of the Mithridatic war. Lucullus was recalled, and another

bill was proposed by Manilius to confer upon the champion

of the republic the undivided command of the eastern pro-

vinces.' Again the nobles shuddered at the powers they had

called into existence ; again did Catulus and many more, the

most prudent together with the proudest of the

party, resist this accumulation of honours. Pom-

peius was supported by the favour of the citizens, by the in-

trigues of his friends and creatures in the senate, by Crassus

and another craftier than Crassus, who countenanced for their

private ends these successive inroads upon established usage
;

and he might command the spirited declamation of Cicero,

who, now rising rapidly in fame and popularity, resolved at

once to throw his fortunes into the wake of the great con-

queror's.

Pompeius may claim perhaps the merit of discovering the

necessity of widening the basis of the ruling aristocracy ; but

the development which Cicero's zeal and enei'gy m. Tuimus ci-

gave to this sagacious policy, marks him more
"^^"^a n°6'48.

particularly as its patron and representative. ^- '^- ^'^^

Every circumstance combined to dispose the aspiring advocate

to assert, and at the same time to qualify, the ascendency of

the Senatorial party. As a new man, the offspring of an

equestrian family in the obscure country town of Arpinum,

he knew that in climbing the ladder of preferment he must

encounter the jealousy of the nobles, who never permitted

one of his class to attain the highest civil dignities in the or-

dinary course. Yet a townsman of Cicero, and one of even

inferior birth, had recently been raised by his jjolitical ser-

hieme apparavit, ineunte vere suscepit, media {estate confecit." Plutarch

reduces the period of actual hostilities to three months, Pomp. 28. : ovk eV

ir\eiovi XP^^V "rptoov /jt.r]vwv. Livy, Bpit. xcix. ; Florus, iii. 6., and the Auctor

de Viris I/lnst. 71, shorten the time to forty days.

' Cic. pro leg. Manil. ; Dion, xxxvi. 25. ; Liy. Epit. c. ; Veil. ii. 33.
;

Plutarch, Pomp. 30.
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vices to the enjoyment of seven consulships, and the blood

of the young municipal might well be inflamed by such an

example of successful self-reliance. Cicero however had none

of the adventurous spirit of Marius : if ever he harboured

aspirations for military renown, they were satisfied by a sin-

gle campaign. But as the shocks of civil war subsided, a

nobler field was opened to the accomj^lishments of peace, and

he felt in the consciousness both of genius and industry, an

earnest of brilliant success in the forum and at the bar. The
heroes from whom he caught " the fever of renown " were

neither the chieftains of sanguinary factions, nor the legists

whose reforming spirit had first contested the sacred maxims
of the constitution. If he abhorred the violence of a Marius

or a Sulla, a Cinna or a Carbo, he was little more enamoured

of the captious liberalism, for such he deemed it, of Drusus

and the Gracchi. He admired and followed and hung uj^on

the lips of the great bulwarks of legal usage who illustrated

the period of his own early education, a Crassus, an Anto-

nius, a Sulpicius and a Sctevola, the children and champions

of the Roman aristocracy. By them his temper was moulded

to the love of precedent and prescription. In the restoration

of the j)opular party he could not fail to anticipate the over-

throw of the ancient jurisprudence, and the discouragement

of the formal studies in which he most delighted, and which

he made the basis of his own practical philosophy. Doubtless

it cost him a severe struggle to take the side of the reformers

:

but he perceived instinctively that the talents of Pompeius,

all-sufficient in the field, must require in the city the co-opera-

tion of the orator and the jurist ; and he hoped, by making

himself necessary to the military chief of the government, to

command his support in return, and scale the summit of polit-

ical distinction. At the moment when the yornig advocate

entered upon public life, the pre-eminence of the great cap-

tain, his contemporary in years, was already established. The

leader of the senate, the patron of the knights, the favourite

of the people, Pompeius appeared to unite all suflTrages. The
republic seemed to await the j^ressure of his hand to receive
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her bias and direction. Cicero felt, with unsuppressed exulta-

tion, that his services were understood by the hero of the

day, and his genius he believed was appreciated by him. He
trod the path of honoui-s with a bold and confident step, and

flung to the populace the treasures with which his clients

repaid his eloquence ; while the consciousness of deserved

prosperity added brilliancy to his wit and ardour to his gene-

rosity.

The views to which Cicero thus early devoted himself he

continued to cherish through life, even while compelled at

times to side with a faction which feared and re- cjcero an advo-

sented them. He began gradually to conceive a cate for reform.

genuine interest for the classes whose cause he advocated, per-

haps we may say an aflection for them, which forms one of

the most pleasing features of his character. He aimed at ele-

vating that middle class already spoken of, as a pledge of the

integrity of the constitution. He laboured diligently to soften

the conflicting views of the nobility and commons, of the Ro-
mans and Italians, the victors and the vanquished of the civil

wars, Xor was his political course warped like that of his lead-

er Pompeius by any impatience of the restraints of law, such

as might naturally arise in the breast of a military commander,

nor by the criminal desire to rise above them, which the child

of Strabo and the lieutenant of Sulla might be supposed to

inherit. Cicero's ambition was ardent and soaring, but it was
sincerely limited to acquiring the highest honours of the free

state. He succeeded in attaining the consulship, and as con-

sul he performed a service for his country as brilliant as any
recorded in her annals. But his career of patriotism and loyd
service was cut short by the jealousy of his associates and the

selfishness of his early patron. Intoxicated by success, he had
allowed himself to forget how unnatural and precarious his

elevation really was ; and assailed as he Avas from various

quarters, his own vanity contributed in no slight degree to his

fall. The nobles were willing to prove to the world the in-

herent weakness of any man, however splendid his abilities,

who had not the legitimate basis of birth and Avealth to rely
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on ; and Pompeius selected Cicero for the A'ictim of his un-

generous policy, when he wished to display his power and

hurl defiance at the senate, yet did not venture to mflict uj^on

it a wound which should really smart.

While Pompeius was prosecuting the war against Mithri-

dates with all the powers assigned him by the Manilian bill.

Apprehensions Cicero Continued to advance the interests of their
of a secret con- ,. . , . tt i t i t
spiracy against commou policy m ttic City, xie xiad already ac-
the govern- . , j. ^ x- j. j
ment. quired a great reputation as an orator and a

pleader. He could extend and confirm his political alliances

by the suits he undertook to defend. He gained the attach-

ment of some of the noblest of the senators. The cautious

coldness of the oligarchy gradually warmed in favour of the

clever aspirant whom all classes combined to admire. One

after another the principal magistracies of the city were sur-

rendered to his ardent solicitations. The commonwealth re-

quired indeed the services of her ablest men : it was not a

time for petty jealousies and illiberal exclusions. Affairs

were ripening for a crisis, which various chiefs and parties

seemed to anticipate, with a view to profit by the universal

confusion. Pompeius and Crassus, no less than the Marian

leader Csesar, were forecasting the results of a mutinous out-

break among the dissolute and discontented men with whom
the ranks of highest birth and station abounded. The \'iolent

changes in the state which had so lately occurred, had bred

up a race of men of ungoverned enmities and desperate reso-

lutions. Public and private life had become one great gam-

bling-booth, in which the most abrupt alternations of luck

had rendered multitudes equally reckless of good or evil for-

tune. The constant bickerings of the rival parties had kept

the sores of the recent troubles still unhealed. A thousand

intrigues crossed and jostled one another in the forum, and

while two great factions still confronted each other in the

arenas of public strife, a chaos of conflicting passions and in-

terests occupied the groimd between them. The city, in the

absence of Pompeius, was destitute of any leader of acknowl-

edged pre-eminence. The moment seemed to have arrived
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when Rome and Italy might become the prey of a daring ad-

venturer. The return of the proconsul with his legions from

the east was too remote a contingency to disturb the anticipa-

tions of the unsettled heads which met in secret conclave, and
di^-ided m imagination the spoils of empire. Pompoius await-

ed at a distance the result of the impending commotion, not

displeased perhaps at being removed from the city, where his

presence would have stifled it in its birth : for he was assured

that, whatever might be the immediate issue, substantial

power resided in his camp, and the triumph must ultimately

be his alone. But the nobles vieAved with redoubled anxiety

both the chance of a revolution and the means of its suppres-

sion. While tliey shuddered at the prospect of a sedition

which might involve the city and the laws in a common de-

struction, they apprehended hardly less sensibly the restora-

tion of order by the sword of a military dictator.

The chiefs of the aristocratic faction who have hitherto

been mentioned, were all men of moderate and politic views,

and disposed to admit of qualification and com-
^^ Porcius Ca-

promise in the claims thev advanced in behalf of '°' '^°''"^.„
' ' A. r. 6o9.

its ascendency. To the mass of their own adhe- ^- ^ Ba-

rents, accordingly, they were all more or less objects of dis-

trust : for the dominant class continued sternly bigoted to its

own ideas, from mistaken principle no less perhaps than from

selfishness, and regarded with disgust as well as apprehension

every movement of its leaders which sweiwed from the direct

assertion of its supremacy. This stubborn majority, which

refused to ply either to justice or expediency, and defied both

the authority of Pompeius and the blandishments of Cicero,

comprised many nobles Avhose names will figure ua the fol-

lowing pages : a Bubulus, a Marcellus, a Domitius will soon

become indiA-idually known to us ; but while we leave these

personages to be pourtrayed by their own actions, there is one

at least among them whose character deserves more special

consideration. M. Porcius Cato Avas a member of a noble

plebeian house, connected on all sides with the principal fam-

ilies of the commonwealth, and descended in the fourth gene-
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ration from Cato the Censor, a name long held by the citizens

in traditional veneration for probity and simplicity. Younger

by a few years than any of his great political rivals, he en-

tered upon the public stage at a somewhat later period. The

absence of Pompeius in Asia first made room for him in the

councils of the nobility, whose cause he embraced with more

genuine ardour and devotion than any of his contemporaries.

The stubbormiess and fearlessness he displayed, even as a

child, made a deep unpression upon his relatives. He had wit-

nessed the termination of the Social contest, and resented, as

a mere boy, the compromise in which it resulted. Neverthe-

less, his natural humanity had revolted from the atrocities

with which Sulla confirmed the domination of his party ; and

if he was the friend of aristocratic ascendency, he was no less

devoted to what he believed to be justice. Had his views

been clearer, and his mind more susceptible of logical conclu-

sions, he would have seen how utterly the lines he thus marked

out for himself were inconsistent and irreconcileable. But his

convictions were blind and unreasoning, his temper rigid and

unti'actable ; from the goodness of his heart he deserved to

lead mankind, but the weakness of his head should have con-

demned him to follow them. Well read in books, his mind

had no power to assimilate the lessons of history ; a formal

adherent of the Stoic philosophy, the real springs of human
action were unknown to him, or disregarded by him. His

gaze was fixed on the mere outside of society around him,

and his disgust at the prevailing laxity of manners was as

crude and inconsiderate as his admiration of the rejDuted se-

verity of antiquity. He marched on foot when others rode, to

mortify his associates' vanity ; he turned night into day to

prove that the genuine sage is independent of external cir-

cumstances ; the mandates of the law he enforced with osten-

tatious strictness, because a ruder age had been naturally

unfeeling ; he was hard to his slaves because the old Romans
treated them like cattle ; he swalloAved Avine with joyless algid-

ity to emulate the brutal recreations of his barbarous ances-

tors. Cato revered the name of his great-grandfather the
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Censor ; and while he studiously formed himself upon that

ancestral model, he had actually inherited a kindred disposi-

tion. But the elder Cato lived in an age which stiU professed

at least to respect the principles of the old Roman austerity.

It was against a rising generation, extravagant in its habits

and speculative in its ideas, innovators both in practice and

theory, that he had marshalled the antique prejudices of the

nation. Unsuccessful as he was, he had still preserved the

reverence of the people, and bequeathed an honoured name
to his descendants. His successor applied the same rules and

maxims to his own times, which were fast becoming obsolete

a century before. The poet of the civil wars, in speaking of a

later period, compares Pompeius to the venerable oak, majes-

tic in its decay, and honoured for its antique associations

;

Csesar to the lightning of Jupiter, which spares nothing vene-

rable, nothing holy, neither the monarch of the forest nor the

temples of its own divinity ; Cato he might have likened to

the rocky promontory which marks the ancient limits of an

encroaching ocean, still resisting the action which has sapped

the hills aroxmd it, and barely attached to the continent by a

narrow and diminishing isthmus.^ Yet even the iron disposi-

tion of the Roman Stoic was not really unaffected by the

change of circumstances since the period he blindly admired.

The same temper which made the elder Cato a severe master,

a frugal housekeeper, the cultivator of his own acres, the man
ofmaxims and proverbs, converted the younger into a pedantic

politician and a scholastic formalist. Private life had become

absorbed in the sphere of public occupations ; the homely ex-

perience of the individual was lost in the recorded wisdom of

professional instruction. The character of the Censor had been

simple and true to nature ; that of his descendant was a sys-

tem of elaborate though perhaps unconscious affectations.

To the customary training in literature and eloquence of

the better men of his class Cato paid little attention ; but he

distinguished himself by rare assiduity in master- Character of

. ,
'' m ^^^ nobles as a

mg the details of busmess. In servmg the office class.

' Lucan, i. 129. Nee eoiere pares : etc.
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of quaestor he introduced method and regularity into the ser-

vice of the treasury ; he was the most punctual and constant

attendant in the curia ; and oftentimes, while business was

standing still, and his colleagues were dropping slowly in, he

might be seen sitting in his place, and studying a Yolume,

which he affected to conceal in the folds of his robe. His

frame was robust, and he had strengthened his system by

endurance ; he could harangue with untiring energy through-

out an entire sitting, in the same style of dry and unvarying

precision. But as yet he had not come prominently forward

in debate ; it was amidst the grave events of Cicero's consul-

ship, as we shall presently see, that the boldness of his views

and the vigour of his character marked him first for the

leader of a party. Such a temper could meet indeed with

little sympathy among the ranks of the Roman aristocracy

;

and excessive would have been his perplexity in regarding the

various sections of that class, all so alien from himself, could

his shrewd but narrow view of men and things have been

troubled for a moment by any subject of speculation. For

he had to choose his associates or instruments either among

the older men, who were indolent and immoveable, insensible

to public morality, even to the contempt of external decency,

or among the younger, who were violent and ferocious, and

whose hot patrician blood was inflamed no less by luxury

than pride. The early years of the former class had been

mostly past m camps. The ui-gent dangers of the common-

wealth had allowed them little leisure, even at home, to cul-

tivate the refinements of social life. At a later period,

crowned with success, and with all the enjoyments of un-

bounded wealth flung suddenly at their feet, they plunged

from mere ignorance into a tasteless imitation of eastern

sensuality. The pictures of vice which the writers of the

age have left us are principally derived from the manners of

the highest nobility ; and the coarseness which could be

plausibly attributed to a Piso and a Gabinius leaves no doubt

of the gross habits prevalent among their class.

The introduction of Grecian models of intellectual culti-
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vation, which had so honourably distinguished the age of

Laelius and Scipio, pi'oduced in fact a very im- Their ostenta-

perfect elFect upon the progress of the national
^vi\"hw"ntofr

mind. For half a century, indeed, the new taste fi"ement.

seemed to make a genuine impression upon a people far from

deficient in natural sensibility, or incapable of appreciating

the excellence of such originals. During that happier period

it seemed not idle to expect that Rome might become a rival

to her mistress and instructress, even in her own accomplish-

ments. It might be hoped that, as among other nations, so

in Rome also, the time had arrived when arms should give

place to the pursuits of peace, and the fruits of youthful edu-

cation have room and leisure to ripen in maturer years. But

this fair prospect was overcast by the circumstances which

supervened. The destiny of the race of conquerors pre-

vailed. Each succeeding generation became more immersed

in war than its predecessor ; the turbid stream of military

habits never ran itself clear ; the camp continued to pour its

sanguine flood into the silver current of humanity and letters.

Even those among the Romans who were most renowned for

their love of polite literature were seldom wholly absorbed

in their devotion to it. Their philosophers and historians, no

less than their orators, were public men, and courted the

muses in the intervals of toil and danger. They wrote, as

they acted, for effect. Disdaining retirement, they had little

concern for the graces of simplicity. The purity even of

Cicero's taste may be called in question. There is an osten-

tatious prodigality, even in his use of words, akin to the

vastness of his ambition and the sumptuousness of his style

of living. Cicero indeed scorned the voluptuous refinements

which enervate the mind and vitiate the moral sense. But

Lucullus, and the accomplished orator Hortensius, second

only to Cicero among his contemporaries in persuasive elo-

quence, a scholar and a wit no less than an advocate and

debater, did more to degrade than to exalt the tastes they

affected to patronize. The display which Lucullus made of

his libraries and galleries of ai't, in throwing them open to
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public admiration, however much in advance of the real

wants of the age, and calculated to create envy rather than

gratitude, might yet be represented as a more magnanimous

use of wealth than the vulgar profusion by which others of

his order courted the applause of the multitude.^ Those,

hoAvever, who knew him more intimately, discovered how

little genuine mterest he took in these honourable resources

of a dignified leisure. In his later years he withdrew him-

self almost wholly from the more animated scenes of public

life, and walked languidly through his part as a senator and

statesman, while he devoted all his real interest to inventing

new refinements on the luxury of the table.* His example

corrupted and countenanced those about hun. One after

another the nobles sank into a lethargy almost without

a parallel. The writers of a later period have associated the

proudest names of the martial republic with the idlest amuse-

ments and the most preposterous novelties. A Gabinius, a

Cselius, a Crassus, were immortalized by the elegance of their

dancing.' A Lucullus, a Hortensius, a Marcius Philippus,

estimated one another, not by their eloquence, their courage,

or their virtue, but by the perfection of their fish-ponds, and

the singularity of the breeds they nourished. They seemed

to touch the sky with their finger, says their mortified advo-

cate, if they had stocked their preserves with bearded mul-

lets, and taught them to recognize their masters' voices, and

come to be fed from their hands."

' In fact it was the Greeks in Rome, and not the natives, who took advan-

tage of this munificence. Plutarch, Lucull. 42.

* Veil. ii. 33. Compare Plutarch, Cat. min. 19., Lucull. 40.; Pliny, Hist.

Nat. xxviii. 14.

' Macrob. Saturn, ii. 10. Gabinius and Caslius were not mere triflers.

They were both active intriguers, though corrupt and dissipated men. M.

Crassus had two sons, the younger of whom was a distinguished officer. The

Crassus here mentioned was one of these, I should suppose the elder. But

the introduction of dancing among the relaxations of the Roman nobility, was

of much earlier date, and provoked the indignant animadversion of Scipio

Africanus and the elder Cato. Nevertheless it continued to prevail ; Sulla

himself danced.

* Gicevo, ad Att. u. 1. "Nostri autem principes digito se coelum putant
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If Cato's austere virtue was roused to indignation by the

freaks of these degenerate patricians, the temper, on the

other hand, of the younger men of the same Ferocity of tiio

,1 J- J. 1 •
J? • younger nobil-

party was not less repugnant to his sense of jus- ity.

tice and reverence for law and order. If LucuUus and Hor-

tensius were frivolous and short-sighted, they might claim at

least the merit of moderate views and humane dispositions.

The remembrance of the horrors of the civil wars, no less

than the delicacy of sentiment engendered by their Greek

education, made them shrink from the sight of blood. But

the rising generation had no such reminiscences to stifle their

natural ferocity ; and the increasing barbarity of the public

spectacles, perhaps it may be added, of the recognized usages

of warfare, steeled their hearts against the compunctions of

their fathers. They had not learned from experience the

inevitable requital of blood for blood ; and they breathed

nothing but vengeance and destruction against every one who
ventured to cross their path. They would govern the com-

monwealth by impeachments and assassinations. They would

bring back the days of Sullan ascendency ; and certainly

nothing but a permanent military dictatorship could spring

out of their anarchical policy. These were that bloody-

minded youth, of whom Cicero speaks with such aversion and

attingere, si muUi barbati in piscinis sunt, qui ad manus accedant, alia autem

negligunt." Comp. Varro, de Re. Eust. iii. 17., who gives some curious de-

scriptions of the fish-ponds of Lucullus and Hortensius. The former cut

through a mountain to introduce salt water into his preserve, for which feat

Pompeius gave him the nickname of Xerxes togatus. (Veil. ii. 34.) Pliny,

Hist. Nat. ix. 80. scqq., celebrates the inventions of Hirrius, Philippus, Mu-

rena and others, and mentions anecdotes of their extravagance :
" invasit

deinde singulorum piscium amor :" the ponds of Hortensius were at Bauli

;

" in qua mura?nam adeo dilexit ut exanimatam flcsse creditur." Compare

Martial, x. 30.

:

" Xatat ad magistrum delicata muroena,

Nomenculator mugilem citat notum,

Et adesse jussi prodeunt sencs mulli.*'

It seems that this folly lasted a hundred and fifty year.?. Hortensius was said

to moisten his planes with wine (Macrob. Saturn, ii. 9.), and was the first

Roman who brought peacocks to table. (Plin. H. N. x. 23.) His affectation

in dress and manner is noted by Aulus Gellius {Noct. Alt. i. 6.).
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fear, who hired bands of ruffians to attend them in the forum,

nor travelled beyond the gates of the city without an armed

retinue.^ Such demonstrations on the one side begat, of

course, rival violence on the other. Quarrels and collisions

occurred, which there was no efficient police to control ; the

elections were repeatedly suspended by riotous interference
;

the legitimate proceedings of the people were interrupted by

the clang of arms ; the sacred privileges of the tribunes were

violated, and the most august personages of the state driven

from their posts by blows and menaces. We shall see that

the leaders of every party, Pompeius and Cicero, Cato and

Caesar, all suffered alike and in turn, from the unbridled

ferocity of such men as Clodius and Milo, as Nepos and

Curio,

It has been said that there was no efficient police in

Rome. The safety of the capital was deemed secure in the

The nobles re-
patriotism and military training of the citizens

mand of the^na-
themsclvcs ; and the government, founded pro-

tionai armies, fesscdly On a popular basis, disclaimed the use

of force, either for its own protection or for the coercion

of the popular -will. The lictors and archers of the con-

suls surrounded their office with decent pomp, but could

provoke no comparison with the traditional tyranny of the

kings. The city had far outgrown the walls of Servius,

and the idea of foreign invasion might be scouted as vision-

ary ; nevertheless, we cannot suppose that the gates stood

always open w^ithout a guard, or that the fortresses on the

Capitoline and the Janiculan were wholly denuded of their

defences. But the same government which trusted itself at

home to the self-respect of its constituents, did not fail to

exercise a jealous control over the armies quartered in the

provinces. The garrison of the city was stationed in Gaul or

Macedonia ; and the rulers of the republic relied for the

' Cic. ad Att. ii. 1. written in the year 695. " Megaboechus et haec san-

guinaria juventus inimicissima est." The mildest terms he can apply to them,

when speaking of the transient favour they on one occasion showed to him~

self, arc, " libidinosa et delicata juventus." {Ad Ait. i. 19.)
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maintenance of their authority on the attachment of the

officers Avhom they deputed to foreign command. By strain-

ing all their influence to secure the election of their own ad-

herents to the highest magistracies at home, they were

enabled to consign the legions in the pro\ances year by year

to captains of their own choice. The army, which had long

lost its original constitution, and had become a standing force

of veterans, enlisted for a long term of years, had ceased to

retain the political predilections which the citizens were

wont to bring fresh to the camp from the comitia.^ It had

exchanged its interest in patrician patrons or jjopular dema-

gogues for pure military devotion to the persons of its lead-

ers ; and, officered as it now was imder the ascendency of the

senate, it gave a steady support to the existing government,

enabling it to defy any attempt at a counter-revolution.

Even the possible success of a coiq) de main could hardly

delude the judgment of intriguers in the city, when they

contemplated the overwhelming resom*ces of the senate

abroad, and remembered how effective they had been in the

hands of Sulla to scatter the battalions of adventurers nearer

home.

Nevertheless the senate was uneasy. The Marians, under

every discouragement, yet seemed to grow in strength. The

claims of the popular faction constituted the Their fears and

weak point in the body politic, towards which "dangers.

every evil humour tended. Every fortune misspent, every

enterprize baulked, every expectation frustrated, suj)plied fuel

' Marius abolished the qualification of property, which was originally

required of every citizen who offered to enlist. A sufficient motive for this

grave innovation might be the peril of the state from foreign invasion, coupled

with the growing concentration of property in a smaller class. But its direct

effect was to degrade the principles of the legionary, and wean him from his

devotion to the state. Compare Sallust, Bell. Jug. 86. " Non ex classibus

et more majorum, sed uti cujusque lubido erat, milites Marius scripsit, capite

censos plerosque. Id factum alii inopia bonorum, alii per ambitionem consulis

memorabant, quod ab eo genere celebratus auctusque erat, et homini poten-

tiam quaerenti egentissimus quisque opportunissimus, cui neque sua curje,

quippe quae nulla sunt, et omnia cum pretio honesta videntur."
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for the fire which was raging in its vitals. Secure as the

government might feel of its soldiers' fidelity, while retained

under their ensigns, to disband and disperse them in colonies,

though demanded by themselves, and expedient on various ac-

counts, would at once dissolve the ties which ensured their

allegiance. No class was more ready for tumult and revolt

than the veterans of Sulla, settled recently in ease and ap-

parent contentment throughout Italy. They only wanted a

leader of their own choice to jilunge into another civil war,

and scramble for fresh booty. The chiefs of the hostile party

were moving all the passions of the vast constituency of the

city to compass their own election to the curule magistracies.

From ofiice in the city to authority in the provinces the step

was direct and inevitable. A Marian proconsul might hope to

lay the foundations of his meditated supremacy in the alle-

giance of an army and the devotion of a foreign people. With
a more ample or a prolonged command, he might convert the

West or the East into an arsenal for the munitions of a new
civil war, or a fortress for his own security. With this glit-

termg prize in view the popular candidates lavished bribes

and largesses with their own hands, while they stimulated

their creatures to the use of threats and violence. They as-

sailed their ojjponents with every available weapon, showered

calumnies upon some, menaced others with impeachments,

covertly promoted conspiracies from which they kept them-

selves personally aloof, and scared the city with rumours of

impending catastrophes. The nobles defended themselves

with clamorous indignation. They sowed discord in the hos-

tile ranks, gained over some of the tribunes to stay the pro-

ceedings of the others, retorted slander for slander, not less

virulently and perhaps more successfully, while they wielded

the engine of the state religion to discredit their enemies'

policy, and thwai't their tactics. They relied more particularly

on their command of the piiblic tribunals to chastise the

daring corruption practised by their opponents. But from

bribing the electors it was an easy step to buy the suffi-ages

of the judges, and the Marians soon found that they could
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succeed in the halls of justice not less readily than in the

comitia. When this last bulwark began to be undermined,

the nobles felt that the time was at hand for unsheathing the

sword in defence of their prerogatives, or submitting to the

dictation of terms, the extent of which they could hardly con-

jecture.

I shall proceed in the next chapter to review briefly the

progress of this vital struggle, and to bring out more dis-

tinctly the charactei- and aim of the popular faction, in order

to complete our introduction to the ensuing history.
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CHAPTEK III.

THE MARIAN OR POPULAR PARTY REPRESENTED BY C^SAR. HIS CHARACTER

AND POLITICAL VIEWS.—HIS EARLY DANGERS AND GOOD FORTUNE. HE

ASSUMES THE LEADERSHIP OF THE MARIAN PARTY : HARASSES THE SENATE

WITH REPEATED ATTACKS : BECOMES QU^STOR, iEDILE, AND SUPREME

PONTIFF.—THE CATILINARIAN CONSPIRACY.—TRIUMPH AND PRESUMPTUOUS-

NESS OF THE NOBLES. THEY DEFY POMPEIUS, DESPISE CICERO, AND ADOPT

CATO AS THEIR LEADER.—CHARACTER OF THE PERIOD.

—

CjESAR ALONE

FULFILS THE IDEA OF THE HERO DEMANDED BY THE AGE.

THE policy and conduct of the popular party at the great

crisis of the commonwealth may be best understood by trac-

c. Julius Cte- ^^& ^^^6 career of its illustrious leader, who stood

^^'a!'u™54 forth far more prominently among his own as-

B. c. 100. sociates, and gave more distinct expression to

their aims, than was the case ^Aath any one of the chiefs of the

opposite faction whose character has already passed under

our review. To that grand array of aristocratic gravity, of

military renown, of learning and eloquence, of austere and

indomitable virtue, were opposed the genius and resources of

one man. He bore, indeed, an ancient and honourable name
;

his talents for war were, perhaps, the highest the world has

ever witnessed ; his intellectual powers were almost equally

distinguished in the closet, the forum and the field ; his vir-

tues, the very opposite to those of Cato, have been not less

justly celebrated. But one qualification for success he pos-

sessed beyond all his rivals ; the perfect simplicity of his own
character gave him tact to appreciate the real circumstances

and tendencies of public affairs, to which his contemporaries

were signally blind. He watched the tide of events for many
anxious years, and threw himself upon it at the moment when

its current was most irresistible. Favoured on nmnerous
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occasions by the most brilliant good fortune, he never lost

the opportunities which were thus placed within his grasp.

He neither indulged himself in sloth like Lucullus, nor wa-

vered like Pompeius, nor shifted like Cicero, nor, like Cato,

wrapped himself in impracticable pride ; but, equally capable

of commanding men and of courting them, of yielding to

events and of moulding them, he raaintamed his course firmly

and fearlessly, without a single false step, till he attained

the topmost summit of human power.

Caius Julius Caesar, the greatest name in history, was

descended from a genuine Roman family of the highest

antiquity.^ He seems to have been himself the iiis parentage,

first to claim descent from the hero lulus, the witii'^MaHu8°'^

oflTspring of ^neas, and through him from the [jjiie^rs'th™
^^

goddess Venus ;

" a legendary genealogy which the
lhe'!wpaiaVpar-

poets adopted with ardour and rendered universally {>• Compre-
r I J heiisivenesB of

familiar.' The name of Julius Julus occurs several 'i'* views.

times in the list of the earlier consuls, but this branch of the

house seems to have become extinct ; while that from which

Caius Coesar himself sprang could also boast of more than

one consulship, and a large share of other public honours."

Besides the father and grandfather of Caius, whose names

are honourably recorded, several of his uncles and cousins are

mentioned in the annals of the time. They seem, for the

most part, to have taken the side of the aristocracy in the

civil wars,^ and more than one of them were slain by Fimbria

' The Julii were both patrician and plebeian : the branch which bore the

surname of Cffisar belonged to the former class. A Julius Proculus played a

memorable part in the story of Romulus.
"^ In the funeral oration which he pronounced over his aunt Julia, who had

been the wife of Marius. (Suet. Jul. 6.) At this time he was in full pursuit

of the great object of his ambition, and this assertion of his divine descent

must be regarded as a stroke of policy, and not as a mere ebullition of youth-

ful vanity.

^ Veil. ii. 41. ; Appian, B. C. ii. 68. ; Dion, xli. 34. ; and the poets passim.

* For the supposed derivations of the cognomen Caesar, see Festus, in voc.

Cmsar ; Servius on Virg. ^n. i. 290. ; Pliny, H. N. vii. '7. ; Spartian. m
^l. Ver. 1. ; Isidor. Orig. i. 1. etc.

^ L. Julius Caesar was consul at the commencement of the Social war, and
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among the enemies of Marius and Cinna/ But Marius him-

self was married to a Julia, sister to the father of Caius

Cfesar ; and the nephew inherited from his micle the cham-

pionship of the popular party, his connexion ^vith which he

further cemented in eai-ly youth by espousing the daughter

of Cinna.^ Having thus planted himself in decided opposition

to the oligarchy, he was not dazzled by the brilliancy of their

position, nor deceived in his estimate of their vamited

strength and resources. He saw how rotten was the founda-

tion on which their power really rested, which was no more

than the traditionary awe of the lower ranks, and the pre-

carious influence of interests ill understood. On the other

hand, he discerned with rare sagacity the omens of success in

the camp of the Marians. He knew that their strength, great

as it was even at Rome, under the very shadow of the j^atri-

cian majesty, was supported moreover by many external bul-

warks, such as the ambition of the Italians, the restlessness

of the veterans, and even the hatred of the provincials to the

ruling class, with whose injustice and tyranny they were most

familiar.^ He foresaw that the genuine Roman race would be

overwhelmed by the pressure of its alien subjects ; but he

conceived the magnificent idea, far beyond the ordmary com-

prehension of his time, of reducmg the whole of this mighty

mass, in its utmost confusion, to that obedience to the rule

of a single chieftain which it scorned to render to an ex-

took the command of the Roman armies. In the heat of the struggle he per-

ceived the wisdom of concession, and succeeded in carrying a law for the ad-

mission of the Italians to the franchise of the city. But the character of the

war was changed by this time, and many of the Italians refused to avail

themselves of the boon. (Cic pro Balh. 8.) The son and grandson of this

Ccesar were noted partizans of the senate at a later period, though they had

little influence in pviblic affairs.

' Flor. iii. 21.

^ Cornelia, by whom he had his only daughter Julia. (Suet. Jul. 1.) His

friends had betrothed him at a still earlier period to an equestrian heiress

named Cossutia, but he had refused to marry her, preferring perhaps an im-

portant political connexion.

^ " Romanes odere omnes, dominosque gravantur

Quos novere magis." Lucan, vii. 284.
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hausted nation. He felt, from the first, the proud conviction

that his genius could fuse all its .elements into a new Uni-

versal People ; and the more he learned to appreciate his

contemporaries, the more was he persuaded that none among
them Avas similarly endowed. The pertinacity with which he

assailed the principles and prejudices by which the actual sys-

tem of society was still loosely held together, bespeaks, in

my apprehension, a deliberate policy. With a distinct aim

in view, a mind so comprehensive could not overlook the

bearings of each separate act ; with a firm grasp of his

means, a hand so steady could deal no uncertain or unpre-

meditated blows. At the same time I can trace in this daring

attack upon the institutions of his coimtry no barbarous love of

destruction nor vulgar pride of power, but a solid and just

conviction that they had become obsolete and fatally insecure,

and a reliance, not less just, upon his own resources to create

new ideas in harmony with his new legislation.

Cfesar was called upon to assert his courage and his

political principles at the very outset of his career. Sulla,

suspicious of the youthful nephew of his rival. He is persccn-

, , ,
*^

, r- 1 ^ T • ted l>v the Sul-

and urged perhaps to destroy hnn by some 01 his lan party.

own adherents, but restrained by some lurking feeling of

mercy or sympathy with a kindred genius, required him to

divorce his wife Cornelia, and thus loosen his connexion with

the Marians.^ Tliat party was at the moment in
^ ^ ^^^

its lowest state of despair. The proscription had ^- ^- ^-

lopped off all its leaders, and no one dared to raise his head

above the ranks of the multitude, who were protected by

their insignificance. There was no one among them to whom
Caesar could appeal for protection

;
yet, though now only in

his eighteenth year, he refused to comply with the dictator's

command. Sulla was staggered by his boldness, and still

refrained from striking. At the t}Tant's decree even Pom-
peius, the rising favourite of the senate, had abandoned his

consort Antistia,^ while Piso had divorced Annia, the widow

' Puet. Jul. 1.; Plut. Cm. 1.

^ The circumstances of this base compliance are touched with some feeling
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of Cinna. But the dictator, it woiild seem, was gro^nng

weary of power. He was satisfied with the revolution he

had effected ; he entertained, as he proved by his abdication,

a feeling of magnanimous confidence in the stability of his

work ; and, in a moment of generosity or wanton defiance,

he spared the life of one from whose genius he anticijDated a

brilliant career. He is said indeed to have remarked that in

Caesar thei'e was more than one Marius, and to have warned

the magnates of the senate, some of whom had ventured to

intercede for him, to heicare of that young trifler} Nor was

the young Marian allowed to escape altogether with im-

punity. He paid for his constancy by the loss of his place in

the priesthood and of his wife's fortune. He was himself

compelled to seek an asylum at a distance from Rome, beyond

the immediate observation of his enemies ; and until his par-

don was assm-ed, he lurked in disguise among the Sabine

mountains.-

The friends of Caesar had represented to the dictator his

youth, his careless habits, his insignificance, as reasons why

c-cBar under- ^'^ might be Spared with safety. The reply

ronage rf^he of Sulla showed that he saw further into his

popular cause, character than ordinary observers. He had the

acuteness to know how much energy and power of ap-

plication is frequently concealed in youth under an exterior

of thoughtless dissipation. The future orator, historian

by Plutarch (Pomp. 9.), though in general the victims of such political unions

commanded little sympathy from the ancient writers.

The reader may refer to Mr. Robert Eyres Landor's Fountain of Arethusa,

if he would see of what flagrant colouring this particular desertion is suscep-

tible. But we must be careful not to contemplate a violation even of abstract

morality from too modern a point of view.

' Suet. I. c. ; Plut. I. c. ; Macrob. Sat. ii. 8. :
" Ut puerum male praecinc-

tum caverent." Dion, xliii. 43. : Thv kukoos ^ojvvvfj.ei'oy (pvXdrreaBe.

^ He was discovered and seized by one Cornelius Phagita, from whom he

escaped by a bribe. It is recorded by Suetonius, as an instance of the clem-

ency of his character, that he never avenged himself upon his captor in the

time of his power. (Suet. Jul. 14. ; Plut. Cms. 1.) He was pardoned at the

intercession of the Vestal virgins, of Mamercus ^milius, and Aurehus Cotta.

(Suet. Jul. 1 )
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and statesman was doubtless actively employed from his

earliest years in storing his mind with learning, and laying

the foundations of the varied interest in literature which he

afterwards developed. He was also deeply meditating the

part Avhich he should play in political afiairs. The great

popular party of the last generation lay exhausted and shat-

tered on tlie ground. Caesar determined to revive and con-

solidate it, and claimed, with the generous devotion of youth,

to be the organ of its passions and the centre of its affections.

The boldness of his demeanour in collision with the all-for-

midable dictator stamped him at once as fit to command. He
seemed to leap at once into one of the niches of fame and pop-

ularity in which the figures of the great men of the day were

admired and courted by the multitude. His next step was to

make himself conspicuous abroad, to form connexions for

himself and his party among the nations and potentates be-

yond Italy, who were yearning for a nearer access to the

privileges or favour of Rome. At this period the generals

of the republic in the East Avere intently occupied in recover-

ing the authority in the provinces which Mithridates had

wrested from her in his first contest. CjEsar ^ ^ 693.

learned the first rudmients of warfare at the siege "• ^- ^^•

of Mytilene, which had revolted from the republic.^ He
profited by the opportunity of a mission to the court of Xico-

medes, king of Bithynia, to gain the personal as well as po-

litical friendship of that monarch, who eventually bequeathed

his possessions to the Roman people.^ He also served under

Servilius in Cilicia ; but as soon as the news of the dictator's

death reached the camp, he abandoned the army and returned

to play a more consj^icuous part in civil affairs.

Upon the abdication of Sulla no one had dared to assail

his disj)osition of political jiower, such was the terror which

' Suet. Jul 2.

^ The influence which Caesar obtained over the king of Bithynia, leading,

as it apparently did, to this successful result, excited the jealousy of the nobles,

and was rewarded by the circulation of infamous but inconclusive charges

against his private character. (Suet. Jul. 2. ; comp. 49, 50.)
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But abstains the monster, disarmed and decrepit as he was,
fromjoinins; . . . i • t i xi
the movement still Continued to inspire. Upon his death, the

peaches some youiig aspirant manifested his self-control in hold-
of the principal . inn .t ^ xJ?t'
nobles. ing alooi irom the prematm-e movement oi l.epi-

dus.' Nor did he entangle himself in any way m the projects

of Sertorius. Throughout life he never trusted himself to

the schemes and combinations of others. Whatever intrigues

he may have favoured with the vieAV of thrusting more hasty

and violent men into action, he was careful not to compromise

his own ultimate plans by proclauning himself an oj^en enemy

of the government, till he had acquired a position from

which he might direct and control every instrument he chose

to employ. Accordingly, while the sedition of Lepidus was

rapidly working the destruction of its movers, Caesar was

betaking himself to slower and more secret methods of mould-

^ jj
g^- ing circumstances to his designs. He imdertook

B. c. 77. the impeachment of Dolabella, a distinguished

noble, for malversation in his province ; and, although the

senators succeeded, as judges, in screening the delinquent, his

accuser was rewarded by the unbounded applause of the

people. The provinces hailed him as the patron of the sub-

ject against the citizen, and rejoiced in every blow auned at

^ jj
g-g the prerogatives of the dominant faction. C?esar

B. c. 76. repeated the experiment by assailing another dis-

tinguished magnate, C. Antonius. In this case the accused,

though he escaped at the time, was expelled from the senate

by the censors six years afterwards. It was evident that

the yoimg triflei'''s bloAvs already told."

' Suet. Jul. 3. :
" Et Lcpidi quidem societate, quanquam magnis con-

ditionibus invitaretur, abstinuit, quam ingenio ejus diffisus, turn occasione

quam minorem opinione ofFenderat."

^ Suet. Jul. 4. : Plut. C(es. 4. ; Ascon. in Oral, in tog. cand. p. 84.
;

Orelli. Cn. Cornelius Dolabella, consul a. u. 6*73, had been proconsul of

Macedonia. C Antonius, afterwards consul with Cicero (691), was accused

of extortion in Greece. These impeachments are coupled with that of Yerres

for the enormity and notoriety of the offence in each case :

" Inde Dolabella est atque hinc Antonius, inde

Sacrilegus Verres." Juv. viii. 105.
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Still acting upon his principles of caution and delay,

Caesar retired again from Kome, and occupied himself for

some time in Rhodes in attendance upon the les-
„, , .. -.rii-n • !• Cssar BtudieB

sons 01 the rhetoncum Molo. xLven m this pro- riietoric at

ceeding, hoAvever trifling, we may discover a trace fects of the

of the independence of his character. It had FJr foreign^*
^

been, from early tmies, the practice of the Roman ^^^ ^'

magnates to educate their young men for the bar and the

forimi, by observation of the orators of the day, their own
friends and relations. The school was a noble one ; its

models lived and breathed, and transacted the real business

of the state. All their words had a meaning, and might be

traced to effective results. But this practice nourished ex-

clusive views of state-policy, and tended to confine the manage-

ment of affairs in the hands of the favoured class who had

private access to the discussions and exercises of the nobility.

The sullen patricians of the imperial times looked back with

regret to the period when the halls of the Greek rhetoricians

had not yet become the resort of political adventurers, and

pointed, Avith bitter triumph, to the sarcasm of Cicero, who
had once called them schools of impudence." Yet Cicero

himself, the young mimicipal, to whom, doubtless, the state-

craft of the Roman senators was far from freely com-

municated, had acquired the first rudiments of his own skill

and exj^erience in the lecture room, which, when himself

ennobled, he thus harshly stigmatized. And Csesar also may
have been compelled to learn the business of the forum, in

some degree, from the mouths of the sophists, while he was

' Suet. /. c. ; Plut. C(es. 3. who is wrong in the order of time. (Comp.

Drumann, iii. 135.) Cicero had studied under Molo a few years previously.

(Plut. Cic. 4. ; Cic. Brut. 91.)

' See the passage in the Dial, de Oratorihus, 35. :
" At nunc adolescentuli

nostri deducuntur in scenas scholasticorum, qui rhetores vocantur : quos paullo

ante Ciceronis tempora extitisse, nee placuisse majoribus nostris, ex eo mani-

festum e.st, quod L. Crasso et Domitio censoribus cludere, ut ait Cicero, ludum

impudentiae jussi sunt." The passage of Cicero occurs in the JDe Oral. iii. 24.

The words are put into the mouth of L. Crassus, but this speaker is considered

generally to represent the sentiments of the writer.

TOL. I.—

7
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urged no less by his own views and inclination, to bring

their studies into fashion by his example, and throAV Avide the

portals of political education. Predisposed as he was to im-

bibe liberal and cosmopolitan ideas, his personal observation

of the men of Greece and their modes of thinking may have

contributed to enlarge his views, and shake to their founda-

tions the prejudices held sacred by his countrymen. The
school of Molo, the resort of the ardent and enlightened

youth of all nations, may have prepared the way for his

senate of Gauls, Spaniards and Africans.

The many imminent risks of his life which Cfesar incurred

confirmed him in the steadfiist confidence with which he

relied on his good fortune, which became one of
He 18 captured , . , . -^v . , . .

by the pirates, the sccrcts 01 liis siicccss. Durmg his retirement

and good'foV in the East, he fell into the hands of the Cilician

pirates, who were wont to parade their defiance

of Rome by murdering the ofiicers of the republic whom
they captured. Foi'tunately, the name of Csesar was not yet

enrolled in the annals of the magistracy ; but his birth and

the wealth of his family were well known, and the ruflSans

were satisfied with demanding a ransom. The imagination

of the narrators has added some romantic embellishments to

the story, in accordance with the reckless magnanimity with

which Roman tradition loved to invest her fixvourite hero.^

He disdained, it was said, to purchase his liberty at so mean
a price as twenty talents, and ofiered his captors fifty. At
the same time he threatened them with his vengeance, and

pledged himself to return with a fleet, arrest the pirates, and

crucify them as common robbers.^ His vengeance, indeed,

did not slumber. After his release, he collected some forces,

attacked and overcame his captors. He was content, liow-

' Plut. Cces. 2. ; Polya3n. Stmtagmi. viii. 23. 1.

^ Plutarch gives a graphic account of the way in which Cssar is supposed

to have passed his time among the pirates while waiting for his ransom. He
spent eight and thirty days among them, not so much like a prisoner as a

prince surrounded by his guards, and he joined in their sports and exercises.

He read his verses and speeches to them, and scoffed at their bad taste if they

did not applaud them.
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ever, with oiFering to send them to Junius Silanus, the pro-

consul of Asia, under whose military authority he was acting,

that they might suffer condign punishment at his hands. The

proconsul, in reply, ordered him to sell them as slaves, but

Caesar resented, as an insult to himself, tlie lenity or avarice

which could dictate such a proceeding. He boldly disre-

garded the command, and sentenced his prisoners to the

cross, the death of slaves and robbers : but the historians

thought it worth recording, as an instance of the clemency

always attributed to Caesar in comparison with his contempo-

raries, that he allowed them to be put to death by a less

painful process, before he inflicted upon their bodies the last

indignity of the law.^

Upon his return to the city, Caesar prepared to enter upon

the career of public office, for Avhich his extreme youth had

hitherto disqualified him. He now began to pay

his court to the people with systematic assiduity.^ arena of public

.... ,, , , honours ; is

His loity spirit, his noble aspect and popular pushed forward

, , /> 1 • • •
-I J bv the zealous

manners, even the lustre 01 his patrician descent, efforts of his

recommended him to their affections ; moreover, ^^Vn. eso.

he had chosen his side as a patron of the popular " '^
'^'

cause, and had bearded the oligarchy in their stronghold, the

courts of justice.^ But it was not sufficient to enlist their

prejudices in his favour. The candidate for the suffi-ages of

the people availed himself of the means of bribery and cor-

ruption, so generally resorted to, while he sui-passed every

competitor in the energy with which he practised them. His

private means had never been ample ; his wife's dowry had

been seized by Sulla ; and he found himself reduced to the

greatest straits in supplying the demands of this policy. But

he drew boldly upon his own matchless self-conndence. He
' Suet. Jul. 74.

^ The fascination of Caesar's manners and address is specially noted. Plut.

Cces. 3.

' The people, says Plutarch (Lucull. 1.), set the younfr orators upon noble

delinquents, just as well-bred whelps are hounded upon wild beasts : 'E(5o(f6?

Se Koi SAA.WS avTots ivm irpocpiffews oiiK ayevvfs eivai to ttjs Karriyoplas

tpyov.
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borrowed of all his friends, and even of his rivals ; he pledged

his future fortunes ; he held out the lure of places and prov-

inces to the wealthier of his own faction ; the last reward of

then- fidelity could be obtained, only by placing him, at what-

ever cost, on the pinnacle of public honours. The pre-

eminence of his genius, however, was soon discovered by his

OWTQ party ; as he rose, his adherents must rise with him.

Accordingly, he was supjjorted and impelled forwards by the

combined eflbrts of all Avho had money to stake upon the

great game he was playing for their common advancement.

In the year 680 he attained his first step in public service,

bemg apjjointed a military tribime by the sufii-ages of the

people.

Meanwhile the policy which, after crushing the Iberian

revolt, Pompeius had deliberately adopted, that of surrender-

Caesar defies ing the most obnoxious privileges conferred by
the law of Sulla ^ °,

, ^ -, ^
in exhibitiiisr Sulla upon the scnatc, lound, oi course, a warm
the bust of Ma- ... , ^ , . , . ^^11
rius. partizan m the seli-proclaimed patriot, ihus com-

menced the intercourse between these destined rivals. They

mutually cultivated an appearance of friendship, though with

no real cordiality. Pompeius, from the secure elevation of

his military ascendency, might despise the arts of seduction

which he had never needed ; while Caesar might look Avith

equal scorn on the lofty pretensions to purity which had

never been tested by temptation. Whether from policy, or

from the irrepressible openness of his temper, Caesar on his

part afiected no concealment of his designs, as far at least as

they had yet dawned upon his own mind. His jirojects of coim-

ter-revolution became more frankly avowed every day, and it

was only a misplaced contempt for one whom he regarded

as a clever profligate, that could sufier Pompeius to view

them with such unconcern. The measure by which the

judicia were distributed among the senate, the knights and

the agrarian tribunes, proposed by Aurelius Cotta, the uncle

of Caesar, was supported and perhaps suggested by the active

zeal of the nephew. Caesar came foi'ward once more as an

orator ; he pleaded the cause of his wife's brother Cornelius
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Cinna, proscribed for his connexion with Sertorins, and ob-

tained his rehabilitation with that of other Marian exiles.

The reputation of his eloquence was established. Caesar's style

of oratory was grave, forcible and practical. He charmed

the acute ears of his countrymen by the accuracy of his lan-

guage ; but though possessed of all the aids of rhetoric and

technical learning, his plain native sense was never overlaid

by acquired accomplishments.^ On the death of Julia, the

widow of Marius, her nephew pronounced a funeral oration

in her honour.^ Of course a much larger share of his pane-

gyric was devoted to the hero Marius than to the ^ ^ ,;gQ

respectable matron, the ostensible subject of the ^- ° ''^

ceremony. The brave Arpinate had been a mere son of the

soil ; but his exploits had raised his name to a level with

the most illustrious Romans ; and when the orator boasted

in the same breath of his own descent from the gods, and

connexion with the plebeian champion, the people felt it as a

compliment to themselves, and declared that two such emi-

nent titles to their esteem were fitly associated in the same

person. Sulla had attempted, in the wantonness of power, to

obliterate all remembrance of his rival. No monuments were

allowed to rise in his honour. The public exhibition of his

bust was forbidden. But this decree Caesar boldly violated,

and paraded an image of Marius among the other insignia of

his family.^ From the effigies of the dead the Romans were

wont to derive incentives to every noble sentiment ; they

crowded the apartments of the living with busts of their

' Quintil. Inst. Orat. x. 1. Exornat haec omnia mira sermonis, cujus

proprie studiosus fuit, elegantia. Comp. Cic. Brut. 72, 75. ; Gell. i. 10.

;

Dial, de Orat. 25. ; Macrob. Saturn, i. 5.

^ Suet. -Tul. 6.

^ Plut. Cms. 5. On the death of his wife Cornelia, about the same time,

Caesar delivered also a funeral oration over her. It was not the custom to

bestow this honour upon young married women, and Caesar obtained credit by

this act for peculiar kindness and affection to the memory of his wife. He
probably seized the opportunity to proclaim to the world his connexion with

the family of Cinna, in whose behalf he supported the bill of Plautius for

allowing the adherents of Sertorius to return to Rome. Suet. Jul. 5. ; Gell.

xiii. 3.
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deceased ancestors, and on every occasion of funeral pomp

these waxen memorials were drawn forth from their recep-

tacles, and the glories of the family displayed to the gaze of

the citizens. The effect upon the fervid passions of an Italian

populace was often, as in this case, electric ; and from that

moment, perhaps, the popular party began to regard Csesar as

the representative of their lost chieftain, and the heir to their

favour and affections.

Ca?sar at this period was serving the office of quaestor in

the city, upon the expiration of which he followed the pro-

He serves the proBtor Antistius to Spain.^ In his share in the
office of quae- ,.. . ni • ^ i-tai
stor in Spain, admmistration oi the provmce he obtamed the

praise of industry and vigoixr.- The sophists of a later age,

who were wont to vaunt him as a striking instance of the

conversion of a dissolute youth to the noblest aims and

virtues, imagined a sudden change to have taken place in his

character at this time, and ascribed it to his reflections on

beholding a statue of Alexander the Great at Gades, and to a

dream of auspicious interpretation.^ But there is really no

trace of any such conversion in Caesar's history. Through

life he acknowledged, it must be confessed, no other re-

straints than those of policy and opportunity ; though as his

auns became more distinct and engrossing he might learn to

refrain from some indulgences, to which, we may believe, he

had never wholly abandoned himself. The extent indeed to

which he could make such indulgences compatible with his

manifold higher interests, as a statesman and a man of letters,

may affect us with j^ain and wonder : but it forms an essential

part of the universal character before us, and in the \Tices of

Julius Caesar the pride of our common nature is humiliated.

After an interval of two years, the young champion of the

JMarians gained another step in the career of public honours.

His own daring profuseness, perhaps, and the ardour of his

' Plut. Cm. 5. ^ Tell. ii. 43.

' Suet. Jul. 1. ; Dion, xxxvii. 52. ; but they differ as to the time, which

Dion puts some years later. Plutarch connects the dream (eSoKe? t^ eavTov

lxi\Tp\ /x'lyyvffOat rijv &ppT)Tov (li^iv) with the passage of the Rubicon.
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numerous friends, secured his election to tlie He becomea
,.,,. , 1'1/T-ii !• aedile ; connects

aedileship, a post which anorded peculiar oppor- iiimscifbymar-

tunities to a candidate for poj^ular favour, and in famii/ofVom-

which he acquitted himself very much to the satis- the"'ropMes°of*

faction of the people/ Following steadUy the Ss'ihefn-
bold policy which he had adopted upon mature nobies!°°°^^^^

calculation, he bade high for their applause by the

magnificence of his shows and entertainments.'^ He had pre-

vailed upon his colleague Bibulus, a wealthy noble, to furnish

the sums requisite for this lavish expenditure, for his own
private resources were exhausted, and his debts amounted to

thirteen hundred talents. He might share the credit of gen-

erosity with his colleague,^ but he knew that its more sub-

stantial recompense would accrue to himself alone. Mean-

while he had exerted all his growing influence to forward the

schemes by which the friends of Pompeius fostered their

patron's ambition, and widened the breach, already ajiparent^

between him and the senatorial party. He had

chosen to connect himself, by a second marriage,

with a branch of the Pompeian house ; and his pretended de-

votion to its chief's aggrandizement might be mistaken by its

object, and by the world, for respect and duty.* The success of

the Manilian bill was owing, probably, far more to the crafty

support of Coesar and Crassus than to the eloquence of Cicero.

The exhibition of the bust of Marius in a fimeral procession

had already irritated the nobles ; but now a greater insidt was

' Caesar was aedile, a. v. 689, in the consulship of P. Cornelius Sulla and

P. Autronius Paetus.

^ The gladiatorial shotvs with which he celebrated the memory of his father

were peculiarly splendid. " Omni apparatu arenje argenteo usus est." Plin.

H. JV. xxxiii. 16.

^ Even this was not the case, for the goodwill of the people insisted upon

ascribing the whole merit to their favourite. Bibulus consoled himself by

making the best bon-mot the occasion allowed :
" Nee dissimulavit collega

ejus M. Bibulus evenisse sibi quod Polluci ; ut enim fratribus ades in foro

constituta tantum Castoris vocaretur, ita suam Caesarisque munificentiam unius

Caesaris dici " Suet. Jul. 10. ; Dion, xxxvii. 8.

* Pompeia, Caesar's second wife, was the daughter of Q. Pompeius Rufus,

consul with Sulla a. r. 666.
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inflicted upon them. Among his other acts of munificence

as sedile, Caesar had decorated the forum, the basilicas, and

the Capitol with pictures and statues ; he had enlarged them

with additional porticoes for the gratification of the people,

and these also he had adorned with monuments of taste and

luxuiy.' One morning there suddenly appeared among the

new ornaments of the Capitol the statue of Marius sur-

rounded by the trophies of his Cimbric and Jugurthine vic-

tories,^ The people shouted with delight ; the nobles scowled

with indignation. The author of the deed did not proclaim

himself, but neither friends nor foes could err m assigning it

to the daring aedile. Catulus, now replaced at the head of

his party, determined to bring the ofiender to punishment for

this breach of the law. His bitterness was aggravated by the

remembrance of his father, who had been one of the most

distinguished victims of the Marian proscription.^ He accused

Caesar of throwing off" the mask from his ulterior designs ; of

no longer subverting the republic with mines, but of assailing

it with the battering-ram.* Caesar defended himself before

the senate, and succeeded in foiling his accuser ; but his tri-

umph was not owing to the favour of his audience, but to the

temper of the people, upon which the nobles dared not make

an experiment. It would appear, from the historians, that the

trophies of Marius retained possession of their conspicuous

place in front of the Capitol, an indication of the popular

strength, which must have shaken the nerves even of Cato

himself.^

' Suet. Jul. 10. 2 Suet. Jul. 11. ; Plut. C(es. 6.

' Cic. de Oral. iii. 3.

Plut. Cas. 6. : Ouk %ti yap virovSfiois, %<pri, Kaiaap, a.K>C f)'5rj iJL7]xavais

atpei T^v iroXtreiav.

« Suet. Jul. 11.: " Tropgea restituit." Veil. ii. 43.: " Restituta monu-

menta." They make no mention of their having been removed. Propertius

(iii. 11.46.) speaks of them as existing at a later period: "Jura dare et

statuas inter et arma Mari," and Val. Max. vi. 9. 14. :
" Cujus bina tropaea in

urbe spectantur." The antiquaries of modern Rome thought they had dis-

covered a portion of these identical trophies in the monument now placed at

the top of the steps which lead to the Campidoglio ; but the illusion has been

dispelled by the greater acuteness of later critics.
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Both parties had now chosen their ground, and summoned
all their resolution. The combat waxed warmer and warmer.

At the first opportunity, the senate hastened to The nobles re-

strike another blow. The republic clamied pos- taiiate.

session of Egypt upon the pretence of a will made in its fa-

vour by king Ptolem?eus Alexander during the ascendency

of Sulla ; but the government had hitherto abstained from

enforcing these pretensions.^ It preferred to leave the fertile

plains on which Italy relied for no small portion of her daily

sustenance in the hands of a dependent sovereign, rather than

subject them to the ambition or cupidity of a citizen. But

Caesar now pressed the claim. His immense debts weighed

sorely upon him, and he sought the means of cancelling them.

He solicited his own appointment to an extraordinary mission,

for the purpose of constituting the country a province of the

empire, and arranging its administration. Egji^t was a golden

soil in the imagination of the Romans ; and, in the execution

of his trust, a political agent might justly hope to amass un-

bounded treasures. The senate was blind perhaps to this

covert object. In its jealousy of Pompeius, and of all who
appeared to side with him, it conceived that Caesar proposed

to strengthen its general's hands by adding to his enormous

powers the control of one of the granaries of the city. Ac-

cordingly, it peremptorily rejected the demand, and proceeded,

in addition to this insult, for the demand was plausible, to aim

a more direct blow against its antagonist's interests. A tri-

bune of the people named Paj)ius, imder the direction of the

senate, proposed and cai'ried a decree for remov- ^1-689

ing all aliens from the city.^ It was pretended ^- °- ^^•

that strangers from the provinces flocked into the city and

interfered with the elections, the immense nmnber of the

' Cicero throws suspicions upon the validity of this claim {Be Leg. Agr.

ii. 16.) ; but there is no doubt that the citizens believed in it, and it seems

most probable that this was the pretext of Cfesar's demand. The account

given by Suetonius {Jul. 11.), that he proposed to restore a king whom the

Egyptians had expelled, is evidently a confusion of dates and circumstances.

Comp. Drumann, iii. 146.

^ Dion, xxxvii. 9.
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genuine voters rendering it impossible to exercise due caution

in taking the suffrages. But this haish measure was really

aimed against the Transpadane Gauls, who were anxious to

exchange their Latin franchise for that of Rome. Caesar,

while passing through their country on his return from Spain,

had listened aftably to their solicitations, and they had gladly

connected themselves with him as their patron 'and political

adviser. To injure them was to gall the popular leader, and

reduce the estimation in which the provincials already began

to hold him.'

It was now Caesar's turn to strike. The creatures of Sulla,

who, at his mstigation, had perpetrated the atrocities of the

Ceesar strikes proscription, had obtained an act of indemnity to

insl%^\nsr^' relieve them from the legal guilt of the murder

fil^the^pTotcHp- of Roman citizens. Sulla had caused a general

cuUon^f"Kabi- enactment to be passed, defining and assigning
""«• punishments for every mode of assassination, but

including a special exemption for the instruments of his own
recent crimes.^ After serving as a^dile, Ca?sar became enti-

tled to aid the praetors in their tribunals : he had been chosen

to preside in the court to which charges of murder were
referred. In this capacity he listened to accusations against

two of Sulla's ruffians, and pronounced sentence of death

upon them.^ The people, no longer stai'tled by the violation

of an unpopular laAv, had expressed their satisfaction at this

stroke. The victims themselves were justly odious, and they

fell without commiseration. But Caesar did not stop here.

These proceedings were merely intended to prepare the way
for another and more terrible demonstration against his op-

ponents.' Thirty-six years before L. Saturninus, a tribune

' This was called the Lex Papia de peregrinis or de civitatc Romana.
Dion, xxxix. 9. ; Schol. Bob. in Oral, pro Arch. Cic. de Off. iii. 11.

^ This was the Lex Cornelia de sicariis. Suet. Jul. 11.

^ Cato, in his quastorship, had already prosecuted the agents of Sulla who
had received public money in reward for their services to him in the proscrip-

tion. Pint. Cat. Min. 17.

* The case of Rabirius may be conveniently noticed here, as belonging to

the same series of attacks upon the persons of the nobility as those just
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and favourite of the people, had headed a revolt against the

government, and seized the Capitol.' The consuls, Marias

and Valerius, summoned the citizens to their aid. After be-

sieging the public enemy in his fortress, they at last reduced

him by cutting the pipes Avhich supplied it with water. The

consuls, it appears, offered him pardon on capitulation ;- but,

upon his opening the gates and descending from his fastness,

a tumult arose, his party was attacked, and himself killed in

the confusion. A slave named Scffiva declared himself the

man who had struck the blow, and obtained a public reward

for the good service he was supposed to have done. For

many years no further notice was taken of the circumstance.

But it was determined in Caesar's coimcils to make this event,

so long passed, a pretext for another attack upon the oligar-

chy ; and an aged senator named Rabirius was selected to

suffer the charge, now apparently for the first time advanced,

of having been the real author of the deed. The man him-

self was not unjustly obnoxious for the foulest ciipidity and

tyi'anny imputed to his class ; but the charge against him

was grossly iniquitous, and was preferred, perhaps, on that

very account, that its extravagance might evince in the most

glaring manner the determination of the popular leaders to

drive the senate to extremity. The trial was held before the

tribunal at which Caesar himself presided, together with his

kinsman Lucius.' Cicero defended the criminal ; but his elo-

mentioned. But it did not occur till the early part of Cicero's consulship,

A. V. 691.

' A. u. 654, the year of Caesar's birth.

* Cicero's argument that the pardon of the consuls was not valid because

it had not been formally ratified by the senate is a mere quibble ; but such an

act on the part of Marius, who was sometimes a reluctant instrument in its

hands, would be regarded with jealousy by that body. Cic. pro Rahir. 10.

The whole speech is an appeal to the passions much more than to the judg-

ment and equity of the hearers ; but the facts of the case were in themselves

overwhelmingly strong in favour of the accused.

' They were styled duumviri perdueUionis, judges of murder. L. Caesar

had been consul the preceding year, and was generally connected with the

party of the senate, but he seems on this occasion to have been completely

under the influence of his kinsman Caius. Dion, xxxvii. 27. The circum-
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quence was not likely to avail, and sentence was given

against his client. The charge was capital, and an appeal lay

in one quarter only, the comitia of the tribes. This resource

seemed to offer but a slender chance of success, but it was

necessary to resort to it ; and it might be faintly hoped that

the declamation of the unrivalled orator would have greater

effect upon an excitable multitude than upon cool and preju-

diced judges. But Cicero again failed, and but for the timely

interference of a praetor, Metellus Celer, the unfortunate Ra-

birius could hardly have escaped the confirmation of his sen-

tence. When the frontiers of Rome were but a few miles

from her gates, and the advance of the Etruscans behind the

barrier of the Vatican and Janiculan hills was frequently sud-

den and unexpected, watch was kept upon an eminence be-

yond the Tiber, to give notice of the approach of an enemy,

Avhenever the people were occupied with the transaction of

business in the Campus Martins. The signal of danger was

the removal of the great white flag which floated conspicu-

ously on the summit of the Janiculmn.' The people broke up

hastily from their elections or debates, and rushed to man the

walls. The old custom remained in force for centuries among
a people more than usually retentive of antique observances.^

Metellus, acting possibly in concert with the managers of the

prosecution, struck the flag, and suspended the proceedings.

The excited and blood-thirsty populace understood and per-

haps laughed at the trick, consenting cheerfully to be baulked

of their prey for the sake of a constitutional fiction. The ob-

ject of the charge, which was only intended perhaps to alarm

and mortify the nobles, being already gained, the prosecutors

abstained from pressing the matter, and it was allowed to fall

into oblivion.

stances of this trial, which we gather from a comparison of Cicero's pleadings

with Dion's succinct narrative, have given rise to much controversy. The

statement in the text is taken from Dion.

' Serv. ad jEn. viii. 1. :
" Alii album et roseum vexillum tradunt, et

roseum bellorum, album comitiorum signum fuisse."

"^ Dion, who gives this account (xxxvii. 28.), says that the pi-actice still

continued in his own day : Kai in re koX vvv oaias eveKa iroiurat.
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Indefatigable in harassing the oligarchy, the leaders of the

popular party had already undertaken to support the agrarian

law proposed in the previous year by one of the

tribunes, Servilius Rullus. The author of the bill law of Ruiiue,

T ,1 • i i ^ • • i another weapon
urged the appomtment oi commissioners to carry of the Marian

into effect three great popular measures.' The ^^"^"

first of these was the division among the commonalty of all

the public land beyond Italy which had been acquired by the

republic since the consulship of Sulla and Pompeius Kufus in

the year 666. This domain embraced a large portion of the

conquests of Lucullus and Pompeius in the East ; for all con-

quered territories, which were neither assigned to Roman
colonies nor restored upon their submission to the natives,

accrued to the state itself, and were granted in occupation to

favoured citizens on easy terms, but with no right of prop-

erty. In Italy, also, the event of the social war had thrown

the lands of the vanquished into the i^ossession of the repub-

lic ; and these had either been given to the Sullan veterans as

colonists, or let to them as tenants. But this portion of the

public domains, although acquired since the period assigned

by him, the tribune excepted from his law, and did not ven-

ture to touch.'' However popular such interference might

have been, it would doubtless have been dangerous. Cicero

declares that it would have involved the kindred of the tri-

bune himself in the common ruin of the men who had bene-

fitted by the dictator's liberality. But it would have been,

no doubt, a great boon to the clamorous jioverty of the urban

pojiulace to receive assignments of public territory in the

east, whatever its amount may have been, which we have no

means of estimating.

In the second place, the commissioners were to inquire

into the pecimiary transactions of the generals of the repub-

' Cic. de Leg. Agr contra Bull. ; Plut. Cie. 12. The discussion of these

measures took place at the commencement of Cicero's consulship, 691. His

first speech was spoken on the first of January (in Pison. 2.).

- The Social war was terminated in the year of Sulla's and Pompeius's

consulship : Kullus had drawn his line immediately previous to that epoch.
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lie, who liad returned from their eastern victories laden with

the spoils of war and the presents of subjects and allies. It

was proposed that the whole of the sums which they had thus

personally acquired, beyond what they had expended upon

public works, or handed over to the treasury, should be re-

stored to the commissioners appointed to make the investiga-

tion. Pompeius himself, such was the gratitude and delicacy

of the republic, was to be exempted from this restitution

:

but the account of others Avas to be made retrospective ; even

inherited property, it seems, was to be swept into the net

;

and it was from Faustus Sulla, the son of the dictator, that

the amplest return was anticipated.

A third provision of the law was, that a tax should be im-

posed upon all public lands excepted from the sale. The

moneys thence accruing might be used by the commissioners

in making such purchases of land for division as they should

judge desirable. But the point upon which Cicero, who reso-

lutely opposed the measure throughout, lays the greatest

stress, as the most arbitrary and dangerous of all, was the

proposed division among the people of certain domains in

Campania, and the drafting of colonies to Capua and neigh-

boring places. He declares his grave alarm lest Capua should

thus become the seat of a great plebeian community in oppo-

sition to Rome ; he enlarges upon the dangers which were

apprehended from that city in the time of Hannibal ; he ex-

patiates upon the pride and viciousness attributed in all ages

to its inhabitants, and denounces the scheme as one which

must infallibly create a great rival power in the centre of

Italy. During the progress of the Social war the allies had

threatened to destroy Rome, and plant at Corfinium the capi-

tal of an Italian confederacy.^ Such perils might occur again

;

and though Cicero himself may have entertained no serious

' Veil. ii. 16. :
" Caput imperii sui Corfinium elegerant quod appellarunt

Italicum." Comp. Lucan, ii. 136. :

" Tum, cum paene caput mundi rerumque potestas

Mutavit translata locum, Romanaque Samnis

Ultra Caudinas speravit vulnera furcas."
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solicitude regarding the foundation of the new colony, we can

luiderstand how plausible his argument was, as addressed to

the jealous pride of the Roman comitia. The orator's speeches

against the agrarian law of Rullus were amongst the most

specious triumplis of his art. In three successive harangues

he first convinced the senate of the irai)olicy of the proposal,

then persuaded the people that it would be of no advantage

to their interests, and, finally, defended himself against the

tribune's insinuation that his opposition had been groimded

on personal views. As regarded Cicero indeed,
critical posi-

and his vigorous hostility to this measm-e, its in- *i°" °f Ciccro.

troduction placed him in a critical position, from which it

required consummate dexterity to extricate him with any aj)-

pearance of honour. He had just reached the summit of his

ambition, first by the advocacy of certain popular claims,

under the shelter of Pompeius, and again by jDcrsuading the

nobles that he had been an aristocrat throughout at heart,

that his liberal tendencies had been misunderstood, and that

he was, in fact, entirely devoted to their interests. The bill

of Rullus was a test of his real policy Avhich he could not

evade. It was one of those decisive measures which try the

mettle of the adherents of party ; no man could support it

and profess himself an oligarch ; no man could oppose it and

retain the affections of the people. It was an ingenious device

of the Marians to compel Cicero to break with the people,

whom he had thus far cajoled and, as they deemed, betrayed

to the senate. Cicero, indeed, was most reluctant to pro-

nounce openly in favour of the aristocratic party, though it

was to their cause that he doubtless proposed from hence-

forth to devote himself. The effort he made to the last to

convince both parties that he was really advocating their in-

tei'ests could deceive neither, and the noisy declamations he

vented about the imaginary dangers of his new Carthage were

only meant to cover his ignominious retreat from a position

which was no longer tenable.

C. Calpurnius Piso was a nobleman of high reputation,

and a devoted partisan of the senate. He had been consul in
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Caesar prose- the year of the city 687. He had subsequently

LiusPiso^com- obtained the province of Gaul beyond the Alps,

uiurforthe c%- and had suj^pressed the mutinous spirit of the na-

poiTtiff,'andT^ tives with imscrupulous severity. The Allobroges
victorioup^.^

pi'eferred against him a charge of malversation
;

B.C. 63. ^^^ j^jg jmjicial murder of a Transpadane Gaul

gave Caesar, as the patron of that people, an opportunity of

coming forward and conducting their prosecution.^ Cicero

was intimately connected with this Piso, Avhom he had ex-

tolled to Atticus as the pacificator of the Allobroges,^ and

with whom, while absent in Gaul, he had concerted measures

for his own elevation to the consulship.'' He now undertook

his defence, and the judges found no difficulty in acquitting

him." This result was a matter of little concern to the popu-

lar party, Avho were satisfied Avith seeing the breach between

the chiefs of the rival factions daily widened, and their per-

sonal animosities rendered irreconcilable. Piso vowed re-

venge, and soon afterwards made a desperate efibrt to obtain

it, in concert with Catulus, Avho was at the same time stung by

a new disappointment. We have already witnessed the indig-

nation of this veteran champion of the SuUan constitution,

when the upstart leader of the Marians exhibited the spoils

of their revered hero in the Capitol. He had, moreover,

failed in getting this insult punished ; the trophies remained

to perpetuate its recollection. We may imagine the bitter-

ness with which the idol of the nobles, the honoured prince

or leader of the senate, would daily regard them. This feel-

ing was aggravated when, upon ofiering himself as a candi-

date for the office of Pontifex Maximus, the most dignified

elevation to which a citizen could aspire, he found the same

Ca3sar, stiU young in years, still a novice in political affijirs,

still unknown by civil or military exploits, starting in auda-

' Sallust, B. C. 40.: "Piso oppugnatur in judieio pecuiiiarum repetun-

darum, propter cujusdam Transpadani supplicium injustum."

"" Cic. ad Att. i. 13. ' Cic. ad Att. i. 1.

^ Cic. pro Flacco, 39. :
" Consul ego nuper defendi C. Pisouem, qui quia

consul fortis constansque fuerat, incolumis est reipublicte conservatus."
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cious competition with him.' For the nobles professed to

regard Cajsar merely as a reckless spendthrift, and to con-

sider his well-known pecmiiary embarrassments his only claim

to notoriety. Catulus offered, perhaps in derision, to buy off

his opposition by ministering to his necessities, that the field

might thus be left open to the rivalry of himself and Ser-

vilius, a worthy candidate, who had just returned in triumph

from the east with the title of Isauricus. But Csesar knew
his own position, and had calculated his resources. He re-

fused with scorn the offers of Catulus, declared that he would

persevere in the contest, and that, as for his debts, he was

prepared to borrow moi'e to win it.^ The enactments of Sulla

had Avithdrawn from the people the appointment to the

sacerdotal college, and had constituted that body self-elec-

tive. What mode the dictator assigned for the aj^pointment

of the supreme pontiff does not clearly appear, but it was

probably confided to the comitia of the centuries by the same

law of Labienus which had restored the election of the priests

generally to the people. It was apparently only a few months

or weeks since this great triumph had been achieved by the

popular party,' and Caesar might reasonably count upon the

good offices of the electors. Nor did he conceal from him-

self that he staked all his fortunes upon the die. When the

moment arrived, and he was about to present himself in

public, his mother attended him in tears to the door of his

house, and he embraced her with the words, " This day you

Avill behold your son either supreme pontiff or an exile."*

The election termmated in his elevation to the much-coveted

honour. The old traditions of the state were violated in

favour of one thus young and inexperienced ; and the senate

was taught that its civil influence was gone for ever ; it must

' Sallust, B. C. 49. :
" Catulus ex petitione pontificatus odio incensus,

quod extrema setate, maximi honoribus usus, ab adolescentulo Cassare victus

discesserat."

'^ Plut. C(ts. 7. : 'O Se koX ir\elw irpotrdaveiffdixevos e(pri diaywvieTcrdat.

^ Dion, xxxvii. 37. ; comp. Fischer, Rijm. Zcittafeln, 228.

* Suet. Jul. 13.
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now gird itself for the battle, and place its trust in its purse

and its sword.

In the midst of this agitation and bewilderment, the as-

sembly of the nobles was suddenly scared by the revelation

The nobles seek of ^ P^ot for the destruction of the common-

c«™r and^ Wealth. SuUa and Marius, even Cinna too and

chareof'con-
^Gpidus, had been all party leaders, and their

spiracy. banners had been inscribed Avith appeals to laws

and principles. Pompeius might be intriguing for his own
aggrandizement, but at least he put forth some popular

pretensions : Caesar might have vowed the overthrow of the

oligarchy, but he too was the champion of a class, and of

specific interests. But the man, of whose atrocious enter-

prise the whole city was about to ring, was the chief of

a mere private cabal. The laws were threatened, it was said,

with extinction, the city with conflagration, the empire with

anarchy or dissolution, to gratify a sanguinary and rapacious

crew of selfish adventurers. L. Sergius Catilina, a noble

profligate, had sued for the consulship of the year 690.

Publius Clodius, a stripling, not less j^rofligate, but as yet

less notorious, crossed his path with a charge of malversation

in the province from which he had recently returned.^ A
rumour obtained general credit, though, as the case never

came before the public, its authenticity must remain uncer-

tain, that upon this repulse, Catilina concerted with Autro-

nius, who had been deprived of the consulship for bribery,

with Calpurnius Piso, and other dissolute nobles, a j)lot to

murder the successful candidates, and seize the powers, of

the state. The names both of Crassus and Caesar had been

whispered in connexion with this bloody enterprise. When
it was asked upon what military resources the rash intriguers

relied, it was answered that Piso, who had acquired the

command of one of the Iberian provinces, was charged to

organize an armed force in that quarter, with which to bal-

ance the legions of the senate under Pompeius. The scheme,

* Ascon. ad Cic. Orat. in Tog. cand. p. 85. Comp. Sallust, Bell. Cat. 18.;

Cicevo, Pro Coelio. 4.
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it was alleged, Avas opportunely detected ; tlie chief conspira-

tors were discovered and marked. Piso shortly afterwards

was cut off in his province by banditti, or possibly by assas-

sins :
' but the proceedings with which the culprits were

menaced by the government were stayed by the intervention

of a tribune, and the circumstances of the plot were never

formally revealed.

So great however was the influence of Catilina, from his

ancient blood and extensive connexions, or such the interest

which his presumed machinations could excite ^ sereius uaii-

among the lawless and ambitious even in the ''"'^•

heart of the commonwealth, that not only was the executive

power unable to convict him upon this flagrant charge, but

he did not shrink from soliciting the consulate itself for the

following year, and that too while yet unabsolved from the

accusations of Clodius. The character of the arch conspira-

tor is painted for us in the gloomiest colours. Cruel and

voluptuous, bankrupt in means and reputation, he supported

his extravagance by pandering to the vices of headstrong

and prodigal youth. His courage had been conspicuous in

his early years in the wars of Marius and Sulla, and in man-

hood his audacity was fearless as it was unscrupulous, Nor
was the cunning, we are assured, less remarkable, with which

he cajoled many of the best and wisest citizens. These

qualities had placed him at the head of a cabal comprising

personages of mark and dignity. His last chance of disen-

tangling himself from his embarrassments was through the

consulship, and its reversionary province. His friends, credi-

tors, and dependants, combined to thrust him into this

coveted position. His means were formidable ; and, bank-

rupt as he was, he could engage the aid of Cicero himself,

who was prepared for the sake of his alliance, in their com-

mon competition for the consulship, to defend his cause

against Clodius.^ But the services of the pliant orator were

apparently not required. Catilina escaped condemnation

* Salliist, Bell. Catil. 19. Nos earn rem in medio relinqucmus.

« Cic. ad Alt. i. 2.
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through the favour of his judges, and possibly the corruption

of his accuser ; while on the other hand he failed in his suit

for the consulship, which fell to Cicero himself in conjunction

with a third candidate, Caius Antonius. Cicero's mouth was

unsealed, and a few months later he could stand forth with-

out a blush, and denounce his contemplated client as the

foulest monster, the most universal culprit of the age.

The government of the republic was administered by

Cicero during the year 691. Some of the contests which

The profligacy ^^^^ J®^^' witnessed havc already been reviewed.
of his aims. rpj-^^

consul proposcd ou his own part various

salutary enactments ; but he devoted himself assiduously to

the interests of the oligarchy which, in its fears perhaps

and anxieties for itself, had substantially befriended his ad-

vancement. Meanwhile, Catilina's position was becoming

desperate. The disappointment of his hopes of a province

dashed to the ground the last legitimate resource of im-

poverished ambition. It only remained to bury his private

embarrassments in a public convulsion. All ages have their

cant term for the cherished anticipation of an era of legalized

insolvency. The young Roman prodigals invoked new tables,

or a clear balance sheet ; and it cannot be doubted that their

aims were rather personal than political, that they yearned for

the extinction of their debts first, and the division of public

offices afterwards.^

The names of Catilina's associates show how noble were the

families, how exalted the stations, ofthe men who now prepared

His assowates ^^ plunge iuto a desperate revolution. Among them
and partizans. -^ere two ncpliews of the dictator. Autronius and

Cassius had been candidates for the consulship ; Bestia was a

tribune elect ; Lentulus and Cethegus, both members of the

Cornelian house, of which Sulla had been chief and patron, were

nobles of high distinction, though lost in character : even

the consul Antonius was suspected of privity to their designs,

and a secret inclination in their favour. They counted upon

' Sallust, £. C. 21. :
" Turn Catilina poUieeri tabulas novas, proscriptiones

locupletium, magistratus, sacerdotia, rapinas."
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the support of the men who had been disgraced or im-

poverished by Sulla,' and hoped to inflame the turbulence

and lust of rapine which animated the dregs of the populace.

They expected moreover the armed assistance of numbers

of the disbanded veterans, who had already squandered,

with the recklessness of fortunate adventurers, the posses-

sions they had so suddenly acquired.^ They proposed to

solicit and excite the hostile feelings towards their conquei'-

ors still prevalent among the Italian races.^ Finally, they

resolved to seize the gladiators' schools at Capua ; and some

of them w^ould not have scrupled to arm a new insurrection

of slaves and criminals.* This last measure, indeed, was the

only enormity to which Catilina hesitated to assent. He was

urged to it more especially by Lentulus ; and when a proposal

so base was discovered in the handwriting of one of the

Cornelii, it crowned the horror and indignation of the Roman
people.^

Catilina continued to veil his purpose by renewed appli-

cations for the suiFrages of the tribes, but his designs were

generally suspected. The secret, if such it could ^.,111 1 T /^' 1
Discovery and

be called, was revealed to Cicero by the paramour suppression of
„ r. ,. ,. 1 1, V «i • n the conspiracy.

01 one 01 his accomphces, and by him officially

communicated to the senate. The consuls were at once in-

vested with summary powers for the protection of the com-

monwealth." But in the suppression of so formidable a con-

spiracy, every step was hazardous. The lives of the noblest

Romans were involved in it ; the spirit of the populace was

questionable or adverse, and their leaders ever on the watch

' Cic. pro Murcen. 24. :
" Quam turbam dissimillimo ex genere distingue-

bant homines perculsi Sullani temporis calamitate."

"" Cic. in Catil 11. 9. ; Sallust, B. C. 16, 28.

s Sallust, B. C. 28. • Sallust, B. C. 30.

^ Such was the tenor of Lentulus's letter discovered upon the person of an

accomplice :
" Auxilium petas ab omnibus, etiam ab infiniis ;" which was in-

terpreted by a verbal message :
" Quam hostis ab senatu judicatus sit quo

consilio servitia repudiet." Sail. B. C. 44.

° Sallust, B. C. 29. :
" Senatus decrevit darent operam Consules ne quid

respublica detriment! caperet."
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to profit by a false move. The affair required to be placed

in such a light as to carry the passions of the citizens along

with the government. Cicero manifested consummate adroit-

ness in the course he now adopted. He first drove the arch-

traitor to despair by proving his thorough acquaintance with

the plot, and then allowed him quietly to make his escape

from the city, and even take refuge among his armed ad-

herents. As soon as he was gone and his open defection

known, the consul could convene the senate and cause him

to be declared a public enemy. He could then represent him

as an invading foe, ready to fall upon the city with the men

of Etruria and Picenum ; he could revive the old panic of a

Gallic outbreak, aggravated with the terrors of a servile war.

No cry was more sure to rouse the passions of the Roman
people, and combine every faction against a common enemy.

From that moment also he could convict of treason any citi-

zen discovered merely in correspondence with the proscribed

outlaw. The consul resorted to further artifices to get proofs

of this nature into his hands. He succeeded in securing,

with letters on their persons, certain agents employed by the

conspirators in the city. Having made himself master of

these documents, he caused the culprits to be suddenly

arrested. They were produced successively before the

senate, and confronted with their OAAni messengers, and the

evidence of their own hands and seals. The senate in secret

session investigated the charges, and pondered the dis-

closures of their accomplices. From these private sources it

might learn the particular business assigned to each of the

associates ; which of them should assassinate the consul,

which seize the public treasure, which set fire to the city

;

together with the signals concerted between them, and the

contemplated division of the spoil. But in the speech which

Cicero addressed to the people, upon the close of the examina-

tion, and the conviction of the prisoners, he submitted to

them no judicial proof of the existence of such designs. He
contented himself with declaring the evidence upon which

they had been convicted to be their correspondence with
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Catilina, a public enemy, and their intercourse with certain

envoys of the Allobroges, a Gaulish clan, objects at that

moment of popular apprehension.^ This sufficed to brand

them as pledged to succour an invader, to harbour him within

the city, and to deliver Rome to the violence of Etrurians

and Gauls. This was enough to justify all the frightful

vaticinations of fire and slaughter with which Cicero had

kept the ears of the people tingling. But to prove their

ulterior designs would have involved the disclosure of the

degrading means to which the consid had been compelled to

resort, his intercourse with the basest of men and women

;

it would have been imbecoming the dignity of the govern-

ment, and, above all, inconsistent with the politic reserve

of an aristocratic assembly. Xor perhaps could it have added

to the force of Cicero's arguments to have exhibited proofs

of designs against himself, for he was not then a favourite

with the populace ; nor of the conspirators' intention to share

the magistracies and priesthoods, to which it might be wholly

indifferent.^ The object of the government was fully ob-

tained by the partial disclosures it thought proper to make
;

and the presumption some modern writers have entertained,

that the legal guilt of the criminals was not formally estab-

lished, is altogether nugatory.

The conspiracy thus critically arrested has been repre-

sented, in accordance with the evidence before us, as the work
of mere private cupidity or ambition. But it was

, ,. ^ , ,. ,, ,
The nobles fail

not the policy oi the ruling party to allow such an to implicate

opportunity to escape of incriminating their pub- cra'ssus in the

lie adversaries. The insinuation that a Crassus
^""^p""^'^^-

' Cicero, in Catilin. iii. 9. :
" Homines Galli in civitate male paeata, quae

una gens restat quae populo Romano bellum facere et posse et non nolle

videatur."

* The reserve which Cicero maintained was not unnoticed by his contem-

poraries ; but if it was afterwards made a subject of attack by Clodius, it met

with the full approbation of graver and better citizens. Cic. ad Att. i. 14.

:

" Me tantum comperisxe omnia criminabatur." Comp. Ad Div. vi. 1. This

was the phrase by which the consul was wont to indicate his knowledge of

facts when he refrained from revealing his sources of information.
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and a Csesar had combined with the common enemy, was so

obvious and natural, that neither then nor since has the

rumour been easily discredited. The statement that these

chieftains were so deeply concerned in the earlier plot, as to

have actuaDy designated themselves the one as dictator, the

other as his master of the horse, may be dismissed as a

glaring exaggeration. It is, however, far from imj^ossible

that they may have secretly favoured the scheme, with the

hope of profiting by the explosion. For, whether it suc-

ceeded or failed,—and Caesar we may be sure foresaw its

certain failure,—it must at least add to the embarrassments

of the oligarchy ; it must tend to precipitate the republic

along the path which sloped towards revolution, and render

the popular mind familiar with the fatal con^-iction that the

old system of administration could not be worked much
longer. But the nobles sought to implicate Caesar still

deeper. Catulus and C, Piso had urged Cicero to include

the leaders of the Marians in the impeachments of the pre-

sumed delinquents ; ' the plot Avas ripe, witnesses were forth-

coming, the blow was ready to fall ; nothing perhaps,. but the

firmness of Cicero, who saw that Caesar's popularity would

in fact screen from justice every culprit with whom he was

associated, saved him from standing before the bar of the

senate on a charge of life and death.

Cicero's eloquence and ingenuity had conciliated thus far

the favour of the people, and nerved the arm of the oligarchs

Catiiina's asso- with a Strength to which they had long been

drafneTto'"" strangers. The question now arose how much

cree^fYhe'sen- farther this favour might be relied on. Nine of
'^^^- the traitors had been convicted ; of these five

were in confinement ; the nature of their punishment re-

mained for decision. The law of the republic, as interpreted

at least by the patricians, invested the chief magistrate with

power of life and death as soon as the senate should issue its

' Sallust, B. C. 49. :
" Sed iisdem temporibus Q. Catulus et C. Piso neque

precibus neque gratia Ciceronem impellere potuerunt, uti per Allobroges aut

per alium indicem C. Caesar falso nominaretur."
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ultimate decree,—Let the consuls see that the state suffer no

hai-m. Nor were there wanting precedents to support in the

present case an act of extreme rigour, which the majority of

the assembly might be found to justify and aj^plaud. But
Cicero was aware that the commons had never consented to

such a stretch of prerogative ; while their power, as well as

their jealousy of the nobles, had much increased since its last

exercise in the time of the Gracchi. There existed also a

conflicting principle in the Roman law, according to which

no citizen could be put to death except by a vote of the

tribes. But the senate still hesitated to appeal to the people,

by AA^hich course they would risk the failure of justice and

vengeance altogether. Nor by delegating their own author-

ity to the consul Avould they secure his impunity, should he

venture to act uj^on it. The passions of the populace, stimu-

lated by angry demagogues, would scorn submission to any

such questionable pretensions. Accordingly, even in the

moment of trimnph, Cicero was too wary to assume at once

the proffered responsibility. He appealed once more to the

senate itself. He restored to the assembly the SAvord it had

thrust into his hand. The fathers met in the Temple of Con-

cord, the ground-plan of Avhich may yet be traced beneath

the broAv of the Capitoline ; and from the memorials still

preserved to us, we may picture to ourselves a vivid repre-

sentation of the debate which ensued.^ The speakers on the

side of the goAernment Avere urgent for capital punishment,

Avhich was resisted not less A'ehemently by their opponents.

The popular faction could not be expected to acquiesce in

the assumption by the senate of the poAver of life and death.

Banishment or imj^risonment was, they contended, the ex-

treme penalty allowed by the law. But their motives were

questioned, their loyalty Avas impeached ; and Cato, on be-

' Sallust, B. C. 51. seqq. Tompare Cicero's fourth Catilinaiian oration.

How near the language which Sallust ascribes to his speakers approaches the

words they really uttered it is impossible to conjecture ; but Plutarch mentions

that the speech of Cato alone was preserved, having been taken down in short-

hand at the time by Cicero's direction. Plat, Cat. Min. 23.
'
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half of the oligarchs, could mamtaiii, not without a show

of justice, that the convicted criminals were no longer citi-

zens, but enemies of the state. By their connexion with

the foreign foe, they had forfeited every Roman privilege.

Cicero himself demanded a sentence of death. But it was

not upon the letter of the law that either party did, in fact,

lay the greatest stress. Policy or exjjediency dictated the

most cogent arguments on either side. Finally, the harsher

counsel prevailed, and the consul's hands were strengthened

by a deliberate decree in favour of the bold stroke he per-

sonally advocated.

The historian of Catilina's conspiracy assures us that the

charge with which Caesar was threatened was false ; at least,

Motives and ar- that the cvidcnce by which it would have been

Ind^aglfneTthis Supported was forsworn ; nevertheless, it is from
decree.

^j-,g language which the historian hunself ascribes

to Caesar that a shade of suspicion still attaches to him. He
sought to save the culprits' lives ; but his motive was a public

and not a personal one. He contended for the manifest inter-

ests of his party ; for the advancement of his policy, for the

embarrassment of the senate, for the reno-wTi of clemency and

public spirit. Had he been conscious of complicity in the

crime, his first aim must have been to bury the evidence in

the graves of his associates. It is fair also to conclude, from

his general character, that he shrank from the atrocity of

shedding Roman blood on the scaifold, where it had rarely

flowed except at the mandate of tyrants. He avowed that

the culprits were justly liable to the severest penalty ; but to

free and high-minded men, banishment, he contended, or im-

prisonment, would be even worse than death. These punish-

ments the law allowed ; the infringement of this law had em-

bittered the rivalry of political factions. The murders of the

Gracchi and Saturninus had roused the people to direful

vengeance. The proscriptions of Marius had already provoked

retaliation. The execution of Lentulus and his associates

would reopen the sluices of bloodshed ; one reaction would

follow upon another ; each party would alternately decimate
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the Other/ This was the popular argument of the day. The
commonalty were depressed, and they naturally made their

appeal to the prLnciples of mercy. But the nobles were elated

by the advantage which a plot arrested always gives to a

feeble government. They hailed with unrepressed satisfac-

tion an event which enabled them to prove that they could

defend their own position without the aid of a military chief.

The patron they suspected and feared had withdrawn from

their presence, with the apparent design of collecting his

forces at a distance to assail their prerogatives. He had left

them exposed to the furious attacks of the Marians, whose

courage had evidently revived in his absence. They num-

bered in their ranks not a few daring spirits, who proposed

to seize the crisis and secure themselves at one blow against

both the open and the secret enemy. Such men may haAe

been making a tool of Cicero, even while they most loudly

applauded the lurid pictures of slaughter and conflagration

with which he scared the timid into approval of their meas-

ures. The destruction of the traitor chiefs was deliberately

planned and executed. Wlien the apparent danger was at its

height, the resolution of the waverers was fixed by an act of

\'iolence which cut ofi" from them all retreat. Pompeius, it

might be expected, would make it a pretext on his return for

military interference. Tlie survivors would appeal to him,

and he would answer the appeal. The nobles threw down
the gauntlet, and defied the commander of their ovra legions.

Assuredly they miscalculated their strength, if they thought

to M ithstand him for a moment : but perhaps they had formed

their estimate of their opponent, and trusted by an imposing

* Cjesar's arguments, though unsuccessful, had considerable influence.

" Metum injecit asperiora suadentibus identidem ostentans quanta eos in pos-

terum a plebe Romana manerct invidia." Suet Jul. 14. Tiberius Xero had

preceded him in declaring similar sentiments. Appian, B. C. ii. 5. ; Sallust,

B. C. 50. How deep the violence of Sulla had sunk into the minds of the

Romans may be estimated from a remarkable passage of Dion. Hal. {Ant.

Rom. V. 77.) His dictatorship was regarded as a mere tyranny. He acted as

no Roman had ever acted before, and treated Romans as Romans had never

before been treated.
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attitude to awe hiiu into acquiescence. Failing ia this, they

were prepared to sacrifice Cicero, whom they disliked and

despised ; Avhile he, not wholly unconscious of theii' meditated

treachery, insisted upon implicating them together with him-

self in the full responsibility of the execution. Death accord-

ingly was decreed by a large majority of the assembly ; and

the culprits, five in number, were forthwith strangled in the

public prison, or in the houses where they were kept in cus-

tody.

This first taste of blood sufiiced to stimulate the appetite

of the triumphant faction ; and Caesar himself, as he descend-

vioience of the ^^1 the stcps of the temple, was assailed and weU-

content^oHhe^' ^S^ Sacrificed to their barbarous passions. The
people. consvd was attended by a number of young men
equipped for the defence of his person, and these had crowded

roimd the rival leader, and menaced him with their drawn

swords, while they looked anxiously to Cicero himself for a

signal to hew him in pieces.^ But the consul checked their

fury, while a siDirited youth named Curio, who lived to play

a conspicuous part in the troubles which succeeded, threw his

cloak round their intended victim, and hurried him away in

safety. Such was the current story of tho time ; but Cicero

himself, in writing the memoirs of his consulship, made we
are assured no allusion to it. The nobles, who at least re-

garded it as true, upbraided him for his untimely scruples,

and perhaps he did not care to place on record an avowal of

the opportunity he had missed. The people who beUeved

the report, and were agitated at their hero's danger, thronged

the doors of the assembly at its next sitting, when Csesar

defended himself against the charges made against him in a

lengthened and noisy discussion. Believing that he was

detained by force, they insisted with shouts and menacmg
gestures that he should be restored to them. Pacified for a

moment, they resorted again and again to tumultuary pro-

ceedings. The neediest and most dissolute of the populace

excited and fed their agitation, and at last Cato himself was

' Plutarch, Cits. 8.
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induced to appease tlieir discontent by a monthly allowance

of corn from the government.

Cato had been the most urgent of all the speakers in the

recent debate for the capital pimishment of the conspirators.

At the persuasion of the same rash counsellor, Cato mortifies

, Till • • 1 1
and irritates the

the senate ventured to break that union with the knights.

equestrian order which had been the aim of Cicero's policy,

and his partial success in which had constituted, np to this mo-

ment, his greatest triumph. Hardly had the second order

obtained a footing in the tribunals, than their rivals sought to

avenge the injury by retorting charges of malversation upon

them. Presently, certain of the knights who had contracted

with the censors to farm the revenues of the eastern pro-

vinces, finding that, in their cupidity, they had overreached

thtemselves, besought the government to relax its terms. The
senate would listen to no accommodation. Cato, partly from

the natural severity and strictness of his temper, partly from

his class prejudices, opposed them with sternness, and pre-

vailed upon the assembly to reject then- appeal, after degrad-

ing them by long suspense.^ The deepest jealousy and hos-

tility revived between the parties ; and this dissension, as it

frustrated the aims of Cicero and Pompeius, gave a colour to

the events which followed."

Thus thwarted in his conciliatory policy, Cicero began

henceforth to incline more to the senatorial than the eques-

trian order. He had tasted the sweets of admis- cicero inclines

sion into the highest ranks of an exclusive oli-
to the senate.

garchy, and his self-love forbade him to renounce its charms

and descend to the level where alone he could maintain his

dignity and independence. He complained that the knights

had deserted the senate, though his vanity would not allow

him to admit that they had cooled in their devotion to him-

seH? They had crowded aroimd him to defend his person

against the criminal attempts of the conspirators ; and he

' Cic. adAtt. i. 18. - Cic. ad Ait. i. 19.

' Cic. ad AH. i. 19. :
" Yidi nostros publicanos facile a senatu disjungi,

quanquam a me ipso non divellerentur."
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persisted in regarding their zeal as a display, not of public

interest, but of personal attachment.^ But he soon learnt

that the services he had performed could secure him no eiFec-

tive control over a party which despised its benefactor, and

was resolved to depreciate his merits. No man knew more
thoroughly the inefficiency of its vaunted leaders ; their injus-

tice, their violence, and their sloth he had gauged in every

arena of public life. He shuddered at the perils gathering

around their path ; at the audacity of Caesar, the offended

pride of Pompeius, nor less perhaps at the morose austerity

of Cato, under whose guidance they Avere content to place

themselves. Cicero does ample justice to the motives of this

new champion, who strove, Avith firmness and success, to car-

ry out in public life the strictest theories of his stern philos-

ophy. But Avith the best intentions and the truest loyaltyie
damaged his own cause : he spoke as one who dwelt in the

commonwealth of Plato, and not amidst the dregs of Rom-
ulus.''

The ranks of both parties in the state were filled Avith

men of practical ability, Avhose lives had been passed in the

Extravagant ^^c and activc Spheres of the camp and the fo-

S.^wanTlff 1'^™ ; but. with the exception of Ciesar himself,

powerfiUniind^ ^^ Avould be difficult to poiut out ouc Statesman
to guide thL'm. among them of original genius, or one Avho could

discern the signs of the times, and conceive comprehensive

measures in harmony with them. The temper of the Roman
people at this crisis of their history required the guidance of

a mind of more vigorous grasp than Avas possessed by a Cice-

ro or a Pompeius, Avhose talents as public men Avere limited

to a capacity for administration, but Avho could neither under-

stand nor grajiple Avith the great evil of the Sullan revolution,

' Cic. ad Att.u.l.: " Nunc vero quum equitatus ille nostcr, quem ego

in clivo Capitolino collocaram, senatum, deseruerit . . equites curiae bellum

non miiii."

^ Cic. I. c. :
" Sed tamen ille optimo animo utens, et summa fide, nocct

interdum reipublicse. Dicit enim tanquam in Platonis -iroXirda non tanquam

in Romuli faece sententiam."
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which had checked the natural progress of reform and en-

franchisement, and restored the landmarks of a constitution

which was no longer the legitimate exponent of the national

charactei'. The people had already undergone a marked

change in their ideas and motives of action, while they were

still clinging, with their accustomed pertinacity, to forms

from which the living spirit had fled. The extent and rapid

succession of their conquests, bringing Avith them an over-

whelming accession of public and private wealth, had filled

men's minds with the wildest anticipations. The extrava-

gance of each succeedmg year eclipsed the profuseness of its

predecessor. M. Lepidus, the consul in the year of Sulla's

death, erected the most magnificent dwelling that had been

seen up to his day in Rome ; within thirty-five years it was

outshone by not fewer than an hundred mansions.' The same

was the case with the extension of the territorial possessions

of the nobility, their accumulation of plate, jewels, and every

other article of luxury, and no less the multiplication of their

slaves and dependants. The immoderate interest which ready

money commanded shows that the opening of new channels

to enterprize outstripped even the rapid multiplication of

wealth. The national prejudice against trade still drove the

capitalist from the secure and regular pursuits of commerce

to gamble in perilous speculations. The curse of barrenness

clung indeed to this ill-gotten abundance : instead of spreading

over the face of the empire, the treasures of the world were

accumulated in a few rapacious hands. Cicero has recorded

the assertion of the tribune Philippus, at no distant period,

that not two thousand citizens were possessed of property :

'^

such, it seems, were the real numbers of the class who ruled

the East and the "West by their armies, their magistracies,

their largesses, and their loans. But in the race of cupidity

such considerations were little heeded. All eyes were turned

from the simplicity of the past and fixed upon a future of

' Plin. H. N. xxxvi. 24.

* Cic. de Off. ii. 21. " qui rem haberent." •
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boundless promise. Men laughed at the narrow notions of

their parents and even of their own earlier years. It is only

once or twice in the course of ages, as on the discovery of a

new continent, or the overthrow of a vast spiritual dominion,

that the human imagination springs, as it were, to the full

proportion of its gigantic stature. But even a generation

which has witnessed, like our own, an extraordinary develop-

ment of industrial resources and mechanical appliances, and

has remarked within its own sphere of progress how such

circumstances give the rein to the imagination, what con-

tempt for the past, what complacent admiration of the pres-

ent, and what daring anticipations they engender regarding

the future, may enter into the feelings of the Romans at this

period of social agitation, and realize the ideas of an age of

popular delirium.

When the mind of a nation is thus excited and intoxicated

by its fervid aspirations, it seeks relief from its own Avant of

Caesar the only definite aims in hailing the appearance of a lead-
man who could /.I • T 1 • • • T
fulfil the de- er 01 clearer views and more decisive action. It

crisis*
° wants a hero to applaud and to follow, and is

ready to seize upon the first that presents himself as an object

for its admiration, and to carry him forward on his career in

triumph. Marius, Sulla and Pompeius, each in his turn,

claimed this eager homage of the multitude ; but the two for-

mer had passed away with his generation, and the last lived

to disappoint the hopes of his admirers, for Avhom he was not

capable of extending the circuit of the political horizon. For

a moment the multitude was dazzled by the eloquence and

activity of Cicero, but neither had he the mtellectual gifts

which are fitted to lead a people onward. The Romans hailed

him as the saviour and father of his country, as another

Romulus or Camillus ;
^ but this was in a fit of transient en-

thusiasm for the past, when their minds were reciu'ring for a

moment to their early founders and preservers. It was stUl

1 Cic. Mi Pis. 3. ; Plut. Cic. 22. ; Appian, B. C. ii. 7. ; Plin. H. K vii.

3C4 ; Juvenal, viii. 244.
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to the future that their eyes were constantly directed ; and it

was not till the genius of Caesar burst ujjon them, Avith all

the rapidity and decision of its movements, that they could

recognize in any of the aspii'ants to power the true captain

and lawgiver and prophet of the age.
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CHAPTEK IV.

DEFEAT AND DEATH OP CATILINA.—THE OLIGARCHY DERIVES GREAT CON-

FIDENCE FROM THIS SUCCESS, AND DEFIES POMPEIUS. POPULARITY OF

CICERO.

—

Cesar's progress in the attainment of honours and

POWER. RETURN OF POMPEIUS FROM ASIA : HE RESENTS THE ATTITUDE

OF THE SENATE TOWARDS HIM. THE SENATE TURNS THE LICENTIOUSNESS

OF CLODIUS TO A POLITICAL OBJECT.—POMPEIUS ALLIES HIMSELF WITH

C^SAR AND CRASSUS. THE TRIUMVIRATE.— C^SAR's CONSULSHIP, AND

CONTINUED HOSTILITIES BETWEEN HIM AND THE SENATE. HE OBTAINS

THE PROVINCE OF GAUL. CLODIUS ELECTED TRIBUNE : HIS POPULARITY,

AND MACHINATIONS AGAINST CICERO. ABANDONMENT OF CICERO BY THE

CONSULS, AND COLDNESS OF THE TRIUMVIRS. HE IS ASSAILED BY CLODIUS,

AND RETIRES INTO EXILE.

CATILINA had replied to the denunciations of Cicero Avith

a few words of furious menace ; but, on leaving Rome,
he addressed letters to some of the principal men

Catiliiia puts . . i-ii -, , ,,.. .

himself at the 01 the City, m which he declared his intention of

Burgcnts in betaking himself to Massilia as a place of volun-

A. u.'69i. tary exile.^ But to Catulus, who either was, or

whom at least he wished to be considered, a more

intimate friend, he opened himself without disguise. He de-

clared that he was urged to extremity by the violence of

personal enemies ; that he could no longer endure to see

the elevation of unworthy Romans to places of trust and

honour, from which he was himself excluded by unjust

suspicions ; that, in short, he was now resolved to effect

a revolution in the state, for such was the obvious mean-

ing of his threat to undertake the defence of the poor

and the oppressed in Italy and the city.^ On reaching Ar-

' Sail. B. C. 33, 84. = Sail. B. C. 85.
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retium in Etruria he assumed the ensigns of military com-

mand, and repaired to the camp of his adherent Mallius, who
had ah-eady gone forward to raise the standard of revolt, and

was actively appealing to the hopes and necessities of the

rustic population. The senate forthwith issued a decree by
which Catilina and his lieutenant w^ere declared enemies of

the state, and ordered the consul Antonius to levy troops for

their destruction. At the same time it deemed it prudent to

offer pardon to all, except the two leaders, who should aban-

don the guilty enterprize ; but not a single man, it is said,

was found to desert his chiefs. On the other hand, while

some supplies of men and money were forwarded from his

coadjutors in Rome, Catilina received considerable addition

to his forces from among that desjierate class which rejoiced

in the j)ros2:)ect of an impending revolution, and now rushed

to share the peril and the spoil without any previous concert

with the conspirators.'

The rebel force now consisted of two legions of the

ordinary complement, but not above one fourth of the

niunber were fully eqiiipped, the rest having His defeat and

armed themselves with any weapons which t^'^th-

they could seize or fashion for the occasion. While await-

ing the result of his friends' machinations in Rome, Catilina

kept to the mountains, out of the reach of the consul's

forces, Antonius himself showed great tardiness and inde-

cision ; his conduct was open to the suspicion of sympathy,

if not of concert, with the enemy he was sent to subdue.

But, fortunately for the republic, his lieutenants were men
of vigour and activity. The praetor, Metellus Celer, had

checked by the rapidity of his movements the spirit of dis-

affection which was beginning to manifest itself in either

' Among these traitors to the state was a youth, A. Fulvius, the son of a

senator, who, being arrested on his way and brought back, was put to death

by his father's order. (Sail. B. C. 39. ; Dion, xxxvii. 36. ; Val. Max. v. 8.

5.) This imitation of the discipline of the ancient republic excited neither

applause nor indignation among the languid voluptuaries of the senate,

Merim6e, Etudes sur VHidoire Roinahie, ii. 183.
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Gaul. He was at the head of three legions, with which he

occupied Picenum and Umbria, and watched the northern

flanks of the Apennines. Hasty and ill-concerted risings in

Bruttiuni and AjDulia had also been speedily quelled
;
yet, if

Catilina could have burst from the toils by which he was

surrounded, he might have taken advantage of the winter

season to rouse rebellion throughout Italy, and have collected

resources for another year's campaign.^ The news of the

detection and defeat of the conspiracy reached him in the

neighbourhood of Fsesulae. His first impulse was to make
for Gaul, with which view he traversed the territory of Pis-

toria, and was about to cross the Apennines, when he found

himself confronted by Metellus with firm resolution and su-

perior numbers. Something might still be hoped from the

favour or timidity of Antonius, and he turned again to throw

himself upon the consular army. Antonius shut himself up

mrder pretence of illness, and allowed the command to de-

volve ujDon Petreius, a veteran of unflinching fidelity. Cati-

lina's undisciplined bands had no chance against their oppo-

nents as soon as they met in the field
;
yet they fought to

the last with the ferocity of wild 'beasts, unless, indeed,

their devotion to their leader deserves a nobler title. Three

thousand of their number were slain in the combat, and

each man fell on the spot on which he had been marshalled

for the battle. The body of Catilina himself was found

far in advance of the line, among the corpses of the enemy,

and the expression of his dying countenance still correspond-

ed to the passions which had animated him in life."

While the generals of the republic were still hunting the

common enemy in the Apennines, and the machinations of

his associates had not yet been brought to punishment, the

' Cic. pro Sest. 5.

^ Sallust, B. C. 01. ; Florus, iv. 1. ; Dion, xxxvii. 39, 40. Catilina made

liis escape from Rome Nov. 9, a. u. 691, of the uureformed calendar, equiva-

lent to Jan. 13, B. c. 62. The execution of his associates took place Dec. 5

= Feb. 7., and he was slain in the beginning of the year 692 — the middle of

March, b. c. 62. Fischer, Zeitlafeln, p. 221.
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leaders of the senate allowed themselves to quar- Differences be-

, , • ^ 1 1 T tween the lead-
rel among one another, as it they had no one ei-s of the een-

to fear either within or without the city. The
election of consuls for the ensuing year had fallen upon D.

Junius Silanus and L. Licinius Murena. We have seen that

Catilina had presumed to ofi'er himself; but a worthier can-

didate, the great jurist Sulpicius, was also disappointed, and,

resenting the notorious bribery employed by his rivals, had

rushed to the prosecution of Murena. Cato, blinded by his

hatred of corruption, or swayed by the self-appointed duty

of chastising all political offenders, rashly consented to sup-

port the charge. It can hardly be supposed that the un-

successful candidate had abstained from similar means, or

came into court with clean hands. At all events, in the

existing crisis of affairs, it was most important, that the

executive should not be paralysed by depriving Silanus of

his appointed colleague, and withdrawing his attention from

the care of the public interests to the harassing duties in-

cident to a fresh election. This Cicero saw, and immedi-

ately stepped forward to defend Murena, who, to his other

claims on the confidence of his party, added the reputation,

most valuable at such a moment, of a military commander.^

The orator's exertions were successful, and his speech is

more than usually interesting, from the tone of banter in

which he indulges towards men in whom the senatorial party

reposed the highest confidence ; from the disparagement he

throws, on the one hand, upon the legal science for which

Sulpicius was justly celebrated, and upon the Stoic philos-

ophy, on the other, of which Cato was the advocate and the

pattern. In a subsequent work of more pretensions to sober

argument Cicero alludes to this speech, and acknowledges

that he had purposely adapted his rhetoric to the superficial

understanding of the judges.^ But this curious effusion of

' The speech pro Murena was delivered after Catilina's retreat, but before

the execution of his associates (c. 37.) ; Murena's military services are extolled

(cap. 5. 9. 16.).

* Cic. de Fin. iv. 27. ; comp. Quintil. xi. 1.
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untimely levity must be ascribed to the intoxication of suc-

cess. Cicero did not abstain from iadulging his vanity

in the arch depreciation of the chief men of his own party.

Cato, who, with all his outward austerity, was a man of

singular good-humour, smiled at his opponent, and quietly

remarked to those about him how witty a consul the republic

enjoyed.'

In the midst of their contentions for the highest office,

the nobles had allowed Cwsar to obtain one of the second

Csesar praetor, placcs in the scalc of powcr, the pra3torship,

Th^nobiM^indi- which he held in conjunction with M. Calpurnius

cfons^of Pom-'''
Bibulus, the candidate of the opposite party,

peius. fpjjg most prominent among the tribunes at the

same time were Cato and Metellus Nepos, a brother of

Celer, the praetor of the preceding year. N"epos was an ad-

herent of Pompeius, and was sent by him from Asia to can-

vass for the tribuneship, that on his OAvn return he might se-

em'e the services of an ally in that important office. Cato, it

was said, had resisted the solicitations of his friends to allow

himself to be nominated for another seat on the tribmiitian

bench, declaring that the post was too invidious for one who
was resolved not to swerve in the conduct of affairs from the

strictest rules of probity and justice. But while journeying

into Lucania, to escape from the turmoil of the approaching

elections, he met Nepos, who had just landed at Brundisium.

He knew or divined the object of this sudden arrival, and

ordered his horses' heads to be turned towards Rome, re-

solved to defeat the election of a creature of Pompeius, or at

least to place himself in a situation in which he might neu-

tralize such baneful influence.^ He sought and obtained the

tribuneship, in which he was, at the same time, associated

' Plut. Cat. Min. 21. Xiebuhr excuses Cicero's levity, and represents it

as the innocent expression of natural cheerfulness and playful spirits on the

happy termination of an arduous enterprize. {Led. on Rom. Hist. ii. 29.)

But the affair of Catilina had not yet reached its crisis ; and though the consul

might be confident that he possessed the means of crushing the enemy, his

mind could not have been free from the deepest anxiety.

^ Plut. Cat. Min. 20.
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Avitli the enemy whom be had set himself to watch, whose
evil schemes he was prepared to counteract by the free exer-

cise of his official veto.' Such were the suspicions of their

once favourite champion which the leaders of the aristocracy

now manifested to the world.

This early preparation for a year of violence and intrigue

was amply justified by the events which followed. On the

first of January, when the consuls entered upon c-esai propoi3e8

their duties, it was customary for all the chief lus ^'o/ th'eS'l'on-

men and dignitaries of the state to i^roceed to ^he CapUorbut

the Capitol, and there offer them their solemn '®
'^f

^^^6*92

greetings.^ Caesar, however, instead of assisting ^- ^- ^-•

in this act of official courtesy, took advantage of the absence

of his colleagues and rivals to address the people in the fo-

rum, and to propose that Catulus should be deprived by their

vote of the honours due to him as the restorer of the temple

of Jupiter, which was now on the point of completion.^

That august edifice, the glory of the City and the Empire,

had suffered severely in the conflagration which took place

during the conflict of Sulla and Marius.^ The charge of re-

storing it in a manner worthy of the extended greatness of

the republic had been assigned to Catulus, as prince of the

senate and the most illustrious of all her citizens.'* He had

accepted the commission witli pride, and bestowed infinite

care on its execution, nor had he shrunk from incurring vast

personal expense, that his name might deserve to be inscribed

on its front by his grateful countrymen. Caesar audaciously

' Cic. pro Mur. 3.

"^ We find this custom alluded to a hundred and fifty years later by Pliny

{Ep. ix. 37.) :
" Yides quam non delicata me causa obire primum consulatus

tui diem non sinat : quam tamen hie, ut praesens, votis, gaudio, gratulatione

celebrabo."

' See Cic. ii. in Verr. iv. 31.

* Not by accident but designedly. Some charged Sulla, others Carbo, with

having applied the torch. Tacitus, Hist. iii. 72., says, " fraude privata."

' Sulla originally undertook it, but died before the work had proceeded

far. This disappointment, it was said, was the only exception to the universal

good fortune from which he obtained his surname of Felix. " Hoc solum

felicltati ejus negatum." Tac. I. c. ; comp. Plin. H. K. vii. 43.
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brought a charge of peculation against him, and demanded

the production of his accounts ; "U'hile at the same time he

insisted that he should not be permitted to put the finishmg

hand to the work, but that the burden and the glory should

be transferred to Pompeius.' This attack was, perhaps, not

seriously meant to succeed. It answered the purpose of

enraging and alarming the nobles, of thwarting a personal

enemy, above all of menacing the aristocracy with the ven-

geance of the chieftain they distrusted. It was also an over-

ture of more cordial alliance between the pretended friends.

But the nobles, on hearing what was passing, rushed from

the presence of the consuls with all their friends and adhe-

rents, into the forum, and succeeded in averting the blow.

The name of Lutatius Catulus was duly inscribed upon the

noblest monument of the national pride, and bore witness to

the glory of the most blameless hero of the aristocracy until

the temple was again destroyed by fire in the civil wars of

Vitellius and Vespasian.^

The main object of the extraordinary powers which Pom-

peius enjoyed had been recently attained by the death of the

terrible Mithridates in the preceding year. The
Pompeius de-

^ " "^ in
gists from the power 01 the eastcm tp'ant had been gradually
pursuit of Mith- tit, n • x-»
ridates, who broken by the perseverance oi successive Koman
combinatkm gcucrals, and he had been finally expelled from
agains ome.

^^ ^^^ territories he had inherited or acquired

on the southern shore of the Euxine. The ascendency which

Pompeius had gained over his army, and probably the zealous

assistance of the civil administrators throughout the east,

' Dion, xxxvii. 44. Suet. Jul. 15.

* Tac. I. c. ; Suet. Vitell. 15. Dion (xliii. 14.) says that the senate decreed

(a. u. "708) that the name of Catulus should be erased, and that of CVsar sub-

stituted. In modern times, indeed, an inscription has been found in the

foundations of the tabularium bearing the name of Catulus :
" Q. Lutatius Q.

F. Q. N. Catulus substructionem et tabularium de s. s. faciendum cceravit,"

This, however, refers only to a small and inferior part of his work. The

tabularium, the depository of the public archives, was built against the face

of the Capitoline hill, upon a huge substruction of masonry between the two

summits of that eminence.
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whose extortions he had not chosen, like Lucullus, to check,

gave him far more comj^lete conmiand of his resources than

his predecessors ever possessed. Accordingly, he obtained

an easy conquest over Tigranes, king of Armenia, and re-

ceived his submission with favour upon payment of an ade-

quate tribute.' He drove the king of Pontus beyond the

Caucasus : but to pursue him further was a service of dan-

ger, for such a charm did the mighty monarch carry with

him, even in exile and disgrace, that wherever he came the

nations rose to welcome and obey him. Mithridates retreated

roimd the north-eastern coasts of the Euxine, and halted at

Panticapeum, at the mouth of the Cimmerian Bosporus.*

Pompeius relinquished the pursuit, and turned southwards in

search of wealthier lands to plunder and feebler sovereigns to

intimidate ; while the enemy whom he had been specially com-

missioned to destroy was maturing a new combination against

the power of Rome, more gigantic and formidable than any

which his bold imagination had yet conceived. The same

sagacity which, at an earlier period, had induced him to enter

into negotiations with Sertorius in Spain, now coimseUed him

to communicate with the restless warriors of Gaul. He pro-

posed, it is said, to traverse Dacia and Pannonia with a Scy-

thian horde at his back, and join his impatient allies at the

threshold of Italy .^ Even at the farthest extremity to which

his power ever reached this extraordinary man could leave a

durable name in the traditions of the native population. A
ledge on the summit of a rock projecting into the sea, in the

neiglibourliood of Kertch, is said to be popularly knoAvn at

this day as the throne of Mithridates!" But the ordinary re-

sult of Oriental polygamy hastened the old man's end. He
had excited against himself hostility in the bosom of his own
family. Three sons and three daughters he had put to death

' Veil. ii. 37. " Appian, Bdl. Mithrid. 107.

^ Dion, xxxviii. 11. ; Flor. iii. 5. ; Appian, B. M. 109. : 'Ey KeArous e'/c

TToAAoO (pi\ous iir] r^Se yeyov6Tas eir€v6ei dii\ddiy is t^jp ^lra\ia.v ffvv tKiivois

e/i^SaAe?!'.

* Michelet, Hist. Rom. iii. c. 4.
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to secure his throne, but another of his children named Phar-

Mithridates uaccs, whom he had destined for his successor,

}Jis life on the eager to defeat the wild enterprize he meditated,

Phainaceif
'°° a^d thus gain the favour of the Romans, revolt-

A. u. 691. g(j against him. Deserted by his troops and

people, Mithridates prepared to embrace a voluntary death.

His system, it was affirmed, had been fortified against poi-

son by the habitual use of antidotes ; he was compelled to

require the services of a Gaulish attendant, and fell upon the

sword reluctantly presented to him.^

The treason of Pharnaces was rewarded with the kingdom
of the Bosporus, and he was received by Pompeius into the

Successes of friendship and alliance of the republic. Mean-

Syria'aiKr Pal- wliilc the decrces of the Roman general at the
^^'^^"^- head of his army had sufficed to annex many rich

provinces to the empire. When Pompeius desisted from the

pursuit of the king of Pontus, he repaired to the court of

Antiochus, surnamed Asiaticus, in Syria, and ordered him to

descend from the throne of the Seleucidse, and surrender his

country to the Roman people. This sovereign, the last of a

dynasty which had wielded the sceptre of Syria for two cen-

turies and a half, and had furnished a succession of seventeen

kings,^ had entered upon his hereditary rule on the expulsion

of Tigranes by the Roman arms. But the country was totally

unable to defend itself against the Parthians and Arme-
nians ; it was too rich or too critically situated to be intrust-

ed to a dependent monarch, and Pompeius reduced it with-

out hesitation to the form of a province. Phoenicia and Coele-

Syria submitted to the same yoke without an audible mur-

mur, and became incorporated in the proconsular government

of Syria. At Damascus the conqueror received the appeal

' Dion ; Appian ;
Liv. Epit. cii.

'' Appian {B. Mithr. 10.) calculates the period at 2*70 years, and adds

fourteen for the duration of the rule of Tigranes. He is manifestly in error.

Seleucus began his reign b. c, 312, with which year his era commences
(Clinton, Fast. Hell, in ann.) ; and from thence to b. c. 64 (a. u. 690) are

248 years complete. Various computations may be compared in the Art de

Verifier les Dates, ii. SSV. ed. 8vo.
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of Hyrcanus, who had been deprived by his younger brother

Aristobulus of his sacerdotal sovereignty in Judea. He lis-

tened to the usurper's defence of his conduct in assuming the

title of king ; but he condescended to weigh the arguments

of the JeAvish statesmen and the usages of the nation, and

finally undertook to restore Hyrcanus to power, and re-estab-

lish the ancient polity. The Jews, however, would not submit

to foreign dictation. Aristobulus was their favourite. They
wished, as of old, to have a king to reign over them. They
defended their freedom of choice, and the object whom they

had chosen, with all the valour and obstinacy of their race.

For three months their temple-citadel held out against the

skill and patience of the Romans : but the fanaticism of the

people, which was kindled by the excitement of patriotism,

proved their ruin ; for, as on former occasions, their pre-

sumptuous confidence tempted them to omit the requisite

means of defence, and their fastness was surprised during a

season of unguarded ceremonial.^ The victor replaced Hyrca-

nus in the high-priesthood and abolished the royal title. He
made the country dependent upon Rome ; but, though he

violated the Holy of Holies by his profane presence, he ap-

pears to have acted with more than usual moderation in

sparing the sacred furniture and treasures of the temjjle.^ If

the death of Mithridates had been longer delayed, it was the

intention of Pompeius to have made a campaign against the

Nabatliseans ; and it would have been, we are assured, his

idle ambition to penetrate to the eastern Ocean, as he had

carried the arms of the republic in Spain to the shores of the

Atlantic.^ But the change in the situation of affairs required

his return to Asia Minor. He there completed the arrange-

ments of his foreign policy, and gave his last directions for

' Josephus, Antiq. Jud. xiv. 4. 3.; Strabo, xvi. 2. : j/yjcTTei'o? vixepa.

^ Dion (xxxvii. 16.) says the contrary: iravTa to. xP'?M«'''a SiripTrdaOr]

:

but the other is the statement in which the rest of our authorities concur.

See Drumann, iv. 467. The spoliation of the temple of Jerusalem was re-

served for Crassus.

' This may, perhaps, be regarded as a rhetorical flight of Plutarch's, who

amplifies it still further {Pomp. 38.).
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the settlement of the provincial administration. The basis

upon which the edifice of social order had been established

by Lucullus remained unshaken after his successor had left

Asia.'

The zeal with which the nobles had rushed to the defence

of Catulus could not fail to mortify the jealous temper of

The nobles Pompeius, and their statesmen might regard the

tUM^s'agamsr death of Mithridates with alarm rather than sat-

pu1e*d tcfpom" isfactiou, for nothing now remained to delay the
peius. conqueror's return to take account of their jDro-

ceedings in his absence. In vain had Cato sneered at the

feeble resistance of the Asiatics, and asserted that the suc-

cesses of their conqueror were merely victories over women.'^

The power and ability of so great a captain were not to be

charmed away by emj^ty taunts. It was a better policy

to fortify the position of the senate by courting the ser-

vices of its most distinguished military members. Lucul-

lus had lately received the long-delayed honour of a tri-

umph : the technical objection that he had not actually

finished the war in the East was overruled, and his real

merits were not unduly rewarded by an unusual stretch of

the senate's prerogative.^ This year, Q. Metellus, another

scion of the same illustrious house which furnished a tribune

at the late elections and a progtor at the preceding, was
flattered with a similar honour.^ He received, at the same

time, the surname of Creticus, for his final reduction of the

warlike islanders whom it had taken three years to subdue.

But the importance of his \actory was to be estimated, not so

much by the resources or valour of the natives, as by the

convenience of the harbours and fastnesses of the island, pro-

tecting the commerce of the Mediterranean, and imposing a

bridle upon piracy in the surrounding seas.^

* Cic. Acad. ii. 1. ; comp. Plut. Potnp. 39. - C\c. pro Mm: 14.

^ Cicero seems to claim the merit of having extorted this act of justice

and good policy {Acad. ii. 1.): " Nos consules introduximus pa^ne in urbem

currum clarissimi viri." * Veil. ii. 34.

* Even the plunder of Crete deserved to be recorded among the spoils of
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No sooner had Metellus Nepos arrived in Rome than he

put himself in communication with Cajsar, and tlie two
agitators combined together in harassing the popularity of

party to which both were equally hostile. Ne- ^'C'^^ro.

pos began his career as tribune by denouncing the exe-

cution of Catilina's associates.^ He declaimed against it,

on the one hand, as a crime against the people ; on the

other, as offensive to Pompeius, the saviour of the state

and the champion of the constitution. Thus early were the

nobles apprised of the jjretext they had furnished to their

protector, should he choose to overthrow their power by

force, and declare himself the avenger of a judicial murder.

Under Cato's undaunted leadership, however, they mustered

all their courage. Cicero himself presented a bold front to

his accusers ; and the peoj^le for once were not forgetful of

the preservation of their homes and hearths by his patriotic

vigour. On the first day of the new year, when the consul

was about to lay down his office and to make the customary

oration to the people, the tribune offered to impose silence

uj^on him, declaring it unfit that the murderer of Roman
citizens should address an assembly of free men. Amidst

the uproar which this act excited, Cicero could only exclaim,

with a solemn adjuration, that he had saved the state, and

the general acclamations of the people overwhelmed every

opposing whisper.^ Yet it might seem to him ominously

significant that this innocent or necessary act of self-defence

was resented by Celer, the brother of Nepos. Metellus

much ampler domains. Lucan, iii. 163. The ph-ates had probably accumu-

lated treasures there.

' Dion, xxxvii. 42. ; Plut. Cic. 23.

^ Cic. ad Div. v. 1, 2. Plutarch {Cic. I. c.) attributes the favour with

which Cicero was received to the good offices of Cato, who was the first to

address him as the " Father of his country." Plutarch is not correct, perhaps,

in saying that Cicero was the first who received this honouraljle distinction
;

at all events, he was the last, while the voice of the Roman people continued

really free :
" Roma patrem patria; Ciceronem libera dixit." Juvenal, viii.

244. Comp. however Plm. H. N. vii. 31. " Salve primus omnium parens

patriae appellate."
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Celer, though now enjojdng the proconsulship of Gaul

through Cicero's surrender of his pvm prior claim, and

though professing himself his friend both personally and

politically, was unreasonable enough to address him in a

letter of bitter remonstrance, to which his correspondent

replied with becoming spirit.

The attack was repulsed. But Catilina had not yet been

defeated ; and the tribune now moved a rogation to the

Violence of the
people for recalling Pompeius with his troops,

trium 'h'^of^the
^^^ o^^'^^o ^^^ ^"^^ powers for the destruction

nobles. of the common enemy. The senate shrank from

offering any such invitation ; it would rather have thrown

some obstacle in the way of his return, and rejoiced in the

dilatoriness of his present proceedings. It exerted all its in-

fluence to thwart the odious proposal. The part Caesar was
playing now became manifest. He appeared as the counsel-

lor and confidant of the demagogue, whose violence was
destroying all hope of reconciliation between the oligarchs

and their former leader. The tribune had occupied the

formn with a crowd of his own adherents. He presented,

moreover, a startling array of military force, whether to

protect his own inviolable person, or to overawe his oppo-

nents. Scarcely could Cato, who would not be withheld

from appearing by the ad\'ice and entreaties of his friends,

succeed in making his way to the spot where the function-

aries of the state presided over the popular assembly. Caesar

and Nepos were sitting side by side. Cato advanced and

took his seat directly between them, to interrupt their

private communications. Nepos directed the clerk to read

the proposed resolution aloud; Cato forbade him. Xepos

took the paper himself; Cato snatched it from his hand,

and tore it in the face of the multitude. This boldness warm-

ed the people in his favour, when Nepos, furious at being

thus thwarted, began to recite the resolution from memory.

Thermus, another of the tribunes and an adherent of the

nobles, raised his hand to the sj^eaker's mouth. This was a

violent way of interposing the official veto, the means of
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control which each tribune legally jjossessed over his col-

leagues ; but it hit the humour of the excited multitude, and

was crowned with tumultuous acclamation. A scene of riot

and disorder followed, which prevented the adoption of any

measure under the sanction of legal forms ; and although it

was necessary for the friends of Cato to hurry him from the

strife, and to secure his safety hard by in the temple of Castor

and Pollux, tlie object of Nepos was defeated, and a great

triumph obtamed for the insulted senate.^

But the aristocratic party was fated always to push its

victories too far. The senate, elated by the unaccustomed

sounds of popular applause, ventured to suspend The nobles ven-

both Nepos and Caesar from the functions to c^ga" and'are

which they had been duly elected. The tribune compelled to
•' *'

_
make repara-

fled to the camp of his patron, proclaiming that 'ion.

the sanctity of his office had been profaned by violence.

Csesar, with greater resolution, threw himself upon the pro-

tection of his allies and adherents, and continued to admin-

ister his prsetorial functions in defiance of every hostile

menace. He refused to quit his tribunal till compelled by a

military force, whereupon he dismissed the lictors who at-

tended upon him, divested himself of his official insignia,

and retired with dignity to his private dwelling. The popu-

lace now assembled to avenge the insult oflTered to their

favourite. A riot ensued, which compelled the consuls to

retrace their steps, not without the most obsequious expres-

sions of respect and deference towards him.^ But how hol-

low these compliments were, how insincere the show of

reconciliation, appears from a fresh attempt which was made

at the same moment to implicate him in the late conspiracy,

the inquiry into which was still in progress. The ostensible

promoters of the charge were L. Vettius and Q. Curius, both

men of notorious character, who had already sold them-

' Plut. Cat. Min. 26—30. Dion, xxxvii. 43.

° Suet. Jul. 16. This incident is omitted by all the other authorities, and

Plutarch expressly declares that no tumults occurred in Cajsar's prectorship,

Cces. 9.
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selves to the senate, and denounced the plot in which they

had in fact been deeply engaged.^ Vettius declared that he

could produce letters from Cassar to Catilina ; Curius only

professed to have ascertained his guilt from the mouth of

their common leader. It is hardly credible that these

wretches would have ventured to assail the popular cham-

pion, whose courage and resources were so well known, had

not they received direct encouragement from some chiefs

of the senate. Coesar, with his usual decision, went straight-

way to Cicero, and engaged him to remove any suspicion

of his criminality. The late consul declared publicly that it

was by Caesar himself that the first intimation of the danger

had been made to him. Whether this had really been the

fact does not aj^pear ; but, at all events, the testimony of

Cicero could not be discredited. Not only was Caasar

acquitted, but the reward recently assigned to Curius as the

supposed revealer of the plot, was taken from him, and

handed to the object of his calumny. Vettius was sacrificed

to the wrath of the people, and thrown into prison ; nor did

Novius the quaestor, who had allowed his superior magis-

trate to be cited before his tribunal, escape a similar chas-

tisement.'^

Another incident occurred during Caesar's praetorship,

which is cited by his biographer as an instance of his

Cffisar protects ^^^^ ^^ defending the clients who intrusted their

wfoAhe'^''' interests to his care.' It is so briefly related that
senate. ^g ^j.g g^^ g^ j^gg fuHy to Understand it ; but it

seems at least to give further indications of the confidence he

now felt in his position, and the spirit of defiance which ani-

mated all his transactions with the government. A Numidian

chieftain named Masintha had ai^plied to Ccesar to defend

him against a claim for tribute on the part of his sovereign

Hiempsal. The king sent his son Juba to Rome, to take the

proper measures for having the cause decided by the tribunals

> Dion, xxxvii. 41.; Sallust, B. C. 17.

^ Suet. Jul. \n.

^ Suet. J\d. 71. This occurrence is not mentioned bv any other writer.
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of the republic ; for Numidia had recently been constituted

a Roman dependancy by Pompeius, and the senate assumed

the right of determining the political relations of the ruler

and his vassals. The republic declared in favour of the royal

claim ; and Caesar, it seems, did not abstain from personally

insulting Juba, whose beard he puUed in derision. But the

majesty of Rome he insulted even more gravely ; for when
it was decided that Masintha should be delivered to Juba for

the punishment of his contumacy, Caesar snatched him from

the hands of the officers, and carried him to his own house.

There, our informant assures us, Masintha was kept in con-

ceahnent, or rather, we must suppose, in open defiance of

the goA'ernment, which could not have been ignorant of his

retreat, till the praetor departed for Spain some months later,

and assigned him a place in his suite.

At length fortune seemed to ofier an opportunity to the

nobles for creating disunion among their adversaries. While

Caesar, by the ascendency of his character and

genius, maintained throughout his career the character of

chief estimation among his party, the giddy mul- ° ^^'

titude had other favourites besides him ; and among them

was P. Clodius, a young man of very dissolute habits, but

not without ambition to court, and address to engage, its

admiration.^ Connected with several of the principal men
of the state, Clodius enjoyed every advantage in the outset

of his public life. He was admitted to the confidence of

Lucullus in Asia, which he betrayed by exciting a mutiny in

the ranks, the first occasion on which he essayed the arts of

a demagogue.^ Marcius Rex, when commanding in Cilicia,

had placed a portion of the fleet under the young man's con-

trol, with which he feU into the hands of the pirates.' Re-

leased by the intervention of Pompeius, he betook himself to

Antioch, thrust himself into the afiairs of the Syrians, and

narrowly escaped death in the disturbances he there excited.

Having thus succeeded in embroiling every affair in which

' Veil. ii. 45. :
" P. Clodius, homo nobilis, disertus, audax."

" Plut. Luc. 34. ' Dion, xxxv. 15,

VOL. I.—10
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he had taken part, he returned to Rome, and assumed the

character of a patriot. His attack upon Catilina was specious

and daring, but its faihire threw a further shade upon his

reputation.' Though involved in the common suspicion of

a guilty acquaintance with the conspirators' designs, he

avowed himself a supporter of Cicero in the process against

them.^ Meanwhile, he was no less intent upon beguiling

the women than upon quarrelling with the men, and his

triumphs seemed destined to be confined to the weaker sex.

The odious charge that he lived in incest with his sisters can

only be regarded as a current tale of scandal, the truth of

which it would be preposterous to assume.^ But he was at

least a favoured admirer of Pompeia, the wife of Caesar ; and

it was in the prosecution of an intrigue with that illustrious

matron that he perpetrated an act, the discovery of which

raised him to a disgraceful notoriety, and well nigh ci'eated

fatal dissension in the ranks of the popular party.

The Bona Dea, an old Italian divinity, whom the antiquaries

of superstition sought to identify with various
He profanes the ~ , ^_, ^ • i t ^

mysteries of the Greek and Latin goddesses, enjoyed the honour

of a peculiar festival, at which none but women
were allowed to attend. The presence of any of the male sex

was deemed a pollution, and expected to bring a curse upon

the nation. The intruder, it was once devoutly believed,

would be visited with the loss of his sight ; but no instance

had yet been known of the wrath of the goddess being

tempted to this extremity. The festival was held in the

month of December,^ in the mansion of one of the consuls or

praetors, and the mistress of the house was entitled to preside

at it. The matrons of Rome were assembled at night under

the roof of Pompeia, in the official dwelling of the chief

^ Cic. ad Att. i. 1. "" Cic. de Har. Resp. 3. ; Plut. Cic. 29.

' Cic. de Har. Resp. 20., ad Div. i. 9. :
" Qui non pluris fecerat Bonam

Deam quam tres sorores." The three sisters were married respectively to

Marcius Rex, L. LucuUus, and Metellus Celer. The last was the Clodia whose

gallantries and political intrigues are so frequently stigmatized by Cicero.

Drumann, ii. 3Y4. foil.

* Drumann, ii. 204. note.
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pontiff, at the foot of the Palatine hill, a spot which may still

be traced by the two half-buried columns of the temple of

Romulus and Remus, which stood directly over against it.

The beardless gallant introduced himself into the house in

the garb of a female musician ; he had corrupted one of the

maids, and sent her to acquaint Pompeia of his arrival. The

appointment had probably been concerted. But meanwhile

he incautiously allowed himself to be seen by another at-

tendant. Being addi-essed, his person or his voice imme-

diately betrayed him.^ The alarm was given, and the ut-

most consternation prevailed. Aurelia, the mother of Caesar,

a Roman matron of the ancient stamp,- who professed to keep

strict watch over the virtue of her daughter-in-law, speedily

threw a veil over the mysteries of the goddess, and rushed

thi'ough the house, a torch in her hand, to discover the in-

truder. He was surrounded and recognized, but allowed to

escape.^ The matrons who had assembled to assist at the

ceremony dispersed to their homes, and none of them failed

to inform her husband that night of the interruption of the

rites and the pollution of the city. The next day the story

was bruited far and wide, and the cry of indignation and

fear resounded over the seven hills.

Such a moment of general panic presented the advisers

of the aristocracy with a golden opportunity, and it was ^vith

no religious feelins:, for Cicero himself scoffs at „*
. ... The nobles at-

the goddess who failed to strike the impious m- tempt to turn

,.,. Ill • rr-
this transaction

truder bund, that they consulted the pontins to a political ac-

and the Vestal virgins, from whom they received baffled by cae-

a formal assurance that the crime demanded sig-

nal expiation. Caesar, as the chief of the pontifical college,

' Cic. ad Att. i. 12. ; Plut. Cic. 28. ; Dion, xxxvii. 45.

* Comp. the author of the Dial, de Orat. c. 28. :
" Sic Corneliam Graccho-

rum, sic Aureliatn Caesaris, sic Atiam Augusti matrem prsefuisse educationibus

ac produxisse principes liberos aceepimus."

' " Aurelia pro testimonio dixit suo jussu eum esse dimissum." Schol.

Bob. in Orat. in Clod, et Curion. 5. 3.

* Cic. pro Dom. 40.
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could not abstain from coinciding in this solemn declaration.

His guilty consort he publicly repudiated ; but he denied all

knowledge of her gallant, and refused to proceed against the

intriguer, whom the city unanimously denounced. This was
the point at which his enemies were aiming. A man of

Caesar's influence might have insured the criminal's con-

Tiction ; at all events, it was obvious that, by invoking

punishment upon Clodius, he would incense many of their

common friends, and during a long and bitter struggle a

thousand incidents might occur to widen the breach in their

party. But though disappointed in this hope, the nobles

would not let their victim escape. According to the ordinary

mode of procedure in cases which were confined to questions

of fact, the judges were selected by lot for the decision of

each particular cause from the list of one hundred and five,

previously drawn by lot also from the three orders of sena-

tors, knights, and aerarian tribunes. But, whether the charge

against Clodius was one for which there was no exact prece-

dent, or whether its importance might be held to justify a

departure from the usual course, the senate wished the

judges to be assigned by the direct appointment of the

praetor. This also was a method not unknown to the con-

stitution ; and though the advantage it offered to the nobles

seems obvious, we do not hear that it was regarded by their

opponents as imjust or invidious. Accordingly, the new
consuls, Pupius Piso and Messala, were enjoined to invoke

the people to sanction this mode of procedure. Messala en-

gaged in the business with good faith ; but his colleague was
easily won over by the enemy, and allowed obstacles to be

thrown in the way of the enactment which he himself pro-

posed. Cato pushed the matter forward with his usual

promptitude ; Cicero joined in the general outcry, always

hoping to be floated to the top in every current of popular

opinion ; but he dared not commit himself to active meas-

ures. Pompeius was expected daily with his army at the

gates of Rome ; all parties were intriguing with him, but no

one yet knew what his judgment in the matter might be ; it
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was the part of prudent men not to put themselves too

prominently forward at so critical a moment.

Before the close of the first month in the year 693, the

conqueror of the east reached the shores of Italy. No sooner

did he touch the land than he falsified the appre- pompeiim

hensions of the city by disbanding his host of dfrband/hu^ar-

veterans, Math the promise of ample rewards,
"h'e'clt'yas"!^'^*

which he felt secure of obtaining from the senate p"''^'^^'^ '"an-

and people.^ The senate received the neAvs Math surprise,

gratification, and premature contempt. But there was neither

diflBculty nor dishonour in afiecting gratitude, and the great

captain was escorted into the city with the liveliest demon-

strations of respect and joy. His entry into Rome was the

celebration, it was said, of a triumph, not over the kings of

Asia, but over himself, the heir of Sulla, the child of the

proscriptions.^ When the pageant was over, the proconsul

required time to cast his eyes aroimd him, and assure himself

that he comprehended the posture of affairs. Meanwhile, his

conduct in every respect Avas studiously moderate. Every

word he uttered was noted and treasured up by innumerable

ears, every movement was watched and criticized ; all parties

hung in suspense, and awaited in silence the declaration of his

sentiments. But amongst all parties he found no friend

;

perhaps he sought none : his coldness and vanity Avere equally

repulsive, and he was too fearful of committing himself by
premature disclosures to court the intimacy of any one.

Among the number of those who crowded about him and

tendered advice and service, it is probable that Coesar ac-

quired his usual ascendency, unsettling his vieAvs and shaking

his resolutions.

The first harangue which the new-comer made to the senate

was so cautiously worded, that no indication whatever of his

' The reception of Pompeius, and the whole proceedings in Clodius's

trial, are related with great liveliness by Cicero in two of his letters to Atticus,

i. 14, 16.

' Drumann, iv. 479. ; comp. Dion, xxxvii. 5. ; Plut. Pomp. 43. ; Veil,

ii. 40.
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He expresses thouffhts coulcl be drawn from it. Tlie coldness
himself with „-,.-. , n i ii -i
gieat reserve on of his demeanour DCiore that assembly might raise
pu ic a airs.

^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ reserved his animation for the fo-

rum, and his confidence for the popular demagogues. At the

instigation of the consul Piso, Fufius Calenus, one of the tri-

bunes in the interest of Clodius, stepped forward and invited

him to address the people in the Flaminian Circus. On his

appearance there, Fufius demanded of him, in direct terms,

whether he approved the rogation of the consuls, by which

the judges in the forthcoming trial were to be assigned by

the prsetor. Pompeius parried the thrust : his answer, as

Cicero triumphantly proclaimed, was that of a true aristocrat

;

he made a laboured speech, with many unmeaning Avords, in

which he magnified the authority and majesty of the senate,

and professed to regard it with devout veneration. The

consul Messala was encouraged by this apparent overture to

ask his opinion, when he next presented himself in the senate,

on the afiair of Clodius and the proceedings of the govern-

ment. But the crafty dissembler again shrank within him-

self ; his reply was courteous but vague, and was limited to

a general approbation of the behaviour of the nobles. He
then turned to Cicero, and expressed a hope that he had said

enough on that point. The applause with which even this

guarded language was received, induced Crassus to rise and

deliver a studied panegyric upon the conduct of Cicero in the

grave affairs of his recent consulship. Cicero, sitting next to

the object of universal attention, and watching every turn in

his countenance, thought that he perceived a gleam of appro-

bation stealing over it. He rose to take advantage of the

favourable moment, and enlarged, with his usual copious

rhetoric, on the dangers from which the state had been pre-

served, and his own share in the glory of the deed. He
spoke, as he alone could speak, of the dignity of the sena-

torial order, the good feeling of the knights, the favourable

attitude of the Italians, the paralysis of every element of dis-

affection, the cheapness of provisions, the security of the
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commonwealth.^ The senate responded, to the speaker's

entire satisfaction ; it was the crowning day of Cicero's

vanity
;
yet one triumph was wanting to it, Pompeius would

not he drawn into any further indication of his views.

When the day came for moving the rogation, the friends

of Clodius, the remnant, as Cicero invidiously asserts, of

the Catilinarian crew, with the younger Curio, a Proceedings

reckless demagogue and spendthrift, at their dmsTth^itend

head, attempted to defeat the influence of the appo/nTmentof

nobles by various irregular manoeuvres. But the diu"meditates

opposite party displayed more than usual vigour ;
vengeance.

Cato, Hortensius and Favorinus, Cato's shadow,^ spoke with

energy in the cause of justice, and the assembly at last sep-

arated without coming to a decision. Once more the senate

met, and resolved in favour of the rogation by a majority of

fom' hvmdi-ed to fifteen, notwithstanding the personal entreat-

ies of the accused. Clodius's addresses met with no other

success than that of raising a laugh against Cicero, whom the

oligarchs were never displeased to see made ridiculous. The
mover of the rogation, fortified by the concurrence of this

overwhelming majority, would now have beaten down all

opposition ; but Hortensius, by an milucky scruple, counselled

concession at the last moment, and waived the essential point

in question, the assignment of the judges by the praetor. The
guilt he deemed to be so manifest that the culprit's escape was

impossible ; a sword of lead, he said, would suffice to slay him

;

the concession would be graceful in appearance, while it could

have no evil consequence. But he was deceived. Fifty-six

judges Avere chosen by lot, a mode of selection which no doubt

in itself admitted of much false play ; at aU events, there were

many among them whose poverty and bad character cast equal

suspicion on their honesty. The friends of Clodius strained

' Cic. ad Att. i. 14. :
" Quid multa ? totum hunc locum, quern ego varie

meis orationibus soleo pingere, de flamma, de ferro,—nosti illas \riKv6ovs,—
valde pertexui." Compare as specimens of these \i\KvQoi, the Orat. in Pis.

2., pro Mur. 39.

"^ Drumann, ii. 209.
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every nerve to seduce them :
' money was showered upon them,

promises were lavished without stint ; the noblest and fairest

women of Rome were induced to grant them their favours

;

the corruption of this infamous tribunal became a by-word

to succeeding generations.^ Yet the testimony which was

produced against the accused seemed to make his escape

impossible ; his own plea, that he was absent at Interamna

on the night in question, was refuted by the direct evidence

of Cicero ;
^ the mother of the injured husband asserted her

knowledge of his guilt ; the slaves of the house confessed it

under torture :
* one word from Caesar would have sufficed

to settle the matter ; but that word nothing could extort

from him. Then ichy divorce Pompeia f cried the nobles in

their vexation ; the reply was adroit and spirited : The wife

of Caesar must he above suspicion!' The eloquence of Cicero

carried even the multitude with him, and the judges affected

to be terrified by the demonstrations of popular disgust.

They demanded a military guard for their protection, while

Catulus asked, with bitter irony, if they feared to have their

pockets picked of their bribes. The cause was at last decided

in favour of Clodius by thirty-one suffrages against twenty-

five, a less proportion, perhaps, than might have been ex-

pected from the composition of the tribunal. The nobles con-

soled themselves as they best might, by the evidence so nar-

row a majority gave to the substantial justice of their cause,

and to the bias of public opinion ; but they were more sorely

disappointed at failing to create dissension between Caesar

' Cic. ad Att. i. 16. 5. :
" Arcessivit ad se, promisit, intercessit, dedit," &c.

' Seneca, Ep. 97. :
" Atqui dati judicibus nummi sunt ; et quod hac etiam

nunc paetione turpius est, stupra insuper matronarum et adolescentulorum

nobilium salarii loco exacta sunt."

= Cic. pro Mil. 17. ; Quintil. iv. 2. 88.

* Schol. Bob. in Orat. in Clod. vi. 3. Abra (the Greek "A/Spo may per-

haps be written more correctly in Latin Aura), the servant of Pompeia, was

put to the question. It would appear from Cicero, pro Milon. 22. that the

slaves of Qodius were tortured also :
" de servis nulla qusestio est in dominum

nisi de incestu, ut fuit in Clodium."
* Suet Jul 74. ; Plut. Cces. 10., Cic. 29.
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and his friends which tbey had fondly anticipated. It was
upon Cicero, however, that the real force of the blow re-

bounded. He had made an implacable enemy of one with

whom he had hitherto cultivated terms of amity ; and from

henceforth Clodius seemed to devote every faculty he pos-

sessed to the prosecution of a memorable revenge.

Caesar could afford to smile at the impotent machinations

of his enemies ; the praetorship had opened to him the path to

the hiojh fortime he coveted. Thus far he had suc-
T ? • T • ^ TT 1 T 1 • 1 Caesar assnmes

ceeded m every political step. He had obtained the government

the civic honours in succession, and he wielded

at the moment almost unequalled influence. But his rivals

were powerful in the field : Lucullus and Crassus, as well as

PomjDeius, were experienced generals ; they had gained the

attachment of armies ; they could raise troops with a stamp

of a foot ; and when raised, they could lead them to victory.

Caesar, on the other hand, had neither veterans at his com-

mand, nor means to levy recruits. His name was unknown

in war, and was no watchword to the aspirants either for

plunder or for glory. But now his turn was come. Assured

that the parties in the state were so nicely balanced that no

material change could suddenly occur in the political game,

he determined to retire to the Further Spain, the province

which had been assigned to him on the expiration of his late

oflSce, there put himself at the head of a Roman anny, and

store his coffers with the spoils accruing whether from war or

peace. But such were his private embarrassments that he

could not even leave Rome for his destination without one

more extraordinary effort. His private means had been long

exhausted. The friends who had continued to supply his

necessities had seemed to pour their treasures into a bottom-

less gulf; so vast was his expenditure in shows, canvasses

and bribes ; so long and barren the career of public service,

through which this ceaseless profusion must be maintained.

At this period, when the bold gamester was about to throw

his last die, he could avow that he wanted two hundred and

fifty millions of sesterces to be worth nothing. Before he
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could enter upon the administration of his province he had

pressing creditors to satisfy and expensive preparations to

make. Every other resource perhaps had been exhausted,

but Cassar could apply to Crassus for a loan.^ The wealthiest

of the Romans hated the great captain Pompeius, and he saw

in Caesar the readiest instriiment for lowering his estimation.

He held in pawn the treasures of Iberia. The sum required

was 830 talents, and this was placed at once in Caesar's

hands.^

The delay however which these arrangements required

was nearly fatal to the propraetor's expedition. For in the

Caesar baffles mean whilc the senate was occupied with the

his enemies to affair of Clodius ; and a decree was passed, no

Rome. doubt with Special reference to Csesar, that the

praetors should not depart for their provinces until it had

been discussed and finally settled. Accordingly, the details

of his commission had not been arranged, the smn which the

state should contribute to his expenses, the number of the

troops to be entrusted to huu, the names of those who were

to constitute his retinue, were not determined, when Ciesar,

resolved not to allow his designs to be frustrated, suddenly

left Rome in the middle of the year, and betook himself to

his province in defiance of every impediment. He had reason

to apprehend that a scheme was in contemplation to retain

him at home by a political impeachment f but he knew that

when once at the head of his legions, his enemies would not

dare to recal him, and he trusted to reap such a harvest, both

of treasure and reputation, as would divert the effects of their

malice on his return.

The whole of ancient Iberia was divided at this time into

two provinces, the Hither and the Further." The former

' Plut. Crass. 1. Cces. 11. Appian, B. C. ii. 8.

" Plut. CVet. 11. : 'Ett) Kpaaaov Karecpvye irXovffiwTarov ovra 'Voifialoiv,

SeSixevov 5e ttjs Kaicrapos o/c,u7}S Kol ^epix6Triros iirl rijv irphs Tlof-oriiiov avTx-

voXiTeiav.

^ Suet. Jul. 18. :
" Incertum, mctune judicii quod private parabatur, an

quo niaturius sociis implorantibus subveniret."

* Spain ; Hispania, Iberia : the former name was given by the Cartha-
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extended from the Pyrenees along the coast of ,p^g „

the Mediterranean to the Sinus Urcitanus, near piovinccBin
Spain.

the south-eastern angle of the peninsula. The line

of the sea-shore was studded with numerous Roman settle-

ments ; the Celtiberi, occupying the central parts of the

country, from whence the great rivers take their rise, had

been conquered at an early period, and were rapidly assimi-

lating to the type of the victorious nation ;^ the brief season

of their education under Sertorius had already borne fruit in

a spirit of discipline and obedience. But, throughout the

northern districts, the limits of the province, as well as of the

Roman authority, were less clearly defined. The Cantabri,

"Vaccaei, Astures and Callaici, the remnant of the old and

unmixed Iberian stock, maintained among barren mountains

their sullen independence. The southern and western por-

tion of the peninsula constituted the further province, which

was afterwards subdivided into two, the Anas or Guadiana

forming the line of demarcation between them.^ The coast

of the Mediterranean and the valley of the Boetis were the

abodes of wealth and luxury, of art and science ; but even

these faA'oured districts were liable to the sudden attacks of

savage neighbours, and the vigilance of the provincial gov-

ernment was constantly exercised in protecting the central

retreats of peaceful civilization.

Having thus invested himself, as it were, with the govern-

ment of his province, the propraetor proceeded to raise ten

gmians to the south-western extremity of the peninsula, and was probably a

Phoenician word. The rough breathing and sibilation are characteristic of

their appellations : comp. Hasdrubal, Hiempsal, Thapsus, Ruspina, Hispalis,

Hispauia, Hesperia (?). The Romans adopted the name from them. On the

other hand, the Greek geographers gave the country the name of Iberia, which

may have been derived, through the Massilian traders, from the river Iberus.

But it is probable that the earliest population of all the north and centre

called themselves Iberians. Plin. H. N. iii. 3. :
" Iberus—amnis, quem prop-

ter universam Hispaniam Grasci appellavere Iberiam." Comp. Mannert, Geog.

i. 227.

' They were subdued by the arms and artifice of Cato the Censor, about

A. c. 557. Appian, Hisp. 41.

' Caes. Bell. Civ. i. 38. :
" A saltu Castulonensi ad Anam."
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„ , , cohorts from his own resources, in addition to

cessfui cam- ij^q twenty which were stationed in the country.
paign in Spam. •'

.

•'

The tribes of Lusitania, beyond the Tagus, had

never yet accepted the Roman yoke, and behind them lay

the mountains of Gallicia, which harboured a race to whom
even the name of the republic was almost unknown. The

provincial governors lived in a state of almost perpetual war-

fare with the petty chieftains, whose nominal dependence was

marked by the imposition of a tribute, seldom paid except

when exacted by arms. The necessity of self-defence might

excuse the repeated incursions by which they restrained the

hungry wanderers on their frontiers. But Caesar was not

satisfied with the mere avowal of submission ; he required a

guarantee for its permanence : he carried war into the fast-

nesses of the mountains, and drove the enemy from his re-

treats into the open plains. Nor was he diverted from his

purpose by the booty which the natives craftily threw in his

way ; he thrust home at the main body of his opponents, pur-

sued them over broad rivers, drove them to the borders of

the sea, and into islands on the coasts. He collected ves-

sels from Gades, and with their assistance finally reduced

these last strongholds. He thus effected the complete subju-

gation of the districts of Lusitania north of the Tagus, in-

cluding the wild fastnesses of the Herminian mountains and

the rapid waters of the Durius. Brigantium in Gallicia, pro-

tected on the land side by the difficult character of the sur-

roimding country, he attacked with a naval armament, and

erected his victorious standard at the furthest extremity of

his province.^

* Brigantium seems to hare been either the modern Ferrol or Corufia.

Mannert decides for the former, but the remains of an old Roman tower neav

the latter place may remind us that Brigantium was celebrated for its light-

house. (Oros. i. 2.) The two modern towns, however, lie nearly opposite to

each other across a bay, and the lighthouse might serve as a beacon to vessels

bound for either destination. The Mons Herminius is supposed by both

Drumann and Mannert to have lain south of the Tagus, but it would rather

appear from Dion's account to have been situated near the Douro. It may
probably be identified with the Sierra d'Estrella in the province of Beira.
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The success of the new candidate for military fame gave

a brilliant earnest of his future glories. The brief space

which he could devote to civil affairs must have His civil admin-

been employed with at least equal energy. The isnatiou.

great complaint of the provincials, throughout the Roman
dominions, was the pressure of their debts to the govern-

ment. The farmers of the public revenues exacted their dues

with scrupulous severity. But as capitalists they were prompt

in accommodating the natives with usurious loans, and thus

extricating them from immediate difficulties at an enonnous

eventual sacrifice. The revenues, not of individuals only, but

of cities and states, became mortgaged beyond the possibility

of redemption. The persons of the debtors and of their

families were liable to be seized and sold into slavery.

When the affair came to this point, we may imagine how
ready a refuge was offered to the victim by the bands of

brigands in the mountains. The administration of Caesar was

•directed to the abolition of this cause of perennial warfare.

He effected an adjustment by which these debts were to be

liquidated by instalments, and is said to have conciliated, by

his wisdom and prudence, the good-will of either party. The
tribute which had been imi:)osed upon the province by Metel-

lus Pius, during the Sertorian war, was remitted by the

senate at the proprietor's instance ; upon which service he

founded a just claim to the gratitude of the Sj^anish people.^

But meanwhile the main object of his own visit to the

country was not neglected. He amassed a considerable treas-

ure for himself, and took care to satisfy the cuj^idity of his

followers and soldiers in due proportion.^ The army saluted

him on the field with the title of Imperator.

The authorities for the history of this campaign, important only as a prelude

to Caesar's great military achievements, are Plutarch, Cces. 12. ; Dion, xxxvii.

52. 53.

' Auct. de B. ffisp. 42.

^ Suetonius, in a passage where he rakes together all the charges which

were made against the subject of his memoir during his lifetime and after-

wards {Jul. 54.), says that he was accused of accepting presents from indi-

viduals, and even soliciting them. This is not improbable, but no one seems
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During the absence of Caesar, Pompeius continued slowly

and irresolutely to press upon the senate the ratification of

Pompeius ^is acts in the eastern wars. He had expended

arrtcTratify^his
^^^gc suHis of money in the service of the state,

*'^'^^- he had levied contributions from subjects and al-

lies, he had conferred privileges upon cities and crowns upon

political partizans. All this he had done in the exercise of

his own plenary discretion, under the extraordinary powers

of the Manilian law ; nevertheless, he was anxious that his

proceedings should be confirmed by a special decree of the

senate, to relieve him from all future responsibility. But

that body was well pleased to have an opportunity of hu-

miliating the haughty general. Lucullus, more particularly,

grudged the distinctions of his rival and successor in the eastern

command,' and insinuated that he had been himself the first

to break the power of Mithridates, leaving him an easy prey

to a fresh adversary with augmented resources. And the

tyrant had, after all, escaped from his pursuer, and robbed the

pretended conqueror of half his glory by a voluntary death.^

The senate listened with approbation to these petulant

objections, and gradually recovered its courage in the pres-

Pompeius's tri-
^ucc of ouc who had SO lately been the master of

^"^A^tr. 693. i^^ legions. It had concealed its enmity under a
Sept. 22, 23. flourish of acclamations when Pompeius entered

Rome, accompanied, not by his troops, but a crowd of flatterers

and courtiers.'' The studied modesty of his bearing roused the

presumption of the nobles, in the same degree that it allayed

to have made any charge against him of fraud or rapine in his civil adminis-

tration. His enemies, with all their unscrupulous animosity, never threatened

to bring his conduct as a provincial governor before a judicial tribunal.

Caesar's proprsetorship was an object of panegyric among his countrymen.

Comp. Cic. pro Balb. 19. ; Veil. ii. 43. ; Plut. Cce.s. 12.

' Plut. Pomp. 46.

' Lucan (i. 336.) puts this depreciating language in the mouth of Cfesar

:

" Lassi Pontica regis

Praelia, barbarico vix consummata veneno."

' Veil. ii. 40. :
" Quo magis homines timuerant, eo gratior civilis tanti

imperatoris reditus fuit."
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theiv jealousy. He would not accept any title to designate

the theatre of his conquests, and perpetuate their memory in

connexion with his name. He was content with the simple

appellation of Magnus, the Great, which had been sanctioned

by the popular voice at an earlier period, and which, in a

single word, more than comprised all local designations.'

He further declined any mark of public approbation, except

the permission to wear a laurel chaplet and the triumphal in-

signia at the games of the Circus.^ Meanwhile, he exhibited

the spectacle of his triumph, such as Rome had never before

seen.' It was not so remarkable for the munificence of the

festivals which attended it, or for the public shows in the

theatre and Circus, as for the interest and value of spoils

which decorated it. The treasures of Mithridates, collected

from the plunder of Greece, were not restored to the suffer-

ers, but reserved to enrich the friends of the latest victor.

Works of i^ainting and statuary were eclipsed by vast hoards

of plate, and the novel luxury of gems, pearls and crystal

vases. The taste, indeed, for these objects in Rome dated its

introduction from this auspicious event ;
* so rapid was the

transition the Romans made from the old Italian simplicity

to a puerile delight in mere brilliancy and rarity and mere-

tricious ornament.^

' Ovid, Fast. I 603.

" Magne, tuum nomen rerum mensura tuarum est."

' Dion, xxxvii. 21. : Veil. I. c. observes :
" Id ille non plus quam semel,

et hoc sane nimium fuit, usurpare sustinuit." The glories,of the triumph

were a giddy elevation which furnished a constant theme to the moralists.

Nemesis could hardly endure the provocation of seeing a mortal sitting among
his fellow-citizens in the robe in which he had thrice ridden to the temple

of Jupiter in the Capitol :
" Velamina summo Ter conspecta Jovi." Luc.

ix. 1Y7.

' Comp. Plutarch's elaborate account. Pomp. 45.

* Plin. H. N. xxxvi. 1.

^ Pompeius is the first Roman who can be confidently charged with the

bad taste of allowing himself to be represented by a naked statue. This was

the fashion which the Greeks applied to the representation of deities and

heroes, and it consorted suitably with features of ideal beauty and majesty.

In the Roman emperors the combination of the naked figure with the ordinary
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This harmless gratification of his vanity, however, did

not avail to advance the immediate object of Pompeius's

interest. The soldiers he had disbanded at Brun-

an agrarian law disimn required the fulfilment of the ample prom-

tion of his vet- isc of lands which he had held out to them.

Sulla had demanded estates for his veterans ; why-

should not Pompeius extort a similar gratification ? But the

copy had not the boldness of the original ; the vision of the

dictatorship still eluded his grasp. He attempted to gain his

point by management suited to the times ; but in this also he

failed, from want of adroitness. He had secured, by the

ordinary methods of corruption, the election of two consuls

for the year 694, on whose political or private sentiments

A. u. 694. ^® ventured to rely.^ But the one, L. Afranius,
B. c. 60. ^^g a^ mere cyjDher among statesmen, one, says

Cicero, who did not know the value of the thing he had

bought, and who understood dancing better than politics.'

The other, Metellus Celer, had received a personal affront

from his patron, who had divorced his sister Mucia imme-

diately upon his return to Rome.^ It was under these un-

favourable auspices that one of the tribunes, named Flavins,

was engaged to bring forward a bill on similar principles to

human head, trimmed and curled according to the fashion of the day, is gene-

rally ludicrous. The emperors, however, who claimed kindred with the divini-

ties, were not altogether inconsistent. But a naked figure of a Roman citizen,

before the age of apotheoses, was preposterous and unmeaning. Pompeius

was probably misled by personal vanity, for he was one of the handsomest

men of his day. (Plut. Pomp. 2. ; Plin. H. N. vii. 10. ; Veil. ii. 29.) The

famous statue in the Palazzo Spada at Rome, which is supposed to represent

him, and to be that beneath which Caesar was assassinated, can hardly be pre-

sumed genuine ; but another, also naked, preserved in the Villa Castellazzo

near Milan, has a better claim to our confidence. See Winckelmann, Gesck.

der Kunst, xi. 1.

' Cic. ad Att. i. 16.: "In comitia omnibus invitis trudit noster Magnus

Auli filium." Plutarch notices the audacious openness with which Pompeius

bribed the voters. {Pomp. 44.)

^ Cic. ad Att. i. 19. ; Dion, xxxvii. 49.

' Dion, /. c. ; Plut. Pomp. 42. Mucia was the daughter of Mucins Scne-

vola, and half-sister of Celer and Nepos. She was suspected of familiarity

with Caesar.
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that of Rullus, for a division of lands in Italy among the

veterans of Pompeius and the poorer classes of the city.

These lands were to consist partly of public domains, partly

of estates to be bought by the goveniment with the spoils

of the late war. Cicero, who had opposed the former agrar

rian enactment with so much bitterness, speaks with modera-

tion of this. He professes, in his correspondence, to haAe

bestowed some pains on shaping and amending it, and to

have studied to reconcile the interests of the proprietors with

those of the state and of Pompeius himself.' If such was his

tone in addressing a private friend, he was probably still

more guarded and conciliatory to all parties in the senate.

But if the sting was thus taken out of an unpalatable and

violent measure, the nobles only relaxed their opposition to

fall into indifference and stifle the project by procrastination.

The city Avas occupied, on the one hand, by a topic of private

scandal, the intrigue of a noble named Memmius Avith the

wife of a brother of Lucullus." On the other, it was amused

by the raanoeuATCs of Clodius, who, in his anxiety to obtain a

seat on the bench of tribunes, was seeking to be adopted into

a plebeian family by a vote of the people.' Ea ery one knew

that his ultimate object Avas to obtain the means of injuring

Cicero, and the city looked on Avith more curiosity than

solicitude.

About the same time news arrived from Gaul of the com-

motions Avith Avhich that country was menaced, and of the

great pre])arations of the Helvetii for a national po^jpeius is

emigration, which threatened to respect neither
fromwrde-*'^*^

the Roman proAince nor the territories of the al- mands.

lies. A revolution in Gaul was ahvays a matter of deep

alarm at Rome. The senate decreed that the consuls should

undertake by lot the defence of the two proA'inces on either

side of the Alps, and that deputies of consular rank should be

sent immediately to levy troops and provide for the security

' Clc. ad Att. i. 19. :
" Et sentinam urbis exhauriri et Italiee solitudinem

frequentari posse arbitrabar :" this was the language of the Gracchi.

"" Clc. ad Att. i. 18. ' Cic. I. c.

VOL. I. 11
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of the empire. Distinguished men were promptly selected

for this important charge ; but Cicero and Pompeius were

specially reserved, as statesmen whose services at such a

crisis could not be dispensed with at home.^ The imminence

of this Gallic war cooled down whatever interest the agrarian

bill had excited.^ Pompeius, fearing to exasperate the people

by pressing his demands at such a moment, desired his friends

to desist ; but he bitterly regretted the precipitation with

which he had disbanded his army and confided himself to the

gratitude or fears of his countrymen.' The people, it would

seem, were hardly less jealous of their national champion than

the senate itself. They conceived that his plan for enriching

the rabble of the forum by grants of public land was no

better than a cover to his designs upon their liberty."

It was a great descent for Pompeius, from giving the

word of command to consuls and consulars, to wield, as his

„ instruments, the most turbulent of the tribunes

embroiling pub- and popular dcmagogucs.^ To this degradation

he was reduced by the hostility of Lucullus and

the resentment of Metellus Celer. The consul, for the gratifi-

cation of his private pique, paid court to Cicero and the sena-

torial party, and the creature of favour and corruption became

all at once, in their eyes, an admirable magistrate, a patriot

and a statesman. The violence of his opposition to Pompeius

provoked violent retaliation. The tribune Flavins, presuming

on his new patron's support, actually seized the consul's per-

son, and threw him into prison. Metellus Avas well pleased

to parade his injuries before the eyes of the city. He sum-

moned the senators to hold their deliberations in his cell.

Such -was Cicero's complacent interpretation of this proceeding (ad Att.

i. 19.).

° Cie. I. c. :
" Sed htec tota res interpellata bello refrixerat."

' Dion, xxxvii. 50.

* The populace insulted Pompeius in the theatre. An actor having occa-

sion to say in his part, " Nostra miseria tu es magnus," was required to repeat

the words several times. At the words, " virtutem istam veniet tempus cum
graviter gemes," the audience burst into loud acclamations. Cic. /. c.

* Compare Plutarch's remarks, Pomp. 4G.
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Flavius erected his tribunal before the prison door to prevent

their ingress ; they caused the wall to be pulled down, and

walked into the presence of their chief. Pompeius Avas not

yet hardened to such scandalous proceedings, and hastened

to repress his adherents' zeal.^ Such moderation, however,

Avould have been a bright spot in the history of these times

of selfish violence, had it been accompanied by any attempt

to check the degeneracy of the age, and infuse new vigour

into the workings of the constitution. But Pompeius had no

wish to effect any thing for the good of the state, imless it

would surrender itself wholly to his discretion. Then, and

not before, he was ready to try the experiment of refoim, to

bring to bear all the influence he was known to enjoy, all the

wisdom and magnanimity he was supposed at least to possess.

It would stiU remain to be seen Avhat talents the successful

warrior really had for civil administration. But no party in

the state was yet willing to buy so doubtful a good at so

uncertain a price. Meanwhile, the idea began to dawn upon

his mind, that by the artful application of his resources, his

wealth, his power, his private connexions, he might clog the

proceedings of all parties, and throw the executive into a

state of abeyance. The dread of mob-rule, and of the violence

of demagogues, would ultimately prevail, as nearer and more

urgent, over the apprehension of dictatorial despotism ; and

the author of the confusion would alone be able to disentangle

it.

Great as Pompeius imdoubtedly was, it was a cardinal

defect in his character that he failed to keep his principal

aim steadily in view, and allowed minor objects to -^pakress of

divert his course and fret away his energies. Pompeius.

This may be observed even in his military career, in which

his genius was most conspicuous. His operations against

Sertorius were desultory and indecisive, and there appear

traces of similar feebleness in his contest with Mitliridates ;

his countrymen were dissatisfied, and suspected him of pro-

' This story, it must be remarked, rests solely on the authority of Dion

(/. c); and if true, it is strange that it should not be alluded to by Cicero.
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tracting the struggle for political objects. In the city this

want of vigour became daily more evident. Accordingly

Pompeius failed to acquire any moral ascendency over his

associates. His virtues were sobriety and moderation, and

these he possessed in an eminent degree. But when these

qualities are not the result of resolute self-control, but arise

from a deficiency in animation and the sense of enjoyment,

they have little attraction for men of warmer temperaments,

and exercise still less command over their imaginations.

Accordingly, no man was so constantly deceived in the per-

sons he selected for his instruments : they discovered his

weaknesses, and shook off the yoke of his condescension.

The distance which he affected in his intercourse with those

about him arose partly from natural coldness, but more per-

haps from his own distrust of his power over them. They

mistook it at first for greatness of soul ; but when they ap-

proached nearer to the self-proclaimed hero, they foimd with

disgust of what ordinary clay he was formed.

Nor can it be disguised that this coldness and reserve had

been known by their usual fruits, in an early career of re-

His dissimuia-
morscless cruclty and inveterate dissimulation.

tion detected. The nobles who shuddered at the idea of Pom-
peius assuming the powers of the dictatorship, well knew the

school in which he had been brought up, and the proofs he

had given of having imbibed its lessons. He had licked the

sword of Sulla ; and as with young tigers who have once

tasted blood, they could never be assured that his thirst was
sated.^ He was himself another Marius or Sulla, no better,

only more disguised.'^ Under the orders of the dictator he

' Luc. i. 327.

:

" Utque ferae tigres nunquam posuere furorem,

Quas nemore Hyrcano, matrum dum lustra sequuntur,

Altus cffisorum pavit cruor armentorum
;

Sic et Syllanum solito tibi lambere ferrum

Durat, Magne, sitis."

Luean had no dramatic spirit. This is not what Ceesar might have said, but

what his contemporaries did say.

^ Tac. Hist. ii. 88. :
" Occultior, non melior."
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had shed the best blood of Rome, and had been branded with

the title of the young hangman.' He had jJut to death a

Carbo, a Brutus, a Domitius ; in Spain, under the guise of

martial discij)lme, he had massacred a whole cohort of Ro-

man soldiers : the clemency he had been known to display m
later years might be attributed to lofty scorn, rather than to

new-born humanity. His word was not to be trusted, he was
capable of disowning his own commands, neither friend nor

enemy could rely on his actions corresponding with the senti-

ments he expressed.^ Rome might have yielded to a chief-

tain who demanded her submission with the drawn sword,

but it was too much to expect that she should put herself

voluntarily in the power of one who affected to ask it as a

favour to have the lives and liberties of her children placed

in his hands.^

From the moment of his return to the city, Pompeius was

casting his eyes around him to find creatures who might fur-

ther his occult ends, without either compromising
,. in -• . 1 • J J n He makes ovcr-
hmiseli or assertmg too much mdependence oi turesofaiuance

his direction. In these intrigues he was singu-

larly unfortunate. When he divorced his wife Mucia, he had

perhaps already in view the formation of an advantageous

alliance. He proposed, it was said, to connect himself Avith

the family of Cato, with whose character and position he

must, if so, have been strangely unacquainted. The overture

was rejected with disdain.^ In Cicero, indeed, he found a

' Val. Max. vi. 2. 8. :
" Adolescentulus carnifex." Comp. Plut. Pomp. 3.

5. 18. 25.

^ Cic. ad Div. viii. 1.3.: " Solet aliud sentire, aliud loqui." Comp. ad

Att. I. 13. 4., ii. 20. 2., ii. 22. 1., iv. 9., iv. 15. 1. ; Sallust, Fragvi.

:

" modestus ad omnia alia nisi ad domiuationem." " Oris probi, animo invcre-

cundo."

^ The later Romans drew this distinction between their submission to the

usurpers of the civil wars, and to the legalized despotism of the emperors.

Lucan, iv. in Jin.:

" Jus licet in jugulos nostros sibifccerit ense

Sylla potcns, Mariusque ferox, et Cinna cruentus,

Caesarejpque domus series, cut tanta potestas

ConccKsa est."

* Plut. Po7np. 44.
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willing flatterer, and with him he carried on a long course of

dissimulation and cajolery, which was transparent to every-

one except its object.' Jn vain, exclaimed the great com-

mander to the great orator, in vain should I have earned

the glories of a triumph, hadst not thou pi'eserved the city for

me to triumph hi.^ Indeed, he paid his court to his dupes so

assiduously, and showed himself so frequently in his com-

pany, that the young nobles gave him jestingly the name of

Cna3us Cicero. But he seems to have early satisfied himself

that he could make little use of the orator's services. Again,

he was disappointed in the behaviour of both the consuls

;

the one was imbecile, the other unexj^ectedly hostile ; his in-

terests were not advanced by either. Clodius Avas too giddy

and too self-willed to be trusted as an ally ; the services of Fla-

vins it was beneath the dignity of the great Pompeius to

seem to require. Crassus was aiming like himself at the

exasperation of the public dissensions, with the blind pre-

sumption that his wealth and the number of his clients would

give him the advantage over aU competitors in a period of

popular discord. But with Crassus he was at deadly feud, for

neither were of a temper to forget an ancient jealousy, and

Pompeius disdained to make an overture of reconciliation.

These circumstances disposed him to inA'ite Csesar to his

counsels ; for in Caesar he had already discovered, as he

thought, abundant alacrity to serve him. Such an ally, he con-

ceived, had no consideration to lose in the eyes of the nobility,

of whose opinion he stood himself so much in awe ; while his

temper and necessities seemed equally to encourage him to

defy the consequences of the most daring aggressions. We
may suppose further, that in the view of a man so decorous

and correct as Pompeius, the character of the profligate

Marian appeared so bad, that he might expect to be able at

any time to shake ofi" and disown the connexion with im-

punity. The return of Caesar from his province was oppor-

It is evident that Cicero was warned against Pompeius by his friend

Atticus. Cic. ad Att. i. 17. 10., ii. 1. 6.

"" Cic. de Off. I. 22.
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time for the views of both parties, and they lost no time in

coming to the show of a mutual understanding.'

Rome had no rewards for the honourable and beneficial

discharge of cIaII duties in the provinces ; but the military

successes of the propraetor in Sjiain entitled him,.,,... ^ . 1/^ 1 Caesar buos for

to claim the distmction oi a triumph. Caesar ad- tiie consulship,

dressed letters to the senate, detailing his exploits esthehouourof

and soliciting their reward. But the consulship
'"^"^i"-

was an object of more solid advantage ; and as the year of

Afranius and Celer advanced, the time drew near when it

might be sued for and won. One obstacle intervened. The

jealousy of the law forbade the Imperator to enter the city

before the day of his triumph, while the vanity of the people

demanded the appearance in the forum, on three stated oc-

casions, of every candidate for their suffrages. It Was true

that the senate had frequently obtained for its favourites a

dispensation from this latter regulation, Marius had been

raised to the consulship, LucuUus to the aedileship, each in

their absence.^ A few years later we shall find Cato himself the

foremost to propose a similar indulgence to Pompeius, while

holding the proconsulate of Spain, and forbidden accordingly

to enter the city.^ But on the present occasion the nobles

were rejoiced to throw an impediment in the way of a man
they hated ; they conceded the triumph to Caesar on purpose

to exclude him from the consulship." When his friends were
urgent to obtain a decree in his favour, the rigid patriot Cato

resorted to an artifice, and wore out the day with an inter-

minable harangue.^ Doubtless the nobles expected that

Caesar would forego the uncertain contest for the consulship
;

but on the contrary he relinquished the triumph, and hastily

leaving his province before the arrival of his successor, ap-

' It is at this period that the name of Caesar first occurs in the letters of

Cicero, and is introduced to us with the ominous words :
" Casar cujus nunc

venti valde sunt secundi" {ad Att. ii. 1.).

^ Phit. Mar. 14., Luc. 1. ; Cic. Acad. ii. 1.

= Plut. Pomp. 54. * Dion, xliv. 41.

* Suet. Jul. 18. ; Dion, xxxvii. 54.
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peared in Rome in due season to solicit the votes of the citi-

zens. To exhibit this jsreference of their honours before

those of the senate was a compliment to the majesty of the

people ; but in Caesar's eyes the value of the one outweighed

a himdred times the empty glory of the other. He formed

a coalition with a wealthy candidate Lucceius ;^ the nobles

put forth all their strength on behalf of Bibulus, and con-

tributed an immense sum to bribe the centuries. Even Cato

joined in this open avowal of corruption, and set his seal to

the universal acknowledgment that law was impotent and

revolution inevitable."

Meanwhile, Crassus, set aside equally by the leaders of

the various sections of the nobility, the idle, the profligate,

The cabal of and the impracticable, felt himself ill at ease even

far"a^Xcra^*' in liis couspicuous positiou. Cautious, indus-

trium\^ra^r* trious, and studious of appearances, he was him-
A. u. 694. ggif equally removed from all these extremes

;

and, without any open rupture, his influence with his party

seemed to slip from mider him. The return to Rome of

Cffisar, the mainsjjring of every thing original and active,

breathed new life into him as well as into Pompeius, and was

about to form an era in the fortunes of both. The Marian

candidate for the consulship was already prepared to establish

an intimate connexion with each, and at the same time to

reconcile them to one another. Crassus soon began to listen

with satisfaction to the overtures of so skilful a negotiator.

A httle adroit flattery served to smooth over the wounds that

his vanity had received ; and he was easily induced to withdraw

his countenance from friends who knew not how to appreciate

his importance, and to bestow it upon those who had the pru-

dence to sohcit it. Thus did the three competitors for supreme

power combine to form a league among themselves for their

mutual advancement. They covenanted that no proceedings

should be allowed to take place in the commonwealth without

' Cic. ad Att. i. 17. 11.

"^ Suet. Jul. 19. :
" Ne Catone quidem abnuente earn largitionem e repub-

lica fieri."
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the consent of each of the three contracting parties.^ United

they constituted a power beyond all the resources of the com-

monAvealth to cope with. Whether or not they deigned to

consult the forms of the constitution, their influence was reaUy

omnipotent, their voice decisive. The cabal only wanted open

avowal to be recognized as the usurpation of absolute

power, and the distribution of this power in more than one

hand alone distinguished it from a monarchical despotism.

The prodigious aUiauce of Pompeius, Ciesar, and Crassus,

might be branded by statesmen as a Cerberus or Chimaera,

the triple monsters of ancient legend ; but the popular voice

was content to designate it as a triumvirate, merely impl}'ing,

in political language, an extraordinary public conmiission.^

The curtain now draws up for the commencement of

another act in the great drama, and discloses to us a new

development of the history of the Roman people. Reflections

The blood of the Roman and the Italian has acter onMs^"'

mingled in one common current ; the counter- i®=»g"e-

revolution has obliterated all traces of the Sullan reform ; the

contest has ended in raising individual statesmen to a position

in which they can array their owti private ambition against

the general weal. Each great chieftain finds himself at the

head of a faction whose interests centre in him alone, who

are ready to fight under *his banner and for his personal ag-

grandizement, and have ceased to invoke the watchwords of

party or the principles of class. The triumvirs are now
leagued together to undermine the old form of government

;

by-and-by they will fly asimder, and challenge each other to

mortal duel. Each will try to strengthen himself by an ap-

peal to old names and prejudices, and the shadows of a popu-

lar and a patrician party will again face each other on the

field of Pharsalia ; but the real contest will be between a

Ccesar and a Pompeius, no longer between the commons and

the nobility. For the one party has no common object of

' Suet. Jul. 19.

' Appian, Bell. Civ. ii. 9. : Koi tIs avrwv T^vSe tV (Tvfi<ppo<Tvvriv (nrjf

ypaipevs, BdpfxDV, kv\ fit$\ltp irfpiKa^wv, ivtypaqie TpiKupavoy.
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sufficient interest to bind it firmly together ; the other^ though

every privilege and every traditional feeling is in peril, has no

reliance on its leaders, by whom it has been so often betrayed,

and has become a mere gathering of desperate men, crowded

together by an instinct of resistance, but animated by no vital

principle of permanence or progress.^

It was precisely at this period, the crisis of the fortunes

of the oligarchy, that the best and wisest of its champions

Death of Catu- bccamc lost to it. Catulus died in the same year ^

^"'- which witnessed Caesar's return to Rome and the

establishment of the triumvirate. The confusion into which

the affiiirs of his party from henceforth fell confirms the truth

of the mournful panegyrics Avhich Cicero i:»ronounces upon

him. He vms a man ichom neither the tempests of danger

nor the breezes of glory could ever divertfrom his course either

through hope or fear^ Since the death of Gatulus^ he writes

in a letter of this period, I maintain the ti'ue p>olicy of my
order^ xoithoiit a p>rotector and vnthout a companion.^

The effects of this triple union soon became ajDparent.

The election of Ca?sar to the consulship was carried by accla-

Cffisar obtains luation ; the nobles could only succeed in thrusting

for t'he j"aJ"^ in Bibulus as his colleague. This was the second
^^^- tune that these reluctant yoke-fellows had been

joined together in public office, and< there was little prospect

of their bearing their honourable burdens with decent unanim-

ity. In the heat of a rumour of a Gallic tumult the senate

had already assigned the two Gauls to the consuls of the year

;

but the aspect of things became less warlike, and Metellus

feared to miss an opportimity for acquiring a triumph.^ The

' Veil. ii. 44. " Hoc igitur Cos. inter eum et Cn. Pompeium et M. Crassum
inita potentiae societas, quae urbi orbique terrarum, nee minus diverso quoque

tempore ipsis, exitiabilis fuit."

- In the middle of the consulship of Metellus Celer. Cic. pro Cod. 24.

' Cic. pro Sest. 47.

* Cic. ad Att. i. 20. Asinius Pollio commenced his history of the civil

wars with the consulship of Afranius and Metellus :
" Motum ex Metello con-

sule civicum." Hor. Od. ii. 1.

* Cic. ad Att. i. 20.
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senate now hastened to allot their future provinces to the con-

suls newly designated, and made a feeble attempt to guard

against Caesar's increasing power by decreeing to them the su-

pervision of the roads and forests ; a paltry charge, not worthy

even of Bibulus/ Cicsar was justly incensed at this man-

oeuvre, but he had no doubt of being able to counteract it

when the time should arrive ; meanwhile, he had a game to

play, and he commenced it with his usual decision.

The consulship was the fulcrum from which the Avhole Ro-

man world was to be moved. Popular measures might secure

the favour of the people, and thereby the appoint-
. - , Caesar as consul

ment to some extensive command, the resources proposes an

of provinces, and the devotion of armies. With
''^'*'"'°

these prizes almost Avithin reach, the bold aspirant followed

up his successes with increasing ardour. The nobles had

recently defeated the agrarian bill of Rullus : Caesar brought

forward a measure substantially the same. He provided

lands for the Pompeian veterans, and thus secured the co-

operation of Pomi^eius himself. He also assigned estates to

large numbers of the citizens, and proposed to plant 20,000

colonists in the public domain in Campania.'^ Commissioners

were to be appointed to execute the division of lands, and

the i^atronage of these lucrative and influential appointments

remained in the hands of the consul himself. The jjeople

hailed the announcement of this popular measure with accla-

mations ; but it was requisite to obtain the sanction of the

senate, before the consul could offer it to the centuries. The

nobles fell the danger of rejecting or mutilating it. Cicero

hesitated to renew the combat in the face of both Crassus and

Pompeius : but his party saw the fatal influence Caesar would

' Suet. Jul. 19. :
" Provinciaj minimi negotii." It is possible, however,

that this charge was not quite so trivial. Caelius writes to Cicero, in the year

'704, that Curio was about to propose a law in the interest of Caesar, " viariam,

non dissimilem agrariae Rulli," and combines it with a lex alimentaria. (Cic.

ad Div. viii. 6.) Any measure which threw the public burdens on the privi-

leged classes would be agreeable to Cresar.

* Veil. ii. 44. ; comp. the various statements of Dion, xxxviii. 1, Appian,

B. a ii. 10.
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gain by it, and put forward Cato, not to contest or cavil at

the bill itself, but simply to protest against all innovation.

The consul ventured to treat this manoeuvre as an illegitimate

artifice. He ordered his lictors to seize his antagonist, as it

were for contempt, and carry him off to prison. The fathers

rose m constei-nation : many followed their fellow-senator to

the place of confinement. Petreius, a blunt soldier, vowed
that chains with Cato were better than the presence of the

oppressor Caesar. The consul, it is said, was moved to

shame : he caused Cato to be set free, and at the same time

dismissed the assembly, with the declaration that it was ille-

gal to refuse to entertain a measure moved by the chief

magistrate, and with a threat that henceforth he would dis-

pense with the senatorial decree altogether, and bring his

projects of law at once before the people.

Such a mode of proceeding would doubtless have been

utterly irregular : nevertheless the Hortensian law, which

His violent con- made a resolution of the tribes, moved by a tri-

nobies. bune, binding upon the whole body of the citi-

zens, had shown that enactments could be passed without the

concurrent action of the senate. Caesar, however, did not yet

despair of influencing the nobles in their o\\ti assembly. He
assured the citizens that the measure Avould be granted them

if they could succeed in persuading his colleague Bibulus.

During my year, exclaimed Bibulus, you shall not obtain

your desire, not though you cried for it tdth one voice.

Caesar proceeded to ask the opinions of Pompeius and Cras-

sus, which, as he knew, were favourable, and their votes

swayed the decision of many others. Thus thwarted and

harassed, Bibulus engaged certain of the tribunes to obstruct

the proceedings before the people ; and when this resource

foiled, he pretended to consult the auspices, and declared all

the remainder of the year to be holy-time. Law, usage and

superstition combined to forbid the transaction of public

affairs at such a season : it was an act of supreme audacity m
the consul to defy this impediment, however manifestly fac-

titious ; but the passions and interests of the people proved
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Stronger than their principles or prejudices, and a day was
appointed for moving the bill in the comitia. The citizens

filled the forum before dawn to prevent it being occupied by
the dependents of their adversaries ; nevertheless respect or

fear induced them to make way for Bibulus, who boldly

sought to confront Caesar himself in the porch of the temple

of Castor and Pollux, whence he was about to declaim. But
when he ventured to speak in opposition he was thrust down
the steps, his fasces broken, and himself and his attendants

bruised and wounded. The law was carried through. The
next day Bibulus attempted to obtain a decree against it in

the senate ; but the senators themselves were now disposed

to submit to the insult. It only remained for him to shut

himself up in his o"wti house, send his oflicers to protest, in

the name of the Gods, against every public act of his col-

league, and consult at home with a cabal of his own adherents

on the interests of his country or his party.

The law had indeed been carried through with a high

hand. In vain had Bibulus bared his throat to the populace,

and deprecated their violence by exposing himself The bin is

/»i • -n T 11 111^11 forced upon the
most freely to it. xLven Lucullus, old and feeble Senate.

as he was, suffered personal maltreatment, and only saved his

life, it was said, by casting himself at Caesar's feet. Cato,

whose spirits rose with danger, had exerted himself with im-

petuous energy. He pushed his way to the rostrum, but his

sonorous voice was drowned in the uproar, and he was

dragged from the spot by Cesar's orders. When the law

was passed both he and Celer refused to swear obedience to

it. A second law, declaring refusal capital, at last compelled

them to submit. Pompeius looked on with secret satisfac-

tion : the acts of his provincial command were now obse-

quiously ratified ; and he attributed this consummation to the

craftiness of his own intrigues, and to the master-stroke by

which he had enlisted Caesar in league with himself and

Crassus.^

Much of the violence and apparent bitterness of the states-

' Compare Dion, xxxviii. 1-1. ; Appian, B, C ii. 12.; Suet. Jul. 20.
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men of the day which we have witnessed hitherto may be

Mysterious con- attributed to the excitability of the Italian char-

Bpiracy°r!gah?"t' acter, prone to the most exaggerated expression

Bar ind p°om-*" ^f its feelings. The poHticians of Rome con-

P®'"*- tinned notwithstanding to converse in private

with mnch harmony and good temper : their public feuds

were often forgotten in the relaxation of social intercourse.

Their conduct was rather that of rival gamesters than of

deadly enemies. But at this crisis an event occurred which

served to sow dark suspicions among honourable opponents,

and reminded men once more of the use of the dagger, not

unfamiliar to them in a ruder age of the republic. Vettius,

whose name has already received dishonourable mention,

either attempted, or pretended that he had been suborned to

attempt, the lives of Caesar and Pompeius.^ He was arrested

with a poniard upon his person, which he declared had been

furnished him for the deed by the consul Bibulus. His dis-

closures tended to implicate the most conspicuous members

of the senatorial party, Cato and Cicero, and more especially

the younger Curio. The nobles on their part insinuated

that the pretended plot was a fabrication of Caesar himself.

Vettius, they asserted, had promised Ccesar to break down
Curio's rising influence by fastening upon him a charge which

should cover him with odimn and disgrace. With this view

he had wormed himself into the young man's confidence, and

gradually prepared him for the announcement of his intended

blow. Curio escaped the snare, and revealed the plot to his

father, the father to Pompeius. Such was the version of the

story put forth by the nobles. To this there was nothing to

be opposed but Vettius's word, upon which no party deigned

to rely. The criminal was thrown into prison, and was found

some days afterwards dead in his bed. His death was attrib-

' This story is given in detail by Cicero {ad Ait. n. 24.). Compare Suet.

Jul. 20. ; Plut. Ltcc. 42., and Cic. in Vatt. 11. ; also the Schol. Bobiana pro

Best. p. 308., in Vatin. 320. These writers agree in insinuating that the plot

was a fabrication of Csesar's. Appian (B. C. ii. 12.) suggests an unsatisfactory

reason on the other side. Comp. Dion, xxxviii. 9.
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uted to suicide, but the rumour prevailed that he had been

dispatched for the convenience of others. Many persons may
have wished his death. At every fresh examination he had
denounced new names : the noble LucuUus was implicated in

his reckless disclosures no less than a Domitius, a Lentulus,

a Piso and a Brutus. The discoverer or fabricator of the plot

was a tribune in the interest of Caesar, named Vatinius. At a

later period it was upon this man that Cicero ventured to fasten

the crime of murder. Ctesar at this time had placed Cicero

imder obligations, otherAvise he would not perhaps have scru-

pled to designate the consul himself as the midnight assassin.

But the orator himself, according to other accounts, incurred a

similar suspicion,' and in such a maze of conflicting testimony

we can only drop the veil again upon the corpse of the victim.

Bibulus did not venture forth again in public during the

remainder of his term of ofiice. Caesar continued to adminis-

ter the affairs of the commonwealth without the casar obtains

aid or opposition of his colleague." The release ghfp of the\wo

of the knights from the rigour of the terms on lyricum'for'five

which they farmed the revenues of Asia was y^^^^-

another of his measures ;
^ a wise one in itself, and at the

same time conducive to his owti interests ; for that body,

already alienated from the senate by the repulse they had

before suflfered, and apparently cooling in their gratitude

towards Cicero, their unsuccessful patron, were delighted

to transfer their allegiance to the popular champion. The

increased influence which the consul acquired by these pro-

ceedings he took care to confirm and extend by a great dis-

play of munificence in his shows and entertainments.^ The

alarm with respect to Gaul had in some measure subsided

' Dion, I. c.

- Suet. Jul. 20. :
" Ut nonnulli urbanorum quum quid per jocum testandi

gratia signarent, non Cjesare et Bibulo, sed Julio et Caesare consulibus, actum

scriberent . . . utque vulgo ferrentur hi versus

:

" Non Bibulo quicquani nuper, sed Cfesare factum est

:

Nam Bibulo fieri consule nil memini."—Comp. Dion, xxxviii. 8.

^ Suet. I. c. ; Appian, B. C. ii. 13. ; Dion, I. c.

* One of Caesar's popular acts, of more than ordinary sagacitv, was his
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during this year ; but the peoj^le, on the motion of Vatinius,

conferred upon their favourite the charge of the Cisalpine

province, together with that of Illyricum, for the space of

five years ; an extraordinary stretch of their prerogative, but

one for which the Manilian and Gabinian laws afibrded ample

precedents. Both Crassus and Pompeius blindly supported

the interests of their colleague, and in addition extorted for

him from the senate the Transalpine province, the seat of ex-

pected war.^ But the nobles were glad perhaps to rid them-

selves of his presence upon any terms ; while he sought the

conduct of extensive and protracted military operations, with

the view of creating an army of devoted adherents, and en-

riching a numerous retinue of the best families in Rome.

At the same time Pompeius offered his hand to Julia, his con-

federate's daughter," and this alliance was regarded as a

pledge of their fidelity to each other in their scheme of com-

mon advancement. In vain did Cato warn the senate that it

had exalted a king over itself, and introduced him, guards

and all, into the citadel of the commonwealth. Even Caesar

himself seems for once to have been intoxicated with success,

and to have vaunted in immeasured language the triumph he

had achieved over his enemies, and the vengeance he would

wreak upon them.^

The afiairs, however, of the city were at this moment as-

suming a character of more intense interest than ever. After

ciodius elected Vacating the consulship at the commencement of
tribune

:
his ^jjg ygr^j. ggg j^^d takiusT the commaud of his le-

popular meas- J t o
urea. gious, CsBsar Still continued to linger outside the

walls to watch events. The new consuls were A. Gabinius and

providing for the publication of the proceedings of the senate. Suet. Jul. 20.

;

Duruy, Hist, des Romaiiis, ii. 399.

' The one province was probably at this time a necessary complement to

the other. Caesar constantly levied in the Cisalpine Gaul the troops which

he required for his campaigns in the remoter province. Dion, xxxviii. 8.

° Veil. ii. 44. ; Dion, lib. xxxviii. 9. ; Suet. Jul. 21. Caesar gave his

daughter to Pompeius, though she was betrothed at the time to another. He
at the same time married Calpurnia, the daughter of L. Calpurnius Piso.

' Plut. Cat. Min. 33., Pomp. 48. ; Suet. Jul. 22.
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L. Calpurnius Piso, both adherents of the triumvirs, the one

devoted to Pompeius, the other to Csesar, who had just espous-

ed his daughter. They seem both to have been equally-

notorious as men of depraved characters and dangerous dis-

positions, though Piso displayed an almost cjTiical affectation

of republican virtue,' Clodius sought the tribimeship, and

Csesar, Avho counted on his services, had exerted himself to

effect his required adoption into a plebeian house. The forms

of the laAV were satisfied or evaded,^ and, to the dismay of

the nobles, the shameless intriguer was elected to the office

he coveted. WTiile his immediate object was well knoA\Ti to

be the persecution of Cicero, his personal enemy, he was

generally regarded as a creature of Pompeius, and feared as

a ready instrument for the furtherance of his treacherous

schemes. The consuls were necessitous and greedy, and the

young tribune made no scruple to assure them, on the strength

of the favour in which the people held him, of the reversion

of two lucrative provinces at the expiration of their year.*

With such a combination of influential men to back him,

Clodius put forth without delay a series of measures, calcu-

lated both to increase his own popularity and to cripple the

vital powers of the oligarchy. He began with proposing a

gratuitous distribution of com to the needy citizens.* He in-

troduced a bill to limit the power of the censors in expel-

ling unworthy members from the senatorial body.* He also

effected the restoration of the colleges, or guilds of trades,

' Comp. Cic. Or. post Red. 4., pro Bom. 9., pro Sest. V., de Prov. Cons.

3., in Pison. 4. But it must be borne in mind that our knowledge of them,

especially of Piso, Is derived principally from their enemy, and that he at an

earlier time had spoken more favourably of both {ad Qu. Fr. i. 2.).

* Cic. ad Att. ii. 12.; Yell. ii. 45.; Suet. Jul. 20. ; Dion, xxxviii. 12.

Cicero advanced various technical objections to the legality of this adoption

{pro Bom. 13. 29.).

^ Cic. de Prov. Cons. 2 :
" Syria et Macedonia quas, vobis invitis et op-

pressis pestiferi illi consules pro eversse reipublicae prjemiis occupaverunt."

* Lex Clodia frumentaria. Ascon. in Pison. p. 9.

* Lex Clodia de censoria notione. Ascon. in Pison. I. r. :

'' Quartam

(legem tulit Clodius) ne quem censores in legendo senatu pra?tcrirent neve

qua ignominia afficerent, nisi qui apud eos accusatus et utriusque censoris

VOL. I.—12
*
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which had been suppressed only a few years before by a

decree of the senate. These guilds dated their origin from

the time of Numa,' and the institution, doubtless, in the first

instance, was wise and salutary. They were calculated, at

the era of their foundation and long after, to raise the estima-

tion of the kinds of labour which they fostered and pro-

tected ; a matter of importance in a city of soldiers and land-

holders, among whom the artizan and the dealer were gen-

erally held in contempt.* At a much later period these guilds

gave weight ' and consistency to the class next below that of

the knights and publicani, one which, without the enjoyment

of public office or dignity, had nevertheless a stake in the

commonwealth and an interest in its well-being. Their direct

tendency to consolidate the power of the middle ranks of society

made them extremely obnoxious to the higher aristocracy,

which had only recently effected their suppression.^ At the

same time it must be allowed that in a period of faction and

licence, and the occasional ascendency of mere mob-govern-

ment, they were liable to be perverted to the worst purposes,

and to become nurseries of sedition. In the existing con-

dition of the city, the familiar use of private bonds of union,

secret signs and devices, and peculiar social distinctions, all

tended to foster the spirit of lawless combination which

menaced the commonwealth with ruin. On the other hand,

the persons, the property and the repute of the trading classes

had no further need for special protection ; the growth of

luxury and refinement rendered their services indispensable,

and ensured them respect. Accordingly Cicero opposed the

restoration of the colleges, and we shall find hereafter how
carefully the wisest rulers watched and restrained them.

sententia damnatus esset." Dion, xxxviii. 13. ; comp. Cic. pro Best. 25. This

law was again abolished by Scipio in his consulship, a. r. 702.

' Plut. Num. 31. Many of these guilds are specified by Plutarch, Num.
27., and Pliny, H. N. xxxiv. 1., xxxv. 46. ; comp. Dionys. Hal. Ant. Rom. iv.

43. See various inscriptions in the collections.

' Cic. de Off. i. 42.

' " L. Caecilio, Q. Marcio consulibus, collegia sublata sunt qua; adrersus

rempublicam vidcbantur esse." Ascon. in Pison. § 8., a. v. C8G.
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But Clodius undoubtedly Avas looking to the further use to

which an unscrupulous demagogue might mould them, and he

succeeded in carrying his measure triumphantly."

A still more important step was the repeal of the JElbn

and Fufian laws, which had become practically one of the

most efficient weapons of the oligarchy in the Repeal of the

deadly struggles in which it was engaged.'' These Lex^iiaFuna.

statutes directed that, whenever the comitia were convened,

the consuls should consult the auspices and signs of the

heavens according to the prescribed forms ; if they declared

them to be unfavourable, the assembly was to be at once dis-

solved, and its acts rendered invalid. This became a con-

stitutional check in the hands of the consuls to the power of

the tribunes,' who, among their other prerogatives, possessed

the right of summoning the popular assemblies. Thus, when
Bibulus had refused to attend the comitia, he had performed

these ceremonies, as he asserted, in his own house, and had

denounced the proceedings of the people as obnoxious to the

Gods. The act by which Clodius had obtained his adoption

into the plebs had been A-itiated in a similar manner ; and, at

a later period, Cicero could argue upon this ground that his

enemy's election to the tribunate had, from the first, been

null and void, and all his subsequent acts illegal. To over-

throw tbis bulwark of the existing order of things was nat-

' Lex Clodia de collegiis. Ascon in Pi.ion. I. c. :
" Post novem annos

quam sublata erant, P. Clodius trib. pi. lege lata restituit collegia." Comp.

Dion, xxxviii. 13.

^ Lex Clodia de auspiciis. Cic. pro Seat. 15. ; Ascon. I. c. ; Dion, I. c.

We do not know what were the actual provisions of the new law, but we can

hardly suppose that they went the whole length of repealing the consular pre-

rogative in a matter so closely connected with the popular superstitions. A
few years after this we find the consuls still obnouncing, as it was called, and

thus vitiating the proceedings of the comitia, as heretofore. It may be urged,

however, that, after the defeat of Clodius, the laws passed in his tribunate

would be little regarded by the opposite party. Yet Cicero speaks of the Lex

.iElia Fufia as entirely abolished (ni Vatiii. 8, 9.).

^ The tribunes had also the power of taking the auspices, and were accus-

tomed to thwart the proceedings of their colleagues by these means. Cic. in

Vatin. 8.
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urally a great object with Clodius himself and his i^arty, how-

ever manifest it might be that the power of the peoj^le had

outgrown the danger to which it was in earlier times exposed

from it. But having cleared his way by all these preliminary

movements, the tribune next proceeded to make his meditated

attack upon the destroyer of Catilina's associates.

We have already seen how rapidly Cicero fell in general

estimation and influence after the eventful period of his con-

Daneerof cice-
sulship. As he felt himsclf sinking, he strove to

ro'8 poBition. buoy himself up by constantly dinning into the

ears of senate and peoj^le the glories of his administration, and

magnifying his owti deeds with all the rhetorical extrava-

gance, which might be excusable, if not always graceful, in

his pleadings for others.' The virulence of the great con-

tending factions had thrown both equally beyond the reach

of his moderate coimsels, and the superior lustre of the trium-

virs had cast his services and abilities entirely into the shade.

The three allies had no occasion to encumber themselves with

a fourth colleague for the sake of talents with which they

could dispense ; and it is but justice to the great orator to say

that he was too sincere a patriot to devote himself to such an

association. But at the same time, the suspicion which

haunted him, that he was in constant danger of being seduced

by their intrigues, was altogether unfounded. Difficult as it

is to read the real designs and objects of the crafty confed-

erates under the disguises which they all knew how to as-

sume, it seems to have been their aim to inflict a wound upon

the oligarchy through the sides of their vaunted consul.'

Pompeius at least contemplated, as we may conjecture, that

the sympathy of his order and of his personal friends would

' Plut. Cic. 24. : Ovre yhp fiovX^v, oUre StJ/Uoj', oure SiKacrr'fiptop ^v

CvveXBeiv, ey S fii] KoTiAtVai/ eSet ^fivWov/ievov aKovtrai koI AevTvXov. The

reader will be pleased with the good-humoured apology which the biographer

makes for his hero.

" Veil. ii. 45. :
" Non caruerunt suspicions oppressi Ciceronis Caesar et

Pompeius." Cicero allows (pro Sesi. 7.) that Pompeius had given him an

assurance that he would require a solemn promise from Clodius not to molest

him ; but it is evident that he had no faith in the triumvir's sinceritv.
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raise a tumult in Cicero's defence, and looked steadily for the

moment when an armed interference would be requisite to

restore peace to the republic, and elevate one of the cabal to

an avowed and legalized supremacy.

Ctesar, indeed, with his natural kindness and friendly

feeling,' would have spared Cicero the humiliation of a pub-

lic disgrace. He offered him a place in the list csesar makes

of commissioners for dividing the Campanian
[ure!f wmo'h he

lands ;
'' a j)Ost of honour, inasmuch as it was cov- »'ejecta.

eted for lucre's sake by the greatest personages, and still more

one of influence, in which he might have surrounded him-

self with a host of friends and exj^ectants. When Cicero

refused this offer, Csesar pressed him to become one of

his lieutenants in Gaul, which would at least have re-

moved him from the scene of the machinations in progress

against him.' But the orator seems to have considered this

appointment beneath his dignity, and he would not consent to

be withdrawn from the sphere in which he conceived his

political importance to lie. He persisted also in his fond

hope that the Roman people would not desert him in ex-

tremity ;
* that his enemy's schemes would eventually be

frustrated ; that Pompeius would step in at the last moment
for his protection. It was not till he found every solicitation

rejected with increasing marks of distrust, that Csesar seems

to have determined to abandon to his fate the inveterate op-

ponent of his policy. As he saw the crisis approach, he

hovered about the city with the trooj^s he had collected, and

was evidently in a better position than either of his colleagues

' Dion, xxxviii. 11. iirieiKecrrepav nit/ yhp optus (iKiix^t (piffiv, Kal oi>

Ttdvv (>a5i(t)s idvfiovTO . . . ^vfi^ fiey Si) ovSef e'xaptff'o, k. t. A.

" Veil. /. c. : "Hoc sibi contraxisse videbatur Cicero quod inter xx vires

dividendo agro Campano esse noluisset." Comp. Cic. ad Att. ix. 2. ;
Quintil.

xii. 1. 16. It appears from a letter to Atticus (ii. 5.), that the orator was

expecting the offer of a mission to Egypt, of which he speaks with much

affected coyness. It does not appear whether the offer was ever made, but

probably not.

3 Cic. ad Att. ii. 18.

* Dion, xxxviii. 16. : Tovtois ovv rots \oyt<rfio7s Kpar'fiaeiv iKiriaas, Kal yap

eddpcrei irapot \6yov Sxrirep ave^eToitTTWs eSeSiei.
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for seizing the dictatorship, if, in the midst of these impend-

ing convulsions, the state should lose its balance.

Meanwhile Pompeius, who was jealous of any union be-

tween Caesar and Cicero, remarked this distrust with satis-

Cicero appeals faction. From old habits of respect and awe, the

BU)n^o/tS;^peo- o^ator Continued still to regard him as alone pos-

P'®- sessed of power to restrain the popular dema-

gogue ; and Pompeius did not hesitate to lure him on to the last

"wdth false hopes, to prevent his throwing himself into the arms

of another. From Crassus, with whom he was on terms of

personal enmity,' Cicero had no aid to expect, and, notwith-

standing every soothing assurance on the part of Pomj^eius, he

could not but observ'e with increasing terror his enemy's plans

unfold themselves. By giving way, however, to these appre-

hensions he only animated the courage of his enemies, and

confirmed the coldness or secret treachery of those who pro-

fessed to protect him. He hastily determined to hazard an ap-

peal to the compassion of his countr}Tnen, whom he had saved

from revolution, or at least of the party whose ascendency he

had preserved. Accordingly, he suddenly appeared in public

in black garments, as a suppliant for favour and commisera-

tion,* a theatrical display never adopted except by persons

actually under accusation. This stroke of jjolicy was not xm-

successful among the orator's friends, but it made no impres-

sion upon the hostile or indifferent. The senate indeed

clothed itself in mourning, and vast numbers of the knights

and other classes followed its example. Even Publius Cras-

sus, the triumvir's son, a devoted admirer of Cicero as a

statesman and philosopher, assumed the costume of fear and

sorrow in which no fewer than twenty thousand of the citi-

zens arrayed themselves.^ But Clodius and his agents were

unabashed ; their confidence even rose on beholding the effect

the mere rumour of their leader's machinations had created.

They made a jest of the mourners, raised tumults in the

' Plut. Crass. 13. "" Plut. Cic. SO.

° Cic. Or. post Red. ad Quir. 3., pro Sest. 11, 12., and elsewhere. Dion,

xxxviii. 16. The consuls issued an edict to forbid this sign of sympathy.
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Streets, and assailed both Cicero and his adherents with mud
and stones.^

The friends of the orator, more terrified and perplexed

than ever, now made a last effort to secure the protection, or

at least ascertain the intentions of the consuls and Hc ai^o nppeais

mi T -I • • -111 ^'^ Pompeius
trmmvu's. Ihey deemed it mipossibie that any and ibe consuls.

men who aspired to hold the reins of government should con-

tinue to countenance the violence of a faction which had

taken possession of the streets. But Gabmius treated their

representations with scorn." Piso, to whom, as a family-con-

nexion, Cicero applied in person, though less rude, proved

not more tractable.^ He affected to treat the suppliant con-

sular with frankness. He explained to him that Gabrnius

was comjjelled by his poverty, if not by his inclination, to

espouse the popular side, and that since he despaired of ob-

taining anything from the senate, his hopes of succeeding to

a rich province depended upon the favour of the tribimes. It

was his own duty, he argued, to advance the interests of his

colleague, just as Cicero himself had catered for Antonius

;

irony the more cutting, since it was rmnoured, falsely we may
believe, that, in conceding to Antonius the government of

Macedonia, the orator had stipulated for a share of its ex-

pected profits. In conclusion he coldly took leave of his \nsi-

tor, recommending him, as the common duty of every citizen,

to proA-ide for his own interests and safety." At the same

time the heads of the senatorial party, with a crowd of citi-

zens in their train, betook themselves to the house of Pom-
peius at Alba, whither he had retired to avoid the solicita-

' Plut. Cic. I. c. ; Dion, /. c. ; Cic. pro Ml. 14.

- Cic. pro Sest. 11.

' Dion {I. c.) thinks that he was not personally hostile to Cicero, and gave

him the advice which he really deemed the most expedient under the circum-

stances.

* Cic. in Pis. 6. This account rests upon Cicero's own representation of

the affair, but there seems no reason to doubt its correctness in the main. But
we may disregard the coarse personalities which the orator flings against his

enemies, the effeminacy he ascribes to the perfumed Gabinius, and the crapu-

lousness of his sententious colleague.
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tions he foresaw, and which he feared perhaps his inability

to parry. The Clodians, indeed, had plied him with secret

admonitions to protect himself against the dagger of the

friend he was betraying, and then gave out that his retire-

ment was adopted for personal security/ Pompeius replied

to his visitors, by referring them to the consuls, the aiDpointed

guardians of the public peace, and of private rights : if they

thought fit to summon him to arm in their defence, he was

ready, he said, to obey the call.'* To Cicero hunself, who
even after this repulse ventured to apply to him in person,

he declared most explicitly, that against the will of Caesar he

could do nothing ; and herein we may believe that he threw

off for once his usual dissimulation, and confessed the truth,

that the whole affair was really hurried irresistibly along by

the impulse which C?esar had given it.

Clodius had already established his popularity when he

brought forward the bill to which all his previous efforts

Clodius pre- Were intended to pave the way. He proposed that

pie't^o'pas8^a^° the assembled people should declare, in general

fecung Cicero's terms, that every man guilty of a citizen's blood,

tfres mtovoiun- without legal Sanction, should be put under the
tary exile. }yr^Yi of the State and interdicted from fire and

water. This was, in fact, a sentence of outlawry, by which

the person so attainted was denied legal protection, his prop-

erty was confiscated, to harbour him was rendered jDenal, and

any one was allowed to slay him with impunity. Such a

resolution Avould be, at first sight, no more than a confirma-

tion of laws already existing ; but it would bind the people

to enforce their dormant severity, and it would point directly

at Cicero, who, by putting Lentulus to death by authority

of the senate, had overstepped the popular limitation of its

prerogatives.^ The tribune convened the people in the Fla-

minian Circus, outside the walls, to give Caesar an ojipor-

tunity of attending their deliberations, for, being invested

' Cic. pro Sest. 18., pro Dom. 11. ^ Cic. in Pison. 31.

^ See Cicero's speeches after his return from exile, and his letters to

Atticus. Dion, xxxviii. 17. ; Plut. Cic. 30, 31.
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with a military command, he could not enter the city. Thus
invited, he took part in the discussion, reminding the assem-

bly of the opinion he had expressed against the capital sen-

tence, and he reiterated his condemnation, both on legal and

political groimds, of the conduct of the consul and his party

:

at the same time, he faintly dissuaded the adoption of the

present proposal, on the ground that the time for animad-

version Avas past, and that it was better to bury the whole

matter in oblivion. But the tribes affirmed the resolution,

and Clodius was determined not to reject the weapons they

put into his hands. Cicero's wisest course, as many then

thought, and himself also at a later period, would have been

to take no notice of this menace, which did not expressly ac-

cuse him, and thus to defy the enemy to attack him directly.'

To accept this resolution as affecting himself was to ac-

knowledge himself conscious at least of an irregularity, which

both the senate and their champion indignantly denied.

Some advised, and among them was old Lucullus, to draw
the sword at once, not in defence of Cicero only, but of the

senate, of the legislation of Sulla, of the interests of the best

and worthiest classes of the nation.^ There was no safety,

they argued, in parleying any longer with the popular dema-

gogues : every year was adding to their strength ; their

leaders clung closer together instead of splitting asunder ; the

opposite party had already fallen into the hands of three

chiefs with a common object ; if it came under the power of

one, its unity of purpose and action would be irresistible.

But others persuaded Cicero to bow to the present storm,

which they felt assured could be only transient.' The popu-

larity of so miserable a creature as Clodius could not last

;

better comisels must ultmiately pi'cvail in the breast of states-

' Cic. ad Alt. iii. 15. :
" Caeci, caeci, inquam, fuimus, &c. . . . quod, nisi

nominatim mecum agi coeptum fuerit, perniciosum fuit."

^ Lucullus recommended Cicero to remain in the city and defy tlie malice

of his enemies. (Plut. Cic. 31.) He must assuredly have contemplated

bringing matters to a crisis by a resort to arms.

^ Hortensius and even Cato were of this opinion. Plut. Cat. Ifin. 35.
;

Dion, xxxviii. 17.
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men so respectable as Pompeius, at least, and Crassus. If he

left Rome for the present, the matter might be more easily

smoothed over, the sentence modified, and perhaps shortly

reversed.^ Cicero yielded to this advice with the general

prudence and hmnanity of his disjjosition ;
^ but he has

marred the grace of the concession, in the judgment of

posterity, by the unmanly lamentations with which he accom-

panied it. The last act of the retiring patriot was to take

an image of Minerva, which he prized among his household

treasures, and place it in the temple of the Capitoline Jupi-

ter ;
^ signifying thereby that the citizen, who had once saved

his country by his presence, recommended its preservation

during his enforced absence to the goddess of moderation and

wisdom.''

' The laws allowed a Roman citizen to escape capital punishment by volun-

tary exile ; but in such case they permitted the confiscation of his pi-operty,

and inflicted upon him civil incapacity to the fullest extent.

^ His views are expressed with eloquence and sense in the speech Pro
Sest. 19-21.

' Plut. Cic. 31. ; Dion, I. c. ; Cic. de Legg. ii. 17.

* Middleton, Life of Cicero. A better interpretation perhaps would be,

that in time of anarchy wisdom must seek refuge under the protection of

power.
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CHAPTEK Y.

EARLY CONQUESTS OF THE GAULS : THEIR FORMIDABLE HOSTILITY TO ROME.

GRADUAL SUCCESS (TF THE ROMANS IN THE CONTEST BETWEEN THEM.

REDUCTION OF GALLIA CISALPINA. ALLIANCE OF ROME WITH MASSILIA.

THE ROMANS ACQUIRE A PROVINCE BEYOND THE ALPS. GAULISH ETH-

NOLOGY : 1. THE IBERIANS : 2. THE GAEL : 3. THE BELGiE. DISCREP-

ANCY BETWEEN C^SAR AND STRABO : MODERN THEORY OF A DISTINCTION

BETWEEN THE KYMRY AND GAEL IN GAUL AS WELL AS BRITAIN

PHYSICAL AND MORAL CHARACTERISTICS ; CIVILIZATION ; RELIGION : 4. THE

GERMAN TRIBES IN GAUL.—GENERAL CHARACTER OF THE GAULS, AND

AMOUNT OF THEIR POPULATION.

OF all the nations with M'hich Rome had come into colli-

sion, two alone could boast of having reduced her to suh-

mission : the Etruscans had extorted hostages at victorious ca-

her gates ; the Gauls had encamped within her oauis^in^Eu-

walls, and carried off the ransom of her existence.' '°p® ^^^ '^®'^-

The surrender of the city to Porsena, attested by the most vera-

cious of her historians, had spread an exj^iring gleam over the

annals ofthe Etruscan nation, already declining from its highest

power, and doomed to speedy decay and entire subjugation.

The victorious attack of Brennus, in the fourth century of her

career, marks the era at which the tide of Gaulish conquest was

at its full. About that period the name of the Gauls was more

terrible, throughout Europe and western Asia, than that of

any other conquerors. They had occupied almost every part

of Sj^ain, and might still be traced in the remotest corners

Tac. Ann. xi. 24. :
" Capti a Gallis sumus, sed et Tuscis obsides dedimus."

Pliny (Hist. Kat. xxxiv. 39.) states that the treaty which Porsena concluded

with the Romans forbade them the use of iron except for implements of hus-

bandry.
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of the Peninsula.^ The indigenous Iberians had been com-

pelled either to amalgamate with them, or to make their

escape through the passes of the Pyrenees. In a series of

repeated immigrations, they had succeeded in establishing

themselves throughout the north of Italy, overthrowing the

languid power of the Etruscans in that region, and re-

peopling its half-deserted cities with colonists of a new race.

From the central recesses of the parent country vast swarms

were still incessantly issuing. One horde established a Gallic

sovereignty on the banks of the Danube. A second penetrated

into Illyria, and prei^ared the way for the successive waves

which spread over Pseonia and Macedonia, which broke

against the defiles of Thermopylae, and were at last shivered

to atoms in the gorges of Delphi. Another band, still more

adventurous, succeeded in crossing the Thracian Bosporus,

and made itself master of the greater part of Asia Minor.

The populous coasts of the ^gean Sea, with all the fair cities

of Ionia, were overrun by these barbarians in the third cen-

tury before our era ; and, after many vicissitudes of fortune

in their wars against the kings of Syria, they still left their

name impressed upon a province of Asia, and became, as mer-

cenary troops, the main defence of the thrones of their con-

querors.^

However much the Romans might strive to disguise the full

extent of their disgrace, the taking of the city by the Gauls left

Their capture ^ deep and permanent impression upon their minds.

i*eawt adeep War witli the Gauls was thenceforth regarded with

the'mfndTof" peculiar alarm and horror. It was designated,
the Romans, jjo^ j^y ^j^g ordinary term of War, but as a Tu-

mult ; an era of dismay and confusion, when the customary

regulations of the state must be suspended, and the usual im-

' The Gallcsci or Callaici, in Gallicia, and the Celtiei near the mouth of the

Guadiana, were of Gaulish descent.

^ Justin, XXV. 2. See Amedee Thierry's Histoire des Gauloix, partie i.

ch. i. iv. X. I shall have frequent occasion to refer to this admirable work,

as also to the same writer's Histoire de la Gaule sous VAdmiiiistration

Romaine. The one I shall cite under the title " Gmdois," the other under

that of " Gaule.'"
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munities from service overruled.' The defeat of the Allia con-

tinued to be commemorated in the calendar as an anniversary

of evil omen ;
^ and a special hoard of treasure was deposited

in the Capitol, never to be touched except for the purpose of

repelling a Gallic invasion.^ The strength and stature of the

barbarians, so much exceeding those of the Italian races, made
it necessary for the Roman generals to improve the equip-

ment of the legionaries. Camillus introduced the helmet of

brass or iron, and fortified the shield with a rim of metal,

to turn the edge of the heavy but untempered Gaulish sword

;

he furnished his soldiers also with a long sjiike, to keep the

gigantic enemy at a distance.*

For a while the Gauls passed annually under the walls of

Rome, in quest of booty from Latium or Campania. At
last the Romans took courage, and ventured to Continuation of

issue from their retreat and obstruct the march tweenTiflRo-'^

of the depredators. The tactics of the generals of GauL!*"

the republic were signalized by caution no less than by bra-

very, and the result of more than one well-fought campaign

was the final deliverance of central Italy from these j^eriod-

ical ravages. The popular stories by which the events of this

conflict were embellished, of the golden collar won by Man-

lius, and of the raven which aided Valerius in his unequal

combat, evince the long-continued interest with which the

Romans regarded this desperate struggle.^

The next contest which took jilace between the two na-

' Plut. Cam. 41. : Oi/tci> 5' ody 6 (p6fios ?iv l(rxvpi>s, uxrre ^tecOai vSfiov

a(pe7(T6ai robs Upeis (rrpaTeias X'^P^^ ^'' H-h TaXariKhs y irSXefjios. Comp.
Appian, B. C. ii. 150.

^ Luc. vii. 409. :
" Et damnata diu Romanis Allia fastis." Comp. Ovid,

A. A. i. 413., and elsewhere.

° App. B. C. ii. 41. : "A (pacriv iir] KeAroFs iraAat (tvv apa Srifioa-ia riBrjvai,

K. T. A.

* Pint. Cam. 40. ; Pol.va?n. Strat. viii. 7. These pikes {vffaoi ixaKpoi)

were probably massive and heavy, and not adapted for throwing. Tho
famous pilum was a modification of this pike, shortened to six feet, and

used principally as a missile. {Ganloix, i. iii.)

^ Sail. B. J. 114. :
" Cum Gallis pro salute non pro gloria certarc."
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tions was decided at a greater distance from the hearths of the

Fresh immigra- I'epublic. In the year of the city 455, a new

in°to ita?/"^* swarm of barbarians issued from the defiles of the
A. n. 455. Alps, and threatened to overthrow the earlier es-

tablishments of their own countrymen within that barrier. The

Cisalpine Gauls diverted them from this vmnatural enterprize

by pointing to the riches of the south, and opening to them a

passage to the frontiers of Etruria. Some of the elder migra-

tion also offered to accompany the new comers.^ The Etruscans

were engaged at the moment in the secret preparation of a

mighty armament against Rome. Alarmed and disconcerted at

the arrival of the strangers, demanding lands as the price of

peace, they sought to enlist them on their own side by the

amplest promises of Roman plunder. Meanwhile they offered

an immediate donative in money. The price was stipulated

and paid down, when the Gauls treacherously refused to

move without the more substantial present of a fixed terri-

torial settlement. Give tis lands, they exclaimed, and we will

be your allies noio and hereafter ; othenoise we will retrace

our steps with the treasui^es ice have already extorted. De-

ceived and baflled, the Etruscans deliberated, and deter-

mined, with becoming spirit, to have no further dealings

with such perfidious and dangerous allies. The Gauls kept

their word, and recrossed the Apennines ; but discord soon

arose between the Transalpine and Cisalpine divisions of their

army, and the greater part of both perished together in the

furious encounters which resulted from their disputes.

At this period, however, the ramifications of a great

Italian coalition were extending themselves throughout the

Coalitions of Peniusula. The Samnites and Umbrians united

the naiilms
''^ with the Etruscans ; and, strong as they were in

xiTumph onhe their native confederacy, the allies determined to

Romans. eulist the Cisalpiuc Gauls also in the common enter-

prize. The Romans flew to arms with undaunted spirit. The

struggle that ensued was terrific, and seldom had the republic

been brought into more signal peril. The imprudence of Fabius

' Liv, X. 10. ; Polyb. ii. 19.
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and the devotion of Decius were among the events by which

this war was signalized. The Gauls, in their turn, complamed

that they were betrayed by the Etruscans, Avho were induced

to desert their allies by a judicious movement of the Roman
forces, which carried fire and sword into their defenceless

territories. The fatal day of Sentinum ended with the defeat

and immense slaughter of the Gauls and Samnites, more es-

pecially of the former.' "When the Gauls were once more en-

gaged by the Etruscans to combine with them, the Samnites

were incapacitated from joining the new coalition. In this war

the Romans were uniformly successful, and the contest was

terminated by the great battle at the Vadimonian
^ ^ ^^^

lake, where the Boii and Senones, the flower of the ^- ^- 2^^-

Cisalpine forces, were entirely defeated. The Romans could

boast for the first time of having reduced their most formidable

enemy to sue for peace.^ The solicitations of the vanquished,

however, were not made, or not listened to, till the nation of the

Senones had been ahnost exterminated by Drusus, and their

capital, Sena, transferred to the conquerors, who established

a Roman colony within its walls. The victorious legions re-

turned to the city with the actual treasure, as they fondly

boasted, which had been surrendered by their ancestors as

the ransom of the Capitol.^

These disasters effectually broke the strength of the Cisal-

pine Gauls, nor did they again venture to threaten the republic

with invasion and conquest. The power of Rome The Gauis .loin

gradually extended and consolidated itself in the
^are'hfs r"-*^

Peninsula, and, during the interval of the first two verses.

Punic wars, her citizens carried their arms beyond the limits

of Italy Proper, and effected the subjugation of the Boii and

Insubres on the Po. The arrival of Hannibal presented an

opportunity of deliverance and revenge. But the ^ ^ 53,

Gallic tribes did not rise simultaneously, as in "• ^- ---•

' Liv. X. 26. ^ Liv. Bpit. xii.

' Suet. J^ib. 3. :
" Drusus . . . traditur . . . pro praetore ex provincia Gallia

retulisse aurum Senonibus olim in obsidione Capitolii datum, ncc, ut lama est,

extortum a Camillo."
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former times, in reply to his call for assistance. He obtained

succours from the Gauls, indeed, as from other nations of

Italy, but not in such overwhelming numbers, nor Txdth such

zeal and confidence, as he had hoped and anticipated. It was

agaiust the genius and moral resources of the man that Rome
had to contend in her wars with Hannibal, rather than against

the spirit and energy of his allies. When these resources

failed, the Gaulish auxiliaries, despairing of their own coun-

try, now deprived of its last defender, devoted themselves

to the interests of their Carthaginian leaders, and followed

the remnant of their host into Africa.^

Thus cowed in spirit and reduced in power, fortune fa-

voured the Cisalpines with no more such golden oppor-

tunities. But they were vet untaught to submit
Cisalpine Gaul .

*'

, *
, ., i ti

reduced to the to a loreign master ; and while the Komans con-
form of a prov- ... 1 1 • • • 1 T-> 1
ince about the tmued to Strengthen their position on the ro by
end of the gixth ,. i^^-r-T i ^i -t j.> r
century of the colonies and lortiued works, the mdignation oi
*^'^^'

the natives frequently broke out in desultory and

fruitless resistance. Under the Carthaginian Hamilcar, they

attacked and destroyed Placentia f but their success was

A V 554 transitory, and repaid by a bloody defeat. Wars
B. c. 200. followed upon wars ; treachery on their own part

led to cruel retahation on that of the enemy. The Boii at last

broke up from their harassed and insulted homes, and migrated

in a body to the banks of the Danube. The Romans gradually

pushed their conquests to the foot of the Alps, and closed the de-

files of the mountains against the reinforcements which might

have poured in from the Further Gaul. Towards the end

of the sixth century of the city, the whole region between

the Rubicon and the Alps was reduced to the form of a Ro-

man province, secured by numerous garrisons and Avatched

with unremitting vigilance. The name of Gallia Cisalpina

still remained, as a memorial of the peoj)le in Avhom the re-

public had found her most dangerous and most inveterate

' The Gauls and Ligurians formed together a third part of the Carthagm-

ian forces at the battle of Zama. App. Fun. 40.

^ Liv. xxxi. 10.
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enemy ; and every year, after the completion of his term of

office, one of the consuls went forth with a numerous army
to govern the province, Avhich might be intrusted only to per-

sonages of the highest authority and greatest experience in

the state.

In the midst of these successes, however, the Romans had

not neglected to secure their acquisitions within the barrier

of the Alps by checking the movements of the p-irgt transac-

Gallic tribes beyond it. Massilia, the modem Ji°nsi,eyou?*''

Marseilles, had been fomided some centuries be-
*i|!f„cV?vith"^^

fore this era by a Grecian colony ; but it Avas by ^as^i''^.

slow and painful steps that this celebrated city extended its

influence along the southern coast of Gaul. Xot-s\'ithstanding

the numerous maritime colonies which it established, it with

difficulty maintained its own existence against the tribes of

the interioi-, and the intimate relations it cultivated with the

great Italian republic from an early period were found to be

of equal convenience to either party.

The Massilian aristocracy, which enjoyed the exclusive

administration of the government,^ was purely mercantile, and

possessed little or no territorial wealth. Like the Massiiia, its po-

1 . , , /. 1 /-I 1 • sition and re-

other commercial settlements ot the (jreeks m sources.

ancient times, and many of the Italian republics of the middle

ages, Massilia was unable to defend itself by the imassisted

strength of its own native population. While other states, in

similar circumstances, have depended upon the fidelity of

mercenary troops, the Massilians rested their security mainly

upon their alliance with Eome. Under the shelter of this

great military power, their commerce flourished and expanded

on all sides. S}Tacuse and Carthage were crushed by the

universal conqueror ; the maritime power of the Etrurians had

already dwindled away before they fell under his baneful

domination. The mercantile genius of Greece, which had

migrated from Athens to Rhodes and Corinth, was impaired

by internal weakness, and repressed by the harassing actiAdty

' Strab. iv. 1. ; Aristot. Pol. v. 6. ; Caes. B. C. i. 35. ; Cic. de Rep. i. 21.

VOL. I.—13
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of the pii-ates in the eastern Mediterranean. Accordingly,

Massilia reigned for a considerable period without a rival in

the career" of commerce. But her trade Avas mainly supj^lied

by the produce and the wants of the vast continent which lay

behind her. She opened regular communications with the

interior of Gaul, and from thence with the ocean and the

British isles ; thus substituting a direct and safer route for

the perilous circumnavigation of the Phoenician coasting ves-

sels. The wines and other produce of the South found their

way up the Rhone and Saone, then by a short portage to the

Seine and Loire, or across the plains of Languedoc, to the

Garonne, and so to the coasts of the Atlantic.^ The inter-

change of commodities between Gaul and Britain was con-

stant and regular, producing a close moral and intellectual

connexion between those distant regions. The riches which

gradually accumulated in the emporium of all this traffic dis-

posed the Massilians to cultivate the arts and enjoy the lux-

uries of their mother country ; and their learned leisure was
crowned with a reputation hardly anywhere exceeded beyond
the bounds of Greece itself." But the jealousy of the mari-

time tribes of southern Gaul was not appeased by the blandish-

ments of commerce and social refinement. The Ligurians

especially, the rudest and most restless of the number, were
engaged in almost constant hostility with the Greek colonists.

The position occupied by this people commanded the most
practicable of the Alpme passes, where the mountains descend

into the Mediterranean. The Romans had no object more at

heart than to obtain possession of this key to Gaul ; and the

' Strabo observes (iv. 1.) how conveniently the great rivers of Gaul lie for

the purposes of commerce : ovreos eixpvcos ^irxf ' to pudpa irphs &\\7i\a. The
same is eminently the case as regards the construction of railroads. The
three great valleys of the Saone, the Loire, and the Seine are separated by a

table land of moderate elevation. At one period of the Roman domination

the commerce of the whole of Gaul radiated from Autun, in the centre of this

district.

* Strabo {I. c.) remarks that Massilia became a place of resort for the

purpose of liberal education, not only to the Gauls, but even to the Romans
themselves.
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claims upon tlieir assistance which their new ally was constantly

making could not fail to afford them a pretext for seizing it.

The first interference of the Romans in the aflEUirs of the

Massilians occurred in the year of the city 600. Antipolis

CAntibes), and Nicsea (Nice), two offsets from _,
• . 1 TT 11 • 11 T 1

The Romans
the oricrmal Hellenic stem, Avere beleaguered by first iitcricie

, -^ . . ., .1 J, , . , with the atlUirs

the Ligunans, m the midst oi Avhose territory they ofTiansaipir.e

lay, and were on the point of surrendering. The of the MasJu-

arrogant republic sent ambassadors to require the '*"%.
c. eoo.

assailants to desist from an enterprize against "' ^' ^^^'

the dependencies of an ally. But the mountaineers refused

to listen to their representations, nor even allowed them

to land. In making the attemjjt, Flaminius, the principal

commissioner, was severely injured, and some lives were lost

in the encounter. The deputation sailed away to Massilia,

where the wounds of Flaminius were assiduously tended,

while the news of the violence done to him was conveyed to

Rome. The outrage was denounced as a violation of the law

of nations, and so specious a pretext for decisive hostilities

was embraced with eagerness. The Oxybii and Deceatae were

specially marked out for vengeance as the guilty tribes. An
army was assembled at Placentia, imder the consul Opimius.

-^gitna, the offending town, was taken and sacked, and the ar-

mies of the audacious barbarians defeated after an ineffectual

resistance. The consul gave up their territory to the Massilians,

and compelled the rest of their kindred tribes to surrender hos-

tages for their good behaviour. The Roman troops occupied the

country through the winter ; but it does not appear that they es-

tablished fortresses, or made any permanent settlement there.'

This first campaign of the Romans beyond the Alps had

been short and easy, nor did its success contribute to the ter-

ritorial asfffrandizement of the republic. In the Formation of
^^ , . ^ the Transalpine

epitomes of the national history it was not thought province.

worthy of mention.^ In the year 629 a second occasion pre-

' Polyb. xxxiii. 7, 8. : Kol ravra /uey o^eTau eAo/Se koI t^jv apxh" ko.I riju

(TviTeKfiav.

- Florus (iii. 2.) says :
" Primi trans Alpes arma nostra sensere Salyi."
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sented itself for j)ushing an army into Ganl. The wars of

Fulvius Flaccus against the Salyi, and of Cahdnus against the

Vocontii, undertaken in the first instance at the request of the

Massilians, led to the discovery of the medicinal springs of

Aquae Sextiae (Aix), and the foimdation of a Roman town

within the lines of the consular encampment. Massilia gained

a large accession of territory ; but the Romans had set their

foot firmly upon the soil of Gaul. From this moment wars

succeeded one another with rapidity. The republic had now
an interest of its own in the country to preserve and extend.

It formed alliances with some of the native states, and made
their grievances a pretext for assailing others. Hence its

fierce contest Avith the Allobroges, and the Arverni and their

king Bituitus, between whom and the ^dui, who claimed the

friendship of Rome, there existed an ancient enmity.' The in-

terference of the republic between these rival states led to new
combinations and further aggressions, for most of the Gaulish

tribes were bound to one or the other of them by ties of fear

or interest. Fabius Maximus defeated with immense slaugh-

A. u. 633. ter the forces of the Arverni and Allobroges near
B. c. 121.

ij^g banks of the Isere ; his colleague Domitius

inveigled Bituitus into his camp, treacherously cast him into

chains, and sent him to Rome."^ The senate censured the

consul's perfidy, but failed not to profit by it. Bituitus was

detained in Italy as a hostage for the submission of his peoj^le

and of his son Congentiatus, who was destined to replace his

father, after receiving a Roman education. During the pro-

gress of these events, the whole tract of country betAveen the

Alps, the Rhone and the maritime possessions of the Massil-

ians, was reduced to subjection. The territory of the Salluvii

and Allobroges, comprehending the modern Savoy, Avas ab-

sorbed, together with that of many smaller tribes, in this ex-

tensive conquest, and the whole district received, by way ofemi-

' A strict alliance was formed between the Romans and the ^Eduans, and

the terms of brothers and kinsmen were frequently interchanged between

them. Ca?s. B. G. i. 43. ; Tac. Ann. xi. 25. ;
Cic. ad Att. i. 19.

^ Liv. Ejiit. Ixi. Ixii. ; Oros. v. 14. ; Flor. iii. 4. ; Plin. H. N. vii. 50.
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nence, the appellation of the Province. The Arverni were

treated with more consideration. Situated beyond the Rhone

and the Cevennes,' they were too remote to be an object of

immediate cupidity to the invaders, and their power and in-

fluence were so great that it appeared more politic to accept

them as allies than to threaten them with subjugation.

The Romans attached the highest importance to this out-

post of their empire established beyond the Alps. It was re-

served as a consular province, and every year one importance of

of the consuls marched into it with an army, to this province.

maintain it in subjection and defend it from the intrigues and

\aolence of the neighbouring tribes. But the principal object

of the military governor was to extend its frontiers. In the

years immediately ensuing, Manlius, Aurelius Cotta and

Marcius Rex successively crossed the Rhone, and extended

their operations to the Cevennes and the Pyrenees. Some

tribes they conquered by arms, while the prompt submission

of others, such as the Tectosages, gained for them the title

and privileges of allies. These new acquisitions Avere main-

tained by the establishment of a colony at Narbo Martins

(Xarbonne), which at the same time kept ]\[assilia in check, and

rivalled her in arts and commerce. The final subjugation of

certain Alpine tribes by Marcius, the completion of the Domi-

tian road along the coast ofthe Mediterranean, and the occupa-

tion of the Graian and Cottian passes afforded means of rapid

access from Italy to every part of its transalpine possessions.^

' Strabo (iv. 2. fin.) describes the dependencies of the Arverni as extend-

ing to Xarbo and the frontiers of the Massilian possessions in the south, but

the centre of their power h\y in the mountainous district of Auvergne. They

were received, like the ^Edui, into the alliance and friendship of Rome.

Tacitus says that the ^Edui alone of all the Gaulish nations were honoured by

the Romans with the title of brothers. It is probable that Lucan, when he

gives the Arverni a claim to this distinction (i. 428.),

" Arvernique ausi Latio se fingere fratres,

Sanguine ab Iliaco populi,"

confuses them with the ^Edui, both nations in his time being equally Roman-

ized. It is remarkable that, in his enumeration of the Gaulish nations, he

omits all mention of the latter people.

' Oros. V. 14. ; Liv. Epit. Ixiii. The campaign of Appius Claudius against

the Salassi, a. u. 611, shows that at that early period the possession of the
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While the victorious republic was occupied with the or-

ganization of its new province, the foundations of its power
Origin of the wcre menaced by a great but transient revolution.

Tcutont's. The Roman annalists had already heard the dis-

tant rumour of vast national migrations among the Gaulish

races ; but, conspicuous as were their results in the constant

irruption into Italy ofnew swarms of barbarians, their features

were indistinct, and their causes unknown. The observation

of the intelligent people of the south gradually became more

keen, their interest more awakened. The movement of the

Cimbri and Teutones, at the beginning of the seventh cen-

tury of the city, which enfeebled Gaul, while it stunulated the

aggressive spirit of the Romans, was more carefully noticed

and more accurately detailed. The Cinibric jjeninsula seems

to have been adopted as a place of refuge by a remnant of

the mighty nation knoAvn by the cognate names of Cimmerii,

Cimbri, or Kymry, left behind in the course of its westward

progress, and cut off from the rear of the advancing host by

the rapid influx of the Teutonic races behind it.' The Cim-

bric is generally recognized as one branch of the great Celtic

family, and a broad line has always been drawn by ethnolo-

gists between this and the Teutonic. The union of the off-

spring of such inveterate foes in any common enterprize of

magnitude has been pronounced impossible, and various con-

jectures have been hazarded to reconcile the statements of

history with the supposed natui'e of things." But the progress

pass of the little St. Bernard was an object of importance. He defeated the

hostile tribes ; but we cannot suppose that one such victory was sufficient to

give the Romans a permanent hold of their country. It is probable that both

the Graian and Cottian passes were only used by them occasionally, and at the

price of a stipulated payment.

' The Cimbri are designated as Gauls by Sallust, B. J. 114. ; Cie. de pr.

Cons. 13.; Flor. iii. 3.; Diod. Sic. v. 32.; Appian, 7%7-. 4. Plutarch, on

the other hand, terms them Germans. (iJ/«r. 11.) But little regard can be

paid to these assertions on either side. Among recent and more critical

authorities I observe that Zeuss {Dcutschen und Nachbarstamme, p. 144.)

maintains their German origin.

"^ Certain cantons in the mountains about Vicenza and Verona have been

supposed from the peculiarity of their language to be peopled by the descen-
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of knowledge on these subjects has served to smooth the diflS-

culty. As our investigations proceed, we discover, on the

one hand, more shades of distinction between the several

branches of one princij^al family ; on the other the diiferences

between families themselves appear to be less decisively

marked. Thus, among the Celtic populations of Gaul, we
shall observe a Gaelic, a Cimbric, and perhaps a Belgic varie-

ty, each Avith peculiar characteristics, yet all blended together

and maintaining a common affinity through various points of

contact. To Caesar's observation the connexion between the

Celtic Belgians and the Teutonic Germans seemed more close

than that between the different races of the same Celtic fam-

ily. This view is no doubt essentially erroneous ; but the

fact that so accurate an observer should have made the mis-

take, may suffice to convince us how powerfully the accidents

of intercourse and proximity may operate in sundering kin-

dred and amalgamating independent elements. There seems

therefore no objection to the supposition that the Celtic tribe,

isolated, as has been described, from the rest of its brethren,

and closely pressed by the vicinity of a Teutonic population,

gradually assimilated itself to its immediate neighbours. The

sudden occurrence of a common danger would naturally draw

more closely the bonds of social alliance ; the feelings of an-

cient antipathy would give way before the claims of mutual

distress ; and thus the representatives of widely divergent

stocks might eventually combine in political union. "We shall

have occasion presently to notice a very similar case, the

union of the Celtic Belgians with their German neighbours

within the Rhine, when they associated together to resist the

invasion of the Romans.^

rknts of the Cimbri who penetrated mto Italy. It is said that a Danish prince

visited tliem and recognized the dialect as that of his own country. The lan-

guage has indeed been proved to be German by M. Edwards {Lettre a Am.
Thierri/, p. 91.); but an Italian writer, Count Giovanelli, has discovered in

Ennodius and Cassiodorus the fact of the establishment of a German colony

in that district in the time of Theodoric, and it is to this immigration that

their origin may be ascribed.

' It will be seen that the Cimbri and Teutones were afterwards joined by
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There is reason to believe that the low countries between

the Elbe and the Baltic, which were the seats of the Cimbri

and the Teutones, were harassed, in the early part
Their great mi- „ , , ., • n -i

gration to the 01 the Seventh century, by a series oi destructive

the seventh e'en- iuundatious, followcd by Scarcity, famine and
tury of the eity.

pgstiience.^ The inhabitants of the neighbouring

shores of Friesland and Holland might have combated these

enemies with courage and industry, and by their persevering

labour have kept their footing in the country. But the Cim-

bri and their neighbours had no local attachment, and little of

local interest to bind them to the soil they occupied. Na-

tions are slow in losing the habit of movement, and the con-

fidence with which their fathers had repeatedly wandered

forth in quest of new settlements had not abated in the later

generation. The Cimbri and Teutones made a joint resolu-

tion to migrate in one mass, and seek new abodes in the south,

wherever foitune might permit them to establish themselves.'^

The inhabitants of northern Germany were thinly scattered,

without fortresses or fixed habitations ; they offered no resist-

ance to the progress of the invader, nor inducements to his

stay. The central regions of the continent were, indeed, for

the most part covered with forests and unoccupied by man.

Accordingly, from the shores of the Baltic to the Danube,

and even to the foot of the Rhsetian Alps, was, as it Avere,

but one step to this gigantic emigration. But here the Ro-

mans rushed forward to stem the torrent, the character of

the Helvetii and Ambrones, both of them undoubtedly belonging to the Celtic

family.

Appian (Tllyr. 4.) says that the country of the Cimbri was afflicted by

earthquakes and pestilence. Strabo (vii. 2.) alludes to a report that their

migration was caused by an inundation of the waters of the sea. He is dis-

posed to doubt the truth of this account, but gives no satisfactory reason for

disputing it.

^ A remnant were left behind. Strabo mentions that the Cimbri, in the

time of Augustus, sent an embassy to apologize for the temerity of their

ancestors. The emperor seems to have regarded them as a German people

(see Ifonum. Ancyr. V. 16.): " Cimbrique et Chariides et Semnones et ejus-

dem tractus alii Germanorum populi." By that time they had probably lost

every trace of their Celtic descent. Comp. Tac. Germ. 37.
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"which they had been taught to fear by experience The Romans

at their own doors. They seized the passes of the anS^LTe def?at-

moimtains, and commanded the invaders to retire ^
\. v. 64i.

from the territories of a peojile whom the great "' ^' ^^^'

republic entitled her friends. The barbarians were appalled

by this bold defiance from an enemy whom they had never

yet seen, but whose fame was bruited throughout Europe.

They jDaused in their career, and offered to apologize for an

insult committed in ignorance. The Roman general, Papirius

Carbo, suddenly attacked their camp, while he delayed the

return of the envoys they had sent to wait upon hini.^ But

neither his pei-fidy nor his arms succeeded in averting the

danger. The bloody combat which ensued terminated in the

defeat of the Romans with such loss, that they would have

been imable at the moment to retain possession of the passes,

had the enemy had presence of mind to follow up his vic-

tory.^ But the barbarians were yet undecided as to their fu-

ture course. They contented themselves with spoiling the

undefended countries south of the Danube, until, having

gorged themselves with booty during a three years' sojourn,

they changed the direction of their march towards Gaul, and

entered it with the favour and co-operation of the most pow-
erful of the Helvetic tribes.

The vast multitude now spread itself with augmented

numbers over the Belgian territory, having crossed its fron-

tier between the Rhine and the Jura. In some They turn to

districts it met with resistance, and was engaged '^^ "^•'**' «"^'='"
' o o and overrun

in sanguinary struggles, but generally the inhab- ^^"'•

' Appian, GaU. fr. 13. : Oj Se Teiroves . . . TrpoffeTrffj.trov ayvoricral re

rijv is 'PufjMwvs NwptKcSy |fj/fav . . . avrhs 5e . . . oSok'^tws avairavouevois fri

To7s Tei'iTOfftv inirfcTwv eSccKe Si/ctjj/ airiarTias. It may be conjectured that the

apology of the Teutones was a pretence, and that while they promised to

abstain from injuring the Noricans, they had no intention of quitting the

neighbourhood, where their position necessarily gave umbrage to Rome.
^ The battle is said to have taken place at Xoreia. (Strabo, v. 1.) Noreia

is supposed by Groskurd (Strabo, i7i loc.) to be the modern Fricsach, in Ca-

rinthia, between the Mur and the Drave. Walckenaer {Geog. des Gaules, ii.

80.) places it at Noring, near Gmund.
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itants hastened to jDropitiate the foe by the offer of hospitality

and an appeal to the ties of kindred.' The invaders showed

no disposition to rest from their wanderings in the territories

which they might have extorted from the native population
;

in the country of the Eburones, they reserved only the city

of Aduatuca, as a magazine for their stores and booty, and

an asylum for their young and aged, who could no longer

endure the fatigues of endless adventure.^ The combined

hordes next turned towards the south of Gaul, where they met

with no serious impediment to their progress : it was not till

they had exhausted the resources of the regions which lay in

their way, that their rapacity Avas tempted by the rich and

flourishing possessions of the Roman power. In the Province

they declared their intention of taking up their abode, and

here they boldly demanded an assignment of lands from the

proconsul Silanus. He refused contemptuously, and proceeded

They defeat the Confidently to the attack. But the ponderous
proconsu

,

i a-

j^j^gggg ^f ^^le barbarians overjDOwered the skill

and science of the legionaries ; and it was chiefly by its nat-

ural barriers that the Province was protected from invasion,

till a second army could be sent into the field. The arrival,

indeed, of these fresh forces only brought with it new defeats.

Cassius and Cassius was routcd with one army, himself slain,^

Bcaurus: ^nd the remnant of his legions compelled to pass

under the yoke. Scaurus was taken prisoner in another quar-

ter, with the total loss of a second. The Cimbri deliberated

whether they should not at once cross the Alps and carry their

' Strabo says that the Belgre alone throughout Gaul were able to resist the

invaders ; but Caesar {B. G. ii. 4.) seems to confine this success to those tribes

in Belgium which were of German origin.

^ Aduatuca, according to D'Anville, is the modern Falais. Others identify

it with Tongres. It may be recognized, perhaps, from the particular descrip-

tion which Cfesar {B. G. ii. 29.) gives of the locality. Its inhabitants in his

time were the descendants of the Cimbric garrison.

^ Liv. Epit. Ixv. :
" In finibus Allobrogum." Oros. v. 15. says, "Tigurinos

usque ad Oceanum persecutus," which I can only suppose is a strange mistake

for the Lacus Lemanus. Thierry, Gaulois, ii. iii. ;
" A la vue des remparts

de Geneve."
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arms into Italy ; but, scared by their captive's resolute defiance,

they preferred securing their position in the Province, and

reducing the towns in the interior, a difficult and laborious

task to an unskilled and undisciplined multitude. Rome put

forth her resources, and assembled another powerful army to

cover the cities of the Mediterranean. But now her generals,

Csepio and Manlius, did not act in concert ; the capio and

jealous pretensions of the one ruined both himself ^^'>'i"»

and his colleague. The two camps were forced one after the

other on the same day ; the rout was more complete, and the

slaughter more overwhelming, than had befallen the republic

since the fields of Canme and the Allia. On the one hand,

the Province, with all its wealthy colonies and commercial

establishments, lay defenceless at the feet of the invaders ; on

the other, the Alps were unguarded, and a bold advance might

carry desolation into the heart of Italy. Rome trembled at

the name of the Cimbri, which recalled to her all the horrors

of Gallic invasion.^ Never did Fortune better deserve the

ofierings of her favourite worshippers than when she averted

both these impending dangers, and directed the more enter-

prizing of the barbarian hordes towards the frontiers of Spain,

while she engaged the remainder in the enjoyment of ease and

luxury on the spot Avhere they had won their triumphs. The
main body of the invaders was occupied in an in- ^,,1 invade

glorious incursion beyond the Pyrenees for the
of^er.etratfif

space of two years. During this breathing time, '"^° ^'"'> •

the Romans recovered from their consternation, and magnani-

mously broke through their ordinary rules to appoint Marius

to the command, and to give him the authority of the consul-

ship for three years successively. The new general reached

the Province before the enemy's return, and the great military

' The figure of the Cimbrian warrior which Marius painted in derision on

a shield, and set up in a conspicuous part of the forum (if Mariano be not a

corruption for Manliano (see Cic. de Orat. ii. 66.), was an imitation ofa similar

mockery of a much earlier date, commemorating probably (comp. Liv. vii. 10.)

the victory of Manlius over the gigantic Gaul. The terms Cimbri and Galli

were used by the Romans of that day as synonymous : the precise distinction

between them will be shown presently.
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works which he effected for the security and convenience of

his future operations had ah-eady marked his energy and fore^

sight, before the opposing forces took the field. The barba-

rians had now resolved to invade Italy. They divided their

armament, with the view of crossing the mountains simulta-

neously from the west and the north, and meeting at an ap-

pointed spot on the banks of the Po. The Cunbri and Hel-

vetii took .the longer circuit ; the Teutones and Ambrones
were to cut their way through Marius's legions, and penetrate

the Cottian or the Maritime Alps.^

The events of the short campaign which followed, as pre-

served in Plutarch's picturesque narrative, are more than usu-

Marins takes ally Striking. The admiration in which the Ro-
th e command.

, Till
His great Vic- man generals name was so long held by his

Bextiae: countrjTBen caused them to treasure up every

B. c. 102! quaint rudeness which fell from the rough sol-

dier's lips during the awful moments of suspense preceding

the final catastrophe. But we must confine our hasty glance

to the great encounter which took place in the neighbourhood

of AqujB Sextia3. After the unprecedented series of six suc-

cessive defeats sustained by the Romans in conflict with their

formidable enemy, they here gained a victory which retrieved

aU their former losses. The barbarians were totally extermi-

nated, the survivors of that bloody day falling one by one

under the vengeance of the provincials, while vainly endeav-

ouring to escape northwards. The enumeration of the slain is

given with great variations by the different historians. The

whole horde was, in fact, annihilated ; and the dead, lying

unburied upon the field, gave to it the frightful appellation

of the Putrid Plain, which seems still to be retained in the

name of Pourrieres, a village which marks the spot.^ The
husbandman, it is said, fenced his vineyard with the bones of

the giants of the north ; but the greater portion of the ghastly

mass sank gradually into the soil, and the fields on which the

' Pint. 3far. 15.

* Plut. 3Iar. 15-24.
; Thierry, Gaulois, 11. iii.
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Roman and the Teuton fought and fell on that terrible day

became celebrated for their rank fertility.'

The enterprize of the Cimbric horde, though more success-

ful in the outset, was crowned with disaster no less over-

whelming. The barbarians descended into Italy And at Vercei-

by the pass of the Brenner, and drove before oT the fnTOdlng

them the trooj^s commanded by Catulus, the aris-
^°'^'^^^-

tocratic colleague of Marius. They crossed the Adige and

reached the banks of the Po, where they expected to meet

^ The French antiquaries have taken great interest in tracing the existing

monuments and traditions of these events. (See llhn. Soc. Antiq. Frang. ix.

48., xvi. 1.) The localities, it seems, may be distinctly pointed out in the

valley of the Arc, about ten miles east of Aix. The ancient names of several

hills and villages are still preserved in their modern appellations. The Mont

Ste. Victoire, on the side of which the army of Marius was arrayed, evidently

derives its name from the battle. The people of the neighbourhood have

kept festival there from time immemorial, and the addition of the term Saint,

together with the Christian exterior given to the solemnities, may be ascribed

to the pious policy of the medifeval church. " Les habitans de Pertuis," says

M. Castellan, "petite ville au-del^ de la Durance, k trois lieues d'Aix, parais-

sent en avoir mieux conserve la tradition que tous les autres peuples du

voisinage. lis s'y rendeut au bruit des tambours, et des fifres. Des prieurs

nommes annuellement, choisis pour dinger la marche et maintenir le bon

ordre, se chargent aussi de la subsistance des pelerins, parmi lesquels se

trouvent des personnes des deux sexes et meme des enfans. Arrives sur le

sommet, apres une journee de marche par des chemins peu practicables, lis

campent en plein air ; et des que la nuit commence, ils mettent le feu a un

grand monceau de broussailles, sautant tout autour en signe d'allegresse.

Repete a Pertuis, aussitot que la flamme y est aper9ue, ils font entendre

reciproquement, au lointain, i\ cris redoubles, ces paroles dignes de remarque,

' Victoire, Victoire !
'
' Compare this account with Plutarch's narrative. Mar.

22. : ;U6Ta Se r^v iio-xftv 6 Mapios rCiv Pap$apiKwv ottKcov koI Aacjivpuv to, /xei/

iKTrpeTTT] Kol oArf/cXTjpa . . . eVeAele • tuv S' aWccy firl nvpas fj.eya.\rjs KaTacrw-

pevffas rh Tr\rjdoi tdvcre ^va'iav /xfyaXoTrpfTrri • Kol rod ffTparov -KepieaTwros iv

oirXois f(rT€(pav(iiixfvov, Trept^wad^fvos aiirhs, ficnrep eOos icrrli', avaXaBcuy r^v

irfpnr6p<pvpov Kol Xafiiiii/ 5o5a Kaiojxiv7)v, koL Si' a/ncpoTfpcci/ ruf x^'pi'"' OLvaTX'^v

Ttphs rhv ovpavhy, efieWiV iKpijffeiv rp irvpa . . . fxeyd\r]s ovv X^P"^ ''""'^ iirivi-

Klots Trpoayfvoj.UvTis 6 arparhs v(p' rjSovris ivoTtXiw rtvi KpSru koI Trardyw

avvr]\d\a^av. Thierry (Gaulois, I. c.) adds another interesting illustration of

the same tradition ;
" Le matelot Provengal, pres d'entrer dans la rade de

Marseille, niontrant au voyageur le sommet lointain de la montagne, lui dit

aujourd'hui, comme disaieut ses ancetres d'Arelate ou de Fosse :
' Voili le

temple de la Victoire !
'

"
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their companions, whose absence surprised but did not seri-

ously disquiet them. Unfavourable rumours began to be

heard around them ; but the Cimbri were too confident in the

invincibility of the tribes by whose side they had so often

conquered to apprehend the possibility of their destruction.

They persisted for some months in awaiting their promised

arrival, and consumed the period of inaction in the sensual

indulgences to which the charms of climate and abundance

invited them. At last Marius appeared before them at the

head of his victorious legions. The Romans announced their

triumph and the annihilation of the Teutons, with bitter sar-

casms ; nor Avere the Cimbri backward in preparing for a final

struggle. The great battle of the Campus Randius, near

Vercellge, whither the barbarians seem to have advanced by a

lateral movement in quest of their expected allies, gave an-

other comj)lete victory to the Roman arms. The slaughter

of the invading army was not less entire than that of the other

division ; and the republic preserved a lasting monument of

the peril from which it had been rescued in the titles and re-

wards which it showered upon the head of its champion.

When the cloud of danger had passed away, the Romans
might have remembered with gratitude the fidelity with which

Oppression of ^^^ provincials had resisted the temptation to join
the province.

^}jg invadcrs. With the single exception of the

Volcoe Tectosages,^ whose apparent connexion Avith the Bel-

gians may have caused them to sympathize with the Cimbri,

the Gallic tribes of the south gave intruders no encourage-

' Dion, Fr. OV. : ^.Taatdcracra Trphs rots rciu Ki/xfipuv i\irlSas. The temerity

of the Volcae cost them their independence, for they were allies and not sub-

jects of the republic, thouj^h the Romans had invented a pretext for introdu-

cing a garrison into their city, Tolosa. Having risen and overpowered this

military force, they were marked out for vengeance by Servilius Caepio, who
was aware of the great riches which the city contained. He took advantage

of the absence of the Cimbri in Spain, attacked Tolosa, and gave it up to

plunder. But the treasure which had formed a part of the spoil of Delphi

was fated to bring a curse upon its possessors, and the end of Ctepio was not

more prosperous than that of the people whom he reduced to servitude.

Strab. iv. 1.
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merit. But their constancy was attributed to timidity, and

the exactions of the oppressor were restrained neither by fear

nor remorse. The victorious soldiers demanded lands ; the

plundered citizens clamoured for compensation. It was de-

creed that the districts of the Province which the strangers

had occupied should not be restored to their original proprie-

tors, but divided among the claimants of the ruling nation.

When the Gauls ventured to complain, it was coldly replied,

that their lands having been lost to the Cimbri, the republic

had acquired, by reconquest, a right to their possession.^ Such

was the notion of the relations of ruler and subject which

found favour among the governors of a state proud alike of

its principles of jurisprudence and of its military prowess.

The natives sullenly submitted ; but this ill-treatment had

rendered them now, whatever they may have been before,

foes to Rome and secret conspirators against her. Nor was

this all, for poverty and disappointment compelled them to

seek bare subsistence from arms and violence. Henceforth

they had no hope but in the chances of tumult and confusion.

This soon appeared ; for the event of the Social Disaffection of
sri 7 the provincials:

war, which drove the proscribed adherents of the\ side with

• 1 • • 1
'°^ Marians

Marius in great numbers mto this region, the era- and Sertorius.

die of his glory and the adopted home of many of his vete-

rans, found the Gauls disposed to embrace the invitations of

their shattered party, and avenge its cause upon the Roman

government. From Gaul Sertorius derived a great part of his

resources : the Province threw itself into the arms of his lieu-

tenants, and accepted the decrees of his senate, composed of

fugitives of the Marian faction.^ When Pompeius Avas sent

by the nobles to crush the Iberian revolt, he was compelled to

make good his footing in the Gaulish province before he could

venture to cross the Pyrenees. The Marians indeed made

* Appian, B. C. i. 29. : 'O fifv 'A7rou\^ios vSfxov elcrecpepe SiaSdffacrdai yrjv,

Strriv eV TJ7 vvv virh 'Vwfxaioiv Ka\ovfj.fvr] TaAoTia Ki|t/3poi, yevos KfXruy,

KaTeiKi\(peaav • koI avrovs 6 Mdpios evayxos i^eXaffas tV yrju ws ovKfTi FoAo-

Twv es 'PaifJ-aiovs irepiecnraKet.

^ Oros. V. 23 compared with Caes. £. G. iii. 20.
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but a feeble resistance. The vengeance of the Roman general

and of Fonteius, who was charged with the restoration of the

senate's authority, fell upon the unfortunate natives Avith more

weight than ever.^ From many of their cities, such as Tolo-

sa, Ruscino and Biterrse, they were immediately ex^Delled,

and colonies of the conquering people planted in their room.

The success which finally crowned the arms of the republic in

Spain fastened the yoke of servitude still more firmly upon

their necks. Fonteius continued to exercise the functions of

Tyranny of procousul, and Organized throughout the country
Fonteius : he is -^ '

,
°

i • i , «• • i
impeaehed, and a system o± tyranny, which may be sufliciently
defended by • -, n i it i* ^^
Cicero. appreciated even irom the pleadings oi Cicero in

its defence. The orator makes no attemjjt to refute the

charges of avarice and extortion brought against his client

otherwise than by contemptuously rejecting the credibility of

any testimony of a Gaul against a Roman. Cicero's apology

is indeed a more instructive exposition of the horrors of pro-

vincial sufiering than any hostile impeachment. The con-

tumelious mdifference it breathes to the rights of a foreign

subject implies much more than a consciousness of the guilt

of the accused. It shows how frightfully even a sage's

mind could be warped by national prejudice and the pride of

dominion ; it further indicates what was the temjier of the

senatorial body presiding on the bench, before whom such an

overt denial of justice could be vaunted. Pompeius, who had

professed to purify the tribunals and to pacify just complaints,

withheld his countenance from an accusation against a crea-

ture of his own. The whole force of the aristocratic party

arrayed itself in \Tndication of its privileges. The judges ab-

solved the culprit, and the suppliants relapsed into apparent

submission, still brooding over the wrongs of their coimtry

and meditating revenge. Not only was Fonteius acquitted,

but his system of oppression continued unrelaxed.'' The pro-

' Thierry, Gaulois, ii. iv.

^ Another governor of the province, Calpurnius Piso, was accused of similar

tyranny, again defended by Cicero, and again acquitted by the judges. (Cic.

pro Flacc. 39.) Among the atrocities which, on another occasion, Cicero
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vincials were overwhelmed with debts contracted to discharge

their public burdens, the pressure of which had been aggra-

vated by successive years of famine. Nor was the surrender

of lands and goods sufficient to satisfy the law and the credi-

tor as long as the obligation was not wholly redeemed. The

debtor himself might be sold, together with his wife and

family, into the most cruel slavery. He might be driven to

labour in chains on the public works, or to wait as a menial

on the commands of a Roman colonist. Such was the system

pursued by the remorseless j^olicy of the republic, and such

the result upon which even the reformer and philanthropist

could look with complacency.

Nevertheless, the Gauls still continued to hope for justice

at the hands of the Roman people. The AUobroges, plimged

into desperate poverty by the pressure of their ^ .,. ,^ / %, . „ , . . The AUoTjrofires

debts, threatening the confiscation of their entire send deputies
- -^ -, , . to Rome to so-

territory, sent an embassy to Rome to plead their licu justice

:

J J? T\ • ^\. J.
they are tam-

cause and sue for mercy. Durmg the secret peredwithby

progress of Catilina's machinations the foreign
^

'

'°'^"

deputies were deploring the frustration of their hopes by
delay and neglect. In this mood they were craftily addressed

by Umbrenus, a creature of the conspirators, and at the same

time a person well known to the Gauls, among whom he had

lived and trafficked. He condoled with them on their mis-

fortunes, sympathized with their sense of wrong, confirmed

them in their fear that no reparation was to be obtained from

the justice or clemency of the ruling powers, and, finally,

when he had moved their indignation and despair to the

proper pitch, revealed to them the existence of a plot for the

overthrow of the government. Nothing could be so oppor-

tune, he said, to its success as an outbreak in the transalpine

l^rovince, which was in fact already partially disturbed.

Nothing could be so agreeable to the conspirators, or so

strongly command their favour and grateful recollection.

The AUobroges had it in their power to avenge themselves

imputed to P. Clodius were his extortions in Gaul as quaestor. Cic. de Har.

Hesp. 20.

VOL. I.—14
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at one blow upon the pai'ty from whose tyranny they suffered,

and to secure from the victors every reward and advantage

they could desire.^

At first the delegates lent a willing ear to a proposition so

alluring and imexpected. But a moment's reflection sug-

gested to them a safer means of obtaining their
They reveal the ^

, • i -n i • o i

conspiracy to end. 1 hey tooK counscl With J^ abms Sanga, the

patron and advocate of their nation, disclosed to

him the whole occurrence, and by his advice offered to betray

every circimistance to the consul. The fortune of the repub-

lic thus prevailed at the crisis of her utmost peril ; such evi-

dence was placed in the hands of the government as sufficed

to put it on its guard against the hnj^ending danger. The

Allobroges were directed to enter Avannly into the plot, to

attend the meetings at which it was discussed, to obtain writ-

ten and sealed assurances from the chief conspirators, in

which the invitation to msurrection and promise of reward

should be distinctly conveyed. When their hands were full

of these fatal documents they were seized, according to

agreement, by the agents of the consul, and the treason stood

revealed to the world.

We may suppose that the consul and senate were not slow

to promise their favour to the foreigners, in return for a ser-

vice the importance of Avhich they recognized in

thesena?e.^The tlic most public manner.^ But it is extremely

\o\t,InTarl'^ doubtful whether the Allobroges derived any
Bu due .

"benefit from the fidelity of their representatives.

Harassed and disappointed, they allowed the conspirators to

rouse them at last to actual rebellion.^ The insurgents in-

vaded the frontiers of the Province, and attempted to excite

a general movement among the population. A moment

earlier this would have caused great alarm and been preg-

nant with serious danger ; but the senate had recovered its

' Sail. B. C. 40. ; Cic. in Catil. iii. 6.

- Cic. in Catil. iv. 3. :
" Hesterno die praemia legatis Allobrogum dedistis

amplissima."

' Sail. B. a 42.
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confidence with the fall of Lentulus and his colleagues, and
a vigorous campaign, under the conduct of Pomptinus,

sufficed to reduce the Gauls once more to their former sub-

jection.'

We have thus traced step by step the slow and indignant

retreat of Gallic independence from the Apennines and the

Tiber to the Garonne and Cevennes. CivilizationI'll -, 1 ' ^
^'^- 653.

has triumphed over barbarism : the one gave b. c. ei.

, -r, , ,. , - . ,, Reflections on
union to the Komans, and a distinct object as well tiie contest be-

as method to their policy ; while the other, not- nTan^and

withstanding the external cultivation of their prin- ^" *'

cipal tribes, still kept the Gauls asunder by petty jealousies

and divisions. Though identified for the most part one with

another in the great features of language and character, there

existed among them certain shades of difierence, both in

origin and sentiments, and this disadvantage was aggravated

by their want of foresight and mutual self-control. The con-

quest of Gaul is one of the most complete and distinct epi-

sodes in Roman history ; but its interest and value as a por-

tion of human annals must be lost to those who fail to dis-

criminate between the various elements of which the van-

quished race consisted. When Csesar distinguished so care-

fully between the difierent populations of Gaul, it was not

merely in the spirit of the antiquarian that he placed his in-

formation on record. He wrote as the practical warrior and

statesman, who had thoroughly scanned their means of re-

sistance, and estimated with sagacity the moral and material

resources from which he had the fairest province of his em-

pire to form.

The original authorities from which we learn the main

facts regarding the ethnology and character of the Gauls are,

as is well known, principally two, Cassar himself
-101 rm r- f 1 r' • ' i

Sources of our
and otrabo. ihe nrst lived lor nine years in the knowledge re-

heart of the country, and spoke of the state of fJh ethnology.

things which he himself witnessed, with all the

' Dion, xxxviL 47, 48. ; Cic. de Prov. Cons. 13. ; Liv. Epit. ciii.
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advantages of acute observation and consummate literary-

ability ; the second, better acquainted in his own person with

the East than the West, depended pai'tly upon the accumu-

lated knowledge of a century later, and partly on the accounts

of Posidonius,^ who had travelled in Gaul in the time of

Marius. A careful criticism may employ the one of these

authorities to explain or correct the other ; and their respec-

tive statements, where apparently conflicting, may possibly be

reconciled by the consideration of the different circumstances

under which they wrote. The outline here presented of the

antiquities of Gaulish history is the result of a comparison of

both, together with such additional illustrations as modern

research and reflection have enabled us to supply.^

The population of that large portion of the European

continent which was known to the ancients by the name of

Gallia was distributed in four principal divi-
Quadruple divi- . . ,....,
siou of ancient sions, varymg more or less m origm, m language

and institutions.

I. Southern Gaul, from the Garonne to the Pyrenees, and

along the coast of the Mediterranean, was mainly occupied by

^ r,^ ^, a race altogether distinct from their Gallic neigh-
I. The Iberians. J=

/. ti • i i

hours. Under the name of Iberi, they have gen-

erally been considered as a remnant of a family of nations

which occupied much of the southern part of Europe before

the arrival of the great Celtic race in the West. The Iberians,

it is supposed, were originally thrust out of Gaul into Spain,

and many of them were again driven back to their old homes,

when the Celtic race first penetrated through the Pyrenees.

Of the older race, such as neither submitted to the new com-

ers nor mingled with them' were compelled, for the most

^ Posidonius is frequently referred to by Strabo, particularly in books iii.

iv. and xi. He visited Massilia and tlie Narboueusis, was born a. u. 619, and

died A. u. 103. (Ukert, Georff. der G. itnd R. i. 174.)

* I have been principally guided by Thierry's elaborate history : see par-

ticularly the Introduction, which has been much enlarged in the third edition,

Paris, 1845.

" The Celtiberi, a people widely spread in the Spanish peninsula, were said

to be of a mixed race of conquerors and conquered. (Diodor. Sic. v. 33.

;

comp. Lucan, iv. 9.)
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part, to make their escape through the western and eastern

outlets of the mountains, whence they spread themselves to

the Garonne on the one side, to the Cevennes, the Rhone and

the Alps on the other. They became known in the West
and the East respectively by the names of Aquitani and Li-

gures. In the former region they remained stationary ; on

the other side they continued to push forward, driving the

Sicani before them, and finally established themselves along

the coast of the Mediterranean, from the Pyrenees to the

river Macra/ We have seen how the whole of this coast fell

gradually into the hands of the Greeks of Massilia and the

Roman invaders. The Aquitani continued to occupy the tri-

angle between the Pyrenees, the Garonne and the Bay of

Biscay, within which they formed a confederacy, holding lit-

tle intercourse with the Gaulish tribes beyond the river,

speaking a language^ and maintaining institutions peculiar to

themselves, but jealously watched and controlled by the colo-

nies of the republic at Norbo, Biterrae and Tolosa.

II. The Gauls, properly so called, the Galatae of the Greeks,

the Galli of the Romans, and the Gael of modern history,

formed the van of the great Celtic migration^
j j

r^j^^
(jaiatw,

which had poured westward at various intervals ^'*"'' °^ ^*®'-

during many hundred years. Their origin, as well as the

causes and events of their early movements, is lost in the

night of ages. Having overrun the south of Gaul and pene-

trated into Sjjain, they lost a part of the territory thus ac-

quired, and the restoration of the Iberian fugitives to Aqui-

tania placed a barrier between the Celts in Spain and their

' Thucyd. vi. 2. ; Avien. Or. Marit. 132., &c.

° Strab. iv. 1. init. (comp. 2. init.) : Tovs 'Akovituvovs reXfws i^TjAAayixf-

vovs, oh rrj yKurrri jx6vov, aWa icaX to7s ffcifiaffty, efx,(pepe7s ''\fir\poi fiaWov v)

FaKarals. (Compare Zeuss, die Dintschen mid die Nachbardiinmie, p. 163.)

' The term Celtsc, Celts, whieh is now generally adopted as the generic

appellation of one of the priucii)al families of the human race, was confined

by the ancients to the Gauls, and seems to have had originally a still more

limited signification, as the designation of certain tribes in the neighbourhood

of Marseilles. Strab. iv. 1. fin. : 'kirh tovtoiv 5' oljxai koI tovs ffiifxTravTus

FaKarks KeKrovs airh tuv 'Y.Wi]V(iiv TrpocrayopevOTiyat.
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brethren whom they had left behind them in the north. In the

time of the Romans the GaLi were found established in the

centre and east of the coimtry denominated Gaul, forming for

the most part a great confederation, at the head of which

stood the Arverni/ It was the policy of the Romans to raise

the -^dui into competition with this dominant tribe, and

with this view they distinguished them, as we have seen,

with especial marks of favour. The Arverni, whose name is

retained in the modern appellation of Auvergne, occupied a

large district in the middle and south of Gaul, and were sur-

rounded by tributary or dependent clans. The ^dui lay

more to the north and east, and the centre of their posses-

sions is marked by the position of their capital Bibracte, the

modern Autun, situated in the highlands which separate the

waters of the Loire, the Seine and the Saone.'^ The one na-

tion was better j^laced for defence, the other for commerce
;

and with the spread of riches and civilization, the ancient in-

fluence of the Arverni seemed on the point of giving way to

the more active ambition of their rivals. Other Gallic tribes

stretched beyond the Saone : the Sequani,^ who afterwards

made an attempt to usurp this coveted preeminence ; the

Helvetii and other mountain races, whose scanty pastures

extended to the sources of the Rhine ; the Allobroges, who
dwelt upon the Isere and Rhone,* and who were the first of

their race to meet and the first to succumb before the prowess

' The power of the Arverni might be estimated, says Strabo (iv. 2.), by the

many contests they maintained with Rome, and the numbers they brought into

the field : Aieretvau Se rijv apxh'' IJ-^XP^ Napflwyos, Koi twv opwv rr\s Maer-

aaXidiribos' ixparovv 5e koX toiv fJ-^xp^ Tlvp-fivris iOfccy, koI /if'xP' '^xeduov Kot

'P-fjuov ; after which he gives an instance of the barbaric splendour of their

king Bittus or Bituitus.

* Strabo places them between the Arar (Saone) and the Dubis, by which he

evidently means the Liger (Loire). He makes the same mistake in this name

twice. See Groskurd's Strabo, iv. 3. § 2.

' The valley of the Doubs formed the centre of the Sequanese territory,

which reached to the Jura and the Rhine, Strab. iv. 3.

* The settlements of the Allobroges occupied the space between these two

rivers, and extended also a little beyond the latter into the modern province

of Tranche Comte.
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of the Roman legions. According to the classification both

of Caesar and Strabo, the Turones, Pictones and Santones

must be comprised under the same general denomination. It

is probable, however, that the relationship in these three cases

was not so close, as these tribes do not appear to have formed

a part of the political confederation of the Galli.

III. It will be seen that the limits thus assigned to that

portion of the ancient Celtic population of Gaul which is ap-

propriately designated by the term Galli, embrace
^^^ ^^^ ^^^

at least the Avhole centre and east of the country, gae -, discrepan-
. cy between

Beyond the Seme and 31arne, the north-east was caesar and

occupied by a race whom Caesar characterizes as

not less different from the Galli in language, manners and

institutions,' than were the Iberi, whom modern ethnologers

represent as belonging to a distinct family. To this race he

gives the name of Belgae, and informs us that in their own
estimation they were principally descended from a German

stock, the offspring of some early migration across the Rhine.

According to Caesar's Anew, the Gallic race extended much

further than the limits above assigned to it, and included the

people of the north-west, from the mouth of the Loire to that

of the Seine ; whereas Strabo, following probably the infor-

mation of Posidonius, gives the whole of Gaul north of the

Loire to the Belgae. At the same time, the geographer by

no means concurred in Caesar's view of the origin of this

third race, which he believed to be Gaulish and not German,

though differing widely from the GaUi, or Gauls of the cen-

tral region. According to his accoimt we should regard

them as a variety of Celts, distinct both from the Iberi on the

one side, and the Teutons on the other. In order to explain

these conflicting statements, we must observe that Cresar's

account is not strictly consistent with itself, for certain among

the Belgic tribes he contrasts with the rest as being German

by origin, and forming separate leagues among themselves

for mutual defence in the midst of jealous and probably alien

' Caes. B. G. i. 1. ; comp. Strab. iv. 3. init.
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neighbours.^ The great mass, therefore, even of the Belg8e

were still Celts ; but, as the inunigration of Teutons was an

event of gradual progress, it is reasonable to suppose that in

the time of Posiclonius the population beyond the Seine was

as yet little tainted with the admixture of the foreign element.

At that period the middle race between the Loire and the

Seine may have been more akin to the Belgae, as Strabo,

viewing them with the eyes of the earlier writer, represents,

than with the Galli, south of the Loire, to whom Caesar, on the

contrary, assimilates them. We may conclude that, with

whatever mixture of German blood, still, even in the time

of Cresar, the main element of the whole population of the

north was Celtic, differing from the Gallic subdivision of the

Theory of the family, and required to be designated by a dis-

GauTsTntotwo tiuctivc appellation. This fact of the division of

and^the^kyn> ^^^ Gauls into two races is one of great import-
^y- ance in the history of the Celtic family, though

its announcement seems to have been left to very modern

times.^ It may be traced, however obscurely, in several

ways, which can only be cursorily indicated here. Thus,

for instance, the existence in the neighbouring island of Brit-

ain, of two Celtic races, the Gael and the K}anry, with differ-

ent types of language and feature, is well known. In Gaul

there remain at the present day vestiges of only one of these

languages, the Kymric, which is still spoken in some portion

of Brittany, a district included, as we have seen, in the Bel-

gica of Strabo. The common theory, that the population of

this coimtry is the offspring of certain munigi'ations from the

' Cses. B. Q. ii. 4, 5. The Belga; themselves only affirmed that most of

them (plerosque) were of German origin, and Tacitus remarked among them

a certain " affectatio Germanicfe originis."

"^ I believe that Thierry was the first to discuss it scientifically. The intro-

duction to the third edition of the Hist, des Gaulois notices the favour with

which the theory has been received. Niebuhr gave a hint of the same view

in his lectures on Roman history, delivered before Thierry's work, but published

since. {Lcct. on Rom. Hint. ii. 1. 44.) On the other hand, Arnold criticizes

and hesitates to adopt it. {Hist, of Home, i. c. 24.)
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opposite coast, is wholly untenable.^ The supposition that

the three scanty infusions of Kymric blood which alone are

recorded by genuine history, should have sufliced to change

the language and physical character of the whole peojjle of

the peninsula is inconsistent with the doctrine of the perma-

nence of type in the majority of every mixed population,

which modern experience so strongly attests. The Kymry,
then, as distinguished from the Gael, were the first known
inhabitants of this part of Gaul, and probably of Belgica in

general.

Further evidence of this division of races may be discov-

ered, it is said, in the different types of feature which are stUl

strongly characteristic of the population of the

north and south respectively. This, midoubtedly, nZ division

is a subject which requires much closer investiga- loRi^a^ divine.

tion than it has yet received before it can be re-
*'°°*'

garded as furnishing substantive and independent evidence

of the facts in question. Yet it is too interesting and im-

portant to be altogether omitted. A curious observer has

distinguished, among a great mass of what may be called

neutral characters, two opposite types of form and feature

prevalent in different parts of Gaul resi^ectively.' In the one

the shajDC of the head is long and oval, the forehead high and

narrow, the nose curved doAvnwards and pointed, the chin

small. This type of head is generally accompanied with a tall

and spare figure, and prevails throughout the northern parts

of Gaul, the Belgica of Strabo. The other is distinguished

by a flat head, a forehead low and broad, the face round or

approaching to square, the chin prominent, the nose small

' Three such are particularly mentioned : the first, a. d. 285, when Con-

stantius Chlorus assigned lands to some fugitives in the territory of the Curioso-

littE ; the second, a century later, when Conan Meriadec followed the usurper

Maximus from Britain, and obtained a sovereignty in Armorica after his defeat

;

and the third, some years after, when the same Conan invited a few settlers to

confirm his power in the Peninsula. (Daru, Hist, de Bretagne, i. 53.) The

stories of subsequent immigrations of the Kymry in the fifth century are re-

garded by Niebuhr as undoubtedly fiiliulous.

' M. Edwards, Leftre a Amcd. TJderry.
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and straiglit or turning uj^wards ; the corresponding stature is

short and the figure thick. This is the type which prevails

in the centre and east of France. The one type occurs

throughout the seats of the KjTiiry, the other in those of the

Gael. It Avill be readily admitted that, among the Celtic

populations of our own islands, the latter of these types is

strongly characteristic of the Highland Gael and also of the

Irish. The former answers precisely to the characters

most generally prevalent among the Welsh, though in Wales

there is undoubtedly a large intermixture of the other type

also.

But if there exist even at the present day certain physical

characteristics which seem to attest the early diversity of the

Evidence from great races by which Gaul was occupied, Ave may

nttcai charac-
discovcr Still further evidence of the same fact

teristicB. both in their political combinations and their social

institutions. The campaigns of Csesar bring us successively

into acquaintance with distinct confederacies existing in difter-

ent parts of the country, with little intercourse between them.

The first is that of the Arverni, ^dui, Sequani and other central

and eastern tribes : beyond them the Belgica of Caesar forms

a separate cluster of nations, closely connected among them-

selves, but maintaining no political relations with their south-

ern neighbours. The tribes of Normandy and Maine hang,

as it were, loosely upon the skirts of the Belgians proper, and,

though less intimately united with them, are easily induced

to join in a common cause. The Armoricans, strictly attached

to one another, are allied moreover with all the tribes on the

northern coast, and seem to be no less closely linked with

the fortunes of the Turones, Andi and others on the lower

Loii'e. In short, there exists a certain homogeneity through-

out the whole Belgica of Strabo. Even to the south of the

Loire it may be suspected that the Santones and Pictones be-

long to the same race with the communities to the north.

The request of the Helvetians to the Sequani, to be permitted

to fix themselves in the territory occupied by these tribes,'

> Caes. B. G. i. 9, 10.
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seems to sliow that no strict bonds of blood or sentiment

existed between the nations of the eastern and those of the

western centre of Gaul.

The progress which civilization had made in the northern

and more southern parts of Gaul respectively, seems also to

indicate the distinct and later development of the Additional pre-

Kymric element of the population. At the time f""our'°'difer^.*

when the northern invaders were disputing the Gauii'sh'^ch'iu"'^

soil of Italy with the republic, they showed in
Gaelic'anc?*^

one respect a striking inferiority to opponents
^^^tjeg^r"'

with whom they were so equally matched in the epectiveiy.

field. It marked the national aptitude of the Romans to

imbibe the lessons of civilization, that from the first they

regarded the city, with the ideas of freedom, sympathy and

unity attaching to it, as the source or nucleus of political

society. Hence arose the deep-set principles from which

were unfolded their conceptions of civil government, of per-

sonal independence, of social rights and their correlative

duties. But the feeling of citizenship, the moving principle

of Greek and Roman life, had little power of spontaneous

development among any races of Celtic origin. The natural

ties which held society together among the Gauls were rather

personal than civil. The Gaul devoted himself to the service

of his chieftain, whether as a serf, a client, or a friend ; the

chieftains dwelt apart, and issued forth to war or council at-

tended by a retinue of dependents, of whom they exacted a

sort of feudal service in retui-n for their maintenance.^ A
state of society of this kind gives room for the display of

emulation and personal attachment, but it tends to isolate the

elements of a nation rather than to concentrate them. The

strength of the whole body was broken up by the petty fac-

tions and feuds which existed among its members ; and while

the courage of the Gauls was unsurpassed, and their onset

formidable from its impetuosity, they wanted those moral ties

' Compare the account of Orgetorix in Caesar {B. G. i. 4.) :
" Omnem suam

familiara, ad hominum millia decern, undique coegit et omnes clientes obseratos-

que suos."
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between man and man by which alone disasters can be borne

and retrieved. Such was the general character of the Gaulish

people ; but in process of time their manners and principles

of action had admitted of partial modification. When the

Romans saw themselves at last arrayed front to front against

the great powers of central Gaul, they found its political in-

stitutions in all the uncertainty and tremulousness of a period

of transition. The increase of arts and commerce had col-

lected masses of the population in cities ; Bibracte, Noviodu-

num, Genabus, Vienna and Tolosa, were marts of commerce

and strongholds of popular independence. The germs of

municipal liberty had taken root in the bosom of the Gaelic

states, and the influence of the chieftains of clans was grad-

ually bowing before it. These states were, for the most part,

governed by a chieftain exercising a nominal sovereignty, but

elected and controlled by a popular assembly. The nobles

struggled by artifice and intrigue to maintain a remnant of

their authority, while the bolder and more ambitious of their

class cherished schemes of aggrandizement and usurpation.

Political power among the Gaelic tribes had fallen, for the

most part, into the hands of the commonalty, but public virtue

had withered almost before it blossomed ; for the communi-

ties whose institutions were the most liberal, and condition

the most advanced, were precisely those which submitted

most readily to the Roman domination. But the northern or

Kymric tribes were still subject to the primitive rule of their

kings and chieftains ; among them the lower classes were still

merely serfs or clients. They possessed no great cities, no

public marts of industry and commerce. The places which

we find dignified by the names of towns, or oppida^ were for

the most part merely entrenched fastnesses on lofty eminences

or in woody coverts, Avhither a whole tribe might retreat in

case of attack with all its moveables and cattle ;
' but in the

^ On this point there is much diversity of opinion. A writer in the Man.

8oe. Antiq. de France argues,— 1. That the term civitas, when applied to the

Gaulish barbarians by Ca?sar, never means a city, but always a state : 2. That

the designation of urbs is used only two or three times ; of Avaricum, S. G.
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intervals of peace tlie people dwelt in hamlets or detached

habitations, in the situations most convenient for fishing,

hunting, or husbandry/ That the oppida were not intended

for permanent residence appears clearly in the case of the

Armoricans, at least, from their position on the rockiest and

most remote peninsulas.

The religious ideas prevalent among the Gauls may fur-

nish us with another clue to the distinction between their

several races. The theological system known to,, f. -r\ • -,• /> 1 n» Dift'erent char-

US by the name oi Druidism, irom the aj)pellation actor of Druid-

of its priests, was claimed by the Kymry of Brit- Kym:J^°and the

ain as their own invention.'' Without attaching

any credit to this assertion in its literal meaning, it may nev-

ertheless be taken to represent the fact that Druidism was
preserved ia its pm-est and most systematic form in our own

vi. 9., vii. 15. ; of Gergovia, vii. 36. ; of Alesia, vii. 68. : 3. That oppidum
(Strab. (ppovpiov) is always a place of refuge and defence merely. He urges

that Caesar's description of the oppida implies that they were almost empty

spaces ; large armies manoeuvred in them, as at Avaricum 40,000 Gauls as-

sembled " in foro et locis patentioribus," vii. 28. In the oppidum of Vesontio

Caesar's officers dwelt in tents, i. 39. Critognatus speaks of it as a great cala-

mity, that on the invasion of the Cimbri the Gauls were compelled to resort

to their oppida, vii. 77. When Gaul was conquered, one of the means taken

to break the people to servitude was to compel them to inhabit their oppida

by seizing their lands: " compulsos in oppida multatis agris," vii. 54. He
asserts that in the ancient Celtic languages, the Low-Breton for instance, there

is no word for a city in our sense. The assemblies of the people were held

not in cities, but in the open air, at the common frontiers of several nations,

vi. 13. So religious ceremonies were performed in forests and on mountains,

&c. The argument is pushed too fiir, and should be confined at least to the

northern parts of the country; but Walckenaer {Geogr. des Gaules) is, I

think, too sweeping in his rejection of it.

' The Gauls built their scattered dwellings principally in the woods and on
the banks of streams ;

" sestus vitandi causa." They were made of the branches

of trees and clay (Ca»s. B. G. vi. 30.), and thatched with straw (Vitruv. i. 1.);

only a ground floor, as appears from the absence of any word in the old Celtic

to signify stage or story. Accordingly, there exist no remains of domestic

buildings of the Celts in Gaul.

° Caes. B. G. vi. 13. :
" Disciplina in Britannia reperta atque inde in

Galliam translata esse existimatur : et nunc, qui diligentius earn rem cognos-

cere volunt, plerumque illic discendi causa proficiscuntur."
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island ; the express statement of Caesar is sufBcient to prove

that the highest instruction in its mysteries flowed from

thence, and that its votaries were wont to flock thither to im-

bibe its most spiritual lore. The great religious assembly of

the whole of Gaul Avas held in the territory of the Carnutes,

north of the Loire.' It was in the northern and western parts

of the country that the Druids seem to have exercised the

greatest influence in political affairs ; it was there that they

continued to ammate successive revolts against Rome, till they

drew doAATi an inveterate j^ersecution upon themselves and

their religion. In those regions also the most important and

most numerous remains of Druidical worship still exist, and

support the inference that it was among the Kymry in Gaul

as well as in Britain that the oldest and purest form of Druid-

ism flourished. The character of the system was essentially

Oriental, and forms another link in the chain which connects

the Kymry of the West with the Cimmerii of the Euxine

shores,- and through them Avith the primitive hives of Asia.

It corresponded in many important particulars with the simple

and comparatively spiritual character of the Persian theo-

sophy ; it taught the purity of the Godhead as a metaphysical

abstraction, and the eternity of the soul's existence by trans-

migration ; ' it had its mysteries and initiatory rites, by which

the mind of the votary was withdrawn from the contempla-

tion of the manifold energies of the Godhead to that of his

The spot is said to have been at Dreux. (Moebe in Caes. /. c.) Cfesar

states that the Gauls considered this region the centre of their country, which

might be nearly true of the Kymrie confederacies. There are legends, I have

been informed, connected with the cathedral of Chartres, which tend to show

that this place was selected for a centre of Christian missions from its reputed

sanctity under the Druids.

^ Diodor. Sic. v. 32.

^ There seems no reason to suppose that the Druidical dogma maintained,

like that of Pythagoras, the transmigration of the human soul into the bodies

of animals. See Diodor. v. 28. It is not quite certain even that Caesar repre-

sents the soul as passing from one human body into another (vi. 14.) : Lucan
(i. 460.) and Mela (iii. 2.) only assert a belief in its immortalitv, implying the

existence of a future state. See an essay by Chiniac de la Bastide, in Leber,

Coll. de Pieces relatives d VHistoire de France, p. iii.
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essential unity ; it abounded in symbols, inculcated retirement

and meditation, and upheld the character of its priesthood as

mediators between earth and heaven : again, it made use of

natural phenomena as means to elevate the mind to the com-

prehension of a first cause, glided from thence into the frivo-

lous delusions of astrology, and finally degenerated into the

impieties and horrors of belief in magic/ Hence its addic-

tion to human sacrifices,^ the last resort of superstitious ter-

ror endeavouring to extort the secrets of futurity from a re-

luctant power, and to control the course of destiny. But by
the side of this Oriental theism there existed another sys-

tem, much less distinctive in its character, an elemental wor-

ship of the grossest kind, in which the objects of nature were

identified with the memory of deceased heroes, and the sim

and stars, the thimder and the whirlwind, were worshipped

as the visible representatives of superior beings. The Roman
sceptic was surprised to find the barbarians adoring, as he

supposed, the same divinities whom his own critical acuteness

had rejected. Jupiter and Apollo, and the rest of the host

of 01}'Tnpus, were recognized in the consistory of the Gallic

deities : Mercurius seemed to hold the highest place among

them, under the name of Teutates, and was venerated as the

patron of all their civilization ; the sim, or Apollo, Avas wor-

shipped by the name of Belenus ; Taranis represented the

thmiderer Jupiter ; and Hesus was their Mars, the god of

battles.^ We may asci-ibe the worship of Belenus and Teu-

tates to the traditions imported into Gaul by the Phoenicians."

The Gi-eek colonists of the coast may also have had their

share in moulding the Avestern polytheism to the shape of the

eastern ; but it must still remain a question how far this form

' Caes. B. G. vi. 14. ; Plln. H. N. xxx. 4. :
" Britannia hodieque earn

(magiam) attonite celebrat, tantis cffirimoniis, ut dedisse Pcrsis videri possit."

Compare Clem. Alex. Strom, i. 71. ; Ammian. xv. 9. ; Mel. iii. 2.

= Diodor. Sic. v. 31. ; Strab. iv. 4. ; Caes. B. G. vi. 16.

3 Cffis. B. G. vi. 17. ; Luc. i. 445.

* The Phoenician origin of the worship of Teutates (Thcuth) is confirmed

by that of a Mercurius in Spain. (Liv. xxvi. 44.) Belenus is connected with

Baal. Teutates may still be recognised in many local names in England.
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of heathenism was indeiDendent of Druidism/ and how far, on

the other hand, it was a degeneration from that more spiritual

system, m accordance with the sensual tendencies of the

period and the peojile. But if the councils and institutions

of the Gaelic nations were more independent of Druidical

influence, it must have exerted a vigorous ascendency over

tlie lower classes, and taken deej) root in the remoter and

less frequented districts. In the north-western angle of Gaul,

comprised between the lower Loire and Seine,
Existing monu- ,..,.,, -r^ ,

ments of Druid- the rcgion m which the Kymry seem to have
ism ia Gaul. , • -i ^ •,,,! . ^

been most unmixed, there exist at the present day

about ninety remains of Celtic monuments, all probably of

religious significance. They aboimd equally on the rocky

coasts of Brittany, and the wooded hills of Normandy, in the

meadows of Anjou, and the plains of the Orleanois.' In cen-

tral and eastern Gaul similar remains are confined to the high-

lands about the sources of the Seine, the Loire, the Allier and

the Vienne. Within those narrow limits about fifty such

may be enumerated. But in the lowlands of the Gaelic terri-

tory they either never existed or have been altogether ob-

literated. Throughout the Province not more than one or

two vestiges of the kind can be traced. Here perhaj)S they

were most ruthlessly exterminated by the arm of Roman per-

secution. Their number is also very small in the north-east-

ern or Belgic provinces of France ; and there too they were

trodden into the soil by the heel of the Roman legionary,

quartered for centuries in the neighbourhood of the German
frontier, or were worn away by the attrition of succeeding

waves of invaders, the Sueve, the Frank and the Burgundian.

In Aquitania the presence of the Celt is attested by only one

or two monuments of his religion, and the antiquity of these

may possibly remount to the earliest period of Gaulish his-

' This hypothesis is maintained by Thierry, who considers Druidism to

have been only adopted by the Gael at a later period. (Gaiolois, ii. i.)

^ These enumerations are made from Hocquart's Carte Archeoloffique de

la France. These various monuments are almost universally cromlechs, dol-

mens, or rocking-stones.
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tory. But in the district between the Gironde and the lower

Loire they are hardly less numerous than in Brittany and

Maine, and are there scattered indiscriminately over hill, plain

and valley, in token of the general diffusion and security of

the worship which they subserved.

IV. The Rhine, which formed the geographical boundary

between Gaul and Germany, was never a barrier capable of

restraining the migratory propensities of the
1-^1 ^ J ^ I'^'- The Bel-

northern races, or preventmg the repeated tran- gians a Celtic

sit of invaders from the right to the left bank. fnu?mixVuio
0°

Accordingly, the Kymric population, which had
Teutonic tribes.

spread over the northern region of Gaul, was constantly

harassed by the Teutonic hordes, which pressed hungrily on

its rear. The Germans, who had introduced themselves with-

in the Ihnits of Gaul, were already, in the time of Caesar,

intermixed in a great degree with the earlier possessors,

besides retaining, in some localities, their own names and

characteristics. Such were the Eburones, Treviri and Nervii,

the Segni, Ca?resi and Pfemani, who dwelt apart from the

Kymry, with distinct habits and institutions. But it is to the

whole of this population, thus fused and intermingled, that

CfBsar applies the name of Belgai ; a name, however, which

can be shown not to be properly generic, but to be appro-

priated in strictness, like that of Celt originally, to certain

particular tribes.^ "We have already noticed some traces of

subdivision among the great Kymric race, and the boimdary

between the pure and the mixed Kymry may be placed on the

line of the Seine and Marne. We may readily believe that

this mixed people had lost much of the genuine manners, lan-

guage, and religion of its Celtic ancestors ; and this may ac-

count for the paucity of its sacerdotal monuments, as well as

for the difference which Caesar so strongly marks between its

language and that of the Gael. But he is undoubtedly mis-

taken in his assertion that the Belgians were for the most

part of German origin, their essential identity with the Celts

being sufficiently established by the declarations of Posi-

' Thierry, Gaulois, Introd. Ivii.

VOL. I.—15
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donius and Strabo, together with the strong presumptions

that have been adduced from physiological and other evi-

dence.

This people, however, as it was the last to emerge from

the rudeness of its primeval forests, and was unable to shake

off from its bosom the unmixed barbarism of a

and mode of still younger race clinging so closely about it, so

it was much behind the rest of the Gaulish popu-

lation in all the elements of civilized existence. Throughout

the extensive region which it occupied we hear of no place

deserving the name of a city, except perhaps Samarobriva,

the modern Amiens, the bridge over the Somme. The Morini

and Menapii fed entirely on fish and the eggs of wild fowl

;

they dwelt in the recesses of their woods and morasses, with

no more sense of cleanliness and comfort than the Teutonic

Eburones and Nervii. The Belgians were noted for the use

of the scythed chariot,^ one of the rudest and earliest imple-

ments of war. They rejoiced in passing their whole lives

with arms in their hands. The German tribes haughtily

excluded from their territory the jDurveyors of all foreign

articles, whether of use or luxury. Accustomed to constant

warfare with a more savage and ferocious race than them-

selves, the Belgians acquired a renown for bravery beyond all

the other inhabitants of Gaul." They affected to despise their

brethren in the south, kept aloof from their confederacies,

and were even inclined to disown their kinship.

The limits of the Belgian conquest are broadly defined by

the two great rivers which have been mentioned ; but it is

probable that some of these tribes penetrated far
Borne of their i . ..,-,.
tribes pene- mto the south. ihe Volcse, who occupied a dis-

' Lucan, i. 426.

:

" Et docilis rector rostrati Belga covini."

Thierry attributes the scythed chariot to the Treviri, but I question whether

the Germans ever used it. Mela iii. 6. says :
" Bigis et curribus, covinos

vocant, Gallic^ armati." Covinus appears to be a Celtic word, common both

to the Kymric and Gaelic variety. Caesar, however, makes no mention of

scythed chariots among the Gauls or Britons. (Cluver. Genn. Ant. i. 335.)

* Cces. B. G. 1. 1. ; Ammian. xv. 11.
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trict between the Rhone and the Pyrenees, m two tmtcd into th£

divisions distinguished by the names of Arecoinici

and Tectosages, are connected with the Belgians by the co-

ordinate appellation of Bolgae, and even of Belgoe.' The fate

of Britain was similar to that of Gaul. There also the con-

quering Kymry foimd the Belgians at their back before they

had well time to turn themselves round in the habitations of

the vanquished Gael. There, too, the new comers brought

along with them a portion of Teutonic blood ; and the south-

eastern angle of the island, the limit of their progress, came

to be inhabited by a mixed i^eople, who seemed to superficial

observers to have little in coimnon with the race upon whom
they had intruded themselves.

But, notwithstanding the familiar intercourse thus estab-

lished between the Celtic and Teutonic tribes who shared the

north-east of Gaul, the enmity between the two Hostility be-

races continued unabated, the Germans hovering q^^®" *^^ ^^^.^

on the banks of the Rhine with numbers and "^^°*-

courage daily augmenting, the Gauls crouching in terror be-

fore an enemy whom they dared not encounter, or even in-

viting him within their frontiers to fight their battles for

them. The time had long passed since the Gauls had been an

emigrating and a conquering people.^ Their incursions into

the German territories had once been no less numerous and

successful than those by Avhich they had possessed themselves

of one half of Italy, and devastated nearly the whole. But

step by step they had been hurled back in both quarters by

nations fiercer or better disciplined than themselves. Tlie

progress of moral and physical culture among them had taken

a direction which paralysed their means of defence both

against the Germans and the Romans. It enervated their

bodies and subdued their daring courage, as compared with

the wild barbarians of the north, while it had no tendency to

' Thierry, Gaulois, Introd. p. li.-lv.

' Tac. Germ. 28. :
" Validiores olim Gallorum res fuisse summus auctorum

divus Julius tradit, eoque credibile est etiam Gallos in Germaniaiu transgresses."

Comp. Cffis. B. G. vi. 24.
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iqipart that community of sentiment and identity of purpose,

which hold the scales of victory so evenly between civilized

powers.

The ancient writers abound in descriptions of the character

of a nation which performed so conspicuous a part in the

early history of Europe. In stature the Gauls are
General char- •/» i . j j- ^i i i?
acterofthe uniiormly represented as exceedmg the people oi

Greece and Italy, Undoubtedly the dispropor-

tion between the Italians and the Kymry was strongly

marked ; and the Senones, from whom the Romans derived

their most formidable conceptions of the Gaulish warriors, as

well as the Cispadanes generally, were of the Kymric race.

The lightness of complexion ascribed to the nation was also

characteristic of the northern rather than of the southern

population. It may be conjectured that a change of habits

and perhaps of climate has embroTVTied a skin which paled

under the shadow of primeval forests :
^ yet even now the

darkest-haired Gael has not the olive tint of the Italian and

Greek. The temper of the Gauls in general was lively,

frivolous and irascible, inconstant even to perfidy, violent in

language and gesture ;

"^ their courage was daring and impet-

uous, but not capable of enduring resistance and reverses.'

At the same time they were noted for simplicity and good-

humour, and rushed gaily into danger without artifice or

malice. But their great defect was the want of patience and

true earnestness, and of the moral firmness which controls a

' Arnold, Hist, of Rome, i. 529.

^ The spirit of bravado for which the Gauls were remarkable {aireiK7]Ta.\ 5e

Kot avarartKol koI TeTpayq^STjixei/ot vwdpxovffi. Diod. Sic. v. 31.) is aptly illus-

trated by the reply of their chieftains to the vainglorious question of Alexan-

der the Great. After exhibiting before them a great display of his magnifi-

cence and power, he ended by demanding of them, What was the thing in the

world they were most afraid of? " We fear nothing," they replied, " except

it be lest the sky fall." Strab. vii. 3. ; compare Posid. ap. Athen. iv. 40.

;

^lian. xii. 23.

^ Tac. Agric. 11., comparing the Gauls and Britons, says of both :
" In

deposcendis periculis eadem audacia, et ubi advenere, in detrectaudis eadem

formido."
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prejudice and refrains from a gratification for the sake of an

ulterior result. Their want of self-control and self-resiDect

was manifested in the brutal sensuality to which they were

addicted. It may be surmised that the worst of their vices

were confined for the most part to those who came in contact

with the sickly refinement of the Greek settlers ; but even

the over-civilized nations of the South affected disgust at their

enormity. The Gauls exhibited docility in learning and con-

siderable aptitude for practical avocations. They carried on

a commerce in various articles of manufacture ; and, though

their coinage was rude in execution, we know that the art of

working metals was in extensive use among them. They

were acute in intellect, and curious in speculation, though

they never produced a spontaneous literature. But their in-

tercourse with Rome gave a new stimulus to their genius

;

and under the empire the cities of Gaul were hardly second

to any as seats of learning and schools of rhetoric.

The spirit of careless exaggeration, which was wont to

regard the desert region of the north as the teeming parent

of innumerable nations, has vanished before the
population of

calculations of experience and reason ; and it ^''"^•

will be readily allowed that at least one half of Gaul was

occupied in the time of Ctesar by unsettled and scanty tribes,

who abandoned a vast proportion of their territory to the

barrenness of nature, while in the remnant which they pro-

fessed to cultivate they barely scratched the soil. If the

numbers of their fighting men are rej^resented as enormous,

we must remember that war was the only occupation of the

people of the north, and that at least a fourth of each nation

was ready at any moment to start up in arms.' In the south

the manners of the people approached much nearer to those

of civilized life, and the richness of the soil was developed

* When the whole mass of the Helvetic tribes migrated to the amount of

368,000 souls, 92,000 men were capable of bearing arms. Ca?s. B. G. i. 29.

Caesar assures us that he saw the precise data from which this enumeration

was made. In the Pannonian revolt the total number of insurgent tribes is

stated generally at 800,000, that of the warriors at 200,000. Vel. ii. 110.
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by a due application of labour. A calculation of the entire

population has been made for the period of the fourth cen-

tury of our era upon grounds which apparently deserve con-

fidence, and the result gives a total amount of ten millions

and a half.* At that period the country had been for some

time exposed to the ravages of barbarian invasion, and the

growth of the population had doubtless been checked by a

long term of misgovernment. Nevertheless, it would be pre-

posterous to suppose that the semi-barbarous Gauls of Ctesar's

age approached at all nearly to that nimiber. Caesar himself

boasted, as we learn from Plutarch,'^ that he had combated

three millions of men ; and in this round number we may
conjecture, that he meant to comprehend the whole male

population of the hostile states. If, on the one hand, the

tribes of Germans and Britons whom Caesar met in the field

are to be deducted from this calculation, we have to add the

inhabitants of the Province, on the other, in order to obtain

the number of the whole Gaulish people, which we may fairly

conclude to have reached about six millions at the date of his

invasion.

^ Bureau de la Malle, Econ. Pol. des Iio)/iams, i. 301. ; Duruy, Hist, des

Romains, ii. 409.

^ Plut. Cces. 15., who, however, evidently interprets the statement literally.
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CHAPTER YI.

THE SUETT ENTER GAPL, AND ESTABLISH THEMSELVES IN THE TERRITORY OP

THE SEQUANI. THE ALLIANCE OF THE REPUBLIC SOLICITED BT BOTH THE

GAULS AND GERMANS. MOVEMENT AMONG THE HELVETII : THEY THREATEN

. TO ENTER THE ROMAN PROVINCE : CiESAR LEAVES ROME, AND ASSUMES HIS

COMMAND IN GAUL : REPELS THE INVASION OF THE HELVETII : FOLLOWS

THEM INTO THE TERRITORY OF THE >EDUI : DEFEATS AND COMPELS THEM

TO RETURN TO THEIR OWN COUNTRY. C^SAR ADVANCES AGAINST THE

SUEVI : NEGOTIATES WITH THEIR KING ARIOVISTUS : OBTAINS A COMPLETE

VICTORY, AND EXPELS THE GERMANS FROM GAUL.

—

CESAR'S FIRST CAM-

PAIGN, A. U. 696. B. C. 58.

AT the jjeriod at which vre have now arrived in the contest

between the Gauls and Romans a thii'd power comes

into action, one of which we have already caucrht
. -,. . ,. , ,. 1 ^ ,. .

The Germans
niciistinct glnnpses, but which, from this time on the Rhine

:

forAvard, is destined to be seldom long removed

from our observation. The independence of northern and cen-

tral Gaul is now threatened, not only by the crafty ambition

of the South, but more directly by imj^etuous assaults from

the opposite quarter also. The banks of the Rhine were

tinged with a deeper shade of barbarism than the coimtries

that lay further to the west. On the left, several offshoots,

as we have seen, from the Teutonic family were aleady set-

tled. It was only within a late period that these immigra-

tions had taken place, and the stream of Gemian invasion

still continued to pour in at intervals. The Suevi, a very

formidable clan, were now hovering on the right bank, im-

patiently awaiting an opportunity of following the steps of

their predecessors. These savage warriors were imacquainted
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even with the rudiments of civilized life.' Their polity was

simply the military supremacy of the strongest and bravest.

They neither built towns nor cultivated land, but dwelt in

temporary encampments, sleeping under the branches of trees

or in the open air, using their forests and mountains as places

of security, and wherever they were unconfined by the pres-

sure of their neighbours, moving periodically from spot to

spot in restless migration. But their enterprizes were under-

taken rather for plunder than with a view to a jiermanent

change of abode, and they were not in the habit of going

forth to war with their wives and children, betraying in that,

as in other respects, a want of definite purpose which marks

the lowest scale in human progress.

In the year of Rome 693 the forces of Ariovistus, the

king of the Suevic nation, were standing on the German side

of the middle Rhine, ready to obey the first in-
Menacing atti- . . . „ rvM r> T
tudeofthe vitation to cross it. Ihey formed a compact

^Tn. 693. body of warriors, fifteen thousand strong,' unen-

cumbered with baggage or followers, accustomed

to a life of ceaseless activity, and despising every appliance

of luxury or comfort. In the disturbed state of the interior

of Gaul at that moment, such a summons could not long be

' Some figures on the column of Trajan (see Fabretti, Columna Trajana,

p. 16.) represent the mode of wearing the hair adopted by this people and

their kindred tribes, as described by Tacitus {Germ. 38.): " Insigne gentis

obliquare crineni nodoque substringere . . . apud Suevos horrentem capillum

retro sequuntur." The front hair is gathered back in a large knot or ball on

the top of the forehead.

^ The date of the irruption of the Suevi is not fixed by the authorities.

A passage in Ariovistus's reply to Cfesar, B. G. i. 44. :
" Neque bello Allo-

brogum proximo jEduos Romanis auxilium tulisse," has been supposed to

refer to the campaign against the Helvetii on the frontier of the Allobroges,

A. u. 696. But in the first place, the Allobroges took no part in that war

;

and, again, the JEdui in their prostrate condition could not have given any

assistance. The war, therefore, with the Allobroges must have been that of

the year 692, and must have taken place before the J^dui were menaced by

the Suevi and their allies. Accordingly, the date of the arrival of the Ger-

mans cannot be placed earlier than 693, nor the reception of Divitiacus at

Rome before the end of that year.
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wanting. The -^dui had taken advantage of their com-

manding position to oppress the neighbouring

states. Their rivals, the Arverni, had been con- the ^dui in

siderably weakened by their contests with

the Romans, and their influence, founded upon fear rather

than favour, had dwindled away as rai^idly as their pow-

er. The latter had been suffering also from intestine

divisions, one of their nobility, named Celtillus, having at-

tempted to usurp suj)reme authority among them.' On
the other hand, the JEdui had been received into strict

alliance with the Romans upon terms of professed equality.

They were proud to be acknowledged as the friends and

brothers of the illustrious conquerors ; but the levity of the

Gaulish character was marked by their perversely holding

aloof from them, Avhen their aid might have been expected

against the revolt of the Allobroges.^ They wished perhaps

to display their independence in the presence of the Gauls

around them, who doubtless observed with jealousy the fa-

vour in Avhich they were held by the Romans. But the

republic was deeply ofiended, and soon found an occasion for

showing its resentment. The Sequani complained
,. ,«, r.iT^-1- 11T The Sequani
bitterly oi the tjTanny oi the ^dui, who had complain of

imposed heavy tolls on the navigation of the

Saone, the common highway for the commerce of both na-

tions with the Province and the coasts of the Mediterranean.'

When these exactions became no longer tolerable, the injured

people determined to shake them olF by an appeal to arms.

The Arverni also were easily induced to unite in a confed-

eracy against their ancient rivals ; but to rise against the

^dui was to brave at the same time the displeasure of the

Romans, to give a pretext at least to the southern invader for

interfering with the affairs of central Gaul. To secure them-

selves from danger in this quarter the allies determined to

give the Suevi an interest in their defence. Tlie resources

of the Gennan tribe were imdefined and rmknown, but their

' Cses. B. G. vii. 4. - Caes. S. G. i. 44. See above.

= Strab. iv. 3,
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proximity was imminent, the terror of their name was great,

and their neighbours made the fatal mistake of fancying that

they could counterbalance the hostility of Rome.

Accordingly, Ai'iovistus and his warriors were invited

within the Gaulish territory, and they readily set their feet

upon the soil of the Sequani. The Romans at
They invite the ^^ /
Suevi to their the momCUt WCrC SO much occupied with domes-

throw off the tic perils that they could pay no attention to this

^dui%n/a8- important movement. Possibly the ^dui, con-
sume the lead- . /» jl • i X 1,

ershipofthe scious oi their own reccnt treachery, were
Gaelic tribes,

^shamed to call upon their allies for aid
;
per-

haps the republic was well pleased to leave them for once to

fight their own battle ujjon unequal terms. The contest

quickly terminated in their comj^lete discomfiture, and the

conditions which they were compelled to accept were highly

disadvantageous and disgraceful.^ They surrendered the

children of their nobility to the Sequani as hostages, and

swore never to wage war for their recovery, never to solicit

the succour of the Romans, or to withhold such resj^ect and

submissive behaviour towards their triumphant enemy as are

due from the client to his patron. The Sequani affected to

seize the honourable pre-eminence from which the ^dui had

thus fallen, and claimed the leadership of the tribes in that

part of Gaul.

Among the ^dui, the chief magistrate, or vergobret,

had no power to resist the national will, of which he was no

Divitiacii= the
^'^^^ ^^^^ the interpreter and orgau.'^ But Divi-

^duan solicits tiacus, who occupied that station, felt acutely
the assistance /

^ ' .'

of the Romans, the dishonom* of his countrymen, and refused to

^ Cass. B. G. i. Zl. :
" Cum his Jiduos eorumque clientes semel atque

iterum armis contendisse, magnam calamitatem pulsos accepisse, omnem no-

bilitatem, omnem senatum, omnem equitatum amisisse."

^ Caesar terms this magistrate vergobretus, which Celtic scholars derive

from the words ver-tjo-breith (" homme de jugement," O'Brien, Thierry). He
was elected by a council of priests and nobles, and had the power of life and

death. But his office was only annual (B. G. i. 16.), and a second of the same

family could not hold it during the lifetime of a previous occupant. (B. G.

vii. 33.)
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submit ill his own person to the terms in which the multi-

tude acquiesced. He escaped with difficulty beyond the fron-

tiers, and took refuge in Rome, where he hoped to obtain the

succour of the republic for the recovery of the honour and

influence of his nation. Gaul could have sent no man more

fit by his intellectual cultivation to command for her the

respect and sjTnpathy of a civilized people. Divitiacus be-

longed to the Druidical caste, and was well versed in all the

lore it boasted. As an expoimder of the mysteries which

already attracted the curiosity of the Roman sages, his so-

ciety was peculiarly agreeable to Cicero, who has enshrined

in his immortal pages the memory of their friendly inter-

course.* The recommendation of so illustrious a patron se-

cured for the wanderer of the north more than ordinary

respect. When he appeared in the senate to plead the cause

of his coimtrymen, the allies and brothers of the republic, he

was requested to take his seat among the assembled nobles.

But this honour he modestly declined, and delivered his ad-

dress leaning on his shield.^ Caesar, who took an interest in

every object of human science, no less than in the afiairs of

state to which he had been regularly trained, engaged in an

intimacy with the Gaulish chieftain, which forms one of the

most pleasing features in his life and character for its tender-

ness and fidelity. From conversation with Divitiacus, who

became his constant companion in his Gallic campaigns, he

derived, we may suppose, much of the acquaintance he mani-

fests with the history and institutions of his adversaries.

But, in the meanwhile, the simplicity of the ^duan's char-

acter was not proof against the seductions of Roman refine-

' Cic. de Divin. i. 41.

- The story is recorded by Eumenius, a native of Autun, and we may con-

jecture that it was preserved traditionally among the ^dui {Gratiar. Act.

Constant. 3.) :
" Prlnceps ^Eduus in senatum venit, rem docuit, cum quidem

oblato consessu minus sibi vindicassct quam dabatur, scuto innixus peroravit.

Livy (xxxviii. 21.) describes the Gaulish shield as a long, narrow, and flat

plank :
" Scuta longa, cneterum ad amplitudinem corporum parum lata, et ea

ipsa plana, male tegebant Gallos."
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ment. He evidently became a convert to the views and senti-

ments of the conquering nation ; in his admiration for the

arts and sciences which flourished in the metropolis of the

South, he gradually forgot the ruder virtues of his own
countrymen ; and he familiarized himself with the fatal idea

that a foreign dominion might exalt and ennoble the people

whom it enslaved.

But, however well individuals might be pleased to display

their magnanimity and urbanity before the eyes of an ad-

Ariovistus, miring stranger, the government had too many

vi^negouates"^ auxious cares pressing upon it to decide at once
with Rome.

^i^e ^gi^Qj, Qf i^g Gallic policy. The Allobroges

had just been subjugated, but their resistance had cost blood

and treasure ; moreover, the ^dui had done nothing for

their allies towards hastening the termination of the struggle.

Meanwhile, the course of afiairs in the city was evidently

leading to the entire subjection of the republic to the will of

an odious triumvirate, and whichever of the three chiefs

should claim the conduct of a new war would acquire thereby

a fearful pre-eminence. As fai", therefore, as the senate was

concerned, the solicitations of Divitiacus fell upon unwilling

ears. Moreover, Ariovistus, on his part, had not been idle.

He also solicited an alliance with the Roman people ; and his

representations, backed as they were by so powerful a force

quartered almost on the frontier of their possessions, were

not without effect. Anxious to avoid war at any price, the

senate temporised, and encouraged the German to make his

appearance in person.^ While Divitiacus was still at Rome,
the government bestowed upon his rival the titles of friend

and ally, and presented him with magnificent tokens of its

regard.^ If the senate could have had its own way, it would

have continued to balance the two parties one against the othei-,

and tried by these means to prevent aggression on either

' Plut. Cces. 19. : Koiroi rhv fiacrtXta irpSrepov avTuv ^kpiofivffTov iv 'Vufxri

(rvfxfiaxou ireiroirifievos.

- Caes. B. G. i. 43. :
" Rex appellatus a senatu et amicus, munera aiuplis-

sima missa."
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side. But it was with the people, after all, that the deter-

muiation of the matter really lay ; and when they xhe republic

insisted, shortly afterwards, upon the appoint-
takrthe"8idc°of

ment of C«sar to his Gallic command, with such ^'^"^ ^'^"'•

extensive and permanent powers, it was a distinct declara-

tion of the national will in favour of a deci^ve and Avarlike

policy beyond the Alps. This declaration, however, was not

made till the progress of events called more imperatively for

Roman interference, and Caesar's position was such as ena-

bled him to take the conduct of it.

The Suevi, on their part, became enamoured of the charms

of their new habitation, its climate, fertility and cultivation.

Not less than one-third part .of the territory of The Sequani

the Sequani had been surrendered to them, and by''th?f/Ge?-'^

as it was too extensive for their own occupation, "'^^ '*'^"^*-

they introduced fresh hordes of their countrymen into it,

till their force amounted to one hundred and twenty thou-

sand warriors.^ The Sequani, insulted and harassed, fled

from their villages and betook themselves to their places of

defence, while the ^dui, suflering probably still greater op-

pression, rose in arms against the savage intruders. But

Ariovistus was not to be easily dislodged. According to

the practice of his countrymen he fortified himself on a

morass on the upper Saone, and commanded the country from

his inaccessible fastness. Secure in his position, he repeated

and increased his demands, requiring another third part of the

territory of his hosts, in order to settle there a new colony

of Harudes from beyond the Rhine. He interposed to pre-

vent any restoration of hostages between the rival nations,

whose mutual animosity he strove by all means to foster for

his own purposes, while, as far as his power extended, his ra-

pacity and cruelty raged unchecked.

The growing resistance of the neighbouring nations was

suddenly checked by one of those periodical migrations

which were Avont to spread confusion throughout Kestie.ssness of

, . , , -, _-,-.-., .. , •ii-T the Helvetii :

the whole land. Ihe Helvetu, who mhabited a they resolve to

' Caes. £. G. i. 31.
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make a general prreat pai't of modem Switzerland, had grown
emigration into . _ . . . . ,

Gaul. impatient of the narrow limits in which they

were crowded together, and harassed at the same time by
the encroachments of the advancing German tide.^ The Alps

and Jura formed barriers to their diffusion on the south and

west, and the population thus confined outgrew the scanty

means of support afforded by its mountain valleys. One

swarm had indeed separated from the main body not many
years before, uniting itself with the Cimbri and Teutones,

and penetrating into Gaul by the northern outlet of their

territory. But the German tribes, whose increasing numbers

had closed against them the old Gaulish route to the east of

Europe, had now settled themselves on the left bank of the

Rhine also ; and the Helvetii, who felt some contempt per-

haps for their Gallic neighbours, were the less disposed to as-

sail an enemy so formidable as the Saevi, and at the same

time so poor. The western outlet, therefore, where the

Rhone rushes out of the lake of Geneva and threads a narrow

defile on its way into France, was the point to which their

eyes were directed. Divided into a number of small cantons,

they owned the supremacy of no single chieftain ; but one, by
name Orgetorix, possessed at this time the principal influence

among them, and was ambitious of placing himself at their head.

His suggestion that the entire nation should transplant itself

to a foreign soil was received with universal approbation.

He proposed that they should march in one mass into the

heart of Gaul, promised them an easy victory over the most

martial and powerful of its opponents, and dominion over the

whole Gaulish people. He hoped to rise himself to undis-

puted supremacy among his own countrymen, and through

' The account which was commonly given of this people and their migra-

tion is that they were a pastoral tribe, abounding in wealth, and of a peaceful

disposition ; it was the example of the Cimbri and Teutones, with whom they

came in contact, that corrupted their natural simplicity, and suggested visions

of conquest and rapine. Strab. vii. 2., following Posidonius. But C»sar says

they were the bravest of the Gauls, from their constant warfare with the Ger-

mans on their frontier. Caes. B. G. i. 1.
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them to rule over the whole breadth of the land from the

Alps to the ocean.'

This enterprize, extravagant as it may appear, was no
more than what the Cimbri might in all probability have ac-

complished, had they kept it steadily in view,

and at a later period it was not the mere dream intrigue's and

of a visionary. Orgetorix did not look to the ^^ ^'^ ^^ '

employment of arms only, however much he relied upon his

countrymen's fancied superiority in war. He was M-ell ac-

quainted with the state of central Gaul, and the political

jealousies which constituted its weakness. To secure aid

and encouragement he intrigued with ambitious chieftains

among the JEdui and Sequani. Dumnorix, the brother of

Divitiacus, who had succeeded him in the office of vergo-

bret,'' and was anxious to extend the authority and duration

of his office, was won over by the crafty Helvetian by prom-

ises of assistance and the bribe of his daughter in marriage.

Casticus, the son of Catamantaledes, late king of the Sequani,

had failed in obtaining the succession upon his father's death,

and was burning Avith indignation at the affi'ont. To him

also suuilar views of aggrandizement were opened, and his

co-operation promptly secured. But while these plans were

ripening, the Helvetii began to susjject the personal A-iews

which their champion was harbouring under the semblance

of zeal for the pubhc good. Orgetorix was summoned to ap-

pear before the popular assembly, and challenged to defend

himself against the charge of aspiring to the tyranny. Ac-

cording to the custom of the barbarians, who seem never to

have contemijlated the possible innocence of an accused party,

he was to plead his cause in chains, and, if imsuccessful, the

penalty was death by fire. The culprit accepted the con-

' Cass. B. G. i. 2. ; Dion, xxxviii. 31. ; Plut. Cce^. 18.

^ It has been mentioned already, on the authority of Caesar {B. G. vii. 33.),

that it was illegal for a second personage of the same family to hold this or

any other political office during the lifetime of the prior occupant. If this

statement is correct, it would seem that Dumnorix, who was a pojjular favour-

ite, had already succeeded in getting the law relaxed in his behalf.
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ditions, and the day was apj^omted : in the interval, however,

he collected all his friends and dependants to the number often

thousand, and effected his escape. The nation flew to arms to re-

cover the person of the fugitive, but his sudden death arrested

their indignation. Disappointment and despair, it was rumour-

ed, had driven the guilty intriguer to put an end to his existence.

The loss, however, of their principal adviser produced no

change in the counsels of the Helvetians. They sought no

Preparations of alliance Avitli discontented chieftains iu the neigh-
the Heivetii. bouring statcs, but, confident in their unassisted

strength, determined calmly to abandon their homes, and

trust to their own fortune and valour to find themselves, with

their Avomen and children, a more desirable residence else-

where. They devoted the next two years to making the

necessary preparations, and to collecting a sufficient store of

pro\-isions. The third was destined for the enterprize itself.

Meanwhile, they extended their design by embracing in their

league the Rauraci, the Tulingi ' and the Latobrigi. The
next point to be decided regarded the precise course which

they should take. Two routes might conduct them westward

into Gaul : the one following the defile of the Rhone along

the north bank of that river, and thus penetrating into the

country of the Sequani ; the other hdng to the
Choice between . "^ ^ .

^ '

. ^ , a„
two routes into south, and crossmg the territory of the Allo-

broges in the direction of the province.* The na-

ture of the country rendered the first of these routes pecu-

liarly hazardous. For many miles the mountains descend al-

most perpendicularly into the torrent below. Modern engi-

neers have succeeded in making a path along the brow of

these clifts ; but the ease with which the traveller now winds

I'ound their j)rojecting j)recipices, and above the most tremen-

* Augusta Rauracorum is the modern Bale. The position of the Tulingi

is quite uncertain, as they are not mentioned elsewhere. See Thierry, Gaulois,

II. V. ; Le Deist, Ci'sar, ind. in voc, ; Cresar^ ed. Lemaire. Stuhlingen is on

the German side of the Rhine, near Schaffhausen. Walckenaer places the

Latobrigi at Breggen, near the sources of the Danube (ii. 2Y2.). Tacitus, it

will be remembered, extends the territory of the Heivetii to the Hercynian

forest {Germ. 28.). "^ Caesar, B. G. i. 6.
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dous abysses, serves to enhance his conception of the perils

which must have attended a march among them before these

obstacles were overcome. The emigrants soon decided that

this route was impracticable in the face of an enemy. The
other alternative offered a j^assage the difficulties of which

might not be insurmountable. The Rhone might be crossed

either by the bridge, which already existed at Geneva,' the

frontier town of the Allobroges, in possession at this period

of a Roman garrison, or, if this was closed against them, the

stream presented fords which might be used by bold men
accustomed to stem the torrents of the mountains.'' The

Helvetii determined to force their way through the country

of the Allobroges, and to trust either to arms or persuasion

to obtain a passage through the province and across the

Rhone into the centre of Gaul. They indulged a hope that

the people of the country would be eager, from their known
hostility to the Romans, to afford every facility to a transient

invader. But the favourable moment had passed ; the de-

cisive victory of Pomptinus had cowed the spirit of the

Allobroges, and their territory, in the language of the re-

public, was already pacified.'

"We have seen that Caesar, on the expiration of his

consulship, obtained the government of the two Gauls,

together with lUyricum, and that the peoj)le cjesar lingers

were so strongly impressed with the military j^ourboodof

importance of these provinces in the impending
wufi',in"e'of

crisis, as to confer the command upon him for the year.

a term of five years. The enterjjrizes already meditated

by their barbarian foes were not yet quite ripe for execution.

The j)roconsul was content to watch them from a distance

during the first months of the year. The prosecution of

' Caes. /. c. It has been alleged that the name of this place does not occur

again for a period of four hundred years ; but inscriptions have been found

there which sufficiently prove that it was a place of importance under the

Romans. Walckenaer, Geogr. des Gaules, i. 263.

" Caes. I. c. : " NonnuUis locis vado transitur."

' Cic. de Prov. Cons. 13. ; Caes. I. c. :
" Allobroges qui nuper pacati erant."

VOL. I.—16
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his o^vn political schemes still required his proximity to

Rome ; he was engaged in abetting the revolutionary pro-

ceedings of the popular tribune ; and he overaAved the delib-

erations of the nobles by fixing his camp before the gates of

the city, at the same time that he communicated with his

lieutenants beyond the Alps, and kept a vigilant eye upon the

movements of the Helvetic tribes. The course of three months

witnessed the success of all his schemes. Domitius and Mem-
mius, in the interest of the nobles, compelled him to defend

the acts of his consulship before the hostile tribunal of the

senate, from which, however, he extorted theu' entii'e ratifi-

cation.' The triumiDh of Clodius over the nobility was also

completely effected in this short interval. Cicero, who had

refused to accept the proconsul's protection, was on the point

of flying from the vengeance of his enemy." The power of

the triumvu-ate was established upon an unassailable basis,

while Caesar had secm-ed by the marriage of his daughter an

ascendency in the coimsels of his rival Pompeius.

At this moment the news arrived at the camp of the procon-

sul that the cloud, so long gathering on the frontiers, was at

last fully charged, and about to burst. The Roman
Cassar hastily . . j i j ^i
leaves Italy, proviuce, it was added, was the quarter upon

hisannyonthe which the first fury of the tempest was destined
°°®"

to break. The Helvetii, having completed their

preparations, appointed the twenty-eighth day of March for

the meeting of their combined forces at the western outlet

of the lake Lemanus.' The whole population of the assem-

bled tribes amounted to three hundred and sixty-eight thou-

' Schol. Bob. in Orat. pro Best. p. 297. :
" Ipsius Caesaris orationes contra

hos exstant quibus et sua acta defendit et illos insectatur." Comp. Suet. Jul.

23. 73.

' Caesar and Cicero must have left Rome almost on the same day. Cicero

had reached Lucania April 8 {Ep. ad Att. iii. 2.). This date coincides with

April 27 of the reformed calendar. Plutarch {Ccbs. 14.) says, Ka?(rap oh irp6-

npov ii,ri\div eirl tt]v irrpaTfiav t) KaTacrrafftdcrat KtKepuva jxera KXccSiov, koI

(rvyejxSaKe'v 4k ttjj 'IraXias. Comp. Abeken, Cic. in aeiyien Brie/en, p. 111.
;

Fischer, Rotn. Zeittafehi, p. 239.

' Cses. B. G. i. 6. March 28, a. u. 696 = April 16, b. c. 58.
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sand souls, including the women and children ; the number

that bore arms was ninety-two thousand.* They cut them-

selves off from the means of retreat by giving ruthlessly to

the flames every city and village of their land ; twelve of the

one class and four hundred of the other were thus sacrificed,

and with them all their superfluous stores, their furniture,

arms and implements. Caesar's levies were still incomplete
;

he left his camp with only a few attendants, and reached the

Rhone in eight days, at the point where the legion which de-

fended the ProA'ince was awaiting his arrival.'^ He imme-

diately broke down the bridge at Geneva,' thus placing a

strong natural barrier between the colony and the foe ; for

the stream which rushes from the lake has all the violence of

a mountain torrent, with the volume of the outlet of a vast

reservoir. The Helvetii were startled at the proconsul's sud-

den appearance, and his determination to forbid their prog-

ress. They attempted conciliation, and despatched a depu-

tation to the Roman quarters, with instructions to represent

their designs as innocent and peaceable, and to request a pas-

sage through the territories of the republic, that they might

explore some land of refuge in the farthest extremities of the

west. They boimd themselves in the most solemn manner to

respect the property of the provincials on their march. But

it was not consistent with the views of the Roman govern-

' Cses. B. G. i. 29. ; Plut. Cces. 18. makes the whole number somewhat

less, but states the amount of the fighting-men at one hundred and ninety

thousand. But compare what has been said, p. 229.

' Caesar's words are, " quam maximis potest itineribus in Galliam ulterio-

rem contendit," which leaves it uncertain whether he marched with his troops,

or went alone for greater expedition. Plutarch, who however is to be read

with great caution, says that he effected the transit in eight days : 'Oy^oatos

iv\ rhv 'PoSovbj' ?i\Q€v. The march of a Roman army was ordinarily twenty

miles a day (Veget. i. 10.) ; but the biographer is speaking of Casar alone,

and not of his troops. The distance from Rome to Geneva could not have

been less than six hundred miles. Cicero indeed {pro Quint. 25.) reckons the

distance to the territory of the Segusiani (Lyons) at seven hundred Roman

miles

' Caes. B. G. i. 6. :
" Ex eo oppido pons ad Helvetios pertinet . . . pontem

jubet rescindi."
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ment to allow of such manifold disturbance as the contem-

plated movement would produce. The shock of the proposed

migration, by breaking up existing combinations, would dis-

possess the republic of all the advantages she enjoyed, and

compel her to enter upon fresh intrigues and reconstruct her

policy. Caesar indeed makes no profession of looking so

far ; he merely says that he distrusted the faith of the Hel-

vetii ; and remembering their defeat of Cassius and the dis-

grace of a Roman army, which they had passed under the

yoke, he regarded them as inveterate enemies to whom no

favour should be shown, and from whom no moderation

could be expected.

The Helvetii had assembled on the right bank of the

Rhone, and awaited the return of their envoys from the Ro-

man camp. In order to gain time for the arrival

attempt to of the reinforcements which he expected, the
cross the river , -^1^1 ^ a i

•

and are re- proconsul appomtcd them to come to him agam
^"'^^ and receive his answer on the thirteenth of

April.' During the interval he set his soldiers to work with

the spade and pickaxe, and drew a direct line of ditch and

rampart from the extremity of tlie lake to the point where it

rushes into the gorge of the Jura. The skill and vigour of

the Roman legionary suificed to complete this fortification,

about fifteen miles in length, in the course of the few days

allotted to the task. On the ides of April the Helvetii re-

turned, and renewed their application for leave to pass

through the Province. Ca?sar was now prepared with his

reply. He declared that the history of the republic afforded

no precedent for such a concession, and refused to entertain

their demand. The Helvetii were not discouraged by this

rebuff. They made some hasty preparations, and resolved to

' The Helvetii met on the 28th of March, but it is not said that they sent

their deputation on that day, nor is it likely that they should have done so

without some little delay for consultation. The author of the Precis des

Guerres de Cesar, which pretends to be written from Napoleon's dictation to

his attendant Marchand at St. Helena, calculates the extent of the work per-

formed by Caesar's legion, and estimates the time requisite at from te7i to fifteen

days (p. 34.).
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force the passage of the river. The fords in so impetuous a

stream were extremely difficult and dangerous ; nevertheless,

they made several attempts to cross, both by day and night,

sometimes by plunging into the river, sometimes with arma-

ments of boats and rafts. But when they reached the oppo-

site bank the rampart before them was defended with mili-

tary skill, the space between was too narrow to offer them a

secure footing, and they were compelled ultimately to aban-

don all hope of effecting their exit in this direction.'

To skirt the right bank between the river and the moun-

tains became now the more feasible of the two alternatives
;

but this could only be accomplished by securing
^^^ ^^^ ^ ^^^

the goodwill of the natives. The Sequani had other route on
° /IT ^"'^ riglit bank

declared their resolution to defend to the ut- of the Rhone.

, , , . . ,,.,,., Csesar incre.iees

most this access to their territory, and had hither- his levies and^«T^^^. li? .• follows them.
to reiused to entertain any proposals oi negotia-

tion with the intruders. But Dumnorix had been gained

over by Orgetorix to the cause of the Helvetii. The death

of his adviser had not damped the ambitious hopes which the

^duan had been led to conceive, and he was willing to offer

any assistance towards an enterprize upon which he grounded

his views of personal aggrandizement. By his intervention

the Sequani were induced to grant the Helvetii the favour

they desired, ujjon receiving pledges for their peaceable be-

haviour. The migrating hordes again declared that they had

no other wish but to obtain a passage through the country

of the Sequani and ^dui, that they might finally settle them-

selves in the western parts of Gaul. They pointed out the

country of the Santones as the quarter where they proposed to

establish their sovereignty. The Romans, hoAvever, appre-

hended that the settlement of so restless and warlike a

people to the north of the Garonne, on which river some of

their own most flourishing districts lay,' would be a source of

great inconvenience and danger. Not much was to be ex-

' Caes. B. G. i. 8. Comp. Polyaen. Strategem. viii. 23.

' Caes. B. G. i. 10 :
" Non longe a Tolosatium finibus, . . . locis patentibua

et maxime frumentariis." Dion, xxxviii. 32.
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pected from the resistance which the ^dui might be dis-

posed to make, nor had Caesar yet sufficient strength at hand

to follow the wanderers on their track, and support the efforts

of his allies. For the moment he was obliged to leave them

unmolested, while he hastened in person into Italy to collect

and expedite the movement of additional troops. He left

Labienus, a distinguished officer, whose merits will come fre-

quently under our notice, to defend the rampart he had

erected, while he urged forward in person the levy of two

fresh legions. Three others he summoned from their station

at Aquileia, and as soon as he had thus assembled a force of

five legions, he hurried back into Gaul by the route of the

Cottian Alps.^ He had chosen this line as the most direct

for the point he had in view ; but the path he chose was per-

haps the least frequented of all the Alpine tracks, and his

progress was obstructed by the mountain tribes, the Cen-

trones, Garoceli and Caturiges, Avho assembled to defend

their fastnesses against the intrusion of the stranger. Caesar

cut his way through every obstacle. He crossed the Rhone

above its confluence with the Saone. In the interval the

Helvetii had threaded the defile of the Jura with all their

enormous train of women and children, of horses and car-

riages, and were traversing the country between the two

rivers. Caesar hoped perhaps to meet and check them before

they reached the further stream ; but encumbered as they

were, and slowly as they moved, they had already got before

him, and his object was now no longer to meet but to pursue

them. The Saone, the Arar of the Romans,^ offered no

' By the passage of the Mont Genevre to Briangon. The neighbouring

route by Susa, the Mont Cenis and the valley of the Arc was first rendered

practicable by the native chief Cottius in the time of Augustus. It was from

him that all the part of the Alpine chain, in which both these passes lie, de-

rived the name of Cottian. It seems previously to have been known by the

name of Julian, and that possibly from Ca?sar's passage. The more usual but

longer route would be that by the Col de Tiniers and Barcelonnette, discovered

by Pompeius. Sail. Fr. Hist. iii. 3. ; Appian, B. C. i. 109. ; Walckeuaer, G.

des G. i. 225. 538.
"^ The modern name is traced in Saucona, the appellation given to it by

Ammianus, xv. 11.
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formidable barrier. Its width is moderate and its current

gentle, though it is only in contrast to its furious neighbour

that it can be represented as stagnant or sluggish ; nor is it

easy to understand the language of Caesar, who declares that

the eye can hardly distinguish which way it flows. This ob-

stacle had already been overcome by the greater part of the

advancing horde, though it had taken them twenty days to

effect the transit ; and the ^dui, who had not ventured to

impede their passage, were now suflering the intruders' inso-

lence with almost passive submission. They jjlaced, indeed,

their whole reliance upon Csesar and the Roman forces,

whose aid they loudly invoked in the name of their ancient

alliance.' Their champions were advancing vnth rapid strides.

The tribe of the Tigurini,^ constituting one fourth of the

whole confederacy, had not yet crossed the Saone, when
Caesar came up with them, and instantly gave them battle

with three legions. This was the same tribe which had

destroyed L. Cassius and his army exactly fifty years before.'

Among the Romans who had fallen on that day was the

grandfather of Piso, Ca?sar's father-in-law, and the energy

of the Roman general was stimulated by the recollection of

both a public and a private calamity. The barbarians were

inconunoded by the mass of baggage, which had ^g overtakes

been placed under their care as forming the rear- and del'eata^

guard of the combined armament. The attack ^'^'^™-

was totally unexpected. They were easily routed, and suf-

fered immense slaughter, only a small remnant escaping into

the woods in the vicinity.*

' Dion, xxxviii. 32.

The pagus Tigurinus may be the canton of Zug or of Fri. Turicum, the

name of Zurich in the middle ages, is proved to have been its Roman appel-

lation also by an inscription, " sta(tio) Turicen(sis)," found there in 1741.

Walckenaer, i. 312.

' A. V. G46. Appian, Fr. de Rebus Gall. iv. 3. : Ot Tiyvpioi 8' avTuv

XP^^V '^fiTpoaOiv riiiffaiyos Kal Kafffflov Tiva CTparhv k\6vTis inrh ^vyhy i^eire-

•ir6fi(pe(Tav.

* Cics. B. G. i. 12. If the Tigurini amounted to 23,000 warriors, i. e.

one fourth of the whole, they were probably out-numbered by three Roman
lejrions with their Gaulish auxiliaries.
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The fugitives were allowed to make their escape unmo-

lested, while Caesar proceeded to build a bridge with the

greatest expedition, and transferred his army to

make overtures the right bank of the Saone. The Helvetii were
of negotiation.

^;j^j^.jj^g(j ^^ ^j^g rapidity of his movements. Not
only had he destroyed their rearguard in one battle ; he had

given another proof of vigour and skill far beyond their own
in crossing the river in a single day. Accordingly, they sent

a deputation to confer with him, and while they offered to

submit their destination to his direction, and seek their fu-

ture residence in any quarter that he should indicate, they

attempted to disguise their apprehensions of a collision with

his forces by reminding him of their former successes against

the republic. The aged Divico, to whom the conduct of the

negotiation was confided, had been the leader of their army

in the famous battle of which they boasted ; and the lan-

guage of defiance and contemptuous warning would fall,

they hoped, with greater weight from his lips.' But the

proconsul was not to be moved by such devices. The more

they ventured to remind him of the calamities of the repub-

lic, the more, he said, would they incite him to avenge them.

Moreover, it was no ancient quarrel he had come to renew

;

he sought compensation for their present insults to Rome and

injuries to her allies. He ended, not with issuing directions

regarding their destination, but by requiring them to make
satisfaction to the JEdui, and to pledge themselves, by the

delivery of hostages, to submit to whatever commands the

republic should impose upon them. Divico arrogantly replied

that his nation was more accustomed to take than to give

hostages, as the Romans had good reason to know ; and with

this taunt the conference broke up.

The next morning the barbarians pursued their march.

Csesar, who had now brought up his whole forces, hung close

The Helvetians iipon theit rear, and skirmishes took place be-
march through ,

, „ , , * t mt
the country of twccn the cavalry 01 the two hosts. A brilliant

are foUowed'by succcss obtained by the Helvetii in an affair with

1 Caes. £. G. i. 13, 14.
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the -^duan auxiliaries encouraged them to en- Caesar. Disaf-

gage more frequently in these partial contests, ^Edui to the re-

which the Roman general, who could not trust
^"

either to the valour or constancy of his allies, was anxious on

his part to avoid. In this way the rival armies moved for

fifteen days up the course of the Saone ;
* the one slowly and

dehberately foraging for its supplies, and courting the attacks

of the enemy's advanced guard ; the other closely observing

and following all its movements, but studiously declining a

general engagement. The space thus traversed could not

have been more than one hundred mUes, when the emigrants

made a movement to the left, and struck across the country,

the Romans still hanging on their rear. This manoeuvre re-

duced Ctesar to great difficulty. As long as he kept to the

bank of the Saone, he could draw his supplies from the Ro-

man province behind him.^ But the ^dui on their part Avere

extremely negligent in providing for his wants. While he

was occupied in preventing the common enemy from destroy-

ing their villages and produce, they made no efforts to bring

provisions to his camp. It was still early in June, and the

standing corn was not yet ripe ; nor if provisions had been

ready to his hand, would it have suited his policy to irritate

the natives by seizing them. Nevertheless, he resolved to

persist in his j^revious tactics, and not to abandon the track

of the enemy. He was compelled, however, at last to smn-

mon the chiefs of the -^dui, and make a formal complaint of

their conduct.' Liscus, the vergobret, replied in the name

of his countrymen. He pointed to Dumnorix as the real

though concealed cause of aU the coldness and tardiness

which they had betrayed ; but it was not till Ca?sar with-

drew him to a private conference that he ventured to expose

^ Caes. B. O. i. 15. The time which Caesar assigns to this march creates

some difficulty. The distance from Lyons to Chalons is not above ninety

miles, and it was probably from the vicinity of the latter place that the Gauls

turned to the west and abandoned the valley. It is evident that the Helvetii

made no exertions to escape from their pursuer, and that he did not attempt

to arrest their progress.

"" Cffis. B. G. i. 16. ^ Cffis. B. G. i. 17-20.
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the intrigues which were secretly in progress, the private

understanding which existed between Dumnorix, the Hel-

vetii, Bituriges and others, the hopes Avhich he drew from

their assurances, the power and influence which he had al-

ready acquired in his own country. The presence of the

Romans was the sole obstacle to the consummation of his

intrigues, and all his endeavours were now devoted to im-

peding their movements, and cutting ofi" their resources,

until they should be compelled to retreat. It even appeared

that the disaster which had lately occurred to the -^duan

cavalry was caused by his treachery. Divitiacus accomj^anied

the expedition in the proconsul's retinue. Though conscious

that his brother's schemes were directed no less against the

liberty than the best policy of their common country, he

threw himself at Caesar's feet, and used every solicitation to

save the culprit's life. It may be remarked that though he

had been two or three years resident in Rome, he was unable

to express himself in the Latin tongue ; a circumstance the

more surprising considering the admiration with which he

regarded the life and manners of the civilized south. Ctesar

made use of an interpreter in conversing with him.* Dum-
norix was spared ; but the proconsul gave him to understand

the peril into which he had thrown himself, and placed his

actions under vigilant observation.

The Helvetii were now making their way slowly across

the hilly country which separates the feeders of the Saone,

the Loire and the Seine. In the centre of this
Caesar engages ,. , . „ . .... -

the Helvetii in tract lics the City 01 Autun, origmally named

tie, and entirely Bibractc, the Capital of the ^dui. Caesar stiU

following close upon the heels of the advancing

host, found himself at a distance of eighteen miles from this

place, ajiparently to the northward." Here, however, it be-

' Cses. B. G. i. 19. :
" Divitiacum ad se vocari jubet, et quotidianis inter-

pretibus remotis, per C. Valerium Procillum, principem Galliae provincia?,

familiarem suum, cui summam rerum omnium fidem habebat, cum eo collo-

quitur."

^ Caes. B. G. i. 23.
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came necessary to cease from pursuit, and make for the city,

where the provisions he demanded awaited him. This aban-

donment of liis previous tactics, much as he miglit regret its

necessity at the time, prepared for him an opportunity of

giving battle on ground of his own choice. The Helvetii,

regarding it as a flight, exulted in it as a symptom either of

weakness or cowardice. Turning roimd to follow their late

pursuer, their advanced columns soon fell in with the rear

of the Roman legions. Ci^sar had time to select his position

on the side of a hill,' along which he ranged his infantry in

three lines, allowing the cavalry to descend into the plain, and

there sustain the first shock of the assailants. The Helvetii,

placing their baggage and waggons in the rear, charged with

the whole weight of their mass in compact order. The Ro-

man cavalry soon gave way before them, and retired without

confusion upon the lines of infantry. Hereupon the gen-

eral, dismoimting first from his own charger, caused the

cavalry to dismount also, and send their horses in the rear,

that all might be on an equality. It is evident that he dis-

trusted his auxiliaries, of whom that arm was entirely com-

posed,'' who served under the command of Dumnorix ; and he

feared lest any weakness or treachery on their part should

discourage his own legionai'ies. The Gauls advanced in close

array, their shields interlaced above their heads to repel the

expected discharge of stones and arrows. But the massive

pilum of the Roman infantry did better service than any such

light missiles. Hurled from a vantage ground it pierced the

wooden targets through and through, entangling several to-

gether, and depriving their bearers of the free use of their

' CfDsar ranged his four veteran legions on the side of the hill, and kept

the two legions of raw levies in reserve on the summit (c. 24.). His whole

legionary force therefore might amount to 36,000 men, and we may add at

least half as many more for auxiliaries. The disparity of numbers between

his forces and those of the enemy, reduced by the loss of the Tigurini, was

not very great. In point of skill, discipline, and the material of war, there

could be no comparison between them. The only danger of the Romans lay

in the doubtful fidelity of their allies.

^ It appears from c. 42. that there were no Roman horse in the army.
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arms. The array of the barbarian phalanx was thus loosened

and broken, and as soon as its confusion was perceived, down
rushed the Romans upon it with the drawn sword. The

Gauls could either make no resistance or were forced to

abandon their shields to extricate themselves from one an-

other. After a short combat they fled to another hill at the

distance of a mile, hotly pressed and followed up the acclivity.

A diversion was here created in their favour by the arrival

of the Boii and Tulingi, who were tlie last to reach the field

of action, and were now able to check the advance of the

Romans. The conflict continued to rage with unabated fury

in the space between the two hills. The Gauls gradually re-

treated upon their waggons, but always presenting their face

to their opponents. The entrenchment which they had hastily

thrown up, and behind which they had so long defended

themselves, was at last carried ; but a vast body escaped from

the field, one hundred and thirty thousand according to

Caesar's computation, and succeeded, by rapid marches north-

ward, in reaching the borders of the Lingones in four days.

The care of the wounded and the necessity of seeking pro-

visions at Bibracte, prevented Caesar from pursuing them.

But his victory had been sufiiciently decisive, and the loss

of the vanquished was tremendous. He hoped that the let-

ters he despatched to the Lingones, threatening them with

the vengeance of the republic if they gave food or succour to

the fugitives, would efiect the destruction of the remainder,

or force them to surrender. After a halt of only three days

he found himself once more in a condition to follow upon

their track.

The Lingones had no sympathy with the unwelcome in-

truders, and being secure of Ccesar's supjDort, they wanted no

Terms erantcd further inducement to engage them to refuse the

Thcl^a^e^cora-''
waudcrcrs a passage. Disheartened and f;im-

peik'd to return
jgi^insc the remnant of the crumblinar host were

into tlieir own & -^

country. soou Compelled to surrender, and submit to any

terms which the victor should be pleased to impose upon

them. His measures were indeed sufficiently lenient, but
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for this he had a political object. The laws of war as inter-

preted by tlie Romans placed an enemy, when captured with

arms in his hands, entirely at the disposal of the conqueror.

Sometimes the whole nation was sold into slavery, sometimes

it was even put indiscriminately to the sword, if vengeance

or policy seemed to demand it. But Csesar, inflexible as was

his severity whenever he deemed it fitting, accepted on this oc-

casion the surrender of his helpless enemies as an act of vol-

mitary submission, and contented himself with commanding

them to return in a body to their own country. It was im-

portant that the space which they had left vacant should be

peopled again, as otherwise it would have attracted a colony

of Germans, and brought a new and restless neighbour to the

very doors of the Province. He laid upon the Allobroges

the burden of furnishing the survivors of the horde with the

necessary pro^nsions, vmtil tliey could rebuild their habitations

and restore their soil to cultivation. A small body of six

thousand men had escaped from this convention, and were

trying to cut their way into Germany. They Avere brought

back to the Roman camp by the zeal of the Gaulish tribes

through whom they had to pass, and these the proconsul, as

he tells us, treated as enemies • a phrase of fearful import,

which leaves us only uncertain whether they were put to the

sword or sold as slaves. The tribe of the Boii were allowed

to remain in the interior of Gaul, at the instance of the ^dui
themselves, who admired their military prowess, and wished

to settle them as allies and defenders in some districts of

their own country. The whole number of those who re-

turned to their homes amounted to one hundred and ten

thousand souls.'

' CfEs. B. G. i. 21-29. Caesar caused a census to be taken. In the Hel-

vetian camp lists were found in which the names of the several confederate

tribes and their respective contingents were registered. These documents

were written Uteris Greeds, either in the Greek language or more probably in

Greek characters. It cannot be supposed that the Helvetii were familiar with

the language, since Caesar {£. G. v. 48.) uses it expressly to conceal the pur-

port of his despatches from the Nervii, who, rude as they were themselves,

might easily have found an interpreter if such knowledge had been generally
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The Gauls were penetrated with surprise and admiration

at the power of the republic, which, at this distance from its

home, had struck do^^Ti an enemy before whom
eager to pay their own Concentrated energies had quailed.

the'vic°oHou°8 The ability of the leader and the constancy of his
proconsul.

jegions through all the fatigues of so long a

march, and the pressure of so many difficulties, impressed

them with a higher sense of the character of their ancient

rivals than national vanity had hitherto allowed them to en-

tertain. They began at last to recognize the Romans as a

superior race. Every state hastened to vie with its neigh-

bours in strains of respect and adulation. Deputations

crowded one upon another, congratulating the proconsul on

his success, expressing the thanks of the Gaulish people for a

deliverance such as they dared least expect from a stranger,

so recently their deadly foe. But for Roman intervention

Gaul, they confessed, would have been overrun from the

Rhine to the Ocean, its cities destroyed, its political relations

subverted, and the yoke of servitude imposed perhaps upon

the entire nation.

But if their most imminent danger had been that of con-

quest by the Helvetii, the prospect of the advance of the Ger-

mans was not in reality less alarming. In the

hensLn^or midst of their rejoicings for their late deliverance,

mentsoTthe the Gaulish chieftains still exhibited tokens of
suevi.

secret apprehension. They communicated their

fears to Csesar, and desired his permission to convene an as-

sembly of delegates from various states to determine ujDon a

plan of united action.^ The council was accordingly held.

diffused among the southern Gauls. Csesar employs the same phrase in speak-

ing of the Druids :
" In publieis privatisque rationibus Graecis utuntur Uteris

"

(comp. Tac. Germ. 3.). Their acquaintance with the Greek alphabet would

be derived from Massilia.

' Cses. B. G. i. 30. :
" Petierant uti sibi concilium totius Galliae in diem

certam indiceret," &c. Some writers imagine from this and one or two similar

expressions that the whole of the Gaulish tribes were united in a general con-

federation, and consulted together occasionally for the common good. But

this opinion has no foundation. The author of the Commentaries uses the
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The result was that the deputies returned to the Roman
camp, and placed themselves entirely at the proconsul's dis-

posal. The whole aifair was transacted with the utmost se-

cresy. The Gaulish chieftains, especially the -^duan, were

so cowed by the tyranny of Ariovistus, that they dared not

utter their apprehensions above their breath. It Avas not till they

were assured of the discretion as well as the favour of the

Roman, that they ventured, with Divitiacus for their spokes-

man, to expose the state of their relations with the German
intruders, the oppression under which they were suffering,

their ardent thirst for deliverance, and their resolution to put

themselves under the guidance of their puissant ally.

The command which the Helvetii had received to return

to their original seats, and maintain their ancient barriers

against the Germans foreshadowed the policy of He espouses

the Roman general. With whatever hopes of Gau^ragafHst"^

amity the senate might have amused Ariovistus, ^^'^ intruders.

he could not but feel assured that the intentions of the pro-

consul, whom it had sent to manage the affairs of Gaul with

absolute power, were decidedly hostile to his views. Caesar

had settled the question between him and the ^dui as to

which of the two Rome should keep her word with ; it was

hardly possible to be true to both, and the governor of the

province had perhaps no other alternative but to choose be-

tween them. Nor was the attitude adopted by the German

chieftain calculated to disarm the jealousy of the republic.

He declared formally that he had entered Gaul as a con-

queror, equally Avith the Romans, and he claimed to share the

country with the invaders from the south : You have your

province, he said, and I loill have mine} The Romans could

word tohis in a very loose way. He is here speaking only of the two con-

federations of which the ^dui and Arverni were respectively at the head, as

appears clearly from the following chapter. But these embraced none of the

states of Aquitania, Belgium, nor even the western division of Gaul. It was

not likely that the people of Armorica or the tribes on the Rhine should have

asked permission to attend a general convention from a Roman commander

whose name could scarcely have reached them.

' Cses. B. G. i. 44. ; or in the words of Florus, iii. 10. :
" Quid est Caesar.'
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endure no such partnership. Their influence in Gaul beyond

the Rhone rested mainly upon the reliance which the natives

might be induced to place on their will and power to protect

them. They well knew how the prevalence of such an opin-

ion would assist in breaking up the national spirit of inde-

pendence, and they already foresaw the rapid absorption of

new victims into the mass of their conquests. Csesar, in fact,

embodied the sentiments and policy of his countrymen, in the

career upon which he now deliberately entered, by which he

designed to train his armies to victory, to enrich his follow-

ers, and to surroxmd his person with admiring crowds of Ro-

man and provincial adherents.

The demands, however, which the proconsul made upon

the German chieftain bore a semblance of moderation, and

were such as a potentate of less pride and wilful-

fuses the pro- ness might liave secured his safety by accepting.'
consul's terms -,-, • i ^ ^ ^ /» i •

ofaccommoda- He was required to transport no more oi his
*'°°'

countrymen across the Rhine, to restore their

hostages to the JSdui and Sequani, and to enter into relations

of amity with the states upon which he had hitherto tram-

pled. On these conditions the proconsul pledged himself to

maintain the good imderstanding which had thus far subsisted

between the rival powers. He would urge no pretensions to

diminish the authority which Ariovistus had acquired in

Gaul. But the barbarian, flushed with success, would listen

to no proposals which did not recognize his sudden and pre-

carious occupation of Gallic territory as an equal title to in-

dependent sovereignty with the slowly-consolidated domin-

ion of the Romans. He courted war as between two equal

and rival powers ; the alliance which the Romans had formed

with the Gaulish states he treated with scorn, and disputed

their right to step forward as the defenders of the -i3]ldui.

While these discussions were in progress, certain of that na-

tion came to Caesar with further complaints of the violation

si vult, veniat : quid ad ilium quid agat nostra Germania ? num ego me inter-

pono Romanis?"
' Cffis. B. G. i. 34-36.
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of their territory by the German warriors : at the same mo-
ment the Treviri also besought his assistance to prevent an

incursion of the Suevi, one himdred of whose cantons had
ah-eady assembled all their forces on the bank of the Rhine,

for the purpose of a general migration. It was of the utmost

importance to strike a blow before this multitude could effect

a junction with Ariovistus. Caesar immediately Caesar com-

placed himself at the head of his legions, and uies.

marched towards the encampment of the German chieftain,

prepared to bring the conference to a close in person, or to

enforce his demands by arms. When he had reached Veson-

tio (Besangou) in the country of the Sequani, panjcinthe

where it was necessary to halt a few days to pro- i^o^^n army.

vision the troops, symptoms of insubordination began to

manifest themselves in the Roman camp/ The proconsul

was attended, according to the custom of the times, by a

nimiber of young men of family, Avho came to make under his

eye their first essay of arms. The hardships and perils of a

Gallic camj^aign, against savage foes and in an imgenial cli-

mate, were more appalling to their imaginations than the

service to which their fathers had devoted themselves in

Asia, the land of luxuries and pleasures. The name of the

Gauls indeed had been stripped of much of its ancient terror

;

but the republic had not encountered tlie Germanic races since

the invasion of the Teutones, and the hard-won victory of

Marius had failed to obliterate the remembrance of her last

great panic. Accordingly, when the Sequani were interro-

gated about the Germans, and described them as the most
terrible of men, of tremendous stature, of hideous form, of

savage cruelty, warriors who had not slept under a roof for

fourteen years,'' the shattered nerves of the dissolute patri-

cians gave way. From these effeminate volunteers the alarm

spread to the veterans, and pervaded the camp. Many sought

leave of absence and fled from the danger ; others whom a

sense of honour retained at their standards, were yet unable

^ Cses. B. G. i. 39-41. ; comp. Plut. Ctes. 19. ; Dion, xxxviii. 35.

* Caes. B. G. i. 36.

VOL. I.— 17
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to conceal their fears, and did even more harm by remaining.'

It required all Csesar's address and patience to make head

against the growing sj^irit of dismay. He adA^ised men and

officers in private, he harangued them in public, and when at

last every counsel and consolation failed, he threw himself,

with the tact of an older general, upon their feelings of pride

and emulation. No commander, he said, had ever been

ruined, unless by the desertion of his fortune or his own in-

justice. He declared his reliance upon the fortime which had

already so conspicuously attached itself to him, at the same

time he was no less animated by the consciousness of his rec-

titude. Such was his confidence, that he was resolved to go

through with the afiair he had undertaken, though with no

more than a single legion. The tenth legion he knew he could

trust, and with the sei-vices of all the rest, if they chose to

desert him, he could afford to disiDense. To the tenth legion

the defence of the Province had been committed at the com-

mencement of Caesar's proconsulate. It was the same, per-

haps, which had rendered Pomptinus ^dctorious over the

Allobroges, and it had more recently maintained the line of

the Rhone against the threatened invasion of the Helvetii."

The favoured division received the compliment with acclama-

tions, while the rest of the army, stung with remorse, deter-

mined to wij^e off the stain of cowardice, and declared their

readiness to dare the worst.

Having thus arrested the contagion of terror among his

soldiery, their leader lost no time in bringing them into the

enemy's presence. Nevertheless, he was anxious

conference with to conduct the quarrel, if possible, to a peaceable
Ariovistus. . , ... , , -, „

issue, and accordmgly he proposed a conference

to the German chieftain. They met on a hUl rising from the

centre of a plain, where they could be observed by either

army, and the openness of the groimd offered no lurking-

place for an ambuscade.^ Each was attended by a squadron

' Floras, iii. 10., copying CjEsar, c. 39. :
" Itaque tantus gentis novae terror

in castris, ut testamenta pa.ssim etiam in principiis scriberentur."

" Guischard, Mhn. Milit. iii. 15. ' Caes. B. G. i. 43-45.
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of cavalry of eqi;al numbers. Caesar had no Roman cavalry,

nor could lie safely confide in his Gaulish auxiliaries : yet he

would not reject the arrangement proj)osed by his adversary,

nor betray any appearance of distrust or dread. He caused a

party of Gauls to dismount, and placed upon their horses the

infantry of his favourite legion. Thus escorted he met Ario-

vistus at the appointed spot, and recommenced a discussion

upon the points Avhich had already been debated between

them. The disputants failed, as before, to satisfy each other.

Cnesar persisted in his preATOus demands with the firmness of

a Roman imperator, representing the fixed resolution of the

government of which he declared himself merely the agent.

Ariovistus had nothing but his own will, his own "views and

policy, to appeal to : though moderate and even respectful in

manner, he had no less confidence and constancy than his

rival. Each party urged his oym right to make conquests

over the Gauls. The German, indeed, admitted the equal

claims of both, while the Roman contended that the priority

of his own country's relations with Gaul gave it the right

of excluding from the ground all other competitors. The

conference, we are told, was interrupted by the impatience

of the German horse, who suddenly assailed the Romans with

stones and arrows. Caesar immediately withdrew, and pre-

pared for more serious hostilities. A further attempt at ne-

gotiation failed through the inconstancy of the German chief,

who invited the Roman general to a second conference, but

treated as spies the envoys whom he sent in his stead, and

threw them into chains.*

The spot at which these occurrences took place lay in the

space between the two armies, which were twenty-four miles

' Caes. £. G. i. 46, 47. Caesar seems anxious to represent the perfidy of

the barbarian in the strongest colours, and does not fiiil to inform us that his

envoys, C. Valerius Procillus and M. Mettius, were selected by him as having

been guests of Ariovistus. It will be remembered that our accounts of these

transactions, drawn almost entirely from Caesar's own narrative, are ordinarily

unchecked by any independent authority. The Romans themselves questioned

Ca?sar's candour ; nevertheless, it would seem that their self-love forbade them

to refute his statements.
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Decisive battle apart. Csesai' abstained from advancing, and
between the n -i , i i • i

Romans and lormed a large entrenched camp to contam the
Germans. t t n i • n • ^x- j?

whole 01 his lorces, m expectation oi an imme-

diate attack from the Suevi, who manoeuvred around him, and

established their lines, at a distance of two miles, between

him and Vesontio, whence he dreAv his supplies. Finding the

enemy disposed to defer the contest, it was now the Roman's

wish to compel him to fight. Caesar led his troops in front of

the German position, and drew them up in battle array, but to

no purpose. This operation he repeated several days in suc-

cession ; still the Germans, generally so impetuous and so

confident of victory, would neither attack him in his trenches

nor meet him in the open field. It appeared from the account of

some captives that this reserve was not the efiect of the superior

discipline introduced by Ariovistus, but arose from a motive

of superstition. On such occasions, they reported, whether to

fight or to refrain was determined by the decision of the women,

whom the Germans were wont to regard with peculiar defer-

ence.' The women had consulted together, according to the

prescribed forms of divination, and declared that their country-

men could not conquer if they engaged before the new
moon.* Having ascertained the cause of the enemy's inac-

tivity, Caesar took advantage of it to make a movement by
which he outflanked them, and then entrenched a second camp
in the rear of their position, thereby re-establishing his com-

munications. He was now in a situation to force a battle,

and at ^fist, after one or two indecisive skirmishes, he was
gratified by seeing the whole German host issue from its

camp and spread over the plain, tribe by tribe, the women
and children in the rear, intermingled with the vast assem-

blage of waggons, placed apparently on purpose to cut off. the

possibility of fiight. The barbarians formed in huge pha-

' The superstitious veneration paid to women by the Germans is noticed

by Tacitus (G'^cn??. 8.) :
" Inesse sanctum quid et providum fceminis putant,

nee aut consilia earum aspernantur, aut responsa negant." See also Hist. iv.

61. Strabo makes the same remark of the Cimbri (vii. 2.). Dion (xxxviii.

48.) follows Caesar. ^ jac. Germ. 11.
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lanxes, the men raising their shields, as the Helvetii had

done, like an enormous coat of mail, over their heads. The
Romans threw theii- j)iles, and rushed headlong upon the un-

wieldy mass, each man marking his own object and making

directly for it. Unable to break the compact lines of the

enemy, they leaped uj^on them, and, tearing up the serried

shields, pierced their half-stifled bearers from above ; a des-

perate mode of attack, to which little resistance could be

offered, but exjiosing to inevitable death the assailant who
should fall into the midst. The right wing of the Germans

was at last broken and scattered in flight ; but the left re-

sisted, and, swapng slowly this way and that, overpowered the

forces confronted with it. The third line or reserve of the

Romans Avas then brought into the field, and at last the Ger-

mans were thoroughly routed on every side. The fugitives

burst through the barrier of waggons in their rear, and fled

precipitately towards the Rhine. The distance was only five

miles,' and the pursuit was not slackened to the very brink

of the river. Ario"vistus succeeded in crossing by means of

a boat : not many of his followers Avere equally fortunate.

Some SAvam the stream, but a far greater number were over-

taken and put to the sword. The women shared perhaps the

fate of the combatants. Two avIa'CS of the Gennan king per-

ished ; of their daughters one was slain, another captured.

' The manuscripts of Ctesarread quitigne, which agrees with the old Greek

translation, reaffapaKovra ardSta. But Plutarch makes the distance four hun-

dred stadia, or fifty miles. The context gives little assistance towards deter-

mining between these accounts. We only know that Ca?sar marched seven

days after leaving Besancon, and made a circuit of fifty miles. The distance

of Besancon from the Rhine, in a direct line, is about eighty miles. Adopting

the reading of our text, the field of battle would probably lie between Basle

and Muhlhausen.
^ " Utrfeque perierant," Caes., whom Orosius flatly contradicts, saying: " duae

captas sunt." It would not be worth while to mention this discrepancy, but to

point out, once for all, the extreme carelessness of many of the later writers

in going over Cfesar's ground, although they must have had his commentaries

in their hands. The only work which could have come into competition with

his, for the author's means of personal knowledge, was the history of his own

times by Asinius PoUio, but we are not informed whether that writer entered
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The Roman general was well pleased to recover Procillus, the

bearer of the late flag of truce, whose guards were overtaken

while di'agging him along in their flight. Three times, he

related, had lots been drawn in his presence, to decide wheth-

er he should be burnt at once in sacrifice, or reserved for a

futm-e occasion ; each time he had owed his life to the chance

of sortilege.'

The Suevi who, as before mentioned, had arrived on the

banks of the Rhine, and were preparing to cross into Gaul,

Gani delivered ^^^ share the flourishing fortunes of their coun-
froni the Suevi. trymen, wcrc struck with consternation at the ap-

parition of the flying king and his routed horde. They had

no further appetite for aggression, and would gladly have re-

turned in safety to their homes. But the Ubii,^ whose hos-

tility they had provoked on their march, turned upon them,

and made great slaughter in their ranks. The soil of Gaul

was thus delivered from the German invaders, and its se-

curity in that quarter seemed at least for a time to be suffi-

ciently assured.^ The proconsul led his troops into winter

quarters among the Sequani, where he left Labienus in com-

mand. Having accomplished both his immediate objects in

two campaigns and a single season, he retired for the winter

into the Hither Gaul, and convened the annual assembly of

that province.*

When Caesar entered the Transalpine province he found,

as we have seen, only a single legion observing the frontiers.

The colonies of the republic were defended by a
Composition . . , .,. . „ . , , , .

ofCffisar'Bie- provincial militia, lormmg not separate legions,
^°°*'

but a number of flying cohorts attached to the

into the details of the Gaulish campaigns. About plurality of wives among

the Germans, comp. Tac. Germ. 18.

' Cffis. B. G. i. 53.

^ The Ubii, better known in later times as a Cisrhenane people, dwelt at

this period beyond the Rhine, to the south of the Sigambri, probably on the

Mayn and Lahn, surrounded by the Suevi. Comp. Zeuss, die Deutschen, &c.,

p. 87.

^ It seems that Ariovistus died shortly afterwards. Comp. B. G. v. 29.

;

*' Magno esse Germanis dolori Ariovisti mortem."

* Ca?s. B. G. i. 54.
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regular force.' The rapidity of communication by means of

the great roads, with which it Avas the policy of the Romans
to connect every important position, may have enabled them

to dispense with stationary garrisons in every principal

tOAA-n. The full complement of the legion amounted to about

six thousand infantry. For its complete equipment it re-

quired also a body of three himdred horse : but the cavalry

which Caesar employed throughout his Gallic campaigns was

almost entirely Gaulish.'^ This compact body was attended

into the field by auxiliary forces composed of the allies or

subjects of the republic, not levied from the neighbom*-

ing states only, but drawn also from more distant possessions.

Ctesar brought into the field javelinmen from Xumidia, bow-

men from Crete, and slingers from the Balearic isles.^ Be-

sides the legion already stationed in the province, the state

furnished the proconsul with three more ; and these he had

summoned from Aquileia to join in the pursuit of the Hel-

vetii. But not satisfied with the number prescribed him by

the decrees of the senate and people,* he imdertook to

raise two others in addition at his ovra charge,^ though he

afterwards contrived to make the state maintain them. Nor,

when the magnitude of his operations required fresh succours,

did he restrict himself even to this number. In the second

year of the war we shall see him enter the coimtry of the

Nervii with eight legions,' and pro^dde himself with at least

three others at a later period, to occupy a more extended

field of enterprize.'

* It appears from the inscription of a coin {77ies. Goltz. p. 237.) that the

colony of Arausio (Orange) was founded by the thirty-third cohort of the

second legion. See Harduin. ad Plin. H. N. iii. 4.

' Spanish cavalry are mentioned B. G. v, 26. It is probable also that

Csesar had some Xumidian squadrons (ii. 7.). Guischard, Man. Milit. iii. 37.

' Caes. B. G. ii. 7. The Xumidian light infantry used darts four feet in

length. Polyb. i. 74. ; Appian, Hisp. 25., Pun. ii. 71.

Comp. Lucan, iv. 680.

:

" .(Equaturusque sagittas

Medorum tremulum cum torsit missile Mazas."

* Plut. Cas. 14., Pomp. 48., Cat. Min. 33. ; Dion, xxxviii. 41.

" Suet. Jul. 24. * Caes. B. G. ii. 23.

' Caes. B. G. vi. 32. These included one which Ca?sar borrowed of Pom-
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These troops, composed partly of veterans, but principally

of new conscrijits, were gradually inured to equal discipline

and bravery, and vied with each other in feats of

tation acquired pvowcss and dcvotiou to their commander. Their
y IS troops,

g^.^^^^ leader was not insensible how much he

owed to their faithful services. No general was ever more

lavish of his praises than he who recorded his soldiers' achieve-

ments in his OAvn commentaries on his wars. Distinguished

as all the legions were in turn, there was one, the tenth, in

which, as we have seen, Caesar placed peculiar confidence,

and which he has exalted by his encomiums to celebrity in

military annals. And as with his soldiers, so was it also

with his officers. Caesar betrayed no jealousy of the merits

of Labienus, the foremost of that renowned band. Nor had

he any occasion to fear the rivalry even of the best of the

captains formed in his school ; for Labienus, who had acquired

immortal laurels in Gaul, as second to the proconsul, was des-

tined to fail no less signally when he deserted to an enemy,

and arrayed himself against his former leader. The proconsul

carried with him Quintus, the brother of Marcus Cicero, and

Publius, the son of the triumvir Crassus : both of them be-

came good officers under his eye. Cotta and Sabinus, Tre-

bonius and Decimus Brutus, obtained distinction under the

same auspices. The two former were cut off by the sudden

attack of an overwhelming enemy ; the two latter survived to

conspire against their generous commander, the founder of

their fame and fortunes.'

peius in the year YOO, and again restored to him, on his demand, four years

afterwards. Cses. B. G. vi. 1., viii. 54. ; Appian, B. C. ii. 29. ; Dion, xl. 65.

' Guischard {Mim. Milit. iii. 46.) gives a complete list of Caesar's officers,

as far as they are known to us : T. Labienus, P. Considius, Q. Pedius, Q.

Titurius Sabinus, L. Aurunculeius Cotta, Servius Galba, Decimus Brutus, P.

Sulpicius Rufus, Q. Atrius, C. Trebonius, C. Fabius, Q. Cicero, L. Roscius,

L. Munatius Plancus, L. Silanus, C. Antistius Regulus, T. Sextius, C. Volcatius

Tullus, L. Minucius Basilus, L. Cccsar, M. Antonius, Caninius Rebilus, M. Sem-

pronius Rutilus, Q. Calenus, P. Crassus, and P. Vatinius. Most of these per-

sonages we shall find distinguished in various ways in the eventful years which

followed.
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CHAPTEE YII.

Cesar's second campaign in gaul, a. u. 697. b. c. SY.'—war with the
belgians. reduction of the suessiones and bellovaci. gallant

resistance of the nervii. general submission of the belgian

tribes, and of the north-western states of gaul. unsuccessful

CAMPAIGN OF GALBA IN THE ALPS. C^SAR's THIRD CAMPAIGN, A. U. 698.

REDUCTION OF THE TENETI AND ARMORICAN TRIBES. P. CRASSUS CON-

QUERS THE AQUITANIANS. CESAR CHASTISES THE MENAPII AND MORINI.

PACIFICATION OF GAUL.

THE state of affairs in Gaul had undergone considerable

change during the few months which Caesar had occupied

in its defence. Two formidable hordes of inva- Review of the

ders had been defeated and expelled, and the ^'^^^^^^7"'"

power of the Germans, which had threatened the "• ^- ^''•

comitry with permanent subjugation, was so effectually bro-

ken, that the frontier tribes of Gaul might hope again to see

the day Avhen they should push their incursions across the

Rhine, instead of being the prey of adventurers from beyond

it. But in the place of these two enemies the Gauls had in-

troduced far into the interior of their country a jjower

which, under the name of friend and ally, already threatened

to reduce them not less completely to servitude. "When

Caesar crossed the Al\)8 for the winter he quartered his troops,

not within the limits of the Roman province, but in the terri-

tory of the Sequani. What was the meaning of this innova-

tion ? Was there any possibility of Ariovistus returning

after his signal defeat with another horde of Suevi to recover

his Gallic possessions ? or were the Sequani, weakened as

they now were by the oppression of the Germans, exposed so
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helplessly to the hatred of the ^dui as to require a Roman
garrison for their protection ? The proconsul, it would ajD-

pear, already anticii^ated the aggi'essive movement which was

about to take place among the Belgian tribes. The Sequani

he knew had fallen for ever from that high estimation among
the Gauls, in virtue of which they had been allowed to as-

sume the pre-eminence heretofore occupied by the Arvemi.

Not only their political weakness, but the remembrance also

of their treachery in inviting the Germans across the Rhine,

disgusted the petty states which had fonnerly served them as

clients. Of these some now betook themselves to the JEdui

with the offer of allegiance ; others, not forgetting the

tyi'anny of that nation during its prosperity, and suspicious of

a people who piqued themselves on their intimacy with the

Romans, looked out for another patron. The Remi were the

most powerful of the Belgian tribes. They envied the posi-

tion to which the chief states of southern Gaul had attained

as leaders of nmnerous confederacies, and rejoiced in succeed-

ing to a part at least of the influence lately enjoyed by the

Sequani." They also were in turn distrusted by the other

Belgic states, which hastened to form an alliance among
themselves, while the Remi haughtily kept aloof.

Meanwhile the Romans, on their part, were improving

the advantages they had secured. The establishment of their

The Romans wiutcr quarters among the Sequani gave them

fnflueucVu^vel- paramouut influence over that broken and de-
the Sequani. jectcd people. They restored the hostages of

whose retention the ^Edui so bitterly complained ; but in re-

turn they surrounded their camps and councils with Roman
spies and agents, and contrived to get into their own hands

the real direction of their affairs. The blandishments of

Italian civilization were found efiicient in reconciling the

proudest of the Gauls to the universal yoke. Di\dtiacus, the

gentle \nctim of southern luxury, was a useful instrimient in

' Cffisar {B. G. vi. 12.), speaking of this period, says :
" Eo turn statu res

erat, ut longe principes haberentur yEdui, secundum locum dignitatis Remi
obtinerent."
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the conquerors' hands ; while the restless intrigues of his

brotlier Dunmorix awakened no response in the breasts of a

peojile already dreaming of a new career of supremacy under

foreign patronage.

While the -^dui wei'e thus familiarizing themselves with

these silken fetters, the Remi also were not imAvnlling to bend

before the influence of Rome, with the hope of confederacy

consolidating their own power. But the other tribes fg^ifns"

Belgian tribes, unbroken as yet by war and un- ^^® mvaders.

corrupted by artifice, combined together under the lead of

the Suessiones, and rose in arms against the intruders.*

The rumour of their intended outbreak reached Caesar

before it had actually burst forth. He hastened to raise

two new legions, and hurried back from Italy to the scene

of danger. The Belgians had met in a general conference
;

the Suessiones, the Nervii, the Bellovaci, the Atrebates, the

Ambiani, the Mormi, the Menapii, the Caletes, the Velocas-

ses, the Veromandui, all the nations between the mouths of

the Meuse and the Seine, together with those of the interior :

*

to these were added the tribes of German descent ; the Ebu-

rones, Condrusi, Caeresi and Paemani,' all joined in this mighty

coalition : the armies it brought into the field numbered alto-

gether two hundred and ninety thousand men. The Remi
alone refused to league themselves in the common cause,* and

attempted in vain to sow dissension among the confederates.

Upon them accordingly the whole weight of the Belgian

' Caes. B. G. iv. 4. and foil. Under the sway of a chieftain named Diviti-

acus, the Suessiones had recently bec(Jme the most flourishing and powerful

of the Belgian states and had extended their sovereignty over a part of

Britain.

^ These names are identified with the following modern places and districts

respectively, Soissons, Hainault, Beauvais, Artois, Amiens, the coast of the

Pas du Calais and West Flanders, East Flanders, Pays de Caux in Normandy,

the Yexin, the Yermandois.

^ Brabant, Liege, and Limburg.
* The Remi were a powerful people, and occupied probably a great part

of the three departments of Aisne, Marne, and Ardennes. Bibracte (Bicvre)

is sometimes mentioned as their capital, and sometimes Durocortorum

(Rheims).
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forces was in the first instance directed. They appealed to

the proconsul for protection, and offered to place themselves

entirely at his disposal. They sent him hostages, and pro-

posed to open their fortresses to his soldiers. Caesar em-

braced their offer with alacrity, promised them the pro-

tection of the republic, and at the same time took measures

to secure their entire dependence for the future. The Roman
forces were immediately put in motion to succour the sup-

pliant state. The ^dui meanwhile showed their usual want

of fidelity or of vigour ; the assistance demanded of them was

tardily and reluctantly supplied. Divitiacus, still attending

upon Caesar, and stiU entranced in admiration of him, con-

jured his coimtrjTuen to give their succours freely and lib-

erally. The legions advanced to the banks of the Axona

(Aisne), which they crossed, and then awaited in an en-

trenched camp the expected attack of the Gallo-Germans.

Bibrax, or Bibracte, the capital of the Remi, eight miles

distant from the Roman encampment, was at this moment as-

sailed by the confederates. Their mode of attack
Commence- t i

meiit of the was to clcar the ramparts by a constant discharge

second cam- of stoncs and arrows, and to advance parties of

^'"f°l:. 697. sappers to their foot under the cover of a storm
B. c. 57. ^£ missiles, their shields firmly compacted over

their heads. Their progress was slow, but its success seemed

certain. The defenders were exhausted with wounds and

fatigue. At last they found means of communicating with

the Roman general. They represented that they were not in

a condition to hold out long§r ; unless prompt assistance

arrived the place was lost. Csesar hastily despatched some

cavalry and light troops, which penetrated the loose array of

the blockading forces, and were received within the walls.

The Belgians, disappointed at the escape of their prey, had

not the firmness to recommence their frustrated work : after

sjDending a few days in ravaging the neighbourhood, they

broke up from their lines and advanced towards the Ro-

man position. Ccesar's eagle eye measured the long extent

of their front by the smoke of their fires by day and the
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flames at night, and estimated it at not less than eight

miles.

The numbers of the enemy and their reputation for su-

perior prowess made Caesar pause before he ventured to give

them battle. The result of a feAV cavalry skir- r^^^
Belgians

mishes reassured him, and he resolved to clial-
pos'ltion o^n'iho

lenge the Belgians to a general engagement, ^isih-,

The confederates issued from their camp as soon as they be-

held the Romans before them, and prepared to receive the

shock. The proconsul's camp was placed on the summit of a

gentle acclivity. In front the ground, as it sloped towards

the plain, offered sufficient space for the evolutions of the six

legions which he brought at once into action. His rear re-

clined upon the river, and he communicated with the further

bank by a bridge, commanded by an earthwork at its head,

and guarded by a small detachment. The two fresh legions

he kept, according to his general practice, as a reserve within

his lines. But as his principal danger lay in the risk of being

outflanked by superior niunbers, he drew a trench from

either side of the hill to a distance of four hundred paces,

and erected works at each extremity, which he fortified with

great care, and equipped with military engines. Thus advan-

tageously jjosted, the Romans wei'e sheltered moreover by a

morass in their front, into which they hoped the enemy
would impetuously plunge.' But the Gallo-Germans pos-

sessed prudence and caution no less than bravery, and rested

on their arms, awaiting the onset of the Romans as invaders

and aggressors. The cavalry engaged, and the Romans had

the best of the encounter ; but when he found that the

Belgians could not be induced to charge, Caesar withdrew his

legions within his camp.

Thus unsuccessful in drawing the Romans from their po-

' Caesar's position is said to have been a little below Pont-^-Vaire, on the

Aisne, where a morass still exists in the direction which he indicates. A camp

placed here would be distant 14,000 toises from Rheims, 22,000 from Soissons,

16,000 from Laon, and 8,000 from Bievre, which is supposed to have been

Bibracte of the Remi. Precis des Guerres de Cesar, p. 44. ; Mannert, ii. 207.
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sition, the Belgians changed their plan. By a lateral movement
they reached the banks of the river at a place where the

but are defeat- stream was fordable, with the mtention of cross-
ed with great ••-,-, t • i , i

Biaughtcr. ing it, and thus throwmg themselves upon the

enemy's rear. As soon, however, as the detachment at the

bridge head observed this demonstration, they ajDprized the

general, and he immediately despatched his horse and light

troops to prevent its taking effect. These squadrons, crossing

the river by the bridge, reached the ford before the Belgians

had made good their passage, and attacked them with their

missiles while yet struggling in the middle of the stream. A
party which had already gained the opposite side was sur-

roimded and cut to pieces by the cavalry. The attempt,

though persisted in with obstinate bravery, comjaletely failed,

and the Belgians were forced to betake themselves again to

their former quarters. The coimtry which they had ravaged

began now to fail in supplies ; while at the same time they

heard that Divitiacus, having collected the JEduan forces,

had entered their confines, and was carrying fire and sword

to their own homes. The confederates, ill-assorted and im-

discij^lined, flew each to the defence of his own. The confu-

sion which attended upon this hasty break-uj) was reported

to Caesar, and he darted rapidly upon the disorganized mass.

The rear-guard, if such it might be called, made a brave resist-

ance ; but the numbers and skill of the Romans were in-

vincible, and the day was spent in merciless carnage rather

than conflict.

On the morrow the conqueror jsushed his success fur-

ther.' He marched upon Noviodunum, the principal strong-

Reduction of ^old of the Suessiones. Having failed in taking
the Suessiones,

j^ ^j ^|-^g £j,g^ suddcu assault, he constructed the

moveable towers which the Romans used in their regular

sieges, advancing them filled with combatants to the ram-

parts, and carrying on from them a war of missiles, under

cover of which the walls were either mined or shattered by

' CcES. £. G. ii. 12. Noviodunum is said to be Soissons. D'Anville

;

Mannert, ii. i. 205.
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the battei'ing-ram. These engines Avere hitherto unknown to

the Gauls, and they soon found them much move efficient

than their OAvn rude operations. They hastened to anticipate

the vengeance of the conqueror by timely capitulation. The
lives of the garrison and inhabitants were assured to them at

the prayer of the Remi ; but Ca3sar insisted upon the surren-

der of their arms, together with the persons of the principal

citizens and of the king's two sous. The nation was then re-

ceived among the subjects of the republic.

Presently the Bellovaci, into whose territory Csesar imme-

diately advanced, despairing of effectual resistance, courted

the clemency of the invader. At the first rumour ^^^ ^^^^^ g^j.

of his approach, the population had crowded into •°'*'^*^'-

Bratuspantium, their principal fortress, with all the valuables

they could remove. From hence they sent out a train of old

men in the garb and attitude of suppliants. Wlien the pro-

consul advanced within sight of the walls, he found them

crowned with multitudes of women and children, all stretch-

ing forth their hands towards him, and signifying by their

gestures the utmost fear and humiliation. Divitiacus also

undertook to plead their cause. He urged the wishes of his

own people for their pardon, declaring that they had former-

ly been faithful allies of the ^dui, and had only abandoned

them at the instigation of certain evil counsellors. The au-

thors of the revolt had escaped into Britain, with which coim-

try the Bellovaci entertained close relations. The mass of the

nation, being relieved from their presence, would, he doubt-

ed not, return to its duty, and thereby increase the reputation

of the ^dui for influence with Rome and clemency towards

their fellow-countrymen. Csesar was not indisposed to allow

his allies the credit of thus saving their ancient clients. He
professed to be overcome by the prayers and arguments of

Divitiacus ; but, in consideration of the size and importance

of this state,' he demanded from it not fewer than six himdred

' Cscs. B. G. ii. 4. :
" Plurimum inter eos Bellovacos et virtute et auctori-

tate et hominum numero valere." They boasted that they could bring an

hundred thousand warriors into the field.
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hostages. When he had received these, and had seized upon

all the arms he could collect, he left the country, and entered

that of the Ambiani, who made their submission and met with

similar treatment.

Thus far the Belgians had done little to justify their repu-

tation for superior valour. The force opposed to them was

The Nervii and indeed Overwhelming ; but they had yielded almost

tri^e8°stiifhoid
without a trial of strength. But it was not so

°^^- with the Nervii and their immediate allies, the

Aduatuci, the Atrebates and Veromandui. The Nervii were

peculiarly proud of their German descent, and affected to

despise what they termed the effeminacy of their Gaulish

neighbours. According to their ideas, the only security for

maintaining their national bravery was the preservation of

the barbarian character in all its unsophisticated rudeness.'

Accordingly, they forbade the introduction of foreign goods,

prohibited the use of wine and other delicacies, and prided

themselves on the coarseness of their mode of life. They
taunted the Suessiones, Bellovaci and Ambiani with their

cowardly submission, declared their resolution to maintain the

struggle with their own imassisted resources, and challenged

the Roman general to follow them into their fastnesses. Con-

temptuously rejecting the defences, clumsy as they were,

which their Gaulish neighbours adopted, they erected no

walled fortresses ;
^ their dwellings were merely open vil-

lages ; their places of strength the woods and marshes in

which their country abounded. They sheltered their families

in the impregnable islands which obstruct the outlets of the

Scheldt and Meuse, while the whole flower of the nation and

its allies, excepting the Aduatuci, Avho had not yet arrived,

took up their position behind the Sabis (Sambre), in the direc-

tion in wliich the enemy was expected to advance.' The Ro-

• Cfes. B. G. ii. 15.

' Caesar describes (ii. 17.) the peculiar mode which the Nervii adopted for

impeding the progress of cavah'y, by forming hedges of thorns, brushwood,

and the twisted branches of trees.

^ What this direction was it is impossible to ascertain with precision.

Caesar marched from Amiens ; but the Nervii had no capital city for him to
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man general was not less anxious to meet them, marching as

he Avas at the head of one of the finest armies tliat had ever

taken the field, consisting of eight legions, all full of confi-

dence in their leader's fortune and their own valour. He was
attended also by many of the Belgian chieftains, who publicly

vaunted their zeal in his cause, while they were watching for

an opportunity to desert or betray him. They secretly ajj-

prized the Nervian chieftain Bodugnatus, that the order of

the army's advance was such as to invite a well-concerted

attack. Each legion marched separately, followed by its long

train of baggage and military engines. If the head of this

winding column were boldly assailed, it might be cut oft be-

fore effectual resistance could be rendered from the ranks

behind. But the Belgians had not fought against the Ro-

mans long enough to understand their tactics. As soon as

Caesar learned that he was approaching the enemy, he altered

the disposition of his troops.' Six legions- now advanced in

front, next followed the whole of their collected baggage,

under the escort of the two legions of recent levies, who
formed the rear guard on the march and the reserve on the day

of battle. He selected for the site of his encampment a hill

descending Avith a gentle slope to the Sambre. As fast as the

legions arrived on the ground they Avere employed in throw-

ing up their earthworks for the night's shelter. The cavalry

were despatched to clear the banks of the stream of some

strike at. He would therefore seek out their army wherever it might be

posted. He says that he marched three days through the Nervian territories.

If this is to be interpreted strictly, it would lead him between the Scheldt and

the Sambre, on the right bank of the one and the left of the other. If the

Nervii placed themselves on the right bank of the Sambre, they would have

abandoned their country to him entirely, nor would the barrier of the Scheldt

have prevented his ravaging at least one half of it. If he directed his line of

march through the country of the Voromandui, the Nervii might have defended

the access to their territories by placing themselves on the left bank of the

Sambre, near Maul^euge ; or if he crossed the country of the Atrebates, he

might propose to force the passage of the Scheldt at Conde or Valenciennes.

The critics have generally supposed the second of these courses to be that

which he adopted.

' Cass. B. G. ii. 19.

VOL. I.—18
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bodies of the enemy's horse, that the troops might use their

watering-places unmolested. The Belgian skirmishers here-

upon retreated up the opposite hill into the wood which

crowned it, where their main body had already established

itself under shelter and unperceived by the Romans.

While the legionaries were busily employed upon their

works, the train of baggage began to gain the summit of the

„, „ hill. This was the appointed signal for the Nervii
TheNervusur- / -^ ^
prise Csesar's to burst from their concealment m the wood.

Long had they waited for it, and great had been

their disappointment as they saw legion after legion take up

their ground before its arrival. But when they beheld

the whole Roman army standing before them they were not

dismayed. They trusted in the suddenness of their appear-

ance and the impetuosity of their charge. Coesar was taken

by surprise ; it was impossible to issue at once all the orders

requisite for the disposition of his numerous forces. But the

admirable training of the legionaries supplied for the moment
the i^lace of generalship. Each man seemed to know, as if

by instinct, what it Avas his part to do, and where to betake

himself. The standard-bearers flew to their ensigns planted

in the ground ; the men flocked around them ; line and

battalion formed spontaneously. Though many had not time

to seize their helmets, or draw off the leathern coverings from

their shields, though some of the standards were yet furled,

and the hedges with which the country had been obstructed

prevented some divisions from seeing the movements of the

others, yet in a few minutes the whole scattered multitude

was disposed in all the intricate order of Roman battle-array.

Meanwhile, the charge of the Nervii had swept off the squad-

rons of Gaulish horse, together with the light skirmishers

who had crossed the stream, hurling them back upon the

right wing of the Romans, on which were the twelfth and

seventh legions. On the left the ninth and tenth met the

attack of the Atrebates, and, aided by the superiority of

groimd, repulsed their wearied and breathless assailants. The
Atrebates, thus beaten from the broAv of the hill, recrossed
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the river in confusion, losing many in its waters, the Romans
pm-suing them, and compelling them to renew the combat on

the other side. At the same time the Roman centre, consist-

ing of the eighth and eleventh legions, sustained the charge

of the Veromandui, and confined their assailants to the strip

of level ground between the acclivity in front and the river,

which they had tumultuously crossed, in their rear.

The conflict was thus raging in every quarter with no de-

cided success on either side, when a movement of the Nervii

on the right suddenly changed the face of affairs, ^nd carry his

Their superior numbers enabled them to keep the °^^™p "^^ ®*°''™-

Romans in check with a part only of their forces, while

another division turned the enemy's flank, and rushed furiously

up the hill on which the encampment Avas marked out. On
the summit of this acclivity Caesar's cavalry, which had been

repulsed from the other side of the river, had taken breath

and formed again ; but the sight of the Nervii revived their

former panic, and they fled a second time without a blow.

Meanwhile, the sutlers and occupants of the camp, which the

reserve had not yet reached, had followed the left wing in the

hope of sharing in the plunder of the Atrebates, whose con-

fusion on the first attack had appeared irrecoverable. When
they now turned their heads and beheld the Nervii in posses-

sion of their works, they cried that all was over, and dispersed

in every direction. At the same moment the cavalry sent by
the Treviri to Cffisar's assistance, glad to believe the battle lost,

left the field with precipitation, and spread far and wide the

welcome news, that the Roman camp was taken, and the army

totally routed.

Caesar had been himself engaged on the left wing ; one

moment yet remained to confirm the flagging resolution of the

legions on the right, and a glance revealed to him
®^, V • 1 . , r . „ , . ., Imminent

at tne critical instant the imminence oi his peril, danger of the

He threw himself immediately into the post of

danger. He foimd the twelfth legion almost surrounded, and

the men huddling together about their ensigns, the centurions

and standard-bearers for the most part slain, despair begin-
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ning to prevail among the survivors, and fugitives escaping in

numbers from the ranks. The Nervii were concentrating

their dense forces all aroimd them, and pressing the attack

with inexhaustible energy. In this extremity the personal

exertions of the general decided the fortune of the day. He
knew that the reserve was pressing eagerly forward to his

succour ; but to maintain his position and prevent premature

dispersion, it was necessary to gain more room for his men to

use their arms, and to execute the manoeuvre of turning the

tAvo legions back to back, Coesar, indeed, well knew his du-

Cajsar fights in ^J ^^ ^ ^cneral to abstain from personal exposure
the ranks.

jjj combat ; but ou such an occasion as this he

could throw off all restraint, and fight in the first rank with

the meanest of the soldiery. When his men saAV him thus

measuring himself with the enemy hand to hand, armed with

a buckler which he had snatched from a soldier of the hind-

most rank ;

' when they heard him encouraging their cen-

turions by name, and acquitting himself among them as their

equal and fellow, every hand was nerved with new vigour,

every order he could utter was obeyed with ardour or antici-

pated by instinct, and a few minutes sufficed to clear a space in

which the two legions could spread their ranks and place

themselves in a position for mutual support and defence.''

Thus arrayed the Romans were able to maintain them-

selves, at least for a time, against the weight and numbers

The Roman o^ their assailants. The Nervii made little use

by"theYrH"ai"^ of distant missilcs : they trusted to their great
of the reserve, strength and stature, and were eager to close with

an enemy to whom they held themselves personally superior.

' Compare the conduct of Mariiis in the battle with the Teutones. Pkit.

Mar. 20.

^ Compare Suet. Jul. 62. :
" IncHnatam aciem solus eaepe restituit, obsis-

tens fugieutibus retinensque singulos, et contortis faucibus convertens in

hostem : et quidem adeo plerumque trepidos, ut aquilifero moranti se cuspide

sit comminatus, alius in manu retinentis reliquerit signum." Also Lucan, vii.

576.:
" Promovet ipse acies, impellit terga suorum,

Verbere conversse cessantes excitat hastae."
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But the cool intrepidity of the sturdy legionary, with his

thorough command of his cut-and-thrust sword of unfailing

temper, was more than a match, man to man, for the German
with his ponderous falchion, wliich embarrassed the slow and

heavy movements of its bearer. The agile Roman, peering

over the rim of his shield held close to his breast, attracted

the eye of his gigantic foe, while he pierced his belly from

below ; and as long as he had room to use his weapons, his

activity and skill in fence made him almost invulnerable. At
length the reserve made its appearance on the brow of the

hill, and, at the same moment, Labienus, on the left wing,

having driven the Atrebates to the summit of the German
position, and even occupied their camp, perceived from above

the distress of his general, and detached the tenth legion to

its assistance. A strong reinforcement of trooj^s, some fresh

and the others victorious, now j^oured exultingly upon the

rear and flanks of the Nervii. The fugitives reappeared in

the field, and sought by renewed exertions to efface the stain

of their defection. The wovmded and the dying collected

their fiiiling energies to raise themselves on their shields and

hurl their arms at the enemy. Courage and confidence every-

where re\'ived, and the victory of the Romans became at last

assured. Nevertheless, the resolution of the Nervii remained

to the last indomitable. They were celebrated as the bravest

of the Belgians, themselves the bravest of the Gauls, and

never did they better sustain their character than on that

fatal day. Their eulogy is preserved in the written testimony

of their conqueror ; and the Romans long remembered, and

never failed to signalize, their formidable valour.' But this

recollection of their ancient prowess became from
. . The Nervii are

that day the prmcipal mommient of their name routed, and

and history, for the defeat they now sustained almost de-

well nigh annihilated the nation. Their com- ^
"

batants were cut off" almost to a man. The elders and the

' The authorities for the account of this great battle are :—Ca?s. B. G. ii.

19-27.; lAv.Epit. civ.; Plut. Cms. 20.; Flor. iii. 10.; Dion, xxxix. 3. ; Oros.

vi. 7.
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women, who had been left in secure retreats, came forth of

their own accord to soUcit the conqueror's clemency, and

enumerated the losses of their tribe. Of six hundred sena-

tors^ they said, loe have lost all but three y of sixty thousand

fighting men five hundred only remain. Caesar treated the

survivors with compassion, allowed them the free use of their

territories, and promised to shelter the scanty remnant from

the malice of the neighbouring tribes.

The narrative of Caesar, which forms an instructive and

interesting guide through the whole course of his policy and

Observations of tactics in Gaul, is in general so concise, and en-

Si'^Si^a'con- ters so little into technical details, as to foil the
duct. military critics who profess to study in it the art

of war. Nevertheless, it would be difficult to persuade our-

selves that in this celebrated battle, in which he ran such im-

minent risk of destruction, he was not completely taken by
surprise, and had failed to adopt the precautions of a consum-

mate captain. He had sent forward his scouts in the early

part of the day ; and it Avas from some deserters perhaps

from his advanced parties that the Belgians had ascertained

the spot where he proposed to form his encampment for the

night.' When he arrived on the grovmd he intended to take

up, he still pushed cavalry and light infantry in front to clear

the country before him ; but these were so little in advance

of him, or performed their service so negligently, as to allow a

wood, apparently only a few bowshots from his lines, to con-

ceal the whole force of the enemy assembled immediately be-

hind it. At the same moment he allowed his troops to pile

their arms, and proceed to the work of raising their entrench-

ments as if in perfect security. If he could not trust his Gaul-

ish cavalry out of his sight, he should at least have taken the

precaution of keeping a large portion of his forces under arms

to protect the others while laying out the camp. This from
his own account he would appear to have neglected, and to

have trusted partly to his belief that the enemy was still at a

distance, and partly perhaps to the natural defence of the ri\er,

' Cces. B. G. ii. 17.
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though he admits that the stream was only three feet in depth.

The rapidity of the barbarian onset was probably greater than

he had anticipated ; but it may be conjectm'ed that he exag-

gerates the confusion in which his own forces were found,

and that at leasst the legions of Labienus, on the left, were

not imprepared for an attack.'

The remainder of the Belgian forces effected their escape

during the protracted resistance of the Nervii, and betook

themselves to their several homes, each hoping Reduction of

that his own turn of retribution might come the '^^ Aduatuci.

last. The Aduatuci, who had not actually borne a share in

the battle, were the first upon whom the Romans threw

themselves.^ Their forces were in full march to join the com-

bined armies of their countrymen when they learned the news

of the day's disaster. But they relied on the strength of

their chief i:)osition, and defied the victors to a trial of arms.

Deserting every village and open place, they collected the

whole of their population, together with all their moveables,

in one spot, the flat summit of a rocky eminence, defended on

three sides by a natural escarpment, and on the fourth by a

double rampart on the brow of a gentle declivity.^ This tribe

were the descendants of the garrison which the Cimbri had

left in that part of the counti'y in charge of their hoarded

spoils before they set out on their fiital expedition to Italy.*

They had increased from a body of six thousand Avarriors to

a population of ten times that number, of whom nineteen

thousand were counted as combatants. Despising the quail-

ing and unresisting tribes which lay between, Csesar made

directly for the entrenchment of these bolder enemies. He
quietly constructed his engines of assault and his towers, with

' Precis des Guterres de Char, p. 45.

=* Cecs. B. G. ii. 29-32.

' D'Anville discovers in Falais a spot which corresponds with this descrip-

tion; others identify it with Namur. Mannert (ii. i. 199.) makes the country

of the Ehuroncs extend from the Scheldt to the Mcu^e, and places their

fortress in the neighbourhood of Macstricht ; while Walckenaer shows that it

is most probably Tongres {Gioyraphie des Gaules, ii. 2S6.).

* Ctes. B. G. ii. 29.
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the use of which most of the Belgians were still unacquainted.

The besieged collected on their walls, in the strength of

which they were blindly confident, and inquired tauntingly,

what was the purpose of these monstrous and cumbersome

machines, and how a nation of dwarfs (for the small stature

of the Italians was always a matter of derision to the north-

ern barbarians) should move them to the assault ? The Romans

made no reply, but finished their preparations, and apj^lied

their mechanical forces, till the towers were seen to nod

above the summit of the Belgian ramparts. The besieged

declared, panic-stricken, that the gods themselves fought on

the side of the mvaders. They had now no other thought

than how to make terms with their invincible enemy. They

only entreated that, if required, as they expected, to deliver

up their arms, they might be protected against their neigh-

bours, so universal was the feeling of insecurity among the

Gallic tribes, their jealousy of each other and sense of mutual

injuries. This was, no doubt, the secret of the speedy disso-

lution of the formidable confederacy which the Belgians had

formed at the beginning of the year. Cresar gave the prom-

ise they desired, and demanded their arms. They threw

down from their walls immense quantities of weapons and

armour, till the heaj) equalled, it is said, the height of the

rampart ; but a gleam of hope had entered into their breasts,

and they still reserved a considerable store concealed in a

chosen spot. The Roman army was then admitted within

the enclosure, and the place formally surrendered. Having

thus obtained apparently his principal object, the proconsul

was preparing to quit the country, and extend
Their treach- ... . . .

try severely his iucursious iuto Other districts. He withdrew
puma e .

j^.^ troops from the fortress, and passed the

night in his own camp. The Aduatuci seized their hidden

weapons, and made a desperate sally upon the Roman en-

trenchments, which they expected to find now less carefully

guarded. But the vigilance of the general had not been lulled

asleep. At the first approach of danger the soldiers were

found at their posts, and after a furious encounter, prolonged
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by the conscious guilt and despair of the barbarians, the Ro-

mans were completely victorious. The next day Caesar re-

entered their stronghold without resistance, and vindicated

the injured majesty of the republic by selling the whole rem-

nant of the tribe as slaves. The remaining states

now poured in offers of submission, which appear missiou of tiie

to have been accepted on easy terms. We must ^
^"*°

suppose that Caesar exacted from them the surrender of their

arms, together with sufficient pledges for their fidelity. But

he abandoned to them the free possession of their lands and

laws. He trusted to the gradual influence of Roman man-

ners, to the counsels of the Roman emissaries whom he intro-

duced among them, and to the weight of the mere name of

the republic in directing the conduct of their political affairs,

to familiarize them in no great length of time with a state of

entire dependence.

It was probably not till after the great defeat of the

Nervii, in which the whole of Cassar's forces had been en-

gaged, that he was enabled to detach a single le- Cfpsar sends p.

gion, under the command of his young lieutenant mamrgubmfg-

P. Crassus, the son of the triumvir, to secure the
tribes'iii^he^

tranquillity of the tribes inhabiting the coast of "northwest.

the British channel beyond the mouth of the Seine.' Among
these were the Lexovii, the Unelli,^ the Curiosolita3 and the

Osismii. On the southern shore of Armorica dwelt the

Veneti, the most formidable of all the nations which com-

posed the western division of the Kymric population of Gaul.

These, together with the Aulerci, Rhedones, Carnutes, Andi
and Turones, occupied the Avhole space between the lower

Seine and the lower Loire, and were apparently closely imited

' Cfes. B. G. ii. 34.

^ Unelli, mod. Cotentin : Osismii, dop. Finisterre : Curiosolitgc, mod. Cour-

sault, dep. Cotes du Nord : Veneti, mod. Vamies, dep. Morbihan. Lexovii is

a conjectural reading for Sesuvii, an unknown name. They occupied a part

of the coast of Calvados. The Aulerci belonged to Maine and the soutli of

Normandy, the Rhedones to Rennes in Bretagne. Mannert, ii. i. 149. &c.

;

comp. CcBS. B. G. iii. 9. 11. 17. 29., vii. 1o.
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among themselves, while at the same time the traditional

recollection of a common origin made them look not without

feelings of sympathy upon the fate of the Belgians in the

east. In the affairs of the south they took no interest, and

seem to have had little acquaintance with the character of

the foreign power which the yEdui had recently called into

Gaul. The small force which Crassus led was sufficient to

terrify them, one after another, into submission. The pro-

consul was satisfied perhaps with deterring them from giving

aid to the Belgians, and considered the sm'render of a few

hostages an ample acknowledgment of his superiority. The

Carnutes, the Andi and the Turones, whose coimtries formed

the key of the whole region north of the Loire, were selected

to bear the burden of provisioning the Roman army, Avhich

was quartered in their territory for the winter. Having thus

secured the extensive acquisitions he had made in

Italy for the this succcssful Campaign, Cffisar hastened himself

to the Hither Gaul, as in the autumn preceding.*

He took up his residence at Lucca, at the extreme frontier of

his province, where he put himself in communication with his

friends at Rome, and held a brilliant court of clients and de-

pendents. The senate, however hostile and jealously disposed,

was dazzled by the brilliancy of his achievements, or unable

to stem the torrent of popular acclamation. It decreed a

thanksgiving of fifteen days in honour of his victories, a

duration exceeding that of any previous festival of the kind.

The campaigns which have been narrated in the preceding

pages, distinguished as they were by a rapid succession of

hard-fought battles in the open field, suggest some
Comparison be- =

j[ r. •
i

• i
tween the Ro- remarks upon the nature oi the wartare m which
mans and Gauls _, n i • i i • i i

in a military CsBsar and his vctcraus reaped tlieir laurels,
pom o v^ew.

"yY'hile the counsels of the Gauls were marred by

manifold jealousies, and by their independent mode of carry-

ing on the wai% even after they had been brought into al-

liance, the Romans enjoyed the inestimable advantage of a

single head to plan, and an army disciplined as a single hand

' Cifis. B. O. ii. 35.
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to execute. The senate allowed their general uncontrolled

power in the administration of his province, and the resources

he could command by taxation or plunder, were generally-

sufficient to bring into action as many troops as he could sup-

ply or manoeuvre. On the other hand, the personal qualities

of the Gauls, their com'age and bodily strength, were at least

equal to those of their opj^onents ; in size and stature they

were individually superior, though wanting in that compact-

ness of limb and power of endurance which at this time so

eminently distinguished the natives of southern Europe.* As
regarded the climate of the country in which the war was

waged, neither side perhaps had any advantage over the

other. The Gauls, indeed, fought on their own soil and

under their own skies, colder in winter and more humid at all

seasons than those south of the Alps. But the habits and

discipline of the Roman soldier had hardened him against the

exhalations of the marshes and the change or privation of

food, no less than against the extremities of heat and cold.

Throughout his Gallic campaigns Ceesar makes no allusion to

the prevalence of sickness in his camps ; and if it be true that

his ranks too were recruited from the south of Gaul, yet it is

worthy of remark, that the Roman legionary seems rarely to

have suffered from those accidental causes of mortality which

are more to be dreaded in modem warfare than the sword.'*

How much of this immunity is to be attributed to his food,

his habits and his clothing, is a question which
p],..gigai effects

deserves more attention from the physiologist 9^^''™'*'®'
...I '' ° food, ana habits

than it seems to have obtained. The absence or of discipline.

* The composition of Caesar's legions will be considered more particularly

on a future occasion ; his soldiers were for the most part Roman citizens of

the Gallic provinces on either side of the Alps. These might be either of

Roman or of Gaulish extraction. The contempt expressed by the Belgians

for their diminutive stature is an additional proof of the great diversity of

race among the inhabitants of different parts of Gaul.

' Caesar's troops quartered in the neighbourhood of Brundisium in the

autumn of the year Y05 suffered from the malaria of the Apulian coast, but

these were composed, to a great extent, of recruits from the northern parts

of Gaul.
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rarity of ardent spirits is not sufficient to account for it,

inasmuch as unusual or superabundant food is hardly less

detrimental to the soldier than intoxication, and the bar-

barian armies which entered Italy frequently melted away

through careless and indulgent living. But the natives of

the north have been found less capable of enduring the rig-

our of a severe winter than men born in a more hospitable

climate.' Reared in the centre of the temperate zone, the

Italians shrank from neither extreme of heat or cold. Vigorous

in frame, and elastic in constitution, they bore the standards

of the republic through Asia and Africa without sickening

;

while at this day the French are consumed by thousands in

Algeria, and fevers decimate the British regiments in the

East and West Indies.^

In the field the Gauls were almost destitute of tactics or

artificial resources. But while firearms have furnished in-

Roman method geuuity and discipline with irresistible weapons,
of fighting. ii^Q barbarians before their invention were much
more nearly matched with regular soldiery than in modern

times. The numbers and weight of the Gaulish charge could

hardly be resisted by the firmest battalions. It was usual to

employ the cavalry to bear the first brunt of the encounter

;

but even these could seldom do more than slightly check and

retard their impetuous rush. After one cast of the pilum,

the legionary could only fall back upon the hinder ranks for

support. He was soon pressed into the closest array by the

weight of accumulating masses, and when ordered to draw

his sword, could no longer wield it with freedom. With
modern infantry the closer their array the deadlier is the fire

of their musketry, the steadier the advanced points of their

bayonets. In such an emergency the long pike of the pha-

' It is a well kno^Ti remark that the Italian soldiers in Napoleon's Russian

campaign suffered less from the cold than the Germans.

^ The compliment which Claudian pays to the grandfather of Honorius

might have been applied to themselves by many of the Roman legionaries

:

" Hie Caledoniis posuit qui castra pruinis,

Qui medios LibycB sub casside pertulit ajstus."—Claud, viii. 26.
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lanx was a formidable protection to the Macedonian infantry
;

but that weapon Avas too cumbrous for general service, and

never adopted by the active and independent Roman, who
put all his trust in his sword. In such cases the general re-

lied upon his light cavalry,' whose sudden onset and no less

rapid retreat confused and distracted the enemy, and con-

stantly broke and shivered the masses with Avhich he came to

the charge. The great peril of tlie Romans in the battle with

the Nervii arose from their cavalry being unable to rally after

their first repulse, and so to relieve the legions from the in-

creasing pressure of the Belgian infantry. Every Roman sol-

dier required a space of three feet on each side of hun for the

free movement of his arms. But when room Avas cleared for

a moment, the legion immediately extended its front again

and separated its battalions. Then each man was able once

more to ply his sword, singling out an adversary, getting

within his guard,' and carving his naked body Avith point or

edge of the finest temper.

While the rank and file of the Roman legion were pro-

tected by jDlates of iron on the head, breast and shoulders,

the Gauls were but imperfectly furnished Avith

defensive armour, and even this they frequently rionty otthe

rejected with the reckless and ostentatious spirit

of their nation.' Accordingly, when they encoimtered a foe

' There was, properly speaking, no distinction between heavy and light

cavalry in the Roman armies (Guischard, Man. Mil. iii. 42.), but the equip-

ment of that service would bring it generally under the latter denomination,

according to our notions.

^ Compare Polyb. ii. 3.3. : '%vvhpaix6vTes els ras x^'P'*^ "''0^^ M^'' KeAroi/s

airpaKTOvs iiroififfav 'P(tiixa7oi, a(pe\6/j.fvoi tiiv (K Siaptrecos avrwv fxaxWi o Ttp

'i5i6v icTTt FaAaTi/cfjs XP^'^S, Stk rh ;U7j5a/xals KivT7]u.a rh ^'irpos ex^'"- ^'^'- X^'i-

46. :
" Gallis gladii prn?lonn:i et sine mucronibus." Comp. Pint. 3far. 2.5. :

MiyaXais ixp'^VTO koX fiapelats luaxaipats.

' Thierry assorts that the Gauls long resisted the use of defensive armour

as an unworthy innovation. I find no express authority for this statement;

but Livy (xxii. 4fi., xxxviii. 21.) represents the Gauls as fighting naked, and

stripping themselves for the combat. In the time of Louis XIY. it was neces-

sary to issue repeated ordinances to prevent the French officers from throwing

oif their armour in the field. The motive, perhaps, in both cases was partly
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who had firmness to withstand then* first shock, they had

little chance of coming ofi" victorious from the combat of man
with man. The obstinacy with which they fought, and the

courage with which they maintained their ground, even when
they had no opportunity of returning blow for blow, only

served to swell the number of the victims. The great dis-

proportion, indeed, between the numbers slain in these battles

on either side is an ordinary characteristic of ancient war-

fare. In modern engagements the greater part of the car-

nage is caused by the artillery, which may frequently be served

with nearly equal precision and effect by both parties, until

the superiority of one being ascertained, the day is decided by

the general advance of its lines. There is no reason, there-

fore, to doubt that the victories of the Romans over the

Gauls were gained in many cases with the trifling loss which

the victors themselves acknowledged ; at the same time it

is evident that the dead of the enemy are generally estimated

upon mere conjecture, without any attempt at actual enumera-

tion.

When Ca?sar quitted the Further Gaul for his Cisalpine

province, he did not leave his soldiers unoccupied. To inure

them to constant exercise, to find new objects for

Ga™aTn "hi their cupidity, to extend in every quarter the ter-

ror of his arms, these were sufficient motives for

fresh and unprovoked hostilities. Some tribes about the

waters of the upper Rhone had not joined the great Helvetic

migration. Their cities were still standing, their wealth,

whatever it might be, was still intact. Csesar directed his

lieutenant Galba to occupy the territories of the Nantuates,

Veragri and Seduni, with the twelfth legion and a body of

horse. This tract of countiy extended from the lake Le-

manus to the highest chain of the Alps, comprehending the

vainglorioiisness and partly laziness. Probably the custom of wearing armour

among the Gauls did not extend beyond the noV)les. Their helmets, generally

the skins of animals' heads, their corslets, chainmail, and the ornaments with

which they covered themselves, are described by Diodor. Sic. v. 30. ; Varro,

L. L. iv. ; Strabo and others. Compare Clavier, Germ. Ant. 1.
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districts of Chablais, in Savoy, and the Valais, or valley of

the Upper Rhone. The position of the Seduni may still be

traced in the name of Sitten, which was perhaps the site of

their principal town. Octodurus, the capital of the Veragri,

may have occupied the spot where stands the modern town

of Martigny, for it was considered an important position for

defending the Pennine pass, which it was one object of this

expedition to secnre. We have seen that the ordinary route

of the Roman armies into Gaul was that of the Via Am'elia,

by the sea coast, sufficiently direct as long as the connexions

of the republic beyond the Alps were limited to the Province

and the cities of the Mediterranean, but highly circuitous and

inconvenient for operations in the more northern parts of

Gaul. Ca?sar had on one occasion hazarded the passage of

the Cottian Alps, in order to reach the Saone with more ex-

pedition ; but the experiment had served to prove the inse-

curity of such a route, and he might wish to command an

easier and safer line of communication. The pass of the

Great St. Bernard, the Alpis Pennina of the Roman geog-

raphers, was already frequented for purposes of traffic : the

merchants, probably, bought off the hostility of the natives

by the pajnnent of blackmail. But the wild mountaineers

were more jealous of the approach of the Roman armies to

their solitary fastnesses, and were disposed to dispute with

them every inch of their formidable gorges.

Galba seized upon Octodurus, which was divided into two

parts, either by the Rhone or the little river Dranse. One

quarter of the town he abandoned to the natives, jj^ occupies

but occupied the rest with his own forces, and Octodurus,

proceeded to fortify it with a ditch and rampart. Thus se-

curely posted, all he needed was provisions, and these he de-

manded of the natives by way of tribute. The valley in

which the to-wn lay was extremely narrow, and closely hem-

med in by lofty and barren mountains, so as to produce very

scanty supplies. Subsistence for an army could only be pro-

cured from a distance, and the people of the country paid

little regard to the commands of an intruder whom they had
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scarcely seen. Two cohorts were despatched to forage, when
the Gauls, taking courage from the reduced number of the

garrison, assembled with all their forces on the neighbouring

heights, and harassed it by repeated sallies from their fast-

nesses. They were the more inflamed against their invaders

because many of their children had been exacted as hostages.

They saw too that the pretence of opening the road was only

a cover to ulterior designs, and that it was intended to retain

their city in permanent occupation.

The Roman general became seriously alarmed at these

hostile demonstrations, for which he was unprepared. He
had not yet collected sufficient stores to enable

hut is obliged , . _ . , , ,

to abandon it hmi to Stand a sicgc, nor Avere his entrenchments

his troops from Completed. He called a council of war, in which
e cQun ry.

uj^ny proposcd to abandon the place at once, and

cut their way, as they best might, through the multitudes

augmenting around them. But the opinion prevailed that it

was too soon yet to resort to such desperate measures ; re-

treat should be reserved for the last extremity ; art and dis-

cij^line were meant to supply the place of efficient numbers

and full preparation. This determination, however, only

cost the Romans greater loss, for it was soon discovered that

their defences were not sufficiently strong effectually to re-

sist the assailants, who kept up a constant and murderous dis-

charge of missiles upon the garrison, while they filled the

ditch with stones and faggots, and hacked at the palisades

and earth-works with pikes and axes. Many of the Romans
had fallen, and the defence was beginning to waver ; officers

of approved courage pressed in the strongest terms the neces-

sity of retreating. Galba yielded to their demands ; he made

a sudden sally, and the valour of his legionaries, as soon as

they could grapple with the foe, threw the Gauls into con-

fusion and drove them to a distance. But Galba, considering

that he had come into the country to take up winter quarters,

and not to fight, much straitened also by the scantiness of

his suj^plies, determined to return at once into the Province,

and setting fire to his camp, effected his retreat without oppo-
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sition through the country of the Nantuates to the frontier

of the Allobroges. Such is the excuse Avhich Ctcsar him-

self gave for the evident failure and discomfiture of his lieu-

tenant.^

Caisar, indeed, magnifies the check which the barbarians

received into a signal defeat,^ and enumerates it among the

triumphs by which his arms had been crowned,-,,^,. , . , -, ,,. Disturbances in

and the Gauush nations reduced to submission, the north-we&t

This boasted pacification of Gaul gave him the a. u. 698.

opportunity of visiting Illyricum, the further ex-

tremity of the vast tract entrusted to his care. "Whatever

might have been his plans in that quarter, he had not leisure

to carry them into efiect. The wars of Gaul were the peace

of Dlyricum. Suddenly in the midst of apparent security

there burst forth a wide-spread sedition throughout the lately

subjugated tribes of Armorica, while the aspect of aflTairs in

other parts of the country demanded the proconsul's utmost

Angilance and activity. P. Crassus was at the head of a legion

quartered in the country of the Andi. Their territory was

not capable of supplying him, and he despatched officers into

the neighbouring districts to levy the requisite contributions.

The Unelli,^ Curiosolitoe, and more especially the Veneti, the

most powerful of the north-western tribes, were harassed by

these demands. Tlie last-named people were celebrated for

their maritime power. They held many tribes of the coast in

dependence, and presumed upon their skill and prowess in a

mode of warfare in which they had never yet measured them-

selves with an equal. They seized two Roman officers, threat-

ening to retain them as guarantees for the hostages they had

themselves surrendered to the proconsul. At their instiga-

tion, other tribes also laid hands on commission- The Veneti

ers despatched to tnem irom the Koman quar- man officers.

' Caes. B. G. iii. 1-6. ; Dion, xxxix. 5. ; Oros. vi. 8.

^ Orosius also declares that the Veragri lost thirty thousand men.

' This reading is adopted by Moebe from the Greeli version of the com-

mentaries and the editions of Aldus and Stephanus. Oudendorp reads Esubios,

from the best MSS. : but no such a name is known.

VOL. I.—19
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ters. Having persuaded their clients and dependents to make

common cause Avith them, they sent to Crassus, demanding

the restoration of their hostages in exchange for the officers

they had thus captured. Crassus himself was not strong

enouo-h to avenge this insult, but he announced it to his gen-

eral without delay. The proconsul hastened to the scene of

action. He determined to attack the Veneti on their own

element ; for their fastnesses, defended by creeks and mo-

cssar prepares rasscs, wcre hardly accessible from the land.

to attack them wj+h this vicw he immediately ordered the con-
withanaval

i r. i t •

force. struction of a flotilla at the mouth of the Loire.

The rowers of the Rhone and the Mediterranean were col-

lected for this service in great numbers. He exhorted his

legionaries to embark, and declaimed to them against the

perfidy of the enemy, who had violated the law of nations in

seizing the persons of his ambassadors, as he chose to

designate the captive commissioners. The Veneti, on their

part, made active preparations to meet the attack, and in-

voked the assistance of the whole seaboard from the mouth

of the Loire to that of the Rhine. The nations were ready

at their call : the Osismii, the Lexovii, the Namnetes,' the

Ambiliati, the Morini, the Diablintes, the Menapii, all joined

Their maritime the great maritime confederacy. And now for

te°Mfveaui-''^ the first time the name of the Britanni appears in

ances. ^jjg records of Roman history, for the Veneti

drew both ships and men from the opposite coast of the

channel.''

The rapidity with which the flame of resistance spread

through so many nations and such an extent of country con-

Csesar takes viuced Cffsar how fallacious was his reliance on

prevent the the Submission which had followed uj)on his last

AquiTanians Campaign. It was necessary not only to face the

ieaguf.
'^"^ enemy in arms, but to redouble his vigilance to

check defection in other quarters.^ He sent Labienus with

' Namnetes, mod. Nantes ; Ambiliati, mod. Lamballe, Moebe in Cces.

Diablintes (Aulerci), the north-west corner of Maine.

' Cjbs. B. G. iii. 9. = Cajs. B. G. iii. 11.
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some squadrons of cavalry into the country of the Treviri,

the centre of the Belgian tribes, and the quarter in Avhich the

Germans might attemjit to cross the Rhine. Crassus he de-

puted to prevent any junction between the Aquitanians and

the insurgents. Sabinus, with three legions, was commis-

sioned to cut off the communication between the eastern and

western limbs of the confederacy, and check the progress of

levies among the Lexovii, Unelli and Curiosolit*. Lastly,

Decimus Brutus was appointed to the command of the great

naval armament which was equipped partly from the newly

constructed vessels, and partly from the barks of the Pictones

and Santones, the only coast-tribes whom the proconsul had

been able to retain in subjection. This fleet received orders

to steer for the shores of the Veneti, while Caesar advanced

to the same point at the head of a large army by land.

The Veneti placed great reliance upon the character of

their fortified positions. Promontories and peninsulas pro-

iected from their coasts, which the tide daily , , ,•'
. ' .

•' Mode of war-

severed from the main land,' and upon these iso- fare adopted by

1-1 1 . ,> 11 1 the Veneti.
Jated spots their forts were generally erected.

To such places it was hardly possible to lay regular siege.

The Romans were wont to assail an enemy's city by advanc-

ing towers to its walls ; but here the recurring tides would

either render their erection impossible, or speedily sweep

their basements away. On the other hand, the command of

the sea enabled the garrisons to supply themselves at pleasure

with recruits and provisions. If, after all, the besiegers with

extreme toil pushed moles of masonry across these arms of

the sea, and, from mounds raised to the level of the walls,

were preparing to pour themselves into the fortress, even

then, at the last moment, the galleys of the Veneti might

sweep up to the gates, and carry off in an instant tlie gar-

rison and the booty. The prevalence of tempestuous weather,

which kept the Romans to their anchorage through the

' Caes. B. G. iii. 12. The Jteppan, or stockades, of the New Zealanders

are described as places of refuge on rocky points of the coast, and not as

ordinary abodes.
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greater part of the suramei', enabled the Veneti to retain

their naval superiority. They doubtless owed much to their

possession of the ports and their knowledge of the coast

;

yet Cfesar seems to admit the inferiority of his own seamen

in skill and boldness. The difference in the mode of ship-

building, and in the naval tactics adopted by the parties re-

spectively, seemed to balance the advantages on either side.

The Veneti used vessels with flatter bottoms and higher sides

than those of the Romans ;
' they built them also of greater

strength, as men who had ample experience of the winds and

waves of the Atlantic. On the other hand, their sails were

clumsy and made of skins ; they scarcely availed them-

selves of oars, and their movements were much slower than

those of their rivals. But when once the two came in colli-

sion, the Venetian vessel was so firmly compacted as to with-

stand the stroke of the Roman's beak, and its deck so high

as to place its combatants on a ground of vantage.

The Romans succeeded indeed in capturing several fast-

nesses of the Veneti, but the whole tribe had taken to the

water, and roamed freely from strand to strand.
The Romans ^

'

i • i • ^ •

gain a great It was ncccssary to bring the campaign to an is-
nava vie ory.

^^^ ^^ ^ decisive trial of naval strength. The bar-

barians mustered not fewer than two hundred and twenty

galleys, with which they sailed forth from the mouth of the

Morbihan to meet the armament of Brutus.^ The Roman ad-

^ Strabo (iv. 4.) follows Caesar in his account of this people. See also

Dion, xxxix. 40-43.

* If the principal fortified place of the Veneti was the modern Vannes, it

must be an exception to the choice they generally made of sites for their en-

trenchments. The local traditions assign the site of Ca?sar's camp, from which

he observed the seafight between Brutus and the Veneti (iii. 14.) to a spot

between the point of Quiberon and the promontory of Rhuys (Daru, Hist, de

Bretagne, i. 38.), in which case it might be supposed that the city of that people

was in the immediate neighbourhood. But an ingenious essay in the Mhnoires

de la SociHl' des Antiqiiaires, ii. 325. (an 1820), seems to prove that the city

in question lay at the bottom of the gulf of Morbihan. A N.E. wind would

have been favourable both to the course of the Roman fleet from the mouth
of the Loire and to that of the Veneti sallying from their capacious harbour
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miral employed long poles armed with hooks to cut the sheets

and shrouds of the enemy's vessels. The ponderous sails

soon brought the masts by the board, and they thus became
unmanageable. Others were grappled and dragged out into

the open sea, where they were exposed to the repeated shocks

of the enemy's beaks, impelled against them with all the

force that oars could impart. If still unj^ierced, they were

quickly surrounded by several barks at once, when the ligliter-

armed and more agile Romans soon succeeded in boarding

and capturing them. Tlie Gauls, finding themselves unable

to cope with these various modes of attack, took to flight

and spread their sails to the wind. But a sudden calm de-

prived them even of this last resource. The assailants, mov-

ing lightly round the unwieldy and defenceless masses, at-

tacked them one by one, and were prevented by nightfall

alone from accomplishing their total destruction. The loss

of the Veneti was overwhelming. Their Ashole naval force

had been collected together. It bore the mass of their youth,

their nobility, and their senate, who had hastily embarked to

escape from the advancing foe, already so near to their city

as to witness the naval combat from the shore. The remnant

hastened to make their submission ; but they were not in a

condition to demand terms, and Coesar, acting without re-

morse on the ruthless principles of ancient warfiire, put the

survivors of the senate to the sword, and sold the people into

slaverv. He chose to assert that the barbarians,,.'«. Ill f • -It 1 Submission and
naa mirmged the law oi nations, and he avenged, cruel punish-

with a fearful example, the wrongs of the spoilers Veneii.

whom he styled his envoys.*

The campaign of Sabinus against the Unelli and their

neighbours affords us some insight into the state to which

the late wars had reduced the north of Gaul. On the one

to meet them. The calm which ensued in the middle of the day is said to be

of regular occurrence in the summer after a X.E. wind in the morning. The
combat took place probably off the town of Sarzeau.

' Caes. B. G. iii. 16. :
" Quo diligeutius in reliquum tempus a barbaris jus

legatorum conservaretur."
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The tribes of hand, their dread of Cnesar and their opinion

Si™8ubdued. of his skill and fortune were such that the nobles

and senate of some tribes would not venture to second the

popular cry for war/ The people rose upon their chiefs and

massacred them. On the other, the country was filled with

needy and desperate outlaws, men who had lost their all, or

of fierce and untractable characters, ready to join or to urge

any daring and sanguinary enterprize. These banditti flocked

from various parts of Gaul to the standard of a people who

had shown their audacity by murdering their own nobles.

Lawlessness attracted lawlessness ; and the camp of the Unelli

was filled with a crowd of blood-thirsty savages, confident

in their own prowess, and disdainful of restraint and counsel.

The cautious tactics of Sabinus, who refused, as an inferior

officer, to commit the army entrusted to him to an engage-

ment Avithout the express sanction of his commander, raised

their hopes beyond measure. He calculated, probably, on the

disastrous effects which must inevitably follow from the collec-

tion of these bands of ruffians in a common cause, and was

awaiting the moment when they would rush blindly upon

their own ruin. The discontent, however, of his own soldiers

embarrassed him more than the numbers or the ferocity of

the enemy, and he was compelled to precipitate matters by

sending some trusty adherents into their camp, with instruc-

tions to represent his inaction as the result of fear, and to

promise them an easy victory over bands disheartened and

disorganized. The Unelli fell into the snare, and rushed forth

tumultuously to assault the well-defended camp of Sabinus.

Breathless and exhausted with their own haste, they made

but a feeble attack. The Romans repulsed them with great

slaughter, and having thrown them into confusion, hurling the

first ranks back upon those that followed, issued calmly from

their entrenchments, and cut them down with little resistance.

The Gauls thus defeated rushed from the extreme of con-

fidence into that of despair. They yielded without another

blow.

' Cffis. B. G. iii. 17.
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While these events were occurring in the north, young
Crassus, bvu-ning for distinction, was leading his troops into

the country of the Aquitani.' The attempts

which the Romans had hitherto made to subju- crZ^ul%°^

gate that part of Gaul had been imsuccessful. In
'i""^'"='-

Aquitania a legatus had been slain a few years before with

the loss of an army, and a proconsul had been driven back

with dishonour. Crassus drew reinforcements from the cities

of the Roman province, Tolosa, Narbo and Carcaso, ever

ready to assist in extending the yoke under which they them-

selves bent to the neighbouring tribes, of whose liberty they

were jealous. The Sotiates,* ancient enemies of the republic,

were the first on whom he fell. This people had learnt the

Roman art of war from the conflicts they had maintained

with the legions, and now defended their fortress with mines

and countermines, which their practice of working their veins

of copper had given them skill in constructing. But the

steady perseverance of the invaders prevailed, and the So-

tiates submitted to purchase their lives and property by the

surrender of their arms. Their king, Adcantuannus, refused

to be a party to this capitulation. He was surrounded by a

handful of faithful followers, who, according to a custom

prevalent in that part of Gaul, had devoted themselves by a

vow to his personal service. They bore in their country the

name of Soldurii
;

' they were admitted to live with their

chief on terms of intimacy and equality, were feasted at his

table, and shared all his amusements and luxuries. In return

they pledged themselves to live and die for him, to defend

him as a body-guard in battle, and if he fell, not to survive

him. So sacred was this vow held that no one, it was said,

was ever known to have broken it. When therefore Adcan-

tuannus declared his determination to die rather than surren-

' Cjes. B. G. iii. 20.

^ Sotiates, mod. Atre and Sots. Mannert, iv. i. 137.

^ Caes. B. G. iii. 22. This circumstance is referred to by Athonapus (vi.

54.), quoting Nic. Damascenus, who renders the word soldurius by (vxf^f^^M'O-^os.

Drumann, iii. 269.
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der like the rest of his countrymen, this trusty band were

ready to rush with him against the enemy, and encounter cer-

tain death by his side. But being easily repulsed by the su-

perior number of his opponents, the barbarian chieftain re-

pented of his resolve, and begged his life of the conqueror.

From this tribe the Roman general advanced against the

Vocates and Tarusates,' whose resources were increased by

He effects the the assistaucc afforded them from SiDain, and their

tha"pan 0°/ confidence confirmed by the presence and counsel
^^"'- of many ofiicers who had gained their military ex-

perience in the camp of Sertorius. Their tactics therefore

were just the reverse of those which their countrymen had

hitherto employed. They fortified an encampment after the

Roman fashion, and waited for the enemy to attack them at

a disadvantage, or to retire from want of provisions. Crassus

found himself compelled to risk an assault, ui which he met

with little success. But the Aquitanians had neglected to

provide sufiiciently for the defence of the gate at the rear of

their camp, and this omission the Romans opportunely dis-

covered. A chosen band forced their way through the open-

ing while the attention of the defenders was occuj^ied in

another direction, and by this seasonable diversion the po-

sition of the besieged was mastered, and their forces routed.

The flying multitude were pursued by the Roman cavalry, and

of fifty thousand men only a fourth escaped to their homes.

This triumphant success was immediately followed by the

submission of the greater part of the Aquitanian tribes. A
few mountaineers alone still refused submission, secure in the

strength of their fastnesses and the lateness of the season.^

The submission of only two nations now remained to

complete the pacification of Gaul for the second time.^

Coesar ciiastises The Morini, farthest of mankind, as Virgil de-

Menapu.'^'
'^° siguatcs them,* occupied the coast of the north-

' Vocates, mod. Bazadois: Tarusates, mod. Marsan. Manuert, iv. i. 133.

138.

^ Cses. B. G. iii. 27. :
" Paucje ultimae nationes." ^ Ca;s. B. G. iii. 28.

* Virg. .^n. viii. fin. :
" Extremique hominum Morini."
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ern ocean, from the straits to the mouth of the Scheldt.

The Menapii also inhabited a land of woods and marshes

on the banks of the lower Meuse. In their distant and

little envied recesses these two tribes had not yet ex-

perienced the keenness of the Roman sword ; but they had
heard enough of the ill success of their brethren to shrink

from open combat with the invaders, and resort to the natural

defences of their country, covered with impenetrable forests.

After the defeat of the Veneti the summer was drawing to a

close ; but Caesar, determined to inflict chastisement upon

every nation, however remote, which had dared to join the

northern confederacy, crossed the centre of Gaul to aim a

blow at these last enemies. The barbarians hid themselves

in their woods, and the impediments presented by nature

were not easily overcome. The further the Romans pene-

trated, clearing their way before them with the axe, the more

dense became the obstructions of their path, and the prospects

of reducing the people more than ever hopeless. When at

last the bad season set in it was necessary to recal the soldiers

from their fruitless labour, and thus, at the close of Coesar's

third campaign, the only members of the Gaulish race who re-

tained their liberty were the mountain tribes of the Pyrenees

and the amphibious wanderers of the Wahal and the Scheldt.

The proconsul, as before, imposed the burden of maintaining

his troops for the winter upon the last conquered
« , . , -r .. T * 1 • 1 1 .1 Leaves his

oi his 02:)ponents, the Lexovn and Aulerci, while army in winter

he himself, as in the winter preceding, departed mumrto*"

for Italy.
^'^'y-

' In Normandy and Maine.
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CHAPTER YIII.

THE BANISHMENT OF CICERO IS FOLLOWED BY THE CONFISCATION OF HIS

PROPERTY.—HIS HO0SE ON THE PALATINE, AND HIS TCSCCLAN VILLA.

TRIUMPHANT CAREER OF CLODIUS. HE REMOVES CATO FROM ROME UNDER

PRETENCE OF AN HONOURABLE MISSION TO DEPRIVE THE KING OF CYPRUS.

—CHARACTER OF M. BRUTUS, WHO ACCOMPANIES CATO. CICERO'S UNMANLY

COMPLAINTS. EXERTIONS OF HIS FRIENDS IN HIS BEHALF. ATTICUS :

HORTENSIUS. HIS WIFE TERENTIA. REACTION IN HIS FAVOUR. CLODIUS

DISGUSTS POMPEIUS.—ELECTION OF CONSULS FAVOURABLE TO CICERO.

HE IS RECALLED, AND IS RECEIVED IN ITALY WITH ACCLAMATIONS. A. U.

696, 697, B. c. 58, 57.

WHEN Coesar broke x\]) his camp in the neighbourhood

of Rome, and set forth upon his expedition into Gaul,

Piisiiianimity he left the republic under the tyranny of a capri-

t'iTi?igfrom"° cious multitude, which obeyed no other leader-
Rome,

gj^jp ^Yian that of the tribune Clodius. The terror

which this man had inspired among the nobles had sufficed

to drive Cicero into exile. The late consul had not ventured to

defend himself either by his eloquence or by the arms which

were proffered for his succour. It might indeed have been

possible to seize the person of the demagogue by force, to

defy the clamorous imputation of sacrilege, and crush the

mutinous spirit of the mob which served him. But Clodius

had proclaimed that Cicero must either perish or conquer

twice.' It was evident from these ominous words that there

was another and greater power behind ; that the consuls would

step forward to protect or avenge the tribune, and, at the last

' Cic. pro Scst. 19. :
" Cum quidem in concione dixisset, ' Aut mihi semel

pereundum, aut bis esse vincendum.'

"
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moment, would be supported by the triumvirs themselves.* In

the eyes of the multitude, however, Cicero was self-condemned

by his sudden flight before he had been made the object of a

distinct accusation. How many difliculties would have stood in

the way of a legal attack upon him may be conceived from the

fictions and evasions to which his enemy was compelled to

resort in order to obtain his condemnation even when absent.

On the same day that he left the city, Clodius con\ ened the

people, and caused his client Sextus to propose a resolution,

in which the exiled consular was denounced by name as the

author of the death of sundry citizens without form of law.

By the same enactment he was interdicted from fire and

water, and it was forbidden to receive or harbour him. The
formula even denounced, in its blind malice, the utmost ven-

geance of the law against whoever should projiose his recal,

unless, as it declared, the victims of his tyranny should first

return to life.^

In order to carry this resolution even in the popular assem-

bly, jealous as it ordinarily was of the encroachments of the

senate, and now excited and exasperated aoainst
. .

-l ^ DiffiouIticBthat

it by artful intriguers, it was necessary to de- would have
, ^, , , ...^ ,-,!• Stood in the

Clare the decree, by which Lentulus and his way of his legal
• ^ t -I 1 -, in ir-i condemnation.

associates had been condemned, a forgery. So
audacious a proposition no one probably would have ven-

tured to assert in the face of the orator himself. But the

legality of the enactment moved by Sextus was questionable

in the eyes of the Roman jurists on various grounds, all of

Avhich Cicero at a subsequent period triumphantly exj^osed.

In the first place it was a primlegium, a law, that is, directed

specifically against an individual, contravening thereby a fun-

damental principle of Roman jurisprudence. It Avas in fact

nothing less than a proscription, a word still terrible to Ro-

man ears.'' The terms in which it was conceived were incon-

' This view is set forth in the strongest colours in the speech for Sestius,

16-20.

' " Clodianorum dux." Ascon. in Pison. 8. :
" Sextus Clodius familiarissi-

mus P. Clodii et operarum " ' Gic. pro J)oin. 19.

'' A privilegium (lex prlvo homini irrogata) was forbidden by the leges
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sistent with the fact. Sextus Clodius had proposed a resolu-

tion to the effect, not that Cicero shall be interdicted^ but that

he has been interdicted already ; a form of language which

betrays the object of the proposer to treat the condemnation

of his enemy as a fact already accomplished by the previous

vote of the people, instead of being, as it still was, at the

moment an of)en question.' So again, when Clodius forbade

any man to harbour his victim, he abstained from expressly

pronouncing his banishment, which he might fear not to be

able to carry in all the naked severity of the term.^ It was

only by the blunder of Cicero's friends, who sought to miti-

gate the sentence by inserting a clause to limit the distance

of his banishment to four himdred miles from the city, that

the brand of exile was legally fixed upon him.^ And, once

more, the accuser had not ventured to instruct the censors to

strike off the criminal's name from the roll of the senate, an

indignity which had always formed a part of a legal sentence

of outlawry.^

Nor was this all. A majority of the citizens would prob-

ably have secretly applauded, even if they durst not openly

support, any one of their members who ventured

isheTby any^ie- to dcclarc that the cdict, such as it was, was car-
ga proce ure.

y\Q^^ jjq^ j^y -j-i^g unbiassed voicc of the people, but

by a faction misled by manifest falsehood or forced by vio-

lence. The various symptoms of hesitation and self-distrust

betrayed by the accuser could not fail, when skilfully han-

dled by a consummate master of debate, to make an impres-

sacratae and by the twelve tables. Abeken, p. 118. " Qusero enim quid sit

aliud proscribere." Cic. fro Bom. 17. ; comp. Gell. x. 20.

' Cic. pro Dom. 18.: " Non tulit ut interdicatur : quid ergo, ut inter-

dictum sit." This interpretation of a somewhat obscure passage is maintained

by Drumann, ii. 259.

* Cic. Tpro Dom. 19, 20. :
" Tulisti de me ne reciperer, non ut exirem . . .

poena est qui receperit, ejectio nusquam est."

^ Cic. ad Att. iii. 4. ; Dion, xxxviii. 17. ; Pint. Cic. 32. The latter writers

do not coincide precisely with Cicero in their statement of the distance pre-

scribed.

* Cic. pro Bom. 31.
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sion ui)on the assembly, and encourage it to resist the dicta-

tion of a demagogue who evinced such a want of confidence

in his own cause. And, after all, it might be argued tliat the

whole of the tribune's acts were essentially invalid, inasmuch

as his adoj^tion into a plebeian house was liable from the first

to the charge of informality. Such were some of the posi-

tions upon Avhich the orator and his friends might have main-

tained their ground. He requii-ed, they contended, no law to

recal him, for he was banished by no legal j^rocedure.'

Severe as this law Avas in its terms, it was not ia fact so

formidable as it appears. In the licentious temper of the

times, none might care to respect an arbitrary act Demolition of

of malice, which a turn in the wheel of fortune t:ieero'8 houses,

might at any moment reverse. Possibly Pompeius or Cnesar

controlled its execution from a distance, and let it be un-

derstood that the safety of the exile should not be com-

promised, that his friends should be treated with forbear-

ance, and the crime of entertaining him in his banishment

connived at. Cicero was Avell received at Brundisium, Avitliin

the boimds of Italy, no less than beyond the sea. He Avas

apprehensive of the violence of his enemy's adherents ; but

' The nature of the decree of Sextus Clodius is to be gathered principal! v

from the speeches Pro Domo sua and Post Reditum ad Quirites. It is well

knovm that the four orations attributed to Cicero upon his return from banish-

ment lie under suspicion of spuriousness. Their genuineness was first ques-

tioned b}- Markland in the middle of the last century, assailed still more vehe-

mently by Wolf, and has been tacitly surrendered by Orelli. As usual in such

cases, it is far easier to point out internal grounds of suspicion than to estab-

lish a plausible theory to account for the existence of the speeches them-

selves, on the supposition of their being spurious. The objections to them,

however, seem far from conclusive, and in any case their value as historical

documents is little impeached by them. It is known that Cicero delivered

speeches on the occasions to which they refer, and that he was well pleased

with them as specimens of his oratorical powers ; we may conclude therefore

that they were pubHshed, and obtained notoriety in Rome. The impugners of

the genuineness of the existing speeches allow that they must have been

written, as rhetorical exercises, not later than the latter years of Augustus,

being evidently the same as those upon which Asconius commented. It is

clear, therefore, that if they are not Cicero's, the writer must have had the

originals before him, and kept the facts and details distinctly in view.
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he had at least personally nothing to fear from the legitimate

enforcement of the law. The sphere of Clodius's power was,

after all, confined to Rome. Omnipotent in the forum, he

ascended the Palatine hill, razed the orator's dwelling to the

ground, and dedicated a portion of its site to Liberty, which

of all human idols seems to have received the gi'eatest

homage from successful tyranny. His malicious object in this

dedication was to render future restitution impossible. The

consuls divided the spoils of tlie Palatine house and the villa

at Tusculum, the favourite retreat of the statesman and phi-

losopher. The tribune seized for his own share the remnant

of the site of the former, which, with that purpose, he had

left unconsecrated, and attached it ^ to his own residence,

which lay contiguous,'

The demolition of a traitor's house was one of the modes

by which the patriarchs of Roman liberty had striven to ob-

literate the memory of the most odious of crimes,

on the Palatine Such had been the fate of the abodes of Spurius

Mselius and of Manlius in early times : at a later

period the infliction of tins indignity savoured rather of the

vindictiveness of faction than the sternness of republican

virtue. Cicero the oligarch could point with imseemly exul-

tation to the retribution which the nobles had wreaked upon

Vitruvius Vaccus and Fulvius Flaccus, the associates of the

Gracchi, at the moment when he was inveighing against the

tyranny of the cabal which had in turn triumphed over him-

self.^ The house of the orator on the Palatine was the most

oonspicxious memorial of the deed for which he suffered.

After his victory over Catilina, in the pride of his heart he

had surrendered to his brother Quintus the modest dwelling

of his fathei', and had bought of Crassus a more splendid

mansion for himself, in the coveted resort of the highest aris-

tocracy.^ The fortunate consular regarded this abode with

peculiar complacency. Cicero, the preserver of his country,

' Cic. pro Dom. 24. 44., pro Scst. 24., poH Red. in Sen. V.

^ All these cases are mentioned in tlie Oral, pro JJomo, 38.

° Cic. ad Div. v. 6., pro Dom. 37.
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he said, had established his household gods on the hearth-

stone which had been laid by Di'usus the demagogue.' It

overlooked the forum and the rostra, on which the foimda-

tion of his glories had been laid. It was conspicuous in the

eyes of the citizens ; the person and the actions of its posses-

sor could never escape their observation and memory. But
the fickle multitude might retort that Cicero the tyrant pos-

sessed at Tusculum the abode which had been occupied by
Sulla the dictator ;" and the impulse of the moment was grati-

fied by the dispersion of all the ornaments and trophies which

had fostered the pride and ambition of one whom they re-

garded as their oppressor.

If the summit of the Palatine had been selected to keep

the memory of its occupant ever fresh in the minds of his

countrymen, his villa at Tusculum was his chosen
jj^^ ^..^^^^ ^^

spot for retirement and study. Here, also, though Tusculum.

too far removed from Rome to be himself an object of obser-

vation, his porticoes opened upon the full view of his beloved

city, from Avhich he could never long bear to take off his

eyes. From the hill on which this villa stood the spectator

surveyed a wide and various prospect, rich at once in natural

beauty and historic associations. The plain at his feet was
the battle-field of the Roman kings and of the infant com-

monwealth ; it was strown with the marble sepulchres of

patricians and consulars ; across it stretched the long straight

lines of the military ways which transported the ensigns of

conquest to Parthia and Arabia, On the right, over meadow
and woodland, lucid with rivulets, he beheld the Avhite tur-

rets of Tibur, JEsula, Pr£eneste, strung like a row of pearls

on the bosom of the Sabine mountains ; on the left, the glis-

tening waves of Alba sunk in their green crater, the towering

' There was a famous saying connected with this spot. When Drusus was

about to erect his house there, the architect proposed a plan by which the

occupant should be screened from the curious eyes of his neighbours. " Eather

build it," replied the patriot, "so that every action of my life may be seen by

every one." Tell. ii. 14.

= Plin. H. JSr. xxii. 6.
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cone of the Latian Jupiter, the oaks of Aricia and tlie pines

of Laurentum, and the sea bearhig sails of every nation to the

strand of Ostia. Before him lay far outspread the mighty

City, mistress of the world, gleaming in the sun with its

panoply of roofs, and flashing brightness into the blue vault

above it.' The ancient city presented few towers, spires, or

domes, such as now arrest the eye from a distant eminence

;

but the heights within its walls were more distinctly marked,

and the statues of its gods exalted on pillars, or soaring above

the peaks of its innumerable temples, seemed an army of im-

mortals arrayed in defence of their eternal abodes.'* From
the bank of Lake Regillus to the gates of Tusculum the ac-

clivity was studded with the pleasure-houses of the noblest

families of Rome. The pages of Cicero commemorate the

' The effect must hare been far more striking in the time of Cicero than

at present, from the greater size of the city, and its extension to the south of

the Capitoline. When the houses came to be crusted with marble and the

roofs of the temples to be gilded, the brightness it threw into the air must

have been exceedingly splendid. Rutilius, in the fifth century, gives us a

glimpse of it {Itin. i. 193.)

:

" Nee locus ille mihi cognoscitur indice fumo

Qui dominas arces et caput orbis habet . . .

Sed coeli plaga candidior, tractusque serenus

Signat septenis culmina clara jugis.*

Illic perpetui Soles, atque ipse videtur

Quem sibi Roma facit purior esse dies."

" Silius's Vision of Hannibal in his camp on the Alban Mount, a conception

worthy of an abler hand, may very possibly have been suggested by the view

of Rome from this locality. Sil. Punic, xii. VO'Z. :

" En age, namque oculis amota nube parumper

Cernere cuncta dabo, surgit qua celsus ad auras,

Adspice, mentis apex, vocitata Pilatia Rcgi

Parrhasio plena tenet et resonante pharetra,

Intenditque arcum et pugnas meditatur Apollo.

At qua vicinis tendit se collibus altse

Molis Aventinus, viden' ut Latonia virgo

Accensas quatiat Phlegethontis gurgite tasdas,

Exsertos avide pugnte nudata lacertos.

Parte aliii cerne ut saevis Gradivus in armis

Implerit dictum proprio de nomine campum.
Hinc Janus movet arma manu, movet inde Quirinus,

Quisque suo de coUe Deus ..."
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villas of Balbus, of Brutus, of Julius Caesar
; of Catulus, Me-

tellus, Crassus and Pompeius ; of Gabinius, Lucullus, Lentu-

lus and Varro.' Accordingly, the retreat of the literary

statesman gazed upon the centre of his dearest interests, and

was surrounded by the haunts of his friends and rivals. It

was here that, at a later period, when his fortunes ^ere re-

established, he composed some of the most abstract of his

philosophical sj)eculations ;
* but even these too partook of

the air of the city and the tone of practical life ; the inter-

locutors of his dialogues were the same men whom he had

just left behind at Rome, or whom he might encounter

among the shady walks aroimd him ; ' the subject of their

conversations never wandered so far from their daily con-

cerns as not to admit of constant application to the times and

illustration from them.

Clodius had taken his measures well. He relied with

confidence on the support of the consuls, who, eager to reap

the fruits of their office in the spoil of the Avealth- Triumphant
. ^ . , ^ ,

.

, „ career of Clo-
lest provmces, cared lor no odium and foresaw dius.

no danger in maintaining the influence of the man who had

promised to stand their friend with the people. The adherents

of the orator, whose most generous supporters had thronged to

the Capitol from the provincial towns of Italy, left the city in

disgust when their favourite shrank from the contest, so that the

forum was easily filled or o^erawed by the tribime's armed rab-

ble. On the same day that the decree was fulminated against

Cicero, Clodius brought forward another proposition for be-

sto^^'ing the province of Syria upon Gabinius, and Macedonia,

to which Achaia was annexed, upon Piso. This „
. ^ He assigns

measure was in direct contravention of the Lex Sem- provinces to

pronia of Caius Gracclius,'' which obliged the senate binius.

' Orelli, Onomast. Tullianum ; comp. Strab. v. 3. § 12.

- The Tusculan villa is the spot in which Cicero laid the scene of his dia-

logue de Divinatione and the Tusculance Disputationes, and it was there, we
may presume, that he composed them.

' Cicero even complains that his villa lay a little out of the road

:

"Devium to7s aTravToxn et habet alia Svaxpriffra" {ad Att. vii. 5.).

* Cic. pro JDom. 9.

VOL. I.—20
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to assign their future pro\'inces to the new consuls before their

election, and naerely allowed the candidates a choice between

them. But the popular assembly had already claimed to ex-

ercise its original right of appointment ; it had gained a sig-

nal victory over the senate when it insisted upon giving Gaul

and Illyricum to Caesar ; and the rival body having once sur-

rendered at its dictation a questionable privilege, dai-ed not

now resist its caprices even iipon a point of strict law. This

triumph over the statutes of the commonwealth encouraged

the demagogue to assmne still further licence. Through his

influence the authority of Piso was extended over several

cities within the limits of his i^rovince, to which the senate

had guaranteed freedom and autonomy. Gabinius received,

on his part, full powders to make war upon any of the foreign

potentates whose frontiers bordered upon Syi'ia, upon the

Arabians, the Persians and the Babylonians. Egypt indeed

was carefuUy excepted from the states against which he was
permitted to lead the legions of the republic. But Egypt, it

will appear, was precisely the point of attack which offered

the greatest temptation to the ambition or cupidity of a pro-

consul in the east, and it could hardly be expected that one

who had profited so much by successful violence should hesi-

tate to grasp at the only prize forbidden him.

There was yet another enemy both of Clodius and the

triumvirs, the inflexible and magnanimous Cato, whom it was
essential to their objects to remove from the

Intrigue to re-
r- i • • • mi

move Cato from soenc 01 their intrigues. ihe means they adopt-

ed for this purpose were craftily contrived to un-

dermine his influence by throwing susjjicions upon his in-

tegrity. Ptolemteus, king of Cyprus, was the younger brother

of Ptolemseus Auletes, who occupied the throne of Egypt.

The elder had been acknowledged as the ally of the Roman
people ; the younger had obtained the complimentary desig-

nation of their friend.' No evil designs were imputed to

him ; the safety or ti-anquillity of the empire demanded no

• Cic. pro Sest. 26. ; Schol. Bob. p. 301. OreU.
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sacrifice of him ; the pretence that he abetted piratical depre-

dations was paltry as well as false.' But it was known that

he had accumulated large treasures, and the Ro-
i.^^ ^^^^ ^jg.

man government, under the guidance of two un- ?]°" ^o deprive
c? ' ... Ptolemseus

scrupulous consuls, iproposed to deprive him of his king of Cyprus

kmgdom and confiscate his possessions to the pub- dom.

lie service. A Roman officer of conspicuous mark and dig-

nity was to be sent to demand the surrender ; the edict had

gone forth, and no other discretion was left to the instrument

of the republic than to manage the affair with violence or

mildness, according to the bent of his OAvn disposition. Of
all the principal men in Rome at the time, it might be

thought that to Cato the execution of an act of such glaring

injustice would be least palatable. For this very reason per-

haps the high-minded philosopher was selected to enforce it.

It was rightly calculated in the councils of the dominant

cabal that his principles of strict obedience to the will of the

state would not allow him to decline the commission : but it

was hoped that the acceptance of so ignoble an office imder

the direction of the enemies of his party would tend to lower

his estimation among them. Possibly it was surmised that

the handling of such a mass of treasure might have some
effect in corrupting even his sturdy morality ; at least it

would furnish a pretext for blackening his character. Tlie

tribune accordingly brought forAvard a rogation to this effect,

which he fortified by producing Ca?sar's written approval.

Pompeius was well pleased, for his own part, that the odium

of the extraordinary commissions with which he had himself

been charged, which he sometimes felt to be galling, should

be shared by a leader of that very party Avhich had most ve-

hemently opposed his own schemes of aggrandizement. He

' Schol. Bob. I. c. :
" Quod diceretur ab eo piratas adjuvari." Clodius had

a personal enmity against PtolemEeus ; for having once been captured by the

pirates, he had applied to him to obtain a sum of money for his ransom. The
king, it seems, sent hira two talents for the purpose, and Clodius held himself

afiFronted by the moderate value thus set upon him. It appears, however, that

the pirates themselves did not consider it adequate. App. B. C. ii. 23. ; Dion,

xxxvui. 30.
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considered it a master-stroke of policy thus to stay the clam-

ours of his fiercest enemy, and he readily joined the tribune

in urging the adoption of the rogation and the appointment

of Cato as the commissioner.

Cato's apologists indeed averred that Clodius sent to him

in the first instance, and used the softest and most flattering

persuasions to induce him to accept the service.

Bion is thrust Many, he said, of the most distinguished person-
upon a o.

^^^^ ^^ ^j^^ state Were already soliciting it ; but

it was for Cato he chose to reserve it, as the most honest and

incorruptible of all, and therefore the fittest to discharge so

delicate a trust. Cato, however, immediately perceived that

the offer was meant, not as a favour, but as an msult and a

snare, and rejected it with indignation. The tone of Clodius

instantly changed from coaxing to menace, and, presenting

himself before the assembly, he obtained a decree for the

appointment of the refractory patriot. It was asserted that,

neither ship, nor attendants, nor military force were furnished

to him ; every chance of failure was purposely given to the

enterprize.' And to this service Clodius caused another, not

less scandalous, to be annexed, the restoration, namely, to

their city of certain persons whom the free state of Byzan-

tium had expelled for sedition and breach of the public

peace.° This combination of political charges was always pe-

culiarly hateful to the cupidity of the Roman nobles, though

they disguised their own selfish feelings under the pretext of

patriotic jealousy.

The appointment, however, had its charms even for Cato.

It conferred great distinction upon a public man, who had

„ . ., served as yet no higher offices than those of
He executes it jo
with modera- qugestor and tribune, and who was now elevated
tion and strict *

.

integrity. to the rank of prtetor, that this double commis-

' This account is given by Plutarch {Cat. 3fin. 34.). Cato attained the

object of his mission without the employment of force ; but it is not likely

that he was really left without the means. Cicero says : "Si quis jus suum

defenderet Gatonem bello gerendo pra;fecisti" {pro Bom. 8. ).

^ Cic. pro Bom. 20.
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sion might be discharged with suitable dignity.' It would
seem, moreover, from the advice which Cato had given to

Cicero, that he deemed it useless at the time to resist the

combination of tyrants, and was not unwilling to embrace a

specious retirement, until brighter prospects should open upon
his party. Having imdertaken the service, he seems to have

performed it with as much forbearance as its nature ad-

mitted.^ He forebore to intrude himself into the presence of

the unfortunate king
;
perhaps he was ashamed to transact so

foul a business in person. Remaining himself at Rhodes, he

sent a lieutenant to deliver the decree of the Roman people,

and to promise the injured monarch a rich and honourable

compensation in the priesthood of the Paphian Aphrodite.

Ptolemieus made no attempt at resistance ; but his royal spirit

scorned to descend to a private station, or accept a favour

from the hands of treacherous enemies. Fortunately for

Cato, as Plutarch remarks,^ he preferred to embrace a volun-

tary death. His vacant throne was immediately overturned,

his subjects placed under the rule of a Roman governor, and

the fatal treasures which he had amassed poured with the

strictest fidelity into the coffers of the state.* It would be

well for the character of the most illustrious model of repub-

lican virtue if the narrative of this event could stop here ; but

it must be remarked that Cato, having thus performed what he

might consider no more than his duty as a citizen, so far from

protesting afterwards against the injustice of the decree, seems

' Veil. ii. 45. :
" P. Clodius sub honorificentissimo ministerii titulo Catonem

a republica relegavit."

' Plut. Cat. Min. 35.

^ Plut. Cat. Min. 36. : 'O Se ivKvirpcp nTo\fiJ.a7os cuTux'a tiv\ tov Kdruvos

iavrhu (papnaKots atreKTetve.

* Cato's pi-obity was always ostentatious ; comp. Veil. ii. 45. and Plut. Cat.

Min. 39. As he sailed up the Tiber with his treasures, the consuls and prin-

cipal people came out in procession to meet him ; but he would not pause

even to greet them till he had deposited his charge in the treasury. He re-

turned from his mission a. u. 698, vtrdreve Se *iA«iriros. Plut. I. c. Appian

makes an unaccountable mistake in saying that he did not actually proceed to

discharge his commission till the consulship of Pompeius, a. u. 702. App.

B. C. ii. 23.
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rather to have prided himselfupon his mission, as redounding to

his honour no less than to his advancement. As Clodius had

probably foreseen, he became the defender of the acts of his

patron's tribunate. He not only repudiated the excuses which

Cicero afterwards suggested for his submission, but openly

withstood the attempts of the orator, after his return from

banishment, to fasten a stigma upon the administration of his

baffled persecutor.' Nor was his zeal in defence of the author

of his appointment weakened even by the insult cast upon

him by Clodius in questioning the correctness of the accounts

he rendered to the people, and hinting that he had abused

his trust. This must have been the more offensive to Cato,

as the minute and even morose strictness with which he had

made his inventories and effected his sales had already dis-

gusted and irritated his personal followers. That there was

something pedantic in his dealings, and matter for not un-

reasonable ridicule, may be inferred from Caesar having made
them one of his principal topics of raillery in the satire upon

his opponent, which he pubhshed long afterwards tmder the

title of Anticato.^

While the king of C}^rus was suffering under the lawless

domination of a foreign government, his brother Auletes^ was

experiencing the penalty of his own tyranny in

Egypt applies the rebellion of his indignant subjects. Expelled

ventionofthe from the palacc of his ancestors in Alexandria,
repu ic.

^g bethought himself of the necessities of the

rival statesmen of Rome, and determined to offer to their

cupidity the temptation of interference with the affairs of his

country. On his way to Italy he sought an interview Avith

Cato. The coarse and haughty Roman treated the royal pe-

' Plut. Cat. Min. 40.

^ Plut. Cat. Min. 36. Compare the anecdote in Plin. H. N. xxxlv. 19.

:

" Non sere captus nee arte, uuam solummodo Zenonis statuara Cjpria in ex-

peditione non vendidit Cato, sed quia philosophi erat ; ut obiter hoc quoque

noscatur tam inane exempluni."

^ This Ptolemaeus acquired his surname from his shameless appearance in

public as a flute-player. Strab. xvii. 1. : Ovk uKvit awreXeet/ aywvas eV to7s

fiacri\eiots.
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titioner with contemptuous indelicacy, while the supple Egyp-
tian submitted to the indignity without a murmur.' Never-

theless, the advice of the cynical republican, who was anxious

to avert another extraordinary commission, with all the cabals

and fatal dissensions to which it would give rise, Avas sound

and friendly ; but the banished monarch, Avith all his pro-

fessions of obsequiousness, had not the sense to follow it.

Cato pointed out to him the insults to which he would be

exposed in waiting upon the plots and counterplots of the

Roman forum, the bribes that would be exacted from him on

eveiy side, the adjournment of his hopes, the exhaustion of

his resources, finally, j^erhaps, a success more perilous to him

than fiiilure. He recommended him to return to Egyjjt and

make the best terms he could with his rebellious subjects

;

and the monarch, Avho disregarded the advice, was said to

have afterwards expressed his admiration of its prophetic

wisdom.

Cato was accompanied on his mission by his nephew, M.

Brutus, a young man of noble birth, of high and ambitious

aspirations, but whose public career had hitherto
, n -I

• T /^ Cato accom-
been conuned to serving as lieutenant to Ca?sar panied on his

1 •
. n CI • mi • , . , mission by hism his government oi Spain, ihe important part nephew, m.

which he was destined to act in the closing scenes

of the Roman republic, and the peculiar celebrity attached to

his name, make us the more anxious to investigate the minuter

actions of his life, and acquire a complete view of his char-

acter. He was the son of a father of the same name, who
had been a prominent supporter of the Marian party, and

finally lost his life by rashly joining in the enterprize of Lepi-

dus.^ His mother Servilia was half-sister to M. Cato, and ap-

' Plut. Cat. Min. 35. ; 'O Se KaTcav iTvyxiive M^'' ^'' T(^t6 ir«pi KoiXlas

Kddaprrtv . . . ais 5' ^\0€y, ovr aTraj/TTjeray, odre vTre^avaaras . . . k. t. \. But

such coarseness of manners has been paraOeled in comparatively recent tijoies.

See WraxalPs Historical Memoirs, i. p. 252.

' Plut. Brut. 4. Niebuhr (Lectures on Roman History, 1. 48.) denies

that this M. Junius Brutus was father of the tyrannicide. But compare Orelli

Onomast. Tidlian.
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pears to have been a woman of strong character and more

than usual attainments.' So far she was worthy of her dis-

tinguished relative ; but the public voice circulated foul

rumours against her, as the favourite mistress of Caesar, the

instrument of her own daughter's dishonour, the venal recip-

ient of the spoils of conquest.^ The shocking suspicion,

however, it may be here remarked, that Brutus became the

murderer of the man to whom he owed his existence is a

mere invention of the Roman anecdotists/ He was bom
A. u. 669, only fifteen years later than Csesar himself. But

Caesar's intimacy with Servilia Avas, it may be presumed, a

principal cause of the marked favour with which he distin-

guished her offspring.

The elder Brutus being cut oif prematurely, when his son

was only eight years of age, the care of his education fortu-

nately passed from the hands of an intrisruins:
His character •' x c^ o

mother into those of his uncle Cato ; and the

youth became early initiated in the maxims of the Stoic

philosophy, and learned to regard his preceptor, whose daugh-

ter Porcia he married, as the purest model of practical and

abstract virtue. But, together with many lionourable and

noble sentiments, he imbibed also from him that morose

strictness in the exaction as well as the discharge of legal ob-

ligations, which, while it is often mistaken for a guarantee

of probity, is not incompatible with actual laxity of principle.

Accordingly, we find that while, on the one hand, he refrained

as a provincial officer from extorting by fraud or violence the

objects of his cupidity, he was, on the other, not the less un-

scrupulous in demanding exorbitant interest for loans ad-

vanced to the natives, and enforcing payment with rigid per-

* Servilia was married first to M. Junius Brutus, secondly to D. Junius

Silanus. She was senior by many years to M. Cato. " Servilia apud Catonem

maternam obtinebat auctoritatem." Ascon. in Scaur, p. 19. The Servilii

claimed descent from Servilius Ahala, the slayer of Sp. Maelius, as the Junii

from Brutus, the founder of the republic, so that the blood of the two most

celebrated assertors of liberty met in the person of the future tyrannicide.

"^ Suet. Jul. 50., and Macrob. Sat. ii. 2. = Plut. Brut. 5.
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tinacity. His base transactions with the magistrates of Sala-

rais, as also with Ariobarzanes, king of Cappadocia, are de-

tailed in Cicero's correspondence with Atticus. It was some

years after his residence in Cyi^riis that he commissioned a

person named Scaptius to collect his debts with their accumu-

lated interest. He allowed his agent to urge the most ques-

tionable interpretations of the law, and to enforce a rate of

interest beyond what Cicero considered either legal or equita-

ble. Scaptius, in his zeal for his employer, obtained the ser-

vices of a troop of horse, with which he shut up the Salamin-

ian senators in their house of assembly till five of tiiem died

of starvation, being really unable to procure the sum re-

quired.' The bitter reflections which Cicero makes upon the

conduct of Brutus mark the strong contrast between the

tried and practical friend of virtue and the pedantic aspirant

to philosophic renown.

But neither, indeed, were the weaknesses of Cicero's own

character controlled by the sage lessons he had learned and

delivered. He lingered in his progress through
1 n 1 A T • • • n -n • Cicero's un-

Italy to the coast oi the Adriatic, as it still m- maniy com-

dulging a hope that the passions of his partizans,
^ '"" ^

'" ^^' ^"

whom he had left the city rather thap excite to arms, might

rise upon his departure in uncontrollable fervour only to be

appeased by his immediate recal. But the senate cowered

under the blow ; the populace of Rome was devoted to the

audacity and good fortune of Clodius ; the states and cities

of Italy, with many of which the fugitive had ingratiated

himself during his long forensic career, dared not even raise

their voices in behalf of the leader of a broken and dispirited

party. When at last he summoned resolution to cross the

sea to Epirus, it was with a burst of anger and despair, which

reveals not less of pique and disappointment than of genuine

sorrow. The chai-acter of this illustrious exile is fully and

curiously developed to us in the very complete collection we
possess of his letters at this period. They exhibit the writh-

' Cic. ad Ait. v. 21., vi. 1.
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ings of a mind which wreaks upon friends the torments of

self-dissatisfaction. The writer begins early to think he has

made a false step, and to throw the blame npon those who

advised, or at least did not actively dissuade him from it.*

Unprecedented^ he exclaims to Atticus, as my calamity is,

nevertheless I am not so much affected by that as by a sense

of the error I have committed ; for ?iow, indeed, you perceive

by lohose toicTcedness I have been betrayed. In these words he

seems to point more particularly to Hortensius, whom he

might fancy to be jealous of him as a rival in eloquence ; but

in other places he involves his friends generally in one com-

mon accusation . Those to whom I believed my safety was

dearest have treated me as the most cruel of enemies y when

they saw me despond only a little, they ptlayed tipon my
fears, and urged me to my ruin. Nor does he spare Atticus

himself, even while heaping upon him the strongest assurances

of confidence. At length he works himself to such a pitch

of irritation as to broach the question of suicide, and so ar-

rays his arguments as to leave his friends under some appre-

hension lest his troubles should be brought to a violent ter-

mination.'^ We cannot wonder that they expressed doubts

among themselves of the soundness of the sufierer's intellect.^

But, without imi^uting to him any intentional deception, it

must be allowed that Cicero, as a pleader and declaimei", had

indulged so grossly in the vice of exaggeration, that he re-

tained little power of looking calmly upon things which

excited his feelings, at least of expressing himself upon them
with clearness and moderation. He does himself much injus-

tice, probably, in the over-charged picture he has drawn of

his own imbecility. He might think to move the commis-

eration of his contemporaries by magnifying his own infirm-

ities, but he has well nigh lost by it the respect of pos-

terity. Some portion at least of the complaints he lavishes

' Cic. ad Att. iii. 8. and foil, ad Qu. Fr. i. 3. and foil.

^ Cic. ad Att. iii. 9., ad Qu. Fr. i. 3.

' Cic. ad Att. iii. 13. : " Scribis te audire me etiam mentis errore ex

dolore affici."
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upon his own wrongs might well have been spared for a more

frequent and prominent expression of concern at the degrada-

tion of his party and country.

Meanwhile, the friends of the unfortunate exile, far from

resenting his unjust suspicions, Avere stirring anxiously in his

behalf. Cato, indeed, as we have seen, was ab-
Exertions of his

sent upon a distant mission, and LucuUus had
{[^Ifj^f/ '"^i^!^

relapsed, after a short interval of activity, into acterof Atti-

the easy indolence to which he had long sur-

rendered himself. But Quintus, the orator's brother, had re-

turned from the province of Asia, which he had governed as

propraetor, and was now conferring at Rome with Atticus,

Hortensius, and the tribune Ninnius. The political histoiy

of the times makes little mention of T. Pomponius Atticus,

familiar as his name is to scholars, from the confidential intei*-

course with which Cicero honoured him. Yet he was a man

of good descent, of ample fortune, and of literary attain-

ments ; ' one who mixed freely in the society of the statesmen

of the day, and Avas the friend of some of the most active

among them. A follower, from temper as well as from re-

flection, of the philosophy of Epicurus, he vaunted the con-

sistency of his life with his professions. In the most stirring

age of the commonwealth, he abstained from all political

action ;
^ though closely connected with the oligarchy, he at-

tached himself to no party ; nor would he undertake the dis-

charge of any public functions at home or abi'oad. He re-

fused even the safe and easy dignities which the governors

of the provinces could bestow upon the friends who followed

in their retinue ; nor would he employ his abilities and attain-

ments in the career of an advocate, to which every Roman

gentleman deemed himself born. He never preferred an ac-

cusation against any one himself, though such display of zeal

for the public interests was the beaten road of honourable

distinction ; nor would he subscribe his name to the charges

' He wrote an epitome of Roman history, a history of Cicero's consulship

in Greek, and drew up genealogical tables of the principal Roman families.

Cic. ad Ait. xii. 23., ii. 1. ; Nepos, Att. 8. " Nepos, Att. 6.
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promoted by a friend. He never entangled his own affairs in

a suit of law. Among his numerous piivate friends in every

party of the state, each political change, reduced some to peril

or distress, in which to relieve them might be dangerous, or

at least troublesome. Yet Atticus was not ungenerous in his

care for Cicero, and afterwards for Brutus ; while at the same

time he succeeded in divesting his sympathy of any political

colour, and escaped the animadversion of their enemies.'

This indeed was in later life, when his character for neutrality

was securely established ; and it deserves to be remarked,

that the factions of Rome were always extremely tolerant of

neutral parties. At an earlier period, hoAvever, the fact of his

connexion by blood with P. Sulpicius subjected him to the

jealousy of Cinna's followers, and compelled him to leave

Rome and seek an asylum at Athens.' There he continued to

reside for many years, and his avowed attachment to the spot,

and interest in its fame and fortunes, obtained for him the

surname by which he is familiarly known. The leisure which

Atticus secured by this renunciation of all public employment

he devoted chiefly to the cultivation of arts and letters.

Nevertheless he was shrewd and keen in the pursuit of wealth,

though far from illiberal in the use of his treasures. Ample

as was the patrimony he inherited, the lessons of wisdom

could not restrain him from devoting both time and care to

improving and mcreasing it. He possessed a large family of

slaves, whom he imbued with various accomplishments to en-

hance their value ; he lent money on the most approved se-

curities, especially to the corporations which farmed the rev-

enues ; and we read of his purchasing a troop of gladiators

in order to let them out to magistrates for public games.^

The friend of Sulla, of Cicero, of Brutus and of Agrippa,

Atticus outlived several generations of contemporary states-

men. At the age of seventy-seven he was attacked by an

incurable disease, and then, true to his principles, he sub-

mitted to voluntary death by abstinence, rather than encoun-

' Ncpos, Alt. 4. 8. = Nepos, Att. 2.

^ Cic. ad Att. iv. 4. ; Nepos, Att. 13.
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ter the only ill for which his master could famish no remedy.

He died ui the year of the city 722.

We have already acquired some knowledge of Q. Hor-

tensius, in reviewing the character of the more refined and

luxurious class of the Roman nobility. Born character of

eight years before Cicero, and entering the arena Uor'eneius

of the forum at the age of nineteen, his florid rhetoric and

graceful delivery had already established his fame before the

period of Sulla's ascendency.' At the first introduction of

his future rival into public life Hortensius was in complete

possession of the ear of the judges. Attached as he was to

the cause of the oligarchy, he continued from that time to

exercise his talents chiefly in defence of the statesmen of his

party accused of provincial malversation. He pleaded before

favourable tribunals ; and this circumstance doubtless contri-

buted far more than his eloquence to his boasted successes.

The prosecution of Verres, in which he was retained by the

defendant against the rising genius of Cicero, first shook the

supremacy of this champion of the bar. But Hortensius felt

no remorse at reflecting that the immense wealth procured for

him by his abilities was for the most part derived from the

plunder of the provinces. Though unstained by glai'ing ^-ices,

his career was equally unmarked by any elevation of A'iew or

the expression of any generous sentiments. Accomplished as

he was, he made no jDrogress in the affections of the simpler

mind of Cicero. After passing through the usual succession

of public offices, he obtained the consulship in the year 684.

His ambition was thenceforth satisfied ; nor did he even exert

himself to retain the high position he had acquired. The ex-

ample of his indolence and luxury made him rather a burden

than a support to the sinking cause which he still nominally

maintained, and he gradually lost whatever esteem a Cato" and

' The redundant and florid character of this orator's eloquence is criticised

with delicate depreciation by Cicero [Brutics, 94, 95.).

^ Aristocrat though he was, Hortensius was held in little favour by the

later admirers of Cato. Perhaps it was natural to contrast two such dissimilar

characters. Comp. Lucan, ii. 329.

:

"Quondam virgo toris melioris juncta mariti."
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a Cicero may have once bestowed upon him. The latter lived

indeed to retract his insinuations against him of want of

fidelity to himself; ' but if he failed to the last in exhibiting

any cordiality towards him, we may feel that he had better

grounds for his coldness than a mere remnant of professional

jealousy.

The first duty of the exile's real friends undoubtedly was

to provide for the security of his wife and family, whom, un-

certain regarding his own movements, he had left
Political nullity

t , . t~i mi • nn •

of the Roman behmd him at Rome. This was a sufiicient reason
•women, and ^ » • i i • /^ • ii
their conse- lor Atticus to ncgJect his ii'iend s entreaties to
quent security , i •

. t-» t • • -i-i • i

in times of meet him at brundisium or m iirpirus, where an

interview could have been of no service to Cice-

ro's true interests. Not indeed that there was much actual

danger to a woman abandoned by her legitimate protector,

even in the midst of his political enemies. The Roman women
in the olden times had been bred on a system which disabled

them from taking any part in politics. Their proper sphere

was deemed to be merely domestic, and the cultivation of

their intellectual powers was rejected as superfluous or dan-

gerous. With the advance of civilization the manners of an-

tiquity relaxed ; the Roman matrons, the Cornelias, the Por-

cias and Aurelias, became not imfi-equently the counsellors

of their husbands and the instructors of their children ; but it

was only the looser sort, the Fulvias and Clodias, who mixed

in the political intrigues of their gallants. The idea still re-

mained rooted in the Roman mind that the wife was the

dependant, almost the slave, of the pater-familias, and could

occupy no place in the arena of public life. Hence it was
that, amidst the revolutions and proscriptions of the civil wars,

the females of a family were never subjected to the persecu-

tions in which their husbands and brothers were involved.

The parent of Sertorius remained unmolested in Rome
throughout the wars which the republic waged against her

son. After the death of Caius Gracchus, his mother Cornelia

retired only to Misenum, and there abode in the enjoyment

' Cic. pro Sest. 16-19.
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of ample fortune and the most distinguished society,' while

the son of Fulvius, a youth of only fifteen years, was involved

in the proscription of his father.* Nevertheless, the situa-

tion of Terentia, the wife of Cicero, demanded the solicitude

of his friends. The confiscation of her husband's fortune re-

duced her at once to poverty. She was a w^oman of high

spirit, and acted with fortitude and decision.

We possess a letter of Cicero's, in which he ci'c^ero^s wife,

entreats her not to dispose of a small estate,
^"^^^ '*'

her own property, by the sale of which she was prepar-

ing to provide for the immediate necessities of her house-

hold. He represents the injury that she will thus inflict upon

their son, and counsels her to trust to the benevolence of At-

ticus and the pious attention of Piso, their son-in-law.' In

a short time ample provision was made for the wants of the

family ; and Terentia combined Avith her husband's friends in

watching the tides of public opinion, and working with zeal

for his restoration.

The vices and insolence of Clodius were already contrib-

uting to the advancement of Cicero's cause ; by the one the

afiections of the people were in some degree
1. iy> • 1 ^

Cicero takes up
alienated from their unworthy lavourite, by the his residence at

T-» •/>ii'ijii • Dyrrhachium.
other even Fompeius lelt nimseli at last aggriev-

ed. The exile had meanwhile retired to Thessalonica. South-

ern Greece, to which he would more willingly have betaken

himself, was infested by the presence of certain of Catilina's

adherents, among whom he deemed it imsafe to venture his

person.'' But when the year was about to expire, and Piso,

the late consul, was preparing to visit Macedonia, his allotted

' It may be remarked, as an exception to this contemptuous generosity,

that Licinia, the wife of C. Gracchus, was deprived of her dowry. Merimee,

i. 81. note.

« Plut. a Gracch. 17. 19.; Veil. ii. 7.

' Cic. ad Biv. xiv. 1, 2. : "Quod ad me scribis te vicum vendituram,

quid, obsecro te, me miserum, quid futurum est? ... . per fortunas miseras

vide ue puerum perditum perdamus .... obsecro te, mea vita, quod ad sum-

tum attinet, sine alios, qui possunt, si modo volunt, sustinere."

* Cic. pro Plane. 41.
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province, the fugitive entertained no less apprehension from

the proximity of so bitter an enemy. Presently the country

began to fill with the troops and officers of the new pro-

consul.' Any violence done by them to the banished man
would, he feared, be regarded with indulgence, if not with

favour. Cicero felt it necessary to expedite his departure,

and he determined, by approaching nearer to Italy, to give a

token of his own corn-age, and animate the exertions of his

friends. Accordingly, he took up his residence at Dyrrha-

chium, although it was within the prescribed limits of four

hundred miles from Rome, and lay on the high road to Mace-

donia. He had numerous partizans in the country.'^ The

magistrates and people of the city were both kindly disposed

towards him, and jealous of their own liberty.' In the midst

of some real, and much imaginary danger, he relied on the

spirit of this free state for protection ; so much had the citi-

zen to fear from illegal violence, in the laAvless condition

both of Rome and the provinces ; so much might he hojoe,

even in opposition to the law, from personal and private re-

gard ; such, in short, was the weakness of the metropolitan

government in the dependent communities over which it

claimed to be paramount.*

The elections for the ensuing year had already proved

favourable to the prospect that the decrees against Cicero

' Cic. ad Alt. iii. 22.

* Cic. ad Div. xiv. 1. :
" Dyrrhachium veni quod et libera civitas est, et

in me officiosa et proxima Italiaj." Comp. xiv. 3. :
" civitas liiEC semper a

me defensa est."

" Pliny {H. N. iii. 23.) calls Dyrrhachium a Roman colony, but the great

importance of the place as an emporium of commerce had given it probably

the means of claiming autonomy. It had been famous for its hospitality to

strangers, from whence it may have derived its ancient name of Epidamnus

(sc. €Vi57j,uer«'). See Perizon. ad ^lian. V. H. xiii. 16. There was a popular

story that the Romans changed the name to Dyrrhachium (sc. Sus and ^77X'a),

" Ominis causa, quasi in damnum ituri." Mela, ii. 2.

* When CcPsar proposed to consign the Catilinarian conspirators to the

custody of Italian municipia, Cicero remarked : Habere videtur ista res iniqui-

tatem si velis, difficultatem si rogas: in Catil. iv. 4.
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would be speedily reversed.' This Avas chiefly Pompeius

owing to the sudden change in Pompeius's dis- cio'<itu>^'""^

position towards Clodius. When the victorious
^''^'

general returned from the East, he had brought with liini a

son of Tigranes, king of Armenia, whom he kept in the cus-

tody of Flavins, one of the praetors, as a hostage for his fa-

ther's good faith. Clodius had obtained possession of this

youth's person by fraud, and refused to deliver him up on

the prretor's demand. Soon afterwards he accepted a bribe

from the Armenian monarch, and sent him home. Flavins

set forth with a body of armed men to overtake him ; but at

the fourth milestone he was met by the tribune, attended also

by a troop of partizans.^ A combat ensued, in which Clodius

was successful, killing several of his opponents, and among
them one Papirius, a knight, a publicanus and a friend of

Pompeius.' Thus outraged and insulted, the great man AN^ith-

drew his countenance from his upstart creature, violence of the

and determined eiFectually to check him. It Avas tribune.

reported indeed that Clodius had contrived a plot to assassi-

nate the triumvir. All the circumstances requisite to sub-

stantiate the report were vouched for : one of the tribune's

slaves was seized at Pompeius's door ; he had a dagger upon

him ; he confessed that he had been placed there by his mas-

ter to commit the murder.^ This suspicion, coupled with the

violence of the mob which surrounded the tribune's person,

induced Pompeius to retire from public view and confine

himself to his own house. Even there he Avas assailed by the

populace, and in the riot which ensued the consul Piso openly

took part with Clodius. Pompeius succeeded in detaching

from him the other consul Gabinius, and by exerting all his

influence, joined probably to that of Ciesar, who was also in-

' The elections had taken place at the usual time in the summer of 696.

Cicero at Thessalonica speaks of the tribunes designate in a letter of the fifth

oi August; ad Att. iii. 13.

- Dion, sxxviii. 30.

^ Cic. pro Mil. 14. ; Ascon. in loc.

* Cic. pro Sest. 32. ; Plut. Pomp. 49.

VOL. I.—21
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duced to abandon the demagogue/ he obtained the election

to the consulship of Lentulus Spinther, a decided

Burs^fdrndiy^to friend to Cicero, and of Metellus Xepos, an ad-
cicero.

herent of his own, whose personal enmity to the

exile he could control and modify. The new tribunes also

were noAv for the most part fli-sourable to the interests of

Cicero and of the senate.

The consuls commenced their career by moving the ques-

tion of the orator's recal. They were baffled in the first in-

Progressofriot stancc by the veto of Serranus, one of the tri-

ciodmTan"' bunes.^ A second attempt issued in a furious and
Miio. bloody tumult excited by Clodius, and carried

through by the armed clients and paid adherents by whom he

was constantly attended. Rome was abandoned for an instant

to brute violence. Clodius, blind with rage, set fire with his

own hands to the temple of the Nymphs, and consumed the

registers of the censorship ; he attacked the houses of the

principal nobles, and filled the forimi with the corpses of the

slain. Such a scene had not been witnessed within the walls

since the contest of Cinna and Octavius.^ At last Annius

JVIilo, on the part of the senate, collected a body of gladiators

under anns, and patrolled the streets to prevent his opponent's

followers from assembling ; nor did the gravest of the no-

bility scrujile to acknowledge his assistance, and applaud his

spirit in undertaking their defence at his own private charge.*

The senate had now made up its mind to proceed to any

extremity. It issued a decree, inviting the Italian citizens to

' Cic. ad Att. iii. 15., written in the middle of August: " Tarronis sermo

facit expectationem Caesaris." Soon afterwards Sestius, a private friend of

Cicero, whom he defended subsequently in the energetic speech from which

so much of our knowledge of these events is drawn, made a journey into Gaul

on purpose to confer with the proconsul, and obtain his approval of the exile's

recal, though coupled apparently with some conditions or expressions un-

palatable to him {pro Sest. 32.).

2 Cic. pro Sest. 34. =* Cic. pro Sest. 35-38.

* Cic. de Of. ii. 17.: " Honori summo nuper nostro Miloni fuit qui

gladiatoribus emptis reipublicae causa omnes P. Clodii conatus furoresque

compressit."
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come to the defence of the commonwealth, and ciceroisre-

, , 1 • 1 T-.
called from

overawe the urban po2)ulation. Kome was exiic, and re-

speedily filled with the adherents of Cicero and

his party ; while every city, it was said, throughout the Pen-

insula, hastened to testify by some public act or monument

its regard for the saviour of his country, the patron of so

many states and towns of Italy. Nevertheless, the forms of

the constitution gave such obstructive power to the factious

and unscrupulous, that Clodius still contrived to suspend for

several months the carrjnng of a law for his restoration. The

refractory tribunes, through whose vetoes he acted, for he

had ceased to belong to the college himself, saw themselves

gradually deserted by all their principal supporters, and were

at last bought off* or wearied out by the inflexible determina-

tion of the senate. It was not, however, till August that the

law was finally passed,^ and early in September the exile re-

appeared in the city, after an absence of sixteen months. He
had advanced almost in a triumphal procession the whole

length of the Appian way : Italy, it was said, had borne him

on her shoulders, and carried him into Rome. He Avas re-

ceived on the Capitol with such acclamations as had rarely

fallen to the lot of the greatest conquerors ;
^ happy above

his patron Pompeius in the fortune which, by unmerited re-

verses, had already revealed the vanity of the applause which

greeted him.

' Cic. poRt Red. in Sen. 9., pro Seat. 60. :
" Ut Uteris consularibus ex

senatus consulto cuncta ex Italia omnes qui rem publ. salvani esse vellent

convocarentur."

^ Cic. ad Ail. iv. 1., prid. non. Sext. i. e. Aug. 4. The Roman people

never voted with such unanimity as on this occasion. Plut. Cic. 33. : koI

Ktyerai /tTjSeVore /UTySej* eK roaavTrjs 6fj.o<ppo<rvi/T]s eirtxf/ricbiffaaOat rhy Srj.uov.

' Cic. post Bed. in Sen. 15., pro Sest. 63., in Pison. 22.
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CHAPTER IX.

POMPEITJS OBTAINS AN EXTRAORDINARY COMMISSION FOR SUPPLYING THE

CITY. APPLICATION OF THE KING OF EGYPT TO BE RESTORED TO HIS

THRONE. INTRIGUES OF THE NOBLES IN RELATION TO IT. VIOLENCE OF

CLODICS. THE TRIUMVIRS CONFER TOGETHER AT LUCCA. POMPEIUS AND
CRASSCS ELECTED CONSULS IN SPITE OF THE OPPOSITION OF THE NOBLES.

SPAIN AND SYRIA DECREED TO THEM, AND C^SAR's COMMAND PROLONGED

FOR A SECOND TERM OF FIVE YEARS. POMPEIUS' THEATRE AND SHOWS.

HE REMAINS IN ITALY, AND GOVERNS HIS PROVINCE BY LEGATES.

CICERO RECONCILED TVITH CRASSUS. GABINIUS RESTORES THE KING OF

EGYPT. HE IS IMPEACHED, ATTACKED BY CICERO, BUT ACQUITTED : AGAIN

ACCUSED ON ANOTHER CHARGE, DEFENDED BY CICERO, BUT CONDEMNED
AND BANISHED. CICERO COURTS THE TRIUMVIRS. CORRUPT PROCEEDINGS

OF THE CANDIDATES FOR THE CONSULSHIP. PARALYSIS OF THE CONSTITU-

TION. DEATH OF JULIA, AND REFLECTIONS ON THE POLITICAL IMPORTANCE

OF THAT EVENT (a. U. 697-100, B. C. 57-54).

THE -wealth and influence of the aristocracy might have

succumbed in a contest with the representative of the

Appointment mob of Rome, had it not ai'med itself with weap-

an cxnaoidf-^° ons from his o^Ti workshop, and turned the arts

6i^Yfor™rovi- ^^ ^^® demagogue against himself. The nobles

citv'"^
^^® had adroitly availed themselves of the occurrence

^'"P^g of a scarcity, perhaps they had even contrived it,

B. c. 57. to inflame the passions of the multitude against

the champion it had deemed omnipotent. On the very day

upon which the law was passed in favour of Cicero's recal, a

sudden fall was remarked in the price of corn. The partizans

of the banished man hailed this circumstance as a manifest

token of divine approbation.' True it was that the markets rose

' Cic. pro Dom. 5, 6.
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again almost immediately ; but Cicero had the tact to draw
advantage in another way from this reverse also.' Being now
reinstated in his position, and, to a certain extent, in the in-

fluence he had formerly enjoyed in the counsels of the no-

bility, which he was anxious to fortify, he seized this pretext

for proposing the appointment of Pompeius to an extraor-

dinary commission for supplying the city. This Avas a re-

currence to the principle of the Gabinian and Manilian laws,

both of which the leaders of the senate had resisted and de-

noimced. But the republic had now become familiarized with

these monopolies of power, which so lately had shaken it with

alarm. It conceded, for the third time, indefinite and arbitrary

powers to a personage, whose influence in the state was already

greater than that of any of his competitors, perhaps even

than that of the state itself. It authorized him to demand
supplies from any part of its dominions, at prices to be fixed

at his own discretion ;
^ and to enable him to carry out his

measures, it invested him with the command of troops, and

every other resource he might deem necessary. He received

the sole appointment to fifteen commissionerships, posts of

lucre and dignity which the principal men of Rome might

covet. Cicero himself accepted one, though he does not ap-

pear to have taken any part in the administration of the

affair.^ The populace, looking to this measure for its imme-

diate relief, clamorously invited it, and the senate ofiered no

' Dion, xxxix. 9. ; App. B. C. ii. 18 ; Plut. Pomp. 49. The Clodian

party took this opportunity of throwing the blame of this rise upon Cicero,

whose friends had filled the city with strangers to secure his recal. Cicero

was thus driven to promote Pompeius's interests in his own defence. Clodius

thereupon attacked Pompeius as the real author of the ftimine. Cic. ad Qti.

Fr. ii. 3. We may believe with Drumann, that it was the latter who caused

an artificial scarcity, with the view of extorting an extraordinary employ-

ment.

* Cic. ad Alt. iv. 1. : "Legem consules conscripserunt quo Pompeio per

quinquennium omnis potestas rei frumentariae toto orbe daretur."

' Quintus Cicero was employed by Pompeius in the execution of the office

(Cic. pro Scaur. 2. 39.). Drumann supposes that Marcus resigned his com-

missionership in favour of his brother. {Gesch. Boms, iv. 511.)
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steady opposition.' The appointment was decreed for a term

of five years ; and its secret opponents were contented with

discountenancing certain extravagant provisions which Mes-

sius, a flatterer of Pompeius, proposed to annex to it. The

triumvir found himself compelled to disclaim any wish for

the dictatorial power in the provinces, which his creature's

rogation would have conferred upon him,^ and the bill passed

the popular assembly in a less obnoxious form than might have

been apprehended from the strength of his party and the

reckless impatience of the multitude.

The senate was determined to follow up with energy its

victory over the public enemy. That august body had lis-

Hostiio atti- tened to the speeches of Cicero on his return with

ate towards^^" commiscration, the people with shame and con-

Giodius. trition. All possible reparation was to be made

to the injured patriot. The site of his house on the Palatine

was restored to him, cleared of the new buildings which

Clodius had begun to erect upon it, and relieved from the

eflect of the act of consecration, which was now disregarded

as informal.^ Sums of money were also voted to him in com-

pensation for his pecuniary losses." The next object was to

institute proceedings against the demagogue for the violence

and illegality of his conduct. The validity of his original

election to the tribuneship he had so abused might be

brought into question, for high authorities pronounced the

mode of his adoption into a plebeian house illegitimate. The

' Cic. ad Ait. iv. 1. :
" Senatus frequens et omnes consulares nihil Pom-

peio postulant! negarunt."

'^ Cic. /. c.

'' Cicero, in his speech Pro Dome apud Pontifices, states the reasons

why the act of consecration should be pronounced invalid. The college of

priests would go no further than to declare that if the circumstances were

such as he represented, the act would he vitiated ; but the senate was satisfied

with this qualified sentence, and proceeded to vote accordingly.

* The compensation for the Palatine house was fixed at HS. vicies, some-

thino' less than 18,000/. of our money, valuing the sestertium at 8/. IVs. 1(/.,

that of the Tusculan quingentis millibus, or nearly 4,500/., of the Formian at

half that sum : " Certe valde illiberaliter." Cic. ad Att. iv. 2.
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establishment of this point would cut up the very roots of his

power, by the summary reversal of all his official acts. But
it would be difficult to cai'ry so sweeping a censure in the

teeth of the various methods of obstruction which a crafty

ojiponent could emjjloy in his defence. While Cicero urged

on the prosecution, and Cato, lately returned from Cyprus,

stood forward to repel it, the movements of the body of the

senate were languid and distracted, and the apprehensions ex-

cited by the mob which filled the streets and menaced the as-

sembly deterred it from pressing the matter to a decision.'

It was soon found, indeed, that even the pursuit of a common
enemy was not a matter of interest sufficiently intense to sub-

due the private jealousies of a triumphant faction. The king

of Egypt, Ptolerateus Auletes, of whose suit to

the Roman people mention has been already fromuJ"ur-^

made, had now arrived in the city, and was be- phcatum^of file

sieging the doors of the jDolitical chiefs with a2>
for"re"iofatioi'i

plications to befriend him. A new and most im- *" ^'^ king-

portant commission was in view ; to whomsoever

it fell, it would confer upon him, as the Romans phrased it,

an increase of personal dignity ; it would extend his influence

among the lower orders, which still regarded the honours and

titles of illustrious families as claims to their support and

suffi-ages. Moreover, the discharge of such offices presented

manifold ways of amassing treasure ; there were outfit and sal-

ary to be expended, presents and bribes to be hoarded in the

coffers of the family, or distributed among friends or oppo-

nents. Such a commission would require a military force for

its execution, and thus confer power and influence, and the

means of providing for dependants. For a moment all other

party interests were abandoned, and political leaders rushed

together into the arena to compete for this brilliant prefer-

ment. In the first instance the consuls of the year were au-

thorized, by their exalted position, to propose that the charge

should devolve upon one of themselves, upon him, namely,

who should obtain by lot the province of Cilicia, which lay

Cic. ad Qu. Fr. ii. 1.
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opportunely for an expedition to Egypt. Cilicia fell to Lentu-

lus, Spain to Metellus. Lentulus was preparing to set out

for his province, when one of the tribunes, C. Cato, produced

an alleged oracle from the Sib}'lliue verses, to the effect that

the king must not be restored icith a multitude ; a phrase

which was deemed to prohibit the employment of an armed

The Sibylline forcc. The powcr of levying an army Avas one

an^arnfedi'n^'** ^^ ^^ principal advantages which the commis-
terference. gj^^ j^g]^ forth ; but the influence of Rome in

Egypt was so great that the object, it might be presumed,

could be easily effected by the representations even of an un-

armed ambassador. The oracle was doubtless a forgery for

political objects : but the people were swayed blindly by

superstitious terrors, and no one ventured to trifle with their

prejudices. Cicero, even in a familiar letter, speaks of the

divme interference with bated breath. In the senate it was

generally deemed an opportune fiction
;

yet, in the discus-

sions which ensued, its genuineness seems never to have been

called in question.' The prediction appears indeed to have

sunk deeply into the minds of the nation ; the fate of Pom-

peius, when he Avas afterwards murdered on the shore of

Egypt, was attributed to his neglect of its warning, in ven-

turing merely to land upon the beach and seek an asylum for

his broken army."

Lentulus did not wait till the question regarding the

commission w^as settled, but departed for his province as

Great heats soon as he had descended from the consul's

thrcompeli^k)!! chair. Installed in his government he aAvaited

for thiscom^ the result of these, lagging deliberations. In
mission. accordance with the provisions of the bill which

had already received the requisite sanctions, Cicero would

have consented to his retaining the commission, but would

' Cie. ad Div. i. 1., in a letter to Lentulus.

^ Lucan, viii. 824.

:

" Haud equidem immerito Cumanse carmine vatis

Cautum, ne Nili Pelusia tangeret ora

Hesperius miles, ripasque aestate tumentes."
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have withheld from him the military force. Others consid-

ered the whole matter as open to fresh discussion. Crassus

proposed the appointment of three legates. Bibulus required

that the three should be personages of inferior dignity. Vol-

catius and Afranius, friends of Pompeius, and others who
were won over by the intrigues of the royal petitioner,' would

have conferred the office on the great commander alone.

Servilius, one of the gravest and noblest of the senate, de-

clared the commission altogether inexpedient.^ Thus split

into various sections, the senate exposed itself again to the

attacks of its bitterest enemy. Clodius succeeded in obtain-

ing the redileship, while his friends, affecting to support the

proposal of Crassus as adverse to Pompeius, used every en-

deavour to widen the breach between them.^ The triumvirs,

regardless of their common interest, could no longer dissem-

ble their mutual jealousy, Pompeius openly accused his asso-

ciate of designs against his Ufe, w^hile Crassus thwarted with

vigilant activity every scheme for his rival's aggrandizement.

Obscure as were the sources of the power which Crassus

wielded, every day proved how deeply it was seated, and

how great was the weight of the moneyed class by w^hich he

was principally supported. The result of a series of petty in-

trigues gradually narrowed the contest to one between Pom-
peius and Lentulus, but the increasing violence of the popu-

lar demagogues made its decision impossible.

The city became once more a prey to intenial tumults.

The nobles began to collect their retainers from the country

' Cic. ad Div. 1. c. :
" Regis causa si qui sunt qui velint, qui pauci sunt,

omnes rem ad Pompeium defeiunt." The Egyptian king employed intrigue

and corruption, and even violence, to effect his object. He is said to have

caused the ambassadors, whom the Alexandrians sent to confront him at Rome,
to be waylaid and mui-dered on their route. Dion, xxxix. 13. ; Strab. xvii. 1.

"" Cic. I. c.

' Cic. ad Qu. Fr. ii. 3. :
" Who is it that starves the people ? " exclaimed

Clodius. " Pompeius !

" shouted his followers. " Who wants to go to

Alexandria?" " Pompeius !" they shouted again. "Whom do you wish to

send ? " " Crassus !

"
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Violence ofdo to protect their champion Milo.' The Clodians,

unable to repel force by force, appealed in their

turn to the tribunals, and impeached him without success.

The tribune, C. Cato, however, persisted in harassing the

senate with factious motions before the popular assembly.

The statue of Jupiter on the summit of the Alban mount was

struck by lightning,* a portent which excited a general panic,

and raised a cry for rescinding the appointment of Lentulus.'

A bill was even proposed to recal him from his province ;
*

but the consuls interfered by taking the auspices on the days

of meeting, and thus vitiated the proceedings.^ The wheels

of the constitution were locked.

By getting himself elected a?dile, Clodius had for the

present averted the danger of judicial impeachment. The in-

Pompeiusis Auence he still continued to wield at this crisis,

anxious to oti bankrupt as he was in character, and destitute of
tain the consul- ^ '

ship. the ordinary resources of great party leaders, must

be referred to the secret support he received from personages

of more importance than himself. Pompeius indeed had cast

him off in a fit of spleen
;
yet the ends for which the trium-

vir was secretly working could only be realized through the

confusion to which the demagogue's proceedings were ob-

viously tending. The senate had displayed more resolution

than he expected ; the state was not yet aipe for falling

quietly under his domination. He now bitterly regretted

having divested himself of his military command ; the charge

of supplying the city had been denuded of that Avhich consti-

' Cic. /. c. :
" Operas autem suas Clodius confirmat. Manus ad Quirinalia

paratur ; in eo multo sumus superiores ipsius copiis. Sed magna manus ex

Piceno et Gallieo exspectatur, ut etiam Catonis rogationibus de Milone et

Lentulo resistamus."

- Dion, xxxix. 15. This was in January, or early in February, a. r. 698.

= Cic. ad Qu. Fr. ii. 3.

• Cic. I. c.\ ad Div. i. 5. :
" C. Cato legem promulgavit de imperio Lentulo

abrogando."
^ Cic. ad Div. ii. 6. : "Consul .... dies comitiales exemit omnes. C.

Cato concionatus est, comitia haberi non siturum, si sibi cum populo agendi

dies essent exempti."
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tuted its greatest charm, the authority to levy troops. The
senate had outwitted him by a specious gift, which added

much to his unpopuhirity, and Uttle to his strength. The
more recent prospect of a command in Egypt had been frus-

trated. There was only one way left to recover the position

which he had relinquished, and that lay through the consul-

ship. The consuls for the year iust commencing^
, . f The consuls

were men of more than common resolution ; such vigorously op-
- -r 1 -nr IT 11. pose his views.

at least was Lentulus JMarcelhnus, and his su-

perior force of character carried Marcius Philippus, his col-

league, along with hini.' These were not the men to surren-

der the advantage which their party had gained by the re-

versal of Clodius's infamous law ; on the contrary, they were

already putting forward, as a candidate for the next consul-

ship, L. Domitius Ahenobarbus, a brother-in-law of M. Cato,

inspired by his connexion, if not by his OAvn temper, with the

deepest hatred of the triumvirs. Domitius openly declared

that his first act in office should be to prof)Ose Cresar's recal

from his province, and he was actuated no doubt by a similar

spirit of hostility towards Ca?sar's allies. The danger indeed

touched the proconsul more nearly than either of his asso-

ciates : for to him the deprivation of his command would be

something much more serious than a mere temporary frus-

tration of his ambitious projects. It would be no less than a

summons to appear before his enemies at Rome,
1 1 r> 1 rm 1 1 11 Critical posi-

unarmed and defenceless. Ihemoment he should tionofcaesar

descend from power, banishment or even death, ofrecaifrom

in all probability, awaited him. Cajsar's position
"^p'""'"^®-

was, indeed, exceedingly critical. The reversal of the sen-

tence on Cicero came too soon for his policy. He had as-

sented to it with reluctance. It had been extorted from him

by the impatience of Pompeius ; for he had doubtless looked

to the continuance of Clodius's ascendency until he could ob-

tain certain further concessions from the terrified senate. By
means of this instrument on the tribunitian bench, he hoped

' Cie. ad Qu. Fr. ii. 6. : " Consul est egregius Lentulus, non impediente

coUega."
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to have driven the nobles to consent to an extension of

his term of command, with ampler powers and more abun-

dant resources. All this was absolutely necessary for the full

development of his design to raise himself to a position in

which he might defy his enemies ; and in this view he con-

tinued, Ave must imagine, to support Clodius even after Pom-
peius had withdrawn his countenance from him.

The proconsul of Gaul was never more actively engaged

than during the intervals between the campaigns by which

Cffi^ar arrives
^^'^^ attention was for the time engrossed. After

atLncca, and ^j^g apparent submission of the Transalpine na-
18 waiteu upon a -i ^

by gieat iium tious in the autumn of 697, he had betaken him-
bers of senators .

and knights. self to the Hither provmce, where he had two

objects in view ; the first, and the more ostensible, w^as to

convene the national assembly of the Cisalpine communities,

through which he regulated the internal affairs of his govern-

ment, levied contributions, and recruited his legions ; the

second was to confer with the friends whom he had left in

the city, who flocked to him at Lucca,* bringing in their

train political agents of every shade of j^arty, spies, enemies

and admirers. Consulars and officials of every grade thronged

the narrow streets of a provincial watering-place. A hundred

and twenty lictors might be counted at the proconsul's door,

while two hundred personages of senatorial rank, nearly one

half of the order, paid their court at his levees.^

The genius of the popular champion was never unequal to

the opportunities Avhich fortune presented to him, and seemed

now to shine the more brilliantly from the pin-
Effects of his , „, 1.11 IT • 1 Tfl
bribery and nacie oi glory which he had attamed. It he prac-

tised every artifice to acquire or retain the affec-

tions of all classes, it was to ensure an abundant return of

• Lucca, according to the ancient orthography, Luca, was on the frontier

of Liguria, which was comprehended in the province of Gallia Cisalpina. It

was first included in Etruria by Augustus. Mannert, G. der G. itnd R. ix. i.

391. ; Suet. Jul. 24. :
" In uibem provinciae suae Lucam."

^ Plut. Cces. 21.; App. B. C. ii. lY. At Lucca Ceesar passed the winter

of 697-698.
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gratitude, and acquiescence in the demands lie meditated.

While he dazzled them with the lustre of his splendid

achievements, and tempered with kindness and affability the

haughtiness of military command, he secured an indemnity

for the boldness with which he had multiplied his legions be-

yond the limits iixed by the government, and fortified his

position against the malevolence of a future consul. In lavish-

ing upon his flatterers the sj^oils of his successful wars,* he

was preparing to thrust his hands into the jiublic treasury, for

the payment of the armies^ he had led to victory. These

mancEuvres were crowned with a large measure of success.

Senators and knights returned to Rome, their ears tingling

with his compliments, their hands overflowing with his bene-

factions. The spendthrift extolled his generosity ; the pru-

dent admired his dexterity ; even of the best and gravest

many bowed beneath the ascendency of his character, in

which they beheld the last pledge of public order, energy and

security.

The enmity between Pompeius and Crassus was felt by

Cffisar, who had so much use to make of both, to be highly

disadvantageous to his interests. He was anxious
.,. . , 1 1 ( 1

The triumvirs
to enect a reconciliation between them beiore he meet at Lucca

left Italy to resume the command of his armies, tiuir poUc^y iu

He obtained interviews with them separately,

with Crassus at Ravenna, afterwards with Pompeius at Lucca,

where he eventually succeeded in bringing them together.^

The winter had passed, and he had not yet torn himself from

the scene of his intrigues, when at the commencement of the

month of April he was assailed by a direct attack on the part

of the oligarchs. The onset was led by Cicero himself. The

orator, after the first outburst of vanity and exultation, had

' See the instance of C. Rabirius Postumus, whose necessities Caesar re-

lieved, in the speech of Cicero, pro Rah. Post. 15, 16. Comp. Sallust, B.

Catil. 54. Cccsar negotiis amicorum inteutus sua iicgligere ; nihil de-

negare quod dono dignum esset, &c. The effects of Gallic gold became more

evident at a later period.

"^ Dion, xxxix. 25. ' Suet. Jul. 24.
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learned to take a juster view of his own position. The glory

which surrounds hiin in the eyes of posterity, for the splen-

dour of his genius and the dignity of his character, has

blinded too many historians to the moderate estimation in

which he was held by his own contemporaries. Among the

statesmen of his party Cicero occupied only a secondary place.

The brand of ignoble birth was upon him ; his ascent to

power Avas obstructed, his retention of it thwarted by his

own allies ; it was only when his services were essential that

they consented to place him at their head. Cicero, for his

part, had discovered that a man who could be so easily over-

thi'own ought not to aspire to command. The nobles had

blandly waived his invitation to take them under his wing.

The sneering tone in which he continues to speak of them

may lead us to infer that he keenly felt the disparagement

they cast upon him. But he bowed to circumstances.

Through the first three months of the year he displayed him-

self very little on the stage of public affairs.' But suddenly,

in the beginning of April, he stai'tled the city by stepping

prominently forward, and attacking Caesar's law for the

division of lands in Campania.^ The government had recently

been obliged to place a large sum, forty millions of sesterces,

at the disposal of its high commissioner for the supply of the

city. The treasury was drained, and it was easy to assert

that there were no means forthcoming for the purchase of

lands, according to the tenor of the late agrarian enactment.

Now the nobles had need of boldness and eloquence. At

their instigation Cicero proposed that the law should be alto-

gether repealed ; and the senate, full, he assures us, of ad-

miration at his manoeuvre, which it pretended to ascribe to

himself alone, received the motion with acclamations, such as

were oftener heard in a pojjular assembly than in the delib-

' Cic. ad Qu. Fr. ii. 6. : "Quo me libentfus a curia et ab omni paite rei

publicae subtraho."

* The question of a repeal had ah-eady been mooted by the tribune Lupus

in the December preceding, but Marcellinus liad thought it prudent not to

discuss it during a temporary absence of Pompeius. Cic. ad Qu. Fr. ii. 1.
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erations of so august a coiincU.' The matter, it was resolved,

should stand over for solemn discussion on an appointed day

in the following month.'^ The interview of the triumvirs was

devoted to tracing the line of their policy with reference to

this hostile demonstration. In the first place, it Avas detei'-

mined that all jealousies between the associates must give

way to the defence of their common interests. The election

of Domitius must be defeated, and Ca-sar nrged his colleagues

to present themselves as candidates in opposition to him.' If

successful, he depended on the covenants between them to

secure him in his military command, and to enlarge his pow-

ers to any extent he might choose to demand. Should the

senate persist in preventing the people from assembling, he

was confident that it must ultimately be tired out, or fright-

ened from its course by the fear of a dictatorship. Mean-

while Pompeius should use eveiy endeavour to detach Cicero

from the enemy, and assist in procuring the prolongation of

Caesar's command, together with the other indulgences which

he required.

The proconsul now once more crossed the Alps. Pom-

peius passed over to Sardinia, where he met bis legate Q.

Cicero, whom he chose to consider, upon his ac- ^.'

. . Cicero 8 equiv-

ceptance of a post under him, as a pledg-e for his ocai conduct in

I , , 11 . 4 -vT 111 abandoning the

brother s allegiance. iS o sooner had the orator nobles, and

delivered his speech against Caesar's agrarian law self to the tri-

than he had hastened to pay a visit to Pompeius,
"™^'"*'

who was on the point of leaving Rome for Sardinia, with the

hope of eliciting from him some tokens of approbation. But

the crafty dissembler was impenetrably reserved ;
^ he did not

even mention that he expected to meet Caesar at Lucca on

' Cic. ad Qu. Fr. ii. 0. :
" Clamore prope concionali."

^ Cic. ad JDiv. 1. 9. :
" Non. April, milii est Senatus assensus ut de agro

Campano frequenti Senatu id. Mai. referretur."

' Suet. Jul. 24.: "Sed cum L. Domitius consulatus candidatus palam

rainaretur, consulem se eflfecturum quod praetor nequisset, adempturumque ei

exercitus, Crassum Pompeiumque in urbem provinciae suae Lucam extractos

compulis, ut detrudeudi Domitii causa alterum consulatum peterent."

Cic. ad Dlv. i. 9. ° Cic. ad Qu. Fr. ii. 6.
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his way. Cicero probably augured no good from this taci-

turnity. He had already revolved in his mind the rashness

of the move he had made ; he had balanced the disastrous

consequences of a breach with the triumvirs against the slen-

der support he could expect from the weak and wavering

faction to which he had renewed his devotion. He was re-

lieved perhaps from a weight of anxiety when he received

letters from his brother expostulating Avith him on his hos-

tility to Caesar, urging the policy of concession, and still as-

suring him that the triumvirs, though offended, were not im-

placable. We discover immediately an entire change in the

tone of the orator's correspondence.' He abandons resent-

fully the cause of the oligarchs, against whose faithlessness

and frivolity he lashes himself into indignation. They no

longer love him, he says, and he must now transfer his regard

to others who do so. He paints to himself in glowing colours

the merits of the great chiefs of the republic, and argues

from the maxims of wise men of old that the simple citizen

should conform his views to those of the best and noblest.

He deprecates the charge of inconstancy in tones which seem

to admit its justice, and finally resigns himself in despair to

the irresistible current of circumstances.

Cicero indeed was spared the disgrace of refuting in May
the arguments which he had alleged against Caesar's law in the

Cic-ero's speech montli preceding. The senate, abandoned by its

CoiisuiVribus : Spokesman, allowed the matter to drop. But

c^sarTiKi when he next appeared in the arena of public dis-

andV^evengps cussion, it was to prououncc a laboured panegyric

pVso and Gk"
^^pon the Very man against whom he had so lately

biuius. ie(j i\^Q i-anks of ©imposition. Before proceeding

to the election of consuls, the nobles bethouglit them of the

Sempronian law, according to which the consular provinces

were to be assigned prospectively before the day of election.

Little regard, as we have seen, had been paid to an enactment

' Compare Cicero's letters, ad Att. iv. 5, ad Div. i. 7., and more particu-

larly that to Lentulus ad Div. i. 9., in wliich he reviews his political course at

this period.
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SO adverse to the rapid and fluctuating combinations of the

day ; nevertheless it might be made an instrimient for assail-

ing an enemy, and it was not forgotten that Ca'sar had re-

ceived his three provinces in utter defiance of it. It was now
proposed, not only to enforce it, but even to give it a retro-

spective effect.' All the speakers, except SerAilius, had de-

clared themselves in favour of depriving the Gallic proconsul

of one or more of the governments he held in conjunction,

when Cicero stepped forward in his defence, with a speech

of peculiar dignity and spirit. He pointed with just en-

thusiasm to the extent and rapidity of Coesar's conquests ; he

had broken the Helvetians, he had repulsed the Germans, he

had received submission and hostages from every state of

Gaul. Cicero urged the expediency of allowing him to com-

plete and consolidate the work he had thus successfully

begun ; a work which should relieve Rome thenceforward

from any dread of foreign invasion. By an artful panegyric

on Pompeius, the victor of the east, the orator insinuated the

importance of fostering the genius of an ambitious rival. He
claimed it as a merit that he had prevailed on the senate to

increase the number of Caesar's lieutenants, and to grant him

the pecuniary supplies which the war demanded ;

'^

finally, he

contended that such indulgences must, in consistency, be

crowned by repelling with indignation the blow now aimed

against him. These arguments and instances, backed by the

influence of the triiunvirs, averted the impending decree.

But Cicero had not missed the opportunity of avenging him-

self on the consuls Avho had consented to his banishment. He
showed with his usual felicity how strongly the Sempronian law

condemned the appointment of Piso and Gabinius to Mace-

donia and Syria, and he even succeeded in effecting their recal.'

' Cic. Oral, de Provinciis Considaribus ; ad Div. i. 9. This speech was

probably delivered in May (comp. ad Div. i. 7.), when Cicero alludes to the

discussion in a letter to Lentulus, though he seems to be withheld by shame

from mentioning the part he took in it himself: "Quod eo ad te brevius

scribo, quia me status hie reipublicoB nou delectat." Abeken, p. 153.

^ Dion, xxxix. 25.

' Ascon. in Pison. arg. p. 2. :
" Revocati .... ex provinciis Piso et

VOL. I.—22
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But with whatever gravity and decorum the senate might

continue its discussions, in anticipation of the due election of

The consuls magistrates, there were forces out of doors be-

tioTof th(^'r" yond its control, which had arrayed themselves in

thfe^x^ymtiln ^o hostile an attitude, that it could not venture to

of their offices, invokc the decision of the comitia. Pompelus

and Crassus were canvassing the tribes ; the demagogues of

the forum, again in secret league with them,' were stirring

up the passions of the populace, and urging them to reject

the nominee of the oligarchy. When it became manifest that

Domitius could not succeed, the senate, under the daring

guidance of Marcellinus, determined at least to prevent the

election of any other candidate. Day after day the consuls

interposed with adverse auspices, and forbade the tribes to

assemble. There still existed sufficient reverence for the

forms of the constitution to ensure respect even to this stretch

of prerogative. The election of magistrates was so closely

bound up with the observances of the state religion, that no

appointment could command the regard even of its own au-

thors which was not sanctioned by the ordinary modes of

procedure. Indeed, the obstinacy with which Marcellmus

maintained a struggle which could only increase the confusion

of affairs, earned him the acclamations even of the fickle popu-

lace. He replied to their insensate shouts by solemnly warn-

ing them that a time was coming when even their voices

should be no longer free.^ He wished, perhaps, to prepare

their minds for that final appeal to arms which the nobles had

been long revolving in their wild and fluctuating counsels.

But the consuls knew that their power was on the point of

expiring with the close of the current year, and that it would

Gabinius." The latter, however, did not relinquish his government till M.

Crassus came to supersede him, a. u. VOO. Plso was summoned home without

delay, and his province handed over to the prjetor Q. Ancharius. Cic. in

Pis. 36.

' Dion, xxxix. 29. : K\ei5ios 5e eV Toircf (JLtrairri^iiaas avQis irphs rhv Uofj.-

ir-fi'tov, K. T. \.

^ Val. Max. vi. 2. 6.
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be impossible ultimately to resist the usurpation with which

the commonwealth was threatened. They abstained during

the remainder of their term from all the duties of their office.

They neither relinquished the mourning in which they had

clad themselves, nor attended the popular spectacles, nor

feasted in the Capitol on Jove's solemn day, nor celebrated

the great Latin festival on the Alban mount, but continued to

conduct themselves in every thing as men under constraint,

and magistrates deprived of their legitimate power.'

As soon as the curule chairs had become vacant, the

triumvirs reappeared on the stage. With the assistance of

C. Cato and the other tribunes devoted to them, pompeius and

they convened the jjeople, and enacted a shadow t^'jfifekctions"

of the forms of election. They resorted to vio-
l^ip by°iol^'

lence and bribery with equal recklessness ; but it commenceraent

was not till young Crassus arrived from Gaul of ^^^e year 699.

with a detachment of Ca?sar's veterans, to control the elec-

tions, tliat the nobles finally gave way. Domitius himself had

doggedly interposed as a candidate, and only retired from the

contest when his attendant had been slain at his side.^ The
new consuls, Pompeius and Crassus, having obtained their

own appointment by violating every principle of justice and

law, proceeded to employ similar means to secure the other

magistracies for ci'eatures on Avhom they could rely.^ M.

Cato, who was a candidate for the proetorship, was mortified

by a contemptuous rejection which the character of Vatinius,

the rival to whom the all-powerful consuls postponed him,

rendered the more insulting.^ Nor indeed did the sworn

defenders of the public tranquillity carry their point in all

' Dion, xxxix. 30.

"^ Dion, xxxix. 31.; App. B. C. ii. 17.

^ Two only of the new tribunes, C. Ateius Capito and P. Aquilius Gallus,

were hostile to them. Dion, xxxix. 32.

* Liv. Epit. cv. ; Val. Max. vii. 5. :
" Comitiorum maximum crimen . . .

proxima dementias suffragia . . . quem honorem Catoni denegaverant Vatinio

dare coacti sunt." This striking perversion of justice was remembered four

centuries later: comp. Mamert. Gral. Act. ad Julian, c. 19. : "Unde factum

3st ut majores nostri viderent Vatiuios designates et repulsos Catones."
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cases without bloodshed. But quiet was eventually restored
;

they were feared for their vigour, if not respected, and Rome
settled down for a time in exhaustion and disgust imder the

tyranny of her new rulers.

When Pompeius looked back upon his own career, from

the time of his return from Asia, in the enjoyment of unexam-

pled glory, and with the prospect of exerting al-
Pompeius com- ' ^ •>

'

^
x i o

parts his posi- most bouudlcss Influence, he could not fail to ob-
tion with that iitph r- .„,.
of Caesar, and Serve that he had lallen from the summit oi dig-

chang'eof ' uity which he then occupied, and that Copsar, a
^°"^^'

younger aspirant, was threatening to outclimb

him at no distant day. He might remark how different had

been the course they had respectively pursued. • The one had

awaited in proud inaction the offer of fresh honours and

powers ; the other had seized and secured them with his own

hands. The one had studied to increase the confusion of

public afiairs, by balancing faction against foction ; the other

had attached himself, without wavering, to the party with

which he was hereditarily connected. The one had hoped

that the necessities of the state would at last combine all men

in the common policy of elevating him to the dictatorship

;

the other had applied himself steadily to the task of reducing

his opponents to insignificance, and throwing the creation of a

supreme ruler into the hands of his own devoted adherents.

Pompeius seems to have now determined to alter his previous

course, and imitate that of his more audacious competitor, by

bolder and more hazardous steps, such as he had not shrunk

from himself in earlier times, when his position was still to be

won. With this view he had grasped at the consulship, and

obtained it by means which the nobles could never forgive.

He wanted, as we have seen, to secure the reversion of a

province, and to place himself again at the head of an army.

A short experience of civil affairs had sufficed to teach him

that the profession of his early choice, in which he had been

invincible, was the most natural to him, as well as the most

available for his purposes. As a military chieftain, he might

enact again the crowning triumphs of his master Sulla, Avhom
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he had imitated in the outset of his career with such fidelity

and success. But the toils in which CiX'sai' had entangled

him, by the connexion he had so dexterously formed between

them, confined his movements on every side, and disabled

him from the free use of the victory he had gained.

The consuls began their career with an outward show of

moderation, affecting to be content with their brilliant position,

and to look for no ulterior advantages. But C. LawofTrc-

Ti-ebonius, one of their tribunitian allies, came for- f°nlugp'rov^n-

ward in their service, and, no doubt, at their own
pltu^a'and'c'ras-

suggestion, with a proposal that the governments
ofcasfa'i-'^s'ad-^

of Spain and Syria should be conferred upon them hcit^ntB.

respectively, at the expiration of their year of office, for a term

of five years, together with extensive powers for making war

and levying armies.' The friends of Ciiesar were immediately

roused. A renewal of the lease of his own proconsulate was

the object at which Ca?sar was aiming. His original terra

was now only in the course of its fourth year, but his plans

required several more for their full development. There must

be fresh campaigns to complete the training of his soldiers
;

new resources must be discovered to gorge the cupidity of

his officers. Gaul, he might urge, once conquered, had risen

again in arms ; Germany and Britain loomed obscurely in the

distance ; the mere proximity of freedom furnished a danger-

ous example to unsettled and discontented subjects. The ex-

cuse was plausible ; but it was only a pretence ; the real ob-

jects of the proconsul wei'e not such as could be revealed in

the Roman forum. Accordingly, the jjartizans of CjBsar,

zealous for their patron's advancement, and not less so for

Iheir own private interests, declared that they would suffer

no such augmentation of the dignity of Pompeius and Cras-

sus, without securing an equivalent for their absent associate.

The consuls Avere compelled reluctantly to recede from their

own exclusive pretensions, and it was signified to Trebonius,

' Liv. Epit. cv. ; Dion, xxxix. 33. : ^TpaTicLrais t« oaois tiv i6f\-n(Taicn Ka.\

TtOV TroMTWV KOi TWU (rVflfiaXi^V XpWfjAvOlS, KOl Tr6KifX0V, Kol tlp7)V7)V TTphs ovs

^u 0ov\-q6w(n irotovfxevois.
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as their wish, that he should propose another law for the pro-

longation of Cfesar's command also.*

If the statesmen of Rome were mortified by the arrogance

of consuls who had thrust themselves unbidden into the seats

^ ,
they occupied, they were still more alarmed at the

Law for the
-, t n r-

prolongation of demands unfolded from the rival quarter. They
Caesar's com- ,., „., „ , ... ,
maud for five could uot tail to lorcsee that, in making such

byThe'seiKv-'^ large conccssions, they would build up from its
ona pai y. foundations a power such as had never before

overshadowed the commonwealth ; for it was manifest that

these latter years of Ctesar's government would consolidate

his influence over his soldiers, by weaning them from the

habits and prejudices of citizens, and teaching them to centre

all their feelings of duty and obedience in their leader alone.

No sooner, therefore, were these motions made, than the

nobles arrayed themselves for another struggle. It was not,

however, Lucullus, and ServUius, and Cicero that now ap-

peared, "as formerly, in the van. M. Cato, the influence of

whose grave consistency had been almost obliterated by daily

collision with violence and vulgarity, and Favonius, a party

brawler, rather than a political champion, were the most ac-

tive leaders of the oligarchy. Ateius and Aquilius, in their

capacity of tribunes, Avere willing to throw over them the

bruised and battered shield of their ofiicial dignity. But,

imder the guidance of such men as these, the cause was in

danger of being rendered ridiculous. Favonius, being limited

to an harangue of a single hour, consumed the whole of it in

remonstrating against the shortness of the time allotted him.

Cato, to whom a double space was conceded, launched forth

into a general invective against the conduct of his opponents,

tracking their violence and treachery through the whole

sequence of political events, so that his time also was ex-

hausted before he had arrived at the real point of discussion."

Such were the infirmities of the men to whose discretion the

' App. B. C. ii. 18.; Veil. ii. 46.: "Caesari lege, quam Pompeius ad

populum tulit, prorogatae in idem spatium temporis provincife."

Pint. Cat. Mill. 43. ; Dion, xxxix. 34.
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indolence or despair of the nobles had now consigned their

cause.

Thus was the whole day consumed before Trebonius and

his allies on the tribunitian bench found an opportunity of de-

livering their sentiments ; for it was the custom,

derived from simjDler times, to allow private per- rkd i')y popular

sons to take the precedence in discussion, that they

might not be unduly biassed by the superior authority of

those who spoke from official seats. Cato had gained his

point so far as to retard the discussion by twenty-four hours.

But it was about to be renewed on the morrow. Aquilius,

fearing now that his opponents' exasperation might induce

them to use violence to prevent his appearance in the forum

in the morning, passed the night in one of the curias on the

spot. His ingenuity, however, was of little avail. Trebonius

caused the doors of the building to be blocked up, and kept

his colleague in durance through the greater part of the en-

suing day. At the same time, he obstructed the passages

which led to the forum, and excluded with a high hand

Ateius, Cato, Favonius, and all the most notable men of their

party. Some of them, indeed, contrived to slip unobserved

into the assembly, while others forced their way into the in-

closure over the heads of the crowd. Cato and Ateius were

lifted upon men's shoulders, and from that imsteady ele-

vation tlie voice of the tribune was heard above the din, pro-

claiming that the auspices were adverse, the proceedings il-

legal, and the assembly formally dissolved. He was answered

by the brandishing of clubs, and by showers of stones

;

swords and daggers were drawn in the affi-ay, and the friends

of the senatorial party were driven from the arena, not with-

out bloodshed.' Such were the tumultuary proceedings by
which the triumvirs secured a pretended ratification of their

schemes.

In such scenes as these, the consuls themselves did not

scruple to take part openly. Not long before, at the election

' Plut. I. c, Pomp. 52., Crass. 15. ; Dion, xxxix. 35, 36.
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Disastrous con- of ffidiles, the robe of Pompeius had been sprin-

tii?s"affray to kled Avith the blood of a victim of popular fe-
Pompeius.

rocity. This accident was eventually attended by

the most fatal consequences.' On his return home, thus dis-

figured, he was met at his door by his wife Julia, suddenly

informed of the fray, and hastening to welcome her husband

on his safe arrival. The youthful matron, devotedly attached

to her spouse, and far advanced in pregnancy, was so much

alarmed at the sight, that she was seized with premature

labour. The event gave a shock to her constitution, from

which, as will appear, she never wholly recovered.

The populace, who delighted in thwarting the senate and

mobbing its champions, had nevertheless no sympathy for the

Pompeiui? seeks chieftains who had now condescended to become

wmslif wuii their leaders. In vain did Pompeius study to iu-

HrsmSm-"' gi'atiate himself with them, as Cffisar had done
cent theatre. before him, by the magnificence of his public ex-

hibitions. The splendour, indeed, even of CiBsar's a^dileship

was eclipsed by the opening of his rival's gorgeous theatre,

the first edifice of the kind at Rome constructed of stone, and

designed for permanence.^ Within the circuit of its Avails it

could accommodate forty thousand spectators, no small por-

tion of the resident population of the city ; and it was adorn-

ed Avith a profusion of gold, marble and precious stones, such

as the western world had never before witnessed. That such

1 Plut. Pomp. 53.

^ Dion, xxxix. 38. : ^ koI vvv KcifnTpvySfxeda. Tac. Ann. xiv. 20. :

" Quippe erant qui Cn. Pompeium incusatum a senioribus ferrent, quod

mansuram theatri sedem posuissct : nam antea subitariis gradibus et scena in

tempus structa ludos edi solitos, vel, si vetustiora repetas, stantem populum

speetavisse." The founder was supposed to regard none of his exploits with

more complacency than the erection of this magnificent edifice. Compare

Lucau, i. 133. : "Plausuque sui gaudere theatri." vii. 10.:

"Xam Pompeiani visus sibi sede theatri

Innumeram effigiem Romanie cernere plebis
;

Attollique suum laetis ad sidera nomen
Vocibus, et plausu cuneos certare sonantes."

The sentiments of the ancients on this building are collected, and its later

history related by Drumann, iv. 521.
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profuse magnificence might not seem to be lavished upon a

Avork of mere luxury, a temple was attaclied to it dedicated to

Venus the Conqueror, so placed that the seats of the theatre

might serve as a flight of stairs to the sacred edifice. The
ceremony of consecration was attended with a display of

music, with chariot races, and all the games of the pala-stra.'

In the course of five successive days, five hundred lions were

sent forth to be hunted and slaughtered in the arena. Eight-

een elephants were made to fight with trained bands of gladia-

tors ; but the populace was seized Avith a fit of unusual sensi-

bility, and the cries and agonies of these half-reasoning animals

damped even the excitement of such a spectacle with pity and

disgust." Some even professed to interpret the miserable Avail-

ings of the victims, and affirmed that they appealed to the

generosity and justice of the Roman people, having only been

induced to leave their native shores on assurances of safety,

which their captors had confirmed to them by oath.' After

all, the liberality, as averred by the great man's detractors,

was not Pompeius's own.^ The building had been raised by

the taste and munificence of Demetrius, one of his freedmen,

who had thus devoted to the entertainment of the public the

treasures he had accumulated in following his patron's for-

tunes. He had considerately bestowed upon it the name of

Pompeius, to screen from the invidious gaze of the citizens

the enormous amount of his own private gains.

Wliatever remnant of gratitude, however, the Romans
might feel towards their consul, after the efforts he had made

to amuse them, they were dissatisfied both with

him and with themselves, when they beheld the itaiy, and gov-

legions which he and his colleague had has- fncehy^^™^

tened to levy in pursuance of their late decree.
^^^*^^*-

' Dion, /. c. ; Plut. Pomp. 52. ; Cic. de Off. ii. 16. ; Plin. IT. X. xxxvi. 24.

^ Cic. ad Div. vii. 1. ; Plin. II. JV. riii. 7. :
" Tanto dolore, ut populus

flens universus consurgeret, dirasque Pompeio quas ille mox luit iuipre-

caretur."

^ The credit of this statement must be appropriated to Dion exclusively.

* Dion, /. c.
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The tribunes even attempted to revoke the sanction under

which they had been raised, but the speedy preparations

of Crassus for possessing himself of his eastern govern-

ment, and the apparent moderation of Pompeius, who de-

spatched his troops to Spain, that their presence in the neigh-

bourhood of the city might aflbrd no cause for jealousy, soon

engaged them to relax from their hostility. Pompeius him-

self determined not to quit the centre of aifairs ; the fimc-

tions "wdth which he had been invested as comptroller of sup-

plies gave him a ready excuse ;

' and he proposed, for the

first time since the establishment of the rei^ublic, to govern

his province through his lieutenants alone.

During their consulship Pompeius and Crassus had turned

some portion of their attention, though wdth httle energy or

, decision, to the enactment of sumptuary laws ; a
Enactment of

, . , i r, p t
sumptuary course which always flatters the envious feehngs
lawg, and a pe- „ , • t ii i i i • i -r->

cuniary quaii- 01 tlic middle classcs, and which met at Kome
the office of witli the cold approbation of discreet and experi-

^" '^^'

enced men even among the highest. But in this

policy they were speedily defeated by the selfishness of the

nobles, particularly of Hortensius,^ and they were easily in-

duced to desist from a project, undertaken probably more for

the sake of appearances than from any real devotion to an-

tique simplicity. They succeeded, however, in establishing

a pecimiary qualification for the office of judex,^ instead of

the merely arbitrary selection from the privileged orders,

the senators, knights and aerarian tribunes, which had pre-

vailed since the enactment of the Aurelian law.* This re-

form, also, had a specious appearance, inasmuch as it tended

to confine a post of much responsibility and temptation to

' Dion, xxxix. 39. ; Plut. Pomp. 53. The good-natured philosopher at-

tributes Pompeius's stay at Rome solely to his affection for his wife.

^ Dion, xxxix. 37.

^ Cic. Philipp. i. 8. ; Ascon. in Cic. Pison. 94.: "Pompeius in consulatu

seeundo .... promulgavit ut amplissimo ex censu, ex centuriis aliter quam

antea lecti judices, aeque tamen ex illis tribus ordinibus res judicarent."

Comp. Fischer, RiJm. Zeiflafeln, p. 247.

* A. u. 684, B. c. 70.
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the classes which, from their affluent or easy circumstances,

might be deemed sufficiently free from the ordinary incite-

ments to cujjidity. Nevertheless, in the frightful state of

the reigning immorality, it had probably no other effect but

to enhance the price of judicial venality. But Cnissus was

eminently studious of outward decorum, and such, no doubt,

was the character which the measure seemed at first sight to

bear. On the other hand, it was a direct boon to the mon-

eyed interest ; it raised wealth above birth, virtue and educa-

tion ; it tended to hasten the consummation of social corrup-

tion, when poverty is branded as a crime, and riches become

the sole object of popular adoration.

The overwhelming preponderance of the triumvirs in the

scales of power reduced Cicero to a state of political inac-

tivity. He studied to secure the friendship, or, in Political posi-

other words, the protection both of Cassar and h°8coniiex!on'

Pompeius, while at the same time he shrank from umviis,'^and

joining systematically in the defence of their cjul^ron wuii

policy, the only condition on which they would Crassus.

freely impart it. On the one hand, he writes with great satis-

faction of the visit with which Pompeius had honoured his

retirement, not unmixed, however, witli serious misgivings

as to the sincerity of his friendly expressions ; ' on the other,

he pays his court assiduously to the proconsul in Gaul, through

his brother Quintus, who had accepted the post of legatus

there, and other officers in the army. He submits his poetical

compositions to the judgment of the accomplished captain,

and is highly delighted vrith the flattery he receives in return.'^

He hints that he is engaged on a poem in celebration of

Caesar's invasion of Britain, which now occupied public at-

tention ; he appeals to his brother for the facts ; the form, he

says, sliall be supplied by his own genius.^ Towards Crassus,

however, whose person and character he ahvays regarded

with aversion, Cicero made no advances ; he could not put

on the guise of affection where his feelings were of a nature

' Cic. ad Att. iv. 9. "^ Cic. ad Qu. Fr. il. 16.

' Cic. ad Qu. Fr. ii. 15.
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directly opposite. Pompeius and Caesar, indeed, on their

part constantly strove to efi'ect a better understanding be-

tween him and their colleague, and their efforts were strongly

seconded by the mutual regard of the orator and the younger

Crassus. But the enmity of many years, as Cicero himself

confesses, burst forth in a violent altercation between him-

self and Crassus in the senate, just before the departure of

the Syrian proconsul for his province, and this open rupture

was with difficulty skinned over at the last moment to meet

the public eye.* The stress which the triumvirs laid upon the

mere appearance of a reconciliation may have flattered Cice-

ro's self-importance ; but the advice of his friend Atticus

was probably the wisest that could be offered, in urging him,

at this crisis, to abandon political life. From the termination

of the affair of Catilina, his part was, in fact, concluded. His

triumiDhant return from banishment formed an appropriate

drop-scene to the noble interlude of which he had been the

His mental re-
^cro. But in the midst of all his cares, the dis-

Bources. appointment of his ambition, the ingratitude of

one set of friends and the insincerity of another, embittered

as they were by his constant apprehensions for the welfare

of his country, he still filled every vacant moment with the

recreations of literature and philosophy.^ His doors stood

always open to any friend who would contribute a speculation

or a criticism to his overflowing stores of thought. His

mind, irritable, perplexed and desponding in public matters,

recovered, in these healthier engagements, its calmness, its

dignity and its strength. In philosophy he kept his aim be-

fore him with a steadiness which it had been well for his

fame if he could have imparted to his political career ; or

' Cic. ad Div. i. 9. :
" Crassus, ut quasi testata populo Rom. esset nostra

gratia, pcene a meis laribus est in provinciam profectus." Tiie reconciliation

was attested by a supper, at wliicli tlie parties met in the gardens of Crassipes,

who had lately married the orator's daughter Tullia :
" Quum milii condixis-

set, coenavit apud me in mei generi Crassipedis hortis."

- It was in the course of this year that Cicero wrote, or at least completed

his dialogue de Oratore, the most elaborate and interesting perhaps of his

works. Cic. ad Alt. iv. 13. 16 , ad Div. i. 9.
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rather, the same disposition to balance and temporize, which

wrecked his fortunes as a statesman, fitted liim to hear all

parties and weigh all theoretical opinions, and, if not to dis-

cover speculative truth, at least to limit on all sides the en-

croachments of error/

Unable to adjust their rival pretensions to restore the king

of Egypt to his throne, the statesmen of Rome had allowed

the affair to fall into abevance. We have seen
J, T ir--i i*T 1 • • Transactions of
that Lentulus hpuither had gone to his province Gabinius in hia

of Cilicia, in the expectation of receiving full syv\a,

powers from the government to carry that meas-
'*'

"' '

ure into execution, according to the tenor of the bill which he

had himself proposed. When the complete ratification of his

commission was Avithheld, and the subject reojDened for com-

petition and intrigue, Cicero imdertook to watch over the

interests of his friend the late consul, and continued to amuse

him with hopes of eventually bringing the matter to a favour-

able issue. But meanwhile the afiair, which had lingered so

long at Rome, and had become at last forgotten in the hurry

of more momentous agitations, was settled at once by a daring

and unscrupulous hand. Gabinius, on the expiration of his con-

sulship at the end of the year 696, had succeeded
, /> n • -rrr • i

He resolves to

to the government 01 hjTia. We meet with no restore Ptoie-

trace of any special enactment by Avhich that to^iie throne of

office was assured to him for any longer period
^^^^'

than the ordinary term of twelve months ; nevertheless, he

occupied it through the space of two years complete, and did

not quit it, even after his formal recal upon Cicero's motion,

till towards the end of 699, when Crassus was preparing to

supersede him.'' The aggressive and tyrannical character

' A story was told of Cicero (Plut. Cic. 5.), that in his youth he consulted

the oracle at Delphi how he might acquire fame, and that he received in

answer the prudent advice, to make the bent of his own genius, and not the

estimation of the world, the guide of his life. This pleasing fiction expresses

the judgment of posterity upon his character.

^ The laws of Sulla, always adapted to enhance the influence of the senate,

permitted the proconsul to remain in his province, after the expiration of the

year, until he was superseded by a successor (Dvumann, ii. 190.). Cicero, in
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which distinguished the conduct of the Roman proconsuls,

both towards their ovm subjects and foreigners, was main-

tained by Gabinius with systematic vigour. With regard to

Judea he adopted the policy which Pompeius had bequeathed

to his successors in Syria, and supported Hyrcanus by a mili-

tary force against the family of his brother Aristobulus. The

restlessness of the Arabs on the frontier might demand his

vigilance and activity, and excuse the attacks which he made

upon the neighbouring tribes. Some trifling successes obtained

in these enterprizes acquired for him from his soldiers the

title of Imperator.^ But when he applied to the senate for a

supplication, in honour apparently of his vaunted exj^loits in

one of these expeditions, the nobles evinced their dislike to

him, and their stifled resentment towards his patron Pompeius,

by a contemptuous refusal.* Such an affront, it was said, had

never before been cast upon a proconsul, and it served rather

to excite than to check his ambition and audacity. Gabinius

next proposed to restore to the throne of Parthia a claimant

named Mithridates, who had been ejected from it by his

brother Orodes. But he was besieged at the same time by

the importunities of Auletes, who had retired disappointed

from the doors of his patrons in Rome, and the offer of a

direct bribe induced him to adopt in preference the cause of

the Egyptian.'

The population of Alexandria, which gave law to Egypt,

was headstrong and rebellious, and always required to be

Berenice, amused iuto obcdicuce to its sovereigns. It had

ptoreraa;us, expelled Auletes from his throne, and bestOAved

andria.''^
''^ the vacaut Seat upon his daughter Berenice.

a letter to Lentulus {ad Div. i. 9.), suggests to him that be is not authorized

to leave Cilicia before the arrival of a new proconsul with full powers.

^ It seems that Gabinius suffered some ignominious losses in these cam-

paigns. Cic. pro Sest. 33. : "Xeque equitatum in Syria et cohortes optimas

perdidissemus."

^ Cic. Philipp. xiv. 9., rt(Z Qn. Fr. ii. 8.: " Id. Mails senatus frequens

divinus fuit in supplicatione Gabinio deneganda."

^ His cause was recommended to Gabinius by letters from Pompeius him-

self. Dion, xsxix. 56.
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When the exiled monarch repaired to Rome, and prayed the

senate to restoi'e him to the dignity which the declaration of

friendship and alliance on the part of the republic had sol-

emnly assured him, the Alexandrians sought to strengtlien

themselves against the impending danger,' They invited

Seleucus, a scion of the dynasty which had lately reigned in

Syria, to partake the throne and bed of their young queen.

But both the people and the sovereign seem to have been

soon dissatisfied with this alliance, and the unfortimate prince

was strangled by the orders of his consort. i\jiother compet-

itor for the precarious distinction was found hoAvever in the

person of Archelaus, the son, we are assured, of one of the

generals of Mithridates, but who pretended to be the offspring

of the great king himself, and aspired to wield the influence

of that formidable name. Gabinius, it seems, had captured

this man at an earlier period, and had purposely allowed him

to escape,^ in order to embroil the Egyptian court still more

with the government of Rome, and give a colour to the vio-

lence he meditated in direct opposition to the decree of the

senate.

Upon the arrival of the proconsul with his legions, bring-

ing Ptolemasus in his train, the Eg}-}3tians did not hesitate to

rise in arms for the defence of their sovereign and
. ^ T /> 1 • -r> • Gabinius re-

theu" own ireedom ot choice. l>ut resistance was stoics Ptoie-

fruitless. The Alexandrian populace, however vio- puts his d^ugh-

lent and reckless of their lives in tumults and se- ^"^A^u.egg!'

ditions, were not fit subjects for military discipline,

and formed a contemptible soldiery.^ Gabinius entered the city

' Caesar had asserted that the kingdom of Egypt had been bequeathed to

the Roman people by Alexander I. (see above, p. 105.). That sovereign had

left one daughter, Berenice, and two illegitimate sons, afterwards kings of

Egypt and Cyprus. The daughter died, and Auletes, the elder of the brothers,

experienced great difficulty in establishing his claim to the succession. The

jealousy of the senate saved him from the aggression meditated by Caesar,

and he spent 6000 talents in winning over the nobles whom he principally

feared. Suet. Jul. 54. ; Dion, xxx. 12. ; Plut. Cces. 48.

^ Dion (xxxix. 57.) mentions the fact of this connivance.

^ Comp. Dion's remarks on the character of the Alexandrians (xxxix. 58.),
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after one or two skirmishes, and effected the revolution to which

he had pledged himself. Ptolemaeus reascended his throne, and

his first act was to put his daughter to death, to gratify his

vengeance or ensure his safety, and the next, to massacre the

noblest and richest of her adherents, in order to amass the

enormous sura which he had promised as the price of his

restoration.'

A small portion only of this Egj^tian gold found its way
into the private coffers of Gabinius ; the greater part he was

Superstitious Compelled to expend in buying impunity for his

Roman popu^
violation of the law. He dared not even send an

^='°^- account of the transaction to his government,

much less advance any claim to public honours. But the pro-

consul's share in the restoration of the fugitive monarch was

too notorious to escape detection ; nor was this the only part

of his administration which demanded judicial inquiry. The

Syrians complained of the consequences of bis protracted ab-

sence from his province. They had been exposed to molesta-

tion from the brigands of the mountains and the desert ; the

publicani had been unable to collect the revenues ; and the

youthful Sisenna, the proconsul's son, whom he had left be-

hind as his representative, had proved himself wholly unequal

to the charge. There were not wanting personal enemies of

Gabinius to excite against him the wrath and superstition of

the Roman people. They wielded with fatal effect the terrors

of the Sibylline oracle. To awaken the fears of the multitude

was to sharpen their sense of his enormities.

As long as Pompeius and Crassus retained the consular

office they threw the shield of their influence over the pro-

and Ammian. Marcell. xxii. 11.: "In civitate quae suopte motu et ubi causae

non suppetimt, seditionibus crebris agitatur et turbulentis, ut oiaculorum

quoqiie loquitur fides
;
" where Valesius adduces other passages from the

ecclesiastical historians. Compare also Vopiscus in Saturn. Y. ; Dion Chrys.

Orat. xxxii.

' This sum is stated at ten thousand talents, above two millions of our

money. In such a matter we may readily suspect exaggeration. The cele-

brated wealth of Crassus, at the highest computation (Plin. H. N. xxxiii. 47.),

was not more than about eight thousand three hundred talents.
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consul. The one was his jiolitical as he had for- Gabinius is

merly been his military leader, and could not now hu province by

afford to dispense with his support ; the othei", it
^'"^ssus.

was said, was gained to his cause by a share in the spoils of his

government.' Gabinius was allowed to remain unmolested in

Syria ; but the approach of Crassus, as his successor in the

administration of that province, robbed him of this retreat,

and constrained him to prepare for meeting his enemies in

Rome. The intrigues of the triumvirs had prevented the

election of new consuls till the close of the year. It was not

till December that the perseverance of the nobles at last pre-

vailed. The comitia were held, and now Domitius obtained

the long-sought object of his ambition. ° But the triumph of

his friends was damped by the selection of Appius Claudius

as his colleague, which threatened to counteract the schemes

of aggression and revenge they secretly meditated. Appius

was the brother of P. Clodius, the infamous tribune. He
was closely connected with Pompeius by the marriage of his

daughter with a son of the triumvir ; and though he appears

to have been on this account regarded with more considera-

tion by Cicero, he was generally disliked and feared by the

senatorial party. His career was distinguished even in that

corrupt age by its unblushing venality. Though professing

to second the policy of Pompeius, he bearan his He is tiireat-

, 1 . , . . . 1 . ,, . , . ened with im-

consulship by joinmg his colleague in threatening peachment.

to impeach Gabinius ;
^ not so much from a wish to rlA'^al his

brother as a demagogue, as with the hope of extorting from

the proconsul, by way of bribe, a portion of the treasures, the

fame of which was already widely bruited.^ But Gabinius

' Dion, xxxix. 60.

^ L. Domitius Ahenobarbus and Appius Claudius Pulclier consuls, a. v.

YOO, B. c. 54.

' Such seems to be the meaning of the apparently corrupt passage. Dion,

xxxix. 60.

' Another instance of the cupidity of Appius appears in his proceedings

respecting Antiochus, king of Commagene. This district, on the right bank

of the Euphrates, formed a small dependent sovereignty. Antiochus, its

ruler, had received from Caesar, during his consulship, permission to wear the

VOL. I.—23
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easily divined his views, and found the proper means of soften-

ing his hostility. Though ejected from the place of honour

in Syria, he still continued to linger in the province, whence

he distributed bribes among his friends and enemies at Rome,

and opposed the demand of a triumph to the charge of mal-

administration susj^ended over him.' His conduct was first

brought indii'ectly in question in February, when the citizens

of Tyie complained before the senate of the ill treatment

they had suffered from the publicani of his province. On this

occasion Domitius eagerly displayed his ill-will to the late

proconsul, by admmistering a rebuke to the publicani for the

honours they had paid him upon his surrender of office. But

we may trace the effect of the Egyptian gold in the conduct

of Appius, who now stretched his authority to prevent the

assembling of the comitia, before which the tribunes had de-

termined to bring forward a dii'ect accusation.^ The affair

still Imgered until the arrival of the culprit himself, which he

had put off to the latest moment.

Notwithstanding the means which Gabinius had taken to

gain to his interests the principal men of the city, the recep-

Hc returns to tlou he encountered, upon his appearance in Sep-

pe°a'ched''o™a
tembcr bcforc the walls, was so cold and dis-

charge of ma- heartening that he did not venture to make a pub-
jestas, but ac- <^

_
^

quitted. \[q entry. For it was not only the faction of

the senate which had vowed his disgrace and ruin ; the tide

of popular feeling, worked upon through its superstitious ter-

rors, had set decisively against him. Accordingly, he slunk

within the gates privately and by night, and even then delayed

Roman toga, and was now petitioning the senate to confirm this honourable

distinction, which had been disregarded, perhaps, by the neighbouring pro-

consuls, Lentulus or Gabinius. Appius had received presents to induce him

to regard this suit with favour. Cicero attacked and ridiculed the pretensions

of the kingling, apparently from mere levity, for it could not have been part

of his deliberate policy to insult the obscurest of Caesar's clients. Appius did

every thing in his power to conciliate the orator, fearing that if the dependent

kings should be deterred from suing to the Roman statesmen, it would dry up

a most lucrative source of emolument. Cic. ad Qu. Fr. ii. 12.

' Cic. ad Qu. Fr. iii. 2. ^ Cic. ad Qu. Fr. ii. 13.
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for several days to render to the senate the official account of

his administration. By the memljcrs of his order he was

treated with haughtiness and harshness. Cicero attacked

hun with acrimony, and so provoked him, that he i-etorted

by taunting his assailant with the disgrace of his exile. But

matters had changed since Gabinius had left Eome. The

senate, instead of cowering under the blows directed against

its ancient champion, as in the triumphant days of the Clodian

tribunate, rose to a man in his defence, and crowded around

him, showering upon him expressions of applause and grati-

tude Avith all the enthusiasm of the period of his consulship.

The influence of Pompeius, indeed, was interposed to screen

Gabinius from its exasperation ; but more than one accusa-

tion was impending over him, and L. Lentulus Avas first ap-

pointed to bring him to trial on the charge of majestas. The

act of a military officer who made war without the express

order of the government was defined as treason against the

republic. In ordinary cases such an excess of zeal might meet

with no severe condemnation ; but the crime of Gabinius was

of an aggravated character, for he had assailed Egypt in

direct contravention of his orders. He defended himself on

the i^lea, that, notwithstanding the decree of the senate to

forbid the restoration of Ptolemseus, another resolution had

obtained the suifragcs of the tribes, by which it had been ex-

pressly enjoined.' Whether any hasty and irregular measures

of Clodius had given a colour of legitimacy to this line of

defence, or whether Gabinius relied upon a forgery, for the

falsification of such a public instrument was neither impos-

sible nor unexampled,* or whether, again, the plea rested

merely upon an audacious fiction, the senate refused to admit

it for a moment. But Cicero's opposition had already cooled

down, the judges had been successfully tampered witli, and,

in spite of the hostility professed at least by both of the con-

suls, and the imprecations of the multitude, the criminal was

' Cic. pro Rahir. Pout. 8.

* Cic. de Leg iii. 20. ; comp. Drumann, iii. 55. A flagrant instance of

the kind is mentioned in Cic. ad Att. iv. 18.
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acquitted upon the main charge, and the response of the Sibyl

was evasively interpreted to refer to circumstances altogether

diflferent. The acquiescence however of the people was not

so easily secured, and the occurrence of a violent inundation

of the Tiber' armed their superstition with new arguments

against the victim who had not yet escaped them.

A second charge was still isending against the proconsul

for corruption and extortion,^ but, triumphant upon the for-

Gabiniusisac- Hicr issue, he was not much concerned about the

tTon h "hifiov'. other. He felt how well his gold had served him

fended"bv*cic- among the venal and corrupt, while, strange to

demned aud ^^5^' ^^^® niost higli-mindcd of his enemies, Cicero,

banished. jj^d been induced by Pompeius to undertake his

defence. The triumvir himself, who had been absent from

the neighbourhood of the city during the first trial, engaged

to keep close at hand and redouble all his efibrts to save him.

But it was these very efforts, to all appearance, that lost him

his cause. It was intolerable to hear Cicero maintain, at the

beck of a veteran intriguer, the assertion of the Alexandrian

witnesses, that Gabinius had received no bribe from the king

of Egypt, when the fact was so notorious, that the same ora-

tor, in the very next cause that he pleads, admits it without

hesitation.^ Indeed, there can be no doubt that Cicero's char-

acter suffered severely on this occasion in the estimation of

his friends :
* his own account of the affair gives no plausible

excuse for this inconsistency. It was idle to boast of his

placability, when he admits that the reconciliation was effected

by the instances of the triumvir, whom it was evident he dared

not disoblige.^ His accepting from Pompeius a lieutenancy

' Cic. ad Qn. Fr. iii. 7. :
" Cadit in absolutionem Gabinii." Dion,

xxxix. 61.

The corruption consisted in his accepting a sum of money from Ptole-

mseus as the price of his restoration : besides this he was accused of having

extorted four millions of sesterces from the provincials. Dion, xxxix. 55.

^ Cic. pro Rabir. Pott. 12.

' Dion, xxxix. 63. : Siare Ka\ iK tovtov rb tov avToixShov eyK\r}ua iwl

ir\e76u oi av^TjOrjvai.

'"

Cic. pro Babh: Post. 12. : "Neque me vero poenitet, mortalcs inimici-

tias, sempiternas amicitias habere."
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in Spain almost at the same moment ' was both indecent and

indiscreet. Nor Avere the judges better pleased, perhaps, at

the officious interference of Caesar, from whom Cicero pro-

duced a letter strongly urging the acquittal of the accused.

To the surprise of both his friends and enemies, to the amaze-

ment probably of himself, the trial ended with the condemna-

tion of Gabinius, and he A\as compelled to retire into banish-

ment.^ His property was confiscated to the state, in liquida-

tion of the fine which the judges proportioned to the amount

of his acquisitions.^

Cicero's political allies felt themselves aggrieved by the

open defection from their views which his defence of Gabinius

manifested. It was evident, indeed, throughout cicero attaches

the course of this year, that he had abandoned all Iri^mlf,.'" and

hope of maintaining the gromid they had assumed
e^^naiuy^fo-

in opposition to the triumvirs, and that his aim, '"'^^''^^^ crassas.

if not confined to the conservation of his own personal inter-

ests, was directed to the infusion of more patriotic sentiments

into the breasts of those in Avhom all substantial power

seemed now to be lodged. He had stood forward in the

winter as the defender of Crassus, against an attempt on the

part of the nobles to obtain his recal, almost before he had

yet reached his province. Assuredly the sentiments he ex-

presses in a letter addressed to the proconsul of Svria upon

this occasion,^ if they Avere such as he publicly asserted at

the time, Avere calculated to surprise and disgust those who
had knoAATi the bitterness of the enmity recently subsisting

between them. He declared that his own good-AA'ill towards

the triumA'ir had been constant from the fii'st ; he was confident

that this sympathy had been reciprocal ; their mutual regard

had been made the sjjort of false and pernicious associates.

He repudiated the idea that his present defence of Crassus's

' This lieutenancy did not require his presence in the province, but pro-

vided him with an honourable retreat, together with the means of making a

fortune, in case he should ever feel it expedient to leave Rome for a time.

Cic. ad Div. vii. 5. ' Dion, xxxix. 63.

' Cic. pro Rabir. Post. 4. " Cic. ad Div. v. 8. (Febr. a. u. 700).
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character and conduct had been the effect of any new convic-

tion ; he had always watched his career with admiration, and

studied to promote the closest intimacy between them. This

was said, it must be remembered, in the face of their noto-

rious jealousies and repeated quarrels. Cicero himself had

been the first to insult Crassus, by giving all the glory of the

destruction of Spartacus to his rival ; he had deeply offended

him by allowing suspicion to rest upon him with regard to

his supposed participation in the councils of Catilina. On the

other hand, the machinations of Clodius against the orator's

dignity had been covertly encouraged by Crassus, no less than

by the other triumvirs ; and when we consider how little

there was in the character of the sordid usurer to attract or

dazzle the scholar and the sage, it is impossible to suppose

that Cicero was as sincere in his forgiveness of Crassus, as in

his reconciliation with Caesar, or even with Pompeius.

But the orator continued to act systematically upon the

policy he had laid down for himself in conciliating the trium-

Cicero defends virs in succcssion. He made use of his brother

Vaunius'^'t'he Quintus, who, wc havc seen, was now serving as

clsar'and°of ^ lieutenant to Caesar, and of his friend Trebatius,

Pompeius. -^Jjq -^y^s occupicd with civil employments in his

suite, to ingratiate himself with the proconsul of Gaul,' He
offered his services as a pleader to defend Messius, another

of Caesar's lieutenants, who left his general's camjD at the

summons of the senate to take his trial.^ Vatinius also, an ad-

herent both of Caesar and Pompeius, who throiagh their

united influence had obtained the prsetorship to the exclusion

of M. Cato, and was now exerting all the influence of the

tribunate in their behalf, found a defender in Cicero, when

accused of bribery by the senatorial party. The laboured

apology for his own conduct in this particular

hilVre°e°futne instaucc, Avhich the orator addresses to Lentulus
of conduct.

^^ Cilicia, reveals his consciousness of the deep

' Cic. ad Qn. Fr. ii. 13. 15., ad Div. vii. 6-8.

° Cic. ad Att. iv. 15. He was attacked by the anti-Caesarian party:

" Servilius edixit ut adesset." The charge is not specified.
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offence it had caused. Stung to the quick by the charges of

desertion Avhich his friends now cast upon liim, Cicero at last

turns indignantly upon them. Granted, he says, that Vatin-

ius is the jyrofligate and the traitor whom you describe /
granted that I have myself assailed him, publicly as such,

though more for the sake of exalting the virtues of Cato than

of denouncing the vices of his rival / yet it is not for you,

chiefs of the senate, to taunt me icith caressing a creature

xchom I despise, seeing lohat infamous wretches you have re-

peatedly recommended to my patronage, lohat encomiums you

have heaped upon them, ichat falsehoods you have put in my
mouth to grace my defence of them}

The authority of the nobles as a class had been completely

undermined, not only by the attacks of Caesar and the more

covert machinations of Pompeius, but also by the The power of

silent change of circumstances, and the transfer
c^as8°l'ove'*r^

*

of wealth and power into private hands. The emfnnous re-

violence which had been done to such a statesman s"»''ce8 of indi-

viduals in the

as Catulus, and the disrespect with which Bibulus, ^'^^'^''•

Lentulus, and others had been treated, had tended to accustom

the people to ridicule pretensions which had no solid foundation

in physical force. The troops of the republic all but avowed

that their obedience was given to their generals rather than

to the state, and the nobility dared not appeal to them for

the support of established institutions. They were compelled

to trust to the irregular levies of their more headstrong parti-

zans, such as Milo, thereby encouraging the increasing con-

tempt for law and order. They made a desperate effort to

maintain their influence by wholesale corruption. They
placed their reliance upon their immense patronage, on the

spoil of the provinces, the leasing of the revenues, the sale of

justice in the public tribunals. But the proconsuls, who had

originally been sent to the provinces to break their fall from

the highest office of the state, now returned, year by year,

from their governments with wealth too great for a private

' Cic. ad Div. (in a letter to P. Lentulus. Sept. a. r. 700), i. 9.
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station, with ambition Avhetted by conquest or plunder, and

with a retinue of followers enriched in their service, and de-

voted to their interest in defiance of patriotic or party ties.

Lastly, they tried direct bribery, in buying the suiFrages of

the popular assemblies, or of the judges in political trials
;

but m this field also they were met by the enormous resources

of private speculators, who outbid them in largesses, and still

more in promises. The unbridled licentiousness of private

citizens had still an advantage over the most imscrupulous

govermnent.

The proceedings of the consular candidates for the year

701 afforded an instance of this licentiousness beyond all for-

mer example. The struggle was carried on with-
CoiTupt pro- . . . Ill 1 1 j^ j> 1

ceedingB of the out mtcrmission through the latter halt ot the year
consular candi- .,. . .^ ^, , ,•
dates for the precedmg, the competitors themselves contrivmg
year ....

gygj.y possible means of delay, in the hope of

thwarting each other's interests or promoting their own. Pom-

peius beheld the postponement of the elections with ill-disguised

satisfaction, and secretly fomented the confusion.' The candi-

dates were four in number, Memmius, Domitius Calvinus,

^milius Scaurus and Valerius Messala. The first two formed

a coalition, and made an engagement with the actual consuls,

to procure for them, if elected, whatever provinces they de-

sired as the price of their influence. They had witnesses,

two of them consulars and three augurs, already suborned to

swear that they had been present, the former when the sen-

ate made the requisite decree, the latter when the same was

ratified by the act of the popular assembly.^ But Pompeius,

anxious to break up an alliance which threatened to carry

everything before it, found means to induce Memmius to dis-

close this infamous transaction, and, when he liad thus ruinous-

ly compromised his associates, to abandon his own views and

' Cic. ad Att. iv. 15.: " Pompeius fremit, queritur, Scauro studct ; sed

utrum fronte an mente dubitatur."

^ Cic. ad Att. iv. 15.: " Cum Memmio consules Doniitium conjuuxerunt

qua pactione epistolaj committere uon audeo" (comp. iv. 18.).
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adopt the policy of the triumvirs.' The senate, The Fonatc pro-

more mortified than aslianied, was compelled to ?hemtCtdaif

institute an inquiry into the affair. It adopted a

mode of procedure which Avas termed a Silent Judgment, the

nature of which was that the sentence was not to be pro-

nounced till after the election had taken place. But this

manoeuvre, by which the nobles hoped to save appearances, at

the same time that they secured the election which it was

their object to hasten, proved unsuccessful. Q. Sca?vola, one

of the tribunes, acting not in the interests of Pompeius, but

with the approbation, according to Cicero, of the best and

most upright men of the day,'' had no faith in the justice

either of the senatorial decision or of the tribunals before

which all the candidates were now cited by several prosecu-

tors' to ansAver for their notorious bribery. The prerogative

century, which gave the first vote at the election, and the ex-

ample of which, it seems, might be relied upon to carry with

it the voices of the rest,^ had been bought, it was said, at the

price of ten millions of sesterces. In order to meet this enor-

mous profusion, the candidates borrowed of the capitalists in

the most reckless manner. The interest which money fetched,

on so unprecedented a demand, rose at once from four per

cent, a rate sufliciently exorbitant, to eight per cent per month.

Scsevola interposed to prevent any assembly of
^ ^ . r. ^ 11 The elections

the comitia for the election oi consuls, and the are stoi ped by
. , . . /? !_• J?

the interven-

year passed without the appointment oi any chiet tion of airi-

magistrates for that which was to follow.

^ He expected that Pompeius, as dictator, would give him the consulship

through the lecommendation of Caesar. Cic. ad Qu. Fr. iii. 2., ad Alt. iv. 18.

^ Cic. ad Qu. Fr. iii. 3. :
" Comitiorum quotidie siuguli dies tolluntur ob-

nuntiationibus, magna voluntate bonorum."
^ Cic. ad Qu. Fr. iii. 2. :

" De ambitu postulati sunt omnes qui consulatum

petunt." Comp. ad Qu. Fr. ii. 15. 16., ad Att. iv. 15.

' The prerogative century was chosen by lot from the hundred and ninety-

three which constituted the whole number, to give its decision first. The

peculiar influence which it exercised over the rest is referred to by Cicero

{pro Plane. 20.): "Centuria praerogativa tantum habet auctoritatis, ut nemo

unquam prior earn tulerit quin renuntiatus sit." I am quite unable to explain

this startlius; assertion.
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Nothing could be more fa^'ourable to the views of Pom-

peius, according to all human calculation, than the paralysis

which was thus gradually stealing over the vital
Denth of Julia „ ,

°
. . ^^

in til • summer powers of the constitution. borne great measure
of the year 700. „ „ n-T.i,i • -i

of state reform seemed evidently to be required,

and the circumstances of the time, no less than the well-kno"s\Ti

practice of the commonwealth, pointed to the selection of a

single personage, the foremost in the state, a man of approved

judgment and courage, a man of acknowledged popularity, to

whom so responsible a charge should be freely confided. But

while the progress of events, as far as they were susceptible

of being directed or moulded by dexterity and cunning, was

thus quietly advancing the cherished views of the triumvir,

other incidents beyond his control were preparing the way
for new combinations, never yet forecast in his counsels, and

fatal to all his calculations. It was in the year 699, as has

been already mentioned, that a sudden alarm gave a shock to

his wife Julia, which brought on premature labour, and broke

the strength of her constitution. In the summer of the year

700 * she died in childbed, nor did the infant survive to per-

petuate the union of the Pompeian and Julian houses." The

Romans long turned Avith fond regret to the memory of one

who might have mediated between the father and his son-in-

law, and assuaged the personal rivalry which overthrew their

national liberties. Their sorrow, brooding over its object

^ The date may be fixed approximately from a passage in Cic. ad Qu. Fr.

iii. 1. 5. He received a letter from Caesar in Britain on the xi. Kal. Oct., in

which allusion was made to the death of his daughter. Now xi. Kal. Oct. =
Sept. 20, A. u. '700 of the unreformed calendar = Aug. 25, b. c. 54. A letter

might travel, it appears, between Britain and Rome in 20 days. Accordingly,

Julia must have died at least 40 days before Caesar's letter above mentioned

could reach Cicero, that is, not later than Aug. 9, a. c. 700, or July 16, b. c.

54. Plutarch is evidently wrong in saying that the news reached Cassar im-

mediately upon his I'eturn, KaraKa/xfidvei ypd/jL/xara jLLeWoura Siair\e7u irphs

avT6v {Cms. 23.): but it is on his authority, I conceive, that Fischer states

that Julia died in September {Rom. Zeitt.). It may be well to remind the

reader that in the unreformed calendar August (Sextilis) had 29 days, and

September a like number.
= Plut. Cms. 23., Pomp. 53. ; Val. Max. Iv. 6. 4. Liv. Epit. cvi.
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and playing with its own moody fancies, remembered the

ancient legend of the Sabine women, who saved the state by
rushing between the armed ranks of their fathers and their

husbands.' It is natural and becoming for parents to ac-

quiesce in the wishes of their children, and yield Avith the

dignity of age to the more passionate decisions of youth.

But in the present case all such feelings were reversed. . The

father was the yoimger in years, and inferior in position ; the

passion and spirit of movement were his : the husband could

j-ield the more easily and the more gracefully of the two.

The only result we can contemi)late from the prolonged ex-

istence and fruit fulness of this ill-fated union is that Pom-
peius would have gradually succumbed under Casar's in-

fluence, instead of throwing himself repentantly, when once

released from the rash connexion, into the arms of the aris-

tocracy he had outraged. As it was, the imion of Pompeius

with Julia may fm-nish us with more pleasing ideas of his

character than we obtain from the observation of other parts

of his career. The ferocity of his earlier years, however

much it was tempered by the prosperity of his middle age,

would hardly allow us to suppose him so amiable in domestic

life as appears in the accoimt we have received of his inter-

coui'se with Julia. Though celebrated for her beauty as well

as her accomplishments, and younger than her husband by

twenty-three years, she devoted herself to him with rare

affection, while his attachment to her was engrossing even

to weakness. Such an instance of conjugal fidelity was rare,

and might deserve to be commemorated by unusual distinc-

tions. But it afforded the citizens an opportunity for display-

ing their devotion to Ciesar ; and it was perhaps with no

other view that they forbade the remains of Julia to rest in

• Veil. ii. 47. :
" Concordice pignus .Julia." Lucan, i. 114.

:

" Quod si tibi fata dedissent

Majores in luce moras, tu sola furentem

Inde vivum poteras, atque Line retinere parentem
;

Armatasque manus excusso junsere ferro,

Ut generos soceris mediae junxere Sabinae.''
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the mausoleum of her Alban villa, and insisted upon honour-

ing them with public obsequies in the Field of Mars."

' Plut. Pomp. 53. The consul Domitius attempted to prevent this pre-

tended tribute of regard to the deceased, which he evidently considered was

meant to reflect honour upon her father ; but the people were not to be con-

trolled even by the interdict of the tribunes. Dion, xxxix. 64.
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CHAPTER X.

CiESAR's FOrRTH CAMPAIGN, A. U. 699. TXVASION OF BELGIUM BY GERMAN

TRIBES. CESAR DRIVES THEM BEYOND THE RHINE. CROSSES THAT RIVER,

AND CHASTISES THE SICAMBRI. HE INVADES BRITAIN. CESAR's FIFTH

CAMPAIGN, A. U. 700.—HE INVADES BRITAIN A SECOND TIME WITH

LARGER FORCES. CROSSES THE THAMES, AND DEFEATS CASSIVELLAUNUS.

RECEIVES HOSTAGES AND TRIBUTE, AND RETIRES. REVOLT OF THE

GAULS. DESTRUCTION OF TWO LEGIONS IN BELGIUM. COURAGEOUS RE-

SISTANCE OF Q. CICERO.

—

Cesar's sixth campaign, a. u. 701.

—

he

MAKES AN incursion BEYOND THE RHINE. DESTRUCTION OF THE EBC-

RONES.—DEFENCE OF ADUATUCA.—PACIFICATION OF BELGIUM.

THE Gauls lay prostrate at Caesar's feet ; the flower of

almost every people had fallen in the vain attempt to

maintain its liberty ; the national assemblies were gt^te orG.iui

terrified by the frightful punishments Avhich the menccmont of

conqueror had inflicted upon them, and their tte year 699.

counsels were guided or distracted by Roman agents estab-

lished throughout their cities.' Moreover, the mutual enmi-

ties of their tribes prevented much intercourse and discussion

among them, and the four great divisions into which the

country was split, the Belgian, the Aquitanian, and those of

which the vEdui and the Veneti respectively took the lead,

maintained little sympathy with one another. But it is not

to be supposed that any of them were content with their

position or satisfied with their new masters. No one Avas

more fully aware of the holloA\Tiess of tlieir submission than

Caesar himself. They Avere anxiously watching an opportunity

for shaking off" the yoke ; but instead of entering frankly into

' Cses. B. G. vii. 5.
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a national confederation for tlieir common object, they were

waiting, each in sullen silence, for the chances that might oc-

cur in their favour.

Meanwhile, the Menapii had little time to exult in the

withdrawal of the Roman legions. A new enemy suddenly

assailed them from an opposite quarter. The
Movement of r •

the Usipetes Usipctcs and Tenctheri were two German tribes
and Tenctheri. . i , i ,.1 t-.i • i

situated on the lower course 01 the Khme, to the

north and south of the Lippe resj)ectively.' For some time

past they had been hard jDressed by the Suevi, wlio, as we
have seen, were at this time pursuing a victorious career, in

which they had extended their dominions from the Hercynian

forest to the frontier of Gaul,^ and had only been checked

within that territory by the invincible prowess of the Roman
armies under their distinguished commander. Confined in

that direction, they now turned northward, and the tribes

above mentioned were soon reduced to the last extremity of

barbarian races, that of migrating in a body, and occuppng

new settlements by force of arms.' Accordingly, they fell

upon the Menapii beyond the Rhine in a mass estimated at

four hundred and thirty thousand souls. The Mena]Mi fled

precipitately from their seats on the right bank of that I'iver,

and sought refuge with their kinsmen established on the

Gaulish side. Thus united, the whole tribe presented a bolder

front to the invaders, and defended the passage of the broad

and rapid stream wdth energy and success. The Suevi had

next recourse to stratagem. They retired to a distance, en-

ticed the fugitives to recross the ri^er, in order to return to

their former homes ; then, suddenly Avheeling round, they

attacked and slaughtered them, and effected their jDassage in

^ Mceb. in Cces. iv. 1. ; Mannert, iii. 153. ; Zeuss, 90.

^ The seats of the Suevi in the time of Caesar lay principally in the interior

of Germany, to the east of the Sicambri and Ubii, bordering on the Hercynian

forest, which separated them from the Cherusci. (Caes. £. G. vi. 10.) They

are sometimes represented as a single tribe, sometimes as a collection of tribes.

(Tac. Ger})i. 38.) The Chatti and Hermunduri of Tacitus seem to share their

territory at a later period.

= Caes. B. G. iv. 4. ; Dion, xxxix. 41, 48. ; Oros. vi. 20. 21.
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the same barks in Aviiicli the others had just arrived. The
Germans were once more established on the left bank of the

Rhine. At any other time, almost the whole of Gaul from

the north to the south might have been roused to meet and

repulse its hereditary enemies. Even the ancient kinsmen of

the invaders in Belgium might have leaped forth to defend

their adopted country. But at that moment far different

views occupied the minds of the Gaulish people. On the one

hand, those who crouched the most supinely under the Ro-

man yoke began already to entertain without abhorrence the

fatal reasoning that the Romans, being now masters of the

country, were responsible for its defence. On the other, a

still greater number were indifferent to an invasion which

could have no worse consequence to Gaul than that of giving

it a change of rulers. But still there were not a few who
hojDed that the impending contest might weaken both the

rival powers, and thus offer an opportunity of eventual tri-

lunph to the national cause. Such were the secret hopes of

many who now flocked to Csesar's standard, and filled his

camp with brave but faithless auxiliaries.

The proconsul left Lucca in all haste, before his usual time

of departure, when he learnt from his legates the state of

affairs,' and that some Gaulish tribes had even in- ctcsai- meets

vited the mvader into belgium, and ottered to tribes.

receive them as friends and deliverers. It was still mid-

winter when he crossed the difficult j)asses of the Alps, con-

vened a general assembly of the states, and, dissembling his

acquaintance with their sentiments or acts, laid before them

the position of their country as a matter of national concern.

They decreed him all the supplies and reinforcements he de-

manded, and with his new recruits he marched straight to the

point at which the Usipotes and Tenctheri were assembled.

They had crossed the Rhine, and were now spreading them-

selves along the valley of the Meuse, penetrating far to the

south of the Menapian territories into those of their German

' Ctcs. B. G. iv. 6.
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kinsmen, the Eburones and Condriisi.' The success with

whicli their enterprize had thus far been crowned raised their

spirits and imparted to their language a vainglorious tone

little in accordance with their condition as a defeated and fugi-

tive horde. They sent deputies to the Roman general, oftering

him his choice of peace or war. It was the custom, they said,

of their nation never to decline the combat with an enemy

who challenged them : however, they had gained their imme-

diate object ; they had found the settlements they sought

;

with the Romans they had no quarrel ; they were content to

remain upon the soil they had seized ; all they claimed was

the right to do so unmolested. They proclaimed aloud the

valour by which these acquisitions had been so rapidly made,

and ended by declaring that they yielded in strength and

bravery to no nation under the sun, excepting only the Suevi,

whom the gods themselves could not withstand.'' Coesar re-

plied, as was his wont, by claiming it as the province and duty

of a Roman proconsul to protect the Gauls against all exter-

nal enemies. He would hold no intercourse or discussion

with any foreign nation while it occupied an inch of Gallic

soil. With what face could they, who were unable to main-

tain their own possessions, presume to assert a right to those

of others ? He condescended to point out to them that at

this moment the Ubii, anotlier Rhenish tribe, were in want

of allies to defend them against the encroachments of the

Suevi ; a lateral movement would bring them to the spot in a

few days or hours ; he would not oppose their recrossing the

river peaceably, and establishing themselves in that district as

a garrison against the advance of their common enemies. He
further promised to obtain the consent of the Ubii to this

arrangement.

The first object of Caesar's policy at this moment was to

convince the Gauls that they were perfectly secure from for-

Csesar confers cigu iuvasion Under the powerful protection of

mlin inv^aders. Romc. To effcct this it was ucccssary to assume

' These people dwelt on the northern borders of the modern duchy of

Luxemburg. '^

Caes. B. G. iv. 7.
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a tone of the loftiest defiance towards the Germans, and

to be fully prepared to act in accordance with it. But he

had before him a formidable enemy ; the desperate valour

of barbarian armies had too often broken the legions to

allow a prudent general to risk a mortal combat Asdth them

without absolute necessity, and the Germans were still re-

garded by the Roman soldier with more than usual appre-

hension. It was far wiser to consolidate the forces of the

opponents of the Suevi beyond the Rhine, than ultimately to

aid the views of that encroaching power by desolating and de-

populating the frontiers. The moderation which Caesar dis-

played, supported as it was by his known character for un-

compromising resolution, cooled the fervid audacity of the

German orators. They agreed to lay his j^roposals before the

council of their tribe, and contented themselves with requiring

that he, on his part, should suspend his advance for three

days, until an answer could be returned. But Cuesar sternly

refused even this short respite. He knew that a part of the

enemy's cavalry had been detached to make a foray in the

country of the Ambivariti, and was resolved to allow no time

for their return, if the matter should come to blows.' He

continued his march, and arrived within twelve miles of the

barbarian quarters, when the deputies hastily returned, in vain

entreated him to halt, and could only obtain from him a prom-

ise that he would restrain his cavalry, already in advance,

from commencing hostilities on that day. The deputies

pressed for a truce for three days, that a commimication might

be made to the Ubii ; but this request he regarded as an

evasion. Four miles further on he expected to find water,

and there he had determined to pitch his camp, and no re-

monstrances could induce him to swerve from this resolution.

Finally, he required a more numerous deputation of the Ger-

man chieftains to meet him on the morrow at that spot. At

the same time he sent orders to the ofiicers in command of

his cavalry to abstain from hostilities, and, even if attacked,

to make no reprisals until he should come up with them.

' Cje3. B. G. iv. 9.

VOL. I.—24
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According to Caesar's narrative of these transactions, it

would appear that the German cavahy posted in advance of

Great battle be- their cainp, as soon as they perceived the Roman

tnanTand Ger- squadrons approaching, charged them without re-

mans -total ward to the truce which had been thus concluded.'
rout ol tne iat- o
ter- The number of the Germans he states at eight

hundred, the rest of their horse being absent foraging. That

of the Romans, or rather of the Gaulish auxiliaries, amounted

to five thousand. Relying on the faith of the treaty, they

were totally unj^repared for the onset, and easily thrown into

confusion even by a handful of assailants. Defending them-

selves feebly and partially they suffered a loss of seventy-four

men, and were routed and pursued as far as the head of the

advancing columns of the main army. Caesar, affecting just

indignation at this flagrant infrmgement of the truce, deter-

mined to take signal vengeance on its pei*petrators. He
would no longer consent to an instant's delay, which he was

now convinced was only held oat as a lure to entrap him.

He was aAvare, moreover, how injurious an effect the report

of this check, however slight, would have upon his Gaulish

auxiliaries and upon the nations in his rear. Betrayed

himself, he scrupled not, for the safety of his army and the

province, to requite the barbarians with treachery deeper and

more destructive than their own. Accordingly, when, the

next morning, the German deputation, consisting of a large

niunber of their chieftains, met him with protestations of re-

gret for the occurrence of the day before, and with disclaim-

ers of their error or their guilt, he threw them at once into

irons, and gave orders for immediate advance against the ene-

my, unprepared for combat and deprived of their command-

ers. The Germans, thus taken by surprise, had not time even

to form their rude array. They could only protract an ineffec-

tual resistance by railing about their waggons. They sent

off their women and children in all haste, in the hope that

they at least might escape the fury of an enemy whom they

despaired of overcoming. But Caesar, percei\'ing this move-

' Cffis. B. G. iv. 12.
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ment, ordered his cavalry to pursue and attack the unarmed
fugitives, and as there were but few German horse to oppose

them, his directions were carried into effect with ease and

with ruthless ferocity. At the sight of this carnage the bar-

barians lost all heart, broke their ranks, and betook them-

selves to flight. Their rear being occupied by the Roman
cavalry, it would seem that they must have escaped from the

field on their left flank, on which side the Rhine lay, appa-

rently at no great distance. Their flight was arrested by that

deep and rapid stream at the point of its confluence with

another, the Meuse, according to Caesai''s text, but more

probably the Moselle.' Here a rally took place, but only for

an instant ; in another moment the multitude plunged head-

long into the waters, and were swept away by the wintry

flood. The Romans had only a few men wounded, not one

was killed. The great mass of the Germans, not less prob-

ably than one hundred and eighty thousand in number, per-

ished, we are assured, altogether. To the captive deputation

the conqueror behaved with contemptuous clemency. He
granted them leave to depart ; but they dreaded the enmity

of the Gauls, whom they had injured and insulted, and pre-

fei'red remaining in the Roman camp.

Caesar sent the news of this signal triumph to Rome, and

the senate, after reading his despatch, decreed with acclamation

' There is great difficulty in fi.xing the site of this battle. Caesar's text

undoubtedly speaks of the confluence of the Rhine and Meuse (Mosa); but

the Germans, it will be remembered, only required three days to send a mes-

sage to the Ubii (on the right bank of the Rhine, between Cologne and

Coblenz), and receive their deliberate answer, which is quite inconsistent

with such an explanation. They had penetrated at least to the frontiers of

the Treviri, according to Caesar and Dion (xxxix. 47.), and there is no reason

to suppose that they made any retreat before the advance of the Romans.

Cluverius thought that we should read Mosella for Mosa ; and, notwithstand-

ing Mannert's criticism, I am disposed to believe either that our text is in

fault, or that the author of the Commentaries committed a slip of memory.

Mannert allows that the junction of the Meuse and Wahal took place at the

same spot formerly as it does now, only eighty miles from tlie sea (11. i. 192.).

The country in that neighbourhood was at this time quite inaccessible to the

Romans.
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Treachery im- ^ supplicatio, Or national thanksgiving to the gods.

Pr,"^h*^
'°

'^f^^^ Cato rose indisrnantly to deprecate the bestowal
in ine soiiale. o ^ i

Cato proposes of such lionoiu'S on an occasion so unworthy. He
that he should •'

be delivered to denounced the conduct of Caesar as perfidious and
the enemy.

.
-^

.

degrading to the Roman name. He described his

treatment of the Germans as a violation of the pledged faith

of the rejiublic, and proposed rather a national humiliation to

avert the wrath of heaven, and to prove to the barbarians

that the Romans disowned treachery in their generals even

when successful. He declared that Csesar ought to be given

up to the Gemians in expiation of the national crime. Exam-
ples of such a course were not altogether wanting. At least

two instances of the kind could be mentioned : the one when
Q. Fabius and Cn. Apronius were delivered over to the Apol-

loniatae for having slain their ambassadors ;
* the other, when

L. Minucius and L. Manlius were surrendered to the Cartha-

ginians in atonement for a similar crime.^ But however it

might have been in the sterner days of the republic, it was

neither to the public virtue of the senate nor to its religious

feelings that such an appeal could at this period be seriously

addressed. A few of the proconsul's personal enemies, who
had all Cato's bitterness without his singleness of purpose,

might applaud and stimulate his frantic violence ; but a rea-

sonable view of the transaction might combine ^vith a sense

of general or private interest to prevent the great majority

of the assembly from yielding acquiescence to his extravagant

demands.

A fair consideration of the real facts of the case could

not certainly be expected from statesmen so blinded by po-

Credibiiity of litical animosity.^ At all events, as regards the
Caesar's own . i i -i. n /~i i /• i
account. mternal probability oi Cresar s account ot the

transaction, by which the first infraction of the treaty is im-

' Liv. Fpit. XV. ; Dion, Excerpt. Vales. 43. ; Val. Max. vi. 6. 5.

° Liv. xxxviii. 42. ; Val. Max. vi. 6. 3. ; comp. Cic. pro Ccec. 34. :
" Ut

religione solvatur civltas civis Romaaus traditur."

^ The story is alluded to by Suetonius {Jicl. 25.), and more distinctly men-
tioned by Plutarch {Cces. 22.).
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puted to the Germans, there seems no reason to dispute it on

the ground that their number was so much the smaller. The
cavaky opposed to them was Gaulish, and its indisposition to

the cause in which it was engaged might be presumed upon.

It was also unprepared on the faith of the treaty. The event

proved that the calculation of the Germans was not incorrect.

The larger squadron retreated in confusion before the lesser.

Such could not have been the case had the Gallo-Romans been

the first to attack with such superior force. The charge

therefore of deliberate perfidy on Caesar's part seems to be

groundless. That he was well pleased to make use of his

enemies' crime, which a slight explanation might have suffi-

ciently atoned for, cannot be denied. He might fairly have

exacted harder terms in consideration of it ; but his time was

precious and his situation precarious. He allowed himself an

extreme measure of retaliation ; and if he reaped the advan-

tage, he certainly lost all the glory of the engagement which

followed.

Various migratory hordes had crossed the Rhine before

the Usipetes and Tenctheri, and whether they had established

themselves on the Gallic soil, or had perished in q^^^j. proposes

their M^anderings, faint and vague had been the
eu"Jio'n'into°

rumours of their fate which had reached the ears G*^™any,

of those they had left behind. But Caesar was determined

that the German people should know what had become of

this last swarm of invaders, how the two tribes had fallen in

one great day of slaughter, and who were the fatal enemies

who had thus cut short their career. His authority in Gaid

depended in no slight degree upon his checking the roving

spirit of the free men beyond the Rhine, and convincing the

discontented within that boundary that the arm of the repub-

lic was long enough to reach their most distant auxiliaries.

The pretext which he puts forward himself for his incursion

into Germany, that of pursuing the wretched remnant of the

Usipetes, the cavalry which had been absent from the battle,

seems hardly worthy of consideration. Nor is it much more

to the purpose that the Ubii are said to have solicited his
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assistance against the Suevi. It Avas the business of a Roman
proconsul always to put forth a legitimate pretext for an act

of aggression ; but the real motive was often kept in the back-

ground, and doubtless Caesar on the present occasion had fur-

ther and deeper views, when he resolved to cross the frontier

and show liimself in all the majesty of Roman military array

to the i^roud warriors before whom the tribes of the Rhine

were trembling.'

He first required the Sicambri to deliver up the fugitives

who had just eluded his grasp. They replied with firmness

His short cam- that as he denied the right of the Germans to in-

?he^Rh'ino°" terferc in the affairs of Gaul, they for their part

were prepared to dispute his authority over a people of their

own nation. This was a sufficient pretext for taking um-

brage, and Caesar gave orders to effect the passage of the

river. He chose a spot near the present town of Neuwied,''

a few miles below Coblenz, where the banks of the river pre-

sent a space of level ground on both sides, and there he built

a bridge, partly for greater security, partly perhaps to impress

the natives with a higher sense of the dignity and power of

the republic. The stream was broad and rapid, and the engi-

neers applied all their skill and ingenuity, under his special

directions, to construct a solid edifice. The work was com-

pleted m the short space of ten days.^ But after all this la-

' Cccs. B. G. iv. 16.

^ This was the spot where Augustus afterwards constructed a stone bridge,

the foundations of which are said to be still visible. It corresponds with the

situation of the Ubii. Supposing the recent battle to have taken place near

the confluence of the Rhine and Moselle, we might expect Caesar to follow up

his victory by crossing the river in the immediate neighbourhood. For these

reasons I have preferred the locality mentioned in the text. Some indeed

have supposed from the statement of Floras (iii. 18.) that he crossed the

Moselle as well as the Rhine in his first expedition against the Germans, that

his first passage of the latter river was in the neighbourhood of Bingen. But

this will not correspond with the position of the Ubii or Sicambri, which cer-

tainly lay more to the north. It is more likely that Floi-us imagined him to

have crossed the Moselle from the right bank. See Mannert, ii. i. 256.

' CiKS. B, G. iv. n. ; Plut. 6W. 22. The author of the Pricis des

Gtterres de Cesar, p. 61., compares this bridge with that which Bertrand threw
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hour, Caesar made no further use of it than to transport his

army over and back again, after he had spent a few Aveeks in

ravaging the country of the Sicambri, and sliowing hhnself as

a friend and ally to the Ubii. The Suevi, indeed, collected in

large numbers, and prepared for battle. The proconsul, how-

ever, was satisfied with the demonstration he had made, and

took no measures to bring on an engagement. Wlien he

again reached the left bank he broke down his bridge, and

hastened away to engage in another enterprize of a similar

nature, and probably Avith similar political vicAVS.' This was

no other than the famous invasion of Britain, an enterprize to

which Ave OAve our first introduction into the history of Eu-

rope and of the Avorld.

The campaigns of Caesar in Belgium could not fail to

make him acquainted Avith the existence and character of the

inhabitants of the great island which lay Avithin
., \ •Tin I'lT Caesar inquires
Sight of its coasts. It was indeed irom their allies into theciiarao-

^1 . ^ ,1 , 1 • • 1 1 T
'*'! and condi-

on the opposite shore that his enemies had draAvn tionofUie

no inconsiderable resources. Questioned as to the

relations subsisting between themselves and the natives of

Britain, they asserted that many of their oAvn race had emi-

grated from Gaul during the preceding century, and established

themselves beyond the AA^hite clifis just visible in the hori-

zon. They spoke of a population belieA'ed by them to be

aboriginal, upon whom they had intruded themselves, and in

whose seats they had gradually fixed their abodes.^ This

primitiA^e people they described as peculiarly rude and bar-

across the Danube near Vienna for Napoleon in 1809. He shows the great

superiority of the modern engineers, both as regards the difficulty of the

undertaking, and the speed with which it was completed. Napoleon's bridge

required ten times the amount of labour, and was finished in only twice the

number of days. This author supposes Caesar to have crossed at Cologne.

Among his motives for this expedition may be reckoned the advantage of

keeping his army in training and occupation. The building of the bridge

may have been undertaken as an exercise in engineering, and a wholesome

employment.

' Caesar was the first Roman who crossed the Rhine. Suet. Jul. 25.

;

Dion, xxxix. 50. ^ Caes. B. G. v. 12.
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barous in their social habits.^ They were almost destitute of

clothing, and took a grotesque pleasure in painting or tattoo-

ing their bodies with blue woad.^ They admitted a regulated

community of women,' They lived almost entirely on milk

and flesh, the toil or skill required even for fishing was dis-

tasteful to them ;
* and dwelling apart, or congregating in a

few hovels, with a wooden stockade round them, and screen-

ed by forests, mountains, or morasses, they possessed nothing

which could deserve the name of a city/ It was in the interior

or north of the country aj)parently that the rudest tribes used

the scythed chariot in war. Caesar, who never penetrated very

far from the coast, does not seem to have met with it. We may
conclude that the earliest known inhabitants of the island w^ere

akin to the Gaelic division of the Celtic family, and that its

possession was disputed witli them from a very remote pe-

riod by the subsequent intrusion of the Kymry.'^ The latter

brought with them, besides the language and the pliysiological

characteristics which still remain so strongly marked in a part

of the island, the Druidical religion, which has already been

described. It was perhaps the fixed and exclusive qualities

belonging to an insular institution which gave the British

Druidism so great an ascendency among the Gaulish tribes,

» Cffis. B. G. V. 14.

^ Caesar says, ''Omnes se Britanni ritro inficiunt." If this is meant to ex-

tend to the Belgian tribes in Britain, we must suppose the custom to have

been partially adopted by them in imitation of their ruder neighbours. Solinus

says, " Regionem partim tenent barbari quibus per artifices plagarum figuras

jam inde a pueris variae animalium effigies incorporantur " (c. 25.).

' A contemporary Welsh scholar, Archdeacon Williams, conjectures that

this statement may have arisen from a misconception of the provision of the

British law of inheritance, by which a patrimony was divided equally among
the sons, and after the death of the last survivor redistributed equally among

the descendants in the second generation. See his interesting essay on
" Claudia and Pudens," p. 33. But I cannot trace any point of similarity

between Caesar's statement, however erroneous it may be, and the law or

custom here described.

* Dion, Ixxvi. 12. A fatal characteristic of their Gaelic descendants even

at this day.

' Cffis. ^. (7. V. 21.; Strab. iv.

° See Thierry, Gaulois, Introd. p. xci.
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and caused them to regard it as the purest expression of their

mystic theology. The Belgians, avIio were the Litest settlers

on the British shore, seem to have been easily reclaimed from

the wild habits of their forest life by the civilizing influences

of the coast and a navigable rivei*. Caesar remarks that the

inhabitants of the corner nearest to Gaul were the farthest ad-

vanced in social cultivation, and the extraordinary rapidity

with which the eastern ports sprang into commercial celeb-

rity discovers a natural aptitude in the race which their sub-

sequent history has so fully confirmed.

A close connexion Avas maintained between the Belgian

tribes located in the island and the kinsmen whom they had

left behind.' Some of the kings of the continen- Their proxim-

tal states still claimed a kind of sovereignty over gt^rous^io ii?e*°'

the emigrants beyond the sea. Caesar complained
Komaii^con-'^*'

that his enemies in Gaul had frequently received *i"®*'-

succour from an invisible arm stretched forth to them from

these remote colonies. The example of freedom and this ex-

pression of sympathy Avere, at all events, dangerous to the

tranquillity of his new conquests. It seemed a measure of

political importance to strike a blow at a people who might

be supposed to plume themselves on their insular security, and

to carry, at least, the terror of the Roman arms across the

barrier Avhich Nature herself had raised against them. A
century earlier a proconsular army had turned back with rev-

erence or dismay from the shores of the Atlantic. They had

reached, it was surmised, the verge of the habitable world,

and profanely approached the frontiers of night and oblivion.

But Caesar's legions and Caesar himself were alike inaccessible

to such feelings ; the general sought an arena for martial exer-

cises, the soldier dreamed of hoarded gold and jewels ; and

if the temper of either admitted of finer sensibilities, the bil-

' Caesar informs us that several of the British states derived their name

and origin from Gaulish, especially the Belgian tribes {B. G. v. 12.). Ptolemy

mentions the names of the Parish, Atrebates, Belgae, Menapii. The Parisii

were Belgian, in Strabo's extended signification of the term, but not in

Caesar's.
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lows of the western ocean might inspire him with ambition

rather than with awe.'

After recrossing the Rhine, the proconsul fixed his quar-

ters on the coast of the Morini ; for it was only in the re-

Cffisar prepares motcr districts that this tribe could maintain its
to invade Brit- . i i i , . , . .

ain. mdej^endence, and the mere riunour ol his m-

tended invasion of the island raised among them such a notion

of his boldness and power, that they hastened, for the most

part, at once to make a Aoluntary submission.^ The Roman
general was well pleased to receiAC them into favour, and

obtain from them the assistance and information he needed.

He spent some weeks in collecting his naval armaments, de-

spatched an officer named Volusenus to explore the opposite

coast, and commissioned Commius, a chieftain on whom he

had conferred the sovereignty of the Atrebates, to repair to

his friends and kinsmen in the island, and represent to them

in proper colours the magnitude of the Roman power, and

the advantages of alliance or submission. The rumour of his

preparations had already alarmed the Belgians in the south

of Britain, and various embassies from them reached his

camp, with the offer of hostages for their good-will and

fidelity.

The season had already advanced too far to allow the

Roman general to contemplate the conquest of any part of

He crosses the ^^^ island in this campaign, if indeed he enter-
straits ofDover, tained any such ulterior view. His object was to

obtain a personal acquaintance Avith the country, its chiefs

and people, to thrust himself in some way into their affairs,

' "Decimus Brutus aliquanto latius Celticos Lusitanosque et omnes Gal-

laecia9 populos, formidatumque militibus flumeu Oblivionis (comp. Liv. Epit.

Iv.); peragratoque victor Oeeani litore, non prius signa convertit, quam caden-

tem in maria solem, obrutumque aquis ignem non sine quodam sacrilegii

metu et horrore deprehendit." Florus, ii. 17. The Romans ridiculed Caesar's

vanity in dignifying the sliallow straits Avith the name of the Ocean. Lucan,

ii. 5T1.
" Oceanumque vocans incerti stagna profundi

Territa qujesitis ostendit terga Britannis."

= Caes. B. G. iv. 21, 22.
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and establish such relations with thera as might afford a con-

venient pretext for further interference at a future time.

For his immediate designs it seemed sufficient to collect a

force of two legions and a few hundred cavalry. The former

were destined to embark in eighty transports at Portus Itius,'

the latter at a spot eiglit miles further to the east. The em-

barkation of both divisions was to take place simultaneously,

on the morning of the 26th of August, soon after midnight,

during the third watch. This seems to have been the com-

mencement of the flood-tide, which runs along the coasts of

the channel in a north-easterly direction. The proconsul em-

barked with the infantry, and proceeding slowly, possibly that

he might fall in with the cavalry transports, found himself

at ten in the morning ofl" the clifl:s of Dover. The expected

squadron, however, was detained by wind, or accident, and

the spot itself offering some impediments, the invader deter-

mined to seek another landing-place. The sea is described

here as running up into the land by a narrow creek overhung

by heights, which completely commanded every approach,^

' The point on the French coast from which Caesar sailed has not been

determined with certainty. We may pass over the unconscionable nationality

of some Flemish writers (see Bast, Antiq. Rom. Gaul. p. 264.) ; but Bou-

logne, Ambleteuse, Witsand and Calais, still contend for the honour. It was

not Calais, because Ca;sar would not in that case surely have sent his cavalry

further to the east to make the passage. Boulogne, which became at a later

period the usual place of embarkation for Britain, was known by another

name, Gessoriacum. There is probably an error of east for west, where Ptolemy

places this spot east of the "Ikiov &Kpov. (See Mannert, 11. i. I8G.) The

question seems therefore to be narrowed to the two ports of Ambleteuse and

Witsand. In deciding between them we may be guided partly by the simila-

rity of the names Iccius, or Itius, and Witsand, and partly by the fact that in

the middle ages Witsand was the port from which the passage was commonly

made. (See Ducange on Jdinvillc's Memoirs., diss, xxvi.) Both are equally

distant from the nearest point of the British coast. When Caesar computes

the length of the passage at 30 miles, which is more than the distance from

shore to shore, he may measure from his starting-place to his landing-place,

viz. Deal. The "Ikiov &Kpov is probably Cap Grisnez. See Walckenaer, G.

des G. ii. 2GS. With regard to the orthography of the Roman name, the MSS.

of Caesar read Itius, those of Ptolemy "Ikiov. The form Iccius is a corruption

of later writers. Bast, /. c.

'* Ca^s. B. G. iv. 23. His expressions evidently describe a creek or estuary,
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and were already crowded with the natives in arms. Ac-

cordingly, after waiting the greater part of the day for the

arrival of his cavalry, the proconsul took the next flood-tide,

aided by a favourable wind, and coasted northward a dis-

tance of seven or eight miles, which brought him to the open

beach of Walmer or Deal/

The movements of the Roman squadron were closely

watched by the Britons from the heights, and by the time it

The Romans had arrived at the spot where Caesar proposed to

landing.*^"^ draw up hls vessels, the beach was lined with an

imposing array of warriors in their chariots, prepared to dis-

pute his landing. The sea was too shallow to admit of the

larger vessels approaching the land, and the barbarians rushed

into the surge to reach their invaders. The war-galleys which

drew less water were ordered to the flanks to dispel the host

of assailants, and when they opened their batteries of missiles

and cannot refer to the promontory of the South Foreland. There is an ancient

tradition at Dover that the sea formerly ran five or six miles up into the land

there. Acad, des Sci. et Bell. Lett, de Bncxelles, iii. 1, (1770), quoted by

Bast, Antiq. Rom. et Gaul.

* Caes. I. c: " Ventum et asstum nactus secundum." It has been much
disputed whether the spot at which Caesar landed lay to the east or west of

Dover, at Deal or Hythe ; but a close examination of his language seems to

settle the question decisively. He came to Britain a little before the end of

summer (exigua parte aestatis reliqua), and left it before the equinox. From
Halley's calculations (see Phil. Trans. No. 193.) it is ascertained that there

were two full moons in August of the year b. c. 5.5, on the 1st at noon, and

on the 30th at midnight. The latter tijen must have been that which Caesar

noticed on the fourth night after his arrival (c. 29.). If the tide was at its

height at midnight (30th-.31st), it must have been so about 8 p. m. on the

26th. Accordingly, the tide began to flow on the afternoon of the 26th at 2

p. m., and this must have been the tide with which Caesar left his moorings off

Dover. As the floodtide flows to the northward, such must have been the

direction which he took, and a run of seven or eight miles would bring him

precisely to the flat beach of Deal or Walmer. The only reason for believing

him to have taken the opposite course is the expression of Dion, xxxix. 51.

:

Tovs TTpoffni^avTcis 01 fs TO, revajT) airoQaivovTi viK-fiffas, where revdyT] is sup-

posed to indicate such marshes as are found between Hythe and Romney, but

not on the other side. The word may, however, mean the soft beach washed

by the tide. Dion also says that he sailed round a promontory, which cannot

be reconciled with the notion of his going westward.
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the Britons were thrown into disorder. The Romans, how-

ever, in the confusion incident to a mode of lighting with

which they were not famiUar, showed little alacrity in attack-

ing the enemy, until the standard-bearer of the tenth legion

leaped with his eagle into the waves, and summoned his com-

rades to the rescue.' Excited by the danger of their adored

ensign, the soldiers threw themselves into the water, repulsed

the barbarians, and made good their lauding. Tlie fame of

Ctesar and his legions had gone before him, and when the

Britons found themselves engaged hand to hand with the

conquerors of Gaul, their courage failed. But the Romans,

destitute as they were of cavalry, might have suffered severely

from the vigorous attack of chariots and horsemen ; and,

however feeble was the resistance opposed to their landing,

they were not in a condition to pursue, but hastened to secure

the spot on which they had planted themselves by throwing

uj) their earthworks. Before, however, even these first de-

fences were completed an embassy arrived from the Britons,

with the offer of hostages and humble protestations of sub-

mission. Commius, who had been seized and thrown into

chains when he ventured to set foot in the island, was restored

with many excuses to liberty. The Roman general com-

plained of his hostile reception after offers of friendship and

alliance ; but he agreed to accept the overtures now proffered,

together with the promised hostages.

But whether or not the Britons were sincere in the first

terror of defeat, an accident which befel the foreign arma-

ment gave them courage to change their policy „, . ^ ,^ ° » r J Their fleet se-

and break their faith. The Roman cavalry, sail- vereiy injured
•^ by a high tide.

mg at last on the fourth day after their leader s

departure, were driven back by a violent wind. As their

course lay towards the north-west, the gentle breeze with

which they had hoped to effect their landing came probably

from an easterly quarter. Before they had reached the

Downs the wind freshened to a gale, and their vessels were

rendered immanageable. Some of them, indeed, succeeded

' Caes. B. G. iv. 25-27.
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in recovering the coast of Gaul, but others were earned

through the straits far to the west, and narrowly escaped

being cast away on distant points of the British coast.' At
midnight the tide rose with the full moon and the strong

east wind to an unusual lieight, such as the Romans, imper-

fectly acquainted with those seas, had never before witnessed.

The war-vessels di'awn up on the beach were covered with

the waves and dashed in pieces, while the transports at an-

chor were torn from their moorings, and hurled upon the

coast or against one another.

Thus the fleet was almost disabled, nor had the little army
proper means for repairing it. Nor was the camp provided

„ _, with o;rain for the winter. The Britons, who had
The Roman .

° '

army harassed noticcd the smallncss of the Roman force, and
by the Britons. . ^ ,.

Its want of supplies, now conceived the hope of

cutting it off by famine, presuming that the entire loss of an

army with its general would deter the Romans from repeat-

ing the enterprize. But they did not execute their plans

skilfully. They made a sudden attack upon the seventh le-

gion, which had been sent to forage, but Avas not yet beyond

reach of assistance from the camp. Caesar rushed forth to

its rescue, and repulsed the assailants ; but his experience of

the treachery of the enemy, and the peril to which he was
now daily exposed, made him the more anxious to withdraw

from the island Avithout delay. The equinox Avas also fast

approaching, and the tempestuous Aveather Avhich generally

accomj^anies it. He Avas well pleased therefore at receiving

a new offer of submission from the A'acillating barbarians.

He contented himself with imposing upon them double the

number of hostages they had originally promised. Since the

night of the stoiin he had laboured assiduously to refit his

vessels, destroying, for the want of fresh materials, the most

damaged, in order to repair the rest. He sailed
Returns to „ . , .

Gaul before the soon after midnight some days before the equinox,
equinox. -. ,'',

t n i- «
that is to say, about three weeks from the time of

his landing, taking the ebb-tide, which would then serve to

' Caes. B. G. iv. 28.
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carry him down the coast, and thence across into Gaul. Two
vessels which could not make the appointed port Avere borne

by the current further down the chamiel.'

On his return from Britain, Cffisar detached Sabinus and

Cotta to make an incursion into the country of the Menapii,

which proved more successful than that of the
-. , , „ ^, , . Traneactions of

year precedmg, the dryness 01 the season having Uie romainUer

rendered the morasses accessible. At the same osar goesimo

time, Labienus chastised the Morini, who had
>''"="™-

risen against the crews of the dispersed vessels. The Britons,

as sooTi as they learned that the Romans had left their shores,

neglected, with the exception of two only of their tribes, to

send the promised hostages.' But at Rome the news of

Caesar's victories called forth unbounded acclamations, espe-

cially the vaimted success of his attack upon an unknown
island, which struck their imaginations as an heroic exploit,

while it inflamed their cupidity with the hopes of new and in-

calculable plunder.^ The avaricious dreams of the Romans
ascribed hoards of plate and jewels to the rudest barbarians

of the ancient world. Britain was reported to be rich in

mines, at least of the inferior metals. Above all, the pearls

of the Rutupian coast were celebrated for their supposed

abundance and splendour, and became objects of especial de-

sire.^ The breastplate set with these costly brilliants, which

the conqueror afterwards dedicated to Venus Genetrix, the

patroness and mother of his race, was no less agreeable to the

eyes of the yoimg nobility than to those of the goddess her-

' Caes. B. G. iv. 36. :
" Paulo infra delatae sunt." On reaching the coast

of Gaul, the crews of these vessels were attacked by the Morini, and were

within immediate reach of the main body, which had already disembarked.

They came to shore therefore probably near Ambleteuse or Boulogne.

= Cffis. B. G. iv. 38.

° Dion, xxxiv. 53. After disparaging the enterprize as unsuccessful he

adds : tout^ yap /cat avrbs l^xvpiUs icrefMPvi'eTO, koI ol oi/coi 'Pco/xaToi ^avftaarus

ifieyaKvvovTo, k. r. \.

* Suet. Jill. 47. :
" Britanniam petiisse spe margaritarum, fiuarum ampli-

tudlnem conferentem," &c. Yet Pliny confesses that the pearls of Britain

were, after all, "parvi et decolores" (//. iV. ix. 57.), and Tacitus adds:

"Gignit oceanus margarita sed subfusca et liventia" {Agric. 12.).
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self. A thanksgiving of twenty days was decreed in his hon-

our, while he hastened, as usual, to the frontier of his j^rov-

ince to confer with his friends from Rome. Early, however,

in the next year he visited Illyricum, the further district of

his provmce, beset by predatory hordes, which had crossed

the upper waters of the Save and Drave, and penetrated its

Alpine boundary.' We observe the name of Juhus impressed

upon many sj)ots in this vicinity : the Carnian Alps here take

the appellation of Julian ; a town immediately at their feet

was denominated Julium Carnicum ; and Forum Julii, still

surviving in the modern Friuli, lay at no great distance, near

the head of the Adriatic. It is not, however, to the great

conqueror that these appellations can be traced ; for he could

not possibly have crossed the Alps in the winter season, and

carried the sword into the native valleys of the Pirustae in

the Tyrol ; nor did he remain long enough in the neighbour-

hood to found cities or colonies.'^

During Caesar's absence preparations were in progress in

the ports and camps of northern Gaul for a second invasion

^ ,
of Britain with a more powerful force. Six hun-

Great prepara- -i

tions for a sec- drcd transports were built, of a construction
ond invasion of

t , , ,, , , ^
Britain m the adapted to the shallow coasts and short choppmg

A.n. 700. waves of the channel. The whole armament Avas

Cfesar's tiifth appointed to assemble at the Portus Itius ; and
campaign.

Csesar employed this short interval in menacing

the Treviri, with Avhom he was incensed for their neglecting

to attend the general meeting of the states, and intriguing

with the Suevi. Two of their chieftains, Cingetorix and

Indutiomarus, were mutually aspiring to the supreme power.

' Caes. B. G. v. 1. ; comp. Mannert, in. 547.

^ The origin of these names remains in obscurity : See Mannert, iii. 546.,

who supposes Forum Julii to have been founded by one of the Ctesarean

family in a later generation, and the Alps to have received their local designa-

tion from the city. The epithet Julian is first given to these mountains by

Tacitus, Hist. iii. 8. Livy, who speaks of the locality, makes no mention of

such a name. Ammianus (xxxvi. 16.) says: "Usque ad radices Alpium

Juliarum quas Tenetas appellavit antiquitas." The Julian Alps known at this

period were those afterwards denominated Cottian. See above, p. 246.
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On the approach of the Roman anny, the former hastened to

make his submission ; the latter, thus anticipated, rashly sum-
moned his troops and adherents. But soon repenting of this

overt act, he sued for pardon, which Caesar was easily per-

suaded to bestow. To Cingetorix, however, he displayed

greater favour, taking his part, and conciliating to his views

the principal men of the state. The Treviri returned to their

obedience ; but the ambition of Indutiomarus was turned to

bitter though suppressed hostility.'

This affair being despatched, the whole disposable force

of the proconsul Avas assembled at the Portus Itius.'' He was

attended by a body of four thousand Gaulish
intrigues of

horse, officered by the flower of the native no- Dumnorix.

bility, whom Caesar proposed to carry with him, not less as

hostages for the tranquillity of their country, the state of

which was becoming daily more critical, than for the benefit

of their military services. Among them was Dumnorix, the

^duan, whose good faith Caesar justly distrusted, and who
alarmed his countrymen by vaunting that the proconsul had

promised to confer upon him the sovereignty of their nation.

He was anxious to avoid accompanying the expedition, hoping,

if left behind, to find an opportunity of forwarding his pri-

vate projects of ambition. He studied to rouse the fears of

his fellow-chiefs, representing that the conqueror, not ventur-

ing to put them to death in their countrymen's presence,

sought, in this distant campaign, the means of destroying

them. The prevalence of north-west winds interposed a de-

lay of several days, of which the JEduan made all the use in

his power. At last, when the order for embark- ^^ escapes

ment was given, he secretly escaped, with a few
[^ p^rsued'and'

followers, from the camp. Caesar immediately ^'^'°-

despatched horsemen to recapture the fugitive, dead or alive.

He was overtaken, and the Gauls, who hated him no less than

their Roman oppressors, slew him on the spot.' His attend-

' Cebs. J3. G. v. '3, 4. ' Caes. B. G. v. 5.

' Cas. B. G. V. 1.

VOL. I.—25
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ants returned without further resistance to the Roman quar-

ters.

The spring had not yet passed, when the Roman arma-

ment sailed for Britain. It consisted of five legions, and a

proportionate number of ca^aIry, the importance

Britain without of which force had been proved in the late expe-

dition. Three legions were left under Labienus,

to provide for the security of Gaul. The landing was effected

without opposition at the same spot as in the preceding sum-

mer ; ' and Caesar, leaving ten cohorts and three hundred

horse, to protect his naval station, repaired with his main

body to a place in the neighbourhood, where he constructed a

camp for permanent occupation. This was the foundation,

in all probability, of tlie famous station of Rutupia^, or Rich-

borough. The ruins of its gigantic defences attest to this

day the extent and solidity of the Roman military works in

our island. The Britons still declined to oppose the invaders
;

it was not till the army had advanced to the banks of the

Stour, twelve miles distant from its encampment, that it

found a foe arrayed to dispute its further progress. But the

Britons did not place their reliance on the slow and narrow

stream of a petty river ; they had a camp of their own pecu-

liar construction, a space cleared in the centre of a wood, and

defended by the trunks of trees, to which they retreated on

the first repulse, and whence it was difficult to dislodge them.

When this Avas at last effected, Caesar did not venture to pur-

sue the rapid flight of their horsemen and chariots in a coim-

try unknown to him. An accident, which had again befallen

his fleet, suddenly recalled him. A storm, as in the preceding

expedition, had severely injured his vessels. It took several

days of incessant labour to repair the damage, and then, at

last, it was determined to draw up the whole armament on

shore, and extend and strengthen the fortifications which de-

fended it on the land side. Caesar again advanced, and again

encountered the natives at the j^assage of the river. Amidst

' Cses. B. G. V. 8. ; Dion, xl. 1. The pretext for the invasion was the re-

fusal of the Britons to send the stipulated number of hostages.
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their internal dissensions (for such seem to have prevailed

among them to a greater extent than even among their neigh-

bours on the continent), the Britons had embraced the reso-

lution of trusting the conduct of their defence to one of their

principal chieftains. His name was Cassivellaunus,' and he

ruled over the Trinobantes, the people of Middle-

sex, Hertford and Essex. The British method commanfied'by
„ ,. , . , 1 11 1 11 CaasivellaunuB,

of hghtmg was almost wholly on horseback or make a brave

from chariots. The dexterity with which the

barbarians managed these ponderous vehicles, the weight of

their onset, and the rapidity of their retreat, baffled through

the day the skill and vigour of the invaders. The Roman
lines were shaken by repeated charges ; the pilum stretched

many a chieftain on the plain, but his steeds and empty car

came bounding against the wall of steel. Repiilsed, the flying

squadrons were quickly beyond the reach of pursuit ; the

Gaulish cavalry were languid and inactive ; it was by the

steady endurance of the veteran infantry that Anctory was at

last secured. The Britons lost the bravest of their com-

batants, together with their cumbrous materials of war.

From that day the Britons never ventured again to attack

Caesar's legions in regular battle, but scattered themselves

through the country, in the hope of wearing out their strength

by repeated and desiJtory skirmishes.

Csesar, however, kept his men well together, and refrained

from partial engagements, while he marched boldly into the

heart of the country, to the banks of the Thames,
, ^ ^•'.' They defend

behind which Cassivellaunus had retreated. It the line of the

, /» 1 1 • Thames.
was necessary, in order to lord the river, to as-

cend above the highest point which the tide reaches ; and

the very spot where the passage was made may be conjectured

with some confidence from early and constant tradition. A
place known by the name of Coway Stakes, near the mouth

of the Wey, is supposed to have derived its appellation from

' This was the Romau orthography. Dion writes it KaffoueWavos, ap-

proaching nearer to what was probably the real pronunciation, Caswallon or

Cadwallon.
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the palisades with which the Britons obstructed the bed and

bank of the Thames,' the remains of which were still visible,

according to the testimony of Bede, in the eighth centmy."

The spot accords also sufficiently well with the distance of

eighty miles from the sea, at which Caesar places the fron-

tier of Cassivellaimus's dominions.^

The swiiBming and fording of rivers were among the regu-

lar exercises of the Roman legionary. Though immersed up

Caesar's partial to his chLu in Water, lie was expert in plying his

Britain. hatchet against the stakes which opposed his

progress, while he held his buckler over his head not less

steadily than on dry land. Behind him a constant storm of

stones and darts was impelled against the enemy from the

engines which always accompanied the Roman armies." The

natives were driven from their position, and Casar marched

upon the capital of the Trinobantes, which lay at no great

distance.* The Trinobantes, over whom Cassivellaunus had

usurped authority by the murder of its sovereign, were dis-

posed to treat with the conqueror and abandon the t}Tant to

his fate. Their example was followed by several other states,

enumerated under the names of Cenimagni, Segontiaci, An-

caUtse and Bibroci, occuppng apparently the counties of

Berks and Buckingham, and the neighbourhood of Henley and

Bray.* The British chief, reduced to his single stronghold,

' Caes. B. G. v. 18. ; Dion, xl. 3.

^ Bede, Hist, of Brit. i. 2. Every narrator of these events feels bound to

commemorate this cherished tradition. Compare Camden's Britantiia,^^ Surrey."

He states the depth of the water at that spot to be generally about six feet.

Caesar's passage was made in the middle of summer, and the season was re-

markable for its drought :
" Eo anno frumentum in Galha propter siccitates

angustius provenerat." Caes. B. G. v. 24.

= CcES. B. G. V. 11.

^ Polyaenus {Stratagem, viil. 23. 5.) says that the Britons were terrified

by Caesar's making use of an elephant in this attack.

^ We may conjecture that this was Verulamium, or St. Alban's, the site in

after-times of a great Roman colony. If it had been Londinium, which was a

place of considerable commercial importance only an hundred years later

(Tac. Ann. xiv. 33.), we should doubtless have been informed that it lay on

the bank of the river.

* Camden, Britannia. Moebe, Cces. in loc.
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defended himself with the natural fortitications of forest and

morass which surrounded his city. He excited the people of

Cantium, or Kent, to attack the naval camp of the invaders

;

but while they were repulsed with loss and discomfiture, he

was obliged himself to escape from the fastness which he

could no longer maintain. Reduced to extremity, ne accepts the

he sued for peace, which he obtained by the sur- fribute^a°fd re-

render of his usurped sovereignty, and the prom- t"'ns into Gaul.

ise of hostages and tribute from the various states which he

had combined against the Romans.' Ctesar was anxious to

return to Gaul, whei-e rumours of projected insurrection were

more rife than ever." He retained no territory in Britain,

nor left any stronghold or garrison ; and when he quitted its

shore, with the nugatory assurance of a trifling tribute, he

must have felt himself baffled in his enterprize. Even the

hopes of plunder were totally unfulfilled. Cicero, who cor-

responded, as we have seen, with his brother Quintus, serving

under the proconsul in his British campaign, assures us that

nothing Avas to be obtained from the poverty of the natives.

No silver plate could be extorted from them, nor booty of

any kind acquired, except perhaps slaves ; and these were not

of the refined and educated class, such as the conquests of

Lucullus and Pompeius had j^oured into Rome from Asia, in-

genious artizans or professors of literature and music, but the

rough uncouth children of woods and mountains, whom their

masters would be ashamed to employ beyond the limits of

some distant farm.'

' C»s. B. G. V. 22.

" Such seems to be the meaning of Cicero's expression in a letter to Tre-

batius {ad D'lv. vii. 6.), who remained in Gaul, at Samarobriva, declining to

accompany the expedition into Britain :
" Quanquam vos nunc istic satis calere

audio." Or does it merely refer to the great heat of the summer already

noticed ? There had been an extremely hot season at Rome also :
" Ex

magnis caloribus, non enim memini majores." . . . Cie. ad Qn. Fr. iii. 1.,

written in Sept., 700. But Caesar was evidently in great haste to leave

Britain ; see c. 23. Comp. Dion, xl. 45.

^ Cic. ad Att. iv. 16.: "Etiam illud jam cognitum est, neque argenti

scripulum esse in ilia insula, neque ullam spem praedae nisi ex mancipiis : ex

quibus nuUos puto te Uteris aut musicis erudites exspectare." So also to Tre-
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These short campaigns against the Germans and Britons

sufficed to occupy the inter\als during which Caesar was

watchinsj the coniiict of parties in Rome : they
General spirit . . , , . . ^ . . ^n -. -.

of di^aflectlon mamtauiea his troops m active exercise, anorded

pretences for multiplying his legions, and fostered

the cupidity or ambition of his officers. But the eyes of the

proconsul were still steadily turned towards Italy, and he

omitted no opportunity of betaking himself to the frontier

of his province to obtain a nearer view of the transactions of

the capital. However, on his second return from Britain, it

became manifest that his recent conquests were in imminent

peril, and that his presence throughout the winter was indis-

pensable to their security. The assembly of the Gaulish

states was convened at Samarobriva (Amiens), and Caesar

employed, according to his system, the authority of the de-

puties among their own tribes to give a colour of national

will to the decrees which in reality issued from his own
mouth alone. The council was dissolved before the end of

autumn, and its members returned each to his own city, bear-

ing with him the mandates of the conqueror, by which the

internal polity of the province was regulated, and new con-

tributions, both of money and men, were assessed. Unpala-

table as these requisitions Avere to the i)roud and jealous chief-

tains, circumstances contributed at the moment to give a

chance of success to a combined attack upon the enemy from

The Roman whom they emanated. The summer had been

tributeJover exccssivcly dry, and it Avas found impossible to

face.
' ^ maintain the great mass of the Roman forces in

one locality. Accordingly, the eight legions of which they

batius {ad Div. vii. 7.) :
" In Britannia nihil esse audio neque auri neque ar-

genti. Id si ita est, essedum aliquod suadeo capias, et ad nos quamprimum
recurras." This hope of plunder is a favourite topic in his correspondence.

Again to Trebatius, vi. 16. ;
" Balbus mihi confirmavit te divitem futurum. Id

utrum Romano more locutus sit, bene nummatum te futurum, an quomodo
Stoici dicunt, omnes esse divites qui ccelo et terra frui possint, postea videro."

In Plutarch's life (C'ais. 23.) Ctesar is said, KUKwcrai rovs iroXe^iovs XaWov ^

rovs iSiovs ciKpeXTJcrai, ovSev yap on koI \al3e7f ?iv &^lov air" av^punrwv KaKo^iuiy

Kol TtevrjTwy.
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consisted were distributed through the country of the Bel-

gians, among the Morini, the Nervii, the Kemi, the Treviri

and the Eburones, in small divisions and under various com-
manders.' The Gauls calculated, we may presume, on the

proconsul's usual departure to Italy, and standing more in

awe of him personally than of all his lieutenants, they pro-

posed to delay their general attack on his winter quarters

until his back should be turned.'* But although compelled to

risk it, he was aware of the danger of dividing his forces, and

accordingly he stationed himself at Samarobriva, a central

post, whence he could conveniently combine the direction

both of military and civil affairs.^

The first indication of the insurrectionary spirit about to

break forth throughoiit the north of Gaul was an isolated act

of violence on the part of the Carnutes, who sud- Re^on „f tj,g

denly massacred Tasgetius, the chieftain appoint- Belgians.

ed by the Roman government to exercise sovereignty in

their state.' That this was a public and not a private act of

A^engeance appeared fi'om the complicity of the magistrates

and other influential men of the tribe. The Carnutes, how-

ever, were not in a condition to vindicate their deed, and the

speedy arrival of a legion, which took up its winter-quarters

among them, repressed any further movement on their part

against the Roman power. The affair was judicially inves-

tigated, and the guilty parties were sent to the proconsul for

punishment. Meanwhile, however, a vast conspiracy was

' Caes. B. G. v. 24.

^ Caesar gires us to infer that he had no intention of quitting Northern

Gaul during the winter: " Si ipse ... in Gallia niorari constituit" (v. 25.).

Dion (xl. 8.) maintains that he was on his way into Italy when recalled by the

perilous posture of his affairs ; and this account would seem to be confirmed

by the ignorance of his officers whether he was in Gaul or not. See below.

' Caesar seems anxious to extenuate the extent to which he dispersed his

forces, where he says that all his divisions, except that quartered among the

Essui in Normandy, where there was no apprehension of disturbance, were

posted within a distance of a hundred miles. But the distance from Aduatuca

to the frontiers of the Bellovaci (c. 46.) is little less than two hundred miles.

* Cc6s. B. G. T. 25.
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ripening in the north of Belgium.' Ambiorix, a youthful

Craft and cour- leader of the Eburones, obtained the honour of

ofiK. Striking the first blow, in which he displayed no

less craft than courage. He had been treated with much

favour by the Romans, and had acquired no small share of

their confidence. That he should be the first to attack those

who called themselves his benefactors, caused equal surprise

and concern. The Romans, however, were not unprepared.

The assault which he conducted against the camp of Sabinus

and Cotta they repulsed without difiiculty. Thus baffled,

Ambiorix requested a conference with his opponents, in

which he declared himself a genuine friend of the Romans,

but compelled by the violence of his own people to head an

attack upon them. The tribe itself, he asserted, was only

acting under similar compulsion, for it was rmable to resist

the power of the great Gaulish confederacy, which had been

long preparing, and Avas now in the act of executing, a simul-

taneous assault upon all the Roman quarters. In two days

a large body of Germans would arrive to reinforce the assail-

ants. He ended by entreating the Roman officers to evacuate

their camp while there yet was time, and consult, not their

own safety only, but the general good, by seeking a junction

with one of the other divisions of their army, the nearest of

which, that of Q. Cicero, was fifty miles distant.''

Long and anxious was the consultation which took place

in the Roman quarters. Cotta and Sabinus difiered in opin-

The Eburones
^^^

'
^^® °^® ^^^ ^°^ maintaining the post at all

destroy two hazards, the other for fallinsr back upon Cicero's
Roman legions,

-i
- r,

r> r
legion, fetrange to say, Sabinus could urge in be-

half of the latter course that it was uncertain whether Caesar

was himself in Gaul, or whether he had departed for Italy.

' Besides Caesar, Dion, xl. 5-11.; Plut. dex. 24.

" Cass. B. G. V. 21. ; Dion, xl. 5, 6. The writer follows the Commentaries
of Cffisar very closely, and it is important to remarli that they still formed the

text-booli for this period of history after an interval of 250 years. It may be
inferred also that the charges of treachery which Cassar makes against the

Gauls had not been discredited by subsequent authorities.
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The news of the rash violence of the Carnutes was appealed

to in proof that the vigilant control of the proconsul must

have been withdra^^Ti ; the sudden defection of the Eburones

was supposed to confirm this presumption. It seems incredi-

ble that Caesar should really have left his officers in uncer-

tainty on a matter of such primary importance for the direc-

tion of their conduct, and we are compelled to imagine that

such doubts were expressed merely for the purpose of giving a

colour to a disgraceful and cowardly proceeding. Cotta

finally yielded to his colleague's representations, and it was

resolved to efiect a retreat. On their march the two legions

fell into an ambuscade, notwithstanding the friendly assurances

in which they had been tempted to confide. Surrounded in a

narrow valley they were compelled to abandon their baggage,

and imder the direction of Cotta (for Sabinus had lost all

presence of mind), ranged themselves in a circle to maintain

to the last a desperate struggle with their destroyers. This

manoeuvre, efiective as it had often proved in saving the

aiTuies of the republic in the most dire extremities, was on

this occasion of no avail. After baffling repeated attacks, the

Romans succumbed at last, under the constant shower of mis-

siles by which they were harassed from every side. Sabinus,

while attempting to discuss the forms of a capitulation, was

treacherously slain; and Cotta, who had refused to parley

with an armed enemy, met a more honourable death in the

front of his slender ranks. The Roman army was almost en-

tirely destroyed ; the few that escaped through the forests in

the darkness of the night were merely stragglers, without bag-

gage, arms, or ensigns.'

This destruction of two complete legions with their gen-

erals was the signal^ for a wide-spread defection throughout

central Belscium. The Eburones, Nervii, and Attriok upon
'^

.

'

, Q- Cicero's

Aduatuci were reinforced by numerous but less camp.

conspicuous tribes. Ambiorix, able and energetic, and crown-

ed with the glory of a triumph which reminded men of the

ancient days of Gaulish renown, was the soul of the confed-

> Caes. B. O. v. 37. ; Dion, I. c.
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eracy. He marched immediately upon the camp of Q. Cice-

ro, whose single legion was quartered in the Nervian terri-

tory. Letters Avere desj^atched from the camp to Caesar, hut

these were intercepted, and for many days the proconsul was

left in entire ignorance of the movements of the enemy, and

the dangers to which his troojDS were exposed.

The correspondence of the orator, M. Cicero, represents

him throughout in the light of an adviser, almost of a tutor

Character of
^r guardian, to his younger brother Quintus, and

Q. Cicero. ^jjg character of the latter has been overshadowed

by the greater celebrity and higher merits of the former.

But Q. Cicero, though he cannot aspire to be immbered in the

first class of the statesmen of his day, holds nevertheless a

prominent place among the men of tried services and abilities,

who contributed to stamp the national character upon the

Roman administration at home and abroad. Rising upon the

wave of his brother's fortunes, and supported by his own
talents and good conduct, he had served various public ofiices

of distinction. In the ordinary career of honours, he had ar-

rived at the praetorship, in which he was colleague to Cajsar

in the year 692. Thence he had succeeded to the govern-

ment of Asia, Avhere his term of office was prolonged to a

second, and again to a third year, principally at the instance

of M. Cicero,' who employed him in the task of upholding

the equestrian order, and conciliating the affections of the pro-

vincials by justice and moderation. Brilliant abilities could

have little scope in a province so peaceful, and amidst a society

so thoroughly moulded and matured ; but it was no slight

merit in Quintus, it might be of no small advantage to the

reforming party to which he belonged, that it could be said

of him that, in a region so full of objects attractive to a man
of elegance and taste, he had refrained from the undue ac-

quisition of a single monument of art.'' After quitting this

' This appears from M. Cicero's remarkable letter to his brother, numbered
ad Qu. Fr. i. 1., which, besides the light it throws on Quintus's character, is

interesting as containing a formal exposition, evidently intended for the public

eye, of the duties of a provincial governor.

" Cic. ad Qu Fr. i. 1, 2. : " Prseclarura est autem summo cum imperio
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province with the liveliest demonstrations of regard from the

people, Q. Cicero had assisted Pompeius in executing his

great commission for supplying the city ; he had then at-

tached himself to Caesar, and engaged to serve under him in

Gaul, nor had he failed to advance his brother's interests with

his new patron. He was from the first an ardent admirer of

Caesar's character. When the senate decreed the capital

punishment of the Catilinurian conspirators, he had voted with

the Marian leader for a more lenient sentence,' and now,

when the fortunes of his general seemed for a moment pre-

carious, and the ascendency of the republic in Gaul was per-

illed in his person, he sustained the enemy's attack with con-

stancy and courage as great as had ever been displayed by a

Roman officer. The merit of his defence is His resolute

heightened by the infirm state of his health at defence,

the time." His magnanimous general was fully sensible of

his deserts, and recorded his appi'obation in a few simple

words. Nor must we forget that Caesar's lieutenant was in

his turn supported by troops whose courage and endurance

were never exceeded. The romantic rivalry of Pulfio and

Varenus seems to elicit a spark of fire from the coldest of all

military narratives. When the besieged legion was at last

relieved by the triumphant arrival of the proconsul in person,

it was found that not one man in ten had escaped without a

wound. The Gauls had made rapid progress in learning and

applying the Roman methods of attack.^ They had sur-

rounded the camp with a ditch and rampart, they had pro-

pelled their towers to the foot of the wall, had reduced all

the interior to ashes by inflammable missiles, and had suc-

ceeded for many days in cutting off communication between

the besieged and the nearest quarters. They kept all the Ro-

fuisse in Asia triennium, sic, ut nullum te signum, nulla pictura, nullum vas,

nulla Testis, nullum mancipium, nulla forma cujusquam nulla conditio pecunis,

quibus rebus abundat ista provincia, ab summa integritate continentiaque de-

duxerit."

' Suet. Jul. 14. ' CtEs. B. G. v. 40.

= Cses. B. G. V. 42. ; Dion, xl. 7. ; Oros. vl. 10.
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man detachments in such constant alarm, that Labienus dared

not venture from his post, and Csesar was forced to leave a

legion at Samarobriva to protect the treasure, magazines, and

j)ublic documents. The jjroconsul could muster no more than

two legions to lead against the enemy, and these were re-

duced to a meagre remnant of seven thousand men. He had

no other means of apprising the besieged of his approach but

by sending a messenger with a letter attached to a javelin,

which he was to fling into the camp if he could come within

distance. The letter was written in Greek, or Greek letters,

to bafile the enemy in case it should be intercepted." The

javelin stuck in one of the towers of the wall, and was not

discovered till the next day. By this time the speedy arrival

of succour was announced by the smoke of the burning vil-

lages which marked the progress of the exasperated Romans.

The Gauls broke up from their lines and marched, sixty

thousand strong, to confront the enemy. But even then

Caesar was obliged to disguise the slender amount of his

forces, before he could induce his opponents to hazard an

attack. A steady resistance broke their onset and put them

He is saved by ^^ ^^® rout, and thus Quintus Cicero with his

casar'8 arrival, little band, harassed and weakened as it had been,

was saved from the fate which had overtaken his colleagues."

The news of their common disaster soon reached the va-

rious armies of the confederates, and they disappeared in a

^ . „ moment from the astonished eyes of the Roman
Csesar remains •'

in the north of geucrals. Indutiomarus retreated from before
Gaul during o
the winter. tjjg camp of Labicnus, and sought an asylum

among the Treviri. The hosts of the Armorican states, which

were threatening Roscius in the country of the Essui, and

had arrived within eight miles of his position, dispersed with-

out a blow. The proconsul collected three legions around

Samarobriva, and took up his station there again for the rest

* See above, p. 253. Dion in mentioning this circumstance remarks that

Caesar's usual mode of secret communication was by the use of each fourth

letter from the one intended (xl. 9.).

^ These events are detailed at great length, Caes. B. G. v. 42-52.
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of the winter, fully occupied with watching the affairs of Bel-

gium. Excepting the Remi and the -^dui, who had devoted

themselves without reserve to the interests of the republic,

there was hardly a state to which grave suspicions of disaffec-

tion did not attach. Slow and timid as the Gauls were in the

beginning of a movement, from their Avant of mutual com-

munication and reliance, yet, once begun, all were ready to

join it Avith heart and liand, and the open defection of two

nations whose valour they were most accustomed to respect,

exasperated their resolution and embittered their defiance, in

proportion as it heightened the danger of their cause.

In this critical position of their affairs, the defenders of

Gaulish liberty had now recourse to the aid of the barbarians

bevond the Rhine. But the followers of Ariovis- The G.iuis at-
^ tack Labienus's

tus had been disheartened by the disasters they camp. The
, -, , , . , . 1,. . . , 1 -r.

death of Indu-

had already experienced m colnsion with the Ko- tiomarusTIP />iTT- 1 u^T • hreaks up the
man arms, and the late oi the Usipetes and their confederacy.

allies, together with the subsequent invasion of their own soil,

had terrified the rest of the Germans. No assistance could

be obtained from that quarter.' But, notwithstanding this

disappointment, Indutiomarus persisted in moving the Gauls

to revolt. He had acquii-ed great personal influence through-

out their tribes by the friends he had attached to himself by

gifts and promises. He now stepped boldly forward, claimed

the leadership of the whole confederacy, and com-ened an

armed council of their chiefs. The severity of the national

institutions demanded, it is said, that whoever was last to

attend such a summons should be publicly put to death with

tortures and infamy. In this assembly Indutiomarus de-

nounced his rival Cingetorix as the enemy of the common

cause, and the latter was not slow to avenge himself by

divulging to Labienus the schemes of his accuser. It was

against Labienus himself that the first outbreak was directed.

A numerous host of Gaulish cavalry careered roimd his

works, taunting his soldiers with insults and menaces. But

the legate, forewarned, had formed his plan of defence. He
' Cees. B. G. v. 55.
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suffered the enemy to exhaust their energies by a long and

fruitless endeavour to draw him forth to an engagement, and

it was not till he had collected all the auxiliary forces within

reach, and thoroughly wearied his assailants, that he threw

open his gates and gave the signal for a sally. He issued

strict orders that the person of Indutiomarus himself should

be the object of every soldier's aim. He forbade them to en-

gao-e with any one of the enemy until the leader had been

taken and slain. The Gauls offered little resistance to this

vigorous onslaught, and Indutiomarus was overtaken in cross-

ing a ford. His death completed the easy victory of the Ro-

mans ; the Nervii and Eburones fled precipitately to their

homes, and the confederacy rapidly dissolved.'

The close of the year brought a short period of respite to

the Roman soldiery, but the winter months were hardly less

full of solicitude to their officers, especially to

great additional CsBsar, who uow clcarly saw that he had before

Bixtrcanmafgn, him the task of completely reconquering the

B. c. 53, ' country.' It was necessary to recruit his dimin-

fe"gion°from^
^ ishcd forccs by extensive levies. Orders were is-

Pompeius.
g^g^ £^^, j.j^^gjjjg ^^Q fresh legions, and the pro-

consul obtained a third as a loan from Pompeius,^ who did

not hesitate to transfer to him a portion of the forces which

the republic had assigned to himself. This legion had indeed

been levied in Cisalpine Gaul by a special decree of the sen-

ate, and might seem therefore to belong of right rather to

Csesar than to his rival. But that Pompeius should have

thus consented to strengthen the hands of a competitor of

whom he had long been jealous, shows how secure he deemed

himself in the exercise of the new powers he had obtained

on the expiration of his consulship, and the reliance he placed

on the friends and adherents with whom he had doubtless

' Cass. B. G. V. 58.

' Caes. B. G. vi. 1.: "Multis ac causis majorem Gallire motum ex-

pectans."
''

Cass. B. G. I. c. ; comp. Dion, xl. G5. Plutarch's error, who speaks of

two legions as thus lejit, is explained by Moebe, in Cces. I. c.
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officered the new legion. The transaction displays also in a

striking manner how independent the chiefs of the common-
wealth felt themselves to be, Avhen they ventured thus to lend

and borrow troops amoug themselves, without even consult-

ing, as far as appears, the superior authorities of the state.'

Caesar's levies proceeded rapidly, and it was his policy as

well as his pride to show how speedily Rome could repair her

military losses, and pour legion after leejion into
•^ ^ i ^ o Casar chastises

the field. The Belgian tribes were actively en- the Ticviri and
-, . ,. . ^^ 1 ,

Menapii, and
gaged in lormmg alliances among themselves ; crosses the

the Cisrhenane Germans united heartily with

them ; the Senones and others openly refused obedience to

their foreign masters ; everything portended a general insur-

rection in the north-east of Gaul, when Caesar, before the win-

ter had yet passed, anticipated the approaching movement by

pushing four legions into the country of the Nervii. A few

raj)id marches and energetic proclamations daunted succes-

sively the spirit of these people, of the Senones, the Carnutes

and others. But the Treviri constituted the main strength

of the disaffected, and the loss of all these auxiliaries was

supplied by the assistance of various German tribes, together

with the Menapii and Eburones, who joined in then- revolt,

and distracted the attention of the Roman generals. While

Caesar pursued the Menapii into their fastnesses, Labienus

overcame the Treviri in a battle to which he enticed them by

a feigned retreat. Caesar reached the Rhine and crossed it

by a bridge, constructed at some distance above the spot of

his former passage." Finding, however, that the Suevi had

retired, and hidden themselves in the dense Hercynian for-

ests, he desisted from the pursuit, and was satisfied with

leaving a garrison at the head of the bridge, of which he cut

' See Cffisar's simple account of the transaction (1. c). We shall find that

a few years later, when the struggle was about to commence between Caesar

and Pompeius, the latter demanded his legion to be restored to him, and the

other made no attempt to retain it (B. G. viii. 54.) ; Plut. Cces. 29. ; Appian,

B. C. ii. 29.

* Cjes. B. G. vi. 9. ; Dion, xl. 32.
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down the j^ortion which abutted on the right bank of the

river. He then turned Jiis forces upon the centre of the Bel-

gian confederacy. His lieutenant Basilus, at the head of the

cavalry, made a bold dash at the person of Ambiorix, who
narrowly escaped the unexpected attack, and was compelled

to break up his plans for the campaign, and recommend his

troops to consult their safety by dispersion. The Segni and

Condrusi, Germanic tribes, sent in their submission, with loud

assertions of the constancy with which they had refused to

aid the confederates. The conqueror was not unwilling to

accept their excuses.

But in the midst of these successes the conduct of the

war stiU presented great difficulties. The Eburones, in whose

stronghold, Aduatuca, the proconsiil had noAv es-
He offers the i t i t i • t i /»

plunder of the tabushed liis quartci's, possessed no other lor-

ncighboiiring tresses. They could not be reached in any vital

part. The conquest and occupation of their coun-

try seemed to make no permanent impression upon a tribe of

hunters and foresters. Once more was the Roman general

compelled to scatter his forces in various directions. The

Menapii, lately reduced, were again in arms, and it required

the presence of three legions Under Labienus to check their

adventurous reprisals. Q. Cicero was left with one legion to

maintain possession of Aduatuca, while three others were en-

trusted to C. Trebonius, with orders to devastate the country

round, and prevent the nearer approach of the enemy. Caesar

himself issued forth in quest of Ambiorix, in whose death or

capture he took the greatest interest. As long as large bodies

of troops kept together, they were secure from the isolated

attacks of the barbarians ; but as soon as they ventured to

pursue or plunder, they were exposed to be cut off in detail

in a country which was no other than one great ambuscade.

It was in these straits that Caesar determined to employ the

last resource of an unscrupulous invader. He circulated a

proclamation through the neighbouring states, declaring the

Eburones traitors to Rome and outlaAvs from the human race,

offering at the same time their lives and their goods as a
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common prey to any one who would venture to take them.'

This sufficed to call forth all the tribes which cherished any

jealousy of tliat ill-fated people, and every man mth a pri-

vate quarrel to avenge could wreak his fury under the pro-

tection of Rome. It put arms into the hands of every ad-

venturer, whether Gaulish or German, who might choose to

enrich himself by rapine and murder. Such, it seems, was

the state of mutual hostility in which the Gaulish tribes dwelt

among one another, that an announcement of this kind sufficed

to break all the late-cemented ties of interest and friendship,

and to enlist overwhelming multitudes in the work of de-

struction. The Eburones, it must be remembered, were an

alien people, descendants of the Cimbri and Teutones of old.

The neighbouring races were for the most part indifferent or

even hostile to them. The proconsul's summons was wel-

comed with savage alacrity. The Gauls rushed headlong

upon their victims, who, we may presume, did not perish

without a desperate struggle. But from whatever quarter it

flowed, it was the blood of enemies, and the Romans looked

on coolly and securely while the ranks of the assailants Avere

thinned, and while the whole clan of the Eburones was butch-

ered and their very name obliterated from the map of Gaul.

Modern warfare rarely presents such frightful scenes as

must have marked the annihilation of the Eburones ; nor did

the Romans often allow themselves to display Reflections

•11 1 f T • mi npou this act of

such terrible examples of their vengeance. 1 he severity.

transaction we have just related has accordingly been em-

ployed, and not unnaturally, to fix a foul blot upon Caesar's

character. Yet we know that his coimtrymen uniformly

represented him as humane, and even indulgent to every ene-

my, domestic or barbarian : and this act must in fairness be

contemplated from a Roman point of view, whence alone a

just conception can be obtained of his motives and conduct.

' Cfes. B. G. vi. 34. : " Caesar ad finitimas civitates nuncios dimittit, a.d

se evocat, spe prsedte, ad diripiendos Eburones, ut potius in sylvis Gallorum

vita quam legionarius miles periclitetur ; simul ut, magna multitudine circum-

fusa, pro tali faciuore .stirps ac nomen civitatis tollatur." Dion, xl. 32.

VOL. I.—26
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The Romans vaunted with peculiar complacency their

professed horror at all political treachery. In their public

The laws of transactions, especially in the field, they did, per-

Btood bv"the'^
haps, cxcrcisc some self-denial in maintaining the

Roman-. principles of good faith. Their history presents

undoubtedly remarkable instances of punishments inflicted

upon their own commanders who had postponed force to

fraud in dealing with the enemy. The religious jDretensions

of the Romans were not altogether nugatory. They demanded

in every case an apparent cause of war, as well as the obser-

vation of due forms of warfare. Even to the last the popular

voice, exerted in the area of the forum or from the tribimes'

bench, was powerful to recal statesmen and captains to a

sense of the prescriptive principles of justice. But the laws

of nations, as held by the encroaching republic, might neither

be regarded nor known by some of its rude opponents.

Fierce was its wrath and loud its reclamations against the

alleged perfidy of the injured and the ignorant. We have

seen, in the case of the Yeneti, how harsh was the punish-

ment which the infraction of a conqueror's terms was deemed

to justify. Even in the purest ages of the commonwealth the

infliction of pain and death had never disturbed a Roman
general in the discharge of his public duty. But civil war is

the worst corrupter both of honour and humanity. Fraud

and violence conspired to brutalize the national character.

Consuls and imperators, whether at home or abroad, learned

to protect their own lives by taking unscrupulous advantage

of every opponent. They dealt to their foes the same meas-

ure they were trained themselves to expect, and it can hardly

be said that they held an enemy's blood much cheaper than

their own. Still the aggressions of the Romans, with all

their enormity, were conducted for the most part on certain

recognized principles. The passions of the Gauls, on the

other hand, where wholly uncontrolled. It was the Gauls

themselves who rushed, at a foe's bidding, to destroy their

own compatriots ; their lust of plunder overcame both sym-

pathy and prudence. Civihzation has at least the power of
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atoning in some measure for its own crimes. The conquests

of the republic were, on the whole, a career of human im-

provement, and conduced to the diffusion of justcr views and

milder sentiments than prevailed among the barbarians it

subdued.

When Csesar quitted Aduatuca in pursuit of Ambiorix,

directing his course to the northern confines of the great for-

est of Arduenna, between the lower Scheldt and
1 -»r 1 -t j^ /-!• 11 IT AbodyofGer-
the JVleuse, he assured Q. Cicero that he would mans crosses

... , rni 1 f 'be Rhine to

return AVithm seven days, ihe work oi massacre piumierthe

and pillage had already commenced. The Gauls

from far and near hastened to the destruction of their own
friends and allies ; but besides these assailants a small body

of Germans joined in the onslaught, allured across the Rhine

by hopes of booty.' They had effected the passage of the

river on rafts, and escaped the vigilance of Caesar's outposts.

They penetrated on the track of blood and plunder even to

the vicinity of the Roman quarters at Aduatuca. Here they

paused and inquired after the much-dreaded name of Ca3sar,

and when they heard that he was absent, lent willing ears to

the bold suggestion of an Eburon captive. I?i three hours,

he said, you can reach Aduatuca ; poor and scanty is the

plunder you have obtained from my country ; the further

you advance the less will you glean from the leavings of our

tieighbours' rapacity y hxit in the cam}) of Cicero are all the

proconsuVs stores, all his resources for the canqyaign, and all

the booty he has swept xcithin his net. The garrison is too

slender even to mem the icalls ichich surround, but cannot 2:>ro-

tect, all this xoecdth. The Germans embraced the adventure

with alacrity, and the Eburon rejoiced in the certain destruc-

tion of the one or the other of his enemies.

The garrison of Aduatuca was, indeed, by no means so

slender as had been represented, outnumbering very consid-

erably the handful of Germans who had thus un- .and is tempted

dertaken to surprise and destroy it. We may sup- Roman eta-

pose, however, that the marauders had gathered tuca,"
"^

^ Cses. B. G. vi. 35.
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numbers on their route, and at the moment of their sud-

den appearance before the encampment five cohorts of the

legion were foraging at a short distance. The seventh day-

had passed, no news of the proconsul had ai'rived, provi-

sions were scarce in the camp, and no appearance of an enemy

at hand. Nevertheless, Cicero's incautiousness in thus re-

ducing his strength nearly proved fatal to him. The attack

of the Gei'mans was so sudden, the defence so feeble, that

the place was on the point of being carried at the first onset.

The absent cohorts returned from their excursion ; but the

enemy liad placed himself betwen them and the camp, and,

desj)ising the smallness of their numbers, expected an easy

victory. The Romans, moreover, were mostly new levies,

being a portion of the armament which had been raised that

winter in Italy. They had been officered, however, with

picked men from the veteran legions, and were now saved by

the skill and discipline of their centurions. They were in-

structed to form the cuneus or wedge, and so rush with all

their force upon the opposing ranks. Theu- weight and

steaduiess bore down all resistance, and the moving mass

burst through the crowd of barbarians till it reached the

gates of the camp, Avhich were speedily opened to receive it.

Thus baffled, the Germans lost heart, and made
pointed in their the bcst of their way homewards, with as much of
en erpriz

. ^hcir booty as the time and their own fears would

allow them to secure : for Caesar was now close upon their

rear, and they were much more ready to believe in his ap-

proach than the Romans themselves, who had given way to

despair, convinced that his defeat and death could alone have

thus brought the Germans so suddenly upon tliem.' i

Caesar, indeed, had been unsuccessful in the chief object

of his late expedition, the capture or slaughter of Ambiorix.

Caesar leaves ^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^"^® more and ravaged the districts

S^the^concfu^
through which he passed with fire and sword

;

Bionof his still the wily Eburon was able to elude his pur-
Bixth cam-

. .

^
paign. suit. In vain did the captives of each day's skir-

' Cses. B. G. vi. 35-41.
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mish declare, when brought into the proconsul's presence,

that they had but just seen the fugitive, that he must still be

close at hand, that he was defenceless and alone, or attended

at most by a mere handful of followers ; for the rewards with

which the Romans urged his people to betray him rendei'ed

him everyw'here insecure. As the season drew to a close, and

no enemy appeared any longer in the field, the labours of the

campaign came at last to an end. Cgesar convened the gen-

eral assembly at Durocortorum, and charged it to inquire into

the guilt of the Senones and Carnutes ; but he treated those

people with unexpected mildness, and was satisfied with the

sacrifice of a single victim. Two legions he stationed in the

country of the Treviri, two among the Lingones, but the re-

maining six he concentrated at Agendicum, in the territory

of the Senones.' Having made these dispositions, he no

longer hesitated to take the road for Italy, intending to hold

the assembly of the Cisalpine states, and make at the same

time a nearer survey of affairs at Rome, where events had oc-

curred of the utmost importance towards the development

of his schemes.

The death of Julia had occurred during the period of

Caesar's second invasion of Britain. He had felt his bereave-

ment with the keenness of genuine aflfection ;
^ 'The alliance of

/v. T 1 .
Cassar and

nevertheless, he had not suffered his sorrow to Pompeiusdis-

suspend the progress of his arms ; ' nor did he death ofjuua,
r> .-, (, • 1 1 T Ciassus, and
tail, we may suppose, to lorecast, with cool de- ciodius.

liberation, the changes it seemed to open in the great politi-

cal game he was playing at Rome. The tie which bound

him, however loosely and precariously, to Pompeius, was now
rudely severed.* Caesar was aware that, crowned with laurels

' Cses. B. G. vi. 44.

^ See Cic. ad Qu. Fr. iii. 1. : "0 me solicitum, quantum ego dolui in

Cassaris suavissimis litteris !

"

^ Senee. Cons, ad Marc. 14. :
" Intra diem tertium imperatoria obiit munia

et tam cito dolorem vicit quam omnia solebat."

* Senec. I. c. :
" In oculis erat Cn. Pompeius, non ajquo laturus animo

quenquam alium esse in republica magnum."
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and followed by legions, he was no longer, even in the eyes

of his vain associate, the mere aspiring adventurer who had
crossed the Alps to seek pohtical distinction. He had be-

come a formidable rival even to the first man in the republic.

He could not doubt that his recent connexion Avould now re-

coil from his alliance, and employ his recovered freedom to

form a new comjiact with his deadliest enemies. Caesar was
not yet prepared to meet and defy such a combination in the

curia and the forum. His plans were not yet ripe, his po-

sition not yet assured. He might fear to be precipitated into

a struggle with the oligarchy at home, while Gaul was yet

unconquered, and the basis of his future operations unse-

cured. But other catastrophes followed, which could not fail

to widen the breach, and poison the sources of disunion. Our
next chapter will record the expedition of Crassus into Asia,

and its final termination. The triple league was definitely

dissolved by the death of the triumvir, whose peculiar po-

sition and personal qualities marked him as best fitted to hold

the balance between his jealous colleagues ; or constituted

him, in the language of the poet, the isthmus Avhich forbade

the collision of two encroaching oceans.' Was any thing

more wanting to expose to the survivors the hollowness of

their alliance, and the natural antipathy of their views and

tempers, it was supplied by the removal of Clodius from the

theatre of aflfairs, the man whom they had conspired to sup-

port, each for his own ulterior purposes. The news of the

death of Clodius greeted Caesar immediately upon his arrival

on the frontier of his province.^ The circumstances which at-

tended it compelled the senate, as we shall see, to throw all

its power into the hands of Pompeius, to exalt him to a

greater pre-eminence than he had ever yet enjoyed, to inflame

his pride, to enhance his self-confidence, and to tempt him

finally to break with the leaders of the popular cause.

' Lucan, i. 100.

:

" Qualiter undas

Qui secat, et geminum gracilis mare separat Isthmus."

^ Caes. Bell. Gall, vii, 1. :
" Ibi cognoscit de Clodii caede."
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CHAPTEK XI.

STATE OF THE PARTHIAN MONARCHY. CRASSOS MEDITATES AN EXPEDITION

AGAINST THE PARTHIANS. FIRST INVASION, A. V. 700. SECOND INVASION,

A. IT. 701. HE IS DECEIVED BY THE PARTHIANS, AND MISLED BY HIS

GUIDES. FATAL ENGAGEMENT BEYOND CHARRHiE. DEATH OF THE YOUNGER

CRASSUS.—CRASSUS ENTICED INTO A CONFERENCE AND SLAIN IN A FRAY.

HIS REMAINS INSULTED. AN INTERREGNUM AT ROME. POMPEIUS PRE-

VAILS ON THE TRIBUNES TO ALLOW THE ELECTION OF CONSULS.—ASSASSI-

NATION OF CLODIUS.—DISTURBANCES IN THE CITY. POMPEIUS APPOINTED

SOLE CONSUL FOR THE YEAR 702. TRIAL OF MILO.—THE PROCEEDINGS OP

THE FORUM CONTROLLED BY AN ARMED FORCE.

BEFORE we revert to the contemplation of the protracted

death-struggle of Roman independence, we must turn

aside to follow the Parthian expedition of Cras- Rise of the Par-... thian monar-
sus, one oi the most romantic episodes in the his- chy.

tory of the martial republic, conspicuous for the most wanton

aggression and the most signal chastisement by which her

bloody annals are distinguished. The province of Syria offer-

ed brilliant opportunities to the ambition or avarice of a Ro-

man proconsul. Its wealth, comparatively untouched by

earlier conquerors, was the accumulation of centuries of com-

mercial splendour. Its frontiers were limited by the domin-

ions of tlie tributary sovereigns of Cappadocia and Palestine,

who flourished under the shadow of Roman protection. Be-

yond them lay the kingdoms of Armenia, placed also in a

state of dubious dependence on the republic, and of Egypt,

whose freedom at the moment was trembling in tlie balance.

To the east stretched the vast extent of the Parthian empire,

with which Rome had never yet measured her strength. The

region from which the once miglity name of the Parthians
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took its rise is an insignificant tract of country watered by
the river Ochus, tlie modern Tedjen, near the soutli-eastern

extremity of the Caspian Sea. On the north a sandy desert

separates it from the Oxus and the modern city of Khiva

;

on the south it is hemmed in by the great moimtain chain

which connects the Caucasus of the west with the Hindoo
Khoosh, or Caucasus of the east. This district had formed

the most northern possession of the Macedonian empire ; but,

upon the partition of the various provinces after the death of

Alexander, none of his Greek generals aspired to occupy a

throne in so remote and barbarous a region. Parthia fell into

the hands of a chief of native extraction, though known by
the Greek name of Stasanor ; but it continued in a state of

precarious dependence on the sovereigns of the Macedonian

line, who held their court in Susa. The power of the Euro-

pean dynasties was weakened by their quarrels with one an-

other ; and both the Parthians and the Bactrians shook off the

yoke in the third century before our era. Arsaces, the foun-

der of a race of Parthian kings, was a man of obscure origin
;

the conquest of Hyrcania extended his possessions to the

Caspian ; and when his vigorous chivalry crossed the Caucasus

and came in contact with the nations to the south, the suc-

cessors of Alexander Avere unable to withstand them, and the

whole of the provinces between the Euphrates and the Indus

fell in the fourth generation imder the sway of the Parthian

Mithridates. This powerful tyi'ant was succeeded by a son

who, after some brilliant triumphs over the Greeks in Syria,

was defeated and slain by a horde of invading Scythians.

The attention of his successors, as far as they could spare it

from their intestine divisions and family intrigues, was prin-

cipally occupied with checking the progress of these depreda-

tors, and supporting the power of Armenia on their north-

western frontier, which formed a bulwark against future in-

vasion from that quarter.^

For his abode the Parthian sovereign selected Seleucia on

the Tigris, from among the royal residences of the empire he

' This history is concisely detailed by Justin, xli. 4, 6.
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had overthrown. Scarcely emerged from the tent The Parthian

of his fathers, he at once established himself in cia.

all the pomp of the ancient dynasties which had successively

held the sceptre of Central Asia. He adopted from the As-

syrians the slothful luxury of the priest-kings of the line of

Belus ; he surrounded himself with slaves, eunuchs and con-

cubines ; dressed more like a woman than a man,' and rev-

elled in the charms of odours, wine and music. From the

example of the Medes, he assmned the licence of intermarry-

ing with the nearest members of his own family, a barbarous

device for limiting the claimants to the succession. Xor was

he less easily seduced by the more intellectual, but hardly less

enervatmg, refinements which the Greeks had introduced into

Asia. An exotic literature and a gaudy theatre flourished at

Seleucia mider the royal patronage : the ritual ceremonies of

the most graceful of superstitions were too closely interwoven

with the forms of the Grecian drama not to follow in its train.

The court of Seleucia presented a motley combination of the

manners of different ages and countries, only to be paralleled,

perhaps, in the semi-European fashions of Petersburgh and

Moscow. But the monarch was surrounded and his throne

upheld by the faithful arms of a warlike nobility, among
whom these refinements had not penetrated so deeply. For

them he had changed the satrapies of Persia and the govern-

ments of Alexander into dependent fiefs. Wlien he put forth

his whole strength for conquest or defence, he could call upon

the services of eighteen vitaxse, or vassal kings. ^ Every petty

chieftain summoned his retainers to his side, who preserved

at least in the field the habits of their nomade ancestors, clad

themselves in their scaly armour, and bounded upon their

horses, equipped Avith the bow and arrow, equall}^ deadly in

the charge or the retreat.^

' See Plutarch's description of Surenas (c. 24.) : 4vTplfxfj.aai wporranrov koL

KojxTi^ SiaKpiTii, and comp. c. 32. : iadrira ^ap^apiKi}u yvvaiKhs eVSvs. The

flowing dress which the Greeks supposed to be feminine was originally sacer-

dotal, but its effect must have been to encourage indolence and cowardice.

'' Gibbon, Decline and Fall, c. 8. ; Malcolm, Hist, of Persia, i. c. 7.

^ The Parthian forces consisted principally of cavalry, and both men and
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The countenance which the Parthian monarch extended to

the manners and usages introduced by his immediate predeces-

sors into the regions beyond the Euphrates was
Thedynnstyof -, , , „. ... ^ ,

•

the Aihacidaj doubtless galhug to the spirit 01 the native race,
obnoxious toils t i t i

• a- i i i
• ^ ^i,

perehmBub- and rendered him particularly obnoxious to the
"'^'^'^'

priestly caste, who worshipj)ed the element of fire

in its visible fountain in the heavens. It was to this hostility,

perhaps, that the dynasty of Arsaces owes the obscurity which

envelopes its history in the native annals. Ferdousi, the

poetical historian of Persia, passes it over almost in silence

;

and other Oriental authorities, Avhile they curtail its duration

by two or more centuries, deny the foreign extraction of the

founder.' This opinion has met wdth supporters among Eu-

ropean scholars ; but the passage of Strabo, on which they

rely, may be safely pronounced corrupt,^ and there is no

horses were clad in chain or scale armour. Justin, xli. 2. These accoutre-

ments became an object of terror to the Romans after their defeat under

Crassus, and formed the burden of many popular descriptions. (See Proper-

tius, Martial, and the poets generally.) It is hardly credible that the Parthian

horsemen thus equipped could have had great rapidity of movement ; and the

Armenian cavalry, similarly armed, was defeated and destroyed with ease by

Lucullus at Tigranocerta. (Plut. Luc. 28.) But their attaclfs were formida-

ble to the Roman legionary, unless well furnished with archers, slingers, and

cavalry on his wings. In the later periods of the empire the Romans adopted

this mode of equipment, rather perhaps for show than for service. (Claudian,

in Rujin. ii. 360.) But the same kind of defensive armour, which we are ac-

customed to associate with the name of the Parthians, has been very exten-

sively used in various parts of the world. The figures thus clad on the Column

of Trajan represent Sarmatians: comp. Tac. Hist. i. 79.; Ammian. xvii. 12.:

Pausan. i. 21. The Georgians and Circassians use it habitually at the present

day, and it was adopted from them by their descendants, the Mamelukes of

Egypt. Major Denham discovered a people in Bornou whose king was at-

tended by a body-guard of horsemen in chain-mail. Their horses, he says,

were small, but moved witli rapidity. Denham and Clapperton's First Jour-

ney, p. 62-64. His drawings are precisely similar to the specimens of Afghan

or Belooche chain-mail, whicli may be seen in Sir Samuel Meyriclc's collection

at Goodrich Court. The chain-mail of the crusaders with which we are famil-

iar was more complete and heavier than any other.

' Malcolm's Hist, of Persia., I. c. Arsaces is known to the native writers

by the name of Ashk.
^ Strabo alone of the ancient writers seems to identify the Parthians with
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ground for supposing that the Arsacida3 formed an exception

to the destiny which has so repeatedly subjected Persia to

the sway of foreign masters.'

The progress of the Roman arms in the east had brought

them at length into immediate contact with the Parthian out-

posts, and the line of the Euphrates became crassussets

through a part of its course the recognized boun-
ernmciit'in^°^

dary of the two dominions. The Roman prov- ^^^'[\
599

ince of Syria extended from the south-eastern ex- •*• °- ^^

tremity of Asia Minor, or the Gulf of Issus, to the Libanus,

the northern limit of Palestine. It was governed, as we have

seen, directly from Rome, while the territories immediately

bordering upon it were allowed to retain their own laws, and

were subjected to the rule of native sovereigns appointed by

the republic. The large force which it was necessary to

maintain in a position of such importance, and its distance

from the seat of government, invested the proconsul of Syria

with almost irresponsible power. Gabinius was nearly the

first to Avhom this charge had been intrusted since the politi-

cal settlement established throughout these regions by Pom-

peius. He had gone to his province full of schemes of war-

fare and plunder. He had quarrelled with the Parthians, who
had hitherto cultivated amicable relations with their for-

midable neighbours, and conducted themselves towards her

officers with the respectful frankness of a brave and inde-

the Carduchi (xvi. 1.); but the reading Uapevaiwv is rejected by Groskurd,

who, with Tzschukke, Koray and Wesseling, would read ropSvaiitiy. The

Carduchi, or Kurds, had their central seats about the sources of the river

Tigris, but extended also into the plains of Adiabene. Xenophon {Aiiab. iii.

5. 16.) describes them as only nominally dependent on the kings of Persia in

his time. Their nomade habits and love of horses (Kinneir, Geographical

Memoir of Pcraia, p. 143.) are too common characteristics of an analogous

state of society to establish any identity between them and the Parthians.

Undoubtedly, however, there was an early connexion between the Armenians,

Parthians, Medes and Persians, derived from their common Caucasian origin,

and so far both theories may be reconciled.

' The dynasty of the Arsacida; was overthrown in the third century by

Ardshir, or Artaxerxes, the first of the Sassanidae, a native race which reigned

till the conquest of the Saracens in the seventh.
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pendent people. He had gone so far as to threaten them with

invasion, but had been diverted from his 2:)urpose by the su-

perior temptation of restoring Ptolemaeus Auletes to the

throne of Egypt. It was this capricious jDroject of Gabinius

to signalize himself by a war with Parthia that inflamed the

vanity of Crassus. The success of the new proconsul in mili-

tary affairs had hitherto been equivocal ; up to this period he

had not appeared to affect the character of a great general.

But the renown of Pompeius and Caesar had long rankled in

his bosom ; he resolved to rival, and he hoped to excel,

them ; sentiments of military ambition, which were supposed

never to have found a place in his cautious and sober dispo-

sition, now broke forth in expressions, of the wildest arro-

gance. He talked to his friends with puerile presumption

of the exploits he would perform ; he would not limit his

enterprizes to Syria or even Parthia ; the victories of Lucul-

lus over Tigranes, of Pompeius over Mithridates, he ridiculed

as trifling ; while he proclaimed his own resolution to sub-

due the Bactrians and the Indians, and penetrate, like another

Alexander, to the ocean which surrounds the Continent.'

Caesai', always on the watch for the errors of his associates,

wrote to him from Gaul to stimulate his ambition and feed

his hopes." We may suppose that the advice of the con-

queror of the west would be no less audacious in character

than that which had so often marked his actions, and that he

urged Crassus to put the widest interpretation upon the

licence to make war or peace which Trebonius had obtained

for him. It was indeed too late to quarrel Avith the procon-

sul of Syria for j^roposing to exercise a power which had

been formally conceded to him ; nevertheless, the statesmen

of the republic were reluctant to throw themselves at the feet

of another militaiy despot, and the disclosure of his warlike

resolves caused general alarm and discontent among them.

In order to evade the effect of their discouragement or re-

monstrances, Crassus pushed on his preparations, and com-

menced his journey some weeks before his consulship ex-

' Plut. Crass. 16. ' Plut. I. c.
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pired.' It was resolved to appeal to the feelings of the

people by denouncing his meditated aggression as unpro-

voked and impious. The tribune Ateius met him at the gate

of the city, and holding in one hand a brazier of burning

coals, and casting incense into it with the other, invoked the

curse of heaven upon the enterprize and its leader, and de-

voted him, in the face of his country, and in the solemn

words of the ancient formularies, to the infernal gods.° The
tribune's curse awakened a sense of justice, or at least a feel-

ing of superstition, among the citizens, by which the soldiers

themselves were not unaffected. Remorse and fear conspired

to imagine, nor did malice fail perhaps to invent omens and

prodigies of direful import, and many such were doubtless

reported after the catastrophe they might be supposed to

have portended. A story related by Cicero is curious, at

least in a philological point of view, for the glimpse it gives

us of the Latin pronunciation. While the troops were as-

sembled at Brundisium, a man was heard calling his figs in

the street, Cauneas, Cauneas / his long and drawling accents

were fancifully inter^jreted into the fatal warning. Cave ne

eas, Beware of going. ^ The loss of several vessels, in the pas-

sage to Dyrrhachimn, with troops on board, was a more

serious misadventure. But the journey through Macedonia

and the Lesser Asia, with all its cheering sights and pleasant

resting-places, revived the equanimity of the soldiers, and

' He left Rome just before the middle of November, according to the un-

reformed calendar (Cic. ad Atl. iv. 13.), the Roman year at this period being

just fifteen days in advance of the real time. He probably crossed from

Brundisium about a fortnight later, when his armament was assailed by violent

stormy weather. Plut. Crass. 17. ; comp. Drumann, iv. 96. Plutarch con-

tradicts himself in Pomp. 52., where he says that Crassus did not leave Rome
till the beginning of the following year.

- Plut. Cra.ts. 16.; Dion, xxxix. 39.; Flor. iii. 11. 3., where the name

Mctelhis is a mistake. The nobles affected to be displeased with the extrava-

gant zeal of their friend. But Cicero, in a letter to Atticus (iv. 13.), con-

trasts the slender attendance of friends and well-wishers at Crassus's departure

with the enthusiasm which was manifested when ^Emilius Paulus left the city

to undertake the war against Perseus, king of Macedonia.

^ Cic. de Divin. ii. 40. Probably the sound was Cafneas.
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Crassus himself was full of confidence and arrogant levity.

Deiotarus, king of Galatia, an aged and faithful ally of the

Roman people, was building a city in the route of the pro-

consul. Crassus mocked hun for undertaking such an enter-

prize in his old age. And thou^ too, returned the veteran, art

far advanced in years to lead an expedition against the

Parthia)is^

The Roman, indeed, did not delay an mstant in making

his fii'st campaign. He crossed the Euphrates, and accejDted

the submission of some towns in Mesopotamia.
Crassus crosses -^ , , j^ , . ,

the Euphiates, One placc, Deiore which a party of his troops had
and gains tome ., iii
trifliug BUG- met With a check, he stormed and ransacked, and

A. ij. 700. was well pleased to receive, for so trifling an ex-

ploit, the acclamations of his army and the appel-

lation of Imperator. But he was soon satisfied with his suc-

cess, and, instead of pushing forward upon the centre of the

enemy's power, returned indolently to his province ; thus al-

lowing the Parthians, irritated but not seriously injured, to

complete their preparations for repelling a second attack.

The rule of an upstart race of barbarians fretted the pride of

the great old-world cities of Seleucia and Babylon. The first

object of an invader, according to the military critics of an-

tiquity, should have been to present himself before their

walls, and proclaim himself the deliverer of voluptuous civili-

zation from the yoke of the rude mountaineers.^ During the

remainder of the year, the seven-hundredth from the founda-

tion of the city, Crassus occupied himself with the civil aflTaii'S

of his province, or rather with the extortion and accumulation

of treasure. In the pursuit of his object he committed va-

rious acts of sacrilege, to the horror of the natives, who care-

^ Crassus was sixty years of age, and his appearance was still older. Plut.

Crass. 17. ; App. Hist. Her. Parth. This work cannot be considered genu-

ine, and is almost a verbal transcript of Plutarch.

^ Plut. Crass. 27. : Bu^vAuvos Kal SeAeu/ceior, Svafifvuip d(i to7^ UdpOois

K6\i<av. Dion, xl. 13.: twv yap MaKehovwp kuI twv aWwv Tuiy avcTparev-

aavTwv (T(p'i(nv 'EWvi'wv iiroiKoi ttoKKoI, /3ia axOo/xevoi, Kal e'y tovs 'Pu'/uaiovs

us Koi <pi\tK\rivus iroWa iAiri^ovris, ovk UKovaites nedlcTavro.
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fully registered the omens which portended the vengeance

of the gods.' He was joined by his son, the gallant lieu-

tenant of Caesar, with a body of one thousand cavalry from

Gaul, a present from the one triumvir to the other. The
most expei'ienced of his officers was C. Cassius Longinus, a

soldier of approved skill and courage. Thus supported, Avith

an army duly disciplined and equipped, he continued to in-

dulge in sanguine confidence regarding the result of the cam-

paign which he projected for the following year. The char-

acter of the Parthian Avarfare, which became so terrible to

the Romans, was as yet little known to them ; but the Per-

sian arrow, they might remember, had been no match for the

Macedonian sarissa. They had not yet learned to distinguish

the mail-clad horsemen of Parthia from the loose-garbed and

efieminate human herds which Xerxes had driven with whips

before him, which Agesilaus had scattered with a handful of

Spartan infantry, or which Alexander had chased from the

Hellespont to the Hyphasis.^

While Crassus Avas collecting his forces from their winter

' Crassus seized without remorse the treasures amassed in the temple of

Derceto or Atargatis, in Hierapolis. (Plut. Crass. 27. ; Strab. xvi. 1. 4.) He
made a journey to Jerusalem on purpose to rifle the temple. Its wealth was

computed at ten thousand talents. Eleazar the high-priest tried to save it by

the offer of a costly bribe. Crassus took the bribe and the treasure both.

Joseph. Antiq. xiv. 7. 1., B. Jud. i. 7. 8.

^ Compare the speech of Lentulus in Lucan's poem (viii. 3.31. &c.), which

seems to express a revival of the contemptuous and unfounded prejudices of

the Romans, after the defeat of Crassus had been effaced from their recollec-

tion :

" Illic et laxas vestes et fluxa virorum

Velamenta vides." ....

The bow was stigmatized as a cowardly and effeminate weapon compared with

the sword

:

" Ensis habet vires, et gens qusecunque virorum est

Bella gerit gladiis." ....

One disadvantage it had :

" Nam Medos praelia prima

Exarmant, vacuaeque jubent remeare pharetrae."

No Roman would have escaped from the field of Carrhee if the Parthians could

have maintained a close blockade of the exhausted legions.
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quarters, Orodes, the king of the Parthians, sent ambassadors

Embassy of the to complain of the sudden aggression upon his

mutual deit'^'^
territories, or, more properly, upon those of Ab-

^""a'c 701
garus, king of Osrhoene, a dependency of the

B. c. 53. Seleucian crown. But their commission was not

so much to negotiate with the Roman proconsul as to defy

him. The Parthians seem to have been informed of the dis-

like with which the proceedings of Crassus were viewed by

the Roman senate. An attempt had lately been made in that

assembly to obtain the proconsul's recal from his province,

which was foiled by the interference of Pompeius, seconded

by a speech from Cicero.' The Parthians affected to draw a

distinction between the republic herself and the marauder

who had insulted them. With the former, they said, they

were prepared to wage war to extremity, if challenged to the

field ; but if the enterprize were merely the personal act of

the old man before them, they would not condescend to harm

a hair of his head, but would contemptuously send him back

the garrisons he had left beyond the Euphrates. Crassus re-

torted Avith the usual taimt of inexpei'ienced commanders ; he

would discuss these matters in their capital. Wagises, an

aged Parthian, pointed to the smooth palm of his hand, and

said that hair should sooner grow there than the Romans

ever see Seleucia.*

The confidence these expressions indicated was not belied

by the power and resolution with which it was backed.

Some of the Roman detachments stationed be-

Bius and Arta- yond the Euphrates were soon compelled to aban-

the a)riduct of don their posts, and came flying into the camp.
t e campaign, rpj^gy

described the vigorous character of the ene-

my who had assailed them, the deadliness of his assault, the

fruitlessness of pursuing him, the unerring aim of his arrows,

the impenetrability of his armour. The Parthians were evi-

dently a people very different in character from the Armenians

and Cappadocians, whom Lucullus had so easily routed. These

reports caused much uneasiness in the Roman quarters, and

' Cic. ad Div. v. 8. ' Plut. Grass. 18.
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Cassius thus early Avarned his leader of the perils of the enter-

prize he was about to undei'take. But Crassus gave no heed

to the warning. Artabazes, the king of Armenia, came into

his presence with the offer of all the resources of his country.

He promised the assistance of ten thousand cavalry equipped

in complete armour, and of thirty thousand infantry ; at the

same time he strongly urged him to direct his march through

his OT\Ti friendly territories, well supplied with water and

provisions, and abounding in hills and streams, Avhich would

baffle the dreaded manoeuvres of tlie Parthian horsemen.' By
this route he would reach the upper waters of the Tigris,

from whence he might descend to Seleucia through a fertile

and practicable comitry. But Crassus, though well pleased

with the zeal of his ally, would brook no delay, nor adopt a

circuitous line of march : moreover he represented that he

had still some troops left in occupation of outposts beyond

the Euphrates, and these he was hastening to support.

The writers from whom we derive om- accoimts of the

campaign that followed, lived at least two centuries after the

date of the events they relate ; and even if the _ ^''

.
Different

sources from which they drew their materials were routes open to

, -, ^ 1 the choice of

'trustworthy and accurate, they may very prob- an invading

ably have confused and disfigured their statements
^""^"

from their own want of critical spirit. Accordingly, their

narratives correspond very imperfectly with the geography

of the country through which they profess to guide us. The

district of Osrhoene, which comprehends imdoubtedly the

' Comp. Lucan, I. c.

:

" Paribus per Medica rura,

Sarmaticos inter campos, cffusaque piano

Tigridis arva solo, nulli superabilis hosti est

Libertate fugas : sed non, ubi terra tumebit,

Aspera conscendet montis juga, nee per opacas

Bella geret latebras, incerto debilis arcu

:

Nee frauget nando violent! vorticis amnem." . .

Yet the Parthians came originally from a hilly country, and the mail-clad cav-

alry of Armenia, as well as the modern Belooches, were accustomed to moun-

tain warfare.

VOL. I.—27
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whole of the route we wish to trace, was confined on the

north by the line of the Mons Masius, or Karahjah Dag, run-

ning directly east and west from the Tigris to the Euphrates,

in the parallel of Samosata. The latter of these rivers bounds

it to the west and south, as far as its confluence with the

Chaboras, which may be considered as the eastern limit of

the district. The great highway from Asia Minor to the

cities of Persia lay through the town of Zeugma, on the Eu-

phrates, which derived its name from the bridge by which

the opposite banks were there connected, and which, in

Rome's most prosperous times, when she granted terms to

the prostrate empires of the East, was complimented with

the pompous title of the Route of Peace.' The modem vil-

lage of Roum Kale (the Roman castle) still marks its site, but

the caravans now cross the river a few miles lower down at

Birs. From Zeugma a military way was directed due east to

Edessa, the modern Orfa, the Ur of Scripture, where the

king- of Osrhoene held his court. At a later period this po-

sition became, in the hands of the Romans, the key of Parthia

and Armenia. From hence the road branched into two lines :

the one continued in an easterly direction to Nisibis and Nine-

veh, on the Tigris, and here was the jDoint of departure either

for Seleucia or Ecbatana ; the other struck more southward,

ran through Carrhfe, then turned due south, skirting the little

stream Balissus, till it reached the Euphrates at Nicepho-

rium. From this point it was carried on nearly parallel to the

banks of that river, and at last terminated at Seleucia, after

crossing the narrowest part of the isthmus which separates

the Euphrates from the Tigris. These highways Avere the

work of a later age, when the power of Rome was established

through the whole of Mesopotamia ; but they were laid out, in

all probability, in the line of the much more ancient routes

frequented in the time of Crassus. It was along one or other

' Stat. Sylv. iii. 2. 137.: "Zeugma Latinae Pacis iter." The bridge was
originally constructed for the transport of Alexander's army across the Eu-

phrates. Dion, xl. 17. : Kmneiv^ Geographical Memoir, ^l&. The Euphrates

there is deep and rapid and about 130 yards broad.
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of these lines, therefore, that we should expect to trace the

inarch of the invading army. In later times Trajan entered

Parthia by the northern, and Julian by the southern route ;

'

but Crassus, according to our historians, followed neither.

We have no choice, but to consider the main incidents of

their narrative correct, and we must be content with remark-

ing, as we pass, the minor inconsistencies by which it is en-

cumbered.

The proconsul had collected his troops together, seven

legions strong, at Zeugma. Once more the superstition of

the soldiers was busy in collecting omens of dis-
.

Discou rage-

aster. Thunders and lightnmgs, with tempests oi raentofthe
. , , .

"
, r. -u Roman army.

wmd and ram, gave a gloomy presage oi ill-suc-

cess.^ The bridge broke under the weight of the army and

its baggage, at which the troops were much disheartened.

But the actions of their leader and the expressions which fell

from him were j^eculiarly significant and vmlucky. Crassus,

intending to return from the conquests he anticipated by the

route of Armenia, paid no attention to the calamity, and ut-

tered the unconscious prophecy, that none of his soldiers

would want that bridge again. So, too, in sacrificing, he let

the sacred fragments of the victim fall from his hand. In-

stead of hastening to recover them, and avert the omen by

appropriate formulas, he only smiled, and remarked with

levity. See the infirmity of age !
'

As soon as the Roman army had reached the left bank of

the Euphrates, it proceeded, if we are correctly informed, not

to take the road to Edessa, but to skirt the river ^ ,. ,
' Preparationa of

for some way down.^ If the object of the gen- the Parthians.

' Mannert, v. 2. p. 200. ; Franckc, Ges^ch. Trajans, p. 2Y7. ; Ammian.

xxiii. 3. D'Anville's work on the Euphrates and Tigris is of great service in

tracing the ancient geography, but his map is extremely incorrect as regards

the course of the former river. That which is appended to Kinneir's Journey

through Armenia, d'c, seems much more trustworthy.

^ The Euphrates is subject to violent hurricanes. It was in one of these

that Captain Chesney's vessel was lost on his expedition to explore the navi-

gation of that river. ^ Plut. Craxs. 19.: roiovrov rh yijpa^.

* The force which crossed the Euphrates amounted to seven legions with
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eral had been to give confidence and support to garrisons

stationed along its course, as, for instance, at Barbalissus and

Nicephorium, that object, it would seem, might have been

more readily attained by approaching the river at the spot

nearest to Antioch, his original point of departure, without

making a circuit so inconvenient. There could have been no

diificulty in throwing a bridge of boats across the stream at

either of those places. The counsel of Artabazes having been

altogether, disregarded, the skill and experience of Cassius

now suggested the most feasible alternative, the plan of the

campaign. Cassius recommended his leader to keep along

the bank of the EujArates, by which means he could ensure

a constant supply of provisions from the flotilla which was in

readiness to accompany him, and secure himself against being

surrounded. At the same time he advised him to move
slowly and with circumspection, not to trust to the rumours

which flowed into the camp of the disappearance and medi-

tated flight of the Parthians, but to keep under the shelter of

some of his fortified posts till the plans of the enemy could

be fully ascertained. The fact was, as Cassius anticipated,

that the Parthians designed to maintain the defensive, and

did not choose to meet the invaders in a pitched battle on

equal terms. It was their object to lead the Roman army

into the sandy plains which intervene between
Their strata-

gem to mislead the two rivcrs, and there hang loosely upon their
e enemy.

g]j^ii-tg^ till heat, fatiguc and want should antici-

pate the work of the sword. They found an instrument for

their design in Abgarus,^ the Osrhoenian, who attended the

about four thousand cavalry, and as many light-armed troops. Plut. Crass. 20.

Appian (B. C. iii. 18.) raises the number to 100,000 men, and Florus to

eleven legions (iii. 11.).

' He is called by Dion Auyapos, i. e. Abgarus ; by the Pseudo-Appian,

"AK^apos, in which we may, perhaps, recognize the modern Akhbar. This

word is said to be a royal title, signifying "great." Several of the name are

mentioned in this and the following century as kings of Edessa. Plutarch

gives this personage the name of Ariamnes ; he also uses the form "tpdSris

for Orodes.
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march of the Roman legions, and wormed himself into their

leader's confidence by specious professions of gratitude for

the favours he had received from Pompeius. lie assured the

proconsul that Orodes, despairing of the defence of his coun-

try, had left two of his satraps, Surenas and Sillaces, to make

a show of resistance, while he was himself m full Surcnas, the
- _, , . TT • • rt» -.1 Parthian gen-

retreat for Scythia or Hyrcania, carrymg on with emi.

him all the treasures he could hastily remove. Any appear-

ance, he said, of hesitation on the part of the Romans might

restore his confidence, but a sudden and direct march upon

Seleucia would at the moment meet with no efifectual oppo-

sition. In fact, whether through fear of the Romans, or to

show his contempt for them in the most striking manner,

Orodes had imdertaken himself to chastise the insolence of

their Armenian ally, leaving the brimt of the invasion to be

sustained by his satraps. But this division of his forces was

calculated to lull the enemy into security, and entice him to

a peiilous movement, where the nature of the country and

climate would arm the Parthians with irresistible weapons.

Surenas ranked next to the king in birth, Avealth and distinc-

tion.' He was the most eminent of his nation for valour and

abilities, nor had he an equal in strength and beauty of per-

son. He went forth, whether in peace or war, with an equip-

age of one thousand camels, and liis wives and concubines

followed him in a train of two hundred chariots. His body-

guard consisted of one thousand horsemen in mail, and a stiU

greater number of light-armed. His rank and relationship to

the throne entitled him to place the diadem on the head of

the sovereign. It was to him that Orodes owed his restora-

tion to the supreme power, from which he had been formerly

expelled by his o-^-n subjects. Surenas had reconquered Se-

leucia by his own personal valour, and though not yet thirty

years of age, he added to all these claims to honour the repu-

tation of the highest wisdom in coimcil and craft in the ftice

of the enemy.

' Plut. Crass. 21. 24. It seems probable that Surenas, like Abgarus, was

a title, and not an appellative.
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Abgarus, it seems, found no difficulty in persuading the

infatuated Roman to abandon the line of the Euphrates, and

strike into the plains which separate it from the
The Roman ^n--- ^ <> i • n • t -, ^

army is misled Tigris, m the lace 01 this lormidable opponent.
by the treach- - , r- rr
eiyofAbga- ihe general character oi the comitry Irom Zeug-

ma to the Chaboras is botli level and sandy, but

its barrenness is relieved by patches of cultivated and abun-

dantly fertile soil. Xor are there wanting both streams and

wells to supply it with water. There seems, therefore, to be

no serious impediment to the progress either of a caravan or

an army as far as the river Chaboras, beyond which lies the

great desert of Sinjar.' It is highly uuprobable that the army

of Crassus ever penetrated into this further region, and we
cannot resist the susj^icion that the common traditions, upon

which the historians relied, ascribed to its march far greater

difficulties and privations than it really encountered. Soon

after leaving the river side, it is said, the country lost every

appearance of habitation and fertility. Boundless tracts of

light moving sand presented themselves to the eye, Avithout

shade or water, imdulating like the waves of the sea. The

heat was intense, and the spirits of the soldiers sank under

the daily repetition of fatigue without refreshment. Ar-

tabazes, harassed by the attack of Orodes, excused himself

from despatching the promised reinforcements, and intreated

the Roman general to turn his course in the direction of Ar-

menia. Crassus denounced the unfortunate prince as a traitor,

and threatened him with tlie vengeance of the republic as

soon as he should have leisure to execute it. His conduct to

Cassius was marked with contemptuous disregard, and the

officers, who foresaw the perils into which they were hurry-

ing, had no other resource than to wreak their ill-humour in

bitter reproaches against Abgarus, Avho retorted with the

coolest assurance, asking if they had expected to make a holi-

day excursion among shady groves and fountains, in a country

of baths and hostelries, like their own Campania. At last,

' This is the great desert of Mesopotamia, which Strabo describes as lying

beyond the Chaboras (xvi. 1.).
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on pretence of executing some secret services, he quitted the

Roman camp, and escaped from the hands of the enemy
whom he had entrapped into the desert.'

It is evident from this account of Phitarch that he con-

siders the expedition to have proceeded several days' march
from the point where it left the beaten route to

the next locality which he mentions, the jiassage diffi^Jii'tHs're-

of the river Balissus. It Avas here tliat Crassus ^me'^of'cMs^

was informed by the piquets which he had sent ^"^^ ^'^"'''^

forward that the Parthians were collected in his front in

much greater force than he had been led to expect. If this,

then, was the extreme limit of his onward progress, he had

not left the Euphrates above fifty miles in a straight line be-

hind him ; he had not set foot in the sandy desert at all ; nor

had he given any indication that he meant to pursue a route

through the centre of Mesoi^otamia, for at this point he had

not abandoned the highway that leads from Edessa to Nice-

phorium and Seleucia. We must either consent to regard

the whole account we have received of Crassus's errors and

misconduct as imworthy of credit, and the charges against

him unproved, or we must apply a correction to Plutarch's

geograjihy, and believe that he should have pointed out, not

the Balissus, but one of the branches, probably the more

western, of the Chaboras, for the spot where the army pre-

pared for combat. However this may be, we now find Cras-

sus taken bv surprise, and his army thrown at once into con-

fusion. Hasty preparations were made to meet the enemy

;

the order of battle Avas a deep square of four fronts, with

tAvelve cohorts on each side, supported by a body of cavalry

not only on the flanks, but also in front and rear. A moment

only was allowed for refreshment on the bank of the rivulet,

contrary to the advice of the most experienced officers, who
recommended a halt and an encampment for the night. The

troops pushed on till they came in sight of the advancing

columns of the Parthian cavalry. The enemy had adopted

measures to conceal their numbers till the Romans had come

' Plut. Crass. 22.
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close upon them. When the whole of then- forces were re-

vealed, with their sweeping clouds of cavalry, glittering, man
and horse, in brilliant armour, their banners waving with silk

and gold, and the loud clang of their kettle-drums uttering

discordant music to European ears,' the Komans were appalled

at the sudden discovery of their numbers and resolution.

Nevertheless, wearied and breathless as they
The Roman

1 1 t • t ^

and Partiiian wcre, they wcrc Compelled immediately to accept
airaiesengag

.

^^^ proffered combat. The shower of arrows

with Avhich the Parthians began the fray pierced the armour

of the legionary through and through. It nailed his buckler

to his arm, and his feet to the ground. Thus far indeed he

suffered no worse than the ordinary peril to which he was

exposed from the first discharge of the skirmishers at the

commencement of a battle, except that the Parthian arrow

was a missile of unusual strength and sharpness. But the

Parthian bowman was mounted, and the Roman foot-soldier

in vain attempted to close with him. He could shoot as well

in the retreat as the charge, and the onset of infantry threw

him into no confusion, and afforded not an instant's relief.

His quiver was no sooner exhausted than he repaired to his

camels in the rear, and quickly reappeared with his stock re-

plenished. Crassus j)erceived the necessity of employing his

cavalry to disperse the enemy, but their numbers were inade-

quate to such a service. He directed his son Publius to

charge, and the gallant young soldier obeyed with too

eager alacrity. The Parthians gave way, and led him on till

they had withdra^Ti him far from the suj^port of the main

body, when they wheeled about, surrounded and easily over-

powered his scanty squadrons. Young Crassus fouglit with

resolution to the last, and when every hope of victory or

rescue had vanished, caused himself to be slain by his shield-

^ Compare Flor. iii. 11. 8., and Plut. Crass. 24. Milton [Parad. Regained,

iii.) has amassed from the historians and grouped with poetic brilliance the

characteristics of Parthian warfare :

"He look'd and saw what numbers numberless," &c.
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bearer. The father had been flattering himself that the

field so suddenly cleared by his son's impetuous peath of the

charge was already his own. He was awakened y°"nger Onis-~ J 8U8, anil retreat

from his dream by the return of the Parthians, "^ '^'^ Roman.,,

shouting aloud in triumphant exultation, and brandishing

the head of their victim on a pike. Crassus stifled his

grief and horror with an effort of despair. He hurried from
cohort to cohort, uttering such customary words of encour-

agement as his alarm or sorrow allowed. The death of

Publius, he said, was the loss of a son to his father, but only

of a citizen to the republic. But spiritless himself, he was in-

capable of infusing spirit. The Parthians continued through-

out the day to harass the Roman army by a repetition of their

usual manoeuvres. It was not till nightfall that they allowed

them any respite. Not being accustomed to construct camps,

they never passed the night in the immediate neighbourhood

of an enemy, but retired to a distance, leaving the Romans to

make what iise they could of the few hours which would in-

tervene before their reappearance. Crassus himself, over-

whelmed with grief and mortification, if not with fear, was

incapable of suggesting any counsel or adopting any resolu-

tion. Cassius and the other officers promptly set him aside,

and took upon themselves to give the necessary orders. They

determined to retreat without a moment's delay. Compelled

to leave behind them the wounded, these unfortunate victims,

hopeless of receiving quarter, uttered such piercing shrieks as

to reach the ears of the Parthian spies, who guessed the cause

and reported it. Immediately the horsemen sprang to their

saddles, and speedily overtook the retiring legions. But it

would seem that their horses, after a long day's service, were

unable to keep pace with the headlong rush of desperate

men. News of the disaster was speedily con- xhevtakeref-

veyed to Carrhfe, and the Roman garrison which "^"^ '" Carriijc.

was there stationed issued forth to succour and rescue the

remnant of the flying army, which it conducted to an asylum

of rest and safety. The Parthians contented themselves with

the plunder of the camp and the slaughter of the -^V'ounded,
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together with all the stragglers they could intercept, to the

number of several thousands.'

A report was spread in the cantonments that Crassus and

the principal leaders had abandoned the routed army and

effected their escape. Surenas was especially anxious to seize

the person of the proconsul, for, according to Oriental no-

tions, the death or captivity of the leader was generally con-

sidered decisive of the Avar. Accordingly, he Avould have

pushed forward in pursuit, and left the fugitives behind him
in Carrh^e, had he not obtained by a stratagem the informa-

tion he sought. Having ascertained that Crassus was within

the walls, he collected his forces and determined to beleaguer

the place. But the Parthian tactics were not adapted either

to the siege or the blockade. The Romans, distrusting their

slight fortifications, or unprovided with the means of sub-

sistence, or more than ever anxious to get within their own
frontier, escaped from the fortress by night. Each officer

The Roman seems to have been allowed to make the best of

cirrh.T.'nnd'"^ ^^^ ^^^J with his own divisiou
; no attempt was

sevenirdirec- made to conduct the retreat in concert. Cassius
^^°°® succeeded in crossing the Euphrates with a small

body of horse ; Octavius, with a larger division, reached

the outskirts of the Armenian hills, and was almost beyond

pursuit, when the imminent danger to which the proconsul

was exposed behind him induced him to quit his vantage

ground, and descend to save or perish with his general. The
Parthians had come up with Crassus, and were pressing

closely both upon his rear and flanks. Yet a few hours more,

and the shades of evening would receive him within the

mountain fastnesses, among which the cavalry of his pursuers

would cease to be formidable. Surenas beheld his prey on

the point of eluding his grasp ; courage and audacity could

hardly secure it, cunning and treachery might yet prevail.

He allowed some of his prisoners to escaj^e, after duly pre-

paring them for his purpose, by discoursing in tlieir presence

of the goodness and placability of Orodes, and assuring them

Plut. Crass. 21.; Dion, xl. 25. ; Flor. iii. 11. 8.
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that the Parthians would be satisfied with fair and reasonable

terms of accommodation. At the same time he stratagem of

sent messengers to Crassus to propose a capitula- g"ge'cra8°urin

tion. The escaped prisoners repaired to the camp conference,

of their countrymen, and spread among them their own con-

viction of the good taith and moderation of the enemy.

Crassus had the sense to distrust their representations ; but

the army became clamorous, and began to threaten violence,

shaking their arms in a tumultuary manner. The proconsul

believed himself compelled to yield, though not without pro-

testing to his officers that he was coerced by the insubordina-

tion of his own soldiers, the greatest disgrace that could be-

fal an imperator. The Parthian chieftain made the fairest pro-

fessions, and arranged that the meeting between them should

take place in the company of a few chosen officers on each

side. The Roman imperator approached, attended by his

staff, but all, it would appear, disarmed and dismounted.

Crassus was received at first with the highest demonstrations

of respect, and Surenas, according to the Parthian custom,

ordered a horse with golden housings to be brought forward

for his use. The proconsul would have sent for his own
charger, but the Parthian offered him one of his own in the

name of Orodes the king. The feeble and bewildered old

man Avas lifted abruptly into the saddle, and the Parthian

grooms began to goad the steed and urge him towards the

enemy. The attendants of Crassus vainly endeavoured to

arrest his doom. Octavius and another officer named Pe-

tronius seized the reins, while others attempted to cut them.

Confusion ensued, and blows were interchanged. Octavius

seized a Parthian's sword, and slew one of the grooms, but

was immediately cut down by a blow from behind. In the

fray Crassus himself received a mortal wound a fmy ensues,

from the hand of a Parthian named Pomax-
octavius'^are

aithras. Such was the most credible account ^^^^'i-

of the matter, but nothing certain was known. Others of the

Romans fell also in the scuffle ; the remainder escajDcd to the

army, and the Parthians now suffered the fugitives to make
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their way mimolested to the hills. Many, indeed, surren-

dered to Surenas, who assured them that with the death of

their general hostilities should cease. We do not hear that

they received any ill-treatment ; though, from the temper in

which, as we shall see, the remains of Crassus were insulted,

we cannot suppose that they met with the respect due to hon-

ourable captives. Detained for years among their foreign

captors, they ended with adopting their customs and man-

ners, intermarried with the families of the barbarians, and re-

nounced the country of their ancestors.' It was calculated

that twenty thousand men perished in this calamitous expe-

dition, and that half that number were made prisoners.

The victor sent the head and hand of Crassus to Orodes
;

but he would have been better pleased to have conducted his

The Parthians prisoner alive into the royal presence, as he is

eui/ecZ-^'^wuh
^^^^ ^^ havc promised. He amused his soldiers,

a^mock°trr'*'
°^ ^^^ gratified his own A'anity, by the jDerformance

umph. of a ceremony ia mockery of a Roman triumph.

The proconsul was represented by one of the captives, who
was supposed to bear some personal resemblance to him.

The substitute was tawdrily arrayed in female garments, and

compelled to answer to the title of Imperator, with which his

fellow-prisoners were ordered to address him. The voluptu-

ous and dissipated habits attributed to Crassus and his officers

were made subjects of scornful ridicule, and the licentious

books which were found in the Koman tents were paraded

with a mockery of indignation.^ It seems that the Parthians

were well pleased to offer such a spectacle to their effeminate

' Hor. Od. iii. 5. 5.

:

" Milesne Crassi conjuge barbara

Turpis maritus vixit," &c.

And according to Velleius ii. 82. and Florus iv. 10. M. Antonius, in his cam-

paign of A. c. 718, found prisoners from the army of Crassus in the Parthian

service. Compare Justin, xhi. 5. The day of Crassus's death, vi. Id. Jun. or

June 8, is fixed by Ovid, Fast. vi. 465. See Fischer, p. 253.

^ It should be observed, however, that Crassus himself was unstained with

the grosser vices of his class :
" Vir cietera sanctissimus, immunisque volup-

tatibus." Yell. ii. 46.
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Greek subjects : but they, on their j^art, failed to draw the

inference Avhich their masters mtended, and tliought it incon-

sistent in Surenas to deride the licentiousness of the Romans,

when he was himself accompanied to the field by his battalion

of concubines, and rejoiced in the lewd music and dancino-

of a train of slaves, and when the throne of the Arsacida? was
so often filled by the oifspring of strange and disgraceful al-

liances. They compared, indeed, his array to the figure of a

viper, bristling in front with its armed warriors and horses,

but disgusting and squalid behind, with its train of women,
with their timbrels, and songs, and bacchanalian orgies,*

"While these events were in progress, Orodes came to

terms with the Armenian Artabazes, and accepted the hand

of his daughter for his own son Pacorus. This indignities of-

auspicious union received new lustre from the tri- remains o^^

umph of Surenas. The festivals with which it
Cias^us.

was celebrated were fashioned upon Grecian models ; so soon

had the rude descendants of Arsaces resigned themselves

to the fascinating luxuries of their semi-Hellenic capital.

Orodes was well skilled in the language and literature of

Greece ; Artabazes even composed tragedies after the Grecian

model, and wrote historical works in that tongue. "UHien the

head of Crassus was brought to the door of the banquetting

hall, a Greek actor from Tralles began to recite ajipropriate

verses from the Bacchanals of Euripides ; when the bloody

trophy was thrown at the feet of the assembled guests, he

seized it in his hands, and enacted with it the frenzy of

Agave and the mutilation of Pentheus. The story that molten

gold was poured into the mouth of the avaricious Roman is

not mentioned by Plutarch, from whom we receive such mi-

nute details of the insults practised on his remains. But the

testimony of an earlier -^Titer shows that it was already cur-

rently reported,^ nor is there any improbability in the circum-

stance to induce us to disbelieve it.

' Plut. Crass. 32.

° Florus, iii. 11. 11., at the end of Trajan's reijrn, about one hundred and

seventy years after the event. The commentators on this passage have
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Such was the end of the unfortunate triumvir. It was

many years since a Roman proconsul had thus miserably

Reflections on pei'ished at the head of an army which he had
the death of the ]q^ ^q dcstructiou. The names of Carrhae and
Crassi, the
father aud son. CannaB Were couj)led together on the bloodiest

page of the national annals. The fate of the general was

held up by poets and historians as a beacon for the warning

of ambitious statesmen, and possibly his errors were mag-

nified to screen the AA'ant of conduct and discipUne in the

licentious armies of the east. Not a single voice has been

raised through all ages in lamentation over his untimely death,

except in so far as it tended to precipitate the confusion

of his country's affairs, and the overthrow of her consti-

tution. But the son deserves at least to be exempted from

the pitiless scoi'n. which clings for ever to the name of the

father, and to be honoured as the gallant Lausus of Roman
history.' Enough that his memory has found a shrine in the

pages of the philosopher whom he most revered, and of the

commander whom he strove to imitate.''

At Rome the year 701 had opened with an interregnum,

which was itself an important step in the direction in which

the intrigues of Pompeius pointed. The inter-
A. V. 701.

°
• -, , .

B. c. 53. reges were assigned by a committee consistmg oi
Iiilerregaum : , . . , ^ , , .

the tribunes the patriciau members oi the senate. -Lach mter-

ehfcVion 0^0011- I'cx in turn held the office for five days only

;

^" ^'

and the principal object of their api^ointment was

collected several analogous stories from Appiau, Pliny, Justin, Zosimus, and

more modern writers.

' Virg. ^n. X. 811.:

"Quo moriture ruis, majoraque viribus audes?

Fallit te incautum pietas tua."

^ Cic. ad Qu. Fr. ii. 9. :
" P. Crassus, adolescens nostri studiosissimus."

Ad Div. V. 8. :
'" Hoc magis sura Publio deditus quod me maxime sicut

alteram parentem et observat et diligit." Ad Div. xiii. 16. : "P. Crassum ex

omni nobilitate adolescentem dilexi plurimum." Compare 5)'«<., 81. : "Erat

cum institutus optime tum etiam perfccte planeque eruditus ; ineratque et

ingenium satis acre, et orationis non inelegans copia
;

pra^tereaque sine

arrogantia gravis esse videbatur et sine segnitia verecundus." See also Caes.

B. G. i. 52., ii. 34., iii. 7. ' Ascon. arg. in Milan, init.
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understood to be that tliey might summon and preside over

the comitia for the election of consuls. They discharged,

however, in the mean time, the general functions of the chief

magistrates. But a power so limited in duration was merely

nominal. The executive was paralysed, and almost every one

was interested in devising means to terminate so disastrous

an interruption to the ordinary course of affairs. The cry for

a dictatorshij) rose more and more loud above the murmurs
of personal and party interests, for it was only by the creation

of a supreme autocrat that the free-state had provided for

disentangling the most desperate complications of her affairs.

Pompeius affected indifference, and pretended to keep aloof

from the confusion, but his creatures were labouring actively

in his behalf. The nobles were full of apprehension and

anxiety. Cato unravelled and denounced the plot against the

liberties of the commonwealth ; Cicero was silent.' In the

mean time the tribunes, or some at least of their number,

continued to play into the hands of the triumvir, by obsti-

nately opjiosing all attempts to assemble the comitia. In for-

mer times, the appointment of interreges had been an object

of traditional jealousy to the protectors of the j^lebs, inasmuch

as the constitution allowed the plebeians no share in their

election.^ But noAV they not only acquiesced in that temporary

arrangement, but seemed resolved to perpetuate it, until the

senate should be compelled to resort to the creation of an ir-

responsible ruler. The nobles, however, held out with more

than usual firmness, and even took the vigorous step of im-

prisoning one of the tribimes, Q. Pompeius Rufus, a grandson

of Sulla, whose hostile proceedings were the most violent.

To put this bold stroke in execution, they were enabled to

employ the strong arm of the triumvir himself. In the ab-

sence of consuls and prretors, the tribunes, who since the

abrogation of Sulla's enactments, had been constantly en-

croaching upon the functions of the other magistrates, under-

took almost the entire management of the affairs of the city.

' Cic. ad Qu. Fr. iii. 9. : " E^o quiesco."

^ Liv. iv. 43. : "Coire patricios tribuni prohibebant."
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Even Pompeius was offended at their insolent usurpations.

The absence of his colleagues, and the disruption of the pe-

culiar ties which bound him to Csesar,' gave a freer scope to

the aristocratic prejudices of his youth. He was already re-

volvmg in his mind the expediency of returning to his former

alliances, when he consented to become the instrument of

the senate in thus chastising tribunitian dictation.^ He waited

Pompeius at ^OY the most graccfid opportunity for offering his

po!ls,Mmfcon- mediation, and interfered at last to bring the
suis are elected matter to a dccision, by prevailing on his own
friends to give way, and consent to the election of consuls.'

The ostensible causes of its postponement had vanished, and

the ground being cleared, it was only decent in one so stu-

dious of aiDpearances to prepare the foundation of a new edi-

fice. The Silent Judgment which the senate had instituted

upon the conduct of the several candidates had been put off

on various excuses, till the public had ceased to be inter-

ested in its prosecution ; the competitors stood with erect

front before the people whose sufii-ages they demanded

;

Cicero himself had defended and obtained the acquittal of

JEmilius Scaurus
;
perjury and corruption raised their heads

triumphantly ; and it might be expected with reason that

no public man would ever be condemned again, except upon

a charge of murder.* The election fell uj)on Cn. Domitius

' Pompeius was the more free to act without deferring to Caesar at this

moment because he had just lent him one of his own proconsular legions.

Cges. B. G. vi. 1. ; Dion, xl. 65. Plutarch {Cies. 25.) says two, but this is an

error.

- But such a violation of the sacred person of the tribune must have been

an act of flagrant illegality, and we look in vain for any further explanation

of the circumstances. The story is told by Dion, xl. 45.

^ Plut. Pomp. 54. : alSfadils eirf/xtXridri. Dion, xl. 46. This writer is

incorrect in saying that the dictatorship was offered to Pompeius : the offer

was proposed by Lucceius Hirrus, one of the tribunes, but the question was

never formally entertained. Among other suggestions of the tribunes, one

was to return to the government by military tribunes, a board of several mem-
bers. Perhaps it was this that induced Pompeius to take the part of the senate.

* This was Cicero's own remark at the beginning of these proceedings (ad

Att. iv. 16.).
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Calvinus and M. Valerius Messala, who at last inthcBcventh

1 1 • r.. • 1 1 in ™onlh of the
entered upon their omce in the seventh month of yt-ar.

the year.'

Although the blow had thus been averted for a moment,

yet the opinion was rapidly gaining ground, in the midst of

these dissensions, that aifairs were tending irre- General opin-

sistibly to the creation of a dictator. The powers c^'LuV of a dic-

of the state could not long exist by the mere *"'°'"-

coimteraction and collision of one wdth another. The strength

of their materials was too sorely tried. The genuine pa-

triotism and singleness of purpose through which alone, and

by no nice adjustment of its functions and forces, the machine

of government had in reality been in ancient times preserved,

were found to have given way altogether. The constitution

of the commonwealth stood in need of an organic change

;

the exorbitant power of individuals could only be balanced

by conferring an adequate share of political importance on

the wealth and intelligence of a lower class. Probably the

establishment of a permanent military police, such as that

which the emperors afterwards maintained in the city, was
absolutely necessary to secure the freedom of councils and

elections
;

yet the hand to which this force was intrusted

could hardly fail to estabUsh a monarchical domination.

What was it then- that still retarded a consummation

which seemed so imminent ? It would appear that Cicero

and the more moderate politicians whom he repre-

sented would have acquiesced in the temporary tardedVy'the

appointment of a dictator, according to the old thrproscrip"

traditional policy of the state, as at least a neces-
^io^^ of S""''-

sary evil, fondly blinding themselves to the risk of its becom-

ing perpetual. The knights and others of the middle class

would doubtless expect the vigour of an irresponsible gover-

nor to overflow in measures for the elevation of their own
order. The midtitude, always apt to applaud a striking

change, had no longer that apprehension of a dictator Avhich

he was wont to inspire when he was the instrument of the

Dion, xl. 45.

VOL. I.—28
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patricians for overruling the insolence of the tribunes. Even .

the nobles might liave remembered that the last dictatorship

had been the creation of their own hands, and all its measures

directed to their own aggrandizement. Pompeius, however

much he had wavered in their cause, was still the pupil, the

follower, the admirer of Sulla, the heir to his fame, to his

army, to his pohtical career. Besides, the cautious decorum

with which he had conducted himself for many years had se-

cured him the reputation, however immerited, of moderation

and humanity, and he might be expected to make a mild, per-

haps a bloodless use of absolute authority. ^NTevertheless, it

was from the nobles that the opposition to this appointment

princij^ally came. Tlie proscriptions of Sulla and Marius had

made an indelible imjDression on the minds of the generation

next succeeding. The dream of blood stUl flitted before their

imclosed eyes ; the name of dictator was indissolubly con-

nected with the idea of unimaginable horrors.' The life of a

citizen was still sacred in the eyes of the conquerors and

butchers of the world. Could a Pompeius bear rule in a state

in which a C»sar was a subject ? Unless the one were massa-

cred, the other must be overthrown. Murder would succeed to

murder, revolution would breed revolution. The door to vio-

lence being once opened could never be shut against the tor-

rents of blood that would dash through it. The conviction was

forced upon them that the question was not that of the appoint-

ment of a temporary dictator, but of a succession of tp'ants.

The Aveight of these sentiments and reasonings was rein-

forced by the ponderous mass of selfish voluptuousness, which,

with no extended view of ulterior consequences.
Selfishness and ,. . , , . , .

biindneBs of the would not consent to relmquish or abridge its

gratifications at the bidding of a social reformer.

No anstocracy was ever more short-sighted at the crisis of its

fate than the once glorious patriciate of Rome. It climg des-

perately to its privileges, not from a fond regard to their an-

tiquity, or their connexion with any social or religious preju-

' Dion, xl. 45. : wpbr yap rr^v tov '^vWov wfiSrriTa ffuffovv irdvTfS to

iroXiTeuyuo.
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dices ; disdained to invoke the watchwords of patriotism, or

utility ; it took up its ground upon the enactments which

Sulla had made to enliance its own wealth and power, and

depress those of its rivals, and contended Avith its assailants

upon purely selfish considerations. Without a policy and

without a leader the nobles went staggering onward in their

blind conflict with the forces arrayed against them, and Pom-
peius, not daring to take the single step which still remained

between him and the post he coveted, left every thing a prey

to suspense and confusion. At last the force of circumstances

had thrust the prize even to his feet ; he gazed at it and

sighed over it, but did not stoop to take it up.

The appointment of consuls had no effect in restoring

public order. The senate indeed passed one decree, ostensibly

of considerable importance, which forbade the rj-^.^^ ^.jj.j,

consuls and prtetors to assume the government of ""t restored by

a province till the fifth year from the expiration mei't of con-

of their office in the city.' It was hoped, perhaps,

that this limitation would materially check the eagerness of

the candidates," This, however, was the only measure of re-

form that could be carried. The consuls and senate clad

themselves pubUcly in mourning' when they found that, as in

previous years, it was impossible to effect the election of the

ordinary magistrates. Among the various candidates, Milo

sued for the consulship and Clodius for the prsetorship : the

violence of the one and the intriguing spirit of the other ren-

dered any decision more than ever unattainable. The new
year opened, like the preceding, with an interregnum. It

was speedily distinguished from its predecessor by a flagrant

crime and its long train of consequences. Li the middle of

January it happened that jMilo was travelling along the Ap-

pian Way. He was accompanied in his carriage by his wife, a

large retinue of servants was in attendance upon him, and he

' Dion, xl. 46.

- This judicious enactment we shall find revived under the imperial system

of Augustus. Dion, liii. 14.

' Dion, xl. 45.
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was followed, according to his wont, by a troop of gladiators.

The object of his journey was at least ostensibly peaceful,

since he was on his way to perform certain ceremonies at-

tached to his municipal dictatorship at Lanuvium. At a few

miles' distance from the city he Avas met by Clodius, who Avas

on horseback, with a small company of armed attendants.

Such modes of travelling were not unusually adopted for the

sake of security even in the neighbourhood of Rome ; but the

lives of men in the position of Milo and Clodius were never

safe from sudden violence, and their journeying with military

escorts could be no proof that their designs were sinister, or

that the meeting was on either side premeditated. Cicero,

in his defence of Milo, lays great stress on the nature of his

retinue, Avhich he adduces in pi'oof that he had no intention

of waylaying his enemy, while, on the other hand, he tries to

fasten a suspicion of the kind on Clodius.

However this may be, a quarrel ensued between the ser-

vants on each side ; blows were exchanged, and Clodius him-

self, wounded in the scuffle, took refuse in a
Affray between

-, . , rr^ n n ^^^^
Clodius and tavcrn by the road side. The fury oi Milo was

ungovernable. Violence once committed, he re-

solved to carry it through. He attacked the house, caused

his enemy to be dragged from his concealment,

and slain. The corpse lay in the road, till it was

picked up by a passing friend, and brought to Rome. The

adherents of the murdered man exposed it to the view of the

populace, who Avorked themselves into frenzy at the sight. A
riot ensued : benches, books and papers Avere

Riot and con- < -i n • • - i ^
flagratiou in snatchcd from the curia m which the senate was

wont to assemble, and the tumultuary pyre in-

volved part of the forum in its conflagration.' The house of

' Dion, xl. 49. ; App. B. C. ii. 21. ; Ascon. arcf, in Milon. : "Quo igne

et ipsa quoque curia flagravit, et item Porcia basilica, quae erat ei adjuneta,

ambusta est." Tlae burning of the Curia Hostilia and the adjoining buildings

cleared the space for the improvements introduced afterwards by Cwsar.

There was another great fire in the year 703, in the western part of the forum,

that is, nearly on the same spot. Oros. vi. 13.
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Milo and that of the interrex M. Lepidus were attacked, but

the assailants were received with coolness and determination,

and repulsed with bloodshed. So great was the popular clam-

our against the murderer that he dared not at first submit

himself to trial. He was preparing to withdraw into volun-

tary exile ; but his friends rallied about him ; the violence

of the Clodians worked some reaction of opinion in his fa-

vour," and a majority of the ti'ibunes was known to be gen-

erally favourable to his party. He was encouraged to re-

main in the city and try the eflect of wholesale bribery, by dis-

tributing a largess among the poorer citizens.'' But riot suc-

ceeded to riot, and the j^opulace refused even to listen to the

excuses which the culprit pleaded in his defence. The senate,

crippled in its executive branch, felt its authority defied by

both parties, whom, it could neither mediate between nor

confront before an equitable tribunal. It adopted the ex-

pedient of nominating a commission, consisting of
*

T -1-. . 1
-^ commission

the interrex, the tribunes and Pompeius, to whom appointed for

-1 .-11 1 1 /.
tho trial of

it entrusted conjomtly the solemn charge 01 pro- Miio. The sub-

. . _ , „ „ , _-, . stance of the
vidmg lor the safety 01 the state. Fompems was dictatorship

allowed to collect a military force to overawe the Pompeius'

turbulent multitude. The substance of the dic-

tatorship was thus thrust into his hands ; for what authority

could his colleagues exert against the commander of an army

at the gates, or even in the forum ? Still, however, the title

was withheld ; some secret intrigues prevailed to thwart

the. cherished wish ; still Pompeius hesitated to demand it.

Caesar had by this time arrived at Lucca, and was intently

watching the crisis.' His immediate vicinity gave a new
stimulus to the efibrts of the partizans, and honours were

lavishly decreed him in acknowledgment of his late victories.

So close at hand, the senate was apprehensive of his not only

resenting the elevation of his rival to an avowed dictatorship,

' Ascon. I. c. :
" Incendium curiae majorem aliquanto indignationem civi-

tatis moverat quam Clodii ca;des."

- Appian, B. C. ii. 22.

' Cees. B. G. vi. ult. : "Ibi cocrnoscit dc Clodii caede.''
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but claiming a share in the consular dignity for himself.

Accordingly, with the sanction of Cato and Bibulus, the

nobles invented a middle way to reconcile the conflicting pre-

tensions of the jealous allies, by refusing Pomi^eius the dic-

tatorshijD, but decreeing his appointment as sole consul.'

He is declared PoDipeius himsclf was abscut from the city ; but

^°^l''u°702
*^^ public appearance of the candidate was dis-

B. c. 52. pensed with ; the sufii-ages of the tribes were not

solicited ; it is even doubtful whether any forms of popular

election were maintained.

The trial of Milo was the principal object for which these

irregularities were committed, for it required extraordi-

The trial of ^^^7 Dieasures to give effect to judicial proceed-

d^tk)!! of Ms ' i"&^ ^^ ^^ch a case. The character of the accused
advocates. q^^ ^jjg influence which he exerted, combined

with the ostentatious lawlessness of his enemies to make a

fair decision hopeless. It was the part of a vigorous magis-

trate at least to repress violence, and for this purpose the

consul did not hesitate to fill the avenues of the forum, and

even the steps and porticoes of the temples Avhich surrounded

it, with files of soldiers," a spectacle never before witnessed

by Roman eyes. Cicero, on rising to defend the criminal,

was assailed with such cries and menaces from the populace

as almost to make him quail from the attempt. The sight of

' Dion, xl. 50. : tw TlonTrriio} t?ji/ viraTelav, aoffre /U^ StKTarwpa avrhp

Ae^^^i'ai, Kal ixovcp yt, 'iva /j-rj 6 Ka7aap avT<fi awdp^r;, S($j'T€y. Appian. B. C,

ii. 23. ; Plut. Pomp. 54. ; Liv. Epit. cvii. :
" Cngeus Pompeius a senatu

consul tertium factus est, absens et solus, quod nulli alii unquam contigit."

To crown this series of irregularities it must be remembered that he was at

the same time proconsul. On all these accounts Brutus branded this appoint-

ment as a dictatorship, the assignment of irresponsible power by an irrespon-

sible authority. Quintil. Inst. ix. 3. 95. quale apud Brutum dc didatura Cn.

Pompeii.

= Plut. Cic. 34. ; Schol. Bob. in Milon. p. 276. ; Lucan, i. 319.

:

" Quis castra timenti

Nescit mixta foro, gladii cum triste minantes

Judicium insolita trepidum cinxere corona,

Atque auso medias perrumpere milite leges

Pompeiana reum clauserunt signa Milonem ?
"
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the consul's military dispositions was too novel and alarming

to reassure him. He hurried through his speech, abashed and

dispirited ; his client lost his cause, and was con-
jji,^ ^^^^ j„t^

demned to banishment.' On returning to his own '^^'jf.-
^r'^'"'~

of Cicero I'ro

house Cicero recovered to a sense of the glorious ^''one.

opportunity he had lost, and sate doA\Ti to compose the mag-

nificent oration which has descended to posterity as his de-

fence of Milo.^ The orator had executed a splendid declama-

tion, and his vanity prompted him to send it to his client at

Massilia. The exile perused it, and replied that he esteemed

himself fortunate that so convincing a speech had not actually

been delivered, else, he said, T should not be now enjoying the

delicious midlets of this place / a reply which may perhaps

have passed with Cicero as a pleasant jest, but which, as

Dion shrewdly remarks, must have been meant as a bitter

sarcasm on the timidity of the orator in the forum and his

vanity in the closet.^

' The judges, according to a new enactment of Pompeius, were selected

by lot to the number of eighty-one ; this number was reduced by challenge

on either side to fifty-one. On this occasion their votes were given in the

following proportions : Senatores condemnaverunt xii., absolverunt vi. Equites

condemnaverunt xiii., absolverunt iv. Tribuni ararii condemnaverunt xiii.,

absolverunt iii. Ascou. p. 53.

Immediately after his conviction on the charge de vi, Milo was accused of

ambitus, and condemned in his absence. He was again accused de sodalitiis,

of conspiracy, and condemned a third time.

Dion, xl. 54. : XP^^V ''^"6^ vcrrepou /cai koto ffxo\r]i' avaQapffriffas typarpe.

The writer of the Scholia Bobiensia mentions that in his time the original

speech was existing :
" Existit alius prreterea liber actorum pro Milone, in

quo omnia interrupta ct impolita et rudia, plena denique maximi tcrroris

agnoscas." This must have been the " report " of the speech inserted perhaps

.

in the Acta Diurua. See Leclerc's dissertation, Journaux Publics chez leu

Romains.
=* Dion, xl. 54.

END OF THE FIRST VOLUME.
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